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About This Book
This book, Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide, describes how to develop
Objectivity/C++ applications. Objectivity/C++ enables a C++ application to
create, store, and access persistent data in an Objectivity/DB federated database.
You should use this book in conjunction with Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Reference, which provides a detailed description of each public construct in the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface. If you are also defining a
federated-database schema, read Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide contains reference descriptions for the portion
of the Objectivity/C++ programming interface that should be used in
applications that access a placement-managed federated database. If you are
maintaining older applications must use explicit placement techniques to access
non-placement-managed federated databases, you can refer to an earlier version
of this book, along with the supplemental book Objectivity/C++ Backward
Compatibility, which are available on Objectivity Developer Network.

Audience
This book assumes that you are familiar with programming in C++.

Organization
■

Part 1 introduces the concepts and processes that are fundamental to the
Objectivity/DB object-oriented database management system and to the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface to Objectivity/DB.

■

Part 2 describes the Objectivity/C++ classes and mechanisms that control
application processes.
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Conventions and Abbreviations

■

Part 3 describes the classes and mechanisms that Objectivity/C++ provides
for modeling persistent data, and the auxiliary classes through which an
Objectivity/C++ application works with persistent objects.

■

Part 4 explains how to organize persistent objects to minimize search and
how to use the organization to find the persistent objects.

■

Part 5 introduces topics related to monitoring and tuning application
performance.

■

Part 6 covers special topics that are of interest to some users of the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface.

■

Part 7 contains auxiliary information, such as information on include files.

■

The Glossary contains definitions of terms and concepts that are used in this
book.

■

Four indexes allow you to look up information:
❐

The Topic Index lists topics that are discussed in this book.

❐

The Classes Index lists those Objectivity/C++ classes discussed in this
book. Any methods and data members discussed in the book are listed
under the appropriate class.

❐

The Methods, Functions, and Macros Index lists those Objectivity/C++
functions (including methods) and macros discussed in this book.

❐

The Types, Constants, and Variables Index lists those Objectivity/C++
types, constants, and variables (including data members) discussed in
this book.

Conventions and Abbreviations
Navigation
In the online version of this book, table of contents entries, index entries,
cross-references, and underlined text are hypertext links.

Typographical Conventions

24

cd

Command, literal parameter, code sample, filename, pathname,
output on your screen, or Objectivity-defined identifier

installDir

Variable element (such as a filename or a parameter) for which you
must substitute a value

Browse FD

Graphical user-interface label for a menu item or button

lock server

New term, book title, or emphasized word
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations
(administration)

Feature intended for database administration tasks

(HA)

Feature of the Objectivity/DB High Availability product

(ODMG)

Feature conforming to the Object Database Management Group
interface

Command Syntax Symbols
[...]

Optional item. You may either enter or omit the enclosed item.

{…}

Item that can be repeated.

...|...

Alternative items. You should enter only one of the items separated
by this symbol.

(…)

Logical group of items. The parentheses themselves are not part of
the command syntax; do not type them.

Command and Code Conventions
In code examples or commands, the continuation of a long line is indented.
Omitted code is indicated with the ellipsis (…) symbol. “Enter” refers to the
standard key (labeled either Enter or Return) for terminating a line of input.

Getting Help
The Objectivity Developer Network provides technical information and
resources, such as tutorials, documentation, FAQs, code examples, and sample
applications. You can also access information about supported platforms and
compilers. The Developer Network is found at:
http://support.objectivity.com
You can log onto your existing customer account from this location. Your
customer account gives you access to product downloads and information about
known bugs and bug fixes. Contact Customer Support if you need a login.
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How to Reach Objectivity Customer Support
You can contact Customer Support by:
■

Telephone: Call 1.408.992.7100 or 1.800.SOS.OBJY (1.800.767.6259) Monday
through Friday between 6:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. Pacific Time, and ask for
Customer Support.
The toll-free 800 number can be dialed only within the 48 contiguous states of
the United States and Canada.

■

Fax: Send a fax to Objectivity at 1.408.992.7171.

■

Email: Send electronic mail to help@objectivity.com.

Before You Call
Please be ready to submit the following information:
■

Your name, company name, address, telephone number, fax number, and
email address

■

Detailed description of the problem

■

Information about your workstation, including the type of workstation, its
operating system version, and compiler or interpreter

■

Information about your Objectivity products, including the version of the
Objectivity/DB libraries

You can use the Objectivity/DB oosupportinfo tool to obtain information
about your workstation and your Objectivity products.
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INTRODUCTION
This part introduces the concepts and processes that are fundamental to the
Objectivity/DB object-oriented database management system and to the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface to Objectivity/DB.
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This chapter provides an introduction to the Objectivity/DB object-oriented
database management system. It introduces:
■

Objectivity/DB components.

■

Steps involved in developing an Objectivity/DB application.

The rest of this guide provides detailed conceptual information about
Objectivity/DB features and how they are accessed through the Objectivity/C++
programming interface.

Objectivity/DB Components
Objectivity/DB provides database-management services for storing and finding
objects created by applications written in various object-oriented programming
languages. Each such application is written using an Objectivity/DB
programming interface—for example, a C++ application is written using the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface. Objects stored by an application
written in one language can be found by applications written in other languages.
This section gives an overview of the components of an Objectivity/DB
application, independent of the programming interface in which it is written:
■

The processes involved in an Objectivity/DB application

■

Transactions, the mechanism for organizing operations on Objectivity/DB
objects

■

The kinds of Objectivity/DB objects accessible from within an application
and the purpose of each

■

The Objectivity/DB object model

■

The operations that applications can perform on Objectivity/DB objects
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Objectivity/DB Applications and Processes
An Objectivity/DB application works with objects stored in Objectivity/DB
databases. Each Objectivity/DB application has database services built directly
into it instead of relying on a back-end server process. This integration of
database services is generally accomplished by dynamically loading
Objectivity/DB libraries into the same process space as the Objectivity/DB
application.
Objectivity/DB provides simultaneous, multiuser access to databases that can be
distributed across a network. A group of such databases using a common object
model (or schema) is organized into a unit, called a federated database or federation.
All the logical entities in Objectivity/DB, including the federation, are called
Objectivity/DB objects.
Applications do not work with Objectivity/DB objects directly; instead they
work with memory representations of objects, which must be obtained from, and
written back to, a federated database. To ensure that data maintained by
Objectivity/DB objects remains consistent while being used by competing
applications, Objectivity/DB uses a system of permissions, called read locks and
update locks, to control access to the objects.
Locks are administered by a lock server that can run on any machine in the
network. Before an operation can be performed on an Objectivity/DB object, an
application must obtain access rights to the object from the lock server. In a
standard configuration, the lock server runs as a separate process from the
applications that consult it. If all lock requests originate from a single,
multithreaded application, that application can optionally start its own internal
lock server using the Objectivity/DB In-Process Lock Server (Objectivity/IPLS).
See Chapter 26, “In-Process Lock Server.”

Transactions
An application’s access to Objectivity/DB objects is controlled by a transaction.
Transactions control the locks acquired on behalf of an application and the
transfer of data between the memory representation of Objectivity/DB objects
and the objects in a particular federated database.
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A transaction is effectively a subsection of an application’s operations during
which the application interacts with a federated database. The extent of a
transaction is designated by three operations: begin, commit, and abort.
■

When an application begins a transaction, the application can obtain access
rights to, and memory representations of, Objectivity/DB objects. From this
point, the application is said to be within a transaction, and the application
can operate on Objectivity/DB objects.

■

A transaction ends when it is committed or aborted. When the application
commits the transaction, any modifications to the objects are stored in the
federated database. If the application aborts the transaction instead of
committing it, the changes are discarded (rolled back), leaving the federated
database in the logical state it was in before the transaction began.

When a transaction ends, the locks on any Objectivity/DB objects are released.
The application’s memory representations of Objectivity/DB objects may no
longer be consistent with the objects in the federated database; your application
should not perform any database operations on an Objectivity/DB object outside
the transaction.
Objectivity/DB guarantees that certain properties—atomicity, consistency,
isolation, and durability (denoted by the acronym ACID)—are maintained when
the operations within a transaction are applied to a database.
■

Atomicity means that all the operations within a transaction are performed on
the federated database or none is performed. Thus, several operations, on
one or more of the objects contained in the federated database, appear to all
users as a single, indivisible operation.

■

Consistency means that the transaction takes the federated database from one
internally consistent state to another, even though intermediate steps of the
transaction may leave the objects in an inconsistent state. This property is
dependent on the atomicity property.

■

Isolation means that until that transaction commits, any changes made to
objects are visible only to other operations within the same transaction.
When a transaction commits, the changes are made permanent in the
federated database and henceforth visible to any other concurrent users of
the federated database. If the transaction aborts, none of the changes are
made in the federated database.

■

Durability means that the effects of committed transactions are preserved in
the event of system failures such as crashes or memory exhaustion.
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In the simplest case, a transaction performs one indivisible unit of work. The
checkpoint operation allows a transaction to perform a sequence of indivisible
units of work, each of which maintains the ACID properties. Each checkpoint
terminates the current unit of work, storing modifications in the federated
database, and begins another unit of work. A commit terminates the transaction’s
last unit of work, storing modifications in the federated database. An abort rolls
back the transaction’s last unit of work; any previous units of work are not rolled
back.
For additional information, see Chapter 5, “Transactions.”

Objectivity/DB Objects
An application works directly or indirectly with two kinds of Objectivity/DB
objects: persistent objects and storage objects.

Persistent Objects
A persistent object is the fundamental unit for storing application-specific data in
Objectivity/DB. Persistent objects are the main focus of an Objectivity/DB
application, which creates, finds, reads, updates, and deletes them; see
“Operations on Persistent Objects” on page 40.
All persistent objects support persistence behavior defined by Objectivity/DB.
Such behavior includes the ability to be stored persistently, linked to other
persistent objects, and found through lookup operations or through navigation
along links from other persistent objects.
A persistent object’s application-specific behavior is defined by the object’s class,
which also defines the attributes and associations that constitute the object’s
application-specific persistent data. Within an application, the memory
representation for a persistent object contains its persistent data.
Persistent objects are instances of persistence-capable classes; see
“Persistence-Capable Classes” on page 37.

Storage Objects
Storage objects are Objectivity/DB objects that form a hierarchic logical structure
for storing persistent objects. The purpose of this logical storage hierarchy is to
group persistent objects to achieve performance, space utilization, and
concurrency requirements. Storage objects are also the basis for organizing
physical storage into data files.
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Figure 1-1 shows the arrangement of storage objects in the logical storage
hierarchy.

Federated Database

Single Logical
View

Databases

File Storage

Containers

Grouping and
Locking

Persistent
Objects

Stored Data

Figure 1-1

Logical Storage Hierarchy of a Federated Database

Federated Database
The federated database is the root of the logical storage hierarchy. A federated
database:
■

Consists of one or more databases.

■

Maintains a global catalog of its databases, tying them into a single logical
entity. Objects in any database can reference objects in any other database of
the same federated database.

■

Maintains a schema that describes the classes of objects that can be stored.
Any Objectivity/DB application accessing the federated database can create
and access objects of these classes, regardless of the programming language.

■

Maintains configuration information used for administrative control, such as
the physical location of its files and servers. All recovery and backup
operations are performed at the federated-database level.

You create a federated database using an administration tool, such as CreateFd
or Objectivity/Assist (Assist). Administration tools are described in
Objectivity/DB Administration.
Creating a federated database automatically creates its system database, which
stores the federation’s schema and global catalog.
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Databases
Databases are the second level in the logical storage hierarchy. Databases:
■

Consist of one or more containers.

■

Are the main units of file storage; every database is stored in its own file.

Database files can be distributed among multiple hosts on a network, so
databases are used to distribute the processing burden across hosts, or to locate
objects physically near their users.
Databases are created automatically by Objectivity/DB as needed.
Containers
Containers are the third level in the logical storage hierarchy. Containers:
■

Contain any number of persistent objects; every persistent object is stored
within a particular container.

■

Are the smallest units of locking. When a persistent object is locked, the lock
is actually placed on its container, locking all other objects in that container
as well. This reduces the processing burden on the lock server in systems
with a large number of objects.

■

Logically subdivide large data sets. Grouping persistent objects in a
container can collocate them in memory and on disk, making access to those
objects very efficient.

■

Serve as secondary units of file storage. Although a container is normally
embedded within the file of its database, containers can be configured for
storage in separate files.

Containers are created automatically by Objectivity/DB as needed.

Identifiers
Every Objectivity/DB object has a unique identifier.
Each storage object has an integer identifier that distinguishes it among others of
the same type. For example, a federated database’s identifier distinguishes it
from the other federated databases using the same lock server.
Each persistent object has an object identifier or OID. An object identifier has four
integer components indicating the exact location of the object within the storage
hierarchy. For example, a persistent object with the OID 7-12-4-6 is located in
container 12 within database 7. An object’s OID is unique within the entire
federated database.
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Objectivity/DB uses object identifiers instead of memory addresses to identify
objects, because object identifiers provide:
■

Transparent access at runtime to objects located anywhere in a network

■

Full interoperability across all platforms

■

Access to more objects than a direct memory address permits

■

Integrity constraints and runtime type checking that are not possible through
direct-memory addresses

For additional information about identifiers of Objectivity/DB objects, see
“Integer Identifiers of Storage Objects” on page 183 and “Object Identifiers” on
page 184.

Placement of Objectivity/DB Objects
Objectivity/DB automatically manages the creation of a federated database’s
storage hierarchy and the placement of new persistent objects in it. That is,
whenever an application creates a new persistent object, Objectivity/DB assigns
it to a particular container in a particular database, creating the container and
database as necessary.
The placement of new persistent objects and storage objects is governed by the
federated database’s placement model, which provides rules describing how
objects of different types should be grouped or distributed. Every
placement-managed federated database is created with an initial placement model,
to which schema-specific rules are added by a development team’s database
designer.
A federated database’s placement model keeps an internal map of where
persistent objects were placed, which is consulted by Objectivity/DB operations
that look up or query persistent objects.
NOTE

Prior to Release 11.0, federated databases were non-placement-managed, so
applications were responsible for explicitly creating the storage hierarchy and
placing objects in it. Such applications must continue to use the techniques
described in the documentation for Objectivity/DB Release 10.2 (and earlier),
found on the Objectivity Developer Network (http://support.objectivity.com).
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Application Access to Objectivity/DB Objects
When an application accesses a federated database, it obtains a memory
representation through which it can perform operations on the federated
database.
NOTE

Applications do not need explicit access to containers and databases.
An application obtains access to a persistent object by:
1. Finding the object in the federated database—for example, by looking up an
application-assigned name or by following a link to it from an associated
object. Finding an object obtains the object identifier that uniquely identifies
it within the federated database. This operation is also called getting a
reference to an object.
2. Opening the object to make it available. Opening the object:
■

Obtains an appropriate lock on the object. A read lock indicates to
Objectivity/DB that you need read-only access to an object. An update
lock indicates that you intend to modify the object.

■

Obtains a memory representation of the object and its
application-specific data. The memory representation of the object exists
within a special cache managed by Objectivity/DB.

Until the lock on the object is released, operations on the object are directed to the
memory representation, so the object does not have to be found repeatedly.
The operations for finding and opening an object may be performed explicitly or
implicitly, possibly as part of a single function call.

Locking Objectivity/DB Objects
Objectivity/DB locks various objects to maintain consistency during
simultaneous access by multiple transactions in different processes or threads.
When a transaction has a read lock on an object, the application can safely read
the object; when a transaction has an update lock, the application can safely
modify the locked object.
A persistent object must be locked before it can be accessed. Locking is
performed in a variety of ways, depending on the programming interface to
Objectivity/DB. In most cases, a persistent object is locked implicitly by
operations that obtain its application-specific data; in such cases, the lock is
acquired only at the point at which it is needed. Alternatively, you can reserve
access to an object in advance by locking it explicitly. Explicit locking can reduce
concurrency (because objects tend to be locked for longer periods of time), but
ensures access to objects when you need it.
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Containers are the actual units of locking for persistent objects. When a persistent
object is locked, the container in which it resides is locked, effectively locking all
persistent objects in the container. This is a performance advantage for a
transaction that needs to access multiple objects in the same container; such a
transaction can obtain the necessary permissions through a single lock request.
In general, databases and federated databases are shared resources, so two
containers in the same database may be locked by two different, concurrent
transactions. Furthermore, two or more concurrent transactions can lock the
same container, provided that the locks are compatible. Read locks are always
compatible, so two transactions can obtain read locks on the same container;
update locks are always incompatible, so two transactions cannot lock the same
container for update. In other cases, Objectivity/DB applies a concurrent-access
policy to determine whether a requested lock is compatible with existing locks
held by other transactions; see “Concurrent Access Policies” on page 37.
A federated database can be locked so that no other transaction can either read or
modify it. Locking at this level is normally necessary only for administrative
tasks that require exclusive access to the data for a period of time.
For additional information about locking, see Chapter 6, “Locking and
Concurrency.”

Concurrent Access Policies
Objectivity/DB allows multiple transactions to simultaneously read the
persistent objects in a container, and prevents multiple transactions from
simultaneously modifying the objects a container. Two concurrent access policies
control whether one transaction can update a container while one or more
transactions are reading the same container. The two concurrent access policies
are standard and multiple readers, one writer (MROW). The standard access policy
prevents a transaction from reading a container that is being modified by another
transaction; a transaction using this policy is called a standard transaction. The
MROW access policy permits a transaction to read the last-committed or
checkpointed version of a container that is being modified; a transaction using
this policy is called an MROW transaction. The MROW policy is useful for
applications that would rather access a potentially out-of-date object than be
prevented from accessing the object at all.

Persistence-Capable Classes
Every persistent object is an instance of some persistence-capable class. A
persistence-capable class has persistence behavior that enables applications to
store instances of the class persistently in an Objectivity/DB federated database.
Instances of persistence-capable classes are normally persistent, that is, stored in
the federated database. Many persistence-capable classes also support
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instantiation to create transient objects. A transient object exists only within the
memory of the process that creates it.
Non-persistence-capable classes do not have persistence behavior; instances of those
classes cannot be stored as independent persistent objects. However, when a
non-persistence-capable class meets certain constraints, it is called an embeddable
class, and instances of that class may be stored in the federated database
indirectly by being embedded in the data of persistent objects. Unlike persistent
objects, embedded objects do not have their own object identifiers; consequently,
an application cannot find such an embedded object independently of its
containing persistent object. Objectivity for Java supports limited access to
embedded objects, which must be of certain Objectivity-defined embeddable
classes.
Each Objectivity/DB programming interface allows applications to define their
own persistence-capable classes, as well as providing persistence-capable
collection classes.

Application-Defined Classes
Applications define persistence-capable classes for the objects they want to store
in a federated database. Each persistence-capable class is a class in the
application’s programming language; applications can create both transient and
persistent instances of the class.
A federated database’s schema must contain a language-independent description
of every persistence-capable or embeddable class whose instances are to be
stored in the federated database. The mechanism for adding class descriptions to
the schema depends on the programming interface to Objectivity/DB.
NOTE

Objectivity/DB does not save the “behavior” (that is, the methods) of
persistence-capable classes.
For additional information, see “Persistence-Capable Classes” on page 190.

Persistent-Collection Classes
Objectivity/DB defines persistence-capable collection classes. An instance of one
of these classes is called a persistent collection. A persistent collection is an
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aggregate object that groups other persistent objects together. Objectivity/DB
supports persistent collections of the following kinds:
■

Sets and lists have persistent objects as elements.

■

Object maps have key-value pairs as elements; each key and each value is a
persistent object.

■

Name maps have key-value pairs as elements; each key is a string (or name)
and each value is a persistent object.

All instances of a persistent-collection class are persistent.
For additional information, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections.”

Objectivity/DB Object Model
In the Objectivity/DB object model, a persistence-capable class has attributes and
associations. The attributes of a class constitute its component data. The
associations of a class describe how an instance of that class can be related to
instances of other specified classes.

Attributes
A persistent object has a value for each attribute defined by its class. The
attributes’ values express the state of the object. Attributes correspond to
standard data members of a C++ class, fields of a Java class, or properties of a C#
class.
The Objectivity/DB object model supports attributes of the following data types:
■

Primitive types (integers, floating-point numbers, characters, and so on).

■

Reference types in which the referenced class is persistence capable.

■

Embedded-class types in which the embedded class (or structure) is
non-persistence-capable.

A given attribute can hold either a single value of its type, or a fixed-size array of
values of its type. The value of a primitive attribute is a number, character, or
Boolean value. The value of a reference attribute is a reference to a persistent
object, which acts as an association link to the referenced object. The value of an
embedded-class type is an instance of the embedded class.
The different Objectivity/DB programming interfaces support this model to
varying degrees. Objectivity/C++ and Objectivity/.NET for C# support the
complete Objectivity/DB object model. Objectivity for Java does not support
embedded-class attributes for application-defined non-persistence-capable
classes; attributes containing fixed-size arrays of values; or attributes with
template types.
For additional information, see “Attributes” on page 191.
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Associations
The persistence-capable class that defines an association is called the source class
for that association. The association indicates how an instance of the source class
can be linked to one or more instances of a destination class. The destination class
can be any persistence-capable class, including the source class itself.
At runtime, directional association links can be formed for an association; each
association link joins a particular instance of the source class, called the source
object, to a particular instance of the destination class, called the destination object.
A to-one association can link a given source object to a single destination object; a
to-many association can link a given source object to multiple destination objects.
Associations link persistent objects together just as reference attributes do.
Associations, however, enable a higher level of functionality. For example, when
you define an association, you can specify:
■

Whether inverse links should be maintained automatically.

■

Whether deletion and locking operations on a source object should be
propagated to the destination object(s).

■

How a source object stores its association links.

Associations are often used to link the components of a composite object—that is, a
group of persistent objects that, together, contain the information about one
complex entity. Typically one object, called the root object, is the source of links to
other component objects.
For additional information, see “Associations” on page 196.

Operations on Persistent Objects
You can perform the following operations within an Objectivity/DB federated
database:
■

Create persistent objects.

■

Find existing persistent objects.

■

Modify persistent objects.

■

Delete existing persistent objects.

Creating Persistent Objects
You can create a persistent object from an application or by using the Assist
administration tool.
An application creates a persistent object within a transaction; the new object is
not visible to other processes until the application commits or checkpoints the
transaction. If the transaction is instead aborted, the object is not added to the
federated database.
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Creating a persistent object causes it to be placed according to the federated
database’s placement model. Placing an object assigns it to a location within a
particular container and database in the federation. If the object is to be
persistent, you may need to specify a hint about where to place it.
The exact mechanism for creating persistent objects differs among the
Objectivity/DB programming interfaces. In Objectivity/C++, a persistent object
is created when its class is instantiated. In Objectivity for Java, the class is
instantiated to create a transient object that is later made persistent.

Linking Persistent Objects Together
You can establish various kinds of interrelationships between the two persistent
objects by creating a directional link from one object, called the source object, to
the other, called the destination object. When you have found a source object, you
can follow its links to find the destination object of each link.
The reference attributes and associations of any source object can link it to
destination objects. In addition, a persistent collection is a source object that
maintains links to the persistent objects that it contains.
For additional information, see Chapter 16, “Creating and Following Links.”

Preparing Persistent Objects for Individual Lookup
If you want applications to be able to find a particular persistent object, you must
provide a way to look up that object. Objectivity/DB supports several
mechanisms for identifying a persistent object for individual lookup; you use
different mechanisms depending on the programming interface. In all of the
Objectivity/DB programming interfaces, you can identify a persistent object in
any of the following ways:
■

Assign a unique value to an attribute (or a unique combination of values to a
combination of attributes). You can search for the object by specifying the
attribute value(s) as a condition to be met.

■

Give the object a scope name that is unique within the context or name scope of
a scope object. When an object has a scope name, you can look it up by that
name in the correct name scope.
The federated database or any persistent object can be a scope object. A
persistent object can have a name in more than one name scope.

■

Make the object the value in a key-value pair in a name map or object map.
You can look up the object by its corresponding key.
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Finding Persistent Objects
You can find existing persistent objects in the federated database using several
techniques. Typically, you first find an object of interest either by individual
lookup (Chapter 17) or by iterating over the objects in a particular group
(Chapter 18). If a found object has links to other objects, you follow those links to
find the destination objects (Chapter 16).
You find the persistent objects of a particular class in the federated database by
performing a scan operation. A scan operation consults the federated database’s
placement model to determine which portions of the storage hierarchy to search
for the objects of interest.
Object qualification allows you to modify a search operation to find only those
persistent objects that meet a condition. This enables you to search for objects by
the values of one or more of their attributes. You can perform object qualification
by specifying a condition when you scan the federated database or when you
search for destination objects linked by a to-many association. You can also
perform object qualification on a single object, such as an object passed-in from
another application or an object encountered while iterating objects in a
persistent collection. In all cases, the condition is expressed as a predicate
string—that is, a string in the Objectivity/DB predicate-query language. See
Chapter 2, “Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for
more information.
A predicate scan is a scan operation that searches for objects of a given class that
meet a condition. Predicate scans can be time-consuming operations when the
number of objects being searched is very large. To optimize such searches,
Objectivity/DB supports:
■

The definition of indexes, which order the persistent objects according to the
values in one or more of their attributes.

■

The use of parallel queries, which perform predicate scans in different portions
of your data through different threads or processes working in parallel. See
Chapter 21, “Parallel Query.”

Modifying Persistent Objects
After finding a persistent object of an application-defined class, an application
can work with its memory representation of the object, setting its attributes and
associations as appropriate. All such modifications must occur within a
transaction. Furthermore, the application must inform Objectivity/DB of its
intention to modify the object and must obtain an update lock to protect the
object from simultaneous and inconsistent modification by another process.
All changes to the object’s attributes and associations are local until the
application commits or checkpoints the transaction. At that time, the changes are
written to the federated database and become visible to other processes. If the
42
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application instead aborts the transaction, the object remains unchanged in the
federated database.
Each programming interface to Objectivity/DB has its own mechanism for
indicating that it plans to modify an object. Typically, the same operation
performs this notification and obtains an update lock.

Deleting Persistent Objects
You can delete a persistent object from an application or by using the Assist
administration tool.
An application deletes Objectivity/DB objects within a transaction. A deleted
persistent object is not actually removed from the federated database until the
application commits or checkpoints the transaction; if the transaction is instead
aborted, the object is not deleted.

Developing an Objectivity/DB Application
Like any software development project, development of an Objectivity/DB
application consists of designing, implementing, and deploying the application.
Over the lifetime of the project, you may need to modify the various aspects of
the application as requirements change and enhancements are added.

Designing the Application
The design of an Objectivity/DB application is based on the answers to the
following questions:
■

Which objects are to be saved persistently?

■

How will applications typically use those objects?

Identifying and Designing Classes
The first step in designing any object-oriented application is to identify the
classes that capture the structure and behavior of the fundamental entities in the
application. The object modeling phase of application development naturally
identifies the classes, the purpose of each, the data that each will contain, and the
interrelations among objects of various classes.
The next step is to decide which of the classes correspond to objects that will be
saved persistently; these classes will be your application’s persistence-capable or
embeddable classes. You augment the modeling phase for these classes by
designing how they will be represented in the Objectivity/DB schema. This
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involves identifying the types and storage characteristics of the classes’ attributes
and associations.

Designing the Placement Model
When you have identified the classes of persistent objects, you need to consider
how your application will use the objects. You (or your team’s database designer)
can then design a placement model to specify how they will be placed in the
federated database. The placement model can make it easy for an application to
find the objects it needs when it needs them. Careful placement design can
increase concurrent access to objects that may be needed by different applications
that run simultaneously.

Implementing and Deploying the Application
As in any software-development project, implementation of an Objectivity/DB
application consists of writing code that implements the design; in addition, it
requires the following tasks:
■

Use an administration tool to create the federated database that will store the
application’s persistent objects.

■

Add descriptions of your persistence-capable and embeddable classes to the
federated-database schema using the mechanism provided by your
Objectivity programming-interface product.

■

Use an administration tool to install the placement model and register the
available file-storage locations in which data files may be created.

Deployment requires not only deploying the application, but also deploying the
federated database it will use, or creating and setting up the federated database
at the deployment site. For additional information, see Chapter 17, “Deploying to
End Users,” of Objectivity/DB Administration.

Evolving Classes of Persistent Objects
At some point during the lifetime of your application, you may need to modify
your class definitions to accommodate new requirements or enhancements. Any
change to the data to be saved for a persistence-capable class requires modifying
its description in the federated database schema.
If you make such changes during the test phase, you can simply delete the test
federated database, create a new one with the new schema descriptions, and
continue testing. When you deploy a federated database and Objectivity/DB
applications to your end users, however, it will not be practical for your end
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users to delete their federated databases and re-create them if the schema
changes. Therefore, Objectivity/DB provides mechanisms to:
■

Evolve a schema based on changes to the class definitions.

■

Convert existing persistent objects in a federated database to new class
definitions.

These two processes are known as schema evolution and object conversion,
respectively.

Schema Evolution
Schema evolution is required if you make changes to application-defined classes
contained in the schema of a federated database. The changes can include:
■

Deleting, adding, or changing attributes or associations defined in, or
inherited by, a class

■

Renaming a class

■

Modifying the inheritance hierarchy

For additional information, see Chapter 5, “Schema Evolution,” of
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

Object Conversion
When you change a class description in the schema, existing objects in a
federated database that are based on the changed classes may need to be
converted to reflect the schema changes. These objects are called affected objects.
Objectivity/DB implicitly performs object conversion on affected objects when
they are accessed. You can also explicitly convert all affected objects in a
particular storage object. Certain kinds of changes require explicit conversion.
For additional information, see Chapter 29, “Object Conversion.”
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Getting Started With Objectivity/C++
This chapter provides an introduction to Objectivity/C++, the C++
programming interface to the Objectivity/DB object-oriented database
management system. The chapter introduces:
■

Objectivity/C++ programming interface.

■

Steps involved using Objectivity/C++ to develop an application.

■

Structure of an Objectivity/C++ application.

This chapter assumes you are familiar with the Objectivity/DB concepts and
terms introduced in Chapter 1, “Objectivity/DB Basics.”

Objectivity/C++ Programming Interface
The Objectivity/C++ programming interface enables an application to represent
Objectivity/DB objects and to manage the interaction between an application
and Objectivity/DB. It consists of classes and global types, global constants, and
global functions. As usual, definitions of classes, types, constants, and functions
are provided in header files. In addition, when the definition of an
application-defined persistence-capable class is added to the schema of a
federated database, various other classes are generated to support
Objectivity/DB operations on that class.
This section gives an overview of the main classes and common data types in the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface. See Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Reference for a complete description of all the classes and global names in
Objectivity/C++.

Application Control
The class ooObjy provides static methods for controlling interactions between an
application and Objectivity/DB. You call these static methods to initialize and
terminate interactions with Objectivity/DB, to set various startup properties that
control the interaction, and to make logical connections to a federated database.
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The class ooObjy is used in conjunction with two kinds of application objects,
connection objects and sessions, whose properties affect interactions with
Objectivity/DB. Whereas startup properties affect the application globally, the
properties of a connection object affect the interaction with a particular federated
database and the properties of a session affect a particular set of transactions.
Both a connection object and a session are transient—that is, these objects exist
only while the application program runs and are not stored in the federated
database.
For details about working with ooObjy, see Chapter 3, “Controlling Interaction
With Objectivity/DB.”

Connection Objects
A connection object is an instance of the class ooConnection. This object
represents a logical connection between an Objectivity/C++ application and a
single Objectivity/DB federated database. The class ooObjy is a factory for
connection objects. That is, you call a static method of ooObjy to make a logical
connection to a federated database and obtain the corresponding connection
object. See “Making a Logical Connection” on page 76.
An application typically works with a single connection object, but it can work
with multiple connection objects; see “Making Multiple Logical Connections” on
page 77.
You use a connection object to create and manage the sessions that interact with
the connected federated database.

Sessions
A session is an instance of the ooSession class. A session represents an extended
interaction between an application and a connected federated database. A
connection object serves as a factory for sessions that interact with its connected
federated database. That is, you call methods of the connection object to obtain
sessions. For additional information, see Chapter 4, “Sessions.”
A session controls the interaction with its connected federated database through
transactions. An application calls methods of a session to begin, checkpoint,
commit, and abort a transaction. See Chapter 5, “Transactions.”
A single session can begin and end any number of transactions, although a
session can have at most one transaction at a time. An application can have
multiple concurrent transactions only if it has multiple sessions; typically
multiple sessions are used when an application has multiple threads.
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Objectivity/DB Objects
All Objectivity/DB objects are instances of classes that are derived from ooObj.

Storage Objects
Objectivity/C++ provides the ooFDObj class for representing a federated
database in an application.
You may occasionally see the names of the internal database class ooDBObj or
the internal container class ooContObj in messages and reports.
See Chapter 8, “Storage Objects,” for details about working with a federated
database.

Persistent Objects
Objectivity/C++ provides predefined persistence-capable classes for a few kinds
of persistent objects, such as persistent collections.
An Objectivity/C++ application can define additional persistence-capable classes
by deriving these classes from ooObj. Such classes inherit persistence behavior;
see Chapter 9, “Persistent Objects.” You can instantiate a persistence-capable
class either as a persistent object (which is stored in the federated database) or as
a transient object (which is not stored).
For additional information about persistence-capable classes, see
“Persistence-Capable Classes” on page 190. For complete details about defining
persistence-capable classes, see Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

Handles
An Objectivity/C++ application references a persistent object through a handle to
the object, rather than by acting directly on the object. Handles are instances of
the parameterized classes ooHandle(className). For example, if Library is
an application-defined class derived from ooObj, an application works with a
persistent instance of Library through a handle of class ooHandle(Library).
A handle class is generated automatically for every application-defined
persistence-capable class.
A handle is typically initialized by an operation that creates a new object or finds
an existing object. The initialized handle contains a unique identifier of the
referenced object. A null handle does not reference any object; therefore, it does
not have an identifier for any object. You can use a handle in a conditional
expression to test whether it references a persistent object or is null. Testing for a
null handle is analogous to testing for a null pointer.
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Smart Pointers
The handle to a persistent object is a type-safe “smart pointer” to the referenced
object. That is, you can access methods and attributes of the referenced object
using the indirect member-access operator (->).
As with any C++ object, you can call methods of the handle itself (as opposed to
methods of the referenced object) using the direct member-access operator (.).
The handle classes define methods that perform various Objectivity/DB
operations on the referenced object; for example, a handle’s update method
opens its referenced object for update.
EXAMPLE

This example initializes a handle to reference a persistent object of the Vehicle
class, calls the update method of the handle, then calls the rentVehicle
method of the referenced Vehicle object.
// Set handle to reference a Vehicle
ooHandle(Vehicle) vH = … ;
// Use . to call methods of the handle
vH.update();
// Use -> to call methods of the referenced object
vH->rentVehicle();

Memory Management
The handle to a persistent object contains both the object identifier of the
referenced object and state information about the memory representation of that
object:
■

An open persistent object is guaranteed to be represented in memory.

■

A closed persistent object may be swapped out of memory.

A persistent-object handle transparently manages the means by which it
references the object. An open handle contains a valid pointer to the memory
representation of the referenced object; a closed handle does not. A closed handle
references the object through the object’s unique object identifier.
For example, if an application finds an object without opening it, the referencing
handle is initialized with the object’s unique object identifier, but remains closed.
The first time the object is accessed through the handle, both the object and the
handle are automatically opened, and the handle obtains a pointer to the object’s
representation in memory. The memory pointer provides fast access to the
referenced object for all subsequent operations through the handle until the
handle is closed—typically, when the transaction commits. The closed handle no
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longer has a memory pointer, but it continues to reference the persistent object
with the object identifier.
Handles are used in managing memory for persistent objects. As long as an
application has an open handle to a particular persistent object, that object’s
persistent data is kept in memory. When all handles to the object are closed, the
referenced object is also closed.

Object References
An Objectivity/C++ application can identify a persistent object with an object
reference. An object reference is a wrapper for the object identifier of an
Objectivity/DB object; thus, Objectivity/DB can use an object reference to find
the object in the federated database.
Object references are instances of parameterized classes ooRef(className). For
example, an object reference of the class ooRef(Library) references a persistent
object of the application-defined class Library. An object-reference class is
generated automatically for every application-defined persistence-capable class.
Object references are used primarily for linking persistent objects through
reference attributes or associations, or as elements of a collection. For example, a
reference attribute in a persistence-capable class is declared as a data member of
type ooRef(className); each fully initialized instance of the defining class
then stores an object reference to some instance of className or any of its
derived classes.
EXAMPLE

In a car rental application, each vehicle belongs to a particular fleet. The
persistence-capable class Vehicle has an object-reference attribute fleet. This
attribute links a vehicle to its containing fleet, allowing an application to find that
fleet from the vehicle. When created and initialized, each Vehicle object stores
an object reference to the appropriate instance of class Fleet.
class Fleet;
// Forward reference to class Fleet
class Vehicle : public ooObj {
public:

…
ooRef(Fleet) fleet;

// Link to the containing Fleet

};

Object References and Handles
Although their main purpose is to provide persistent references between
persistent objects in a federated database, object references to persistent objects
can also be used as smart pointers to the referenced objects. The object-reference
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classes for persistent objects define the same methods as the corresponding
handle classes; they overload the indirect member-access operator (->) to access
members of the referenced object. Furthermore, because handles can be
constructed from object references, you can pass an object reference to any
Objectivity/C++ function that takes a handle as a parameter. This means you can
use a returned object reference as if it were a handle, with no extra steps.
Object references and handles are not completely interchangeable, however,
because they are optimized for different purposes:
■

Object references are optimized for storage in persistent objects; they are
very inefficient for repeated access to in-memory objects.

■

Handles are optimized for accessing objects in memory and cannot be used
for storing references in persistent objects—that is, they cannot be used as
attributes in persistence-capable classes.

For detailed information about handles and references, see Chapter 10, “Handles
and Object References.”

Object Iterators
An object iterator is an transient object that provides a mechanism for iterating
through a group of persistent objects. (The name “object iterator” distinguishes it
from the other kinds of Objectivity/C++ iterators, for example, iterators for
persistent collections.) Object iterators are instances of parameterized classes
ooItr(className). Each object-iterator class is derived from the corresponding
handle class; for example, ooItr(ooObj) is a subclass of ooHandle(ooObj). As
a consequence, an object iterator is a special kind of handle. An object-iterator
class is generated automatically for every application-defined
persistence-capable class.
Many lookup operations initialize an object iterator to find a group of persistent
objects in the federated database. That group of objects is the object iterator’s
iteration set. As you step through the objects in the iteration set, the object iterator
is set to reference each of those objects in turn. You can access the object through
the iterator; alternatively, you could set a handle from the iterator.
For detailed information about object iterators and other Objectivity/C++
iterators, see Chapter 15, “Iterators.”

Exception Classes
Objectivity/C++ defines exception classes corresponding to error conditions that
can occur during the execution of an application. All Objectivity/C++ exception
classes derive from the class ooException, which itself derives from the C++
exception class std::exception.
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You can handle exceptions in an Objectivity/C++ application as you would in
any C++ application—by placing code that may cause exceptions in a try block
and then catching any relevant exception in a catch block. You can make use of
the inheritance hierarchy of exception classes to catch different exceptions—by
providing a catch block for every specialized exception to be caught, followed by
a general handler that catches the base class ooException.
For more information about catching and handling exceptions, see Chapter 28,
“Exceptions.”

Performance Tuners
A performance tuner is an instance of a class derived from the class ooTuner. If an
application registers a performance tuner, that tuner can specify values to be
used for various properties that control an application’s behavior—superseding
any values specified in the application source code or Objectivity/C++ system
default values.
Objectivity/C++ includes one predefined performance-tuner class,
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner. A tuner of this class, called a default tuner, gets
property values from environment variables. If you use a tuner of this class, you
can try a new combination of property values simply by changing the
environment variables—without having to modify any source code or recompile
and relink the application.
You can also define your own performance tuner class and implement methods
to select property values in any way you choose.
Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,” describes performance tuners in detail.

Utility Classes
Objectivity/C++ defines non-persistence-capable classes for variable-size arrays
(Chapter 13) and variable-length strings (Chapter 14). It also defines
non-persistence-capable classes that represent information about date and time.
The string, array, and date/time classes can be used as the types for attributes of
persistence-capable classes or for transient data in your application.

Common Types and Constants
Objectivity/C++ defines global types for primitive numeric values, Boolean
values, and access levels. Many functions in the Objectivity/C++ interface use
these types for parameters and return values.
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Primitive Numeric Values
Objectivity/C++ provides primitive numeric data types that are stored in the
same number of bits on all platforms. These types should be used for attributes
of persistence-capable classes instead of C++ types like int or short whose size
may be different on different platforms.
Objectivity/C++ numeric types have mnemonic names that indicate both the
data type and the number of bits. For example, the type ooInt32 is a 32-bit
signed integer type; ooUInt16 is a 16-bit unsigned integer type; ooFloat64 is a
64-bit floating-point type.

Boolean Values
The global type ooBoolean represents a Boolean or true/false condition; it can
be used for attributes of persistence-capable classes. The global constants of this
type are oocTrue and oocFalse. You can use an ooBoolean expression in a
C++ condition (for example, the condition of an if statement); oocTrue is
nonzero and oocFalse is zero.

Access Levels
Functions that access persistent objects generally include an open mode of type
ooMode to indicate the intended level of access to the object. oocRead indicates
the application intends to read but not modify the object; oocUpdate indicates
the application intends to update the object; oocNoOpen indicates the application
has no immediate intention to open the object.

Objectivity/C++ Application Development
Development of an Objectivity/C++ application consists of the following general
steps:
1. Create a federated database (page 55).
2. Define persistence-capable classes (page 55).
3. Add descriptions of persistence-capable classes to the schema of the federated
database (page 56).
4. (Optionally) Develop a schema-specific placement model (page 58).
5. Develop source code for the application (page 59).
6. Compile and link source files to produce an executable application (page 61).
You can create the federated database (step 1) and define the persistence-capable
classes (step 2) in either order; both steps must be performed before you can add
descriptions of the classes to the federated database schema (step 3). In practice,
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you may define the persistence-capable classes (step 2) and develop the
application source code (step 5) iteratively and in parallel. You may add classes
to the schema (step 3) incrementally.
If you ever need to modify the definitions of existing persistence-capable classes,
you must perform schema evolution and possibly object conversion (page 62).
The following sections contain brief descriptions of each step in the
application-development process.

Creating the Federated Database
You use the CreateFd tool or Objectivity/Assist to create a federated database.
These tools create the boot file, which identifies the federated database, and the
system-database file, which will contain the schema and the global catalog of all
databases in the federated database.
The CreateFd tool and Assist tools are described in Objectivity/DB
Administration.
Figure 2-1 illustrates the creation of a federated database whose boot file is myFD.
CreateFd

Boot File: myFD

System
Database

Figure 2-1

Federated
Database

Creating a Federated Database

Defining Persistence-Capable Classes
As discussed in “Designing the Application” on page 43, the design of an
Objectivity/DB application includes an object-modeling phase in which you
identify the classes your application will use, decide which should be persistence
capable, and determine what attributes and associations each one needs.
Object modeling may be restricted to a specialized team of developers. To
support this specialization, schema development is performed with a separate
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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option to Objectivity/C++, namely, Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language
(Objectivity/DDL). However, even where schema development is restricted to a
few people, all application developers must understand the resulting class
definitions and how to use them.
You declare persistence-capable classes in one or more DDL files. These text files
resemble C++ header (.h) files. Each DDL file can have any base name, but the
extension must be .ddl.
Within a DDL file, declarations for persistence-capable classes are written in the
Data Definition Language (DDL), which consists of standard C++ syntax with
extensions for declaring associations and other Objectivity/DB-specific features.
As with C++ header files, you can combine multiple class definitions in a single
DDL file, or you can place each persistence-capable class definition in a separate
DDL file.
For additional information about persistence-capable classes, see
“Persistence-Capable Classes” on page 190. For a detailed description of DDL
and the process of defining a persistence-capable class, see Objectivity/C++ Data
Definition Language.

Adding Class Descriptions to the Schema
After you have created DDL files containing persistence-capable class
declarations, you process them using the DDL processor.
NOTE

Before you run the DDL processor, you must ensure that a lock server is running
on the lock-server host for the federated database; see Objectivity/DB
Administration.
The DDL processor extracts type information from each class declaration in the
DDL files and creates the corresponding class description in the schema of the
specified federated database. As you refine your application’s object model, you
can incrementally add new persistence-capable class declarations and (re)process
the DDL files containing the new classes.
For a detailed description of the DDL processor, see Objectivity/C++ Data
Definition Language.
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For each DDL file classDefFile.ddl, the DDL processor generates:
■

A primary header file, classDefFile.h, which contains C++ definitions of
your persistence-capable class, augmented with constructors, operators, and
methods that provide persistence behavior.

■

A reference header file classDefFile_ref.h. This file contains C++
definitions of the following classes for each persistence-capable class
className in the DDL file:
❐

The handle class ooHandle(className)

❐

The object-reference class ooRef(className)

❐

The object-iterator class ooItr(className)

You can use the object-reference classes in your DDL files as attribute types.
You can use all the generated classes in function definitions in your DDL
files or C++ implementation files.
■

NOTE

A method implementation file, classDefFile_ddl.cxx, which contains
definitions for non-inline methods declared in the primary and reference
header files.

This book uses the filename extension .cxx to indicate C++ implementation files
(also called application code files). The default extension for implementation files
produced by the DDL processor is .cpp on Windows and .C on UNIX and
Macintosh.
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Figure 2-2 illustrates the results of running the DDL processor on the DDL file
myApp.ddl, specifying the boot file myFD to identify the federated database
whose schema should be updated.
Boot File: myFD

DDL File: myApp.ddl

DDL Processor

Class
Descriptions

Schema

Figure 2-2

Primary
Header File:
myApp.h

Reference
Header File:
myApp_ref.h

System
Database

Method
Implementation File:
myApp_ddl.cxx

Federated
Database

Processing DDL Files

Developing a Schema-Specific Placement Model
When you create a federated database as described above (page 55), the new
federated database has an initial placement model already installed in it. This
placement model arranges for all persistent objects of all classes to be placed
together in a series of containers, which themselves are placed in a series of
databases.
The initial placement model is typically sufficient for early development or for
demo applications. For best application performance, however, you or your
team’s database designer should develop a placement model that defines rules
for placing the objects of some or all of the application-specific classes that you
have added to the schema. Appropriate placement of persistent objects can help
the application meet concurrency, runtime speed, and storage requirements.
Figure 2-3 illustrates the basic cycle for updating a federated database’s
placement model, by exporting an XML representation of the current model into
a placement model document (PMD), editing the PMD to add or change model
elements, and then installing the new version of the model back into the
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federated database. A separate step registers network-specific storage locations
(host and path combinations) with the placement model, so new data files can be
created in these locations.
For details, see Getting Started With Managed Object Placement.
Placement Model Document
myModel.pmd
Edit XML

ExportPlacement

ImportPlacement

Updated
Model

Current
Model

Placement
Model
Figure 2-3

AddStorageLocation

Network-specific
Hosts and Paths
for Data Files

Federated
Database

Changing the Federated Database’s Placement Model

Developing Application Source Code
Your application source code can use the Objectivity/C++ programming
interface to access the federated database, build its storage hierarchy, and create
and work with persistent instances of the classes in its schema. You develop your
application source code much as you would do for any C++ application, using
standard C++ compilers and tools.
To use classes declared in a DDL file, a source file includes the corresponding
primary header file. Each primary header file includes its corresponding
reference header file.
An application source-code file that performs Objectivity/DB operations should
include the general Objectivity/C++ header file ooObjy.h, which defines most
Objectivity/C++ global types, constants, functions, and classes.
All generated header files include the basic Objectivity/C++ header file oo.h,
which defines general Objectivity/C++ global types, constants, functions, and
classes but not the classes for session-based application control.
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Figure 2-4 illustrates files for an application that consists of two source files:
■

Functions in main.cxx use Objectivity/C++ classes to begin a transaction
and access a federated database, so main.cxx includes ooObjy.h. Because
main.cxx does not use any application-defined classes, it does not include
the generated primary header file myApp.h.

■

Functions in myApp.cxx use the classes declared in the DDL file myApp.ddl,
so this file includes the primary header file myApp.h; it does not need to
include myApp_ref.h because myApp.h includes this file. Because functions
in myApp.cxx access persistent objects, this file includes ooObjy.h.

Figure 2-4 illustrates how the application’s source and header files include the
various header files.
Objectivity/C++
General Header File:
ooObjy.h

Objectivity/C++
Basic Header File:
oo.h

#include
#include

Source File:
main.cxx
#include

#include

#include

Source File:
myApp.cxx

Figure 2-4

#include

#include

Primary
Header File:
myApp.h

Reference
Header File:
myApp_ref.h

Source Files and Included Header Files

If a source file uses certain special-purpose functions or classes, it must include
(directly or indirectly) the corresponding Objectivity/C++ header file; see
Appendix A, “Objectivity/C++ Include Files.”
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Compiling and Linking
When you are ready to build your application, you compile your application
source files and the method implementation files that were generated by the
DDL processor.
NOTE

You can adapt the makefiles that are available in the samples directory in your
installation hierarchy to facilitate the process of compiling and linking your
application; see the installation and configuration documentation on the
Objectivity Developer Network.
Figure 2-5 illustrates the result of compiling source files for the application
illustrated in Figure 2-4 on page 60.
Source File:
main.cxx

Source File:
myApp.cxx

Method
Implementation File:
myApp_ddl.cxx

Compile

main.o
Figure 2-5

myApp.o

myApp_ddl.o

Compiling Objectivity/C++ Application Files

You then link the resulting object files with the appropriate Objectivity/DB
library file(s) as described in the installation and configuration documentation on
the Objectivity Developer Network.
Figure 2-6 continues the example, illustrating how to build an executable file for
the application.
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Object File:
myApp.o

Object File:
myApp_ddl.o

Objectivity/C++
Libraries

Link

Executable
Application
Figure 2-6

Building an Objectivity/C++ Application

Schema Evolution and Object Conversion
During the course of your project, you may find that you need to modify the
definition of an existing persistence-capable class declaration after you have
added its description to the federated database schema. In that case, you must
use the DDL processor either to evolve the changed class or to create a new version
of it. For a detailed description of the DDL processor, class evolution, and class
versioning, see Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
If your federated database already contains objects of an evolved class, you must
convert those objects to be consistent with the new class definition. See
Chapter 29, “Object Conversion.”

Structure of an Objectivity/C++ Application
An Objectivity/C++ application:
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■

Initializes its interactions with Objectivity/DB.

■

Creates application objects, making a logical connection to a federated
database and then creating a session from that connection.

■

Begins a transaction, accesses persistent objects in the connected federated
database, and terminates the transaction. The application may later perform
operations on persistent objects in other transactions.

■

Terminates its interactions with Objectivity/DB, after performing all its
Objectivity/DB operations.
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The following sections describe the structure of a single-threaded application.
For information about multithreaded applications, see “Using Sessions in a
Multithreaded Application” on page 99.

Initializing and Terminating Interactions
Before performing any Objectivity/DB operations, an Objectivity/C++
application must first call the ooObjy::startup static method to initialize its
interactions with Objectivity/DB. Optional parameters to ooObjy::startup set
startup properties that control the application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB;
see “Setting Startup Properties” on page 75.
Before the application exits, it must call the ooObjy::shutdown static method to
end the interaction and leave Objectivity/DB in a safe state for process
termination.
EXAMPLE

This example shows the structure of a typical single-threaded Objectivity/C++
application. Its main function initializes interactions with Objectivity/DB and
then calls a function that performs some Objectivity/DB operation; when those
operations are complete, the application terminates the interaction.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
int returnVal = 0;
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
try {
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();
// Call function to perform Objectivity/DB operations
performObjectivityOperations(argc, argv);
}
catch (ooException &error) {
cerr << error.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
catch(…) {
cerr << "unknown error" << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
// Terminate interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::shutdown();
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
return returnVal;
}
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Creating Application Objects
You call the ooObjy::getConnection static method to make a logical
connection between the application and a particular federated database,
identified by its boot file. This method creates and returns a connection object.
After the logical connection is made, the specified federated database is a
connected federated database.
Making a logical connection indicates that the application intends to interact with
the federated database and sets internal properties that will be used when the
application communicates with the federated database. For additional
information, see “Making a Logical Connection” on page 76.
You call the createSession method of a connection object to create a session
that can interact with the connected federated database. Parameters specify a
unique name for the session and values for its properties; see “Creating
Individual Sessions” on page 90.
You can call the session’s fd method to get a handle to its connected federated
database.

Beginning and Ending Transactions
An Objectivity/C++ application uses a session to provide the transaction services
that guarantee the consistency of the federated database. All Objectivity/DB
database operations occur within transactions. You use methods of the session to
control transactions:
■

Call the begin method to begin a transaction; the parameter indicates the
intended level of access to the federated database.

■

Call the checkpoint method to checkpoint the current transaction, which
saves modifications to the federated database without ending the
transaction.

■

Call the commit method to commit the current transaction.

■

Call the abort method to abort the current transaction.

Chapter 5, “Transactions,” contains a detailed discussion of transactions.
EXAMPLE
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In this example, the function that performs Objectivity/DB operations opens a
logical connection to a federated database, creates a session, begins a transaction
for update access, performs some Objectivity/DB operations, and commits the
transaction.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void performObjectivityOperations(
const int argc, const char *const argv[])
{
// Make a logical connection to the federated database
ooConnection *connection =
ooObjy::getConnection("example.boot");
// Create a session
ooSession *session = connection->createSession("mysession");
// Begin a transaction with update access
session->begin(oocUpdate);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
// Commit the transaction
session->commit();

…
}

Objectivity/DB Operations
After beginning a transaction, an Objectivity/C++ application can work with the
persistent objects in the session’s connected federated database. The application
can create new persistent objects, and find existing ones. Having created or
found an object, the application can examine or modify the object’s data or delete
the object. All operations on persistent objects must be performed within a
transaction.
Most Objectivity/DB operations are performed by calling methods of handles to
persistent objects; a few are performed by calling methods of the objects
themselves. Operations that are applicable to any persistent object are generally
implemented by methods of the general-purpose handle class
ooHandle(ooObj).

Creating Persistent Objects
You use the overloaded new operator for the appropriate class to create a
persistent object. You assign the pointer returned by new to a handle and work
with the object through that handle.
Optional parameters to the new operator pass information that is used by the
federated database’s placement model to determines where in the federated
database the new object is to be stored.
Depending on the mechanism you want to use for finding the new persistent
object later, you may choose to perform some kind of setup operation after
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creating the object. For example, if you’ll want to find the object by scope name,
you can give it a unique name in the scope of the federated database or some
existing persistent object.
EXAMPLE

This example creates an instance of the persistence-capable class Employee, and
sets it up to be found later by assigning it a unique scope name.
Note that assigning a scope name to a new persistent object is completely
optional, and is shown here because it is the simplest way to prepare a persistent
object to be found.
// DDL file company.ddl
class Employee : public ooObj {

…
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(Employee) empH; // Employee handle
ooSession *session = … ; // Session
// Begin a transaction with update access
session->begin(oocUpdate);
// Create a new Employee object and set empH to reference it
empH = new Employee();
// Assign a scope name to the new Employee object.
empH.nameObj(session->fd(), "Manager426");
// Terminate the transaction successfully
session->commit();

…

For additional information and examples of creating persistent objects, see
“Creating a Persistent Object” on page 219.

Finding Persistent Objects
Objectivity/DB provides several mechanisms for finding persistent objects; see
“Finding Persistent Objects” on page 42. For example, you can scan the entire
federated database for persistent objects of a particular class.
Some mechanisms for finding persistent objects require prior setup. For example,
if you want to find a persistent object by scope name, you must give it a name in
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the scope of the federated database or some existing persistent object.
Typically, the mechanism that finds a persistent object either sets or returns a
handle or an object iterator through which you work with the found object.
EXAMPLE

Assume the class Employee is declared in a file called company.ddl.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(Employee) empH; // Employee handle
ooSession *session = … ; // Session
// Begin a transaction with read access
session->begin(oocRead);
// Find the Employee object with the specified scope name;
// set empH to reference the found object.
empH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "Manager426");
... // Work with the found Employee through the handle
// Terminate the transaction successfully
session->commit();

…
For detailed descriptions of the various mechanisms for organizing and finding
persistent objects, see Chapter 16, “Creating and Following Links,” Chapter 17,
“Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects,” and Chapter 18, “Group Lookup of
Persistent Objects.”

Accessing Persistent Objects
When you have a handle (or object iterator) that references a persistent object,
you can use the handle (or object iterator) as a smart pointer to access the object’s
attributes. You get and set attributes of the object by reading and assigning
values, just as you get and set data members of any C++ object.
The DDL processor generates special accessor methods for each association of a
persistence-capable class; see “Generated Methods” on page 375. You call those
methods (through the handle or object iterator) to get and set the destination
object(s) for the association.
If you plan to modify a persistent object, you should call the handle’s update
method to obtain an update lock and to notify Objectivity/DB that you intend to
modify the object. The generated methods that set associations call update
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automatically; if you modify an attribute, you must call update explicitly. For
additional information, see “Modifying a Persistent Object” on page 230.
WARNING

If update is not called, your modifications may not be written to the federated
database when you commit or checkpoint the transaction.

EXAMPLE

Assume the class Employee is declared in a file called company.ddl, and that
the class has attributes name and numSupervised, and a to-one association
manager that links one employee to another. The DDL processor generates the
method set_manager to set the destination object for the manager association.
This application code gets handles for two employees: a boss and an assistant. It
prints the assistant’s name, makes the boss the manager of the assistant, and
increments the number of employees that the boss supervises.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
// Begin a transaction with update access.
session->begin(oocUpdate);
…
// Find the boss and assistant; set handles to reference them.
ooHandle(Employee) bossH = … ;
ooHandle(Employee) assistantH = … ;
// Access assistant’s name attribute using the handle
// as a smart pointer.
cout << "Replacing manager for " << assistantH->name << endl;
// Call set_manager to set the manager association;
// this method automatically calls update on the
// assistant handle.
assistantH->set_manager(bossH);
// Call the boss handle’s update method to indicate that the
// boss is being modified.
bossH.update();
// Increment the number of employees that the boss supervises.
(bossH->numSupervised)++;
// Commit the transaction to update boss and assistant
// objects in the federated database.
session->commit();
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Deleting Persistent Objects
An application typically deletes a persistent object by calling the global function
ooDelete; the parameter is a handle to the object to be deleted.
For additional information, see “Deleting a Persistent Object” on page 233.
EXAMPLE

This example deletes an employee who has retired, removing that employee
object from the federated database.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
// Begin a transaction with update access
session->begin(oocUpdate);
// Get a handle to the employee to be deleted.
ooHandle(Employee) retiredH = … ;
// Delete the employee
ooDelete(retiredH)
// Commit the transaction
session->commit();
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Part 2

OBJECTIVITY/C++ PROCESSES
This part describes the Objectivity/C++ classes and mechanisms that control
application processes.
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Controlling Interaction With Objectivity/DB
An Objectivity/C++ application interacts with Objectivity/DB and connects with
federated databases using static methods of the ooObjy class.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about interacting with Objectivity/DB.

■

Initializing the application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB.

■

Making logical connections to federated databases.

■

Controlling automatic recovery.

■

Terminating the application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB.

■

Optional application setup.

Understanding Interaction With Objectivity/DB
The basic interaction between an application and a federated database consists of
the following steps:
1. Initialize the interaction with Objectivity/DB (page 74), setting startup
properties that affect the application globally.
2. Make a logical connection to a federated database (page 76), optionally
requesting automatic recovery of the connected federated database (page 78).
3. Use the connection object to create one or more sessions, setting session
properties to affect interactions during each session’s transactions; see
Chapter 4, “Sessions.”
You can optionally use the connection object to start an in-process lock server
for the connected federated database; see Chapter 26, “In-Process Lock
Server.”
4. Use the sessions to perform Objectivity/DB operations during transactions;
see Chapter 5, “Transactions.”
5. Terminate the interaction with Objectivity/DB (page 81).
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Optionally, an application may enable logging (page 81) or register a
performance tuner (page 82) before initializing its interactions.
NOTE

A multithreaded application must initialize and terminate the use of
Objectivity/DB in each thread in which it performs Objectivity/DB operations.
See “Initializing and Terminating a Nonmain Thread” on page 100.
An application typically works with a single federated database; however, an
application can access multiple federated databases. If your application accesses
more than one federated database, you perform steps 2 through 4 for each
federation. If you connect to multiple federations, each session can interact only
with the federated database corresponding to the connection object that created
the session.

Logical vs. Physical Connection
A connection object represents a logical connection only. Creating a connection
object sets internal properties that are used when the application communicates
with the connected federated database; however, the federated database is not
accessed and no physical connection is made between the application and the
lock server for the federated database.
A physical connection to the federated database is not made until the first time a
session created by the connection object begins a transaction. At that time,
Objectivity/DB obtains general information about the federated database,
including its schema.

Initializing Interaction With Objectivity/DB
An Objectivity/C++ application is linked with one or more Objectivity/DB
libraries that provide the database services an application uses to create, store,
find, and update persistent objects in a federated database. Interactions with
Objectivity/DB must be initialized before an application can invoke any of these
services.
Objectivity/DB starts to initialize the interaction automatically when you start an
application. To continue with initialization, Objectivity/DB must receive certain
information from the application. You supply this information by calling the
ooObjy::startup static method.
If your application has multiple threads, you must call ooObjy::startup in the
main thread before starting any other threads. If any nonmain thread executes
Objectivity/DB operations, you must call the ooObjy::initializeThread
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static method in that thread before performing any of those operations. For
additional information, see “Initializing and Terminating a Nonmain Thread” on
page 100.

Setting Startup Properties
Initialization sets Objectivity/DB startup properties that specify:
■

The maximum number of active file descriptors allowed in any session

■

Whether the application should use the Advanced Multithreaded Server
(AMS) for remote data access

■

Whether the application should register the predefined Objectivity/DB
signal handler

If you call ooObjy::startup with no parameters, default values are used for all
these properties. Most developers find that the default values are sufficient for
their applications.
Any registered performance tuner can replace the specified (or default)
file-descriptor limit or AMS usage. See Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,” for a
detailed discussion of performance tuners.

File Descriptors per Session
By default, each session may have up to 12 file descriptors. These file descriptors
are a subset of those allocated for the entire process. If a session tries to open
more than this number of files, Objectivity/DB must close one file (for example, a
database file) before it can open another one.
You should consider setting this property to be greater than the number of data
files your application will access through any individual session. (Note that
applications have no explicit way to control when a particular file is closed.)
A multithreaded application that uses a large number of sessions may need to
limit the number of file descriptors to avoid exceeding the operating system’s
maximum number of open files for the process.
For additional information, see “Optimizing the Number of File Descriptors” on
page 528.

AMS Usage
You can specify any of the following constants of type ooAMSUsage to set the
application’s AMS-usage policy:
■

oocAMSPreferred—Use AMS for remote data access if it is available on the

■

oocAMSOnly—Use AMS exclusively. An exception is thrown if AMS is

host that contains the requested data. This is the default value.
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unavailable on the host that contains the requested data.
■

oocNoAMS—Never use AMS, even when it is available on the host that
contains the requested data.

For information about AMS, see Objectivity/DB Administration.

Objectivity-Defined Signal Handler
Objectivity/C++ provides a predefined signal handler to respond to various
signals that may be raised by the operating environment. When an application
receives a signal that can cause process termination, this signal handler
terminates the application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB and raises the signal
again.
See the installation and configuration documentation on the Objectivity
Developer Network for a list of signals that are caught by the predefined signal
handler.
The predefined signal handler is registered by default. If you plan to register
your own signal handlers (Chapter 27), you may want to suppress the
registration of the predefined Objectivity/DB signal handler.

Making a Logical Connection
Before your application can interact with a particular federated database, it must
make a logical connection to that federated database; doing so indicates that the
application intends to interact with the federated database.
You make a logical connection by calling the ooObjy::getConnection static
method, specifying the boot file of the desired federated database. This method
creates and returns a connection object, an instance of the class ooConnection.
After the logical connection is made, the specified federated database is a
connected federated database.
EXAMPLE

This example makes a logical connection to a federated database whose boot file
pathname is /net/design/ECAD.boot.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
// Make a logical connection to the federated database
ooConnection *connection =
ooObjy::getConnection("/net/design/ECAD.boot");
…
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When successful, the ooObjy::getConnection static method returns the
connection object. An application maintains a single connection object for each
connected federated database. The first call to ooObjy::getConnection for a
particular boot file makes a logical connection to the specified federated database
and creates the connection object. Subsequent calls for the same boot file return
the previously created connection object.
You never explicitly delete connection objects; if you try to do so, a compiler
error results. When you end the application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB, all
connection objects are deleted automatically.

Making Multiple Logical Connections
An application typically interacts with a single federated database, but it can
work with multiple federations. To do so, the application makes a logical
connection to each federation so that there are multiple connection objects.
The easiest way to work with multiple connected federated databases is to
connect with federated databases that have identical schema and avoid
modifying the schema definitions.
You can connect with multiple federated databases that have different schema. In
this case, you use the normal mechanisms for accessing the schema of the
federated database whose DDL files are compiled into your application. For any
other connected federated database, you must use Objectivity/DB Active Schema
to access its persistent objects.
EXAMPLE

This example creates two connection objects, and demonstrates how to work
with sessions in each. After creating a session in the first connection and
performing some update transactions, the example commits that session and
detaches it from the current thread. At this point, a new session belonging to the
second connection is created in the current thread.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
// Make a logical connection to the first federated database
ooConnection *connection1 =
ooObjy::getConnection("/net/design/ECAD.boot");
// Make a logical connection to the second federated database
ooConnection *connection2 =
ooObjy::getConnection("/net/design/ECAD_alt.boot");
// Create a session in connection1. This session is now in
// the current thread.
ooSession* sessionFirst =
connection1->createSession("First Session");
cout << "Bootfile in use: " << sessionFirst->bootFile()
<< endl;
// begin an update transaction
sessionFirst->begin(oocUpdate);
// Complete transactions
...
sessionFirst->commit();
// Detach the session from the current thread.
sessionFirst->detach();
// Create a new session in connection2. This session is now in
// the current thread.

ooSession* sessionSecond =
connection2->createSession("Second Session");
cout << "Bootfile in use: " << sessionSecond->bootFile()
<< endl;

Controlling Automatic Recovery
An application’s connection objects determine whether the application is
recovery-enabled for its connected federated databases. When an application is
recovery-enabled for a particular federated database, starting (or restarting) the
application automatically recovers incomplete transactions that were left on the
federated database by prior application failures. Recovering an incomplete
transaction essentially aborts it, releasing its locks and rolling back any changes.
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Connection objects are normally created with automatic recovery enabled, so an
application automatically initiates recovery on all of its connected federated
databases. If you prefer to use some other mechanism to perform recovery on
certain federated databases, you can create one or more connection objects with
automatic recovery disabled. For details about using connection objects to initiate
recovery from application failures, see “Recovery From Application Failures”
below.
NOTE

Disabling automatic recovery in connection objects has no effect on the recovery
of transactions left by lock-server failures; the lock server performs such recovery
whenever it needs to do so. See “Recovery From Lock-Server Failures” on
page 80.
For an overview of recovery and various recovery strategies and mechanisms,
see Objectivity/DB Administration.

Recovery From Application Failures
An Objectivity/DB application may fail for any number of reasons, such as a
power outage on the client host or an operating-system “kill” command. If an
application fails while one or more transactions are active, objects can remain
locked indefinitely until the incomplete transactions are recovered. Although
read locks are released immediately, the lock server continues to hold the locks
from incomplete update transactions, and other applications may experience
locking conflicts until the incomplete transactions are recovered. Recovering such
transactions rolls back any changes and releases the locks.
A convenient strategy for recovering from application failures is to run one or
more recovery-enabled Objectivity/DB applications. If one application fails and
leaves incomplete transactions on a federated database, the next application that
connects to the same federated database will initiate recovery automatically,
provided the application is recovery-enabled for that federated database.
Recovery on a connected federated database aborts transactions that were started
by applications that are no longer active.
Before aborting any such transaction, Objectivity/DB must be able to verify the
inactive status of the owning application; in general, Objectivity/DB can directly
verify the status of applications running on the local host, although the status of
a remote application can be verified only if the remote host and its network link
are both operational.
Applications are usually recovery-enabled, because, by default, connection
objects are created with automatic recovery enabled. Each such connection object
initiates recovery on the connected federated database at the beginning of the
first transaction after the application (re)starts. Automatic recovery is thus
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performed (at most) once per connection object; see “Recovery” on page 172 for
information on requesting recovery explicitly during subsequent operation.
To explicitly enable automatic recovery for a connection object, you can:
➤

Call the ooObjy::getConnection static method, specifying oocTrue for
the autoRecover parameter.

If you prefer, you can create one or more connection objects with automatic
recovery disabled. For example, you may wish to avoid the performance impact
of recovery on your application, and choose instead to perform recovery on
federated databases by using an administration tool or a special-purpose
recovery application; see “Performing Administrative Tasks” on page 633.
To create a single connection object with automatic recovery disabled, you:
➤

Call the ooObjy::getConnection static method, specifying oocFalse for
the autoRecover parameter.

If you want to create multiple connection objects with automatic recovery
disabled, you:
1. Change the default autorecovery behavior for your application by calling the
ooObjy::setDefaultAutoRecover static method.
2. Create each new connection object by calling the ooObjy::getConnection
static method, omitting the autoRecover parameter.
NOTE

If you change your application’s default autorecovery behavior, the new default
value is used only for subsequently created connection objects; existing
connection objects are not affected.

Recovery From Lock-Server Failures
If a lock server fails, incomplete transactions may be left on any of the federated
databases that were being served by the lock server. Uncommitted changes are
tracked for each incomplete update transaction; however, all of the locks that
were managed by the failed lock server are lost.
Restarting the lock server initiates recovery from lock-server failures. No locks
need be released, but all of the uncommitted changes must be rolled back. If any
uncommitted changes cannot be rolled back (for example, because a data-server
host is inaccessible), the lock server reacquires the appropriate locks.
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A lock server initiates recovery either when it is started, or when it first accesses
a federated database:
■

Most installations that use a standard lock server (not an in-process lock
server) start the lock server with options that request immediate recovery for
all of the federated databases that are serviced by the lock server.

■

If this recovery was not performed when the lock server was started, then the
first time a particular federated database is accessed after the lock server was
started, the lock server attempts to recover from lock-server failures.

Recovery from lock-server failures proceeds independently of whether recovery
is enabled or disabled in the connection objects of applications.

Terminating Interaction With Objectivity/DB
Before the application exits, it must call the ooObjy::shutdown static method to
end its interaction with Objectivity/DB. This method aborts any active
transactions (in all threads), deletes any sessions that still exist, deletes all
connection objects, and leaves Objectivity/DB in a safe state for process
termination.
You must call ooObjy::shutdown before returning from your main function
and before any call to exit (for example, in an application-defined signal
handler).
If your application has multiple threads, any nonmain thread that executes
Objectivity/DB operations must call the ooObjy::terminateThread static
method before the thread terminates. For additional information, see “Initializing
and Terminating a Nonmain Thread” on page 100.

Optional Application Setup
Before you initialize your application’s interactions with Objectivity/DB, you
may enable logging, register a performance tuner, or both.

Enabling Logging
Objectivity/C++ provides a logging mechanism that you can use to monitor the
operation of your application as it executes. To specifying the desired logging
behavior, you call the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method.
The parameters control:
■

Which, if any, information is logged

■

Whether logged information is written to log files
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■

Whether log items for this run of the application should be appended to
existing log files or should overwrite any existing files

■

The pathname of the directory where log files should be written

■

Optionally, the name of the main log file (the default name is
"MainLog.txt")

The logging mechanism is discussed in detail in Chapter 22, “Monitoring
Performance.”
NOTE

If you call ooObjy::setLoggingOptions, you must do so before you call
ooObjy::startup to initialize interactions with Objectivity/DB.
An application under development typically includes a call to
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions. The parameters can be changed during the

course of development to request different logging behavior at different times. If
the first parameter is set to oocLogNone, all logging is disabled.

Registering a Performance Tuner
A performance tuner specifies values for various properties that control an
application’s behavior. When a performance tuner is registered with an
application, the tuner determines how to set property values, possibly replacing
default values or values that are specified as parameters to methods.
A performance tuner is an instance of a class derived from ooTuner.
Objectivity/C++ includes one predefined tuner class,
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner. A tuner of this class, called a default tuner, gets
property values from environment variables. If you want to use a tuner that
selects property values without relying on environment variables, you can define
your own performance-tuner class to implement the desired behavior.
You register a performance tuner by calling the ooObjy::setTuner static
method; if you don’t pass any parameter, a default tuner is created and
registered.
Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,” discusses performance tuners in detail.
NOTE

If you call ooObjy::setTuner, you must do so before you call
ooObjy::startup to initialize interactions with Objectivity/DB.
An application under development typically registers a default tuner. The tuner
has no effect unless the appropriate environment variables are set. Having a
registered default tuner enables a developer to experiment with different
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property values without modifying source code or recompiling and relinking the
application.
A performance tuner can specify different logging behavior as long as the
application includes a call to ooObjy::setLoggingOptions after the call to
ooObjy::setTuner.
Deployed applications often call ooObjy::setTuner to register a default
performance tuner and call ooObjy::setLoggingOptions, leaving all logging
disabled. If your customers encounter problems with the deployed application at
its installation site, you can direct them to turn on logging or change property
values simply by setting environment variables.
EXAMPLE

This application disables all logging and registers a default performance tuner.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
int returnVal = 0;
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
try {
// Register a default performance tuner
ooObjy::setTuner();
// Specify logging behavior
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions(
oocLogNone,
// Disable all logging options
oocTrue,
// Write to log files
oocTrue,
// Append to existing files
"/myProject/logs");
// Directory for log files
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();
// Call function to perform Objectivity/DB operations
performObjectivityOperations(argc, argv);
}
catch (ooException &error) {
cerr << error.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
catch(…) {
cerr << "unknown error" << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
// Terminate interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::shutdown();
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
return returnVal;
}
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The Objectivity/DB performance analyzer tool (if deployed along with your
application) also provides a mechanism that can be used to enable logging at a
deployment site. See Chapter 11, “Using the Performance Analyzer,” and
Chapter 17, “Deploying to End Users,” in Objectivity/DB Administration.
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A session is an instance of the class ooSession; it represents an extended
interaction between an application and a connected federated database.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about sessions.

■

How to create an individual session or obtain a session from a pool.

■

Specifying values for session properties.

■

Using sessions in multithreaded applications.

■

Session usage models.

■

Using application-defined session properties.

■

Exception handling with sessions.

Understanding Sessions
You can create individual sessions and pooled sessions. As the name implies, an
individual session is created individually. A session pool creates and maintains a
number of similar pooled sessions. When you need a session, you can request
one from the session pool; when you have finished using the session, you can
return it to its pool.
You use a connection object as a factory for creating the sessions that interact
with a particular connected federated database. You call methods of the
connection object to create an individual session (page 90), to create a session
pool (page 93), and to obtain a pooled session from a session pool (page 91). For
information about connection objects, see “Making a Logical Connection” on
page 76.
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Transaction Services
A session provides transaction services that maintain the consistency of its
connected federated database. All Objectivity/DB operations must be performed
in transactions; you call the session’s methods to begin and terminate these
transactions. Chapter 5, “Transactions,” contains detailed information about
transactions.
A single session can begin and end any number of transactions, although a
session can have at most one active transaction at a time. In effect, every session
performs a single, independent series of transactions, typically corresponding to
a particular subtask that the application performs.

Operating Environment
Each session defines a distinct Objectivity/DB operating environment with its
own Objectivity/DB-managed data and memory resources. A session uses its
operating environment to execute a series of transactions; in fact, a session’s
operating environment is used only by that session’s transactions. A session’s
resources include:
■

An Objectivity/DB cache

■

A number of file descriptors

■

A message-handler function (see “Message Handlers” on page 602)

Objectivity/DB Cache
A session’s Objectivity/DB cache is a portion of the application process’s virtual
memory that is reserved for Objectivity/DB use. A session uses its
Objectivity/DB cache to hold its memory representation of the persistent objects
that are created or found during the session’s transactions. For a detailed
description of the structure and behavior of an Objectivity/DB cache, see
Chapter 24, “Cache Management.”

File Descriptors
A session uses file descriptors to identify the open data files from which data is
accessed. The number of file descriptors available to each session is limited;
when you start an application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB, one of the
startup properties specifies the maximum number of active file descriptors
allowed in any session. See “Setting Startup Properties” on page 75.

Session Properties
A session’s properties govern its operating environment. Typically, you use
default values for session properties in the early versions of an application, and
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substitute application-specific values in later versions during performance
tuning.
A session’s properties can be classified by the way their values are set.
■

Properties set to default or application-specific values when the session is
created. The values for these properties are specified as parameters to the
method that creates the session or session pool. In some cases, the values can
be changed by a subsequent method call. These properties control:
❐

The session’s name

❐

Several characteristics of the session’s Objectivity/DB cache

❐

The session’s lock-waiting policy

See “Creating Sessions With Nondefault Property Values” on page 97 for
more information about these properties.
■

■

Properties initialized to default values when the session is created. The
values of these properties can be changed at any time by subsequent method
calls. These properties control:
❐

The output device to which warnings and fatal error messages are
written; see “Message Handlers” on page 602.

❐

The session’s behavior when connecting to an Objectivity server; see
“Controlling Network Connections” on page 542.

Properties reset to default values each time the session performs a
transaction. Application-specific values for these properties can be specified
as parameters to the methods that control transactions. Chapter 5,
“Transactions,” describes the transaction-control properties.

In addition, an application may define its own properties for a session and save
application-specific data in those properties. See “Using Application-Defined
Session Properties” on page 119.

Related Objects
Each session works in conjunction with a number of related objects:
■

The connection object that created the session

■

The connected federated database
You can call the session’s fd method to get a handle to this federated
database.

An application may create additional objects to receive notifications about a
session’s operations:
■

A log listener is notified whenever an item is added to the session’s log. See
“Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism” on page 475.

■

A transaction listener is notified when transaction-related events occur. See
“Notification of Transaction Events” on page 146.
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■

An event listener is notified when a wide range of Objectivity/DB system
events occur. See “Notification of System Events” on page 516.

Sessions, Transactions, and Threads
An application can create multiple sessions to execute multiple independent
series of transactions (one series per session) within the same process. Although a
single-threaded application can have multiple sessions, it is more common for an
application to use multiple sessions to perform Objectivity/DB operations in
different threads.
NOTE

Objectivity/C++ supports POSIX threads for UNIX and Macintosh platforms and
MS Win32 threads for Windows platforms.
In the simplest model of session usage, each thread creates and uses its own
dedicated session for the lifetime of the thread; the different threads can execute
concurrent transactions, just as if they were separate processes. In more complex
cases, an application can distribute a single series of transactions across different
threads by arranging for those threads to take turns sharing a single session.
Conversely, an application can perform several different series of transactions in
a single thread by arranging for that thread to use a sequence of different
sessions.

Attached and Detached Sessions
An application arranges for a thread to use a particular session by attaching the
session to the thread. When attached, the session serves as the current session for
all Objectivity/C++ functions executing in that thread; this session is used by any
function that needs a session but doesn’t explicitly specify one. For example,
whenever a method is called on a handle, that method verifies that it is executing
in an active transaction by checking the attached session; the method then uses
the operating environment provided by the attached session.
A given session can be attached to at most one thread at a time, so you must
detach a session from one thread before attaching it to another. Similarly, a given
thread can have at most one attached session at any time, so the current session
must be detached from a thread before any other session can be attached to the
same thread. A detached session retains its property values and operating
environment, remaining ready for use the next time it is attached.

Session-Management Operations
Before using sessions in a thread, you must initialize the use of Objectivity/DB in
that thread. Likewise, after all session use in the thread is finished, you must
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terminate the use of Objectivity/DB in the thread. See “Using Sessions in a
Multithreaded Application” on page 99.
In general, attaching or detaching a session is performed implicitly, so session
management can be completely transparent. For example, when you obtain a
session or use a session to begin a transaction, the session is automatically
attached to the current thread. Similarly, when you return a pooled session to a
session pool, the session is automatically detached from the current thread.
In more complex session-usage models, you normally need to attach and detach
sessions explicitly. For example, you must explicitly detach a session from a
thread before attaching it to a different thread. Details about several common
models of session management are given in “Session Usage Models” on
page 103.

Sessions and Preemptive Multithreading
Objectivity/C++ multithreading libraries implement preemptively scheduled
threads, which means that switching among multiple concurrent threads is
controlled outside the application. Whenever threads are switched,
Objectivity/DB automatically switches to the session that is attached to the
current thread.
The following Objectivity/DB operations can block the executing thread,
triggering the switch to another thread:
■

Acquiring or releasing locks

■

Reading objects from disk or writing objects to disk

■

Writing recovery information to a journal file

Handles and Object References
Your application can reference a particular persistent object with either a handle
or an object reference. Handles and object references have a key difference with
respect to sessions:
■

A handle contains an identifier for the referenced object, along with
cache-related state specific to the session that was in a transaction when the
object was created or found.

■

An object reference simply contains an identifier for the referenced object,
but no additional cache-specific state.

Therefore, an initialized object reference can be used freely in different sessions,
but an initialized handle may be used in only one session at a time—that is, the
the handle must be closed in one session before it can be opened in a transaction
of another session. After you initialize an object reference or a handle in one
transaction, you should test it for validity before using it in a subsequent
transaction, whether in the same session or a different session. For detailed
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information about handles and references, see Chapter 10, “Handles and Object
References.”

Creating Individual Sessions
The simplest way to obtain a session is to create one individually. To create an
individual session, you call the createSession method of a connection object.
The first parameter specifies a name for the session; you can specify 0 to leave the
session unnamed. Optional parameters allow you to specify nondefault values
for the rest of the new session’s properties; see “Creating Sessions With
Nondefault Property Values” on page 97.
The createSession method returns a pointer to the newly created session,
which is attached to the current thread.
EXAMPLE

The function printInventory prints a report of information from the federated
database. It creates a session with all default property values, uses that session in
a transaction in which it looks up the necessary information, then deletes the
session. This example shows a typical way of handling exceptions in a function
that deletes a session; see “Sessions and Exception Handling” on page 125.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void printInventory() {
ooSession *session = 0;
try {
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Create the session
session = connection->createSession(0);
… // Look up information and print report
}
catch (ooException &error) {
cerr << error.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
catch(…) {
cerr << "unknown error" << endl;
int returnVal = 1;
}
// Delete the session
delete session;
}
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Obtaining Pooled Sessions
You can create a session pool to maintain a number of similar pooled sessions. As
the name implies, a pooled session belongs to a session pool. Whenever you need
a session, you can request one from the session pool; when you have finished
using the session, you can return it to its pool.

Understanding Session Pools
A session pool is an object that a connection object creates and uses internally;
the session pool creates and manages a number of similar sessions. Properties of
a session pool identify the pool and control how many session it creates, how
many unused sessions it retains, and how it responds when unable to create a
new session in response to a request from the application.
You create the session pool and interact with it by calling methods of the
connection object.

Session-Pool Properties
A session pool has the following properties:
■

The pool name identifies the session pool. The application uses a session
pool’s name to request a session from that pool. If a performance tuner is
registered, it uses a session pool’s name to set values for properties of the
session pool and the sessions in that pool.

■

The hard limit is the maximum number of sessions that the session pool can
create.

■

The soft limit is the preferred number of sessions for the session pool to
create. If the application requests a session when the soft limit has been
reached and all the sessions are active, the session pool will create additional
sessions, up to the hard limit. The soft limit also specifies the maximum
number of inactive sessions that the session pool can retain.

■

The session-waiting policy determines whether and how long the session pool
waits for a session to be returned when it is unable to provide a requested
session.
This property is relevant when the session pool has already created its
maximum number of sessions (specified by its hard limit) and all those
sessions are in use. If the application requests another session, the session
pool can throw an exception immediately, wait indefinitely for a session to be
returned, or wait for a specified period. The default value for this property is
not to wait.

All properties of the session pool are set when the session pool is created; their
values cannot be changed subsequently.
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Number of Sessions
You should set the soft limit for a session pool to the number of sessions you
expect to use. Typically, you set the hard limit a little higher to allow more than
the expected number of sessions to be created in unusual circumstances.
NOTE

You should set the hard limit low enough that it will be exceeded before the
application’s virtual memory space is exceeded.
A session pool that has created more than its soft limit of sessions uses its hard
and soft limits as guidelines to determine whether to delete an inactive session
when a session is returned to the pool:
■

The session being returned to the pool is never deleted. Thus, the most
recently used session will be available the next time the application requests
a session from the pool.

■

If the session pool already contains the soft limit of inactive sessions, the least
recently used inactive session is deleted. Thus, the number of inactive
sessions never exceeds the soft limit.

■

If the number of already inactive sessions is between one and the soft limit,
the least recently used inactive session may be deleted, depending on how
many sessions are inactive relative to the total number of sessions.

Example: Using a Session Pool to Limit Concurrency
In a multithreaded application in which each thread gets a session from a session
pool, performs a transaction, then returns the session, you can set properties of
the session pool to limit the number of simultaneous transactions. To do so:
■

Set the hard limit to the maximum number of simultaneous transactions; this
number might be the same as the soft limit.

■

Set the session-waiting policy to a nonzero positive value so that a thread
that requests a session when all are in use will wait for a session to be
returned. (This particular policy setting is not required for limiting
concurrency, but is the preferred technique for managing additional requests
when the desired concurrency limit is reached.)

The number of simultaneous transactions could be less than the actual number of
concurrent threads in the application.
For example, consider a server application that handles requests from client
applications. The server application creates one thread for each client; each
thread obtains a session, when needed, from a session pool. When a client
application submits a request, the corresponding thread in the server application
obtains a session, processes the request in a transaction, then returns the session
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to the pool. If the session pool’s hard limit is six, it will contain a maximum of six
sessions, so at most six threads will be able to perform transactions
simultaneously. The server application could still service more than six clients
simultaneously. If threads for six clients are in active transactions when a seventh
thread requests a session, the latter thread will have to wait until one of the
former threads finishes its transaction and returns its session to the pool.
An application in which a thread has to wait for an available session might get
better overall performance than it would if it created an additional session, which
adds to the competition for resources.

Creating a Session Pool
To create a session pool, call the connection object’s createSessionPool
method. Some parameters specify values for properties of the session pool. Other
parameters specify values for properties shared by all sessions in the pool; see
“Creating Sessions With Nondefault Property Values” on page 97.
The only required parameters to createSessionPool specify the session pool’s
name, soft limit, and hard limit. Default values may be used for the session
pool’s session-waiting policy and for its settings for session properties. A
registered performance tuner can replace any specified (or default) parameter
values except the pool name. See Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,” for a
detailed discussion of performance tuners.
EXAMPLE

This example creates a session pool named "MyPool", with a soft limit of 10, and
a hard limit of 14. The session pool uses the default session-waiting policy, so it
does not wait.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Create a session pool
connection->createSessionPool(
"MyPool",
// Name of session pool
10,
// Soft limit
14);
// Hard limit
An application can create any number of session pools. Typically, each pool uses
different values for the properties of its sessions.
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Requesting a Session
You call the getSessionFromPool method of a connection object to request a
session from a session pool. You must specify the name of the session pool from
which you are requesting a session. The getSessionFromPool method returns a
pointer to the pooled session, which is attached to the current thread.
EXAMPLE

This example requests a session from the pool named "MyPool".
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
// Request a session from MyPool
ooSession *session =
connection->getSessionFromPool("MyPool");

How a Pooled Session is Chosen
A session pool chooses a session to return as follows:
■

If the pool has a single available session, getSessionFromPool returns that
session.

■

If the pool has more than one available session, getSessionFromPool
chooses the session that was returned to the pool most recently.

■

If the session pool has no available session and has created less than the hard
limit of sessions, it creates a new session with the property values that were
specified when the session pool was created. Then, getSessionFromPool
returns the new session.

■

If the session pool has no available session and has already created its
maximum number of sessions (specified by the hard limit property),
getSessionFromPool behaves according to the session pool’s
session-waiting policy, as described in “Waiting for a Session” below.

Waiting for a Session
The session pool’s session-waiting policy determines what happens if a session is
requested while no sessions are available (because the session pool has already
created its maximum number of sessions and all those sessions are in use).
The session-waiting policy is set when you create the session pool with the
connection object’s createSessionPool method. The session-waiting policy
can have any of the following values:
■
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■

oocWait—Wait indefinitely for a session to be returned.

■

n, where n is an integer greater than or equal to 1—Wait n seconds. If the

timeout period expires before a session is returned, throw an
ooTooManySessions exception.

EXAMPLE

Assume the session pool named "WaitPool" has a hard limit of 6 and a
session-waiting policy that specifies a timeout period of 10 seconds.
The following statement requests a session from WaitPool. If this session pool
has created six sessions and all six sessions are in use, getSessionFromPool
blocks, waiting for a session to be returned. If a session is returned to the pool
within ten seconds, getSessionFromPool returns a pointer to that session;
otherwise getSessionFromPool throws an ooTooManySessions exception.
// Request a session from WaitPool
ooSession *session =
connection->getSessionFromPool("WaitPool");

Using Session Tags
An application can request getSessionFromPool to attach an identifying tag to
the session it returns. After doing so, the application can later request that same
session, if it is available.
Session tags are useful when you want to preserve a session’s cache between uses
that may access the same persistent objects. For example, a server application
might service commands from a number of different customers interacting with
one or more client applications. If each customer has a personal identification
number (PIN), the server application could use a customer’s PIN as a tag for the
session that handles that customer’s commands. Any persistent objects that are
found while servicing a given customer’s first command would be available in
the session’s cache for that same customer’s next command.
To use a session tag, call the connection object’s getSessionFromPool method,
passing both the name of the session pool and an identifying tag for the session.
The first time you use a particular tag, the session pool assigns that tag to the
session it returns. When you subsequently use the same tag, the session pool
returns the session with that tag, if it is available. If not, the session pool returns a
different session after assigning it the specified tag. If the session pool contains
more than one available session with the specified tag, getSessionFromPool
chooses the session that was returned to the pool most recently—presumably, the
one whose cache was updated most recently.
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The function addDeposit updates the financial account of a particular, customer.
It requests a pooled session, using the customer’s unique identifier as a session
tag.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void addDeposit(const char *customerID, ooUInt32 amount) {
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Request a session with a session tag
ooSession *session =
connection->getSessionFromPool(
"AccountsPool", // Pool name
customerID);
// Session tag
…
}

Returning a Session to its Pool
When you have finished using a pooled session, you call its
returnSessionToPool method to return the session to its session pool. This
method detaches the session from the current thread; if the session is in an active
transaction, the transaction is automatically aborted.
EXAMPLE

After using the session it obtains from a session pool, the function addDeposit
returns that session to its session pool.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void addDeposit(const char *customerID, ooUInt32 amount) {
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Request a session with a session tag
ooSession *session =
connection->getSessionFromPool(
"AccountsPool", // Pool name
customerID);
// Session tag
… // Update the customer’s account
// Return the session to its pool
session->returnSessionToPool();
}
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You should not work with a session that has been returned to its pool. That is,
after you call returnSessionToPool through a particular pointer, you should
not call other methods through that pointer until you have reset the pointer,
perhaps with another call to getSessionFromPool:
// Return session to its pool
session->returnSessionToPool();
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Illegal function call!!!
// session->attach();
session = connection->getSessionFromPool(…);
// Now it is legal to call methods
// through the pointer 'session'

Creating Sessions With Nondefault Property Values
Most applications find that the default values of session properties are sufficient,
at least in the early stages of development. However, if your application has
special requirements, you may choose to create sessions with nondefault values
for one or more of the following properties:
■

The session’s name (page 97)

■

Size of the session’s Objectivity/DB cache (page 98)

■

Data-conversion behavior of the session’s Objectivity/DB cache (page 98)

■

Behavior of the session’s transactions when a lock conflict occurs (page 99)

You set nondefault values for these session properties by specifying the
corresponding parameters to:
■

The connection object’s createSession method (when you create an
individual session).

■

The connection object’s createSessionPool method (when you create a
session pool). The specified values are used for all sessions subsequently
created by the session pool.

Any registered performance tuner can replace the specified (or default) value for
any of these properties except the session name. See Chapter 25, “Performance
Tuners,” for a detailed discussion of performance tuners.

Session Name
A session may have a name that uniquely identifies it among all sessions. The
name is used only if logging is enabled, both to identify the session in the main
log and to construct the name of the session’s log file. If a session is unnamed, it
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is identified in the main log by a unique number, which is also used to construct
the log-file name—for example, Session001_Log.txt. For information about
logging, see “Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism” on page 475.
When you create an individual session, you can pass the desired session name as
a parameter to createSession; alternatively, you can pass 0 to leave the session
unnamed.
When you create a pooled session, it is automatically given a generated name
that includes a unique number and the name of its session pool. For example, the
first session created by a pool named "MyPool" is named "Pool_MyPool_1".
After a session has been created, you cannot change its name.

Controlling Cache Size
A group of properties controls the overall size of a session’s Objectivity/DB
cache by controlling the sizes of the cache’s individual components. These
components organize persistent objects in memory according to whether
Objectivity/DB classifies them as small or large. When you create an individual
session or a session pool, you can pass values for the following properties as
parameters to createSession or createSessionPool:
■

Initial cache capacity—Factor for computing the cache’s initial capacity for
representing both small and large objects.

■

Maximum cache capacity—Factor for computing the cache’s maximum
capacity for representing both small and large objects.

■

Large-object memory limit—The suggested limit for memory devoted
exclusively to the representation of large objects.

After a session has been created:
■

You can override the values of the session’s cache-capacity properties with
values for individual cache components. (Such adjustment is typically done
only once, before the first transaction in the session opens any objects.)

■

You cannot change the session’s large-object memory limit.

For a description of the cache’s components and how their sizes are computed
from the session’s properties, see “Understanding the Objectivity/DB Cache” on
page 545. For guidelines on choosing particular values for these properties, see
“Optimizing the Cache Size” on page 532. For detailed information about setting
values for individual cache components, see “Controlling the Cache’s Size” on
page 558.

Controlling Format Conversions
When an existing persistent object is opened, Objectivity/DB performs certain
operations to prepare the object for representation in the Objectivity/DB cache;
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when the object is closed, Objectivity/DB reverses these operations. Among
these operations are format conversions that enable an application running on
one platform (for example, Windows) to open an object that was created by an
application running on a different platform (for example, one of the UNIX
architectures).
A session’s hot-mode property controls the timing of format conversions in that
session’s transactions. When you create an individual session or a session pool,
you can pass a value for this property as a parameter to createSession or
createSessionPool. After a session has been created, you cannot change its
hot-mode property.
For additional information about hot mode, see “Format Conversion” on
page 555. For guidelines on selecting a value for this property, see “Delaying
Format Conversions in the Cache” on page 538.

Lock-Waiting Policy
A session’s lock-waiting policy determines how the session’s transactions behave
when a lock conflict occurs. Without lock waiting, a transaction fails immediately
when it cannot obtain a lock on an object that is locked by another transaction. If,
instead, the transaction waits for locks, its lock request is queued in the lock
server; when the desired object is unlocked, the waiting transaction is granted the
lock it requested.
When you create an individual session or a session pool, you can pass a value for
the desired lock-waiting policy as a parameter to createSession or
createSessionPool. After a session is created, you can change its lock-waiting
policy at any time, including during a transaction.
For additional information about the lock-waiting policy, and how to choose and
set its value, see “Lock Waiting” on page 170.

Using Sessions in a Multithreaded Application
Every Objectivity/C++ application has a main thread, which is the thread that
executes when you start the application (that is, when the application’s main
function is called). In a multithreaded application, the main thread typically
creates one or more additional nonmain threads and waits for them to complete.
Your application can set up the main thread and any number of nonmain threads
to use sessions:
■

Before you attach any session to a thread, you must initialize the thread’s
interaction with Objectivity/DB.
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■

After all session use is finished in a thread (and before the thread
terminates), you must terminate the thread’s interaction with
Objectivity/DB.

The mechanisms for initializing and terminating interaction with Objectivity/DB
differ for main and nonmain threads.

Initializing and Terminating the Main Thread
You automatically initialize the main thread in a multithreaded application when
you call the ooObjy::startup static method to initialize the entire application’s
interaction with Objectivity/DB. You must call ooObjy::startup in the main
thread before performing any Objectivity/DB operations in that thread and
before starting any other threads.
You automatically terminate the main thread’s interaction with Objectivity/DB
when you call the ooObjy::shutdown static method to terminate the entire
application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB. You must call ooObjy::shutdown
in the main thread after all other threads have terminated.
See Chapter 3, “Controlling Interaction With Objectivity/DB.”

Initializing and Terminating a Nonmain Thread
You can initialize and terminate a nonmain thread’s interaction with
Objectivity/DB explicitly (page 100). Alternatively, you can create a local-use
object for the thread to ensure that the correct initialization and termination occurs
implicitly (page 102).
In either case, if a session is attached to a nonmain thread when the thread is
terminated, the session is handled as follows:
■

If an individual session is attached, the session is deleted.

■

If a pooled session is attached, the session is returned to its pool.

If you want to preserve a pointer to the attached session, you should detach that
session from the thread before terminating the thread’s use of Objectivity/DB.

Explicit Initialization and Termination
To explicitly initialize a nonmain thread’s interaction with Objectivity/DB, you
call the ooObjy::initializeThread static method before the thread executes
any Objectivity/DB operations.
To explicitly terminate a nonmain thread’s interaction with Objectivity/DB, you
call the ooObjy::terminateThread static method after all Objectivity/DB
operations in the thread have finished and before the thread terminates.
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Initializing and Terminating a Nonmain Thread

This example shows a simple outline for a multithreaded Objectivity/C++
application. In this outline, the main function initializes and terminates the
application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB, calling the function
performObjectivityOperations to perform Objectivity/DB operations.
The function performObjectivityOperations creates nonmain threads.
Because multithreading libraries differ across platforms, the examples in this
chapter use pseudocode (createThread) for the calls that create threads. Such
calls normally include a reference to the function to be executed by the thread,
along with any parameters to that function. In this example, one such thread
function, threadFn1, initializes the thread’s interactions with Objectivity/DB,
performs Objectivity/DB operations, then terminates the thread’s interactions.
This example shows a typical way of handling exceptions in a multithreaded
application; see “Sessions and Exception Handling” on page 125.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
// Thread function, which is invoked in a nonmain thread
// after that thread is created
void threadFn1(parameters…) { // Pseudocode
// Initialize interactions in this thread
ooObjy::initializeThread();
try {
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
}
catch (ooException &error) {
cerr << error.what() << endl;
}
catch (…) {
cerr << "unknown error" << endl;
}
// Terminate interactions in this thread
ooObjy::terminateThread();
}
// Function that performs Objectivity/DB operations,
// including creating nonmain threads that perform
// Objectivity/DB operations
void performObjectivityOperations(
const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {

…
// Create a thread that calls threadFn1
createThread (…,&threadFn1,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
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// Create a thread that calls threadFn2
createThread (…,&threadFn2,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode

…
}
// Application's main function
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
int returnVal = 0;
try {
// Initialize main thread’s interaction with
// Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();
// Call function to perform Objectivity/DB operations
performObjectivityOperations(argc, argv);
}
catch (ooException &error) {
cerr << error.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
catch(…) {
cerr << "unknown error" << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
// Terminate main thread’s interaction with
// Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::shutdown();
return returnVal;
}

Local-Use Objects for Threads
A nonmain thread that performs Objectivity/DB operations can use an instance
of the class ooLocalThread, called a local-use object for the thread, to cause the
correct initialization and termination to occur implicitly. A local-use object must
be created as a local stack variable; as long as the local-use object remains in
scope, the thread may perform Objectivity/DB operations.
You create a local-use object for a nonmain thread as a stack variable in the block
in which the thread performs Objectivity/DB operations. The ooLocalThread
constructor calls ooObjy::initializeThread; when the block is exited, the
destructor calls ooObjy::terminateThread (a C++ idiom known as “resource
acquisition is initialization”).
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The thread function threadFn creates a local-use object for its thread to ensure
that the thread is initialized and terminated correctly. This example shows a
typical way of handling exceptions in a function that creates a local-use object for
a thread; see “Sessions and Exception Handling” on page 125.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void threadFn(parameters…) { // Pseudocode
ooLocalThread localThread;
// Constructor calls ooObjy::initializeThread()
try {
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
}
catch (…) {
…
}
} // When 'localThread' goes out of scope, destructor
// calls ooObjy::terminateThread()

Session Usage Models
The primary restrictions on using sessions in threads are that a thread can use
only one session at a time and a session can be used by only one thread at a time.
These restrictions allow your application’s threads to use sessions as follows.
■

A thread can use a sequence of sessions (page 104).

■

A thread can use a single dedicated session (page 109).

■

Multiple threads can share the same session (page 115).

All of these usage models involve various operations that attach and detach
sessions. These operations are summarized in the following subsection.

Summary of Attach and Detach Operations
You can attach and detach sessions explicitly (see “Implicit Attaching and
Detaching” on page 108):
■

A session’s attach method attaches the session to the current thread.

■

A session’s detach method detaches that session from its thread.

Before you explicitly attach a session to a thread, you must ensure that no other
session is already attached to the thread and that the session isn’t currently
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attached to a different thread. You can use the following methods to test for these
conditions:
■

The ooSession::getCurrent static method tests whether any session is
attached to the current thread; this method returns a null pointer if no
session is attached.

■

A session’s isAttached method tests whether that session is attached to any
thread.

You can attach (and, in some cases, detach) sessions implicitly:
■

A connection object’s createSession or getSessionFromPool method
obtains a session and attaches it to the current thread (see “Creating a Session
for Each Thread” on page 110)

■

A session’s begin method attaches the session to the current thread before
starting a transaction (see “Implicit Attaching and Detaching” on page 108)

■

The constructor of class ooLocalSessionUse attaches a specified session,
and the destructor detaches the session, when you create and destroy an
instance of the class (see “Local-Use Objects for Sessions” on page 108)

Using a Sequence of Sessions in a Thread
A given thread—whether it is the sole thread of a single-threaded application or
one of many threads in a multithreaded application—can use different sessions
to execute separate series of transactions. For example, a thread might perform
three sequential tests, each of which consists of multiple transactions. Using a
different session for each test ensures the independence of these tests. In
addition, each session can be created with an Objectivity/DB cache whose size is
customized for the test it performs; see “Optimizing the Cache Size” on page 532.
A thread can have only one session attached to it at a time, so it must work with
multiple sessions sequentially by detaching one session before attaching another.
A thread that uses a sequence of sessions can attach and detach the sessions
explicitly (page 104) or implicitly (page 108). When a thread works with a
particular session, it can create a local-use object for the session as a convenient way
to ensure that the session is attached and detached correctly (page 108).

Explicit Attaching and Detaching
If a thread uses a sequence of sessions, it can follow these steps for each session
in the sequence:
1. Call the session’s attach method.
2. Perform Objectivity/DB operations in transactions with the session.
3. Call the session’s detach method.
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This example uses one session for transactions that just read persistent objects
and a different session for transactions that create and modify persistent objects.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *inSession;
ooSession *outSession;

// Pointer to session for reading
// Pointer to session for updating

// Function that performs a read transaction
void printStatement() {
inSession->attach();
inSession->begin(oocRead);
… // Look up information and print a statement
inSession->commit();
inSession->detach();
}
// Function that performs an update transaction
void updateAccounts(…) {
outSession->attach();
outSession->begin(oocUpdate);
… // Update the account
outSession->commit();
outSession->detach();
}
// Function that performs a read transaction
void findAccounts(…) {
inSession->attach();
inSession->begin(oocUpdate);
… // Find desired objects
inSession->commit();
inSession->detach();
}
// Function that creates sessions and calls functions that
// perform transactions
void performObjectivityOperations(
const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {

…
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Create the first session, named Input
ooSession *inSession =
connection->createSession("Input");
// Input session is automatically attached to current
// thread when session is created
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// Detach Input before creating (and attaching)
// another session
inSession->detach();
// Create the second session, named Output
ooSession *outSession =
connection->createSession("Output");
// Output session is automatically attached to current
// thread when session is created
// Detach Output session before calling function that
// uses Input session
outSession->detach();

… // Interact with user
// Use Input session
printStatement(…);
… // Interact with user
// Use Output session
updateAccounts(…);
… // Interact with user
// Use Input session
findAccounts(…);
…
}

Figure 4-1 illustrates the use of two sessions by the main thread in the preceding
example.
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Main Thread
ooObjy::startup()
connection->createSession("Input")

Input
Session

Input session attached

inSession->detach()
connection->createSession("Output")

Output
Session

Output session attached

outSession->detach()
inSession->attach()

Input
Session

Input session attached
during printStatement

inSession->detach()
outSession->attach()

Output
Session

Output session attached
during updateAccounts

outSession->detach()
inSession->attach()

Input
Session

Input session attached
during findAccounts

inSession->detach()
ooObjy::shutdown()
Figure 4-1

Using Sessions Sequentially in a Thread
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Implicit Attaching and Detaching
The example in the preceding section can be simplified to take advantage of
implicit thread-management behavior provided by the begin method. When
you call begin on a session:

EXAMPLE

■

If another session is already attached to the current thread, that session is
detached; however, if the attached session is still in a transaction, then an
ooThreadAlreadyHasASession exception is thrown.

■

If the session on which begin was called is not already attached to the
current thread, then it is attached; however, if that session is still attached to
another thread, then an ooSessionAlreadyAttached exception is thrown.

In this example, the functions printStatement and updateAccounts shown
on page 105 are modified to let begin attach and detach the sessions.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *inSession;
ooSession *outSession;

// Pointer to session for reading
// Pointer to session for updating

// Function that performs a read transaction
void printStatement(…) {
inSession->begin(oocRead);
… // Look up information and print statement
inSession->commit();
}
// Function that performs an update transaction
void updateAccounts(…) {
outSession->begin(oocUpdate);
… // Update account information
outSession->commit();
}

Local-Use Objects for Sessions
A thread that performs Objectivity/DB operations with a sequence of sessions
can ensure that each session is attached and detached correctly by creating a
local-use object for each session. A local-use object for a session is an instance of the
class ooLocalSessionUse. A local-use object must be created as a local stack
variable; as long as the local-use object remains in scope, the thread may perform
Objectivity/DB operations with the session.
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You create a local-use object for a particular session as a stack variable in the
block in which the session is used to perform Objectivity/DB operations. The
ooLocalSessionUse constructor takes a pointer to the session as its parameter
and calls the session’s attach method. If the thread was already attached to a
different session, the constructor first detaches that session; the new local-use
object keeps track of any session that it detaches.
When the block is exited, the destructor calls the session’s detach method. If the
thread was attached to a different session when the local-use object was created,
the destructor attaches that session, thus restoring the thread to its state before
the local-use object was created.
EXAMPLE

In this example, the function findAccounts shown on page 105 is modified to
create a local-use object for attaching and detaching the Input session.
In addition to managing the Input session, the local-use object allows you to call
findAccounts even if the current thread already has an attached session (any
such session is automatically detached while work is done in the Input session,
and then reattached afterward).
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *inSession;
ooSession *outSession;

// Pointer to session for reading
// Pointer to session for updating

void findAccounts(…) {
ooLocalSessionUse localSessionUse(inSession);
// Constructor calls inSession->attach()
inSession->begin(oocRead);
… // Find desired objects using predicate scan
inSession->commit();
} // When 'localSessionUse' goes out of scope,
// destructor calls inSession->detach()

Giving Each Thread Its Own Session
A multithreaded application can access the federated database in concurrent
threads if each of those threads has its own session. For example, consider a
server application that responds to requests from local or remote client
applications. Such a server may respond to each client request by creating a
thread that executes an independent series of transactions with a federated
database.
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Executing transactions in multiple concurrent threads is similar to executing the
transactions in multiple concurrent processes. Concurrent threads can access the
same persistent object; each thread accesses a separate memory representation of
the object in its session’s Objectivity/DB cache. The same transaction and locking
semantics apply in both cases—Objectivity/DB prevents two transactions from
updating the same object simultaneously, whether from different threads in the
same process or from different processes.

Creating a Session for Each Thread
For maximum concurrency, each thread can create its own session. Figure 4-2
illustrates this model of session use. The application has three threads, a main
thread and two nonmain threads. Each thread creates a session for its own
exclusive use. The three sessions perform transactions concurrently.

Main Thread
Startup
Create thread 1
Create thread 2
Create session A

Thread 1

Initialize thread
Create session B

Session
B

Session
A

Thread 2

Initialize thread
Create session C

Session
C

Terminate thread
Terminate thread
Shutdown
Figure 4-2
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The thread function threadFn creates a session for exclusive use by its thread,
naming the session with the thread’s name. The ooObjy::terminateThread
static method, which is called implicitly, deletes the thread’s session before the
thread terminates.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void threadFn(parameters …) { // Pseudocode
ooLocalThread localThread;
try {
ooConnection *connection = … ;
char *sessionName = getThreadName(); // Pseudocode
// Create a session for this thread
ooSession *session =
connection->createSession(sessionName);
session->begin(oocUpdate);
…
session->commit();
}
catch (…) {
…
}
} // When 'localThread' goes out of scope, destructor
// calls ooObjy::terminateThread(), which deletes
// this thread's session

Getting a Thread’s Session From a Pool
Instead of creating a dedicated individual session, a thread can request a pooled
session when needed. After performing Objectivity/DB operations, the thread
can return the session to its pool, making that session available for use by other
threads.
A pool of sessions with common properties can help a multithreaded application
manage the use of sessions in its threads:
■

If an application uses a number of threads to perform Objectivity/DB
operations, but without enough concurrency to justify creating a dedicated
session for each thread, the threads can take turns using pooled sessions.
This approach reduces the number of sessions required by the threads.
Because each session has its own cache in memory and because handles
cannot be shared across sessions, reducing the number of sessions also
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reduces the amount of memory and the number of handles that the
application needs.
■

EXAMPLE
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If an interactive application creates one thread per user request, it may create
and destroy many threads to service a single user’s requests, all of which
may concern the same persistent objects. If each thread creates its own
session, a persistent object that is common to several requests must be looked
up anew for each session and read from disk into each session’s cache. The
application can improve performance by using pooled sessions because each
session’s cache is preserved between requests. Every request for a pooled
session should include a tag that uniquely identifies the user. Tagging
sessions improves the likelihood that different requests from a given user
will use same session; see “Using Session Tags” on page 95.

The thread function ThreadFn1 performs both Objectivity/DB operations and
non-Objectivity/DB operations. Whenever it needs to perform Objectivity/DB
operations, it obtains a pooled session, uses the session, then returns the session
to its pool so that a different thread can use the session while this thread is busy
with non-Objectivity/DB operations.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void threadFn1(parameters…) { // Pseudocode
ooLocalThread localThread;
try {
ooSession *session;
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Get a session for the first Objectivity/DB operations
session = connection->getSessionFromPool("MyPool");
session->begin(oocUpdate);
…
session->commit();
session->returnSessionToPool();
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Get a session for the next Objectivity/DB operations
session = connection->getSessionFromPool("MyPool");
session->begin(oocRead);
…
session->commit();
session->returnSessionToPool();
…
}
catch (…) {
…
}
} // End threadFn1
// Function that creates session pool and threads
void performObjectivityOperations(
const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {

…
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Create the session pool
connection->createSessionPool("MyPool", 10, 14);
// Create a thread that calls threadFn1
createThread (…,&threadFn1,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
} // End performObjectivityOperations
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Sharing a Session Among Functions
If all work in a thread is performed by the same session, the thread function may
pass that session as a parameter to every function that needs it.
EXAMPLE

The thread function threadFn1 passes the thread’s session to functions that
perform Objectivity/DB operations.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void threadFn1(parameters…) { // Pseudocode
ooLocalThread localThread;
try {
…
ooSession *session = … ;
doTask1(session);
doTask2(session);
…
}
catch (…) {
…
}
}
Alternatively, each function can obtain the session that is attached to the current
thread by calling the ooSession::getCurrent static method. If no session is
attached to the thread, this function returns a null pointer.
EXAMPLE
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Whether the thread function threadFn2 obtains its session by creating an
individual session or by requesting a pooled session, the session is automatically
attached to the thread. The session is not passed as a parameter to the functions
(such as doTask3) that perform Objectivity/DB operations; instead, each
function gets the session attached to the current thread.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void doTask3() {
// Get this thread’s session
ooSession *session = ooSession::getCurrent();
…
}
void threadFn2(parameters…) { // Pseudocode
ooLocalThread localThread;
try {

…
ooSession *session = … ;
doTask3();
doTask4();
…
}
catch (…) {

…
}
}

NOTE

Each call to ooSession::getCurrent requires a thread-variable lookup. As a
consequence, frequent calls to this static method can adversely affect
performance.

Sharing a Session Among Threads
A multithreaded application may extend a single series of transactions across
several threads that use the same session sequentially. That is, the session is used
by only one thread at a time. For example, transactions in one thread may
populate the session’s Objectivity/DB cache with data that is subsequently used
by transactions in a different thread.
To use a shared session in a particular thread, you must attach the session to the
thread, perform any desired Objectivity/DB operations with the session, then
detach the session from the thread so that the session can later be used by a
different thread.
Figure 4-3 illustrates this model of session use.
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Main Thread

Thread 1

Thread 2

Startup
Create session A
Session
A
Detach session A
Create thread 1
Wait for thread 1 to finish

Initialize thread
Attach session A
Session
A
Detach session A
Terminate thread

Create thread 2
Wait for thread 2 to finish

Initialize thread
Attach session A
Session
A
Detach session A
Terminate thread

Attach session A
Session
A
Shutdown
Figure 4-3

Sharing a Session Among Threads

In Figure 4-3, three threads, the main thread, Thread 1, and Thread 2, share a
single session:
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■

The main thread creates the session, which is automatically attached to the
main thread. The main thread uses the session, calls its detach method to
detach the session from the main thread, then hands the session off to Thread
1, for example, by passing the session as a parameter to the thread function
for Thread 1.

■

After initialization, Thread 1 calls the session’s attach method, uses the
session, then calls the session’s detach method before terminating.

■

When Thread 1 terminates, the main thread hands the session off to
Thread 2, for example, by passing the session as a parameter to the thread
function for Thread 2.
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■

After initialization, Thread 2 calls the session’s attach method, uses the
session, then calls the session’s detach method before terminating.

■

When Thread 2 terminates, the main thread calls the session’s attach
method, uses the session, and finally shuts down.

A thread that performs Objectivity/DB operations with a shared session can
explicitly attach and detach the session by calling the session’s attach and
detach method.
EXAMPLE

The thread function ThreadFn1 uses a session that is passed as a parameter. The
function first creates a local-use object for the thread; the ooLocalThread
constructor calls ooObjy::initializeThread. Then ThreadFn1 attaches the
session to its thread.
Before exiting, the thread function detaches the session. Doing so allows the
calling function to reuse the session by preventing it from being deleted or
returned to its session pool when the ooLocalThread destructor calls
ooObjy::terminateThread.
This example also shows a typical way of handling exceptions in a function that
attaches and detaches a session; see “Sessions and Exception Handling” on
page 125.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void threadFn1(
ooSession *session, otherParameters…) { // Pseudocode
ooLocalThread localThread;
// The ooLocalThread constructor
// calls ooObjy::initializeThread()
// Attach session to this thread
session->attach();
try {
… // This thread’s Objectivity/DB operations
}
catch (…) {

…

}

}
// Detach session from this thread
session->detach();
// The ooLocalThread destructor
// calls ooObjy::terminateThread()

// Function that creates session and threads
void performObjectivityOperations(
const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {

…
ooConnection *connection = … ;
ooSession *session =
connection->createSession("HandOffSession");
// Session is automatically attached to current thread
session->detach()
// Begin pseudocode
thread1 = createThread(
…,&threadFn1,…,session, otherParameters,…);
… // Wait for Thread 1 to complete
thread2 = createThread(
…,&threadFn2,…,session, otherParameters,…);
… // Wait for Thread 2 to complete
// End pseudocode
session->attach();
…
}

Alternatively, a thread that performs Objectivity/DB operations with a shared
session can create a local-use object for the session to ensure that the session is
attached and detached correctly.
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The thread function threadFn creates a local-use object for the specified session
to ensure that the session is attached and detached correctly. This example shows
a typical way of handling exceptions in a function that creates a local-use object
for a session; see “Sessions and Exception Handling” on page 125.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void threadFn1(
ooSession *session, otherParameters…) // Pseudocode
{ ooLocalThread localThread;
// The ooLocalThread constructor
// calls ooObjy::initializeThread()
ooLocalSessionUse localSessionUse(session);
// The ooLocalSessionUse constructor
// calls session->attach()
try {
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
}
catch (…) {

…
}

}
//
//
//
//
//

Local variables go out of scope:
First 'localSessionUse' goes out of scope, so the
ooLocalSessionUse destructor calls session->detach()
Then 'localThread' goes out of scope, so the
ooLocalThread destructor calls ooObjy::terminateThread()

Using Application-Defined Session Properties
If you use a session sequentially in different threads or in different functions in
the same thread, you can use application-defined properties to keep session-specific
data with the session. The value for such a property is a session-data object, an
instance of an application-defined class derived from ooSessionData.

Defining a Session-Data Class
For each application-defined property that you plan to use, you should define a
derived class of ooSessionData that represents the data to be saved. A
session-data object can contain arbitrary application-specific data relevant to a
particular session. For example, an application that uses a different set of handles
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with each different session could define a session-data class whose data members
correspond to the handles used with a particular session.
A typical session-data class has private data members containing the data, a
constructor that initializes the data members, public methods to get the data, and
possibly public methods to change the data.
EXAMPLE

This session-data class is used to save a single handle with a session. It keeps the
handle in its private data member, myClassH. The constructor sets the data
member for a new session-data object. The application can call the getHandle
method of a session-data object to get its handle.
// Application header file myData.h
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClass.h"

…
class myData : public ooSessionData {
public:
myData(ooHandle(myClass) &handle)
: myClassH(handle) {}
ooHandle(myClass) &getHandle() {return myClassH;}
private:
ooHandle(myClass) myClassH;
};

Ownership of Session-Data Objects
A session-data object has a property that controls whether it is “owned by” any
session to which it is added. This property is set when the session-data object is
created and cannot be changed. If a session-data object is owned by a session,
that session will delete the object if either of the following events occurs:
■

The session’s application-defined property is set to a different value.

■

The session is deleted.

By default, a session-data object is owned by the session to which it is added. An
application-defined session-data class can override this default behavior. For
example, you might want the application to retain ownership of session-data
objects in the following circumstances:
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■

The application creates a session-data object and reuses that object for a
number of different sessions that are created and destroyed sequentially.

■

The application creates two session-data objects and sets a session’s
application-defined property to the first object for certain operations and to
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the second object for other operations, switching back and forth between
these two property values.
The application is responsible for deleting a session-data object that it owns.
If you want to allow the application to retain ownership of an instance of your
session-data class, the initialization of your class constructor should call the
ooSessionData constructor, specifying whether the newly created
session-data object is to be owned by a session.
EXAMPLE

The session-data class SaveData allows the application to decide whether a
newly created session-data object can be owned by a session.
// Application header file SaveData.h
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClass.h"

…
class SaveData : public ooSessionData {
public:
SaveData(ooHandle(myClass) &handle, ooBoolean isOwned)
: ooSessionData(isOwned), myClassH(handle) {}
ooHandle(myClass) &getHandle() {return myClassH;}
private:
ooHandle(myClass) myClassH;
};

The session-data class MoreData prohibits its instances from being owned (and
deleted) by sessions.
// Application header file MoreData.h
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClass.h"

…
class MoreData : public ooSessionData {
public:
MoreData(ooHandle(myClass) &handle)
: ooSessionData(oocFalse), myClassH(handle) {}
ooHandle(myClass) &getHandle() {return myClassH;}
private:
ooHandle(myClass) myClassH;
};
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Setting an Application-Defined Property
To set an application-defined property, first create a session-data object to be
used as the property value. Then call the session’s setSessionData method,
specifying a unique name for the property and its value.
EXAMPLE

The session-data class SaveAccountMap has a private data member that contains
a handle to a name map (of class ooMap). The accountMap method returns that
handle.
// Application header file SaveAccountMap.h
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
class SaveAccountMap : public ooSessionData {
public:
SaveAccountMap(ooHandle(ooMap) &accountMapH)
: mAccountMap(accountMapH) {}
ooHandle(ooMap) &accountMap() {return mAccountMapH;}
private:
ooHandle(ooMap) mAccountMapH;
};
In the application’s main thread, the function
performObjectivityOperations creates a session, which it uses to find the
name map with the scope name "AccountMap", creating this name map if it
doesn’t already exist; see “Individual Lookup in Name Scopes” on page 388. The
function then creates a session-data object of the SaveAccountMap class
containing a handle to the found name map. This session-data object is saved as
the value of the session’s accountMap property, making the handle available to
the nonmain thread that later uses the session.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "SaveAccountMap.h"

…
void performObjectivityOperations() {
…
ooConnection *connection = … ;
ooSession *session = connection->createSession(0);
ooHandle(ooMap) accountMapH;
// Find or create the account name map
session->begin(oocRead);
accountMapH.lookupObj(session->fd(),"AccountMap");
if (accountMapH.isNull()) {
accountMapH = new(…) ooMap();
accountMapH.nameObj(session->fd(),"AccountMap");
}
session->commit();
// Save the handle in the session’s accountMap property
session->setSessionData(
"accountMap",
// Property name
new SaveAccountMap(accountMapH)); // Property value
// Pass the session to a nonmain thread
session->detach();
// Begin pseudocode
thread1 = createThread(
…,&threadFn,…,session, otherParameters,…);
// End Pseudocode

…
}

Getting an Application-Defined Property
To get the value of a session’s application-defined property, you call the session’s
getSessionData method, specifying the property name. This function returns a
pointer to the session-data object that was saved as the value for the specified
property. If no value was saved for that property, an ooSessionDataNotFound
exception is thrown.
The getSessionData method returns a pointer of type ooSessionData*.
Before you can access members of the session-data object, you must cast the
returned pointer to a pointer of the appropriate type to reference your
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application-defined class. You then access members of the session-data object to
get its application-specific data.
EXAMPLE

The preceding example showed that a session is passed as a parameter to the
thread function threadFn. This examples shows that the function gets the saved
handle from the session’s accountMap property and uses that handle to access
the account name map, looking up an Account object by its account name; see
“Individual Lookup in Name Maps” on page 391. Using the initialized handle
saves time; without this handle, the nonmain thread would need to find the
account map by its scope name, repeating the operation that was performed in
the main thread.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "SaveAccountMap.h"
#include "account.h"
// Defines Account class

…
void threadFn(
ooSession *session, otherParameters…) { // Pseudocode
ooLocalThread localThread;
{
ooLocalSessionUse localSessionUse(session);
try {
char *accountName;
ooHandle(Account) acctH;
…
// Get the session-data object
ooSessionData *sessionData =
session->getSessionData("accountMap");
// Cast the pointer to SaveAccountMap*
SaveAccountMap *savedMap =
dynamic_cast<SaveAccountMap*>(sessionData);
// Get the account name map
ooHandle(ooMap) &accountMapH =
savedMap->accountMap();
session->begin(oocRead);
accountName = … ; // Get account name
// Find Account object by name in name map
accountMapH->lookup(acctH, accountName);
…
session->commit();
…
}
catch (…) {
…
}
} // Implicit call to session->detach()
} // Implicit call to ooObjy::terminateThread()
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Sessions and Exception Handling
Whenever a thread executes an Objectivity/DB operation that causes the
Objectivity/DB kernel to signal an error, information about the error is posted to
the session attached to that thread. This information includes a string message
that describes the error, along with other details that can be used to further
diagnose the cause of the error.
You can write exception handlers that obtain some or all of the posted error
information by catching Objectivity/C++ exceptions of the appropriate type and
querying them. For simplicity, the examples earlier in this chapter catch
exceptions of the class ooException, from which you can access just the string
message (by calling the exception’s what method). You can obtain additional
error information by catching and querying exceptions of class
ooKernelException; see Chapter 28, “Exceptions.” You can also call the
reportErrors method on instances of ooException or its derived classes to
print the message string associated with the error. In the case of cascading errors,
reportErrors prints the message string (plus additional information) for each
error.
When an ooKernelException exception is caught, it can access its error
information only if the session containing that information is still attached to the
current thread when the handler executes. If the session has been destructed or
detached from the thread since the exception was thrown, all queries for error
information return 0.
The following sections contain some guidelines for handling Objectivity/C++
exceptions in an application that uses multiple sessions.

Deleting Sessions
Any function that performs Objectivity/DB operations and then deletes the
session should have its own exception handler. To ensure that the session is
available if an exception occurs, the session should be deleted outside the try
block. For example, the function printInventory on page 90 has a try block
around all statements except the call to delete. If an exception occurs, the
session will be available in the catch block.

Initializing and Terminating Threads
In a multithreaded application, every nonmain thread must call
ooObjy::terminateThread before terminating (unless the thread terminates
due to process termination). To ensure that every thread’s interaction with
Objectivity/DB is terminated correctly, even if a nonfatal exception occurs, you
should give each thread function its own exception handler and make sure
ooObjy::terminateThread is called outside the try block.
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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Explicit Initialization and Termination
The application outlined on page 101 illustrates how to handle exceptions in a
thread function that explicitly initializes and terminates its interaction with
Objectivity/DB:
■

The function threadFn1 has a try block that encloses all statements except
the explicit calls to ooObjy::initializeThread and
ooObjy::terminateThread. Even if an exception occurs,
ooObjy::terminateThread is executed.

■

The main function has a try block around all of its calls to Objectivity/C++
functions except ooObjy::shutdown. Thus, the catch block handles any
exceptions thrown by the call to ooObjy::start, or by the calls to
ooObjy::initializeThread or ooObjy::terminateThread in the
function threadFn1.

Local-Use Objects for Threads
If a thread function creates a local-use object for the thread, the declaration for
that object should be placed outside the function’s try block. This placement
ensures that the implicit calls to ooObjy::initializeThread and
ooObjy::terminateThread are executed outside the try block. It also
ensures that, if an exception occurs, ooObjy::terminateThread is not executed
until the catch block has handled the exception. For example, the function
threadFn on page 103 has a try block that encloses all statements except for the
declaration of the local-use object for the thread, localThread. If an
exception occurs, the catch block will handle the exception before localThread
goes out of scope and its destructor calls ooObjy::terminateThread.

Attaching and Detaching Sessions
If a function that has its own exception handler attaches a session, performs some
Objectivity/DB operations, then detaches the session:
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■

The call to the session’s detach method should be placed outside the try
block. This placement ensures that the session is available if an exception
occurs.

■

You can simplify error reporting by putting the call to attach outside the
try block as well. If the call to attach fails, an enclosing exception handler
(such as a catch block in the main program) catches the error; detach is
never called, so only one exception is thrown. If attach were called in the
try block and detach called outside that block, detach would be called
even if attach failed, which would throw a second exception.
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Explicit Attaching and Detaching
The thread function ThreadFn1 in the example beginning on page 117 illustrates
how to handle exceptions in a function that explicitly attaches and detaches the
session. This function calls both attach and detach outside its try block.

Local-Use Objects for Sessions
If a function with its own exception handler creates a local-use object for a
session, the declaration for that object should be placed outside the function’s
try block. This placement ensures that the implicit calls to attach and detach
are executed outside the try block. It also ensures that, if an exception occurs,
detach is not executed until the catch block has handled the exception.
For example, the threadFn function on page 119 declares the local-use object for
the session (localSessionUse) outside the try block in which Objectivity/DB
operations are performed. Note that the local-use object for the session
(localSessionUse) is declared after the declaration of the local-use object for
the thread (localThread). Consequently, localSessionUse is destroyed before
localThread (because destructors for local variables are executed in reverse
order of their construction), and detach is called before
ooObjy::terminateThread.
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Transactions
A transaction is a subsection of an application’s operations during which the
application interacts with a federated database. During a transaction, the
application performs one or more logically related operations that create, access,
or modify persistent objects. Every interaction with persistent objects must occur
within a transaction.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about transactions.

■

Beginning a transaction.

■

Committing or aborting a transaction.

■

Checkpointing a transaction.

■

Making nested calls to begin.

■

Guidelines for grouping operations into transactions.

■

The effect of committing and aborting a transaction on the memory
representations of objects in the Objectivity/DB cache.

■

Receiving and handling notification of transaction events.

Understanding Transactions
Sessions provide the transaction services that guarantee consistency among the
objects in a federated database. Any operation that creates, reads, modifies, or
deletes an Objectivity/DB object must be performed in a transaction.

Transaction Extent
The extent of a transaction is determined by three operations: begin, commit, and
abort.
After a transaction begins, the session is said to be in an active transaction. The
application is said to be within a transaction and the transaction is in progress.
While the application is within a transaction, it can obtain memory
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representations of, and perform processing on, the objects for which it has the
appropriate access rights. During the transaction, any change made to a
persistent object is visible only to other operations within the same transaction.
A transaction ends when the application commits or aborts it. When a
transaction ends:
■

If the application commits the transaction, all modifications to Objectivity/DB
objects are saved to the federated database, making them visible to other
transactions. A committed transaction cannot be undone.

■

If the application aborts the transaction instead of committing it, the changes
are discarded (rolled back), leaving the federated database in the logical state
it was in before the transaction began.

When a transaction ends, the locks on any Objectivity/DB objects are released.
The application and the session are both said to be outside a transaction.
As long as the application is outside a transaction, the memory representations of
Objectivity/DB objects may no longer be consistent with the objects in the
federated database. The application can continue to perform other processing,
such as operating on transient objects, but it may not operate on persistent
objects until it begins another transaction.

Indivisible Unit of Work
A transaction groups operations on one or many Objectivity/DB objects so that
they appear as a single, indivisible unit of work. At the end of the transaction, the
application is guaranteed that either all or none of the operations were
performed. Thus, a federated database cannot be left in an inconsistent state that
might result if some, but not all, of the operations had been performed. In the
simplest case, a transaction performs one indivisible unit of work, which begins
when the transaction begins and ends when the transaction is committed or
aborted.
The checkpoint operation allows a transaction to perform a sequence of indivisible
units of work:
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■

Beginning a transaction begins the first unit of work.

■

Checkpointing a transaction ends the current unit of work, saves
modifications to the federated database, and begins a new unit of work.

■

Committing a transaction ends the current unit of work, saves modifications
to the federated database, and terminates the transaction.

■

Aborting a transaction ends the current unit of work, rolls back
modifications, and terminates the transaction.
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If a transaction is aborted, only the last unit of work performed in that
transaction is rolled back.
Checkpointing does not terminate the transaction. After a checkpoint, the
transaction retains its locks on Objectivity/DB objects and the memory
representations of these objects remain consistent with the objects in the
federated database.

Interrupted Transactions
If a process ends abnormally during a transaction, the locks acquired during the
transaction are not released. For example, a programmer debugging an
application might terminate the process from the debugger. On a UNIX or
Macintosh platform, a user might issue an operating-system command to kill the
process by sending a SIGKILL signal; on a Windows platform, the user might kill
the process from the Task Manager window.
To clear any locks that are left by a process that was terminated, follow the
procedures described in Chapter 13, “Automatic and Manual Recovery,” of
Objectivity/DB Administration.

Multiple Transactions
An application may execute any number of transactions in any session. An
important part of application design is deciding whether to group
Objectivity/DB operations into a few long transactions or into many short
transactions. Regardless of transaction length, however, note that multiple
transactions of the same session must execute serially. That is, when a transaction
has begun, it must be committed or aborted before the same session can begin a
new transaction. Nested or overlapping transactions are not allowed in a single
session.
In multithreaded applications, sessions in different threads can execute
transactions concurrently. That is, a separate series of transactions can run in
each thread; see “Giving Each Thread Its Own Session” on page 109.

Read and Update Transactions
A session’s transaction open mode specifies the current level of access to the
connected federated database. When the session is created, this property is
initialized to oocNoOpen, which indicates that the session is not accessing the
federated database.
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When you begin a transaction, you specify the transaction open mode as a
parameter, which determines whether the transaction is a read transaction or an
update transaction:
■

A read transaction allows operations to obtain read locks only.

■

An update transaction permits operations to obtain either read or update
locks.

You can promote a read transaction to an update transaction by changing the
session’s transaction open mode to allow read/write access. However, you
cannot demote an update transaction to a read transaction. To promote the
transaction open mode, you call the session’s upgradeOpenMode method. A
nested call to begin can also upgrade the transaction open mode; see “Nested
Calls to Begin” on page 141.
At the end of a transaction, the session’s transaction open mode property is
automatically reset to oocNoOpen, indicating that the session is not accessing the
federated database.

Transaction Identifiers
The lock server assigns a unique identifier to each transaction that interacts with
a particular federated database. Administration tools such as LockMonitor and
ListWait refer to a transaction using its identifier.

Update Transactions and Journal Files
After you begin an update transaction (or promote a read transaction to an
update transaction), Objectivity/DB automatically records all modifications in a
journal file. This file is used for restoring the federated database to its previous
state if the transaction is aborted or terminated abnormally. The journal file is
created in the journal directory specified by the federated database. The same
journal file is used by every update transaction in the same session; each
successive update transaction overwrites the information left by the previous
one. A separate journal file is created for each session that executes an update
transaction. Journal files are deleted automatically when the application
terminates.
To reduce the performance overhead associated with journal files, you should
begin a transaction as an update transaction only if update locks will be needed.
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Beginning a Transaction
You begin a transaction by calling the session’s begin method. Beginning a
transaction also begins the first indivisible unit of work in the transaction. After
begin is called, the session is said to be in an active transaction and the transaction
is in progress.
Beginning a transaction resets the session’s value for three transaction-control
properties:
■

The transaction open mode specifies the current level of access to the connected
federated database (either read-only or read/write).

■

The MROW mode determines which concurrent-access policy the transaction
will use; see “Concurrent-Access Policies” on page 161.

■

The index mode specifies whether and when the transaction updates
application-defined indexes to reflect new or changed objects; see “Updating
Indexes” on page 452.

The one required parameter to begin sets the transaction open mode to one of
the following values:
■

oocRead—Begin a read transaction.

■

oocUpdate—Begin an update transaction.

If you are not planning to make changes, you should begin a read transaction, so
that any change to a persistent object cannot be mistakenly committed. A read
transaction also has performance benefits because Objectivity/DB does not have
to prepare for possible rollback.
Beginning a transaction automatically opens the connected federated database
for the specified level of access. You incur some extra performance overhead
when you begin the first transaction with a particular connected federated
database, because Objectivity/DB performs various initialization operations the
first time the federated database is opened. In subsequent transactions, opening
the federated database is faster because the operation simply determines the
transaction’s level of access.
During an update transaction, Objectivity/DB records all changes made to
Objectivity/DB objects, but does not save the changes to the federated database
unless explicitly requested to do so. Consequently, all such changes are visible
only to the transaction in which they were made until the application commits
(page 134) or checkpoints (page 139) the transaction.
If the begin method fails for any reason, an exception is thrown and the session
remains outside a transaction.
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This example outlines a simple application with a read transaction and an update
transaction.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocRead);

…
session->commit();

// Begin a read transaction
// Read persistent objects
// Commit the transaction

…

// Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// between transactions

session->begin(oocUpdate);
…
session->commit();

// Begin an update transaction
// Modify persistent objects
// Commit the transaction

Committing a Transaction
You commit a transaction by calling the session’s commit method. A committed
transaction cannot be undone. Committing a transaction:
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■

Indicates a successful end to the current indivisible unit of work.

■

Saves all newly created or modified Objectivity/DB objects to the federated
database.

■

Removes any deleted persistent objects from the federated database.

■

Updates all applicable indexes according to the session’s index mode; see
“Updating Indexes” on page 452.

■

Ends the transaction and changes the session’s transaction open mode to
indicate that the session is not accessing the federated database.

■

Closes all handles. The closed handles retain the object identifiers of the
objects to which they refer; see “Using Initialized Handles and Object
References” on page 135.

■

Terminates the iteration of all object iterators.

■

Closes all open persistent objects, but leaves their memory representations in
the cache; see “Transactions and Objects in Memory” on page 145.

■

Releases any locks acquired in the course of the transaction.

■

May, but need not, close the files accessed by the transaction.
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If a Commit Operation Fails

This example begins a read transaction, reads some persistent objects, then
commits the transaction.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocRead); // Begin a read transaction
…
// Read persistent objects
session->commit();
// Commit the transaction

If a Commit Operation Fails
If a commit operation fails (for example, because a database file is inaccessible),
the commit method throws an exception. Depending on the cause of the failure,
the transaction may also be aborted automatically. When handling an exception
resulting from a transaction’s failure to commit, you should call the session’s
haveActiveTransaction method to test whether the transaction is still in
progress. If haveActiveTransaction returns oocTrue, you can either retry the
commit operation or abort the transaction. If haveActiveTransaction returns
oocFalse, the transaction has already been aborted, and you may begin the next
transaction.

Using Initialized Handles and Object References
When a transaction is committed, any handles and object references that were
initialized during the transaction remain initialized; that is, they still contain the
object identifiers of the persistent objects to which they refer. To continue
working with the referenced objects, the application can begin another
transaction and use the initialized handles or object references to reopen the
objects.
NOTE

A retained object identifier can become invalid between transactions because
another concurrent process might delete or move the corresponding persistent
object. Opening a handle whose object identifier is invalid throws an exception.
You should test the validity of each handle or object reference that was initialized
in a previous transaction; see “Testing Whether a Handle is Valid” on page 248.
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Aborting a Transaction
You abort a transaction by calling the session’s abort method. Aborting a
transaction:

EXAMPLE

■

Indicates an unsuccessful end to the current indivisible unit of work.

■

Rolls back changes, leaving the federated database in the logical state it was
in before the current unit of work began.

■

Ends the transaction and changes the session’s transaction open mode to
indicate that the session is not in a transaction.

■

Closes all handles or sets them to null; see “Closing Handles” on page 137.

■

Terminates the iteration of all object iterators.

■

Closes all open persistent objects, and removes their memory representations
from the cache; see “Transactions and Objects in Memory” on page 145.

■

Releases any locks acquired in the course of the transaction.

■

Closes all files accessed by the transaction.

This example begins an update transaction and modifies some persistent objects.
The transaction is aborted if someCondition is true.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate);// Begin an update transaction
…
// Update persistent objects
if (someCondition)
// Test for some condition
session->abort();
// If true, abort the transaction
else
session->commit();
// Otherwise, commit

You may choose to call abort if an exception is thrown during a transaction.
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This example encloses the transaction’s Objectivity/DB operations in a try
block, calling commit at the end of the block. If an exception occurs during the
transaction, the catch block aborts the transaction.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ;
…
session->begin(oocUpdate);
try {
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
session->commit(); // Commit if all operations succeed
}
catch (…) {
session->abort(); // Abort if an exception occurs
}

Closing Handles
A session’s abort mode controls whether the session’s open handles are set to null
after the session aborts a transaction. The property value is specified with one of
the following constants of the ooHandleMode type:
■

oocHandleToNull—Set all open handles to null; that is, replace their object

identifiers with null. In subsequent transactions, these handles must be
reinitialized to reference the desired persistent objects before they can be
used.
■

oocHandleToOID—Close all open handles, which invalidates their pointers,

but preserves the object identifiers they contain. The handles remain
initialized with the object identifiers they contain; however, you should test
each such closed handle for validity before reusing it in another transaction;
see “Testing Whether a Handle is Valid” on page 248.
If you plan to use the same objects in a sequence of transactions and if finding the
desired objects is time-consuming, you can improve performance by using the
oocHandleToOID abort mode, causing abort to preserve object identifiers
instead of replacing them with null when closing handles.
The ooSession class maintains a default value for abort mode. When an
application initializes its interaction with Objectivity/DB, the default abort mode
is set to oocHandleToNull, so open handles are set to null by default when
transactions are aborted. You can change the default abort mode for your
application by calling the ooSession::setDefaultAbortMode static method.
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A particular session’s abort mode is reset whenever that session aborts a
transaction. You can specify a value for this property explicitly with an optional
parameter to the session’s abort method. If you do not specify an abort mode
explicitly when you abort a transaction, the application’s default abort mode is
used.
NOTE

If you change your application’s default abort mode, the new default value is
used when you subsequently abort a transaction (in any session) without
explicitly specifying an abort mode.
A session’s abort mode is relevant only during an abort operation.

Aborting Transactions Automatically
An active transaction is aborted automatically if the application terminates (for
example, by calling the exit function), or if the session object is destroyed for
any other reason. Similarly, if a pooled session is returned to its session pool
while in an active transaction, that transaction is aborted automatically.
An active transaction may be aborted automatically if an Objectivity/DB
operation in the transaction fails or if a call to commit or checkpoint fails. Not
all such failures result in an automatic abort, however.
You can call abort to handle an error that was produced by an operation in a
transaction, even if the error aborted the transaction automatically.

If an Abort Operation Fails
If an abort operation fails, the abort method throws an exception. An abort
operation fails if the transaction being aborted made updates to a data file that is
now inaccessible—for example, because the data-server host failed. If abort is
unable to roll back changes, the transaction’s locks and journal files are left for
later recovery. When handling such errors, you can print an informative
message, but no further action is required to end the transaction. You may want
to perform recovery from application failures by calling the session’s recover
method; see “Recovery” on page 172.
The session’s haveActiveTransaction method always returns oocFalse
following a call to abort, whether or not the abort operation fails.
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Checkpointing a Transaction
You checkpoint a transaction by calling the session’s checkpoint method.
Checkpointing a transaction:
■

Successfully ends the current indivisible unit of work.

■

Saves all newly created or modified Objectivity/DB objects to the federated
database.

■

Physically removes any deleted persistent objects from the federated
database.

■

Updates all applicable indexes according to the session’s index mode; see
“Updating Indexes” on page 452.

■

Begins a new indivisible unit of work.

■

Does not end the transaction.

■

Does not close persistent objects.

■

Does not close handles.

■

Does not terminate the iteration of any object iterators.

■

Does not close files accessed by the transaction.

■

Retains the same locks, thus preventing other transactions (for example, in a
concurrent process) from modifying the open objects.

A checkpointed unit of work cannot be undone.

Using Checkpoints
Checkpointing is useful when you want to save the results of a computation
during a long transaction, but still retain access to open objects.
When you checkpoint an update transaction, any modifications recorded in the
journal file prior to checkpointing are overwritten by modifications made after
checkpointing.
You can checkpoint multiple times before committing or aborting. If you abort a
transaction after checkpointing it, only the changes made after the last
checkpoint are rolled back.
Because checkpointing does not terminate the transaction, after invoking
checkpoint, your application simply accesses the already-opened persistent
objects through their handles.
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This example begins an update transaction. After some processing, it checkpoints
the transaction; after more processing, it commits the changes.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate);

…
session->checkpoint();
…
session->commit();

//
//
//
//
//

Begin an update transaction
Work with persistent objects
Checkpoint the transaction
Work with persistent objects
Commit the transaction

Downgrading Locks
A session’s downgrade mode controls whether update locks are retained or
downgraded to read locks when the session checkpoints a transaction. The
property value is specified with one of the following constants of the
ooDowngradeMode type:
■

oocNoDowngrade—Preserve all locks held by the transaction as is.

■

oocDowngradeAll—Change all locks to read locks (MROW read if the

transaction is an MROW transaction, and normal read locks otherwise).
If you checkpoint an update transaction after you finish modifying
Objectivity/DB objects, you should downgrade the update locks so that
concurrent transactions can gain read access to the updated objects.
Chapter 6, “Locking and Concurrency,” describes the various kinds of locks in
detail.
The ooSession class maintains a default value for downgrade mode. When an
application initializes its interaction with Objectivity/DB, the default downgrade
mode is set to oocNoDowngrade, so all locks are preserved by default when
transactions are checkpointed. You can change the default downgrade mode for
your application by calling the ooSession::setDefaultDowngradeMode static
method.
A particular session’s downgrade mode is reset whenever that session
checkpoints a transaction. You can specify a value for downgrade mode with an
optional parameter to the session’s checkpoint method. If you do not specify a
downgrade mode explicitly when you checkpoint a transaction, the application’s
default downgrade mode is used.
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If you change your application’s default downgrade mode, the new default value
is used when you subsequently checkpoint a transaction (in any session) without
explicitly specifying a downgrade mode.
A session’s downgrade mode is relevant only during a checkpoint operation.

Nested Calls to Begin
Although a session’s transactions cannot be nested, calls to a session’s begin
method can be nested. Each call to begin must have a corresponding call to
commit, and the begin–commit pairs must be nested, not overlapping. That is,
each call to commit is paired with the most recently executed call to begin.
A session maintains a nest count to ensure that nested calls to begin do not begin
nested transactions and that nested calls to commit do not end the transaction:

NOTE

■

A session’s nest count is 0 when the session is not in an active transaction.

■

The first call to begin starts a transaction and sets the session’s nest count
to 1.

■

A nested call to begin increments the nest count.

■

A nested call to commit—that is, one in which the nest count is greater
than 1—simply decrements the session’s nest count.

■

The outermost call to commit—when the nest count is 1—commits the
transaction.

■

If a transaction is aborted, the session’s nest count is reset to zero so that a
subsequent call to begin will start a new transaction.

A nested call to commit does not save changes to the federated database.
The ability to nest calls to begin and commit enables you to write a function that
performs Objectivity/DB operations without having to worry whether a
transaction is already in progress when the function is called. When the function
calls begin, it will start a transaction. The function behaves as intended, whether
or not it is called during an active transaction. If you need to ensure that changes
made by the function are saved whether the function is called during a
transaction or outside a transaction, the function should call checkpoint
explicitly before its (possibly nested) call to commit.
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The function payTaxes can be called inside or outside a transaction:
■

When called from doSomething, the session is not in an active transaction.
The call to begin in payTaxes starts a transaction and the matching call to
commit ends the transaction.

When called from buyHouse, the session is in an active transaction. The call
to begin in payTaxes increments the session’s nest count and the matching
call to commit decrements the nest count.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
…
void payTaxes(ooSession *session) {
session->begin(oocUpdate);
…
session->commit();
}
■

void buyHouse(ooSession *session) {
session->begin(oocUpdate);

…
payTaxes(); // This call results in nesting
session->commit();
}
void doSomething(ooSession *session) {
payTaxes(session);
buyHouse(session);
}

Upgrading Transaction Open Mode
A nested call to begin can change the session’s transaction open mode,
promoting a read transaction to an update transaction; it cannot make any other
changes to transaction-control properties. That is, if the transaction open mode is
oocRead when begin is called with its openMode parameter set to oocUpdate,
the transaction open mode is upgraded to oocUpdate, making the transaction an
update transaction. All other parameters to begin are ignored in a nested call. In
particular, a nested call cannot demote an update transaction to a read
transaction or change the session’s MROW mode or index mode.
EXAMPLE
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The function readSomething begins a read transaction. If someCondition is
true, readSomething calls changeSomething, which makes a nested call to
begin that promotes the transaction to an update transaction.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void changeSomething(ooSession *session) {
session->begin(oocUpdate);
…
session->commit();
}
void readSomething(ooSession *session) {
session->begin(oocRead);

…
if (someCondition)
changeSomething(session);
session->commit();
}

Handling Exceptions During Transactions
If you use nested calls to begin, you must ensure that exceptions do not result in
an unbalanced number of calls to commit. In the example on page 142, suppose
an exception is thrown in buyHouse or payTaxes. As the exception propagates
up the call chain and the stack unwinds, the number of calls to begin may not be
matched by the same number of calls to commit.
EXAMPLE

Adding a try block to the function doSomething corrects for possibly
unbalanced calls to begin and commit. If an exception is thrown in buyHouse or
payTaxes, the call to abort rolls back any changes since the transaction was
begun or checkpointed and it resets the session’s nest count to zero.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void doSomething(ooSession *session) {
try {
payTaxes(session);
buyHouse(session);
}
catch (ooException &e) {
session->abort();
…
}
}
In some cases, an application needs to handle exceptions locally within a
transaction, allowing the transaction to continue instead of being aborted. If calls
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to begin are nested, an exception thrown at a particular nesting level should be
handled between the call to begin that starts that nesting level and the matching
call to commit.
EXAMPLE

An exception in a transaction at the nesting level of payTaxes is handled at that
level, ensuring that, whenever the call to begin is executed, the matching call to
commit is also executed.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
void payTaxes(ooSession *session) {
session->begin(oocUpdate);
try {
…
}
catch (ooException &e) {
… // handle the exception
}
session->commit();
}

Transaction Usage Guidelines
A transaction can contain any number of Objectivity/DB operations and other
application actions. Deciding how to break up a given task into separate
transactions involves trade-offs among performance, concurrency, and usability.
In making such decisions, you should consider what concurrent-access policies
are used by transactions that may be performed concurrently, and how each
transaction will lock persistent objects. Chapter 6, “Locking and Concurrency,”
discusses both these topics.
Here are some guidelines for deciding how to group operations into transactions:
■

Keep important transactions short.
A short transaction is less likely to be aborted for lack of a lock, or for any other
reason, because it has fewer operations that might fail. If it is aborted, less work
is undone than with a long transaction.
For example, consider a data-entry operator who has to fill out a lengthy
online questionnaire while interviewing a customer. If the application waits
until the questionnaire is completed before ending the transaction and
committing the changes, the entire interview might have to be repeated if a
problem prevents the data from being committed.
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As an alternative to short transactions, you can checkpoint a long transaction
periodically, causing new and updated objects to be written to the federated
database without releasing their locks. You can also downgrade update locks
to read locks at such junctures.
■

Use short transactions for update-intensive objects.
When a transaction involves a persistent object that is frequently updated, you
can minimize the waiting time for competing applications by keeping the
transaction short.

■

Use long transactions when slow network access is involved.
Each time a transaction ends, locks are released on the persistent objects that
were accessed in that transaction. If some or all of those objects are accessed in
the next transaction:
❐

Locks must be reacquired, which involves network traffic to and from
the lock server.

❐

The memory representations of the objects must be refreshed, because
they may have been updated by a concurrent application between
transactions. Refreshing objects in the Objectivity/DB cache incurs some
amount of I/O; see “Transactions and Objects in Memory” below.

Combining a series of short transactions into one long transaction can reduce
repetitive lock and cache activity. Again, checkpointing and lock
downgrading can be used to make changes visible incrementally.

Transactions and Objects in Memory
When persistent objects are opened during a transaction, Objectivity/DB obtains
and interacts with memory representations of these objects in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache. Committing or aborting the transaction automatically
closes those objects and releases their locks, making them available to other
concurrent applications.
Committing a transaction leaves the memory representations of its closed
persistent objects in the cache. Consequently, if the session’s next transaction
opens the same objects, the memory representations for these objects are simply
refreshed—that is, Objectivity/DB automatically checks each representation to
make sure it is still current, and either reuses it (if it is current) or replaces it by
reading in the current version from the data file on disk. (Of course, any objects
that remain closed are eligible for being swapped out to make room for other
objects; see “Closing a Persistent Object” on page 232.)
In contrast, aborting a transaction essentially removes the memory
representations of all persistent objects from the cache. Consequently, if the
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session’s next transaction reopens the same objects, they must be reread into
memory from the data file.
The way you end one transaction in a session can thus have a performance effect
on the session’s next transaction. When the same objects are opened in two
successive transactions, the second transaction generally incurs less I/O if the
first transaction was committed, than if the first transaction was aborted. Of
course, the performance benefit of committing the first transaction is reduced if
some other concurrent application significantly updates the objects before the
second transaction starts.
For more information about the Objectivity/DB cache, see Chapter 24, “Cache
Management.”

Notification of Transaction Events
You can add transaction listeners to a session to receive and handle notifications
of various events that occur during the session’s transactions. A transaction
listener is an instance of an application-defined class derived from
ooTransactionListener.
A particular session can have any number of transaction listeners; the session
maintains a registry of these listeners. A session notifies each transaction listener
in its registry when a transaction event occurs.
Objectivity/C++ includes three predefined transaction-listener classes; the
logging mechanism uses instances of these classes internally to log, respectively,
transaction events, transaction timing, and transaction statistics; see
“Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism” on page 475. In addition, you can define
your own transaction-listener classes to take application-specific actions in
response to transaction events.

Transaction Events
A transaction listener receives and handles notifications of various transaction
events. Each event is either the initiation or the successful completion of a
transaction-related action:
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■

An initiation event occurs when a call is made to the method that performs
the action.

■

A completion event occurs when the method that performs the action
returns.
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If the method that performs a transaction-related action throws an exception, the
action is not completed and the corresponding completion event does not occur.

Defining a Transaction-Listener Class
If you want to take application-specific actions in response to transaction events,
you define your own transaction-listener class to implement the desired
behavior. To define a transaction-listener class:
■

Derive the class from ooTransactionListener. You must include the
ooTransactionListener.h header file in the file that defines your listener
class.

■

Make sure the initialization of each constructor calls the
ooTransactionListener constructor to set the priority for the new
transaction listener (see below).

■

Override the methods corresponding to the events to which you want your
listener to respond (page 148).
The default implementation of each notification-handler function is to do
nothing. If your listener doesn’t need to respond to a particular event, you
don’t need to override the corresponding handler function.

Priority
Each transaction listener has a priority that controls the order in which it receives
notifications, relative to other listeners in the same registry. A transaction
listener’s priority is set by the constructor that creates the listener and cannot be
changed subsequently.
All listeners in a registry receive notifications; their priorities determine the order
in which a session notifies multiple listeners in its registry. A listener’s absolute
priority value does not matter, only its priority value relative to the priorities of
the other listeners in the session’s registry.
When a transaction-related event occurs, the session notifies each listener in its
registry, ordered by priority. The first priority is 0; that is, any listeners whose
priority is 0 receive notification first. The next priority is 1, and so on. Thus, a
listener receives notification after another listener in the same registry with a
lower priority value and before another listener with a higher priority value. If
two listeners in the registry have the same priority value, both will be notified in
the order indicated by that priority; it is undefined which of the two will be
notified first.
The predefined transaction listeners (for logging transaction events, timing, and
statistics) have priority values between 0 and 10. You typically give
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application-defined transaction listeners priority values higher than 0 so they
will be notified after any predefined transaction timer. A transaction timer gives
the most accurate results when it receives notifications before all other listeners.

Handling Notification
Whenever a transaction event occurs in a session, the session notifies a
transaction listener by calling the corresponding notification-handler function of
the listener. Therefore, an application-defined transaction-listener class must
implement the desired response to each notifying event of interest. You
accomplish this by overriding the virtual method of the
ooTransactionListener class that corresponds to such a notifying event.
An application-defined transaction-listener class can respond to notification that:
■

A call was made to one of the session’s transaction-control methods (begin,
checkpoint, commit, abort, or upgradeOpenMode).
❐

■

A call to one of the session’s transaction-control methods has successfully
completed.
❐

■

For example, override onTransactionBegin to handle notification that
the application called the session’s begin method.

For example, override onTransactionBegun to handle notification that
the session’s begin method returned after successfully beginning a
transaction.

The session successfully finished an indivisible unit of work in a transaction.
❐

Override onTransactionFinished to handle notification that the
session’s checkpoint, commit, or abort method has returned.

For a complete list of notification-handler functions, see the
ooTransactionListener class in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Overriding a Notification-Handler Function
Your definition of an overridden notification-handler function implements the
actions to be taken in response to notification of a particular transaction event.
Such actions may include incrementing counters or displaying messages to the
user.
The session provides information about a notifying event, passed as parameter
values to the corresponding notification-handler function. Your implementation
can use this information to tailor the listener’s response to particular aspects or
subcategories of the event. For example, although any transaction termination
will call the onTransactionFinished method, your implementation could use
the value of the method’s committed parameter to consider only events in which
the transaction was checkpointed or committed.
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You should make all overriding methods private to your class. Only the session’s
transaction registry should call these methods; the internal transaction-registry
class is a friend class of ooTransactionListener, so it has access to private
methods.
EXAMPLE

An interactive application defines the transaction-listener class
ModificationStatus to inform the user whether the application made
user-requested modifications to the federated database. All instances of this class
are created with priority 20.
This class overrides the onTransactionFinished method, which is called
whenever the session finishes an indivisible unit of work in a transaction. The
parameter to this method indicates whether the unit of work was completed
successfully. This parameter is set to oocTrue when a transaction is
checkpointed or committed and to oocFalse when a transaction is aborted.
// Application header file modstatus.h
#include <ooTransactionListener.h>

…
class ModificationStatus : public ooTransactionListener {
public:
ModificationStatus() : ooTransactionListener(20) {}
private:
virtual void onTransactionFinished(
ooBoolean committed) {
if (committed) {
// Transaction was checkpointed or committed
cout << Changes were accepted. << endl;
}
else {
// Transaction was aborted
cout << No changes were made. << endl;
}
} // end onTransactionFinished method
} // end ModificationStatus class

Adding and Removing Transaction Listeners
To add a transaction listener to a session, first instantiate the appropriate
application-defined transaction-listener class, then call the session’s
addTransactionListener method, passing a pointer to the newly created
transaction listener. You typically add the listener before beginning a transaction
in which you want to use that listener.
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If you later want to remove a particular transaction listener from a session’s
registry, call the session’s removeTransactionListener method, passing a
pointer to the listener to be removed.
EXAMPLE

This application adds a transaction listener of the ModificationStatus class to
its session before it begins an update transaction, and then removes the listener
after the transaction completes. When the session performs a read transaction, it
does not use the transaction listener, because no modifications can be made in a
read transaction.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "modstatus.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
// Create the transaction listener
ModificationStatus *myListener = new ModificationStatus();
// Add transaction listener before update transaction
session->addTransactionListener(myListener);
session->begin(oocUpdate);

…
session->commit();
// Remove the transaction listener after transaction
session->removeTransactionListener(myListener);
// Don’t use transaction listener during read transaction
session->begin(oocRead);

…
session->commit();
// Add transaction listener before update transaction
session->addTransactionListener(myListener);
session->begin(oocUpdate);

…
session->commit();
// Remove the transaction listener after transaction
session->removeTransactionListener(myListener);
…
Transaction listeners of the predefined classes are used to log transaction events,
transaction timing, or transaction statistics. If you have enabled any of these
three types of logging, a transaction listener of the corresponding type will be
added to each session you create; these listeners cannot be removed.
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Deleting Transaction Listeners
If a session has a transaction listener that was created internally (that is, a listener
that logs transaction events, timing, or statistics), that listener is deleted
automatically when the session is destroyed. Transaction listeners added
explicitly by an application should be deleted by the application when they are
no longer needed.
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Locking and Concurrency
Transactions in multiple applications (or in multiple threads of a single
application) can share access to the same federated database at the same time.
Objectivity/DB uses a mechanism called locking to guarantee that concurrent
transactions leave the data in a well-defined, consistent state.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about Objectivity/DB locks.

■

Locking a persistent object or a federated database.

■

Managing locks.

■

Concurrent-access policies.

■

Lock conflicts.

■

Disabling the locking mechanism.

Understanding Locks
The objects in an Objectivity/DB federated database can be shared by multiple
concurrent transactions that may, at times, try to perform incompatible
operations on those objects. For example, two transactions may read, and then
subsequently update, an object. If both transactions perform these actions
simultaneously, one of the updates would be overwritten by the other update.
Objectivity/DB uses locks to prevent multiple transactions from performing
incompatible operations on the same federated database.

Kinds of Locks
An application requests different kinds of locks to inform Objectivity/DB how it
plans to use Objectivity/DB objects in a transaction. When an application
requests a read lock, the application indicates that it needs read-only access to an
object. When an application requests an update lock, the application indicates that
it intends to modify the object.
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Certain Objectivity/DB operations request exclusive locks. An exclusive lock
indicates that any other concurrent operation on the locked object is considered
incompatible.
Operations that open a database or federated database place a special kind of
lock on it, called an intention lock. An intention lock simply indicates that the
transaction may also hold a read, update, or exclusive lock lower in the storage
hierarchy. You normally don’t need to be aware of intention locks, although they
may be reported by certain administration tools.

Limits on Locks
Each transaction places an overall limit on the kinds of locks that its operations
can obtain:
■

An update transaction permits operations to obtain read, update, or
exclusive locks.

■

A read transaction allows operations to obtain read locks only.

The session’s transaction open mode determines whether a transaction is an
update transaction or a read transaction. This property is set when you begin a
transaction; see “Beginning a Transaction” on page 133.
You can promote a read transaction to an update transaction by upgrading the
session’s transaction open mode. To do so, you call the session’s
upgradeOpenMode method. A nested call to begin can also upgrade the
transaction open mode; see “Nested Calls to Begin” on page 141.
NOTE

Only read locks can be obtained for objects in a read-only database, even if the
requesting transaction is an update transaction. See “Read-Only Databases” on
page 211.

Units of Locking
Containers are the smallest unit of locking for persistent objects. That is, when an
application requests a lock on a particular persistent object, the container in
which the object resides is locked.
Locking a single persistent object effectively locks all the persistent objects in the
same container. This is a performance advantage for a transaction that needs to
access multiple objects in the same container; such a transaction can obtain the
necessary permissions through a single lock request.
Certain operations cause locks to be granted on individual databases and the
federated database, as well; however, locks at these levels of the storage
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hierarchy are primarily for Objectivity/DB housekeeping and rarely need to be
managed by an application.

Lock Requests
An Objectivity/C++ application can request locks implicitly or explicitly.
Regardless of how they originate, lock requests are granted or refused by an
Objectivity/DB lock server.
An application can request a lock only during a transaction. For simplicity, we
sometimes say that the transaction requests the lock. If the request is successful,
the lock server grants the requested lock to the transaction; the lock server
records the transaction identifier of the transaction holding each lock.

Implicit and Explicit Requests
An Objectivity/C++ application normally requests locks implicitly. That is, when
the application performs an operation that accesses one or more objects,
Objectivity/DB automatically generates implicit requests for all the necessary
locks. An operation that reads an object obtains a read lock; an operation that
modifies an object obtains an update lock. If an operation affects multiple objects,
Objectivity/DB implicitly obtains locks for all the required objects.
Implicit locking obtains access rights to resources as they are needed, which is
generally sufficient for most applications. Some applications, however, may need
to reserve access to all required resources in advance. Reasons for doing so might
be to secure required access rights to the necessary objects before beginning an
operation, or to prevent other transactions from modifying objects critical to the
operation.
An application needing to reserve access to all required objects in advance can
explicitly lock the objects. Suppose an application needs to calculate a value based
upon the state of many objects at a specific point in time. Although the
application cannot check all of the necessary objects simultaneously, it can
achieve the same effect by freezing the state of the objects and then checking
them in sequence. Explicit locking effectively freezes the objects, because no
other transaction can modify them as long as they are locked. See “Explicitly
Locking a Persistent Object” on page 158 and “Explicitly Locking a Federated
Database” on page 159.

Objectivity/DB Lock Server
All lock requests, both implicit and explicit, are forwarded to the Objectivity/DB
lock server, which grants, tracks, and releases locks for a particular federated
database. The standard lock server is a separate process running on the host
specified by the federated database. If all lock requests originate from a single,
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multithreaded application running on the lock-server host, that application can
optionally run its own lock server internally; see Chapter 26, “In-Process Lock
Server.”
NOTE

An application bypasses the lock server when accessing objects in a read-only
database; the application automatically grants its own read locks and refuses any
requested update locks. See “Read-Only Databases” on page 211.

Lock Compatibility
When servicing a lock request on an object, the lock server looks at any existing
locks held by other transactions, and determines whether the requested lock is
compatible with the existing locks. The following rules apply to all lock requests:
■

A requested read lock is always compatible with one or more existing read
locks.

■

A requested update lock is always incompatible with any existing update
lock.

■

A requested exclusive lock is always incompatible with any existing read or
update lock.

The lock server applies a concurrent-access policy to determine whether a
requested read lock is considered compatible with an existing update lock; see
“Concurrent-Access Policies” on page 161.
If a requested lock cannot be granted, a lock conflict occurs, and the method that
generated the lock request throws an ooLockConflictException. If you don’t
want Objectivity/DB to abort the lock request immediately, you can configure
your session to wait for a period of time in case the locked object becomes
available; see “Handling Lock Conflicts” on page 170.

Lock Duration
Locks are normally held until the application commits or aborts the transaction,
at which time all locks obtained during the transaction are released. During the
transaction, you can change read locks to update locks and you can release read
locks on particular containers; see “Managing Locks” on page 160.
Until locks are released, the potential exists for lock conflicts. Depending on your
application’s concurrency requirements, you can consider various techniques for
reducing the probability of lock conflicts; see “Strategies for Avoiding Lock
Conflicts” on page 169.
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Certain operations result in locks on Objectivity/DB-internal objects. You may
notice that locks on such objects are held only as long as necessary, and may be
released before the end of a transaction.

Locking a Persistent Object
Containers are the smallest unit of locking for persistent objects; when an
application requests a lock on a persistent object, the lock is granted on the
container in which the persistent object resides. In effect, locking a single
persistent object locks all of the persistent objects in the same container.
When an application requests a lock on a persistent object, the lock server applies
the transaction’s concurrent-access policy to determine whether the requested
lock is compatible with any existing locks on the relevant container. See
“Concurrent-Access Policies” on page 161.

Operations that Lock a Persistent Object Implicitly
An application normally requests locks implicitly—by performing various
Objectivity/DB operations that automatically generate the appropriate lock
requests. The following table lists common operations for which Objectivity/DB
implicitly obtains locks on persistent objects.
Operation

Implicit Locks Obtained

Opening a persistent object for read
or update

A read or update lock on the container of the
opened persistent object

Creating a persistent object

An update lock on the container into which the
object is being placed; or an exclusive lock on a
new container if one is created for the new object

Deleting a persistent object

An update lock on the object’s container

Scanning a federated database for
persistent objects

A read lock on each container being scanned

Explicitly locking the root object of a
composite object for read or update

Read or update locks on the containers of any
component objects that are linked through
associations that support lock propagation

Deleting the root object of a
composite object

Update locks on the containers of any component
objects that are linked through associations that
support delete propagation
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Certain operations performed by administration tools, such as moving persistent
objects or deleting a container, may also generate implicit lock requests.

Explicitly Locking a Persistent Object
To minimize the possibility of a lock conflict while a transaction is in progress, at
the beginning of the transaction you can explicitly request all the locks you might
need. For example, if you know you will want to modify a persistent object
during a transaction, you can explicitly lock it for update as soon as you obtain a
reference to it, rather than, say, obtaining an implicit read lock and trying to
upgrade it later.
Explicit locking reserves access to persistent objects without bringing them into
virtual memory. In contrast, explicitly opening a set of persistent objects in
advance not only locks the objects, but also brings them all into virtual memory,
possibly long before they are required.
To explicitly lock a persistent object, you call the lock method on a handle to the
object, passing a constant of type ooLockMode to specify the kind of lock to be
obtained (oocLockRead or oocLockUpdate). You cannot explicitly request an
exclusive lock on a persistent object.
When you lock a persistent object that is the source object for associations that
support lock propagation, the lock method also locks the destination objects
linked by those associations. If you want to lock a source object without locking
its destination objects, you can call the lockNoProp method on a handle to the
source object. For additional information about lock propagation along
association links, see “Propagating Operations” on page 199.

Explicitly Locking a Consistent Set of Persistent Objects
You can reserve access to a set of persistent objects that reside in multiple
containers by calling the ooOpenContainers global function to lock them all in a
single operation. You specify the persistent objects to be locked as a VArray of
object references. For example, an application that needs repeated access to a
particular set of persistent objects can create and store a VArray of object
references to those objects, and then pass the VArray to ooOpenContainers as
preparation for accessing the referenced objects.
Locking multiple persistent objects as a set is an atomic operation—that is, either
all of the objects are locked, or none of them is locked and an exception is
thrown. Furthermore, the containers in which the objects reside cannot be
accessed by other concurrent update transactions until ooOpenContainers
returns. This behavior ensures that an MROW transaction obtains versions of the
objects and their containers that are consistent with each other.
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Locking a Federated Database
An application can request a lock on the federated database either implicitly or
explicitly. Certain locks on the federated database limit the level of concurrent
access that is permitted to its contents.

Operations that Lock the Federated Database Implicitly
Whenever an application starts a transaction, it automatically opens the
connected federated database, and an intention lock is implicitly granted on the
federated database. The type of intention lock indicates whether the application
started a read or an update transaction. An additional intention lock is placed on
the federated database whenever one of its databases or containers is opened or
locked.
An intention lock essentially exists to inform other transactions that an object
lower in the storage hierarchy might be locked; the type of intention lock
indicates whether the object is potentially locked for read or update.

Explicitly Locking a Federated Database
To limit concurrent access to the federated database during a transaction, you
can explicitly place a read lock or an exclusive lock on a federated database.
■

A read lock prevents concurrent update transactions from accessing the
federated database (or its contents).

■

An exclusive lock prevents all concurrent access to the federated database.

To explicitly place a read lock on a federated database:
1. Begin a read transaction, which opens the connected federated database for
read.
2. Call the lock method on a handle to the federated database, passing the
constant oocLockRead.
To explicitly place an exclusive lock on a federated database:
1. Begin an update transaction, which opens the connected federated database
for update.
2. Call the lock method on a handle to the federated database, passing the
constant oocLockUpdate.

Compatibility of Federated-Database Locks
Intention locks are always compatible with one another. This allows, for
example, two concurrent update transactions to access the same federated
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database (provided, of course, that they update different containers in the
federation).
An intention update lock is incompatible with a (non-intention) read or exclusive
lock. Consequently, starting an update transaction against a federated database
prevents a concurrent transaction from explicitly locking that federated database
for read or update.
Conversely:
■

Explicitly locking a federated database for read prevents another application
or thread from concurrently beginning an update transaction with the same
federated database.

■

Explicitly locking a federated database with an exclusive lock prevents all
concurrent access; that is, no other application or thread can concurrently
begin a read or update transaction with the same federated database.

Managing Locks
An application can upgrade, downgrade, and release certain locks during a
transaction. All remaining locks are released at the end of a transaction.

Upgrading Locks
You can upgrade the lock on a persistent object from read to update by calling
the lock method on a handle to the object. Alternatively, you can open the object
for update, using either the open or update method on a handle to the object.

Downgrading Locks
You can downgrade (from update to read) all locks obtained during a transaction
when you checkpoint the transaction. Checkpointing saves all the changes made
thus far to the federated database, while keeping the transaction active and
retaining its locks. The locks can be retained as is, or you can convert them all to
read locks, which makes the locked objects available for other transactions to
read.
To downgrade locks while checkpointing a transaction, you call the session’s
checkpoint method, passing the parameter oocDowngradeAll.
NOTE
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You cannot downgrade an individual update lock to a read lock, nor can you
downgrade locks without checkpointing the transaction.
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Releasing Locks
During a standard (non-MROW) read transaction, if you finish reading an object,
you can explicitly request that the read lock on its container be released.
Releasing the read lock allows another concurrent transaction to obtain an
update lock on the container. To release the read lock on a container, call the
releaseReadLock method on a handle to one of the persistent objects in the
container. If the container is not locked, the method does nothing. If the container
is locked for update, an exception is thrown.
Committing or aborting a transaction automatically releases all remaining locks
obtained in that transaction, thus permitting other transactions to access the
objects.
When Objectivity/C++ acquires and releases locks automatically, it uses
two-phase locking. Two-phase locking means that when a transaction releases a
lock, it does not subsequently acquire any more locks. Two-phase locking
guarantees that the actions of concurrent transactions are serializable. If you
explicitly acquire and release locks, you should do so in a manner that ensures
serializability.

Concurrent-Access Policies
When an application requests a lock for a container that has already been locked
by one or more other transactions, Objectivity/DB checks whether the lock
request is compatible with the existing locks. The transactions that hold existing
locks may be executed by different processes, or by different threads within the
same process.
Objectivity/DB allows multiple transactions to read a container simultaneously
and prevents multiple transactions from updating a container simultaneously.
Concurrent access policies control whether one transaction can update a container
while one or more transactions are reading the same container. Objectivity/DB
supports two concurrent-access policies: standard and multiple readers, one writer
(MROW).
The concurrent-access policy of the transaction determines whether that
transaction can obtain a read lock on a container that is already locked for
update. Objectivity/DB’s general access rules determine whether the transaction
can obtain locks in other situations.
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Selecting a Concurrent-Access Policy
A session’s MROW mode determines which concurrent-access policy its
transactions use. The property value is specified with one of the following
constants:
■

oocNoMROW—Use the standard access policy (below).

■

oocMROW—Use the MROW access policy (page 162).

The ooSession class maintains a default value for this property. When an
application initializes its interaction with Objectivity/DB, the default MROW
mode is set to oocNoMROW, so transactions use the standard access policy by
default. You can change the default MROW mode for your application by calling
the ooSession::setDefaultMrowMode static method.
A particular session’s MROW mode is reset whenever that session begins a
transaction. You can specify a value for this property explicitly with an optional
parameter to the session’s begin method. If you do not specify an MROW mode
explicitly when you begin a transaction, the application’s default MROW mode is
used.
NOTE

If you change your application’s default MROW mode, the new default value is
used when you subsequently begin a transaction (in any session) without
explicitly specifying an MROW mode.
A session’s MROW mode is relevant only during a transaction; when the
transaction is started, this property’s value cannot be changed.

Standard Access Policy
The standard access policy prevents a transaction from viewing data that may be in
the process of being altered by another transaction. A transaction using the
standard policy is sometimes called a standard transaction.
When a standard transaction requests a read lock on a container, it can obtain the
lock only if the container is not locked for update by any other transaction. If the
container is already locked for update, the lock request fails. Furthermore, as
long as a standard transaction has a read lock on a container, no other transaction
can obtain an update lock on that container. A read lock held by a standard
transaction is called a non-MROW read lock.

Multiple Readers, One Writer (MROW)
The MROW access policy relaxes the restriction that a container and its contents
may not be simultaneously updated and read. A transaction using the MROW
policy is sometimes called an MROW transaction; it can read the last-committed
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or checkpointed version of a container while another transaction updates the
same container.
The MROW policy is appropriate for applications that would rather access data
that is potentially out of date (stale data) than not access the data at all. Consider a
web application that serves web pages from a federated database. If the
application uses the standard access policy to read web pages, it cannot read a
web page when the webmaster is updating that page. However, if the application
uses MROW transactions, it can read a version of the web page at all times.
When an MROW transaction requests a read lock on a container, it can obtain the
lock even if the container is already locked for update. Furthermore, an MROW
transaction’s read lock does not prevent another transaction from obtaining an
update lock on that container. A read lock held by an MROW transaction is
called an MROW read lock.
The MROW policy is particularly useful for transactions that read from
containers that are infrequently updated, such as libraries.
WARNING

The MROW policy allows a transaction to read data that is potentially stale.
Therefore, an MROW transaction should not read data from one container and
use that data as the basis for updates to objects in a different container. To avoid
making updates based on out-of-date information, you should use the MROW
policy only for read transactions, not for update transactions.

General Access Rules
Both concurrent access policies apply the following general access rules to a lock
request from any transaction, regardless of its concurrent-access policy:
■

The transaction can obtain either a read or update lock on a container that is
not locked by any other transaction.

■

The transaction can obtain a read lock on a container that is locked for read
by another transaction.

■

The transaction can obtain an update lock on a container if both of the
following conditions are met:
❐

The container is not locked for update by any other transaction.

❐

The container is not locked for read by any standard transaction; the
container may, however, be locked for read by an MROW transaction.

Neither concurrent-access policy allows a container to be updated by two
transactions simultaneously.
Consequently, achieving maximum concurrency in an application depends
heavily on how well the federated database’s placement model has taken
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expected usage patterns into account when assigning persistent objects to
containers.

Summary of Access Rules
The following table lists the kinds of locks that can be requested and the success
or failure of each request, given the existing locks on the container. As the table
shows, the concurrent-access policy of a transaction affects its requests for read
locks, but not its requests for update locks.
Existing Locks on Container
0 Update
0 or More MROW Read
0 Non-MROW Read

0 Update
0 or More MROW Read
1 or More Non-MROW Read

1 Update
0 or More MROW Read
0 Non-MROW Read

MROW transaction
requests read lock

Request succeeds

Request succeeds

Request succeeds

Standard
transaction requests
read lock

Request succeeds

Request succeeds

Request fails

Any transaction
requests update
lock

Request succeeds

Request fails

Request fails

Request

EXAMPLE

Three applications, A, B, and C, need to access objects that are stored in the same
container; none of the applications activates lock waiting, which is discussed in
“Lock Waiting” on page 170. All applications use the standard access policy.
This example lists the actions that each application performs. For simplicity,
exception-handling code is not shown when it is not relevant to the example.
After each action is a list of all locks on the container that are held following the
action—that is, the locks that were held before the action, plus any locks that
were obtained by the action, minus any locks that were released by the action.
Note that the success or failure of the various lock requests in this example are
the same regardless which concurrent-access policy application A uses. Because
A updates objects, however, it would use the standard access policy.
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Locks held:

None

Action 1:

Application A begins an update transaction and attempts to open an object in the container
for update, implicitly requesting an update lock on the container:

ooSession *sessionA = … ;
// Begin standard update transaction
sessionA->begin(oocUpdate);

…
AobjH.open(oocUpdate);
No other transaction has a lock on the container, so A’s transaction is granted an update lock
and its call to open is successful.
Locks held:

A: Update

Action 2:

Application B begins a read transaction using the standard access policy. It attempts to open
an object in the container for read, which implicitly requests a non-MROW read lock on the
container:

ooSession *sessionB = … ;
// Begin standard read transaction
sessionB->begin(oocRead);
try {

…
BobjH.open(oocRead); }
catch (ooLockConflictException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
sessionB->abort(); }
Because B’s transaction uses the standard access policy and A’s transaction already holds an
update lock on the container, application B’s request for a read lock is denied; its call to open
throws an ooLockConflictException. Application B chooses to abort its transaction.
Locks held:

A: Update

Action 3:

Application C begins a read transaction using the MROW access policy. It attempts to open
an object in the container for read, which implicitly requests an MROW read lock on the
container:

ooSession *sessionC = … ;
// Begin MROW read transaction
sessionC->begin(oocRead, oocMROW);

…
CobjH.open(oocRead);
Because C’s transaction uses the MROW policy, its request for a read lock is granted even
though A’s transaction already holds an update lock on the container.
Locks held:

A: Update
C: MROW read
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Application A commits its transaction, which releases its update lock:

sessionA->commit();
Locks held:

C: MROW read

Action 5:

Application B begins another read transaction using the standard access policy and again
attempts to open an object in the container for read:

// Begin standard read transaction
sessionB->begin(oocRead);

…
BobjH.open(oocRead);
Because no other transaction has an update lock on the container, B’s transaction is granted
a read lock and its call to open is successful.
Locks held:

C: MROW read
B: Non-MROW read

Action 6:

Application A begins another update transaction and again attempts to open an object in the
container for update, implicitly requesting an update lock on the container:

// Begin standard update transaction
sessionA->begin(oocUpdate);
try {

…
AobjH.open(oocUpdate); }
catch (ooLockConflictException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
sessionA->abort(); }
Because the container is locked for non-MROW read by application B, application A’s request
for an update lock is denied; its call to open throws an ooLockConflictException.
Application A chooses to abort its transaction.
Locks held:
Action 7:

C: MROW read
B: Non-MROW read
Application B commits its transaction, which releases its read lock.

sessionB->commit();
Locks held:
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Application A begins another update transaction and again attempts to open an object in the
container for update, implicitly requesting an update lock on the container:

// Begin standard update transaction
sessionA->begin(oocUpdate);

…
AobjH.open(oocUpdate);
Because C’s transaction uses the MROW policy, application A’s request for an update lock is
granted even though C’s transaction already holds a read lock on the container.
Locks held:

C: MROW read
A: Update

Managing Stale Data Under MROW
If you read from a container during an MROW transaction, another transaction
may concurrently update the container by updating one or more objects in it. If
the updating transaction commits, your view of the container becomes stale.

Checking for Stale Data
In an MROW transaction, you can check whether a container has been updated
by a concurrent transaction by calling the isContainerUpdated method on a
handle to an object in the container. This method returns oocTrue only if any
objects in the container have been updated by another transaction since you
locked the container for read.

Refreshing Stale Data
If you find that an MROW transaction has a stale view of an open container, you
can refresh the transaction’s view of the container by calling the
refreshOpenContainer method on a handle to any object in the container.
Refreshing a container opens the most recently committed version of that
container. By default, the refreshOpenContainer method throws an exception
and quits if any objects in the container are currently open. You can pass
oocTrue to refreshOpenContainer to instruct it to close any open objects in
the container so the container’s current version can be opened; objects are closed
even if the transaction already has the most recently committed view of the
container. The method also sets a ooBoolean parameter to report whether the
container was in fact out-of-date—that is, whether the newly opened version of
the container is different from the version that was closed.
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The next time you access objects in the refreshed container, Objectivity/DB
(re)opens them, automatically checking whether their representations in the
Objectivity/DB cache can be reused, and reading in current ones as necessary.
EXAMPLE

This code shows a way of refreshing a container in an MROW read transaction.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooSession session = … ;
…
// Begin MROW read transaction
session->begin(oocRead, oocMROW);
// find a particular Person object and work with it
ooHandle(Person) personH = … ;

…
ooBoolean beenUpdated;
personH.refreshOpenContainer(oocRead, &beenUpdated);
if (beenUpdated == oocTrue) {
… // Access other objects stored near the Person object
}

Opening Consistent Views of Multiple Containers
When an MROW transaction finds and reads a set of persistent objects that reside
in multiple containers, it is possible for other concurrent transactions to commit
changes in some of those containers between the time the first object and the last
object are opened. As a result, the MROW transaction may end up reading from a
set of container versions that are not consistent with each other.
You can prevent this situation by locking the persistent objects of interest as a set;
see “Explicitly Locking a Consistent Set of Persistent Objects” on page 158. You
should still check for and refresh stale data periodically.

Lock Conflicts
A lock conflict occurs when two concurrent transactions request incompatible
locks on the same object. As you design your application to meet your
concurrency requirements, you should consider strategies for reducing the
probability of causing, or being blocked by, lock conflicts. Where lock conflicts
are unavoidable, you must decide how your application will respond to them.
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Strategies for Avoiding Lock Conflicts
You should analyze your application requirements and, when possible, employ
the following locking strategies that reduce the probability of lock conflicts. In
addition to the following strategies, see “Maximizing Concurrency” on page 525.

Use MROW Whenever Acceptable
If reading potentially stale data is acceptable, you can use the MROW access
policy to enable transactions to read objects in a container that has been locked
for update by another transaction. (Standard transactions cannot read an
update-locked container or any persistent objects in that container.)

Hold Update Locks for Short Time Periods
You can avoid lock conflicts by minimizing the time that objects are locked for
update. You can minimize this time period in any or all of the following ways:
■

Keep an update transaction short. You should remember, however, that
shorter transactions imply more frequent lock requests. If the lock server is
remote, and network access is slow, this approach can have a negative
impact on performance.

■

Delay requests for update locks until you actually need to modify the objects.
If your application first needs to read an object and then later needs to
update the object, you can upgrade the lock from read to update. Of course,
if a concurrent standard (non-MROW) transaction also has the object locked
for read, you may not be able to upgrade the lock.

■

Checkpoint the transaction to downgrade the locks when you have finished
making modifications.

Release Read Locks Whenever Possible
A transaction that reads many objects sequentially can release the read locks on
the objects it is finished with; see “Releasing Locks” on page 161. Doing so
enables concurrent standard transactions to modify the objects that you have
finished reading.

Enable Special Locking When Advancing an Object Iterator
When you advance an object iterator, Objectivity/DB automatically locks each
container that the object iterator visits. You can avoid lock conflicts by enabling
Objectivity/DB to use a special locking procedure that immediately unlocks a
visited container when the object iterator moves on.
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The special locking procedure is available only for object iterators initialized by a
scan operation (see “Scanning the Federated Database” on page 412) or a
parallel scan operation (see “Starting a Parallel Query” on page 457).
You enable Objectivity/DB to unlock each visited container by performing the
following steps:
1. During initialization, specify the iterator’s open mode to be either
oocNoOpen or oocRead, so that the container is, at most, locked for read. If
the iterator’s open mode is oocUpdate, the resulting update lock is held
until the end of the transaction.
2. During iteration, ensure that any open handles to a persistent object are closed
or set to null before the iterator visits the next container. For example, if you
set a handle to reference a found object during the iteration, and then use the
handle to access one of the object’s members, you must explicitly close the
handle before the iterator advances (or ensure that the handle goes out of
scope).

NOTE

Each visited container must be locked only as a result of the iteration itself, and
not because of some prior operation. A pre-existing read lock is not removed.

Handling Lock Conflicts
Some lock conflicts are bound to arise, even if your application uses the strategies
for avoiding lock conflicts described in the previous section. You can configure
your application to respond to this situation as follows:
■

Immediately give up on the operation and throw an
ooLockConflictException. This is the default behavior.

■

Wait for the desired object and throw the exception only if the object is still
unavailable after a finite timeout period has expired.

■

Wait indefinitely for the desired object.

Lock Waiting
A session can use lock waiting to queue its transactions’ lock requests in the lock
server. Lock waiting allows a transaction to wait for an object that is locked by
another transaction. When the object is unlocked, the first waiting transaction in
the queue is granted a lock on the object. Any other waiting transaction in the
queue whose requested lock does not conflict with the new lock is also granted a
lock. Any waiting transaction whose requested lock conflicts with existing locks
continues to wait in the queue.
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A session’s lock-waiting policy determines whether and how long the session’s
transactions wait for locks; the specific waiting period can be from 1 second to
4 hours. You can set a session’s lock-waiting policy to any of the following
values:
■

oocNoWait or 0—Turn off lock waiting; do not wait for locks.

■

oocWait—Wait indefinitely for locks.

■

n, where n is an integer—If n is in the range 1 <= n <= 14400, wait n seconds;
if n is less than 0 or greater than 14400, wait indefinitely.

This property is initialized when the session is created. For an individual session,
the value is specified as a parameter to the connection object’s createSession
method; for a pooled session, the value is specified as a parameter to the
connection object’s createSessionPool method when the session pool is
created. If the application does not supply a value for this property, the session
does not wait for locks. Any registered performance tuner can replace the initial
specified (or default) lock-waiting policy. See Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,”
for a detailed discussion of performance tuners.
You can change a session’s lock-waiting policy by calling its setLockWait
method. The new value is used by the session’s subsequent transactions. If you
call setLockWait within a transaction, the new value takes effect during that
transaction.
NOTE

A session’s lock-waiting timeout period is ignored whenever an MROW
transaction attempts to upgrade a read lock to an update lock on potentially stale
data. For example, if an MROW transaction locks a container for read, and then a
concurrent update transaction updates objects in the container, a subsequent
attempt by the MROW transaction to upgrade its read lock fails immediately.

Deadlock Detection
A deadlock is a circular condition in which two or more transactions are each
waiting indefinitely for a lock that will never become available because of the
circularity. For example, a deadlock is created when both of the following
conditions are simultaneously true:
■

Standard (non-MROW) transaction T1 has a read lock on container A and is
waiting indefinitely for an update lock on container B.

■

Standard (non-MROW) transaction T2 has a read lock on container B and is
waiting indefinitely for an update lock on container A.

Because both transactions have lock waiting activated for an indefinite timeout
period, neither transaction will have a chance either to withdraw its lock request
or to terminate and release its locks.
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When a lock is requested by a transaction with indefinite lock waiting enabled,
Objectivity/DB checks to see whether queueing the request would result in a
deadlock. If so, an ooDeadlockException is thrown. The application can catch
the exception and abort the transaction to break the deadlock.
No deadlock checking is performed for transactions with finite lock waiting
enabled. In this case, Objectivity/DB assumes that any deadlock will be broken
when the timeout period expires.

Recovery
A deadlock or a lock conflict that lasts longer than expected may indicate the
transaction holding the conflicting lock was in progress when its application
crashed. Performing recovery on the connected federated database may release
the lock, allowing your application to proceed.
If your application detects a condition that may indicate failure of a concurrent
application, you can:
■

Abort your application’s current transaction, if it is still active.

■

Call the session’s recover method to perform recovery on the connected
federated database.

■

Retry the transaction in which the lock conflict or deadlock occurred.

For example, you might try recovery after catching an exception of class
ooLockConflictException or ooDeadlockException.

NOTE

You may not call recover while the session is in an active transaction.
During recovery from application failures, Objectivity/DB rolls back incomplete
transactions started by applications that are no longer active, provided the
inactive status of those applications can be verified. See Objectivity/DB
Administration for more information about recovery.

Disabling the Locking Mechanism
If your application is guaranteed exclusive access to a federated database and
requires maximum performance, you can consider disabling the locking
mechanism for your application. For example, you might disable locking for a
single-user, single-threaded application in which only one user has file-system
permissions to access the federated database’s files and directories, and that user
never runs concurrent applications. An application in which locking is disabled
is sometimes called a stand-alone application.
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Do not disable locking if there is any chance that another application will access
the same data at the same time as your application. Disabling the locking
mechanism can result in data corruption.
You disable locking for your application by calling the connection object’s
noLock method before creating any sessions with that connection object.
Disabling the locking mechanism improves performance by removing the
runtime overhead associated with managing lock; however, it also removes the
concurrent access protection afforded by locking. If another process is accessing
the same data as your application, unpredictable results may occur, including
corruption of your data. For most applications, the benefits of locking (data
integrity, concurrent access, and so on) far outweigh the slight performance gain
they could obtained if they disables locking. For improved performance without
disabling the locking mechanism, you can consider starting an in-process lock
server (see Chapter 26, “In-Process Lock Server”).
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Part 3

OBJECT MODEL
This part describes the classes and mechanisms that Objectivity/C++ uses to
describe and organize persistent data, and the auxiliary classes through which an
Objectivity/C++ application works with persistent objects.
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Because Objectivity/DB is an object-oriented database-management system, it
organizes persistent data into objects. Interrelationships between the various
objects are stored in the federated database explicitly as links between related
objects. In contrast, a relational database-management system organizes
persistent data into rows of tables; interrelationships between rows are not stored
explicitly, but can instead be computed by join operations.
The individual persistent objects in a federated database can be organized in
various ways to improve the performance of applications. This chapter
introduces the Objectivity/C++ classes and mechanisms used to describe and
organize data. It describes:
■

Organization of persistent data in a federated database.

■

Object graphs.

■

Grouping the persistent objects in a federated database to limit search.

■

Persistence-capable classes, which describe the objects that can be made
persistent by an Objectivity/C++ application.

Organization of Data in a Federated Database
Logically, the data in a federated database is organized according to the
Objectivity/DB object model. On disk, the components of the object model are
organized according to the Objectivity/DB physical storage model. The entities in
the object model have unique identifiers that map to the corresponding entities in
the physical storage model. The correspondence between the logical and physical
models is established automatically by the federated database’s placement model.
The following sections describe the Objectivity/DB object model (page 178), the
physical storage model (page 180), the system of identifiers (page 182), and the
placement model (page 185).
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Objectivity/DB Object Model
The Objectivity/DB object model provides the mechanisms for logically
organizing the persistent data to be stored in a federated database.

Persistent Objects
The fundamental units of organization in the Objectivity/DB object model are
persistent objects. Like the objects in a nondatabase application, persistent objects
have attributes containing application-specific data. For example, an Employee
object can have attributes for storing a name, an address, an identification
number, and so on. In an Objectivity/DB application, the data in a persistent
object’s attributes is saved persistently and shared across applications. See
Chapter 9, “Persistent Objects.”

Levels of Organization Among Objects
The Objectivity/DB object model supports the arrangement of persistent objects
in higher-level structures within the federated database:
■

Linking mechanisms such as associations enable an application to model
interrelationships between objects, connecting them to form an object graph.
See “Object Graphs” on page 185.

■

Grouping mechanisms such as persistent collections enable an application to
define arbitrary groups of objects that support expected lookup patterns.
Such groups can speed the search for objects needed for particular tasks. See
“Grouping Persistent Objects to Limit Search” on page 188.

Persistent objects are further organized within the federated database’s logical
storage hierarchy, in which every persistent object belongs to a container, and
every container belongs to a database in the federated database (see “Storage
Objects” on page 32). Appropriate placement within this hierarchy can help the
application meet concurrency, runtime speed, and storage requirements.
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Figure 7-1 illustrates a federated database with multiple levels of organization.
Federated Database

Key to Symbols
= Database
= Container
= Persistent Object
= Attributes
= Link
Figure 7-1

Federated Database With Multiple Levels of Logical Organization

Persistence-Capable Classes
Every persistent object is an instance of a persistence-capable class, which defines
both the data to be saved persistently for the object and the links it can have to
other persistent objects. Thus, when defining persistence-capable classes in
Objectivity/C++, you must take into account not only the kind of persistent data
to be saved, but also the object graphs into which instances are to be organized.
Descriptions of persistence-capable classes are saved in the federated database’s
schema. See “Persistence-Capable Classes” on page 190.
NOTE

Objectivity/DB does not save the behavior of persistence-capable classes. That is,
it does not save the methods of a C++ class in the schema.
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Physical Storage Model
Logically, the data in an Objectivity/DB federated database consists of
interlinked persistent objects assigned to the containers and databases of a
federated database. Physically, the data is stored in binary representation in a set
of data files. Each data file is subdivided into storage pages, which are the units of
file growth and of transfer between disk and an application’s virtual memory.

Data Files
All data in a federated database is physically stored in data files on disk. Each
data file corresponds to a storage object in the logical storage hierarchy:
■

Every database, including the system database, is stored in its own data file,
called a database file.

■

Any container created as an external container is stored in its own data file,
called a container file.

A federated database therefore has one or more database files, and zero or more
container files. (Other files associated with a federated database, such as journal
files and boot files, are not data files.)
NOTE

Most containers are created as embedded containers rather than external containers,
and are physically stored within the file of the database to which they belong.
The federated database’s placement model determines which containers are
embedded and which are external.
The data files of a federated database can be located anywhere on the same
network. For example, data files can reside on different host computers to be near
distributed client applications. In general, database files serve as the primary
units of distribution, and container files normally reside in the same directory as
the file of the containing database. See “Working With Data Files” on page 206.

Storage Pages and Slots
An Objectivity/DB data file is subdivided into units of disk space called storage
pages. Storage pages are the minimum units of file growth—when
Objectivity/DB creates a new container in a database or extends a container to
accommodate new persistent objects, the space is added as a whole number of
storage pages. A portion of a storage page that contains the binary representation
of a persistent object is called a slot.
The containers within a database file consists of disjoint groups of storage pages
in that file; the persistent objects belonging to a particular container reside on the
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storage pages belonging to that container. The storage pages of an external
container reside in the container’s own file.
The size of a data file’s storage page is determined by the federated database’s
placement model, and is set when the data file is created. A database’s page size
is generally used for any external containers belonging to the database. Different
groups of databases can have different storage-page sizes, which are chosen to
optimize for your application’s performance and space-usage requirements.

Small and Large Objects
Storage pages are usually sized so that one or more typical persistent objects will
fit within a single storage page; each such small object occupies a slot on the page.
A large object spans multiple storage pages, where the first of these pages (the
header page) has overhead information and links to other pages containing data.
The classification of a persistent object as small or large is dependent on the page
size of the database or external container in which it is stored—for example, a
particular object could be stored as a large object in one database or as a small
object in another database that has a larger page size. The difference between
large and small objects is transparent to the logical object model, although it
affects performance tuning.

Storage Pages and Logical Pages
Objectivity/DB maintains an alternative logical view of the storage pages that
contain at least the beginning of one or more persistent objects. More specifically,
Objectivity/DB assigns a logical identifier to:
■

Each page with slots for small objects

■

Each header page for a large object

Such pages are called logical pages because their identifiers don’t change even if
the storage pages in the file are physically reorganized for housekeeping
purposes. Logical-page identifiers are used in the identifiers of persistent objects;
see “Identifiers” on page 182.
The distinction between storage pages and logical pages is primarily of interest
for data files that contain large objects; in such files, the number of used storage
pages exceeds the number of logical pages. In contrast, when a data file contains
only small objects, every used storage page is also a logical page. The total
number of used and free (allocated but unused) storage pages determines the
file’s physical size.
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Storage pages are sometimes called “physical pages” when contrasted with
logical pages.

Transfer of Persistent Data
During a transaction, data for persistent objects is transferred between data files
on disk and the session’s Objectivity/DB cache. A storage page is the minimum
unit of transfer to and from disk and across networks, so accessing a persistent
object transfers one or more whole storage pages to and from the cache. For
example, if a database’s storage-page size is 8192 bytes, data from the database’s
file is transferred in multiples of 8192 bytes.
When a transaction needs a memory representation of an object in a federated
database, Objectivity/DB reads the storage page or pages containing the object
into one or more buffer pages in the cache. Buffer pages are units of virtual
memory that are sized to match the storage pages being read. Any number of
small objects may be read into a single buffer page in the cache, while a large
object is read into multiple buffer pages.
When a transaction commits or checkpoints after creating or updating a
persistent object, Objectivity/DB transfers the modified buffer page(s) from the
cache to the federated database, and writes them to storage pages on disk.
For details about the Objectivity/DB cache, see Chapter 24, “Cache
Management.”

Identifiers
Objectivity/DB uses identifiers of various kinds to identify Objectivity/DB
objects and the classes in a federated database schema.
■

Type numbers identify the persistence-capable classes in a schema.

■

Integer identifiers designate particular locations in the storage hierarchy
(storage objects, logical pages, and slots).

■

Object identifiers designate particular persistent objects.

Type Numbers
When a persistence-capable class is added to the schema of a federated database,
it is assigned a unique type number that identifies the class within the schema.
Within the federated database, each persistent object has an associated type
number that indicates the class to which it belongs. Objectivity/C++ uses type
numbers to provide runtime type identification (RTTI) for persistent objects; see
“Runtime Type Identification” on page 225.
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Integer Identifiers of Storage Objects
Every storage object, logical page, or slot is given an integer identifier when it is
created. The identifier of a storage object distinguishes it among others of the
same type:
■

A federated database’s identifier distinguishes it from the other federated
databases using the same lock server.

■

A database’s identifier distinguishes it from the other databases in the same
federated database.

■

A container’s identifier distinguishes it from the other containers in the same
database.

■

A logical page’s integer identifier distinguishes it from other logical pages in
the same container.

■

A slot’s integer identifier distinguishes it from other slots on the same page.

Every integer identifier serves as a key for finding a physical location:
■

Within the federated database’s global catalog, each database identifier is
mapped to a particular database file.

■

Within a database’s catalog of containers, each container identifier is mapped
to a particular set of storage pages either embedded in the database file or
stored externally in a separate container file.

■

Within a container, a page map associates the integer identifier of each logical
page with a physical storage page in the data file.

Integer identifiers are assigned by Objectivity/DB.
An integer identifier is stored as a 16-bit integer, which can have up to 216 values.
The use of 16-bit integers places an upper limit of 216 – 1 on the integer identifiers
of databases, containers, pages, and slots.
NOTE

Identifier limits are one of several factors that determine the potential number of
slots on a logical page, logical pages in a container, containers in a database, and
databases in the federation. See “Estimating Maximum Federated-Database Size”
in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.
Integer identifiers can be reused. For example, assume a container has been
deleted by an administration tool. If a new container is created to accommodate
new persistent objects, the identifier of the deleted container may be assigned to
the new container.
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Object Identifiers
Every persistent object in a federated database has a unique object identifier or
OID. The object identifier for a persistent object contains enough information to
distinguish that object from every other persistent object in federated database.
An object identifier consists of four components (usually written D-C-P-S) that
identify the database D, container C, logical page P (within the container), and
logical slot S (within the page) where the identified object resides. Each
component is the integer identifier of the corresponding location—for example:
■

7-12-132-6 identifies the small persistent object stored in slot 6 of page 132 in
container 12 of database 7.

■

8-27-4-0 identifies the large persistent object whose header page is page 4 in
container 27 of database 8. (The slot number 0 indicates all of page 4 is used.)

An object identifier is a persistent object’s address, rather than an intrinsic
attribute of the object itself. If a persistent object is moved by an administration
tool, its object identifier changes. If a persistent object is deleted, any new
persistent object that is subsequently created in the former location of the deleted
object is given the former object identifier of the deleted object.
The integer identifier of a container or database can be expressed in the D-C-P-S
object-identifier format. For example, the database identifier 78 corresponds to
the object identifier 78-0-0-0. Object identifiers therefore provide a general
mechanism for uniquely identifying storage objects and persistent objects in a
federated database.
A null object identifier is an object identifier whose component values are all 0 (in
string format, 0-0-0-0). A null object identifier does not identify any object.
Handles and object references use object identifiers as the basis for referencing
objects; see “Object Identification” on page 236.
Examining Object Identifiers
An object identifier is represented by an object of the ooId class. Object-reference
classes are derived from ooId. When you have an object reference to an
Objectivity/DB object, you can call methods inherited from ooId to examine the
object identifier of the referenced object. For example, you can call methods to get
the individual components of the object identifier or to get its string
representation.
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Placement Model
A placement model is federated database’s blueprint for growing its logical storage
hierarchy, and specifying where to store each new persistent object in it. That is,
the placement model has rules that specify:
■

Which new persistent objects are to be placed near each other, and which are
to be distributed among different containers and databases.

■

When to add new containers and databases to accommodate new persistent
objects, and when to use existing ones.

A federated database’s placement model also governs the assignment of data
files to particular network storage locations. More specifically, the placement
model:
■

Maintains an inventory of file-storage locations (combinations of hosts and
directory paths) that are available for placing new data files.

■

Selects particular file-storage locations from the inventory whenever new
data files are created.

The inventory of storage locations is normally populated by a system
administrator acquainted with the site’s hosts and file systems.
Depending on how the placement model is configured, an application can
influence the placement of a particular new object by passing placement
conditions in the operation that creates the object. A common case is to specify an
existing persistent object, relative to which the new object will be placed. An
application can also specify its purpose for creating the new object, to trigger
specialized placement behavior. See Chapter 11, “Placing Persistent Objects.”
A placement model keeps track of where it has placed persistent objects, and
makes its map of placed objects available to operations that search for individual
objects or groups of objects; see “Grouping in the Storage Hierarchy” on
page 189.

Object Graphs
An object graph is a directed-graph data structure that models a group of related
persistent objects. Each node in the graph is a persistent object. Each arc is a link
from a source object to a destination object; the arc represents an affiliation or
connection that exists between the two objects. In a typical object graph, one
persistent object, considered the “root,” is the starting point for links that connect
the objects together. In the simplest graph, which contains a single link, the
source object is the root.
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Two common kinds of object graph are:
■

Composite objects, whose links represent a “part-of” or “has-part”
relationship among different kinds of object. See “Composite Objects” on
page 187.

■

Persistent collections, whose links represent the membership of elements in
an aggregate. See “Persistent Collections” on page 187.

An individual composite object or persistent collection can be embedded within
a larger object graph—that is, some source object within the larger graph can
have a link to the root of the composite object or the persistent collection.
In general, the links in an object graph can model any kind of affiliation between
the source and destination objects. For example, if a building is being designed
by an architect, the corresponding building object could have a link to the
appropriate architect object representing a “designed-by” relationship.
Furthermore, the various links in an object graph can represent a variety of
different kinds of connections. For example, the architect object that is the
destination of the designed-by link could be the source object of an
“employed-by” link to a company object.

Linking Mechanisms
The Objectivity/DB object model provides three alternative mechanisms for
linking objects together:
■

Persistent collections (page 187) provide their own linking mechanism to link
a persistent collection (the source object) to the objects it contains (the
destination objects).

■

An application-defined class can contain reference attributes (page 195) that
link a source object of that class to destination objects.

■

An application-defined class can contain associations (page 196) that link a
source object of that class to destination objects.

All linking mechanisms identify a destination object with its object identifier.
An application creates an object graph at run time by creating persistent objects
and forming links between them. The various linking mechanisms can be
combined in any way. For example, an attribute or association can link the source
object to a persistent collection; one persistent collection can be an element of
another persistent collection; an element of a persistent collection can have a
reference attribute linking it to an object that has an association linking it to
another object. Chapter 16, “Creating and Following Links,” describes how to
construct and traverse an object graph using the various linking mechanisms.
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Composite Objects
A composite object is a group of persistent objects that, together, contain the
information about one complex entity. For example, consider an architectural
design application that works with a group of objects that together contain
information about the design of one building. In this application’s object model:
■

A building object has information about the size and floor plan of the
building as a whole.

■

Floor objects contain information about the different floors of the building.

■

A separate room object contains information about each individual room.

■

Additional objects contain information about items in a room such as doors,
windows, fireplaces, built-in appliances, plumbing fixtures, and so on.

■

The building object is root of the composite object; it has links to its
component floor objects, which have links to their room objects, which have
links to objects for their doors, windows, and other features.

Although a composite object can be constructed using any combination of
linking mechanisms, associations can facilitate deletion and locking operations
on all component objects in the graph. See “Propagating Operations” on
page 199.

Persistent Collections
A persistent collection is an aggregate persistent object that contains a variable
number of elements. An element of a persistent collection can be any kind of
persistent object—an object of an application-defined class or an object of an
Objectivity/C++ persistence-capable class, such as another persistent collection.
The various elements of a given persistent collection can be objects of the same
class, or of a number of different classes.
The persistent collection is the source object of links to the objects it contains; it
creates a link when an object is added to the collection and it deletes a link when
an object is removed from the collection. Because of its connection to the
persistent objects it contains, a persistent collection can be viewed as the root
object of a simple object graph—a flat tree structure with all leaf nodes directly
below the root node.
For example, a company’s human resources application might need to deal with
the employees who are eligible for promotion. A persistent-collection object
could represent this aggregate of employees objects. At each yearly performance
review, the collection would contain a link to each employee who is currently
eligible for promotion.
Objectivity/C++ provides various classes from which you can create persistent
collections. Among these are classes for scalable collections, which can increase in
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size with minimal performance degradation, and nonscalable collections, which
cannot.
All scalable-collection classes are derived from ooCollection; they are defined
in the ooCollectionBase.h header file. Some represent collections of persistent
objects:
■

ooTreeListX represents lists of persistent objects.

■

ooHashSetX represents unordered sets of persistent objects.

■

ooTreeSetX represents sorted sets of persistent objects.

Other scalable-collection classes represent object maps—that is, collections of
key-value pairs in which both keys and the values are persistent objects:
■

ooHashMapX represents unordered object maps.

■

ooTreeMapX represents sorted object maps.

The nonscalable persistence-capable collection class ooMap represents name
maps—that is, collections of key-value pairs in which the keys are strings (or
names) and the values are persistent objects. The class ooMap is defined in the
ooMap.h header file.
Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” describes the various persistent-collection
classes.

Grouping Persistent Objects to Limit Search
An application can group persistent objects according to the kinds of lookup
operations it expects to perform. Typically, objects are grouped according to a
particular task or operation to be performed. Grouping enables an application to
focus its search on the relevant objects instead of searching the entire federated
database, thereby reducing search time.
The search itself can look either for a single object within the group or for all
objects in the group.
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■

If the application typically performs a given task for one particular object
selected from a group, each grouped object can be given a unique key that
can be used to find that individual object among the other objects. The key
can be a name, a numeric index, or another persistent object.

■

If the application typically performs a given task for each relevant object in
the group, individual keys are not necessary. The relevant objects can be
grouped in some way so that an application can initialize an iterator to find
all objects in the group. Chapter 15, “Iterators,” describes iterators of various
kinds.
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An application can group persistent objects using persistent collections or
name scopes; the federated database’s placement model establishes groups of
objects in the storage hierarchy. These various grouping techniques can be used
independently or combined. They can be combined to form different levels in a
single hierarchical organization of objects. Alternatively, they can be combined to
provide a number of independent organizations that define different groupings
over the same objects.
Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects,” describes how to assign
keys to the persistent objects within a group and how to look up an object by its
key. Chapter 18, “Group Lookup of Persistent Objects,” describes how to create
and look up groups of persistent objects that need not have unique keys.

Grouping in the Storage Hierarchy
A federated database’s placement model specifies how persistent objects are to
be grouped in the containers and databases of the storage hierarchy. A typical
placement model identifies the various types of objects that will be searched as a
group, and causes those objects to be placed together in the same containers and
databases. When the application needs to query over a particular group of
objects, the placement model’s map of placed objects can narrow the search to
just the relevant containers.
For example, a nation-wide company might run the same application in each of
its regional offices. If each office processes objects relevant to its local region, the
the objects for each region could be placed into containers belonging to
region-specific databases. When a user in a particular regional office needs to
find just the objects that are relevant to the local region, the placement model
enables the application to limit its search to containers in just the local region’s
databases, instead of scanning the entire federated database.

Grouping in Persistent Collections
The objects in a persistent collection form a distinct group that can be searched
separately from other groups. Certain persistent collections support the use of
keys.
The composition of a persistent collection can be fixed or can vary over time. For
example, an interactive application might allow the user to group objects
together in various ways and later perform some operation on each different
group.
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Grouping in Name Scopes
A name scope is a group of objects that have been given unique names within the
scope of the federated database or a particular persistent object, called the scope
object. The objects in a given name scope need not reside in the same container or
in the same database.
Different name scopes can be used to group different objects. For example, an
architectural design application might need to look up both individual buildings
and individual architects. It could name buildings in the scope of one object and
name architects in the scope of a different object. This organization would allow
any name lookup to search only the relevant names instead of having to search
through names of both buildings and architects.
Alternatively, a given persistent object can be named in two or more different
name scopes. For example, a company’s federated database might include one
name scope for sales representatives. Any employee who is the sales
representative for a client company could be in this name scope identified by its
client’s name or account number. The same federated database might have
another name scope for employees who are division managers. Any employee
who is the manager for a division could be in this second name scope identified
by the name of the division. An employee who is both a sales representative and
a division manager would be in both name scopes.

Persistence-Capable Classes
As an application developer, you may be involved in creating the schema for the
federated database. If so, you use the separate option Objectivity/C++ Data
Definition Language (Objectivity/DDL) to describe the persistence-capable
classes in your object model. Alternatively, you may be building applications to
access a federated database whose schema was developed by a separate team of
developers. In that case, your applications use definitions of persistence-capable
classes that the modeling team created using Objectivity/DDL. The book
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language contains a complete discussion of the
process of defining persistence-capable classes. For convenience, this section
presents the aspects of that process that you should understand before
developing applications that use persistence-capable classes.
Persistence-capable classes support persistence behavior; that is, instances of
these classes can be made persistent, which stores them in the federated
database. Other processes can then find the persistent objects and examine or
modify their data.
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A persistence-capable class derives from the base class ooObj and may have any
number of application-defined attributes and associations:
■

The attributes of a class (page 191) represent the characteristics or status of
an object of the class. Attributes are implemented as standard C++ data
members; some restrictions apply to the types of data that can be stored
persistently.

■

The associations of a class (page 196) describe how an instance of that class
can be related to instances of a specified class. Associations provide a
mechanism for linking persistent objects together; they support functionality
that is not available when attributes are used to link the objects.

The attributes and associations of a class describe the data that can be saved
persistently for an object of that class. The persistent data for a persistent object
consists of values for its attributes and links to its related objects.
NOTE

An application needs a persistence-capable class for each kind of object that is to
be saved persistently.

Attributes
Most nonstatic data members of a persistence-capable class correspond to
attributes of the class. The values in a persistent object’s attributes constitute that
object’s persistent characteristics or state. When the object is written to the
federated database, the values in those data members are saved persistently.
The Objectivity/DB object model supports attributes that can contain a single
value or an array of values of the following data types:
■

Objectivity/C++ primitive types for integers, floating-point numbers,
Booleans, and characters

■

C++ enumerations and numeric types

■

Object-reference types

■

Embedded-class types in which the embedded class (or structure) is
non-persistence-capable

In addition, a persistence-capable class can contain pointer data members for
transient data.
For a detailed description of the data types that can be used for members of a
persistence-capable class, see Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language. The
remainder of this section introduces various Objectivity/C++ classes that can be
used for attributes.
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Arrays of Values
An attribute can contain an array of values. An array attribute may be either:
■

A standard variable-size array or VArray, which is similar to a one-dimensional
C++ array, except that its size can change dynamically. Standard VArray
classes are created from the ooVArrayT<element_type> template;
element_type is the type of elements in the array. For example,
ooVArrayT<ooInt32> is a class of standard VArrays whose elements are
32-bit signed integers.

■

A fixed-size array, which is declared using the standard C++ syntax.

Java-Compatibility Array Classes
Objectivity/C++ includes various persistence-capable Java-compatibility classes
for arrays. These classes are used primarily for interoperability with Java
applications that have already added their own class descriptions to the schema.
A Java array attribute is described in the schema as an object reference to a
Java-compatibility array of the appropriate class. Each Java array class is a
wrapper for a VArray; it has a method for obtaining that VArray.
Java Array of Class

Wrapper for VArray of Class

oojArrayOfBoolean

ooVArrayT<ooUInt8>

oojArrayOfCharacter

ooVArrayT<ooUInt16>

oojArrayOfInt8

ooVArrayT<ooInt8>

oojArrayOfInt16

ooVArrayT<ooInt16>

oojArrayOfInt32

ooVArrayT<ooInt32>

oojArrayOfInt64

ooVArrayT<ooInt64>

oojArrayOfFloat

ooVArrayT<ooFloat32>

oojArrayOfDouble

ooVArrayT<ooFloat64>

oojArrayOfObject

ooVArrayT<ooRef(ooObj)>

As the table shows, there are Java-compatibility array classes only for arrays of
primitive values and object references. A Java string array is described in the
schema as an object reference to an array of class oojArrayOfObject. The object
references in that array are references to the persistence-capable class
oojString.
The Java-array classes and the class oojString are defined in the
javaBuiltins.h header file.
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See Chapter 13, “Variable-Size Arrays,” for information about using the various
array classes. See Chapter 14, “Objectivity/C++ Strings,” for information about
using the class oojString.

String Attributes
A string attribute can be implemented as a fixed-length string of type char[] or
as an embedded-class attribute whose type is one of the Objectivity/C++
variable-length string classes. Note that a simple C++ const char* or
const wchar_t* (wide character string) cannot be used as an attribute. Memory
pointers can be used only for transient data because they are not valid outside
the process that sets them.
The primary Objectivity/C++ string classes are described below. See Chapter 14,
“Objectivity/C++ Strings,” for more information about using string classes.
Basic-String Classes
A basic-string class represents a variable-length string in 8-bit character encoding
(an ooVString instance) or Unicode character encoding (an ooUtf8String,
ooUtf16String, or ooUtf32String instance).
You can convert transparently between a basic 8-bit character string instance and
a const char* string. If your platform interprets wchar_t as a 16-bit type,
conversion between an ooUtf16String instance and a wide character string is
transparent. If your platform interprets wchar_t as a 32-bit type, conversion
between an ooUtf32String instance and a wide character string is transparent.
Optimized-String Classes
The optimized-string classes are created from the ooStringT<N> template. These
strings are optimized to store variable-length strings of 8-bit characters, where
the strings are generally less than N characters long. For example, the class
ooStringT<20> is optimized to store strings that are generally less than 20
characters long. (Longer strings can be stored, but not as efficiently.) You can
convert transparently between an optimized string and a const char* string.
Java-Compatibility Strings
If your application interoperates with Objectivity for Java applications that have
already added class descriptions to the schema, you may have
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persistence-capable classes with attributes corresponding to a Java string or a
Java string array.
■

A Java string attribute (of the Java class java.lang.String) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an embedded object of the class
ooUtf8String.

■

A Java string array (of the Java type java.lang.String[]) is described in
the schema as an object reference to a Java-compatibility array of class
oojArrayOfObject. See “Java-Compatibility Arrays” on page 364. The
object references in that Java-compatibility array are references to the
persistence-capable class oojString. See “Java-Compatibility Strings” on
page 346.

The oojString class is defined in the javaBuiltins.h header file.

Date and Time Attributes
An attribute that stores date or time data may be implemented as an
embedded-class attribute whose type is one of the following Objectivity/C++
general-purpose date or time classes:
Class

Description

ooDate

Date in the Gregorian calendar with day precision

ooTime

Instant of time in the 24-hour clock with 100
microsecond precision

ooDateTime

Date in the Gregorian calendar, combined with a time in
the 24-hour clock represented with 100 nanosecond
precision; useful for timestamps

ooInterval

Duration of time with 100 nanosecond precision

The general-purpose date and time classes are defined in the ooTime.h header
file.
These date and time classes are appropriate for general use because they provide
very good ranges while minimizing the storage size.
Java-Compatibility Date and Time Classes
Objectivity/C++ includes several persistence-capable Java-compatibility classes
for date and time data. These classes are used primarily for interoperability with
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Objectivity for Java applications that have already added their own
class descriptions to the schema.
Java Date/Time Class

Description

oojDate

Instant in time with 1 millisecond precision

oojTime

Clock time with 1 millisecond precision

oojTimestamp

Instant in time with 1 nanosecond precision

In the schema, a Java date, time, or timestamp attribute is described as an object
reference to the corresponding Java-compatibility date or time class.
Consequently, a corresponding C++ attribute is of an appropriate
object-reference type. For example, a C++ attribute that matches the description
of a Java date is of type ooRef(oojDate). See “Reference Attributes” on
page 195.
The Java-compatibility date and time classes are defined in the javaBuiltins.h
header file.
Other Special-Purpose Date and Time Classes
Objectivity/C++ provides the following special-purpose date and time classes,
which conform to particular language-specific standards:
■

Non-persistence-capable SQL-compatibility classes, which are provided with
the separately licensed product Objectivity/SQL++; see Objectivity/SQL++.

■

Non-persistence-capable classes that are supported for backward
compatibility only—namely, ooDotNetDateTime, and the
ODMG-compatible date and time classes d_Date, d_Time, d_Timestamp,
and d_Interval. See their respective chapters in the Objectivity/C++
Backward Compatibility book.

Reference Attributes
A reference attribute can contain one or more object references. The type of a
reference attribute can be:
■

An object-reference class

■

A fixed-size array of object references

■

A VArray of object references

Object references are instances of the parameterized classes ooRef(className),
where the className parameter is the name of a persistence-capable class,
called the referenced class. A reference attribute serves to link an object of the class
defining the attribute to an instance of the referenced class or one of its derived
classes. See “Linking With Reference Attributes” on page 370.
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Associations
Objectivity/DB associations constitute a linking mechanism with a higher level of
functionality than reference attributes. You use Objectivity/DDL to define an
association in some particular persistence-capable class, called the source class of
the association. The association indicates how an instance of the source class can
be linked to one or more instances of a destination class. The destination class can
be any persistence-capable class, including the source class itself.
As new instances of the source and destination classes are created dynamically at
runtime, directional association links can be formed for the association. Each
association link joins a particular instance of the source class, called the source
object, to a particular instance of the destination class, called the destination object.
Objectivity/DB maintains the association links in the federated database and
supports a variety of operations on linked objects, thus reducing the amount of
work you have to do to perform those operations. The following sections
describe the characteristics and behavior of associations. This information will
enable you to decide which links between persistent objects to model with
associations and which with reference attributes.
See Chapter 3, “Defining Associations,” of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition
Language for information about how to define associations and how association
links are stored in the federated database.

Association Directionality
The directionality of an association determines whether a pair of related objects
are linked by one or two association links. When two objects are joined by an
association, a link is created from the source object to the destination object. An
application can use the association link to find the destination object from the
source object. The association’s directionality determines whether an inverse link
exists that allows the application to find a source object from a destination object.
Syntax for defining an association’s directionality is given in “Basic Association
Syntax” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
Unidirectional Associations
A unidirectional association links a source object to a destination object, but
provides no mechanism for linking the destination object back to the source
object. As a consequence, an application cannot find a source object from a
destination object. For example, a car might have a unidirectional association to
its manufacturer, allowing an application to find the manufacturer of any car.
Unidirectional associations correspond closely to reference attributes, or, in a
standard C++ object model, to data members that use pointers to link objects.
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Unidirectional associations require somewhat less overhead than bidirectional
associations and so offer better performance.
Bidirectional Associations
Each bidirectional association has a corresponding inverse association; this pair of
associations together provide inverse association links between two objects. The
source class of a bidirectional association is the destination class of its inverse
association, and vice versa. For example, suppose each senior employee in a
particular company teaches an apprentice the skills of the trade. The affiliation
between a teacher and apprentice could be modeled by the following pair of
bidirectional associations, each of which is the inverse of the other:
■

The apprentice association of the SeniorEmployee class describes
association links that can be formed from SeniorEmployee objects to
Apprentice objects.

■

The teacher association of the Apprentice class describes association links
that can be formed from Apprentice objects to SeniorEmployee objects.

Objectivity/DB operates on a pair of bidirectional associations in parallel;
creating or deleting a link in one direction causes the simultaneous creation or
deletion of the inverse link. For example, you would call a single method to create
both the apprentice link from a senior employee to an apprentice and the
inverse teacher link from the apprentice to the senior employee.
Bidirectional associations allow an application to use either of two linked objects
as the starting point for finding the other. For example, an application could use
the apprentice association of a senior employee to find that employee’s
apprentice, and it could use the teacher association of an apprentice to find that
apprentice’s teacher.
Bidirectional associations also enable Objectivity/DB to maintain referential
integrity, so that deleting a destination object automatically deletes the source
object’s link to it, reducing the likelihood of dangling links. A dangling link is one
that references a nonexistent object. In contrast, Objectivity/DB cannot prevent
dangling links by reference attributes or unidirectional associations.
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Association Cardinality
The cardinality of an association indicates the number of destination objects that
can potentially be linked to a given source object: one or many. Objectivity/DB
associations support four categories of cardinality:

NOTE

■

One-to-one—for example, if a car can have a single engine and every engine
belongs to only one car, then a Car class could define a one-to-one
association engine to an Engine class.

■

One-to-many—for example, if a company can have many employees and
each employee works for a single company, then a Company class could have
a one-to-many association employs to an Employee class.

■

Many-to-one—for example, if each of many employees can work for a single
company, then an Employee class could have a many-to-one association
employedBy to a Company class. This is the inverse of a one-to-many
bidirectional association.

■

Many-to-many—for example, if each of many patrons is allowed to use each
of many libraries, a Patron class could have a many-to-many association
canUse to a Library class, and the Library class could have an inverse
many-to-many association members to the Patron class.

The term to-one association means either a one-to-one association or a
many-to-one association. The term to-many association means either a
one-to-many association or a many-to-many association.
Strictly speaking, only bidirectional associations support all four categories of
cardinality. This is because the two inverse paths of a bidirectional association
define and enforce the cardinality at each end of the association.
In contrast, the cardinality of a unidirectional association can be specified for
only one end of the association, so a unidirectional association can be either
to-one or to-many:
■

The application can choose to use a to-one unidirectional association as
one-to-one or as many-to-one.

■

The application can choose to use a to-many unidirectional association as
one-to-many or many-to-many.

If you want to explicitly specify the cardinality on both ends of an association
(that is, if you want explicit enforcement for a one-to-one, one-to-many,
many-to-one, or many-to-many association), then you must use a bidirectional
association.
Syntax for defining an association’s cardinality is given in “Basic Association
Syntax” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
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Propagating Operations
Associations can be defined so that delete or explicit lock operations are
propagated along the link(s) from a source object to its destination object(s). An
association definition specifies which operations should be propagated.
Propagation along association links is optional, and the default behavior for both
delete and lock operations is no propagation. Syntax for enabling propagation is
given in “Requesting Propagation Operations” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++
Data Definition Language.
Delete propagation occurs when you delete a source object. See “Deleting a
Persistent Object” on page 233. If the deleted object has any associations that
propagate delete operations, the deletion is propagated along the links for these
associations, causing the destination object of each link to be deleted. If a
destination object is a container, then the persistent objects within the container
are deleted as well. Delete propagation is recursive, so if a deleted destination
object itself has one or more associations that enable delete propagation, the
deletion is propagated along the corresponding links, causing the next-level
destination objects to be deleted, and so on.
Lock propagation occurs when you explicitly lock a source object. See “Explicitly
Locking a Persistent Object” on page 158. If the locked object has any associations
that propagate lock operations, the locking is propagated along the links for
these associations, causing the destination object of each link to be locked for the
same level of access (read or update) as the source object.
Lock propagation is recursive, so if a locked destination object itself has any
associations that enable lock propagation, the locking is propagated along the
corresponding links, causing the next-level destination objects to be locked, and
so on.
When a propagating operation is applied to an object, Objectivity/DB first
identifies all objects that are affected (by identifying associations that are
declared to propagate the operation and following the corresponding association
links). It then applies the operation to each identified object. This approach
guarantees that a propagating operation eventually terminates, even though the
propagation graph may contain cycles.
NOTE

If you want a propagated operation to be atomic (that is, either all of the
identified objects are locked or deleted, or else none of them are), you should
perform the operation in its own transaction. Then, if Objectivity/DB is unable to
lock or delete any of the identified objects, you can abort the transaction.
Propagation is particularly useful for associations that link the component objects
of a composite object. An application can find a single “root object” of the
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composite and then follow links to find the other components. If the component
objects are linked together by associations for which propagation is enabled,
deleting the root object deletes the entire composite object; explicitly locking the
root object locks all the component objects.
EXAMPLE

An application represents automobiles as composite objects. The root of each
composite automobile is an instance of the class Car. Associations link a Car
object to the components of the automobile—namely, an Engine object and four
Tire objects. Another association, representing the automobile’s manufacturer,
links a Car object to a Manufacturer object. Because an automobile is a
composite object, deleting the root Car object should delete all component
objects; explicitly locking the Car should lock all components. On the other hand,
deleting a Car should not delete its Manufacturer and locking a Car should not
lock its Manufacturer.
Suppose the application always stores an automobile’s Tire components in the
same container as the root Car object and always stores the Engine component
in a different container. The class Car would define associations with the
following propagation behavior:
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■

The tires association of Car, with destination class Tire, would propagate
deletion but not locking. Lock propagation is unnecessary for this association
because a Car and its associated Tire objects are stored in the same
container. Locking the Car locks its container, which effectively locks all
related Tire objects.

■

The engine association of Car, with destination class Engine, would
propagate both deletion and locking.

■

The madeBy association of Car, with destination class Manufacturer, would
not propagate either deletion or locking.
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The following figure illustrates the association links that can exist from a Car
object to various destination objects and the propagation behavior along each
association link.

Manufacturer

Car

D, L
Engine

D
Tire

D
Tire

D
Tire

D
Tire

Key to Symbols
C

= Object of class C

C

= Object of class C; component of a composite object
= Association link with no propagation

D
D, L

= Association link that propagates only deletion
= Association link that propagates both deletion and locking

The propagation behavior of a bidirectional association affects only that
association, not its inverse. For example, assume the tires association is
redefined to be bidirectional, with the inverse association inCar defined on class
Tire with the destination class Car. When a car’s tires are replaced, the old Tire
objects are deleted, but the Car object should not be deleted. Therefore, the
inCar association would not propagate deletion (although its inverse tires
association would propagate deletion).

Association Storage
Associations can be defined with different storage properties:
■

A non-inline association stores links in the source object’s system default
association array. (If the source object has multiple non-inline associations, the
links for all of them are stored in the object’s system default association
array.)

■

A to-one inline association stores its link in the source object, similar to a
reference attribute.

■

A to-many inline association stores links in an association-specific array. (If
the source object has multiple inline associations, the links for each one are
stored in a separate assocation array.)
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Associations are non-inline by default. Syntax for specifying inline associations is
given in “Inline Association Syntax” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Data
Definition Language.
The storage properties for the various associations defined by a given source
class may limit the total number of links for any single source object of that class.
In particular, all links for non-inline associations are stored in the source object’s
system default association array. This array is opened whenever associations are
added to it or deleted from it, or when a destination object is found through it.
When open, the array must fit into available swap space, so there is an implied
limit on the number of associations that a source object can have.
See “Storage Requirements for Associations” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Data
Definition Language for information about estimating the size of an object’s system
default association array.

Methods
An application-defined persistence-capable class can have any methods that the
application requires. Note, however, that Objectivity/DB saves only data
persistently, not methods. Thus, if more than one application needs to use
persistent objects of a given class, each application must have a definition of that
class that includes both the declarations for its attributes and associations and the
implementations of its application-defined methods.

Defining Persistence-Capable Classes
All application-defined persistence-capable classes must be declared using
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language (DDL) in a DDL file. The file must be
processed by the DDL processor. Processing a DDL file generates the C++
definitions of the classes and adds descriptions of the classes to the
federated-database schema. Processing a DDL file also generates definitions for a
handle class, an object-reference class, and an object-iterator class for every
application-defined persistence-capable class.
Your application must include the header files produced by the DDL processor
before it can create persistent objects.
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If a DDL file uses collection, date/time, or Java-compatibility classes, it must
include (directly or indirectly) the corresponding Objectivity/C++ header file.
To Use

You Must Include

Name-map class ooMap

ooMap.h

Scalable-collection classes

ooCollectionBase.h

Date and time classes

ooTime.h

Java-compatibility classes

javaBuiltins.h

If one DDL file uses an application-defined persistence-capable class appClass
that is declared in a second DDL file, the first file must include the appropriate
DDL directives to ensure that the generated C++ definition of appClass is
available to it.
See Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language for instructions on defining
persistence-capable classes, writing DDL files, and using the DDL processor.
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Storage Objects
Objectivity/DB federated databases, databases, and containers are storage
objects. This chapter describes:
■

General information about storage objects.

■

Federated database tasks, such as creating, opening, referencing, and
deleting.

■

How your application interacts with implicitly created databases and
containers.

Understanding Storage Objects
Storage objects serve to group other objects to achieve performance, space
utilization, and concurrency requirements. The three kinds of storage objects
correspond to three levels of grouping in the Objectivity/DB storage hierarchy.
The purpose of each kind of storage object is described in “Storage Objects” on
page 32.

Working With Storage Objects
Storage objects are generally managed by Objectivity/DB, so an application
rarely needs to work with them directly.

NOTE

■

An application may occasionally choose to work directly with the federated
database—for example, to lock it explicitly.

■

An application never works with databases and containers directly, but does
create and access them indirectly during operations that create or access
persistent objects.

Various administrative tasks may be performed on storage objects outside of any
application, through the use of administration tools.
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Working With Data Files
The following storage objects are physically represented as separate data files in
your file system:
■

The federated database’s system database

■

Every database

■

Every container designated as an external container

A data file resides in a storage location (host and directory combination) selected
from the federated database’s inventory of available storage locations. This
inventory is populated by a database administrator who is acquainted with the
site’s host and file systems. If no storage locations have been added to the
inventory, all data files reside in the same directory as the system-database file.
An application or tool that works with a storage object must be able to access the
corresponding data file. The application or tool must therefore have network
access to the relevant data-server hosts. Furthermore:
■

If the Advanced Multithreaded Server (AMS) is used for remote file access,
the user or group running AMS must have read and write access permissions
to the relevant files.

■

If the application or tool accesses local files directly, the user or group
running the application or tool must have read and write access permissions
to the files.

For information about AMS, see Objectivity/DB Administration.

Federated Databases
A federated database is the highest level in the Objectivity/DB storage hierarchy,
logically containing one or more databases.

Federated-Database Properties and Resources
Federated-Database Identity
Every federated database has:
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■

A unique integer identifier that identifies the federated database to the lock
server.

■

A unique system name that identifies the federated database to applications
and tools.
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Objectivity/DB System Resources
A federated database ties together a set of Objectivity/DB system resources
associated with it for managing access to its databases. These resources include:
■

A system database, which is physically maintained in a system-database file. The
system database stores:
❐

The schema for the federated database.

❐

The global catalog of databases and their locations.

❐

Any indexes and scope names defined for the entire federated database.

❐

The placement model that has been installed in the federated database.

■

A lock server that manages concurrent access to the objects in the federated
database.

■

A journal directory for the federated database’s journal files; see “Update
Transactions and Journal Files” on page 132.

■

A boot file that lists the locations (host names and pathnames) of the
Objectivity/DB system resources for the federated database. These locations
are used by applications opening a connection to the federated database.

An application needing to read or write data in a federated database must be
able to access the federated database’s boot file, system-database file, and journal
directory; see “Working With Data Files” on page 206.

Creating a Federated Database
You (or a database administrator) create a federated database using an
administration tool. See “Creating a Federated Database” in Chapter 4 of
Objectivity/DB Administration.
Creating a federated database creates its boot file and its system-database file.
Tool options specify various other resources and properties for the new
federated database.
An application uses the pathname of the boot file to find the federated database.
The simple filename of the boot file is also the federated database’s system name.
Tool: CreateFd or Assist; see Objectivity/DB Administration

Opening the Connected Federated Database
A session automatically opens its connected federated database whenever it
begins a transaction. The application does not need to open the federated
database explicitly.
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Representing the Connected Federated Database
An Objectivity/C++ application represents a federated database as an object of
the class ooFDObj. If the application needs to work directly with a federated
database, it does so through a handle of class ooHandle(ooFDObj).
NOTE

An application can work with a connected federated database through either a
handle or an object reference—the choice is arbitrary. Most applications use
handles rather than object references.
To get a handle to the connected federated database, you:
1. Begin a transaction in a session; see “Beginning a Transaction” on page 133.
2. Call the session’s fd method.
You can pass the result of the session’s fd method directly to another method, or
assign it to a federated-database handle created as a local variable on the stack.

EXAMPLE

The following code fragment obtains a federated-database handle from a session.
ooSession *session = … ; // create a session
// Begin a transaction with update access
session->begin(oocUpdate);
// Obtain a federated-database handle
ooHandle(ooFDObj) myFD = session->fd();
// Work with the federated database through myFD
...
// Terminate the transaction successfully
session->commit();

You can use a handle or object reference to a federated-database only during the
transaction in which you set it. During that transaction the referenced federated
database is open. When the transaction ends, the federated database is closed; the
handle cannot be used again until it is reset in another transaction.
The call to a session’s fd method returns a handle to the federated database that
is connected to the session. Because a given session has a single connected
federated database, only that federated database can be accessed during the
session’s transaction. If your application is connected to multiple federated
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databases through different sessions, you must choose the appropriate session
from which to obtain the handle.

Working Directly With the Connected Federated Database
An application normally works directly with the connected federated database
only to perform advanced or administrative operations, such as:
■

Locking the federated database. See “Explicitly Locking a Federated
Database” on page 159.

■

Converting objects after schema evolution. See Chapter 29, “Object
Conversion.”

Any operation on a federated database must be performed within a transaction.
Changes to a federated database are visible only within the transaction until you
checkpoint or commit the transaction, at which point the effects of the operation
are made permanent. If the transaction is aborted, the effects of the operation are
rolled back.

Deleting a Federated Database
A federated database can be deleted only with an administration tool. Deleting a
federated database deletes all relevant files from the file system:
■

The federated database’s boot file and system-database file

■

All data files belonging to the federated database

If there are any outstanding journal files for the federated database, these must
be cleaned up before the federated database can be deleted. You can clean up the
journal files using the CleanupFd administration tool. See Objectivity/DB
Administration for a discussion of journal files.
Tool: DeleteFd or Assist; see Objectivity/DB Administration
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Databases
A database belongs directly to a federated database, and logically contains one or
more containers.

Understanding Databases
The main characteristics of a database are described in “Databases” on page 34.

Database Identity
Every database within a federated database has:
■

A unique integer identifier

■

A unique system name

A database’s integer identifier is included in the object identifier of every
persistent object in the database’s containers.

Physical Database File
Every database is physically maintained as a separate database file. Database files
can be located anywhere on the same network as the federated database’s system
database file. The host and pathname of each database file is listed in the
federated database’s global catalog. If you (or a database administrator) use an
administration tool to move a database file to a new storage location, the new
location is automatically recorded in the global catalog.
An application needing to read or write to a database must be able to access the
database’s file; see “Working With Data Files” on page 206.
A database file physically contains the embedded containers belonging to the
database; any container designated as an external container is stored in a
separate container file.

Database Creation
Databases are created automatically to accommodate the containers of new
persistent objects being added to the federated database. New databases may be
created just as the need arises, or they may be pre-created by a database
administrator before the application begins.
The federated database’s placement model specifies the characteristics of each
new database, including its storage-page size, location, and, optionally, the
maximum file size.
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Database Groups
Databases are organized into database groups, where the databases in each group
are reserved for particular types of persistent objects, as specified by the
federated database’s placement model. A new database is added to a group
when existing databases in the group are considered full or unavailable. Within a
database group, the individual databases are regarded as a single “extended”
database. The automatic creation of databases enables the application to ingest
data with minimal disruption.
The databases within a group are assigned similar system names—for example,
pmV2-Customers_G1_1 and pmV2-Customers_G1_2.

Database Access
A database is accessed automatically whenever a persistent object in it is
accessed. Accessing a database implicitly opens it, which:
■

Opens the database’s file.

■

Places an intention lock on the database. See “Kinds of Locks” on page 153.

An open database is closed automatically when the transaction in which it was
opened commits or aborts. When a database is closed, all locks in it are released.
Furthermore, the corresponding database file is managed as follows:
■

If the transaction aborts, the database file is also closed.

■

If the transaction commits, the database file may, but need not be, closed.

Applications rarely need to know whether or when data files are closed. For
discussion, see “Optimizing the Number of File Descriptors” on page 528.

Read-Only Databases
A database can be designated as a read-only database with an administration tool,
if all of the persistent objects in the database are to be read but not updated.
Persistent objects in a read-only database can be opened only for read. Any
attempt to open the database’s objects for update fails as if there were a lock
conflict.
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Making a database read-only can improve the performance of an application that
performs many read operations in the database. The application can obtain the
necessary read locks itself, without consulting the lock server.
Any number of databases can be read-only in a federated database. When
multiple read-only databases exist in a federated database, they are all locked or
unlocked.

Deleting a Database
A database can be deleted with an administration tool. Deleting a database:
■

Deletes all of the persistent objects in the database. Note that:
❐

The destructors of the contained objects are not called.

❐

All association links from the contained objects to their destination
objects are deleted. Bidirectional associations are automatically updated
to maintain referential integrity. However, if any persistent object
continues to store references to deleted objects (as unidirectional
associations or as attribute values), you may need to write an application
to check for and remove such references. See “Associations” on page 196.

❐

If any of the contained objects have associations that propagate delete
operations, the associated destination objects are deleted as well. See
“Propagating Operations” on page 199.

■

Updates the global catalog of databases, and the placement model’s internal
map of placed objects.

■

Makes the database’s integer identifier and system name available for reuse
for new databases.

■

Optionally deletes the database file from the file system.

Tool: oodeletedb or Assist; see Objectivity/DB Administration
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Containers
A container belongs directly to a database, and logically contains any number of
persistent objects.

Understanding Containers
The main characteristics of a container are described in “Containers” on page 34.

Container Identity
Every container within a database has:
■

A unique integer identifier

■

A unique system name

A container’s integer identifier is included in the object identifier of every
persistent object in the container.

Container Structure
A container consists of a page map and a particular set of storage pages for storing
the binary representation of the persistent objects in the container.
The page map maintains the logical view of the storage pages that contain one or
more persistent objects, and associates the integer identifier of each logical page
with a particular physical storage page.

Container Storage in Files
The federated database’s placement model determines which containers are
embedded and which are external.
■

An embedded container is physically stored within the database that
logically contains it. Such a container allocates its storage pages within the
database’s file. A single database file thus contains the storage pages of one
or more embedded containers.

■

An external container is physically stored in a separate file. Such a container
allocates its storage pages in its own container file.

An application needing to read or write to an external container must be able to
access the container file; see “Working With Data Files” on page 206.
A container’s physical storage does not affect its logical properties.
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Container Creation
Containers are created automatically to accommodate new persistent objects
being added to the federated database. New containers may be created just as the
need arises, or they may be pre-created by a database administrator before the
application begins.
The federated database’s placement model specifies the characteristics of each
new container, including its initial and maximum sizes.

Container Groups
Containers are organized into container groups, where the containers in each
group are reserved for particular types of persistent objects, as specified by the
federated database’s placement model. A new container is added to a group
when existing containers in the group are considered full or unavailable. Within
a container group, the individual containers are regarded as a single “extended”
container. The automatic creation of containers enables the application to ingest
data with minimal disruption.
The containers within a group are assigned similar system names. For example,
pmV2-Vehicles_G1_1 and pmV2-Vehicles_G1_2.

Container Access
A container is accessed automatically whenever a persistent object in it is
accessed. Accessing a container implicitly opens it, which places a lock the
container for the requested level of access (read or update).
Opening a container locks all the persistent objects in the container, but does not
automatically open those objects. Therefore, you must explicitly open an
individual persistent object for update before modifying it, even if the container
in which it resides is already open for update. A lock on a container is released
when the transaction in which it was opened is committed or aborted.
Opening an external container also opens its container file. The container file
remains open until the end of the transaction that opened the external container:
■

If the transaction aborts, the container file is also closed.

■

If the transaction commits, the container file may, but need not be, closed.

Applications rarely need to know whether or when data files are closed. For
discussion, see “Optimizing the Number of File Descriptors” on page 528.
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Deleting a Container
A container can be deleted with an administration tool. Deleting a container:
■

Deletes all of the persistent objects in the container. Note that:
❐

The destructors of the contained objects are not called.

❐

All association links from the contained objects to their destination
objects are deleted. Bidirectional associations are automatically updated
to maintain referential integrity. However, if any persistent object
continues to store references to deleted objects (as unidirectional
associations or as attribute values), you may need to write an application
to check for and remove such references. See “Associations” on page 196.

❐

If any of the contained objects have associations that propagate delete
operations, the associated destination objects are deleted as well. See
“Propagating Operations” on page 199.

■

Updates the database’s catalog of containers, and the placement model’s
internal map of placed objects.

■

Makes the container’s integer identifier and system name available for reuse.

Deleting an external container causes the corresponding container file to be
deleted from the file system.
Tool alternative: Assist; see Objectivity/DB Administration
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This chapter describes Objectivity/C++ facilities for managing persistent objects.
■

General information about persistent objects and persistence-capable classes.

■

Creating a new persistent object.

■

Finding, opening, examining, modifying, and closing a persistent object.

■

Deleting a persistent object.

Understanding Persistent Objects
A persistent object continues to exist and retain its data beyond the duration of the
process that creates it. In contrast, a transient object exists only within the memory
of the process that creates it; when that process terminates, the transient object
ceases to exist.
An object is made persistent at creation time, when it is assigned a location in a
federated database. The process of specifying where to store a persistent object is
called placement. When you commit the transaction in which you create a
persistent object, that object’s data is saved in the federated database; the object
can then be accessed by other transactions.
Persistent objects reside in an Objectivity/DB federated database and are brought
into virtual memory when requested by an application. When a persistent object
is in virtual memory the application can manipulate it.
NOTE

You work with a persistent object through a handle to the object. For details
about using handles, see Chapter 10, “Handles and Object References.”
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Persistence-Capable Classes
Only instances of persistence-capable classes can be persistent objects.
Objectivity/C++ includes persistence-capable classes for several kinds of objects,
such as persistent collections. An Objectivity/C++ application can define any
number of persistence-capable classes.
As is the case with any C++ object, a source file that creates or works with an
instance of a persistence-capable class must include (directly or indirectly) the
header file containing the definition of that file.
To use instances of persistence-capable classes defined by Objectivity/C++, the
source file must include the corresponding Objectivity/C++ header file.
To Use

You Must Include

Name-map class ooMap and related classes (Chapter 12)

ooMap.h

Scalable-collection classes and related classes
(Chapter 12)

ooCollectionBase.h

Java-compatibility classes (Chapter 7)

javaBuiltins.h

Applications define persistence-capable classes for the objects they want to store
persistently in a federated database. Each such class is derived from ooObj.
To use instances of the application-defined persistence-capable class appClass,
the source file must include the primary header file that contains the generated
definition of appClass. For example, assume you define a persistence-capable
class Shape in a DDL file myClasses.ddl. A source file that creates or finds
instances of Shape must include the primary header file myClasses.h, which is
generated from the DDL file by the DDL processor.
See Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language for a description of the DDL
processor and the files that it generates.

Persistence Behavior
The Objectivity/C++ class ooObj and its handle class ooHandle(ooObj)
together define persistence behavior. Every persistence-capable class is derived
from the class ooObj; its handle class is derived from ooHandle(ooObj). A
persistence-capable class thus inherits persistence behavior directly from ooObj
and indirectly (through its handle class) from ooHandle(ooObj).
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The following persistence behavior is available for all persistent objects:
■

You can create links to a persistent object; see Chapter 16, “Creating and
Following Links.”

■

You can find a persistent object within the federated database; see “Scanning
the Federated Database” on page 412.

■

You can give a persistent object a scope name, allowing you to look it up by
that name; see “Finding an Object by Scope Name” on page 390.

Transient Instances
If you instantiate an application-defined persistence-capable without placing it in
the federated database’s storage hierarchy, the resulting object is transient.
A transient object has no persistence behavior. An application works with a
transient object just as it would with any standard C++ object—not as it would
work with an Objectivity/C++ persistent object. In particular:
■

You may not reference a transient object with a handle or an object reference.

■

A transient object may not be the source object or the destination object of
any association.

You should rarely need to use transient instances of persistence-capable classes.
If you do create such transient objects, you should use them only as isolated
scratch pads for temporary data values.

Creating a Persistent Object
You create a persistent object by using operator new on a persistence-capable
class in an update transaction. This operator is defined on the Objectivity/C++
class ooObj and is made available in all persistence-capable classes that derive
from ooObj.
To create a persistent object of a persistence-capable class myClass, you generally
use operator new as follows:
// Assume myClass derives from ooObj; create a new persistent
// object referenced by handle objH
ooHandle(myClass) objH =
new(placement) myClass(initializers);

The initializers are any values you want to pass to the myClass constructor.
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You omit or specify placement depending on the placement rules that have
been set up in the federated database’s placement model for myClass. In general:
■

You omit placement if new myClass objects are to be placed independently
of other persistent objects or if no specialized placement behavior is needed.
(Any placement value you specify in this case will be ignored.)

■

You specify placement if the placement model requires application-specific
information in order to place each new myClass object as intended. For
information about specifying placement information, see “Specifying
Placement Information” on page 270.

A newly created persistent object is automatically opened for update; when you
commit or checkpoint the transaction, the new persistent object is made visible to
other transactions.
Note that operator new returns a memory pointer, which must be assigned to a
handle. Although direct assignment to a pointer or object reference does not raise
compile-time or runtime errors, such assignments can eventually cause the
Objectivity/DB cache to run out of memory. This is because Objectivity/C++
handles perform memory management for persistent objects whereas object
references and pointers do not. For additional information, see Chapter 10,
“Handles and Object References.”
EXAMPLE

This example creates an instance of the persistence-capable class Employee. The
federated database’s placement model implicitly specifies where in the storage
hierarchy to place the new persistent object.
// DDL file company.ddl
class Employee : public ooObj {

…
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(Employee) empH;
… // Begin an update transaction
// Create a new Employee object and set empH to reference it
empH = new Employee("362");
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Creating a Transient Object
You create a transient instance of a persistence-capable class by specifying a null
pointer as the parameter to operator new.

Finding Persistent Objects
You can find existing persistent objects in the federated database using several
techniques. The approaches that you choose reflect the organization of objects
within the federated database. Typically, you first find an object of interest either
by individual lookup (Chapter 17) or by iterating over the objects in a particular
group (Chapter 18). If a found object has links to other objects, you follow those
links to find the destination objects (Chapter 16).
Certain searches—scanning the federated database or following links defined by
a to-many association—can be limited by object qualification. That is, instead of
finding all objects of a given class, you can find just those objects with a certain
combination of attribute values. Similarly, instead of finding all destination
objects linked to a particular source object by a to-many association, you can find
only those destination objects with a certain combination of attribute values. See
Chapter 2, “Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for
more information.
When you find a persistent object, you obtain either an object reference or handle
to that object. If you plan to work with the found object, performing more than
one Objectivity/DB operation on it, you need a handle to it. If you obtained an
object reference instead, you can assign it to a handle.

Opening a Persistent Object
When you have found a persistent object and obtained a handle to it, you must
open the object to make its data available for reading or modifying. Opening a
persistent object:
■

Implicitly locks the object for the requested level of access (read or update).

■

Obtains a representation of the persistent object in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache, either by reading the necessary storage page(s) from
the data file or by reusing an existing memory representation that is
guaranteed current.

■

Produces a memory pointer to the object. This pointer is encapsulated by the
handle through which the object is opened.

■

Opens and locks the container in which the object resides.
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Read and Update Access
A persistent object can be opened either for read access or for update access:
■

Opening an object for read access indicates that you intend to view the object
without modifying it.

■

Opening an object for update access indicates that you intend to modify the
object and causes Objectivity/DB to save your changes in the federated
database when the transaction commits.

You can open an object for read in either a read transaction or an update
transaction. To open an object for update, however, you must be in an update
transaction; otherwise an exception is thrown. If necessary, you can promote a
read transaction to an update transaction; see “Read and Update Transactions”
on page 131.
You must ensure that each persistent object to be modified has been opened for
update.
WARNING

Although you are not prevented from doing so, you should never modify an
object that is open only for read. Modifications to such an object are written to
the federated database only if the object is on the same buffer page as another
object that is open for update. If you want to modify an object that is open only
for read, you should explicitly promote it to update access first; otherwise, your
changes may be lost.

Locks
Opening a persistent object implicitly obtains an appropriate lock on that object:
■

Opening an object for read implicitly obtains a read lock.

■

Opening an object for update implicitly obtains an update lock.

Opening a persistent object locks the container in which the opened object
resides. Because locking a container effectively locks all the persistent objects in
it, you should consider the implications for concurrency when you open a
persistent object, taking into account the concurrent-access policy of the
transaction. See “Concurrent-Access Policies” on page 161.
In general, you can improve concurrency by minimizing how long objects are
open for update—for example, by opening them for read until they are to be
modified and only then promoting them to update access. However, this must be
balanced against the need to guarantee update locks in advance. For more
information, see Chapter 6, “Locking and Concurrency.”
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Opening a Persistent Object Implicitly
In general, Objectivity/DB opens persistent objects implicitly:
■

A persistent object is implicitly opened for update when the application
creates it.

■

A persistent object is implicitly opened for read when the application
accesses any of its members—for example, by using operator->.

Many operations that find objects can optionally open the found objects. The
methods for these operations usually provide an openMode parameter for
specifying whether the found objects should be opened, and if so, for which level
of access (oocRead or oocUpdate).

Opening a Persistent Object Explicitly
You explicitly open a persistent object in either of the following ways:
■

Call the open method on a handle to the object, and specify the open mode
parameter. Specify oocRead for read access, or oocUpdate for update access.

■

Call the update method on a handle to the object, to explicitly open it for
update. This method is equivalent to calling open(oocUpdate).

You must open a persistent object explicitly when:
■

You require update access so you can modify the object.

■

You want to reserve either read or update access to the object in
advance—for example, before starting a complex operation.
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Checking and Promoting the Level of Access

In this example, handles rectH1 and rectH2 are set to reference persistent
objects located in the same container.
The object referenced by rectH1 is explicitly opened for update.
The object referenced by rectH2 is implicitly opened for read when it is
accessed. It is opened only for read even though the container containing it is
open for update.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
// Rectangle derives from ooObj
ooHandle(Rectangle) rectH1, rectH2;
ooSession *session = … ;
… // Begin update transaction
… // Set rectH1 and rectH2 to reference persistent objects
rectH1.open(oocUpdate); // Open persistent object explicitly
rectH1->x = 5;
// Set the value of its attribute
// Open persistent object for read implicitly
printf("Value of x is %d\n", rectH2->x);

…

Checking and Promoting the Level of Access
You can check the current level of access to a persistent object. To do so, call the
openMode method on an open handle to the object. This method returns
oocRead, oocUpdate, or oocNoOpen (if the handle is not open).
If a persistent object is open for read, you can promote it to update access by
calling either the open method (with the parameter set to oocUpdate) or the
update method. You do not need to close the object first.
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Getting Information About a Persistent Object
Various methods of ooObj and its handle class ooHandle(ooObj) allow you to
get information about a persistent object.

Runtime Type Identification
Every persistence-capable class in the schema of a federated database has a
unique type number that identifies the class within the schema. The global type
ooTypeNumber represents a type number.
Objectivity/C++ uses type numbers to provide runtime type identification
(RTTI) for persistent objects. A handle of type ooHandle(ooObj) can be set to
reference a persistent object of any class; RTTI allows you to determine the class
of the object that a handle is currently referencing. This feature is useful when
you need to take different actions depending on the class of the referenced object.
The following methods of a handle enable you to find the class of the referenced
persistent object:
■

typeName gets the name of the referenced object’s class.

■

typeN gets the type number of the referenced object’s class.

The following methods of a persistent object enable you to find its class:
■

ooGetTypeName gets the name of the object’s class.

■

ooGetTypeN gets the type number of the object’s class.

■

ooIsKindOf tests whether the object belongs to the class with the specified
type number. An object belongs to a class C if it is an instance of the class C or
an instance of a class derived from C.

Because you work with a persistent object through a handle, you typically use
the handle methods typeName and typeN to get the class name or type number
of an object’s class. Within a method of a persistence-capable class, however, you
would use the persistent-object methods ooGetTypeName and ooGetTypeN
instead.
To obtain the type number of a particular persistence-capable class, you can call
the global macro ooTypeN, passing the class name as the parameter. You can use
a series of if-else conditional statements to test whether a particular type
number is the type number of various classes. (You can also use the type number
to obtain the string name of the class by calling the global function ooTypeName.)
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Runtime Type Identification

This example initializes an object iterator to find a group of persistent objects of
classes derived from the abstract class Fruit. It performs one operation on
apples, a different operation on oranges, and a still different operation on berries.
An apple is an instance of the class Apple; an orange is an instance of the class
Orange; a berry is an instance of any class derived from the abstract class Berry.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "fruits.h"

…
ooItr(Fruit) fruitI;
ooTypeNumber typeNum;
… // Initialize the object iterator fruitI;
while (fruitI.next()) {
// Set typeNum to the type number of the current fruit
typeNum = fruitI.typeN();
if (typeNum == ooTypeN(Apple)) {
… // Perform operation for apples
}
else if (typeNum == ooTypeN(Orange)) {
… // Perform operation for oranges
}
else if (fruitI->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Berry))) {
… // Perform operation for berries
}
}
You cannot use the global macro ooTypeN as a label in a switch statement
because ooTypeN is expanded into a variable name. For example, the following
switch statement causes a compilation error:
ooHandle(ooObj) objH;
switch(objH.typeN()) {
case ooTypeN(A):

…
case ooTypeN(B):
…

// Error! Can’t use ooTypeN as label
// Error! Can’t use ooTypeN as label

}
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Getting the Object Identifier
You can get the object identifier of a persistent object. To do so, you call either of
the following methods on a handle to the object:
■

The print method prints the object identifier.

■

The sprint method returns a string containing the object identifier.

Both these methods use the following string representation of an object identifier:
"#D-C-P-S"

The components of the object identifier indicate the object’s location in the
federated database. The following table describes each component symbol.

Symbol

Description

D

Identifier of the object’s database.

C

Identifier of the object’s container.

P

Number of the logical page on which the persistent object is stored.

S

The slot number on the page in which the persistent object is stored.
S is 0 for a large object.

See “Object Identifiers” on page 184. See also “Physical Storage Model” on
page 180 for information about logical pages and slots.

Testing a Persistent Object for Validity
If your application needs to check the validity of persistent objects of some
application-defined class, you can override the ooValidate method in that class.
As defined by the class ooObj, ooValidate simply returns oocTrue. You can
override ooValidate to perform whatever checks are necessary to test whether
an object of your class is valid. It should return oocTrue for a valid object and
oocFalse for an invalid one.
Do not confuse the ooValidate method of a persistent object with the isValid
method of a handle. The ooValidate method checks that the persistent object is
valid; the application defines what it means for an object of the class to be “valid”
in its implementation of this method. In contrast, the isValid method of a
handle tests whether the handle is valid. Objectivity/C++ defines a valid handle
to be one that references an existing persistent object that the application can
access; see “Testing Whether a Handle is Valid” on page 248.
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Getting a Handle in a Method
In general, you perform Objectivity/DB operations on a persistent object by
calling methods on a handle to the object. If you want to perform such operations
from within a method of a persistence-capable class, you must first get a handle
to the object on which the method was called. The ooThis method enables you
to do so.
WARNING

You should not call ooThis from the constructor of a persistence-capable class;
doing so may cause the application to terminate in an error condition.
The class ooObj defines ooThis to return a handle of the class
ooHandle(ooObj). The DDL processor redefines ooThis in each
application-defined persistence-capable class. For example, the
persistence-capable class Library would define ooThis to return a handle of the
class ooHandle(Library).
If you want to set a particular handle to reference a persistent object, you can
pass that handle as the optional parameter to the persistent object’s ooThis
method. If objH is a handle, the following two statements are equivalent; the
former is more efficient:
ooThis(objH);
objH = ooThis();

// More efficient way to set handle
// Less efficient way to set handle

A variant of ooThis sets and returns an object reference to the persistent object.
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The persistence-capable class Company defines a method printInfo, which
prints a company’s scope name and object identifier. When called on an instance
of Company, the printInfo method calls ooThis to obtain a handle to the
instance, and then uses the handle to get information about the instance.
// DDL file
class Company : public ooObj {
public:

…
void printInfo() {
…
ooHandle(Company) this_companyH;
// Set this_companyH to reference this Company object
ooThis(this_companyH);
// Get handle to the appropriate scope object
ooHandle(ooObj) scopeH = … ;
// Print the company’s scope name
cout << this_companyH.getObjName(scopeH);
// Print the company’s object identifier
cout << " (" << this_companyH.sprint() << ")" << endl;
} // end printInfo
}; // End class Company
A persistent object’s ooThis method is similar in purpose to the C++ keyword
this used within a method—both provide a means of accessing the object on
which the method is called. Whereas this is a pointer to the object, ooThis
returns an object reference or handle to the object. For performance reasons, you
generally use this—for example, to call other methods of the object. However,
you should call ooThis whenever a handle to the persistent object is
required—for example, when the method needs to:
■

Operate on the persistent object using methods defined by the handle’s class.

■

Pass the persistent object to a function that accepts a handle as a parameter.

■

Set a handle parameter to reference the persistent object.

■

Set a global handle variable to reference the persistent object.

For more information, see “Pointers, Handles, and Object References” on
page 261,
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Modifying a Persistent Object
You should ensure that a persistent object is open for update before you modify
its attributes or associations. When a persistent object is open for update during a
transaction, any modifications to that object made during that transaction are
written to the federated database when the transaction is committed.
You need to consider two situations in which modifications can occur:
■

Application code can obtain a handle to a persistent object and then modify
the object through that handle.

■

A method defined in the persistence-capable class can modify the object on
which the method was called.

Modifying Through a Handle
When you modify a persistent object using a handle to it, you should call the
update method on the handle before making the modification. Doing so opens
the object for update if the object is open for read or if it is closed; otherwise, the
call is redundant but harmless. (You can optionally check the current level of
access before calling update, but you gain no significant performance advantage
by testing to avoid a redundant call to update; see “Checking and Promoting the
Level of Access” on page 224.)
EXAMPLE

In this example, the persistent object referenced by rectH is implicitly opened for
read when its draw method is called. The object is then promoted to update
access so that modifications to the object are saved persistently when the
transaction is committed.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
ooHandle(Rectangle) rectH; // Rectangle derives from ooObj
…
// Set rectH to reference a Rectangle
rectH->draw();
// Open object for read implicitly
rectH.update();
// Promote access to update
rectH->layerN = 10;
// Modify attribute of object
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Modifying Within a Method
When you modify a persistent object from within a method defined on the
object’s class, that method must ensure that the object is open for update.

EXAMPLE

■

If your method modifies only associations of the object, no additional
operation is required. Each generated method that sets an association of the
object first opens the object for update.

■

If your method modifies one or more attributes of the object, that method
should open the object for update by calling its ooUpdate method. The
ooUpdate method is defined by ooObj and inherited by every
persistence-capable class.

This example shows an accessor method called setCount in a
persistence-capable class called Inventory. The method sets the count attribute
of the Inventory object for which it is called. To ensure that modifications are
saved persistently when the transaction is committed, setCount calls ooUpdate.
// DDL file
class Inventory : public ooObj {
public:

…
ooUInt32 count;
void setCount(ooUInt32 newCount) {
ooUpdate();
// Open this object for update
count = newCount; // Modify its 'count' attribute
}
};
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Closing a Persistent Object
An open persistent object is closed when all handles to the object are closed. You
can explicitly close each handle using the close method on that handle.
However, you rarely need to do this because Objectivity/DB automatically closes
handles when they go out of scope, when they are set to reference other objects,
or when the transaction that opened them commits or aborts.
Explicitly closing a handle informs Objectivity/DB that the application no longer
requires access to the referenced object through this handle. Closing does not,
however, release any locks; see “Releasing Locks” on page 161.
Closing a persistent object permits Objectivity/DB to swap it out of the cache as
necessary to make room for other objects. More precisely, if multiple persistent
objects are on the same buffer page in memory, all of them must be closed before
Objectivity/DB can swap out the page. You should consider closing unused
objects within a transaction if you need to reduce your application’s virtual
memory requirements.
If you need to access a persistent object after it has been closed, you must open it
again.
EXAMPLE

This example shows reopening an object after it has been closed. In this case, the
object referenced by the handle polyH is reopened implicitly for read access.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
ooHandle(Polygon) polyH;
// Set polyH to reference a polygon.
…
// Open the polygon explicitly through its handle
polyH.open(oocUpdate);
// Modify the polygon
polyH->set_origin(0,0,5,5);
// Close the polyH handle; closes the polygon if polyH is
// the only handle to it
polyH.close();
// Open the same polygon implicitly
polyH->draw();
// Close the polyH handle; closes the polygon if polyH is
// the only handle to it.
polyH.close();
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Deleting a Persistent Object
Deleting a persistent object causes it to be removed from the federated database
when the transaction commits. You can delete a persistent object even if multiple
open handles reference the object. That is, the object is deleted no matter how
many times it has been opened.
Deleting a persistent object calls the destructor, if any, on the object’s class and
deletes any association links from the deleted object to destination objects.
Furthermore, if any of the associations is bidirectional, the inverse link to the
deleted object is removed from each destination object to maintain referential
integrity. However, if another persistent object stores a reference to the deleted
object as a unidirectional association or as an attribute value, you are responsible
for removing that reference.
To delete a persistent object, you typically call the ooDelete global function,
passing a handle to the object to be deleted.
EXAMPLE

This example calls the global function ooDelete to delete a Rectangle object.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
// Set rectH to reference the rectangle to be deleted
ooHandle(Rectangle) rectH = … ;
ooDelete(rectH);

// Delete the rectangle

As required by C++, operator delete is defined in the Objectivity/C++ class
ooObj and is available on all application-defined subclasses of ooObj. As usual,
the parameter to delete is a pointer to the object to be deleted. You should use
operator delete to delete transient instances of a persistence-capable class
and use ooDelete to delete persistent instances.
Functions that are indifferent to persistence (for example, in legacy code or a
third-party library) may use operator delete to delete a persistent object.
Typically, a pointer to the persistent object is extracted from a handle and passed
as a parameter to such a function. The handle class for each persistence-capable
class defines a conversion operator that returns a pointer to the referenced object.
See “Extracting a Pointer to a Persistent Object” on page 262.
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Deleting a Persistent Object

The behavior of the delete operator on a persistent object is different from the
standard C++ delete operator. In particular, it removes the object from the
federated database as well as deleting the object from memory.
Deleting a persistent object makes its object identifier available for reuse if the
object placement system places another persistent object in the same location.
Both the ooDelete function and the delete operator propagate deletion along
associations that support delete propagation. This means that, if the persistent
object has any associations that propagate delete operations, the destination
objects are deleted as well. If you want to delete a source object without deleting
its destination objects, you can call the ooDeleteNoProp function instead. For
additional information about delete propagation along association links, see
“Propagating Operations” on page 199.
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Objectivity/C++ uses a reference-based approach to working with persistent
objects. Objectivity/C++ provides two choices for referencing persistent objects:
handles and object references.
This chapter describes:

NOTE

■

General information about handles and object references.

■

Guidelines for choosing a handle or an object reference.

■

How to work with a handle or an object reference.

■

Casting a handle based on the class of the referenced object.

■

Restrictions on using pointers to persistent objects.

This chapter describes the use of handles and object references for referencing
persistent objects. For information about other uses of handles and object
references, see “Representing the Connected Federated Database” on page 208.

Understanding Handles and Object References
An Objectivity/C++ application works with a persistent object indirectly through
one or more handles or object references that are set to reference the object. Every
handle or object reference:
■

Identifies the referenced object to the application or to another object.

■

Provides an interface for operating on the referenced object.

■

Serves as a type-safe smart pointer that:
❐

Manages the memory pointer to the object.

❐

Provides an indirect member-access operator (->) for accessing the
object’s public methods and attributes.
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Handle and Object-Reference Classes

Although handles and object references can be used to accomplish many of the
same tasks, they are optimized for very different purposes, so you should
sometimes use a handle instead of an object reference, and vice versa; see
“Choosing a Handle or Object Reference” on page 244. A simple guideline is to
use object references when linking persistent objects together and to use handles
when operating on objects in memory.
NOTE

Although their primary purpose is for working with persistent objects, handles
and object references are also used for representing and working with the
connected federated database; see “Representing the Connected Federated
Database” on page 208.

Handle and Object-Reference Classes
Handles and object references are instances of the parameterized classes
ooHandle(className) and ooRef(className), which exist for every class
className derived from ooObj. An instance of ooHandle(className) or
ooRef(className) can reference an instance of className or any of its derived
classes.
Objectivity/C++ provides predefined handle and object-reference classes for
every predefined class of persistent objects. For example, the handle class
ooHandle(ooTreeSetX) and the object-reference class ooRef(ooTreeSetX)
are defined for referencing instances of the sorted collection class ooTreeSetX.
The DDL processor generates handle and object-reference classes for every
persistence-capable class defined by an application. For example, if a DDL file
contains the definition of a persistence-capable class Library, the DDL
processor generates the definitions of the corresponding handle class
ooHandle(Library) and object-reference class ooRef(Library).
NOTE

Because of similarities between each handle class ooHandle(className) and
the corresponding object-reference class ooRef(className), the documentation
sometimes refers to the two classes as ooRefHandle(className).

Object Identification
Handles and object references use unique object identifiers or OIDs as the basis for
referencing persistent objects. The identifier of a persistent object contains
enough information to distinguish it from every other persistent object within the
entire federated database. See “Object Identifiers” on page 184.
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Within an Objectivity/C++ application, handles and object references use object
identifiers in much the same way that pointers in a C++ program use memory
addresses. Just as an object identifier uniquely identifies a persistent object by its
location in a federated database, a memory address can uniquely identify a
transient object by its location in virtual memory. However, memory addresses
are insufficient for identifying persistent objects, which exist externally to the
memory of any application. A single persistent object can be represented in
memory multiple times—for example, by different applications or threads
running concurrently, or by the same application each time it executes—and
every memory representation normally has a different address.
NOTE

Handles and object references store the value 0 in place of an object identifier
when no object is currently referenced. Analogous to null pointers, these are
called null handles and null object references.

Referencing Persistent Objects
A handle or an object reference to a persistent object provides an interface for
performing persistence operations on the referenced object. This interface is
defined by both ooHandle(ooObj) and ooRef(ooObj) and is inherited by all
the handle and object-reference classes for persistent objects. (Additional
persistence operations are defined by ooObj itself.)
As part of the interfaces they define, the handle and object-reference classes for
persistent objects overload the indirect member-access operator (->) so you can
access the members of the referenced object. Thus, when you have a handle or
object reference to a persistent object, you can use the indirect member-access
operator to:
■

Call the methods of the referenced object.

■

Get and set the values of any application-defined attributes that the
referenced object may have.

You can access a persistent object only through a handle or object reference that
references it; the accessing handle or object reference manages a pointer to the
object’s memory representation, so you do not need to create or destroy any
pointers explicitly. However, pointer management is performed differently by
handles and object references, because they are designed for different purposes:
■

Handles are designed for use as smart pointers—that is, for performing
multiple operations on a referenced object or repeatedly accessing the
object’s members (see “Reference Counting With Handles” on page 239).

■

Object references are designed for use as persistent addresses—that is, for
storing object identifiers persistently in reference attributes, in associations,
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or as elements of a collection (see “Object References as Persistent
Addresses” on page 241).

Handles as Smart Pointers to Persistent Objects
You use a handle (instead of an object reference) to operate on a persistent object
or to access its members, because handles are designed for efficient in-memory
access. In particular, a handle has extra cache-related state that enables you to
open and close the handle and to pin a persistent object in memory.

Open and Closed Handles
When you set a handle to reference a particular persistent object, the handle
stores just the object identifier of the referenced object. The first time you access
the referenced persistent object through the handle, Objectivity/DB:
■

Opens the referenced object, if necessary. An open persistent object is locked
and represented in memory. (If the referenced object is already open,
Objectivity/DB simply finds the existing memory representation.)

■

Opens the accessing handle. An open handle has a valid pointer to the
memory representation of the referenced open object.

Subsequent operations performed through the open handle use the stored
memory pointer for quick access to the referenced object. When you no longer
need to access the referenced object through the handle, you can close the handle,
which invalidates the pointer but preserves the object identifier.
Figure 10-1 illustrates two handles, one open and one closed, both of which
reference the persistent object with object identifier #7-12-132-6.
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Open Handle
open

yes

database id

7

container id

12

page number

132

slot number

6

pointer to object
...
Closed Handle

Memory representation of
persistent object with OID
#7-12-132-6

open

no

database id

7

container id

12

page number

132

slot number

6

pointer to object

0

Figure 10-1 Open and Closed Handles

A closed handle can be reopened on the same object or set to reference a different
object. Handles that are not closed explicitly during a transaction are closed
automatically at the end of the transaction. You can reopen a closed handle in a
different transaction (possibly in a different session) to make the stored object
identifier available to that transaction (and session). A handle can be open in
only one session at a time—that is, the handle must be closed in one session
before it can be opened in a transaction of another session.
Closing a handle within a transaction may (but need not) close the referenced
object, as described in the next section. Thus, a closed handle can reference either
an open or a closed object, although an open handle by definition references an
open object.

Reference Counting With Handles
Besides maintaining a pointer to the referenced persistent object, an open handle
pins the object in the Objectivity/DB cache. Pinning is a reference-counting
mechanism that keeps track of references to a persistent object in memory.
Opening a handle to a persistent object adds a memory reference (a pin) to that
object; closing a handle removes a pin from the referenced object.
A persistent object’s pin count is the total number of memory references to the
object within a particular session’s Objectivity/DB cache. As long as a persistent
object has a positive pin count, it is said to be pinned in the cache. A pinned object
is considered to be in use and remains open (its memory representation is kept in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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the Objectivity/DB cache). When a persistent object’s pin count falls to zero, the
object itself is closed because it is no longer considered to be in use. A closed
persistent object may be swapped out of the cache to free up space for other open
objects. (More precisely, the buffer page containing a closed persistent object may
be swapped out of the cache, but only if all persistent objects on the same page
are closed.) Certain format conversions are normally performed on an object’s
memory representation, if needed, when the object is closed. These may be
delayed for performance reasons; see “Format Conversion” on page 555.
Because handles are the primary means of adding and removing pins, a
persistent object’s pin count is normally equal to the number of open handles to
the object. However, certain other operations can affect a persistent object’s pin
count, as described in “Pointers, Handles, and Object References” on page 261.
NOTE

Handles are the only means of managing pins on newly created persistent
objects, so the result of operator new on a persistence-capable class must be
assigned to a handle.

Summary of Open and Closed States
Open and closed states pertain both to handles and to persistent objects. The
following table summarizes these states for each item.
Open
Persistent
Object

Handle to
Persistent
Object
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Closed

A representation of the object is
guaranteed to be available in the
Objectivity/DB cache.

A representation of the object is not
guaranteed to be in the
Objectivity/DB cache.

The handle has a memory pointer
to the referenced object and holds
a pin on that object.

The handle has the object identifier
of the referenced object, but no
memory pointer or pin.
The referenced object can be
either open or closed.
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Object References as Persistent Addresses
Object references are designed for referencing persistent objects independently of
the Objectivity/DB cache, so they are primarily used as persistent addresses.
Object references are also capable of accessing objects in memory, although they
are not designed for this purpose.

Cache-Independent Reference
Like a closed handle, an object reference contains the object identifier of the
persistent object it references. Unlike a handle, however, an object reference has
no built-in cache-related state, so object references are much smaller than handles
and cannot be opened—that is, an object reference can neither store a pointer nor
pin an object in memory. An object reference to a persistent object is essentially a
wrapper for that object’s identifier, and is indifferent to whether the referenced
object is open or closed.
Figure 10-2 illustrates an object reference that is set to reference the persistent
object with object identifier #7-12-132-6. The object reference contains the same
information whether or not the persistent object is represented in the cache.
Object Reference
database id

7

container id

12

page number

132

slot number

6

Figure 10-2 Object Reference

Accordingly, the primary use of an object reference is to store an object identifier
persistently. In particular, when two persistent objects are linked together, the
source object of the link maintains an object reference to identify the destination
object of the link. The source object may be:

NOTE

■

A persistent object with an attribute that contains an object reference to the
destination object.

■

A persistent object with an association that maintains an object reference to
each associated destination object.

■

A persistent collection that maintains an object reference to each persistent
object in the collection.

Objectivity/C++ enforces the use of object references instead of handles for
linking persistent objects.
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Object references are used for storing object identifiers transiently whenever a
cache-independent reference is required. In particular, you can always set an
object reference in one session and later use the object reference in a different
session, making the stored object identifier available to the second session. An
object reference can also be useful for keeping an object identifier in memory
over a long period of time without occupying much cache space (that is, without
pinning the object itself).

Expensive In-Memory Access
Like a handle, an object reference can be used as a smart pointer to access a
persistent object; in fact, object references provide essentially the same interface
as handles. However, instead of acquiring a pointer to the object being accessed,
an object reference creates a temporary handle to the object, performs the
requested operation through the handle, and then destroys the handle. The
temporary handle opens the persistent object, if necessary, and pins the object for
the duration of the operation.
For performance reasons, you should avoid using an object reference for
repeated accesses to a persistent object. Poor performance results from repeated
access, because each accessing operation causes a temporary handle to be created,
used, and discarded. Performance may also be affected if the referenced object is
swapped out between operations, when it is unpinned.
An object reference is appropriately used as a smart pointer when all you need is
a single access to the referenced object—for example, when you want to
conveniently call just one method on the result of an operation that finds the
destination object of an association link.

Syntactic Interchangeability
Although handles and object references are semantically very different, the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface regards them as syntactically
interchangeable. In particular, Objectivity/C++ functions accept a handle
wherever an object reference is requested, and vice versa:
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■

You can specify a variable of type ooRef(className) to a function that
accepts a parameter of type const ooHandle(className) &.

■

You can specify a variable of type ooHandle(className) to a function that
accepts a parameter of type const ooRef(className) &.
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Implicit type conversion is performed for such parameters because:
■

Every handle class has a constructor for creating a handle from an object
reference. The constructed handle contains the same object identifier as the
specified object reference.

■

Every object-reference class has a constructor for creating an object reference
from a handle. The constructed object reference contains the same object
identifier as the specified handle.

In some cases, function overloading is used to achieve the same effect—that is,
the function has one declaration that expects a handle, and a second declaration
that expects an object reference.
NOTE

In Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference, when the declarations of an overloaded
function are the same except for a parameter for specifying a handle or an object
reference, the declarations are collapsed and the parameter type is given as the
abbreviation ooRefHandle(className).
The syntactic interchangeability of handles and object references exists for
convenience—for example, to allow you to specify the result of one function as a
parameter of another function without any intermediate steps. However, this
convenience can come at a price. In particular, if you have an object reference to a
persistent object and you pass the object reference to multiple functions that need
to access the referenced object, each function converts the object reference to a
handle and then opens the persistent object through the handle. This is much
more expensive than creating a single handle to be passed to each function.
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Choosing a Handle or Object Reference
The following guidelines summarize when to use a handle or an object reference.
■

Use an object-reference class as the data type of an attribute or an
association in a persistence-capable class.
Only object references can be used for linking persistent objects together. In a
persistence-capable class definition, the DDL processor accepts attributes of
type ooRef(className) and reports an error if it encounters an attribute of
type ooHandle(className).

■

Use a handle variable to reference a newly created persistent object.
The result of operator new must first be assigned to a handle to manage
the new object’s pin count properly. (The handle can subsequently be
assigned to an object reference—for example, in an attribute or persistent
collection.)

■

Use a handle variable to reference a persistent object whenever you intend
to perform multiple operations on the referenced object or to repeatedly
access its members with the indirect member-access operator (->).
A handle is appropriate even if you don’t know how often the referenced
object will be accessed. Opening a handle has the same performance impact
as a single access through an object reference; when the handle is open, it
provides a significant performance advantage for any subsequent operations.

■

Use an object-reference variable to reference a persistent object without
pinning it in the Objectivity/DB cache.
An object reference is appropriate for a static variable containing long-lived
global state—for example, for storing the result of a lookup that will be used
later to initialize variables. (The object reference should be assigned to a
handle if the referenced object is to be accessed.)

■

Use an object-reference variable when you need to pass an object identifier
between sessions.
Objectivity/DB throws an exception if you attempt to use an open handle
from one session in a different session. However, when a handle is closed
after use in one session, you can open it in another session.
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Working With a Handle
Handles serve as smart pointers to persistent objects. You work with a handle by:
■

Obtaining the definition of an appropriate handle class (page 245)

■

Creating a handle of the chosen class (page 245)

■

Setting the handle to reference the desired persistent object (page 246)

■

Testing whether the handle is null, valid, or equal to another handle
(page 247)

■

Getting the referenced object’s class through the handle (page 249)

■

Operating on the referenced object through the handle (page 250)

Obtaining a Handle Class Definition
You use a handle of class ooHandle(className) to work with an object of class
className or its derived classes. If you are creating handles to predefined
Objectivity/C++ classes such as ooObj, ooMap, ooTreeListX, and so on, your
source file must include the appropriate Objectivity/C++ header file(s) to obtain
the required class definitions; see Appendix A, “Objectivity/C++ Include Files”.
If you are creating handles for an application-defined persistence-capable class
appClass, your source file must include a generated header file to obtain the
definition of ooHandle(appClass). You normally include the primary header
file that is generated from the DDL file containing appClass. If, however, you
are simply creating and using handles of class ooHandle(appClass), without
actually accessing any instances of appClass itself, your source file can include

just the references header file. For more information on including
Objectivity/C++ header files and generated header files, see “Developing
Application Source Code” on page 59.

Creating a Handle
You normally create a handle as a local variable on the stack, rather than
allocating it on the heap. Creating a handle on the stack allows your application
to destroy the handle automatically when it goes out of scope. For example, the
following definition creates a null handle called libH that can be set to reference
an instance of a persistence-capable class Library):
ooHandle(Library) libH;

A null handle can, but need not, be created within a transaction.
You should not declare a handle as const, because its internal state will be
changed by any operation that accesses the referenced object through it.
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Setting a Handle
You set a handle to reference a persistent object in any of the following ways:
■

■

Find the persistent object through the handle, by calling an appropriate
method on the handle or by passing the handle to a function that sets it. See:
❐

Chapter 16, “Creating and Following Links”

❐

Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects”

❐

Chapter 18, “Group Lookup of Persistent Objects”

Create a new persistent object and assign the result to the handle. See:
❐

“Creating a Persistent Object” on page 219

■

Use the handle’s overloaded assignment operator (=) to set the handle to the
same object as an existing handle or object reference.

■

While creating the handle, initialize it with a new object or with an existing
handle or object reference. The handle’s constructor sets the handle just as
the assignment operator does.

Operations that find or create objects must be performed within a transaction. A
handle continues to reference the same object until it is set to another object or to
null. The reference is preserved across transaction boundaries, unless the handle
goes out of scope or is set to null as the result of an abort operation. Multiple
handles can be set to the same object.
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This example shows several techniques for setting handles. Assume Section is a
persistence-capable class defined in the DDL file publications.ddl.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "publications.h" // Obtain handle class definition

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH; // Create federated-database handle
ooHandle(Bookstore) bookstoreH; // Create Bookstore handle
ooHandle(Section) sectionH; // Create Section handle
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// set fdH to reference the connected federated database.
fdH = session->fd();
// Find and open Bookstore; set bookstoreH to reference it.
bookstoreH.lookupObj(fdH, "bookstore", oocUpdate);
// Create a new section and initialize sportsH with the
// resulting pointer.
ooHandle(Section) sportsH = new(bookstoreH) Section("sports");
// Assign sportsH to sectionH, so both handles reference the
// same section.
sectionH = sportsH;
// Set sportsH to null so it no longer references anything.
sportsH = 0;

Testing a Handle
Because you work with persistent objects through handles, you may need to test
whether a given handle references an object.

Testing Whether a Handle is Null
Testing whether a handle is null is analogous to testing for a null pointer. Like a
pointer, a handle is null if it does not reference any object; a null handle contains
no object identifier and its internal memory pointer is null. A handle is null if it is
not yet initialized, if it was set by an operation that failed to find an object, or if it
was open when a transaction aborted.
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You can use any of the following operations to test whether a handle is null:
■

Call the handle’s isNull method. A null handle returns the value oocTrue;
a nonnull handle returns oocFalse.

■

Use the handle’s equality and inequality operators (== and !=) to compare
the handle with 0. A null handle is equal to 0; a nonnull handle is not.

■

Use the handle in a conditional expression. Because of the handle’s
conversion-to-pointer operator, a null handle returns 0 and a nonnull handle
does not.

The conversion operator opens the object for read, whereas isNull and the
comparison operators can perform the check without opening the handle.

Testing Whether a Handle is Valid
A handle that is set during a transaction retains its reference when the
transaction commits, or when it aborts with the session’s downgrade mode set to
oocHandleToOID. Such an initialized handle can be reused (without being reset)
to access the same object in a subsequent transaction. However, before you reuse
such a handle, you should call its isValid method to test whether the handle is
still valid—that is, whether it continues to reference an existing persistent object
that the application can access.
A handle is valid if all of the following conditions are true:
■

The handle is nonnull, so it has an object identifier.

■

The federated database contains an object with that object identifier.

■

The application can obtain a read lock on the object’s container .

A handle becomes invalid if it was set to null (for example, by an aborted
transaction) or if another process has moved or deleted the referenced object
between transactions.
Because Objectivity/DB reuses object identifiers, it is possible for a new object to
acquire the object identifier of a moved or deleted object. Consequently, a valid
handle could eventually point to a different object than the one to which it was
originally set. After testing for validity, it is the application’s responsibility to test
whether the handle actually points to the expected object.

Testing for Equality Between Two Handles
You can use the equality and inequality operators (== and !=) to test whether
two handles (or a handle and an object reference) are set to the same object.
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Getting the Class of the Referenced Object
A handle of class ooHandle(className) can be set to reference an object of
class className or any class derived from className. For example, calling the
lookupObj method on a handle of class ooHandle(Vehicle) could find (and
set the handle to reference) an object of class Vehicle or any derived class, such
as a Car or Truck. Similarly, various operations can set a handle of class
ooHandle(ooObj) to reference any kind of persistent object.
You can get the class of a referenced object using Objectivity/C++ runtime type
identification (RTTI). RTTI is based on the type numbers that uniquely identify
classes within the schema. Every predefined class for Objectivity/DB objects has
a type number; every application-defined class is assigned a type number when
the DDL processor adds it to the schema. Type numbers are represented by the
global type ooTypeNumber. You can obtain the type number for any class of
persistent objects by calling the global macro ooTypeN, passing the class name as
the parameter. Similarly, you can obtain the string name for any class of
persistent objects by calling the global function ooTypeName, passing the class’s
type number as the parameter.
RTTI allows you to determine the class of the object that a handle is currently
referencing. This feature is useful when you need to take different actions
depending on the class of the referenced object. The following RTTI methods can
be called on any type of handle:

NOTE

■

typeName gets the name of the referenced object’s class.

■

typeN gets the type number of the referenced object’s class

Persistence-capable classes provide additional methods for performing RTTI, as
described in “Runtime Type Identification” on page 225.
To determine the class of a referenced object, you use typeN to obtain its type
number and then compare the result with the type number of each class that
might be referenced. (You can use the ooTypeN global macro to get the type
numbers of the candidate classes.) You can perform these comparisons in a series
of if-else conditional statements; note that you cannot use the ooTypeN macro
as a label in a switch statement (see “Runtime Type Identification” on page 225).
You usually perform RTTI to find out whether you can safely cast a handle to a
derived class. For an example that shows RTTI, see “Explicit Type Conversion
(Casting)” on page 258.
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Operating on an Object Through a Handle
After a handle has been set to reference a persistent object, you can operate on
that object by calling various methods on the handle.

EXAMPLE

■

To call a method of a handle, you use the direct member-access operator (.).

■

To access attributes or methods of the referenced persistent object, you use
the handle’s overloaded indirect member-access operator (->). Accessing a
member of a persistent object through a handle automatically opens an object
for read if it is not already open.

This example initializes a handle to reference a persistent object of the Vehicle
class, then calls the rentVehicle method of the referenced Vehicle object.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

// Obtain handle class definition
…
// Set the handle vH to reference a Vehicle
ooHandle(Vehicle) vH= … ;
// Use . to call methods of the handle
vH.update();
// Use -> to call a method of the referenced object
vh->rentVehicle();

Opening a Handle to a Persistent Object
A handle is automatically opened when a persistent object is opened through it.
The open persistent object is both locked and represented in memory; the open
handle manages a pointer to the persistent object, pinning the persistent object in
memory until the handle is closed. As long as the handle is open, the persistent
object remains open also.
You can open a persistent object and the referencing handle in any of the
following ways:
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■

Use the handle’s indirect member-access operator (->) to access a member of
the persistent object. Accessing implicitly opens the referenced object for
read.

■

Call the handle’s open or update method to open the persistent object
explicitly.

■

Find the persistent object with a function whose openMode parameter is
either oocRead or oocUpdate. (Most functions that set a handle to a found
persistent object provide an openMode parameter for specifying the desired
level of access through that handle.)
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In all cases, if the found or referenced persistent object is already open, the
accessing handle simply gets a pointer to the persistent object’s existing memory
representation and increments the object’s pin count.
You can test whether a particular handle to a persistent object is open by calling
the openMode method on the handle.

Closing a Handle to a Persistent Object
Closing a handle removes its pin and decrements the pin count of the referenced
object. Closing the last open handle to a particular persistent object reduces the
object’s pin count to zero, which closes the object itself. A closed object can be
swapped out of the Objectivity/DB cache to make room for newly created or
opened objects; more precisely, the buffer page containing the closed object can
be swapped out, provided that all objects on that page are closed. An application
can minimize its virtual memory requirements by closing all handles to a
persistent object when access to the object is no longer needed.
You obtain a closed handle to a persistent object by finding the object with a
function whose openMode parameter is set to oocNoOpen. Such operations
simply provide the handle with a persistent object’s object identifier without
adding a pin, even if the object is already open through another handle.
Objectivity/DB automatically closes an open handle:
■

When the handle is destroyed (for example, by going out of scope).

■

When the transaction that opened the handle commits or aborts.

■

When the handle is set to reference a different persistent object. The handle is
first closed to unpin the original referenced object, and then either opened or
closed depending on the operation that is setting it. For example, if the
handle is set by a function with an openMode parameter, the open mode
controls whether the handle is open after being set.

You can close an open handle explicitly by calling the handle’s close method.

Operating Through Multiple Handles
If multiple handles have been set to reference the same object, you can operate on
the object through any of these handles. However, you must be aware that an
operation performed through one handle could invalidate the other handles. For
example, deleting or moving the referenced object through one handle may leave
the other handles with an invalid reference.
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Passing a Handle as a Parameter
A common practice is to define functions that accept a handle as input. For
example, an application could define a function that accepts a null handle,
initializes it, and returns it. Similarly, an application-defined function could
accept an initialized handle and perform a series of operations on the referenced
object.
When a function accepts a handle, the handle should be passed by reference—for
example:
void Inspect(ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);

If you omit the ampersand (&) in the preceding declaration, you instead pass the
handle by value, which triggers copying and housekeeping operations.
If you want the function to accept either a handle or an object reference, you
should overload the function. One variant should take a handle as a parameter;
another variant should take an object reference—for example:
void Inspect(ooHandle(ooObj) &object);
void Inspect(const ooRef(ooObj) &object);

Working With an Object Reference
Object references serve primarily as persistent addresses for linking persistent
objects together, and are sometimes used for operating on a persistent object. You
work with an object reference to a persistent object by:
■

Obtaining the definition of an appropriate object-reference class.

■

Creating an object reference of the chosen class.

■

Setting the object reference to the desired Objectivity/DB object.

■

Testing whether the object reference is null, valid, or equal to another object
reference.

■

Operating on the referenced object through the object reference.

Obtaining an Object-Reference Class Definition
You use an object reference of class ooRef(className) to reference an object of
class className or its derived classes. Because ooRef(className) is defined in
the same header file as ooHandle(className), your source file obtains an
object-reference class definition as it would a handle class definition; see
“Obtaining a Handle Class Definition” on page 245.
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Creating an Object Reference
An object reference that links a source object to a destination object is usually
created implicitly. For example:
■

If a persistence-capable class defines an attribute whose type is an
object-reference class, an object reference is created when you create an
instance of the containing class.

■

If a persistence-capable class defines an association, an object reference to the
destination object is created when you create a link for the association.

■

When you add a persistent object to a persistent collection, an object
reference to that object is created.

If you use an object reference as a variable in a function, you should create it as a
local variable on the stack, rather than allocating it on the heap. For example, the
following definition creates a null object reference called libR that can be set to
reference an instance of a persistence-capable class Library):
ooRef(Library) libR;

You may declare an object reference as const.

Setting an Object Reference
You can set an object reference to a persistent object with almost any of the
operations listed in “Setting a Handle” on page 246. That is, you can:
■

Find the object through the object reference.

■

Use the object reference’s overloaded assignment operator (=) to set the
object reference to the same object as an existing handle or object reference.

■

Initialize the object reference from an existing handle or object reference.

However, unlike a handle, an object reference should not be set directly to a
newly created object. Instead, you should:
1. Assign the result of operator new to a handle, so that the new object’s pin
count can be adjusted properly.
2. Assign the handle to the desired object reference. This assignment operation
extracts the object identifier from the handle and sets it in the object reference.
EXAMPLE

In this example, the Vehicle class has an attribute fleet to link a vehicle to its
rental fleet. The application source code creates a new fleet, sets a handle to
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reference it, and then sets a vehicle’s fleet attribute by assigning the handle to
the object reference in it.
// DDL file vehicle.ddl
class Fleet;
//Forward reference to class Fleet
class Vehicle : public ooObj {
public:

…
ooRef(Fleet) fleet;
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
// Create a new Vehicle, which implicitly creates a null
// object reference in the vehicle’s fleet attribute
ooHandle(Vehicle) vehicleH = new(…) Vehicle();
…
// Create a new Fleet and assign it to a handle
ooHandle(Fleet) fleetH = new(vehicleH) Fleet(…);
…
// Assign the new fleet to the object reference
// in the vehicle’s fleet attribute.
vehicleH->fleet = fleetH;

Testing an Object Reference
You can test an object reference as you would a handle; see “Testing a Handle”
on page 247 for operations you can use for testing whether an object reference is
null, valid, or equal to another object reference or a handle.

Operating on the Referenced Object
After an object reference has been set to a persistent object, you can operate on
the referenced object as you would through a handle:
■

You can call methods on the object reference by using the direct
member-access operator (.).

■

You can access the members of a referenced persistent object by using the
overloaded indirect member-access operator (->).

Object references are appropriate for performing single operations or for
performing infrequent operations when continuous pinning isn’t required.
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This application code uses the classes defined in the example on page 253. The
code obtains the object reference that is stored in a vehicle’s fleet attribute and
then uses the object reference to get the fleet’s location.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
// Find a Vehicle, obtaining a handle to it
ooHandle(Vehicle) vH = … ;
// Access the Vehicle’s fleet attribute and get the fleet’s
// location through the returned object reference
char *location = vH->fleet->getLocation;

…
Poor performance results when you access a persistent object repeatedly through
an object reference (see “Expensive In-Memory Access” on page 242). You can
avoid this performance penalty by assigning the object reference to a handle and
then using the handle to operate on the referenced object.
EXAMPLE

This application code uses the classes defined in the example on page 253. The
code obtains the object reference that is stored in a vehicle’s fleet attribute,
assigns it to a handle, and then uses the handle to call multiple methods of the
fleet.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
// Find a Vehicle, obtaining a handle to it
ooHandle(Vehicle) vH = … ;
// Access the Vehicle’s fleet attribute and assign the result
// to a handle
ooHandle(Fleet) fleetH = vH->fleet;
// Use the handle to access members of the fleet
fleetH->printVehicleSummary();
fleetH->printRentalHistory();
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Class Compatibility and Casting
Handle and object-reference classes form inheritance hierarchies that correspond
exactly to the hierarchy of classes derived from ooObj. Figure 10-3 shows the
inheritance hierarchies for an application that manages fleets of rental vehicles.
Class Hierarchy
ooObj

Vehicle

Car

Fleet

Truck

Handle Class Hierarchy
ooHandle(ooObj)

ooHandle(Vehicle)

ooHandle(Car)

ooHandle(Fleet)

ooHandle(Truck)

Object-Reference Class Hierarchy
ooRef(ooObj)

ooRef(Vehicle)

ooRef(Car)

ooRef(Fleet)

ooRef(Truck)

Key To Symbols
C

= Objectivity/C++ class C

C

= Class C generated by DDL processor

C

= Application-defined class C

Figure 10-3 Hierarchies of Handle and Object-Reference Classes
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Because of these inheritance relationships, you can use handle classes and
object-reference classes just as you use pointers to ordinary C++ classes in an
inheritance hierarchy. Thus, whenever you want to take advantage of inheritance
in your persistence-capable classes, you can do so through their corresponding
handles or object references.
NOTE

To simplify the discussion, the following two sections describe only handles,
although the same information applies to object references.

Implicit Type Conversion
When an application defines a hierarchy of persistence-capable classes, you can
take advantage of implicit type conversion to set a base-class handle to reference
an instance of any derived class. You can do this by assigning a new
derived-class object directly to a base-class handle or by specifying a
derived-class handle anywhere a base-class handle is requested.
For example, if class Car is derived from class Vehicle as shown in Figure 10-3
on page 256, you can perform any of the following operations to set a base-class
handle of type ooHandle(ooVehicle) to reference an object of the derived class
Car:
■

Assign a new instance of Car to a variable of type ooHandle(Vehicle).

■

Assign a handle of type ooHandle(Car) to a variable of type
ooHandle(Vehicle).

■

Use a handle of type ooHandle(Car) to initialize a variable of type
ooHandle(Vehicle).

■

Specify a handle of type ooHandle(Car) as a parameter of type
ooHandle(Vehicle).

■

Return a handle of type ooHandle(Car) from a method whose return type
is ooHandle(Vehicle).

In each case, you can use the base-class handle to access the referenced object,
but only to call methods or access attributes defined by the base class Vehicle
itself. Methods of the derived class Car are invoked only if they override virtual
methods defined by Vehicle.
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Explicit Type Conversion (Casting)
If you have a base-class handle that references a derived-class object, and you
want to access members defined by the derived class, you must explicitly convert
(cast) the handle to the appropriate derived handle class. For example, given the
base-class handle ooHandle(Vehicle) from the previous section, you must cast
it to class ooHandle(Car) before you can use it to access the Car members of the
referenced object. You can cast the handle safely only if it actually references an
instance of Car.
To cast a base-class handle to an appropriate derived handle class:
1. Test the class of the referenced object to ensure that it is of the desired
derived class; see “Getting the Class of the Referenced Object” on page 249.
2. Use the C++ template function static_cast to cast the base-class handle to
the appropriate derived handle class.
Note: You cannot use the C++ template function dynamic_cast because
Objectivity/C++ handles are C++ objects, not C++ pointers.
EXAMPLE
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This example defines a function with a parameter of type ooHandle(Vehicle),
which accepts a handle of either derived class ooHandle(Car) or
ooHandle(Truck). The function tests the input handle to determine the class of
the referenced object and then casts the handle so that type-specific operations
can be performed.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
void printDescriptions(ooHandle(Vehicle) &vehicleH) {
ooTypeNumber typeNum;
ooHandle(Car) carH;
ooHandle(Truck) truckH;
// Get the type number of the object referenced by vehicleH
typeNum = vehicleH.typeN();
// Determine whether a car is referenced
if (typeNum == ooTypeN(Car)) {
// Cast vehicleH to a Car handle
carH = static_cast<ooHandle(Car) &>(vehicleH);
// Use carH to perform car-specific operations
ooInt16 p = carH->getPassengers();

…
} // End if car is referenced
// Determine whether a truck is referenced
else if (typeNum == ooTypeN(Truck)) {
// Cast vehicleH to a Truck handle
truckH = static_cast<ooHandle(Truck) &>(vehicleH);
// Use truckH to perform truck-specific operations
ooFloat32 c = truckh->getCapacity();

…
} // End else truck is referenced
} // End printDescriptions function

General-Purpose Handles and Object References
A handle of class ooHandle(ooObj) or an object reference of class
ooRef(ooObj) can reference any kind of persistent object. Such general-purpose
handles and general-purpose object references are used for operations in which the
specific class of the referenced object doesn’t matter or can’t be known until
runtime.
For example, Objectivity/C++ operations that find a persistent object of any class
may set a handle of class ooHandle(ooObj) to reference the found object.
Similarly, operations that get an element from a persistent collection return an
object reference of class ooRef(ooObj) that is set to the specified object.
General-purpose handles and object references can be used to call any method
defined by ooObj or by ooHandle(ooObj); they must be cast as appropriate to
access type-specific members of the referenced objects.
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This example assumes a persistent Fleet object whose vehicles attribute is a
name map (ooMap) of vehicles in the fleet. Each element in the name map
consists of a string containing a vehicle’s license number paired with an object
reference to the vehicle.
The code accesses the fleet’s name map and looks up a particular vehicle; the call
to lookup returns a general-purpose object reference to the found vehicle.
Because multiple operations are to be performed on the vehicle, the object
reference is assigned to a general-purpose handle; the handle is cast to a Car
handle so type-specific operations can be invoked.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
ooHandle(ooObj) objH;
// General-purpose handle
ooHandle(Car) carH;
// Car handle
ooHandle(Fleet) fleetH = …; // Set Fleet handle to a fleet
// Look up a vehicle in the vehicles map of the fleet; assign
// the returned object reference to the general-purpose handle
objH = fleetH->vehicles.lookup("456pqr");
// Test the class of the referenced object and cast to a
// type-specific handle
if (objH->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Car))) {
carH = static_cast<ooHandle(Car)>(objH);
… // Use carH for car-specific operations.
}
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Guidelines for Multiple Type Conversions
The example in the preceding section illustrates two distinct type conversions:
■

Explicit conversion of a base-class handle to a derived handle class.

■

Implicit conversion of an object reference to a handle.

For safety, you should keep these two conversion operations distinct by
observing the following guidelines:
■

Use the C++ template function static_cast to adjust the level within a
single inheritance hierarchy—that is, to:
❐

Cast a base-class handle to a derived handle class.

❐

Cast a base-class object reference to a derived object-reference class.

As always, you should cast only after you test the type of the referenced
object (see “Explicit Type Conversion (Casting)” on page 258).
■

■

Use the overloaded assignment operator (=) to switch between referencing
mechanisms at the same level in their respective hierarchies—that is, to:
❐

Assign a handle of class ooHandle(className) to an object reference of
class ooRef(className).

❐

Assign an object reference of class ooRef(className) to a handle of
class ooHandle(className).

Do not cast an object reference to a handle class or vice versa.

Pointers, Handles, and Object References
When an application uses handles and object references to work with persistent
objects, Objectivity/DB takes care of memory management transparently—it
creates and destroys pointers and memory representations and manages
swapping from the Objectivity/DB cache. In contrast, using pointers to reference
persistent objects bypasses these memory-management mechanisms, potentially
causing persistent objects to be pinned in the Objectivity/DB cache unnecessarily
or to be swapped out prematurely. Furthermore, pointers to persistent objects are
valid only under specific circumstances, and so must be used with care.
For these reasons, an application generally avoids manipulating persistent
objects through pointers. On occasion, however, explicit use of pointers is
required for performance reasons or for compatibility with functions that are
indifferent to persistence. The only pointers to a persistent object that an
Objectivity/C++ application may use are a pointer to a newly created object
(returned by operator new) and a pointer extracted from a handle or object
reference.
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Using a Pointer to a New Persistent Object
An Objectivity/C++ application obtains a pointer to a persistent object when it
creates that object. As required by C++, operator new on a persistence-capable
class returns a pointer to the newly created object. You must assign the returned
pointer to a handle, because Objectivity/C++ memory management depends on
this practice. In particular, operator new pins the new object in the cache, and
operator= leaves the object’s pin count as is when assigning a pointer to a
handle. Thus, after assignment, the handle references an object with a pin count
of 1; when the handle is closed, the decremented pin count unpins the object
correctly.
Failure to assign a new persistent object to a handle causes the new object to be
pinned in the cache until the end of the transaction. Repetition of this practice
could cause the application to run out of cache space during a transaction.

Extracting a Pointer to a Persistent Object
An Objectivity/C++ application can extract a pointer to a persistent object from a
handle or object reference, as described in the following subsections. Some
possible uses for an extracted pointer are:
■

For performance reasons. For example, you might prefer to sort an array of
pointers instead of an array of handles.

■

For compatibility with functions that are indifferent to persistence—for
example, in legacy code or a third-party library.

■

To delete the referenced object from the federated database with the
overloaded operator delete. (However, the preferred way to delete a
persistent object is to simply specify a handle to ooDelete without
extracting a pointer from it; see “Deleting a Persistent Object” on page 233.)

Extracting a Pointer From a Handle
You extract a pointer from a handle to a persistent object whenever you:
■

Use the handle’s conversion-to-pointer operator (operator className* for
a referenced object that is an instance of className or a class derived from
className).
A typical operation is to assign a handle to a pointer variable; doing so
implicitly invokes the conversion operator to extract the pointer from the
handle. See operator appClass* of the ooHandle(appClass) classes.
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■

Call the ptr method on the handle.

■

Use the handle to access a member of the object; see “Extracting a Pointer
Through Indirect Member Access” on page 263.
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A pointer extracted from a handle is valid only under specific circumstances, and
therefore must be used with care. In particular, an extracted pointer remains
valid only as long as the corresponding handle exists, remains open, and
references the same object.
WARNING

Using an extracted pointer can be dangerous because the pointer remains
dependent on the handle, even though they are now separate; if the handle goes
out of scope, the pointer will be unsafe.
If necessary, you may assign an extracted pointer to an object reference (but not
to a handle)—for example, to perform further persistence operations on an object
after manipulating it through a pointer. However, such assignment is less
efficient than using the handle from which the pointer was originally extracted.

Extracting a Pointer From an Object Reference
You can extract a pointer from an object reference by calling its ptr method. This
method pins the referenced object in the cache until the end of the transaction;
consequently, the extracted pointer remains valid until the end of the transaction.
You may assign the extracted pointer to an object reference (but not to a handle).
This behavior contrasts with the usual behavior of Objectivity/C++ object
references, which normally produce a pointer and pin within a temporary handle
only for the duration of an access operation. Because ptr creates a pin that does
not correspond to a handle, there is no mechanism to unpin the object explicitly
within a transaction. Heavy use of pointers extracted from object references
could therefore cause the application to run out of cache space by pinning too
many objects during a transaction.

Extracting a Pointer Through Indirect Member Access
You implicitly extract a pointer whenever you use the indirect member-access
operator (->) of a handle or object reference—for example, to call a method of the
referenced persistent object. See “Operating on an Object Through a Handle” on
page 250; see also operator-> of the ooRefHandle(appClass) classes.
Indirect member access is a special case of extracting a pointer from a handle
(page 262). That is, even when you access a member through an object reference,
the pointer to the referenced object is extracted from the temporary handle that is
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produced for the duration of the access operation. Because the extracted pointer
depends on the relevant handle, it is guaranteed valid for only a limited time:

WARNING

■

When you access an object through a handle, the extracted pointer is
guaranteed valid only as long as the handle exists, remains open, and
references the same object.

■

When you access an object through an object reference, the extracted pointer
is guaranteed valid only for the duration of the access operation.

Using an extracted pointer can be dangerous because the pointer remains
dependent on the handle, even though they are now separate; if the handle goes
out of scope, the pointer will be unsafe.
Indirect member access implicitly initializes the C++ this keyword with the
extracted pointer. An accessed method can then use the this keyword to
reference the persistent object. Local use of the this pointer within an accessed
method is safe as long as the pointer remains in the scope of the access operation
during which it was extracted. In particular, such a method should not return the
pointer, assign it to a global pointer variable, or perform any other operations
that would pass the pointer out of the relevant handle’s scope.

Summary of Restrictions on Pointer Usage
General restrictions on using pointers to persistent objects:
■

Never assign, initialize, or construct a handle from a pointer, unless the
pointer was returned by operator new.

■

Avoid assigning, initializing, or constructing an object reference from a
pointer unless you know that the pointer was extracted and is still a valid
pointer to a persistent object. (A pointer is valid only if the handle on which
it depends is still in scope.)

Specific restrictions on pointer usage (see also Table 10-1):
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■

Never assign the result of operator new to an object reference or pointer
variable. Because operator new pins the new object, such an assignment
would keep the new object pinned in the Objectivity/DB cache for the
remainder of the transaction, possibly causing the cache to run out of
memory. If you need an object reference or pointer to a newly created object,
you must first assign the result of operator new to a handle. You can then
assign the handle to an object reference or extract a pointer from it.

■

Never assign an extracted pointer to a handle. Because operator= does not
increment the object’s pin count when assigning a pointer to a handle, the
handle would not pin the object; so, the object could be closed and swapped
while one open handle still referenced it.
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■

Never pass a pointer to a method or operator that expects an object reference
or handle. Doing so has the effect of assigning a pointer to a handle
(specifically, the pointer is assigned to a temporary handle that is constructed
by the function).

■

Never assign the C++ this pointer to either an object reference or a handle.
Instead, use ooThis in a method definition to obtain an object reference or
handle to the object on which the method is called. See “Getting a Handle in
a Method” on page 228.

■

Never assign an extracted pointer (including the C++ this pointer) to a
global pointer variable (or any pointer variable outside the scope of the
handle on which the pointer depends).

These restrictions do not apply to null pointers, which are typically returned by
Objectivity/C++ methods to indicate error conditions.

Table 10-1: Summary of Restrictions on Pointer Assignment
Pointer Assignment To
Origin of Pointer

Comment

Handlea

Object
Reference

OK

—
(overpins)

Extracted by conversion
operator on handle

—
(underpins)

OK

Extracted by ptr on handle

—
(underpins)

OK

Extracted by ptr on object
reference

—
(underpins)

OK

(ODMG) Pointer is valid (and object
is pinned) for rest of transaction.

—

—

Use ooThis instead of assignment
to get a handle to this object in an
accessed method.

Result of operator new

Extracted by operator-> on
object reference or handle;
initializes this in an
accessed method

For appropriate memory
management.
More efficient to use the original
handle instead. Validity of pointer
depends on that handle.

a. Includes implicit assignment when you pass a pointer to a function in place of an object reference or handle.
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Placement is the process of assigning a new persistent object to a location within a
federated database. This chapter describes:
■

General information about the mechanisms that control placement.

■

How to specify application-specific placement information when creating
new persistent objects.

■

How to enable preferences for selecting the file-storage locations in which to
create new data files.

Understanding Object Placement
An instance of a persistence-capable class becomes persistent when it is placed in
the federated database. Placing an object assigns it to a particular logical page
within a particular container, which itself has been assigned to a particular
database. Placement thus determines the location of persistent objects in the
logical storage hierarchy and affects their physical proximity on disk.

Placement-Managed Federated Databases
When you create a federated database as described in “Creating the Federated
Database” on page 55, it is placement-managed, which means that the placement of
new persistent objects is performed automatically by Objectivity/DB. That is,
Objectivity/DB automatically creates the containers and databases in the
federated database’s storage hierarchy, and selects a particular location within
the storage hierarchy for each new persistent object created by an application.
The selected locations are recorded in an internal placement map, which is
implicitly consulted by query operations to narrow the search for objects of
particular types.
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Placement Model
Within a placement-managed federated database, new persistent objects are
placed according to a placement model, which provides rules describing how
objects of different types should be grouped or distributed. Every application
accessing a particular federated database uses the placement model that is
currently installed in that federated database.
A placement-managed federated database is created with an initial placement
model that causes all new persistent objects to be placed in a single series of
containers, which are themselves placed within a single series of databases. For
simple applications, the initial placement model produces satisfactory results.
However, a more complex placement design is normally necessary to enable
applications to meet their requirements for concurrency, runtime efficiency, or
disk-space usage.
Your development team’s database designer develops a complex placement
design by adding schema-specific rules to the initial placement model. Such rules
can specify different placement patterns for objects of different classes. For
example, all Customer objects can be placed together in a single group of
containers, but individual Vehicle objects could be spread out among multiple
groups of containers. Furthermore, placement rules can place new objects of a
given class differently depending on application-specific information provided in
the creation operation; see “Specifying Placement Information” on page 270.
Besides governing the placement of new persistent objects, a placement model
also:
■

Specifies the properties of containers and databases, including their
system-name prefixes, page sizes, maximum file sizes, and so on.

■

Defines indexes for optimizing queries over objects of particular types.

A placement model is viewed and edited through an XML representation called a
placement model document (PMD); see “Developing a Schema-Specific Placement
Model” on page 58.

Inventory of Available File-Storage Locations
A federated database’s placement model is responsible for selecting a file-storage
location for each database file or container file that is created to accommodate
new persistent objects. Storage locations are selected from the main storage group,
which is an inventory of available file-storage locations that have been registered
with the federated database.
Every placement-managed federated database has a main storage group; a
system administrator familiar with your network populates this inventory with a
list of available storage locations at your installation. Each storage location is a
combination of a host name and a fully qualified directory path.
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If a federated database’s main storage group is empty, all data files are placed on
the same host and in the same directory as the system database file.
In general, the placement model controls how particular storage locations are
selected from the main storage group. An application can influence the selection
of storage locations for the data files created on its behalf by enabling
storage-location preferences; see “Enabling Storage-Location Preferences” on
page 274.

Managed vs. Explicit Placement
Managed placement is one of two mechanisms for placing new persistent objects
in a federated database’s storage hierarchy; the other mechanism is explicit
placement. Explicit placement is normally used only with legacy applications that
access non-placement-managed federated databases.
Applications that use explicit placement must include code that explicitly:
■

Creates and finds the containers and databases in the storage hierarchy.

■

Defines and creates transient objects called clustering strategies to guide the
placement of persistent objects.

In contrast, when managed placement is used:
■

Containers and databases are created automatically.

■

All placement instructions are consolidated in a placement model, which is
external to any accessing application.

Encapsulating the placement design in a placement model means that your
team’s database designer can tune concurrency and distribution by changing the
placement model, while leaving your application code unchanged.
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Specifying Placement Information
You can specify application-specific placement information when you create a
new persistent object. The federated database’s placement model determines
whether and how this information is actually used to influence where the object
is placed. Placement information can consist of one or both of the following:
■

An existing persistent object, called a placement guide, for guiding the
placement of the new object.

■

A purpose indicator for activating specialized placement behavior.

You provide placement information in a call to operator new on a
persistence-capable class, as described in the following subsections.
Your development team’s database designer can tell you what placement
information, if any, is expected. No exception is thrown if the information you
specify does not meet the expectations of the placement model. For example, a
placement guide is simply ignored if it is not of the expected class or if no such
object is expected at all. Similarly, no exception is thrown if you omit placement
information when the placement model is configured to accept it.
NOTE

You must specify a placement guide when placing objects of persistence-capable
Objectivity/DB system classes such as the ooCollection subclasses and ooMap.

Specifying a Placement Guide
A placement guide is an existing persistent object that can help select the new
object’s location in the federated database’s storage hierarchy. Together, the class
of the new object and the class of the existing object are used to select the rule
that will place the new object.
If the placement model includes an appropriately configured rule, the new object
will be placed relative to the existing object. For example, such a rule could place
a new Wheel object near an existing Car object, possibly in the same container.
In most cases, a placement guide is an existing object that will eventually be
related to the new object through an association or a reference attribute. For
example, when creating a new Wheel object, an application might specify the
existing Car object that will eventually reference the new Wheel.
You specify a placement guide to operator new in one of two ways:
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■

As an object reference or handle to the existing persistent object.

■

As part of a transient object that also specifies a purpose indicator; see
“Specifying a Purpose Indicator” on page 272
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Specifying a Placement Guide

Assume that classes Car and Wheel are related to each other through a
bidirectional association defined in the DDL file.
The application code creates several persistent Car and Wheel objects. Each
Wheel object is created with a particular Car object as its placement guide; a
handle to the Car is passed as a parameter to operator new. A separate
statement links the Car and the new Wheel through the association.
In this example, the Car objects are created without any placement guide,
presumably because the placement of a Car object does not depend on any other
object.
// DDL file vehicles.ddl
class Car : public ooObj {

…
ooRef(Wheel) wheels[] <-> car;
}
class Wheel : public ooObj {

…
ooRef(Car) car <-> wheels[];
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicles.h"

…
ooHandle(Wheel) wheelH;
ooHandle(Car) carH;
carH = new Car("2ABC456");
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
// Create a persistent Wheel near Car 2ABC456
wheelH = new(carH) Wheel();
// Link the Wheel to its Car via bidirectional association
wheelH->setCar(carH);
}
carH = new Car("8XYZ543");
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
// Create a persistent Wheel near Car 8XYZ543
wheelH = new(carH) Wheel();
// Link the Wheel to its Car via bidirectional association
wheelH->setCar(carH);
}
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Syntactically, any existing persistent object can be specified as a placement guide.
If the class of the object you specify does not select any rule for the new object
being placed, the new object will simply be placed by a default rule.
Semantically, however, you should select the particular existing object that will
support the intended placement of the new object. Your team’s database designer
should be able to tell you whether objects of a particular class need be created
with a placement guide, and if so, which class of object to specify. If you are
familiar with the placement model, you can inspect the rule for placing objects of
the new object’s class; if that rule defines a placement relationship, then you choose
an appropriate object of the related object class specified in that relationship.
Your team’s database designer can also tell you when a placement guide is not
required—for example, because the new object is being placed independently of
any other existing persistent object.
NOTE

If you omit a placement guide when one is expected, the new object will be
placed by a default rule.

NOTE

An internal placement rule applies to persistence-capable Objectivity/DB system
classes such as the ooCollection subclasses and ooMap. This internal rule
requires that you specify an existing persistent object as a placement guide when
creating an instance of one of these classes. The existing object may be of any
type, and is normally the intended owner of the collection.

Specifying a Purpose Indicator
A purpose indicator is a string that can activate specialized placement behavior for
placing a new object. If the placement model contains multiple rules that could
apply to the new object, the purpose indicator serves as an identifier for selecting
which rule to use.
A purpose indicator typically describes something about the application’s reason
or circumstances for creating the new object. For example, an application could
specify a purpose such as "Compose" when a preliminary draft of the new object
is under construction; the selected rule might place the new object in an area
reserved just for the author. Later, when the object is complete, the application
could create a final version, and specify a purpose indicator such as "Publish";
this time, the selected rule might place the new version in a common area along
with persistent objects published by other authors.
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You use a placement-conditions object to specify a purpose indicator to
operator new. A placement-conditions object is an instance of class
Conditions.
EXAMPLE

The following statements show how to specify the purpose indicator "Compose"
to the operation that creates a persistent RentalContract object.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <objy/placement/Conditions.h>
#include "customerdata.h"

…
ooHandle(RentalContract) contractH;
// Set purpose string in a placement-conditions object.
objy::placement::Conditions conditions("Compose");
// Create a persistent contract
contractH = new(conditions) RentalContract();

Your team’s database designer should be able to tell you the circumstances under
which to specify a purpose indicator when creating new persistent objects, and
the exact string to specify under each circumstance. If you are familiar with the
placement model, you can inspect the rules section to look for folders that define
a purpose specialization.
When an application specifies no purpose indicator, or specifies a purpose
indicator that does not match any defined in the placement model, the new object
is placed by an unspecialized rule—that is, a rule that has no purpose
specialization defined for it.
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Enabling Storage-Location Preferences
When an application creates persistent objects that are placed in a new database
or container file, the new data file is created in one of the storage locations
registered in the main storage group. By default, storage locations are used in the
order in which they are listed in the main storage group. The ordering usually
starts with storage locations that are on or near the host on which the application
is running, to minimize the network distance between the application and the
files it accesses.
The default behavior is usually sufficient when all applications accessing the
federated database run on the same host or on hosts that are near each other on
the network. However, your application may be one of several that will access
the same federated database from geographically distant network nodes. In this
case, your team’s database designer usually provides application-specific
storage-location preferences to enable the application to prioritize the local storage
locations for the data files it produces. Storage-location preferences are provided
in a configuration file, which is an XML file with the filename extension
.config.
If storage-location preferences are to be used, you must enable your application
to load them by calling the static method ooObjy::enableConfiguration. You
typically add this call before the call to the ooObjy::startup static method.
The parameters you specify to ooObjy::enableConfiguration depend on
which technique your team’s database designer has chosen for making the
storage-location preferences available to your application:
■

■
■

As a machine-wide resource provided in the following file, where
installDir is the Objectivity/DB installation directory:
installDir/config/Machine.config
As an application-specific resource in a specified location.
As an application-specific resource passed to your executable through a
command-line option of the form:
-loadconfiguration fileName

NOTE
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Storage-location preferences can be provided through multiple configuration
files that are made available through any combination of the preceding
techniques.
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EXAMPLE

Enabling Storage-Location Preferences

The following call enables a configuration file to be specified to the application
through its command-line options:
int main(unsigned argc, const char* const argv[]) {
...
ooObjy::enableConfiguration(false, 0, argc, argv);
ooObjy::startup(...)
...
}

If the name of the application is myApp, you could invoke the application as
follows to specify the preferences.config file, where -options stands for
any other options the application may recognize:
myApp.exe -options -loadconfiguration preferences.config -options
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Objectivity/C++ provides a variety of classes for creating persistent collections. A
persistent collection is an aggregate persistent object that contains a variable
number of elements. You can use a persistent collection to organize a large
number of persistent objects for fast retrieval.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about persistent collections.

■

Referential integrity of a persistent collection.

■

Creating and building a persistent collection.

■

Properties of a persistent collection.

■

Defining and using custom comparators for scalable persistent collections.

■

Factors affecting collection performance.

Understanding Persistent Collections
Persistent collections are classified according to whether the order of the
elements is relevant:
■

The elements of an unordered collection are kept in an unspecified order; the
relative order of any particular pair of elements is subject to change.

■

The elements of an ordered collection are maintained in a particular order.
Ordered collections are further classified by how their order is determined.
❐

If elements are sorted according to some criteria of the elements
themselves, the collection is said to be sorted.

❐

If the operations that add elements to the collection determine their
order, the collection is simply said to be ordered (but not sorted).
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Scalability
A scalable persistent collection organizes its elements in segments that can be
accessed and resized independently of one another. This enables a scalable
collection to increase in size—up to millions of elements—with minimal
performance degradation.
A nonscalable persistent collection is appropriate for smaller numbers of elements
(up to about 10,000 elements) because it must fit entirely in virtual memory when
accessed or resized. Furthermore, a nonscalable collection and all its internal data
structures reside within a single container, reducing concurrent access to it
(although the elements in the collection may themselves reside in other
containers).
Objectivity/C++ persistent collections are implemented using three different
mechanisms:
■

Nonscalable unordered collections use a traditional hashing mechanism.

■

Scalable ordered collections use a kind of B-tree data structure.

■

Scalable unordered collections use an extendible hashing mechanism.

Persistent collection classes generally allow you to customize their comparison
and hashing mechanisms, as applicable. If you do this for a persistent collection
that is to be accessed by different applications, equivalent customizations must
be made in all of the accessing applications. The accessing applications can be
written in any Objectivity/DB programming interface.

Element Structure
Different kinds of persistent collections differ in the structure of their elements:
■

Lists and sets are persistent collections whose elements are individual
persistent objects. Elements of a list are always ordered and may include
duplicates or null elements; elements of a set may be either unordered or
sorted and may not include duplicates or null elements.

■

Maps (sometimes called dictionaries) are persistent collections that map keys
to values. The elements of a map are key-value pairs in which each key is
unique. The values in these pairs are persistent objects; the keys may be
either strings (name maps) or persistent objects (object maps). Elements of a
map may be either unordered or sorted.

A persistent collection is linked to the persistent objects it contains (its elements,
keys, and/or values) by object references.
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Summary of Persistent-Collection Classes
Objectivity/C++ provides the persistence-capable collection classes listed in the
following table.
Class

Used for

Description

ooTreeListX

List

Scalable ordered collection of persistent objects that can contain
duplicates and null elements.

ooHashSetX

Unordered set

Scalable unordered collection of persistent objects with no
duplicates and no null elements.

ooTreeSetX

Sorted set

Scalable sorted collection of persistent objects with no duplicates
and no null elements.

ooMap

Name map

Nonscalable unordered collection of key-value pairs in which the
key is a string and the value is a persistent object or null.
Maintains referential integrity.

ooHashMapX

Object map

Scalable unordered collection of key-value pairs in which the key
is a persistent object and the value is a persistent object or null.

ooTreeMapX

Sorted object map

Scalable sorted collection of key-value pairs in which the key is a
persistent object and the value is a persistent object or null.

All scalable collections are derived from the abstract class ooCollection.
Among the scalable collections:
■

The unordered collections are derived from the abstract class
ooHashBasedCollection.

■

The ordered collections are derived from the abstract class
ooTreeBasedCollection.

Your application must include:
■

The ooCollectionBase.h header file to use scalable persistent-collection
classes.

■

The ooMap.h header file to use the name-map class.
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Referential Integrity of a Collection
Referential integrity is a characteristic of a persistent collection that ensures that
the collection has object references only to objects that actually exist. Maintaining
referential integrity requires that, when an object is deleted, any object reference
from a persistent collection to the deleted object is removed. Name maps can
maintain referential integrity automatically; other kinds of persistent collections
cannot.

Name Maps
By default, a name map maintains referential integrity of its elements. That is, the
name map ensures that each object in the name map is a valid persistent object.
When a persistent object in a name map is deleted, Objectivity/DB automatically
removes the corresponding key-value pair from the name map.
After you create a name map and before you add any elements, you can call its
set_refEnable method to disable the automatic maintenance of its referential
integrity. When you do so, you reduce the overhead in adding and deleting
elements; however, you become responsible for ensuring that the name map
does not contain any dangling references to deleted objects.

Sets, Lists, and Object Maps
Sets, lists, and object maps do not maintain referential integrity. Before you
delete an object from the federated database, you are responsible for removing it
from any set, list, or object maps to which it belongs.
You can restore the referential integrity of any of these collections by calling its
removeAllDeleted method. If the collection contains object references to any
persistent objects that have been deleted, that method removes those references
to deleted objects from the collection.
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Creating a Persistent Collection
As is the case for any persistent object, you create a persistent collection during
an update transaction by calling the new operator on the appropriate collection
class. You then assign the pointer returned by new to a handle through which
you work with the persistent collection. See “Creating a Persistent Object” on
page 219.
The new operator enables you to specify information to guide the placement of
the new collection in the federated database. You must specify the intended
owner of the collection—the existing persistent object that will eventually
reference the new persistent collection through an attribute. See “Specifying
Placement Information” on page 270 for details.
EXAMPLE

This examples creates a persistent sorted set of Client objects and sets it as the
value of a reference attribute of an existing Company object. The new collection is
placed relative to the Company object.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
ooHandle(company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooTreeSetX) setH;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction

… // Set companyH to reference the Company object
// Create a new sorted set with default properties,
// and place it near the Company object
setH = new(companyH) ooTreeSetX();
// Set the clients attribute of the Company object
// to reference the new sorted set
companyH->clients = setH;

… // Add elements (Client objects) to the collection
session->commit();
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Depending on the kind of persistent collection, you can optionally specify
various collection properties to the class constructor to tune the collection’s
capacity and performance. For example, you can specify:
■

A nondefault comparator for a sorted collection (“Comparator of an Ordered
Collection” on page 290) or an unordered collection (see “Comparator of an
Unordered Collection” on page 295).

■

The bucket-size property of an unordered collection; see “Hash-Bucket Size
and Capacity” on page 292.

Building a Persistent Collection
You build a new persistent collection by calling its methods to add and remove
the desired elements, as described in the following subsections:
■

“Building a Set” on page 283

■

“Building a List” on page 284

■

“Building a Name Map” on page 285

■

“Building an Object Map” on page 286

For information about finding individual objects in a persistent collection, see
Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects.”
For information about iterating over the contents of the collection, see
Chapter 18, “Group Lookup of Persistent Objects.”
WARNING
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If you need to remove or change elements while iterating over the contents of a
collection, you must do so by calling methods of a scalable-collection iterator; see
“Modifying the Collection During Iteration” on page 365). The methods shown
in the sections below should not be used while iterating over the collection.
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Building a Set
A sorted set is an instance of ooTreeSetX; an unordered set is an instance of
ooHashSetX.
Adding elements:
■

Call a set’s add method to add a persistent object. The parameter is a handle
to the object to be added to the set. Because a set cannot contain duplicate
elements, this method returns oocFalse without modifying the set if you try
to add an object that is already an element of the set.

■

Call a set’s addAll method to add all elements from a specified set or list, or
to add all keys from a specified object map. The parameter is a handle to the
scalable collection whose elements or keys are to be added to the set.

Removing elements:
■

Call a set’s remove method to remove a persistent object. The parameter is a
handle to the object to be removed from the set.

■

Call a set’s removeAll method to remove all elements that are also elements
of a specified set or list or that are keys of a specified object map. The
parameter is a handle to the scalable collection whose elements or keys are to
be removed from the set.

■

Call a set’s retainAll method to retain only those elements that are also
elements of a specified set or list or that are keys of a specified object map,
deleting all other elements. The parameter is a handle to the scalable
collection whose elements or keys are to be retained in the set.

■

Call a set’s clear method to remove all elements it contains.

Testing elements:
■

Call a set’s contains method to test whether it contains a particular
persistent object. The parameter is a handle to the object to be tested.

■

Call a set’s isEmpty or notEmpty method to test whether it is empty
(contains no elements).

■

Call a set’s size method to get the number of elements it contains.
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Building a List
A list is an instance of ooTreeListX; its elements are ordered. An individual
element can be specified by its index within the list. Methods of ooTreeListX
allow you to add, remove, and test elements.
Adding elements:
■

Call a list’s add method to add a persistent object, passing a handle to the
object to be added to the list. One variant of this method allows you to
specify the index at which the new element is to be inserted; if you do not
specify an index, the element is added to the end of the list.

■

Call a list’s addFirst method to add a persistent object to the beginning of
the list. The parameter is a handle to the object to be added to the list.

■

Call a list’s addLast method to add a persistent object to the end of the list.
The parameter is a handle to the object to be added to the list.

■

Call a list’s addAll method to add all elements from a specified set or list, or
to add all keys from a specified object map; specify a handle to the scalable
collection whose elements or keys are to be added to the list. One variant of
this method allows you to specify the index at which the new elements are to
be inserted; if you do not specify an index, the elements are added to the end
of the list.

■

Call a list’s set method to replace an element of the list. The parameters are
the index of the element to be replaced and a handle to the object that is to
replace the existing element at the specified index.

Removing elements:
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■

Call a list’s remove method to remove a persistent object. The parameter is a
handle to the object to be removed from the list. If the list contains more than
one occurrence of the specified object, only the first occurrence is removed.

■

Call a list’s removeAll method to remove all elements that are also elements
of a specified set or list or that are keys of a specified object map. The
parameter is a handle to the scalable collection whose elements or keys are to
be removed from the list.

■

Call a list’s retainAll method to retain only those elements that are also
elements of a specified set or list or that are keys of a specified object map,
deleting all other elements. The parameter is a handle to the scalable
collection whose elements or keys are to be retained in the list.

■

Call a list’s removeRange method to remove all elements with indexes in the
specified range. The parameters are indexes of the first and last elements to
be removed.

■

Call a list’s clear method to remove all elements it contains.
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Testing elements:
■

Call a list’s contains method to test whether it contains a particular
persistent object. The parameter is a handle to the object to be tested.

■

Call a list’s isEmpty or notEmpty method to test whether it is empty
(contains no elements).

■

Call a list’s size method to get the number of elements it contains.

Building a Name Map
A name map is an instance of ooMap; its elements are key-value pairs in which
the key is a string (or name) and the value is a persistent object.
Adding elements:
■

Call a name map’s add method to add an element. The parameters are the
name and an object reference to the object to be named.
Note: This method throws an exception if the name map already contains an
element whose key is the specified name. You can call the name map’s
isMember method to test whether it already contains an element with a
particular name.

■

Call a name map’s forceAdd method to add elements quickly when you
initialize a newly created name map. The parameters are the name and an
object reference to the object to be named. It is your responsibility to ensure
that each added element has a unique name.
Note: This method is fast because it does not check whether added elements
have duplicate keys. You should call this method only if you are certain that
the name of the element being added is not already an existing key in the
name map. If you add more than one element with the same key, it is
indeterminate which element would be found when you look up the key or
when you replace or remove the element with the key.

■

Call a name map’s replace method to replace the persistent object that is
paired with a particular name. The parameters are the name and an object
reference to the object to be paired with that name. If the name map does not
already contain an element with the specified name, this method adds a new
element to the map.

Removing elements:
■

Call a name map’s remove method to remove a named object. The parameter
is the name of the element to be removed.

Testing elements:
■

Call a name map’s nElement method to get the number of elements it
contains.
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Building an Object Map
A sorted object map is an instance of ooTreeMapX; an unordered object map is
an instance of ooHashMapX. The elements of an object map are key-value pairs in
which both the key and the value are persistent objects. The two object-map
classes provide the same interface for adding, removing, and testing elements.
Adding elements:
■

Call an object map’s put method to add an element. The first parameter is a
handle to the key for the element to be added; the second parameter is a
handle to the value. See reference descriptions of:
❐
❐

ooTreeMapX::put
ooHashMapX::put

■

Call an object map’s add method to add an element with the specified key
and a null value. The parameter is a handle to the key.

■

Call an object map’s addAll method, passing a handle to an object map, to
add all elements from the specified object map. Call addAll, passing a
handle to a set or list, to add each element of that collection as a key paired
with a null value. See reference descriptions of:
❐
❐

ooTreeMapX::addAll
ooHashMapX::addAll

Whenever you add an element with a specified key, if the object map already
contains an element with that key, the value paired with that key is replaced;
otherwise, a new element is added.
Removing elements:
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■

Call an object map’s remove method to remove the element with the
specified key. The parameter is a handle to the key.

■

Call an object map’s removeAll method to remove elements whose keys are
also keys of a specified object map or that are elements of a specified set or
list. The parameter is a handle to the scalable collection that indicates which
elements should be removed from the object map.

■

Call an object map’s retainAll method to retain only those elements whose
keys are also keys of a specified object map or are elements of a specified set
or list, deleting all other elements. The parameter is a handle to the scalable
collection that indicates which elements should be retained in the object map.

■

Call an object map’s clear method to remove all elements it contains.
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Testing elements:
■

Call an object map’s containsKey method to test whether it contains a
particular persistent object as the key of some element. The parameter is a
handle to the object to be tested. See reference descriptions of:
❐
❐

■

ooTreeMapX::containsKey
ooHashMapX::containsKey

Call an object map’s containsValue method to test whether it contains a
particular persistent object as the value of some element. The parameter is a
handle to the object to be tested. See reference descriptions of:
❐
❐

ooTreeMapX::containsValue
ooHashMapX::containsValue

■

Call an object map’s isEmpty or notEmpty method to test whether it is
empty (contains no elements).

■

Call an object map’s size method to get the number of elements it contains.

Properties of a Collection
A collection has properties that affect its growth, storage size, and capacity, and
the runtime speed of access operations. The particular properties supported by
each collection class depend on how collections of that class are implemented.
Before you create a persistent collection of a given class, you should be familiar
with the relevant properties of that class. For information about these properties,
see:
■

“Properties of Nonscalable Unordered Collections” on page 287

■

“Properties of Scalable Ordered Collections” on page 289

■

“Properties of Scalable Unordered Collections” on page 291

Properties of Nonscalable Unordered Collections
Objectivity/C++ supports one type of nonscalable unordered collection, namely
name maps. Name maps are implemented with a traditional hashing mechanism:
■

The elements of a name map are stored in a hash table.

■

Hash values are computed from the key of each element.

The hash table of a name map can grow dynamically; however, increasing its size
requires rehashing the entire hash table.
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Growth Characteristics
When you create a name map, you can specify the following growth
characteristics of its hash table.
■

The initial number of bins (hash buckets). For optimal performance, the
number of hash buckets should always be a prime number.

■

The maximum average density, that is, the average number of elements per
hash bucket allowed before the hash table must be resized. The hash table is
resized whenever:
totalElements >= numberBins * maximumAverageDensity
The growth factor. This number gives the percentage by which the hash table
grows when it is resized. Each time the hash table is resized, the number of
hash buckets is increased by the growth factor, then rounded up to the
nearest prime number.

■

Hash Function
A name map hashes on the string keys of its elements. All name maps that the
application accesses use the same hash function. If desired, an application can
use its own hash function for name maps.
A hash function is an application-defined function that must conform to the
calling interface defined by the ooNameHashFuncPtr function-pointer type. The
function takes two parameters: the string from which to compute the hash value,
and the number of bins in the hash table. It returns the hash value for the
specified string, which must be between 0 and one less than the number of bins.
If you want to use an application-defined hashing function, you can install the
desired function by calling the ooMap::set_nameHashFunction static method,
passing a function pointer to the hashing function as the parameter.
EXAMPLE

The function myNameHash is an application-defined hash function for name
maps.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"
// DDL file myClasses.ddl
// includes <ooMap.h>

…
ooUInt32 myNameHash(const char *name, const ooUInt32 modulus)
{
// This function should return a value between 0 and modulus-1
…
}
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The following statement installs the function myNameHash as the application’s
hash function for name maps.
ooMap::set_nameHashFunction(myNameHash);

All applications that access a given name map must use the same hashing
function. If the applications that use a given name map are all implemented in
C++, they can all share the definition of the hashing function.
WARNING

Java applications cannot replace the default hashing function for name maps. If
your application needs to interoperate with Java applications, you must not
replace the default hashing function for name maps.

Properties of Scalable Ordered Collections
Scalable ordered collections (lists, sorted sets, and sorted object maps) are
implemented as variants of self-balancing binary-search trees (B-trees). The
B-tree organization supports efficient binary search and reduces the runtime
overhead of inserting elements into the middle of the collection.
An element’s position within the ordered collection is given by a zero-based
index.

B-Tree Structure
A B-tree is composed of one or more internal objects called nodes, which are
connected through parent-child relationships. The topmost parent node in the
B-tree is the root node, which is the ordered-collection object itself. At the bottom
level of the B-tree are leaf nodes. Each leaf node locates a group of the collection’s
elements; the indexes of the elements in each group are sequential within a
particular range, and the groups themselves are disjoint.
The B-tree for a small ordered collection can consist of a single node that serves
as both the root node and the only leaf node. The B-tree for a larger ordered
collection may consist of a root node that is the parent of multiple leaf nodes. For
a very large ordered collection, the B-tree typically has a root node that is the
parent of some number of internal nodes, which, in turn, may be the parents of
other internal nodes, and so on, forming one or more levels; the internal nodes at
the lowest level are the parents of the B-tree’s leaf nodes. Because a B-tree is
balanced, every leaf node is the same distance (number of levels) from the root
node.
Every node in the B-tree has a corresponding node-array. The node-array of each
leaf node contains object references to the elements of the collection that have
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indexes in the corresponding range. The node-array for an internal node contains
object references to the first leaf-node descendant along each branch from the
node. The ordered collection uses these object references to find the leaf node of
interest during a binary search—for example, when looking up a particular
element or determining where to add a new element.
B-tree nodes and their node-arrays are internal objects that the collection
manages automatically; you never create them or work with them directly.

Growth of an Ordered Collection
An ordered collection serves as the root node of its B-tree; no additional node is
required if all elements can be referenced from the node-array of the root node.
As elements are added to the collection, the collection may create additional
nodes to accommodate the new elements.
Whenever possible, a new element is added to an existing leaf node, causing the
new element’s object reference to be inserted into the corresponding node-array.
If adding a new element would cause the node-array of a leaf node to exceed the
size of a single storage page, that node-array is considered full. If the collection
cannot make room in the full node-array by shifting elements to adjacent leaf
nodes, a new leaf node is added (possibly along with some number of internal
nodes so the B-tree stays balanced).
The following factors affect the capacity of an ordered collection’s B-tree nodes,
and therefore influence the collection’s overall growth:
■

Storage-page size of the databases containing the nodes.

■

Whether the collection’s node-arrays store nondefault comparison data for
each element; see “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted Collection” on
page 301.

For example, an ordered collection stored in a database with large storage pages
can fit more object references in a single node-array than can a similar collection
that is stored in a database with small storage pages. All else being equal, if the
two collections have the same number of elements, the collection with the larger
node-arrays will have a shallower B-tree than the collection with the smaller
node-arrays.

Comparator of an Ordered Collection
Every sorted collection uses a comparator that controls how elements are sorted.
The comparator defines a total ordering to be used by the underlying B-tree:
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■

The default comparator for a sorted set sorts elements by increasing object
identifier.

■

The default comparator for a sorted object map sorts elements by increasing
object identifier of their keys.
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You can implement an alternative sorting criteria by defining a custom
comparator class. See “Custom Comparator Classes for Sorted Collections” on
page 296.
To use your own sorting criteria, you assign an instance of your custom
comparator class to a sorted collection when you create the collection. If you do
not assign a comparator explicitly, the collection uses the default comparator. For
additional information, see “Using a Custom Comparator” on page 316.

Properties of Scalable Unordered Collections
Scalable unordered collections (unordered sets and unordered object maps) are
implemented with an extendible hashing mechanism that allows the unordered
collection to increase in size with minimal performance degradation. Adding
elements may cause individual portions of the collection to be rehashed, but the
entire collection never needs to be rehashed.

Extendible Hashing Mechanism
You can think of the elements in a scalable unordered collection as being divided
into disjoint groups according to their hash values, so each group consists of just
the elements whose hash values are in a particular range. The collection’s
extendible hashing mechanism uses a two-level directory structure to locate
elements within these groups.
The collection’s top-level directory identifies the disjoint ranges of the elements’
hash values, and maps each range to a corresponding hash bucket. One or more
ranges may be mapped to the same hash bucket. Each hash bucket, in turn,
serves as a directory to those elements whose hash values are within the
corresponding range or ranges; every hash bucket is implemented as a hash table
into which the appropriate elements are hashed. Regardless of the size of the
collection, accessing an element requires one lookup in the top-level directory
and one lookup in the appropriate hash bucket.
NOTE

In this book, the term hash bucket always refers to one of the coordinated hash
tables in an extendible hashing mechanism; the term is never used to refer to a
position (slot) within a simple hash table.
The ranges into which hash values fall are determined by the high-order bits of
those values. Thus, the high-order bits of an element’s hash value are used to
select a particular hash bucket, and all of the hash value’s bits are used to select
the element’s position within that hash bucket.
The particular ranges of hash values change automatically over time as a
collection grows; see “Growth of an Unordered Collection” on page 293. At any
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given point, these ranges are recorded in the collection’s top-level directory. The
number of disjoint ranges is always a power of two; when the collection uses the
first N high-order bits of an element’s hash value to determine the element’s hash
bucket, the number of hash-value ranges identified by the top-level directory is
2**N.
Figure 12-1 illustrates the case where N is 2. The first two high-order bits of an
element’s hash value determine which of the 4 (2**2) hash buckets the element
belongs to.
Hash Buckets
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 00
Top-level
directory
00
01
10
11

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 01
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 10
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 11

Figure 12-1 Two-Level Directory of Extendible Hash Table

An unordered collection’s top-level directory and its hash buckets are persistent
objects that the collection creates as needed and uses internally; you never create
them or work with them directly.

Hash-Bucket Size and Capacity
Every scalable unordered collection has a bucket size property, which determines
the size of each of its hash buckets. This size is the maximum number of logical
pages on which a hash bucket can store the object references of the elements that
are hashed into it. The default bucket size is 100 logical pages. If you want to use
a different bucket size, you can specify the desired size as a parameter to the
constructor that creates the unordered collection object.
An unordered collection uses its bucket size property to compute the capacity of
each of its hash buckets, where the capacity is the maximum number of elements
a hash bucket can reference. Factors affecting the capacity of hash buckets are:
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■

Bucket size (maximum number of logical pages in a hash bucket).

■

Storage-page size of the databases containing the hash buckets.
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Whether the collection’s hash buckets store nondefault hash values for the
elements; see “Custom Comparator Classes for Unordered Collections” on
page 310.

An unordered collection created with the default bucket size can accommodate
millions of elements. If the expected number of elements in an unordered
collection is smaller, you can select a smaller bucket size for the collection.
Conversely, if the expected number of elements in the collection is larger, you
can specify a larger bucket size for the collection. Larger hash buckets can
improve performance for most collection operations, although adding to the
unordered collection will take longer when a hash bucket is full and needs to be
split into two hash buckets.

Growth of an Unordered Collection
A scalable unordered collection is created with one initial hash bucket (hash
table); no additional hash buckets are required if the entire range of elements can
be referenced from that hash bucket. As an unordered scalable collection grows
past the capacity of its existing hash buckets, new hash buckets are added.
Whenever possible, a new element is added to an existing hash bucket, causing
the new element’s object reference to be placed on one of the hash bucket’s
logical pages. If necessary, the hash bucket adds another logical page (up to its
maximum size) to accommodate the new object reference.
If adding a new element would cause the relevant hash bucket to exceed its
capacity, the collection creates a new hash bucket. The elements in the existing
(full) hash bucket are split between it and the new bucket, and an additional
high-order bit of the hash values is used in the top-level directory, doubling the
number of identified hash-value ranges.
For example, consider the unordered collection previously shown in Figure 12-1.
Suppose its third hash bucket has become full and an application needs to add an
element whose hash value starts with 10. The existing hash bucket is now used
for elements whose hash values start with 100 and a new hash bucket is added
for elements whose hash values start with 101. Figure 12-2 illustrates the hash
buckets after the new element is added.
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Hash Buckets
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 00
Top-level
directory
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 01
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 100
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 101
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 11

Figure 12-2 Adding the First New Hash Bucket

As Figure 12-2 shows, the split affects only the full hash bucket; the other hash
buckets are left unchanged. Although the top-level directory grows when it
doubles the number of hash-value ranges, some of its adjacent entries point to
the same hash bucket. In this case, a hash bucket may be added without
increasing the size of the top-level directory.
For example, suppose the first hash bucket in the Figure 12-2 has become full and
an application needs to add an element whose hash value starts with 00. The
existing hash bucket is now used for elements whose hash values start with 000,
and a new hash bucket is added for elements whose hash values start with 001.
The only change in the top-level directory is to map the existing ranges 000 and
001 to separate hash buckets.
Because hash buckets tend to fill and split at different times, it is normal for the
number of hash-value ranges in the top-level directory to be somewhat larger
than the actual number of hash buckets at any given point in time. If the hash
values of the elements are evenly distributed throughout their range (so they
vary in their high-order bits), then continued growth of the collection will
eventually balance the number of hash buckets with the number of entries in the
top-level directory. If, however, the hash values do not vary in their high-order
bits, the top-level directory will grow until it uses a number of high-order bits
that do vary, so the directory’s size will tend to grow much faster than the
number of hash buckets. (You can monitor the growth of a collection’s top-level
directory by calling the collection’s directorySize method.)
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Comparator of an Unordered Collection
Every scalable unordered collection uses a comparator that controls how an
element’s hash value is computed and how elements are tested for equality:
■

The default comparator for an unordered set computes an element’s hash
value from its object identifier. Two elements are equal if their object
identifiers are equal.

■

The default comparator for an unordered object map computes an element’s
hash value from the object identifier of its key. Two elements are equal if the
object identifiers of their keys are equal.

The default comparator for an unordered set or unordered map uses the
low-order 12 bits of an object identifier’s page number as the high-order bits of
each 32-bit hash value. These hash values work well unless a disproportionate
number of elements or keys are stored on the same page (or on pages with the
same page number), causing these elements or keys to be concentrated in a single
hash bucket.
You can implement an alternative hashing algorithm by defining a custom
comparator class. See “Custom Comparator Classes for Unordered Collections”
on page 310. To use your own hashing algorithm, you assign an instance of your
custom comparator class to a scalable unordered collection when you create the
collection. If you do not assign a comparator explicitly, the collection uses the
default comparator. For additional information, see “Using a Custom
Comparator” on page 316.

Defining a Custom Comparator Class
A comparator is a persistent object of a concrete derived class of ooCompare. It
provides a comparison method for ordering elements of scalable sorted
collections and a hashing method for computing the hash values for elements of
scalable unordered collections. (Lists and name maps do not use comparators.)
You can implement your own sorting or hashing behavior in a custom comparator
class; to do so, you define your own subclass of ooCompare and override the
compare and hash methods as appropriate. For details, see:
■

“Custom Comparator Classes for Sorted Collections” on page 296

■

“Custom Comparator Classes for Unordered Collections” on page 310

A custom comparator class can optionally support content-based lookup, which
enables you to find an element or key in a collection by supplying a piece of
lookup data to be matched by the found object. Lookup data typically consists of a
single attribute value or a combination of attribute values. For example, if you
have a set of Client objects, each with an accountNumber attribute, you could
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define a custom comparator class to enable your application to find a particular
client in the set by specifying the client’s account number. The custom
comparator would support lookup operations such as those described for sets
and object maps in Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects.”
Using a custom comparator has certain performance implications; see “Factors
Affecting Collection Performance” on page 319.

Custom Comparator Classes for Sorted Collections
If your application uses a sorted collection, you can define a custom comparator
class that does one or both of the following:
■

Enables the collection to sort its elements or keys based on nondefault
sorting criteria, typically using the values of one or more attributes of each
element or key. See “Customizing the Sort Order for a Sorted Collection”
below.

■

Enables the collection to use the nondefault sorting criteria to identify
elements or keys during content-based lookup—for example, so you can find
the element or key with particular values in its identifying attributes. See
“Supporting Content-Based Lookup in a Sorted Collection” on page 299.

If you plan to assign a custom comparator to a very large sorted collection, your
comparator class should additionally implement the performance optimizations
described in “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted Collection” on page 301.
A single custom comparator class can be defined for use with multiple sorted
collections. For the best results, however, a custom comparator class should be
designed specifically for sorted collections with elements (or keys) of a particular
class. For example, you should define separate comparator classes for sorted
collections of Client objects, for sorted collections of Person objects, and so on,
instead of defining a single comparator class to accommodate all these sorted
collections.

Customizing the Sort Order for a Sorted Collection
Elements in a sorted collection are ordered based on the sorting criteria
established by the compare method of its comparator. The first variant of that
method compares two persistent objects and indicates their relative order in the
collection. This variant is called when a collection method adds a new element or
key to the collection, to determine the order of the new element or key relative to
an existing element or key in the collection. This variant is also called by
collection methods that must find a specified persistent object among the existing
elements or keys in the collection (for example, to remove that object as an
element or key from the collection).
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In your custom comparator class, you override the first variant of the compare
method to compare two persistent objects based on whatever sorting criteria you
choose. Handles to these objects are passed as parameters to the compare
method. Your overriding method should:
■

Cast the handles to the appropriate handle class.

■

Obtain the comparison data to be used for sorting the objects—typically, the
values of one or more attributes of each object, although comparison data can
be computed in some other way.

■

Implement a means of determining whether the comparison data of one
object is less than, equal to, or greater than the comparison data of the second
object. The object with the lesser comparison data sorts before the object with
the greater comparison data.

■

Return a negative integer if the first object is less than (sorts before) the
second; 0 if the two objects are equal; and a positive integer if the first object
is greater than (sorts after) the second.

This variant of the compare method must impose a total ordering on objects; that
is, it must indicate that two different objects are different even if they have the
same values for their comparison data. As a consequence, unless different objects
are guaranteed to have different values for their comparison data, the overriding
compare method should call the inherited compare method for objects whose
comparison data is equal. The inherited method compares object identifiers, so it
considers two objects equal only if they have the same object identifiers. If, for
example, two objects have the same combination of attribute values, they are
then ordered by their object identifiers. This technique is illustrated in “Sample
Comparator for Sorting String Data” on page 306.
EXAMPLE

The custom comparator class CompAccount compares objects of the class Client
and its derived classes. The class Client represents a company’s client
companies. The accountNo attribute of this class is a unique account number, and
is selected by the custom comparator as the comparison data.
Class CompAccount assumes that the handles passed to its compare method are
handles to Client objects. Consequently, a comparator of class CompAccount
could be used either by a sorted set of Client objects or by a sorted object map
whose keys are Client objects, but not by a sorted collection that has elements
or keys of some other class.
The initial version of class CompAccount does not support content-based lookup,
so the second variant of compare is omitted here. (This variant will be redefined
in the next section.)
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// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
class Client : public ooObj {
public:
ooUInt32 accountNo;
… ;
};
// Comparator for sorting Clients by their account numbers
class CompAccount : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
};

// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
// Compare two Client objects, sorting by accountNo
int CompAccount::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {
const ooHandle(Client) &client1H =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Client)&>(obj1H);
ooUInt32 v1 = client1H->accountNo;
const ooHandle(Client) &client2H =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Client)&>(obj2H);
ooUInt32 v2 = client2H->accountNo;
if (v1 < v2)
return -1;
else if (v1 == v2)
return 0;
else
// v1 > v2
return 1;
} // End compare method - variant 1
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Supporting Content-Based Lookup in a Sorted Collection
A custom comparator class that defines nondefault sorting criteria for a sorted
collection can optionally enable the collection to make use of the same sorting
criteria when searching for one of its elements or keys. For example, the custom
comparator for a sorted collection of Client elements could sort those elements
according to their account numbers, and then enable you to specify the account
number of a particular Client element to:
■

Look up that element in the collection.

■

Test whether the collection contains that element.

■

Remove that element from the collection.

If you want your comparator class to support the use of lookup data to identify
an element or key in a sorted collection, you must override the second variant of
the compare method. This variant is called when a collection method (or a
scalable-collection iterator method) is looking up an element or key that is
identified by data passed through the method’s const void* parameter. The
lookup data typically consists of a single attribute value or a combination of
attribute values.
In your custom comparator class, you override the second variant of the
compare method to compare the data being used for the lookup to the

comparison data of some existing persistent object in the collection. A handle to
this object, plus the transient lookup data, are passed as parameters to the
compare method. Your overriding method should:

EXAMPLE

■

Cast the handle to the appropriate handle class, and cast the lookup data
from const void*& to an appropriate type.

■

Obtain the comparison data that was used for sorting the persistent object
referenced by the handle.

■

Determine whether the lookup data is less than, equal to, or greater than the
comparison data of the referenced persistent object. (Use the same sorting
criteria you implemented in the first variant of compare.)

■

Return a negative integer if the object’s comparison data is less than the
lookup data; 0 if the values are equal; and a positive integer if the object’s
comparison data is greater than the lookup data. A return value of 0
indicates that a match exists; a nonzero value causes the search to continue.

The comparator class CompAccount from the previous section has been
augmented to override variant 2 of the compare method, as shown below.
A comparator of class CompAccount now enables the collection to find a Client
object by looking up its account number. The example on page 406 illustrates its
use with a sorted object map.
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// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
… // Client class, declared as in the example on page 297
// Comparator for sorting Clients by their account numbers
class CompAccount : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
// Compare two Client objects, sorting by accountNo
int CompAccount::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {
… // Defined as in the example on page 297
} // end compare method - variant 1
// Compare a Client object to the specified account number
int CompAccount::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const {
const ooHandle(Client) &clientH =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Client)&>(obj1H);
ooUInt32 v1 = clientH->accountNo;
const ooUInt32 v2 =
*reinterpret_cast<const ooUInt32*>(lookupVal);
if (v1 < v2)
return -1;
else if (v1 == v2)
return 0;
else
// v1 > v2
return 1;
} // End compare method - variant 2
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For simplicity, the preceding example uses a single numeric attribute to identify
a Client object. In general, however, the lookup data can consist of any number
of attributes, and the attributes can be of any data types.
If the lookup data consists of a combination of attributes, the application must
pack the desired values for those attributes together in some way to form the
lookup data, so a pointer to that data can be passed to the relevant collection
method. The compare method must unpack the attribute values appropriately.
Following are two possible alternative techniques for accomplishing this:
■

The application might create a transient Client object with its identifying
attributes set to the desired lookup values; the compare method would
compare the identifying attributes of this transient object with the identifying
attributes of the object being tested. This technique is illustrated in “Sample
Comparator for Sorting String Data” on page 306.

■

The application might create a struct whose fields contain the values for
the various identifying attributes; the compare method would compare each
field of the struct to the corresponding attribute of the object being
compared.

Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted Collection
A custom comparator class that defines nondefault sorting criteria for a sorted
collection can provide an optimization for the collection to use during sorting
and lookup operations. This optimization can significantly enhance the
performance of the collection methods that determine a sort order for a specified
persistent object or perform content-based lookup of an element or key.
NOTE

Although not required, this optimization is highly recommended for custom
comparator classes intended for large sorted collections—collections expected to
have 100,000 or more elements or keys.
A comparator supports optimization for a sorted collection by representing a
subset of the comparison data for each element or key as a comparison array of
32-bit integers. When the collection adds a new element or key, it stores the
corresponding comparison array in the node-arrays of the relevant B-tree nodes,
along with the object reference to the new element or key. When the collection
needs to look up an element or key, the comparator extracts a comparison array
from the persistent object or the transient lookup data that was specified to the
method requesting the lookup; the collection then uses the extracted array to
perform a fast, preliminary ordering comparison against the arrays stored for
existing elements.
Whenever possible, the collection determines the relative ordering of elements
based on the comparison arrays alone. If the comparison array for an element is
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insufficient for determining the element’s order (because two or more elements
have identical comparison arrays stored for them), the collection obtains the
complete comparison data for the element in the usual (nonoptimized) way—by
calling the compare method of the comparator.
The use of comparison arrays can greatly reduce the amount of I/O required
during a sorting or lookup operation, by reducing the number of persistent
objects that must be opened to obtain comparison data; in most cases, the
collection can perform the necessary comparisons simply by reading B-tree
nodes into the Objectivity/DB cache. In contrast, without the optimization, the
comparator must always open existing elements or keys to get their complete
comparison data, which can greatly increase I/O (especially if the objects being
opened are distributed throughout the federated database).
NOTE

If you can guarantee that every element of a particular sorted collection will have
a unique comparison array, you can maximize the performance benefit of
comparison arrays by creating the collection so that it always uses comparison
arrays alone. That is, when the collection encounters two identical comparison
arrays, it automatically considers the corresponding persistent objects to be equal
without opening those objects to obtain further comparison data for the
comparator to evaluate. For information about creating such a collection, see the
ooTreeSetX and ooTreeMapX constructors.
Specifying the Size of a Comparison Array
If you want your custom comparator class to support comparison arrays, you
must override its comparisonArraySize method to specify the size of the
comparison arrays to be stored by the sorted collection.
The comparison-array size is the same for every element or key of the sorted
collection using the comparator, regardless of the actual length of the complete
comparison data. Typically, the comparison data for some elements or keys will
fit entirely within the comparison array, and the comparison data for other
elements or keys will be truncated to fit the comparison array. You should
choose a comparison-array size that allows most elements or keys in the
collection to have unique comparison arrays. That is, even if the comparison
array for an element truncates the data, the comparator should be able to use the
array to determine the element’s order relative to most of the other elements in
the collection.
Populating a Comparison Array
In a custom comparator class that supports comparison arrays, you override the
setComparisonArrayFromObject and setComparisonArrayFromKey
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methods to populate the comparison arrays with comparison data or lookup
data:
■

The setComparisonArrayFromObject method is called whenever the
sorted collection either adds a specified persistent object as a new element or
key, or looks up an existing element or key that matches a specified
persistent object. This method obtains the object’s comparison data and
represents that data as a comparison array.

■

The setComparisonArrayFromKey method is called whenever the sorted
collection looks up an element or key using transient data specified by the
application. This method represents the lookup data as a comparison array.

Each overriding method should:
■

Prepare the data to be represented:
❐

In setComparisonArrayFromObject, cast the handle to the
appropriate handle class, and use that handle to obtain the object’s
comparison data.

❐

In setComparisonArrayFromKey, cast the lookup data from
const void*& to an appropriate type.

■

Populate the provided comparison array with as much of the comparison
data or lookup data as will fit.

■

Set any trailing comparison-array entries to 0.

The resulting comparison array should function as high-order sorting criteria; for
example, if the comparison data being used is a Person object’s last name, and
the comparison-array size is 5, then the comparison array for a particular Person
object should contain integers representing the first 5 characters of that person’s
last name (and not, say, the last 5 characters). More generally:
■

The comparison array for any particular element or key may be identical to
the comparison array for another element or key of the same collection,
although the greater the number of unique comparison arrays, the greater
the optimization. (Nonunique comparison arrays are resolved by the
comparator’s compare method.)

■

A bitwise comparison of two unique comparison arrays should return the
same result as does the compare method when processing the complete
comparison data represented by those arrays. For example, if the last names
of two Person objects are represented as two unique comparison arrays,
then a bitwise comparison of those arrays should sort the Person objects in
the same relative order as would a comparison of the complete last names
performed by the comparator’s compare method.

If the comparison/lookup data to be represented consists of a sequence of values
that are each smaller than 32 bits, you can pack multiple values into a single
32-bit integer representation. For example, four 8-bit characters can be packed
into a single 32-bit comparison-array entry. To ensure consistent results across
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architectures with different byte orderings, you should use arithmetic shift
operations to position 8-bit or 16-bit values within a 32-bit comparison-array
entry; see “Sample Comparator for Sorting String Data” on page 306. You should
avoid using the comparison array’s index operators for this purpose, because
their behavior is endian-dependent.
EXAMPLE

The comparator class CompAccount from the previous section has been extended
to override the methods that support comparison arrays. Because the comparison
data for each Client is an account number, which is a single 32-bit integer, the
comparison-array size is set to 1.
A comparator of class CompAccount now enables the collection to store and use
comparison arrays when sorting Client objects by account number or finding a
Client object by looking up its account number. The example on page 406
illustrates the use of this comparator with a sorted object map.
// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
… // Client class, as defined in the example on page 297
// Comparator for sorting Clients by their account numbers,
// with support for comparison arrays
class CompAccount : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;
virtual unsigned comparisonArraySize() const;
virtual void setComparisonArrayFromObject(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const;
virtual void setComparisonArrayFromKey(
const void *lookupVal,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const;
};
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
int CompAccount::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {
… // Defined as in the example on page 297
} // end compare - variant 1
int CompAccount::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const {
… // Defined as in the example on page 299
} // end compare - variant 2
// Set the size of every comparison array to 1
unsigned CompAccount::comparisonArraySize() const {
return 1;
}
// Represent a Client object’s accountNo as a comparison array
void CompAccount::setComparisonArrayFromObject(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const
{
const ooHandle(Client) &clientH =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Client)&>(obj1H);
comparisonArray[0] = clientH->accountNo;
};
// Represent a specified accountNo as a comparison array
void CompAccount::setComparisonArrayFromKey(
const void *lookupVal,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const
{
const ooUInt32 v1 =
*reinterpret_cast<const ooUInt32*>(lookupVal);
comparisonArray[0] = v1;
};
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Sample Comparator for Sorting String Data
The example in this section defines a custom comparator class that uses strings as
the comparison data for sorting the elements or keys of a sorted collection. This
custom comparator class also supports a comparison-array optimization.
EXAMPLE

The comparator class CompNames compares two Person objects, sorting by last
name, then first name. A comparator of this class could be used by a sorted set of
Person objects or by a sorted object map whose keys are Person objects.
Because it is possible for two different Person objects to have the same first and
last names, when the first variant of the CompNames::compare method finds
that both objects have the same names, it calls the inherited
ooCompare::compare method to compare their object identifiers.
Because a combination of attributes (first and last names) is used to identify a
person to be looked up, the second variant of CompNames::compare expects to
receive a pointer to a transient Person object in which the application has set the
appropriate attributes with the desired values.
The optimization supported by this comparator class is a comparison array of 5
32-bit integers, into which up to 20 8-bit characters of comparison data can be
packed. The array starts with the characters of a last name, and, as space permits,
continues with a 0 separator, characters of the first name, and then trailing 0’s.
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// DDL file person.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
class Person : public ooObj {
public:
ooVString lastName;
ooVString firstName;
… ;
};
class CompNames : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;
virtual unsigned comparisonArraySize() const;
virtual void setComparisonArrayFromObject(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const;
virtual void setComparisonArrayFromKey(
const void *lookupVal,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const;
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "person.h"

…
// Compare two Person objects
int CompNames::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {
const ooHandle(Person) &pers1H =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Person)&>(obj1H);
const ooHandle(Person) &pers2H =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Person)&>(obj2H);
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const char *s1 = pers1H->lastName;
const char *s2 = pers2H->lastName;
int compareValue = strcmp(s1, s2);
if (compareValue != 0)
return compareValue;
else {
// s1 = s2; objects have same last name
s1 = pers1H->firstName;
s2 = pers2H->firstName;
compareValue = strcmp(s1, s2);
if (compareValue != 0)
return compareValue;
else {
// s1 = s2; objects also have same first name
// Compare the objects by their OIDs
return ooCompare::compare(obj1H, obj2H);
}
} // End else objects have same last name
} // End compare method - variant 1
// Compare a persistent Person object to a transient
// Person object containing the identifying names
int CompNames::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const {
const ooHandle(Person) &persH =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Person)&>(obj1H);
const Person &names =
*reinterpret_cast<const Person*&>(lookupVal);
const char *s1 = persH->lastName;
const char *s2 = names.lastName;
int compareValue = strcmp(s1, s2);
if (compareValue != 0)
return compareValue;
else {
// s1 = s2; last names match
s1 = persH->firstName;
s2 = names.firstName;
return strcmp(s1, s2);
}
} // End compare method - variant 2
// Set the size of every comparison array to 5
unsigned CompNames::comparisonArraySize() const {
return 5;
} // End comparisonArraySize method
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// Represent a Person object’s last and first names in a
// comparison array. Use 0 to separate the two names.
void CompNames::setComparisonArrayFromObject(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const {
const ooHandle(Person) &persH =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Person)&>(obj1H);
const char *lName = persH->lastName();
const char *fName = persH->firstName();
// Populate the comparison array with characters from names
unsigned s = comparisonArraySize();
bool addedZeroSeparator = false;
// Set each entry of the array
for (int i = 0; i < s; i++) {
// Initialize each array entry to 0
comparisonArray[i] = 0;
// Pack a 32-bit array entry with 4 8-bit characters
for (int j = 0; j < 4; j++) {
comparisonArray[i] = (comparisonArray[i] << 8);
if (*lName != '\0')
comparisonArray[i] =
comparisonArray[i] | *(unsigned char*)lName++;
else if (*fName != '\0') {
if (addedZeroSeparator)
comparisonArray[i] =
comparisonArray[i] |
*(unsigned char*)fName++;
else
addedZeroSeparator = true;
}
}; // end pack a 32-bit entry
}; // end set array entries
}; // end setComparisonArrayFromObject method
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// Represent the specified last and first names in a
// comparison array. Use 0 to separate the two names.
void CompNames::setComparisonArrayFromKey(
const void *lookupVal,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const {
const Person &names =
*reinterpret_cast<const Person*&>(lookupVal);
const char *lName = names.lastName;
const char *fName = names.firstName;
// Populate the comparison array with characters from names
// as in setComparisonArrayFromObject method of this class

…
}; // end setComparisonArrayFromKey method

Custom Comparator Classes for Unordered Collections
If your application uses a scalable unordered collection, you can define a custom
comparator class that does one or both of the following:
■

Enables the collection to hash its elements or keys based on nondefault data,
typically by computing a hash value from the values of one or more
attributes of each element or key. See “Customizing the Hashing of an
Unordered Collection” below.

■

Enables the collection to use nondefault hashing data to identify elements or
keys during content-based lookup—for example, so you can find the element
or key with particular values in the attributes that were used for hashing. See
“Supporting Content-Based Lookup in an Unordered Collection” on
page 313.

A single custom comparator class can be defined for use with multiple
unordered collections. For the best results, however, a custom comparator class
should be designed specifically for unordered collections with elements (or keys)
of a particular class. For example, you should define separate comparator classes
for unordered collections of Client objects, for unordered collections of Person
objects, and so on, instead of defining a single comparator class to accommodate
all these sorted collections.
NOTE
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When an unordered collection uses a custom comparator, it stores the nondefault
hash value for each element or key in the relevant hash bucket, along with the
object reference to that element or key. This extra storage optimizes performance
by minimizing the amount of I/O required during add and lookup operations.
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Customizing the Hashing of an Unordered Collection
An unordered collection computes hash values for its elements by calling the
hash method of its comparator. The first variant of that method computes the
hash value for a specified persistent object. This variant is called when a
collection method adds a new element or key to the collection. This variant is
also called by collection methods that must find a specified persistent object
among the existing elements or keys in the collection (for example, to remove
that object as an element or key from the collection).
In your custom comparator class, you override the first variant of the hash
method to compute hash values for a persistent object using whatever criteria or
algorithm you choose. A handle to the object is passed as a parameter to the
hash method. Your overriding method should:
■

Cast the handle to the appropriate handle class.

■

Obtain the data to be used for computing the hash value—typically, the
values of one or more attributes of the object, although the hash value can be
computed from some other data.

■

Implement the hashing algorithm.

■

Return the 32-bit integer hash value.

The high-order bits of a hash value are used to select a hash bucket. All bits of the
hash value are used to select a position within the hash bucket. Your hash
method should distribute hash values throughout the range of 32-bit integers. In
particular, the distribution of the high-order bits among the hash values should
be relatively even. For example, if you use sequence numbers such as 1, 2, 3, 4,
and so on, as the hash values, all the hash values would have zeros for their
high-order bits, so all the elements would be hashed to the same hash bucket. In
contrast, multiplying each of the sequence numbers by some large constant such
as 1000000 would yield hash values that vary in their high-order bits.
You also override the compare method to compare two persistent objects for
equality, typically based on the same criteria that are used to hash them. When an
unordered collection finds an element or key at a position indicated by a hash
value, the compare method is called to determine whether the found object
matches a persistent object specified by the application.
EXAMPLE

The comparator class CompSSN hashes objects of the class Employee and its
derived classes. The class Employee represents people employed by a particular
company in the United States; the SSN attribute of this class is a string
representation of employee’s Social Security Number (SSN).
The hash method of CompSSN uses a utility function to convert the SSN string to
a 32-bit integer to be used as the hash value. The compare method of CompSSN
compares the social security numbers of two objects.
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Class CompSSN assumes that the handles passed to its methods are handles to
Employee objects. Consequently, a comparator of class CompSSN could be used
by an unordered set of Employee objects or by an unordered object map whose
keys are Employee objects, but not by an unordered collection that has elements
or keys of some other class.
// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
class Employee : public ooObj {
public:
ooVString SSN;
… ;
}; // End class Employee
class CompSSN : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int hash(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
}; // End class CompSSN
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
// Utility function to convert a string SSN to integer
int ssnStringToInt(const ooVString &ssn)
{
int s1, s2, s3;
const char *str = ssn;
sscanf(str, "%3d-%2d-%4d", &s1, &s2, &s3);
return s1 * 1000000 + s2 * 10000 + s3;
} // End ssnStringToInt
// Compute a hash value from Employee’s SSN
int CompSSN::hash(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const
{
const ooHandle(Employee) &empH =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Employee)&>(objH);
return ssnStringToInt(empH->SSN);
} // End hash method - variant 1
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// Compare two Employees by SSN
int CompSSN::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const
{
const ooHandle(Employee) &emp1H =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Employee)&>(obj1H);
const char *v1 = emp1H->SSN;
const ooHandle(Employee) &emp2H =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Employee)&>(obj2H);
const char *v2 = emp2H->SSN;
return strcmp(v1, v2);
} // End compare method - variant 1

Supporting Content-Based Lookup in an Unordered Collection
A comparator class for unordered collections can optionally provide the ability to
identify an element or key using the data from which its hash value is computed.
For example, the custom comparator for an unordered collection of Employee
elements could hash those elements based on their social security numbers, and
then enable you to specify the social security numbers of a particular Employee
element to:
■

Look up that element in the collection.

■

Test whether the collection contains that element.

■

Remove that element from the collection.

If you want your comparator class to support the use of lookup data to identify
an element or key of an unordered collection, you must:
■

Override the second variant of the hash method to compute a hash value
from data that identifies the persistent object. This variant is called when a
collection method (or a scalable-collection iterator method) is looking up an
element or key identified by data passed through the method’s
const void* parameter.

■

Override the second variant of the compare method to compare the data
being used for the lookup to the corresponding data of some existing
persistent object in the collection. This variant is called to verify that an
element or key found during a lookup is in fact the desired object.
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In this example, the comparator class CompSSN has been modified to identify an
object of the class Employee based on its SSN attribute. The example on page 399
illustrates its use with an unordered set.
// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
class CompSSN : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int hash(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;
virtual int hash(const void *&lookupVal) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
// Utility function to convert a string SSN to integer
int ssnStringToInt(ooVString &ssn) {
… // Defined as in the example on page 312
}
// Compute a hash value from Employee’s SSN
int CompSSN::hash(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const {
… // Defined as in the example on page 312
} // End hash method - variant 1
// Compute a hash value from string containing SSN
int CompSSN::hash(const void *&lookupVal) const
{
const ooVString ssnStr =
reinterpret_cast<const ooVString*>(lookupVal);
return ssnStringToInt(ssnStr);
} // End hash method - variant 2
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// Compare two Employees by SSN
int CompSSN::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {
… // Defined as in the example on page 313
} // End compare method - variant 1
// Compare an Employee to the specified SSN string
int CompSSN::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const
{
const ooHandle(Employee) &empH =
static_cast<const ooHandle(Employee)&>(obj1H);
const char *v1 = empH->SSN;
const char *v2 = reinterpret_cast<const char*>(lookupVal);
return strcmp(v1, v2);
} // End compare method - variant 2

For simplicity, the preceding example uses a single string attribute to identify an
Employee object. In general, however, the lookup data can consist of any number
of attributes of any data types.
If the lookup data consists of a combination of attributes, the application must
pack the desired values for those attributes together in some way to form the
lookup data, so a pointer to that data can be passed to the collection method
needing to identify an element or a key by its component data. The compare and
hash methods must unpack the attribute values appropriately. Following are
two possible alternative techniques for accomplishing this:
■

The application might create a transient Employee object with its identifying
attributes set to the desired lookup values. The compare method would
compare the identifying attributes of this transient object with the identifying
attributes of the object being tested; the hash method would compute a hash
value from the identifying attributes of the transient object.

■

The application might create a struct whose fields contain the values for
the various identifying attributes. The compare method would compare each
field of the struct to the corresponding attribute of the object being
compared; the hash method would compute a hash value from the fields as
if they were values of the corresponding attributes.
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Using a Custom Comparator
To use a comparator of an application-defined comparator class, you create it
and assign it to a scalable collection. When you have assigned a comparator to a
collection, the collection uses the comparator. You do not access a collection’s
comparator or call a comparator’s methods explicitly.
Special care may be required when modifying objects in the collection; see
“Modifying Objects in the Collection” on page 317.

Creating a Comparator
To create a comparator, you instantiate your comparator class with a call to the
new operator. As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether a
comparator is to be transient or persistent when you create it; comparators must
be persistent. You assign the pointer returned by new to a handle through which
you work with the comparator. See “Creating a Persistent Object” on page 219.
The new operator enables you to specify information to guide the placement of
the new comparator in the federated database. You should specify the same
placement information for both the comparator and the scalable collection that
will use it. See “Specifying Placement Information” on page 270 for details.
A persistent collection references its comparator. Your application should not
explicitly save any comparator. For example, you should not add a comparator
to a persistent collection or reference a comparator in an attribute of a persistent
object. Typically, an application uses only comparators that it creates
dynamically; it does not explicitly look up a particular comparator in the
federated database.

Assigning a Comparator to a Collection
After creating the comparator, you can assign it to a collection that needs to use
the comparator’s particular comparison and hashing algorithms.
You assign a comparator to a collection by passing a handle to the comparator as
a parameter to the constructor that creates the collection.
Do not assign the same comparator instance to more than one collection. If the
same custom comparator behavior is needed by multiple collections, you should
create multiple persistent instances of the comparator class, one for each
collection.
NOTE
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When a collection has been created, you cannot set or change its comparator.
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This example creates an unordered set that uses a comparator of the CompSSN
class, which is defined on page 311.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooCompare) comparatorH;
ooHandle(ooHashSetX) setH;
…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
… // Set companyH to reference the Company object
// Create the comparator and place it near the Company object
comparatorH = new(companyH) CompSSN();
// Create the set, placing it near the Company object, and
// assigning the comparator to it
setH = new(companyH) ooHashSetX(comparatorH);
// Set the employees attribute of the Company object
// to reference the new unordered set
companyH->employees = setH;

…
session->commit();

Modifying Objects in the Collection
A collection’s comparator may affect how an application modifies objects in the
collection.
■

If a sorted collection’s comparator sorts elements on the basis of some
attribute of an object, modifications to an element of a sorted set or to the key
of an element in a sorted object map might cause the element’s appropriate
order in the collection to be changed. To make such a modification, you must
first remove the affected element from the collection. After making the
desired modification, you can add the element back to the collection, which
inserts it at its (new) correct position.

■

If an unordered collection’s comparator computes hash value on the basis of
some attribute of an object, modifications to an element of an unordered set
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or to the key of an element in an unordered object map might cause the
element’s hash value to be modified. To make such a modification, you must
first remove the affected element from the collection. After making the
desired modification, you can add the element back to the collection, which
assigns it the (new) correct hash value.

Deleting a Comparator of a Collection
When you delete a persistent collection that uses a custom comparator, you must
delete the custom comparator explicitly; deleting the collection does not delete
the custom comparator automatically. You should delete a custom comparator
only after you have deleted all collections that use it; you cannot assign a new
comparator to a collection to replace one that was deleted prematurely.

Comparators and Interoperability
If a persistent collection uses a custom comparator, the data for the collection in
the federated database includes an object reference to the comparator. Any
application that finds the collection will also find its comparator. As a
consequence, any application that finds the comparator must include a
comparator class with the same name as the comparator’s class.
Objectivity/DB provides persistent storage for data only, not for methods, so the
federated database does not store compare and hash methods of the comparator.
The comparator class in the retrieving application must include implementations
for those methods; furthermore, those methods must use the same sorting criteria
and the same hashing algorithm as the application that stored the collection.
WARNING

Data corruption may occur if applications share a collection but use different
compare and hash methods for the collection’s comparator.
If the applications that use a given persistent collection are all implemented in
the same language (for example, C++), they can all share the definition of the
comparator class. If the applications are written in different languages (for
example, some in C++ and some in Java), their comparator classes must use
equivalent comparison and hashing algorithms.
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Factors Affecting Collection Performance
A persistent collection’s performance is measured by the amount of disk storage
it occupies and by the runtime speed of operations that add or look up its
elements. The main factors affecting a collection’s performance are:
■

“Collection Size” on page 319

■

“Comparator Usage” on page 319

■

“Capacity of Internal Objects” on page 320

Collection Size
The performance impact of a collection’s size (number of elements) is as follows:
■

For a collection of up to 10,000 elements, a name map (ooMap) or an ordered
collection (ooTreeSetX, ooTreeMapX, ooTreeList) uses storage space more
efficiently and performs its operations faster than a scalable unordered
collection (ooHashSetX or ooHashMapX).

■

For a collection of more than 10,000 elements, an ordered collection is
generally faster and more efficient than an unordered collection, particularly
if you need to access the elements in a particular order. However, when
ordered access is not required, an unordered collection using an optimal
hashing algorithm requires fewer disk reads and therefore performs faster.
(An optimal hashing algorithm gives a high degree of variation in the
high-order bits of hash values.)

Comparator Usage
In general, a scalable persistent collection using a default comparator requires
less storage space and performs faster than if it used a custom comparator. You
should therefore use a custom comparator only if your application requires the
functionality it provides, such as the ability to perform content-based lookup.
You can minimize or even eliminate the performance impact of a custom
comparator on a sorted collection by using a comparator that supports
comparison arrays; see “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted Collection” on
page 301. If you can guarantee that every element of a particular sorted collection
will have a unique comparison array, you can maximize the performance benefit
by creating the collection so that it always uses comparison arrays alone to
determine the relative sort order of elements, without opening any objects to
obtain further comparison data. For information about creating such a collection,
see the ooTreeSetX and ooTreeMapX constructors.
You can minimize the performance impact of a custom comparator on an
unordered collection by using a comparator that implements an optimal hashing
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algorithm (a hashing algorithm that gives a high degree of variation in the
high-order bits of the hash values).

Capacity of Internal Objects
The capacity of a collection’s internal objects (B-tree nodes or hash buckets) is the
maximum number of elements that can be referenced by any node or bucket; see
“Growth of an Ordered Collection” on page 290 and “Hash-Bucket Size and
Capacity” on page 292. In general, increasing the capacity of a collection’s
internal objects improves the collection’s performance by reducing the likelihood
that adding an element to the collection will cause a new node or bucket to be
added. The following guidelines maximize the capacity of a collection’s internal
objects:
■

Specify a large hash-bucket size when creating an unordered collection.

■

Use a default comparator whenever feasible.

The federated database’s placement model should place the collection in
databases that use a large storage-page size. The recommended storage-page size
is:
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■

Approximately 50,000 bytes on a 32-bit architecture

■

Approximately 64,000 bytes on a 64-bit architecture
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A variable-size array (VArray) is similar to a C++ array, except that its size can be
changed dynamically. The size of a VArray is the number of elements it contains.
Persistent objects can contain VArrays as attributes. In addition, an
Objectivity/C++ application can work with temporary VArrays that are never
stored persistently.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about VArrays.

■

Creating VArrays.

■

Working with VArrays: getting and setting VArray elements, assigning a
VArray, and managing the size of a VArray.

■

Java-compatibility classes for variable-size arrays.

Understanding VArrays
VArrays are instances of classes created from either of the following template
classes:
■

ooVArrayT<element_type>

■

ooTVArrayT<element_type>

The element_type parameter specifies the type of elements in the VArray. For
example, ooVArrayT<Point> is a class representing VArrays whose elements
are instances of the non-persistence-capable class Point.

Standard and Temporary VArrays
Objectivity/C++ supports two kinds of VArrays:
■

Standard VArrays, which are instances of the ooVArrayT<element_type>
classes.

■

Temporary VArrays, which are instances of the ooTVArrayT<element_type>
classes.
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Standard and temporary VArrays define the same methods. However:
■

Only a standard VArray can be saved persistently—for example, as an
embedded attribute of a persistent object. See “VArrays and Persistence” on
page 323.

■

Only a temporary VArray can have handle or iterator elements, or, more
generally, elements that contain memory pointers to other elements; see “A
Closer Look at Resizing” on page 329.

VArray Elements
Elements of VArrays can be of most types, including non-persistence-capable
class types. However:
■

VArrays cannot contain other VArrays, either directly or indirectly.

■

Elements of a standard VArray may not contain memory pointers to other
elements. You must use a temporary VArray for such elements, including
handles or iterators; see “A Closer Look at Resizing” on page 329.

■

Elements of a standard VArray must be a primitive type, an object-reference
type, or an embedded-class type. See “Defining the Component Data of a
Class” in Chapter 2 of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

The element_type of every VArray must have a default constructor (a
constructor that can take no parameters).
When one VArray is set from another VArray using either the assignment
operator (=) or the copy constructor, an element-by-element copy is performed.
Each element is set using element_type assignment. If the default
compiler-generated assignment operator for element_type is not sufficient for
copying elements of an embedded-class type, you should define the appropriate
assignment operator for that class.

VArray Structure
A VArray is a compound object consisting of a reference to a vector of elements.
The reference portion of the VArray occupies a fixed amount of space; the vector
portion occupies a variable amount of space and may be relocated by certain
operations. Elements in the vector are guaranteed contiguous within virtual
memory.
A VArray with 0 elements has no vector allocated for it. A vector is allocated
when elements are added; resizing the VArray dynamically grows or truncates
the vector. Resizing a VArray to 0 elements deallocates the vector.
You access each element by its position in the VArray. Elements are numbered
starting with 0; the position number is the element’s index or subscript. Because of
the way VArrays are represented, you must use access methods to get the first
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element of an array (the element whose index is 0); a dereferencing expression
such as *myArray does not access the first element of myArray.

VArrays and Persistence
A standard VArray is transient unless you incorporate it in a persistent object,
typically by embedding it as an attribute of the persistent object or as an attribute
of one of its base classes. A VArray can be saved persistently through multiple
levels of inheritance and embedding (a member of an embedded-class member of
a base class, and so on). A temporary VArray cannot be incorporated in a
persistent object; consequently, all temporary VArrays are transient.
When you incorporate a standard VArray in a persistent object, storage for the
reference portion of the VArray is embedded in the object, and storage for the
vector portion is allocated outside the object but within the same container.
Opening a persistent object allows you to get the reference portion of any
member VArray, but does not automatically open the vector of elements. The
vector of a persistent VArray is opened when you call a method on the VArray.
Opening a persistent object implicitly locks that object and any member VArrays,
because they are stored in the same container. If a persistent object is open (and
locked) for read, operations that modify a member VArray will implicitly attempt
to promote the read lock on the container to update.

Creating a VArray
To create a standard or temporary VArray, you can use one of three constructors
on the appropriate template class:
■

The default constructor, which creates a VArray of size 0. No element vector
is allocated until you explicitly add elements; see “Resizing a VArray” on
page 329.

■

A constructor whose parameter is the initial (integer) number of elements.

■

The copy constructor, which creates a VArray of the same size as the
specified VArray and then performs an element-by-element copy into the new
VArray. The element type’s default constructor creates the new elements and
then assigns each element of the specified VArray to a corresponding
element of the new VArray.
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Although Point is not persistence-capable, it is declared in a DDL file because it
is used as the type of embedded-class attributes of persistence-capable classes
(such as Polygon and Rectangle).
// DDL file geometry.ddl
typedef ooInt32 Coord;
class Point {
public:
Coord x, y;
Point() { x = y = 0; }
// Default constructor
Point(Coord newX, Coord newY) { x = newX; y = newY; }
};

…
This example creates an instance of a standard VArray that has three Point
elements. Note that Point provides a default constructor, as required.
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
// Create a transient Point VArray
Point p1(0, 0), p2(10, 10), p3(0,20);
ooVArrayT<Point> pts(3);
// VArray constructor
pts[0] = p1;
pts[1] = p2;
pts[2] = p3;

EXAMPLE

This example creates a temporary VArray of Person handles. Because Person is
a persistence-capable class, you cannot use Person as the element type of a
temporary or standard VArray. In addition, you cannot handles as elements a
standard VArray (you must use object references instead).
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
typedef ooHandle(Employee) EmployeeH;
// Default VArray constructor
ooTVArrayT<EmployeeH> salesReps;
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Getting Elements
You can get a VArray element by specifying its index to the subscript operator
(operator[ ]) or the elem method on the VArray.
The subscript operator verifies that the specified index falls within the VArray’s
current bounds. The elem method bypasses subscript bounds checking for
performance.
EXAMPLE

An object of the persistence-capable class Counter has a values attribute that
contains a VArray of integers.
// DDL file counter.ddl
class Counter : public ooObj{
public:

…
ooVArrayT<ooUInt32> values;
};

This code fragment prints the first 10 elements of the VArray in the values
attribute of the persistent object referenced by the handle countH. Because the
subscript operator is used, an exception is thrown if values contains fewer than
10 elements.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "counter.h"
ooHandle(Counter) countH;
… // Begin transaction; set countH to reference a Counter
for (i=0;i < 10;i++)
// Print values
printf("%d\n", countH->values[i]);
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Setting Elements
You can set a VArray element to a value by specifying the element’s index and
the desired value as parameters to the VArray’s set method.
EXAMPLE

This code fragment uses the set method to set the first 10 elements of a VArray
in the values attribute of the persistent object referenced by the handle countH.
The Counter class is shown on page 325.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "counter.h"
ooHandle(Counter) countH;
… // Begin transaction; set countH to reference a Counter
int i;
for (i=0; i < 10; i++)
countH->values.set(i, i*2);
// Set the VArray values

Alternatively, you can use either operator [] or the elem method on the left
side of an assignment.
When you set an element of a persistent VArray, the vector portion of the VArray
must be opened in update mode, and the lock on the container upgraded to
update, if necessary. These actions are performed automatically if you use the
set method. However, if you use the subscript operator or elem to set an
element value, you must explicitly open the vector for update first. To do this,
you call the VArray’s update method before assigning the new value.
EXAMPLE

This code fragment explicitly opens a VArray in the values attribute of the
persistent object referenced by the handle countH, and then uses the subscript
operator to set the first 10 elements of the VArray. The Counter class is shown
on page 325.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "counter.h"
ooHandle(Counter) countH;
… // Begin transaction; set countH to reference a Counter
countH->values.update();
// Open the VArray for update
for (int i=0; i < 10; i++)
countH->values[i] = i*10;
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Assigning a VArray
You can assign a standard VArray to a standard VArray, or a temporary VArray
to a temporary VArray. Both class templates overload the assignment operator
(operator=).
The VArray on the left side of the assignment is adjusted in size to match the
VArray on the right, and an element-by-element copy is performed to populate
the adjusted VArray. The element_type default constructor creates new
elements in the adjusted VArray and then each element of the VArray on the
right is assigned to a corresponding element of the adjusted VArray.
EXAMPLE

A Polygon object contains a standard VArray of Point objects. The Point class
is shown on page 324.
// DDL file geometry.ddl

…
class Polygon : public ooObj {
public:
ooVArrayT<Point> vertices;
// Default constructor; creates empty polygon
Polygon() { }
// Sets the number of vertices with the VArray constructor
Polygon(ooUInt32 size) : vertices(size) { }
// Initializes the polygon with a VArray of points
Polygon(ooVArrayT<Point> &varray) : vertices(varray) { }
};

This example creates a transient VArray that will be used to set vertices
attribute of various Polygon objects:
■

The application first uses the default Polygon constructor to create a
persistent Polygon object with an empty VArray, then assigns the transient
VArray to the polygon’s vertices attribute.

■

The application then uses the third Polygon constructor to create another
polygon with its vertices attribute initialized by the transient VArray.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
// Create a transient VArray for initializing
// the VArrays stored in Polygon objects
Point p1(0, 0), p2(10, 10), p3(0,20);
ooVArrayT<Point> pts(3);
pts[0] = p1;
pts[1] = p2;
pts[2] = p3;
ooHandle(Polygon) polyH;
polyH = new Polygon(); // Create the first polygon
// Assign the existing VArray to the empty VArray in the
// polygon’s vertices attribute
polyH->vertices = pts;
// Create the second polygon, initializing the VArray in
// its vertices attribute with the existing VArray.
ooHandle(Polygon) pH = new Polygon(pts);

Managing VArray Size
The VArray classes provide methods for finding and changing the size of a
VArray.

Finding the Current VArray Size
You can find out the current number of elements in a VArray by calling its size
method.
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Resizing a VArray
You can change the size of a VArray by calling its resize method. You specify
the VArray’s new size as the parameter to the method. The array is resized to
contain the specified number of elements:
■

If the new size is larger than the current size, resize allocates storage for the
additional elements and invokes the element_type default constructor to
create new, empty elements.

■

If the new size is smaller than the current size, resize invokes the
element_type destructor for the elements to be truncated (the elements
from index newSize + 1 to the end) and then truncates the VArray to the
new size.

If the VArray to be resized is persistent, it is implicitly opened for update, and the
lock on the container is upgraded, if necessary.

A Closer Look at Resizing
A resizing operation may relocate the vector portion of a VArray to keep the
elements contiguous in virtual memory. This relocation is performed differently
by each kind of VArray, which determines whether the VArray elements can
contain pointers to other elements:
■

When a standard VArray is relocated, its elements are bit-wise copied. This
preserves the element data exactly, but invalidates any element data that
consists of memory pointers to other (now relocated) elements.
Consequently, elements of a standard VArray may not contain pointers to
other elements.

■

When a temporary VArray is relocated, its elements are copied
element-by-element, which invokes the element_type default constructor to
create new, empty elements and then uses element_type assignment to
assign each original element value to a corresponding new element. This
preserves the validity of any elements that point to other elements, provided
that the default constructor and destructor for element_type manage the
pointer linkage appropriately.

Note that resizing a standard VArray is faster than resizing a temporary VArray.

Extending a VArray
You can add a single element to the end of a VArray by calling its extend
method. You specify the value of the new element as the parameter to the
method. If the VArray is persistent, its vector is automatically opened for update,
and the lock on the container is upgraded, if necessary.
Extending a VArray implicitly resizes it, which is a potentially expensive
operation. You should therefore use extend as a convenient way to add only a
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single element to a VArray. If you need to add multiple elements in a single
transaction, you should consider using resize to allocate all the elements in one
operation.
EXAMPLE

This example creates a persistent Counter object, which contains a standard
VArray of integers. It fills the VArray with 21 integers and uses the set method
to set each integer to twice the value of its index in the VArray. The set method
automatically opens the vector of the persistent VArray.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "counter.h"
… // Begin transaction
// Create a Counter object with an empty VArray
ooHandle(Counter) countH;
countH = new() Counter();
countH->values.resize(10);
// Set the VArray size to 10
int i;
for (i=0; i < 10; i++)
countH->values.set(i, i*2);

// Set the VArray values

countH->values.resize(20);
for (i=10; i < 20; i++)
countH->values.set(i, i*2);

// Resize the VArray to 20.

countH->values.extend(20*2);

// Extend the VArray by one

// Add more values

ooUInt32 size = countH->values.size();// Obtain the VArray size
for (i=0;i < size;i++)
// Get and print values
printf("%d\n", countH->values[i]);

…
// Commit transaction
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Java-Compatibility Arrays
If your application interoperates with a Java application that added class
descriptions to the schema, you may have persistence-capable classes with
attributes of the type ooRef(oojArrayOfType). This attribute corresponds to a
Java attribute containing an array of elements of the type Type. For example, a
C++ object of type oojArrayOfInt32 corresponds to a Java array of elements
that are 32-bit integers. Because the Java-compatibility classes for variable-size
arrays are persistence capable, they cannot be embedded in a persistence-capable
class the way a VArray can. Instead, they must be linked with reference
attributes.
Each Java-compatibility array class is a wrapper for a VArray class; it has a
method for obtaining the VArray.
Java-Compatibility Array
of Class

Method

Gets VArray of Class

oojArrayOfBoolean

getBooleanArray

ooVArrayT<ooUInt8>

oojArrayOfCharacter

getCharacterArray

ooVArrayT<ooUInt16>

oojArrayOfInt8

getInt8Array

ooVArrayT<ooInt8>

oojArrayOfInt16

getInt16Array

ooVArrayT<ooInt16>

oojArrayOfInt32

getInt32Array

ooVArrayT<ooInt32>

oojArrayOfInt64

getInt64Array

ooVArrayT<ooInt64>

oojArrayOfFloat

getFloatArray

ooVArrayT<ooFloat32>

oojArrayOfDouble

getDoubleArray

ooVArrayT<ooFloat64>

oojArrayOfObject

getObjectArray

ooVArrayT<ooRef(ooObj)>

The Java-compatibility array classes are defined in the javaBuiltins.h header
file.
To work with a Java-compatibility array, you call the appropriate method to
obtain the VArray, then you work with the VArray as described in this chapter.
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The Java persistence-capable class Polygon has a sides attribute containing an
array of floating-point numbers.
// Java source file Polygon.java
package Geometry;
public class Polygon extends ooObj {
public Float[] sides;

…
}

The Objectivity for Java application gives the Polygon class a customized
schema class name of Polygon (in place of the default schema class name of
Geometry_Polygon); it then adds the description of this class to the schema of a
federated database. The customized schema class name allows an interoperating
Objectivity/C++ application to represent persistent objects of the Polygon class
as instances of a C++ class named Polygon; otherwise, the C++ class would need
to be named Geometry_Polygon.
In the DDL file, the sides attribute of the Polygon class is declared to be an
object reference to the oojArrayOfFloat class.
// DDL file geometry.ddl
class Polygon : public ooObj {
public
ooRef(oojArrayOfFloat) sides;

…
};

The Objectivity/C++ application gets the lengths of a polygon’s sides from the
VArray wrapped by the Java-compatibility array that is referenced by the
Polygon object’s sides attribute.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
ooHandle(Polygon) polyH;
…
// Set polyH to reference a Polygon
// Get the VArray from the java-compatibility array
ooVArray<ooFloat32> vAry = polyH->sides->getFloatArray();
ooUInt32 nSides = vAry.size();
for (ooUInt32 i=0; i < nSides; i++) {
cout << "Length of side " << i+1 << ": " << vAry[i] << endl;
}
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Objectivity/C++ provides string classes that support the persistent storage of
C++ strings. This chapter describes:
■

General information about Objectivity/C++ strings.

■

Basic strings.

■

Optimized strings.

■

Java-compatibility string classes.

Understanding Objectivity/C++ Strings
Objectivity/C++ strings are variable-length strings that can be used anywhere in
an application, but are primarily of interest as attributes of persistent objects.

C++ and Objectivity/C++ Strings as Persistent Data
A persistent object can store a C++ fixed-length string of type char[] as an
attribute. Because the string size is known, space for the string attribute can be
allocated within the persistent object, and when the string is assigned to the
attribute, its characters are embedded directly in the object.
A persistent object can also have a string of unknown length as an attribute;
however, such variable-length strings cannot be 8-bit C++ strings
(const char *) or C++ wide character strings (const wchar_t *) because
C++ pointers cannot be stored as persistent data. Instead, the persistence-capable
class must use one of the Objectivity/C++ string classes as the attribute type.
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Kinds of Objectivity/C++ Strings
Objectivity/C++ strings use one of two storage styles:
■

A basic string is stored in a variable-size array (VArray). This storage style is
best for strings whose lengths are not known or are known to vary widely.

■

An optimized string is stored as a combination of a fixed-size array and a
VArray. This storage style is optimized for strings whose lengths are known
to be generally less than a certain length (the length of the fixed-size array).

The component characters of Objectivity/C++ strings are represented using one
of two general kinds of character encodings:
■

8-bit character encoding, which represents characters as 8-bit numeric values
according to a standard such as ASCII.

■

Unicode encoding, which represents characters as numeric values according
to the Unicode Standard. A Unicode encoding also specifies a particular
encoding form that indicates the size (in bits) of the code units used for
representing the numeric values. See “Character Encoding” on page 336 for
more information about Unicode encoding.

Objectivity/C++ string classes combine storage styles and character encodings as
shown in Table 13-1:
Table 14-1: Objectivity/C++ String Classes
8-bit Character
Basic-String Class

ooVString

Optimized-String Class

ooStringT<N>

Unicode

ooUtf8String
ooUtf16String
ooUtf32String
—

For information about:
■

Instances of basic string classes, see “Basic Strings” on page 335.

■

Instances of optimized string classes, see “Optimized 8-Bit Character Strings”
on page 343.

Objectivity/C++ Strings and Java Interoperability
If your application is to interoperate with an Objectivity for Java application that
has already created persistent objects with string fields, you must use
Java-compatibility strings; See “Java-Compatibility Strings” on page 346.
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Basic Strings
A basic string is a sequence of characters, which can be represented in 8-bit
character encoding or Unicode encoding. Objectivity/C++ provides the
following basic string classes.
Class

Description

ooVString

Represents basic 8-bit character strings

ooUtf8String

Represents basic Unicode UTF-8 character strings

ooUtf16String

Represents basic Unicode UTF-16 character strings

ooUtf32String

Represents basic Unicode UTF-32 character strings

A basic string consists of a sequence of any number of characters. This kind of
string is appropriate for an attribute that will contain strings whose lengths are
not known or are known to vary widely.
Like instances of any other non-persistence-capable class, basic strings are not
independently persistent. However, when a basic string is an attribute of a
persistent object, it is saved in the federated database when the persistent object
is saved.

Structure of Basic Strings
A basic string is a VArray of elements with methods for performing common
string operations. Consequently, a basic string is a compound object consisting of
a reference to a vector of elements. The reference portion of the basic string
occupies a fixed amount of space.
When you incorporate a basic string in a persistent object, storage for the
reference portion is embedded in the object, and storage for the vector portion is
allocated outside the object but within the same container. The vector occupies a
variable amount of space and may be relocated by certain operations. Elements
in the vector are guaranteed contiguous within virtual memory.
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Container
Object
Vector
Ref

Basic String
Figure 14-1 Basic String Attribute of a Persistent Object

Character Encoding
Each character in a basic string is represented by a numeric encoding. The
numeric encoding for a single character might be stored as a single element in the
VArray of a basic string, or it might require more than one element depending
on:
■

Which character set is used.

■

Which character encoding is used.

For basic 8-bit character strings, each VArray element always represents a
complete character in an 8-bit encoding, which is typically ASCII or ISO Latin-1.
The encoding for a basic 8-bit character string can optionally conform to the
Unicode standard.
For basic Unicode character strings, an individual VArray element might or
might not represent a complete character. This mirrors the way that characters
are represented in the Unicode standard.
In the Unicode standard, the numeric encoding for each character is known as a
code point. A code point is stored in one or more code units depending on which of
the three encoding forms are used.
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Encoding

Description

UTF-8

Each code unit is represented with 8-bits. A single character can be
represented with 1, 2, 3, or 4 code units.

UTF-16

Each code unit is represented with 16-bits. A single character can be
represented with 1 or 2 code units.

UTF-32

Each code unit is represented with 32-bits. A complete character is
always represented with one code unit.
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Consequently, each VArray element in a basic Unicode character string is a code
unit. However, that code unit might not represent a complete character.
For Unicode UTF-8 character strings, the representation of a character from the
ASCII character set has a one-to-one mapping with a VArray element, but
non-ASCII characters do not. For example, a Gothic Script character might
require four code units and accordingly four VArray elements.
For Unicode UTF-16 character strings, a single character might be represented by
one 16-bit VArray element, but it might require two. For Unicode UTF-32
character strings, the one-to-one mapping is once again present because no
character requires more than 32 bits for its Unicode representation.
Figure 14-2 shows how characters map to VArray elements for basic 8-bit
character strings and for basic Unicode character strings.
8-bit character string

8 8 8 8 8 8
1 character in an 8-bit encoding
such as ASCII or ISO Latin-1
UTF-8 string

8 8 8 8 8 8

UTF-8 string

8 8 8 8 8 8

1 character in a UTF-8 encoding
representing ASCII characters

1 character can span as many as 4 code
units depending on the character set

UTF-16 string

UTF-32 string

16 16 16 16 16 16
1 character can span 1 or 2 code
units depending on the character set

32

32

32

32

32

32

1 character always fits in 1 code unit

Figure 14-2 Elements of String VArrays
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Working With Basic Strings
You use constructors to create basic strings with 0 or more elements. For
example, the ooVString constructor creates a basic 8-bit character string with 0
or more elements, and the ooUtf16String constructor creates a basic Unicode
UTF-16 character string with 0 or more elements.
An empty basic string has no vector allocated for it until you assign another basic
string to it or grow it using the appropriate resize method. You use this method
to grow or truncate the vector dynamically. Resizing a basic string to 0 elements
deallocates the vector.
The length of a basic string is the number of elements in the VArray, not
including the null terminating character that is automatically added.
You can call the appropriate head method to get a pointer to the first character
(for 8-bit encodings) or code unit (for Unicode encodings) of the string.

Working with Basic 8-Bit Character Strings
A basic 8-bit character string is represented as an instance of the ooVString
class. The ooVString class provides operators for assignment, concatenation,
access to characters, and various comparisons between two basic 8-bit character
strings.
You can convert transparently between a basic 8-bit character string and an 8-bit
C++ character string, so Objectivity/C++ strings can be passed to functions as
parameters of type const char * and vice versa.
The ooVString class does not implement any conversion between Unicode
strings and 8-bit character strings.

Character Access for 8-Bit Character Strings
You get and set an individual character by its position in the basic string.
Characters are numbered starting with 0; the position number is the character’s
index or subscript. Operations on a basic string verify that any specified indexes
are valid based on the string’s current size.
Because a basic string contains a reference to a vector of characters, you cannot
access the first character by dereferencing the string; that is, the expression
*myVString does not access the first element of the string. Instead, you can
specify the index 0 to the subscript operator (operator[]) to get the first
character; alternatively, you can call the head method to get a pointer to the first
character.
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The DDL file person.ddl defines a persistence-capable class Person that
contains attributes name and address of class ooVString. The application code
manipulates the name and address strings in various ways.
// DDL file person.ddl
class Person : public ooObj {
public:
Person() { }
Person(char *_name, char *_address, ooUInt32 _id) :
name(_name), address(_address), id(_id) { }
ooVString name;
ooVString address;
ooUInt32 id;
};
void search(const char *name);
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "person.h"
// Create a Person object, initializing the name attribute
ooHandle(Person) personH =
new(…) Person("John", 0, 231876549);
// Assign a string to the address attribute
personH->address = "124 Park Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304";
// Concatenate a string to the name attribute
personH->name += " Smith";
// Access the second character in the name
char c = personH->name[2];
// Get the length of the name
ooUInt32 length = personH->name.length();
// Pass name as a C++ string. A VString behaves like char *
search(personH->name);
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// Compare the name
if (personH->name == "Larry Johnson")
printf("Larry Johnson is found\n");
// Create another person
ooHandle(Person) manH;
manH = new(personH) Person("Ken Smith", 0, 227549990);
// Ken Smith has the same address as John Smith
manH->address = personH->address;
// Print Ken Smith’s address
// Sometimes an explicit cast of ooVString to char* is needed
printf("Ken Smith: %s\n",
static_cast<const char *>(manH->address));
// Compare the name
if (personH->name != manH->name)
printf("This person is not John Smith\n");
// Resize a string
char *abc = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz";
ooUInt32 length = strlen(abc);
personH->name.resize(length);
memcpy(personH->name.head(), abc, length + 1);
// But the same thing could be accomplished via
// personH->name = abc

Working with Basic Unicode Character Strings
A basic Unicode character string is an instance of one of the following classes:
■

ooUtf8String

■

ooUtf16String

■

ooUtf32String

You can construct an Objectivity/C++ Unicode character string from any other
Objectivity/C++ Unicode character string. For example, you can construct an
ooUtf8String instance from an ooUtf16String or ooUtf32String instance.
You can also construct a Unicode string from an 8-bit C++ string
(const char *), or from 16-bit or 32-bit C++ wide character strings
(const wchar_t *).
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Operators are provided for assignment, concatenation, access to characters, and
various comparisons between two basic Unicode character strings. Conversion
and assignment between ooUtf8String, ooUtf16String, and ooUtf32String
instances is transparent.
Transparent conversion between a basic Unicode character string and an 8-bit
C++ string is also supported, but there are special considerations in the case of
ooUtf8Strings. See “Special Considerations for ooUtf8Strings” on page 342.
C++ wide character strings can be 16-bit or 32-bit, depending on your platform. If
your platform interprets wchar_t as a 16-bit type, conversion between an
instance of the ooUtf16String class and a wide character string is transparent.
In this case, an ooUtf16String instance can be passed to a function as a
parameter of type const wchar_t * and vice versa.
Similarly, if your platform interprets wchar_t as a 32-bit type, conversion
between an instance of the ooUtf32String class and a wide character string is
transparent; an ooUtf32String instance can be passed to a function as a
parameter of type const wchar_t * and vice versa.
The Unicode string class methods implement conversion from basic 8-bit
character strings (instances of ooVString) and basic Unicode character strings
by accepting const char * parameters; an ooVString will automatically
convert to a const char *.

Character Access for Unicode Character Strings
You can sequentially access the Unicode code units or the characters in a basic
Unicode character string using iterators.
Two iterator classes correspond to each Unicode string class. For example, the
ooUtf16String class has a corresponding ooUtf16CharacterIterator and
an ooUtf16Iterator class. The ooUtf16CharacterIterator class provides a
dereference operator that returns an ooChar32 value; this iterator is called a
character iterator because the ooChar32 value always represents a complete
Unicode character. The ooUtf16Iterator class provides a dereference operator
that returns a C++ wide character type, which represents a complete code unit,
but not necessarily a complete Unicode character.
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The following code finds each of the Unicode characters encoded in a Unicode
UTF-8 string and reports the number of characters.
ooUtf8String u;

…
int counter = 0;
// loop for each character
for ( ooUtf8CharacterIterator p = u ; *p!=0 ; ++p ) {
ooChar32 c = *p;
// extract the current character
…
// process the character
counter++;
}
cout << "The number of characters is: " << counter << endl;
Because a Unicode UTF-32 basic string has a one-to-one mapping between
elements in the VArray and complete characters, indexing can be used to return a
complete character. See “Character Access for 8-Bit Character Strings” on
page 338.

Special Considerations for ooUtf8Strings
When you construct or assign to a basic Unicode UTF-8 string from an 8-bit C++
string or an ooVString instance, it is your application’s responsibility to ensure
that each element of the input string parameter is a valid UTF-8 code unit. In
contrast, when you construct or assign to a basic Unicode UTF-8 string from a
16-bit or 32-bit C++ wide character string, that string is automatically converted
into the appropriate UTF representation.
When using the setFromUtf8 method of the basic Unicode UTF-16 or UTF-32
string class, it is your application’s responsibility to ensure that each element of
the input string parameter is a valid UTF-8 code unit.

Trade-offs for Unicode Strings
Any Unicode code point can be stored in any of the three UTF encoding formats.
The amount of space that must be reserved for each character depends on the
format. For example, storing the code point for a common character such as ‘A’
requires one code unit in all three encoding formats. However, in the UTF-16
format, 8 bits are wasted, and in the UTF-32 format, 24 bits are wasted. The code
point for an uncommon character might require 32 bits. In this case, the storage
requirements are 4 UTF-8 code units, 2 UTF-16 code units, or 1 UTF-32 code unit.
For Western European languages, the UTF-8 format is the most efficient in terms
of space, but characters are sometimes represented in a variable number of code
units, which is less efficient when accessing the data. The UTF-32 format is the
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most efficient in terms of access, but generally wastes a lot of space. UTF-16 is a
good balance between efficient access and efficient storage.
The UTF-16 format is the most efficient in terms of space for Asian languages.
NOTE

If you are defining a persistence-capable class to match an existing class
description that was added to the schema by an Objectivity for Java application,
your C++ class must use the ooUtf8String class in order to interoperate.

Optimized 8-Bit Character Strings
An optimized 8-bit character string is a sequence of any number of 8-bit characters,
optimized to contain fewer than a specified number of characters. This kind of
string is appropriate for an attribute that will contain strings that are known to be
generally less than a certain length.

Structure of Optimized 8-bit Character Strings
An optimized 8-bit character string is an instance of the template class
ooStringT<N>; the parameter N is a positive integer. An optimized 8-bit
character string can have any number of 8-bit characters, although it provides
very efficient storage and improved performance when the number of characters
is less than N. An optimized 8-bit character string contains a VArray of characters
and a fixed-size character array whose length is the integer N, where N > 0. If an
optimized 8-bit character string contains fewer than N characters, these characters
are stored in the fixed-size array, and the vector portion of the VArray is not
allocated. On the other hand, if the number of characters is greater than or equal
to N, the vector is allocated and all of the characters are stored in it.
An optimized 8-bit character string always contains space for the fixed-size array
(whether or not it is used) and for the VArray’s reference to its vector (whether
or not the vector is actually allocated). When the number of characters is N or
greater, space for the vector is added.
The fixed portion of the optimized 8-bit character string is embedded in the
containing persistent object; the vector, if any, is external to the object and may
be relocated by certain operations. Elements in the vector are guaranteed
contiguous within virtual memory.

Efficient Use of Optimized 8-bit Character Strings
An optimized 8-bit character string allows you to avoid the overhead of VArrays
when operating on strings whose size you can predict, and still have the
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flexibility to use VArrays if an occasional large string occurs. For example, if you
are defining a class with an attribute that contains mostly strings of fewer than 8
characters, you might want to define the attribute to be of the class
ooStringT<8>. This class provides maximum efficiency for most of your strings
(avoiding VArray overhead when the VArray is not needed) and uses a VArray
for the occasional occurrence of strings of length greater than 7. Furthermore,
performance is better for the shorter strings whose characters are directly
embedded in the containing persistent object; when a VArray is used, a
dereference operation is performed to find the vector containing the characters.
For a particular attribute, you should choose a value for N (the length of the
fixed-size character array in the class) so that a high percentage (for example,
90%) of the attribute values will be strings whose length is less than N. It is
preferable that N be an even number. Note that N must take into account the
terminating null needed by C++ strings.
An optimized 8-bit character string allocates the fixed-size character array
whether or not it is used. If the number N is not properly chosen, then the fixed
part of the optimized 8-bit character string could be too big to be fully utilized or
be too small to store the string in most cases. In either case, significant storage
space may be wasted. You should perform an analysis of usage patterns before
selecting N.

Working With Optimized 8-bit Character Strings
You work with an optimized 8-bit character string as you would a basic 8-bit
character string (see “Working With Basic Strings” on page 369). Objectivity/DB
automatically manages the underlying storage mechanisms.
EXAMPLE

The DDL file person.ddl defines a persistence-capable class Person whose
name and address attributes are optimized 8-bit character strings of different
sizes. The application code manipulates the name and address strings in various
ways.
// DDL file person.ddl
class Person : public ooObj {
public:
Person() { }
Person(const char *_name, const char *_address,
ooUInt32 _id) :
name(_name), address(_address), idNumber(_id) { }
ooStringT<8> name;
ooStringT<24> address;
ooUInt32 idNumber;
};
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "person.h"

…
// Create a Person object, initializing the name attribute
ooHandle(Person) personH =
new(…) Person("John", 0, 231876549);
// Assign a string to the address attribute
personH->address = "124 Park Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94304";
// Concatenate a string to the name attribute
personH->name += " Smith";
// Get the length of the name
ooUInt32 length = personH->name.length();
// Compare the name to a constant string
if (personH->name == "Larry Johnson")
printf("Larry Johnson is found\n");
// Compare the name to a basic 8-bit character string
ooVString who("Larry Johnson");
if (personH->name != who)
printf("This person is not Larry Johnson\n");
// Resize a string
char *abc = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz";
ooUInt32 length = strlen(abc);
personH->name.resize(length);
memcpy(personH->name.head(), abc, length + 1);
// But the same thing would be accomplished via
// person->name = abc;
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Java-Compatibility Strings
If your application interoperates with a Java application that added class
descriptions to the schema, you may have persistence-capable classes with
attributes corresponding to a Java string or a Java string array.
■

A Java string attribute (of the Java class java.lang.String) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an embedded object of the class
ooUtf8String. See “Basic Unicode Character Strings” on page 372.

■

A Java string array (of the Java type java.lang.String[]) is described in
the schema as an object reference to a Java-compatibility array of class
oojArrayOfObject. See “Java-Compatibility Arrays” on page 364. The
object references in that Java-compatibility array are references to the
persistence-capable class oojString, as described below.

The oojString class is defined in the javaBuiltins.h header file.

String Elements
The persistence-capable class oojString represents an element of a Java string
array. You obtain an instance of this class from a Java-compatibility array of the
class oojArrayOfObject. You extract the VArray of object references from the
Java-compatibility array by calling its getObjectArray method; each element of
the VArray is an object reference to a string element of class oojString. See
“Java-Compatibility Arrays” on page 364.
The oojString class is a wrapper for a Unicode string of the ooUtf8String
class; its getStringValue method returns the Unicode string.
To work with a string element, you call its getStringValue method to obtain
the corresponding Unicode string. You then work with the Unicode string as
described in “Basic Unicode Character Strings” on page 372.
EXAMPLE

The Java persistence-capable class Felon has an aliases attribute containing an
array string—namely, the aliases by which the felon is known.
// Java source file Felon.java
package Crime;
public class Felon extends ooObj {
public String[] aliases;

…
}
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The Objectivity for Java application adds the description of this class to the
schema of a federated database without giving the class a customized schema
class name. By default, the schema class name of the class in question is
Crime.Felon. An interoperating Objectivity/C++ application can represent
persistent objects of the Felon class as instances of a C++ class Crime::Felon
(that is, a class named Felon in a namespace called Crime).
In the DDL file crime.ddl, the aliases attribute of the Crime::Felon class is
declared to be an object reference to the oojArrayOfObject class.
// DDL file crime.ddl
namespace Crime;
class Felon: public ooObj {
public
ooRef(oojArrayOfObject) aliases;

…
};

The Objectivity/C++ application gets the felon’s aliases from the VArray
wrapped by the Java-compatibility array that is referenced by the Crime::Felon
object’s aliases attribute. It then gets the ooUtf8String wrapped by each
string element of the array.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "crime.h"

…
ooHandle(Crime::Felon) felonH;
ooVArray<ooRef(ooObj)> vary;
ooRef(oojString) stringEltR;
ooUtf8String uString;
…
// Set felonH to reference a Crime::Felon object
// Get the VArray from the java-compatibility array
vary = felonH->aliases->getObjectArray();
ooUInt32 nAliases = vary.size();
cout << nAliases << " Aliases:" << endl;
for (ooUInt32 i=0; i < nAliases; i++) {
// Get object reference to string element
stringEltR = static_cast<ooRef(oojString)>(vary[i]);
// Get the ooUtf8String from the string element
uString = stringEltR->getStringValue();
// Print the alias
cout << static_cast<const char *>(uString) << endl;
}
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An iterator is an object that provides a mechanism for iterating through a group
of items, called the iterator’s iteration set.
This chapter describes the four kinds of Objectivity/C++ iterator:
■

Object iterators, which step through the group of persistent objects found by
searching the federated database, a particular name scope, or a particular
to-many association.

■

Name-map iterators, which step through the key-value pairs in a name map.

■

Scalable-collection iterators, which step through the persistent objects in a
scalable persistent collection.

Object Iterators
Objectivity/C++ provides object iterators for finding groups of persistent objects
in the federated database. For example, you use an object iterator to scan the
federated database to find all persistent objects of a particular class.

Understanding Object Iterators
During a transaction, you can create and initialize an object iterator to find a
specified group of persistent objects. The group of objects to be found is the
object iterator’s iteration set. Object iterators can be initialized to find objects in
iteration sets such as the following:
■

Objects of a particular class that reside anywhere in the federated database.

■

Destination objects linked to a particular source object by a particular
to-many association.

■

Persistent objects in a particular name scope.

In some cases, the search for persistent objects can be restricted by qualifying the
objects based on the values of particular attributes; see Chapter 2, “Object
Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
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Object-Iterator Classes
Object iterators are instances of the parameterized classes ooItr(className),
where className is any class derived from ooObj. An object iterator of the class
ooItr(className) can be initialized to find objects of class className or its
derived classes.
Objectivity/C++ provides parameterized object-iterator classes corresponding to
the classes of persistent objects in the programming interface. For example,
ooItr(ooObj) is a general-purpose object iterator for finding persistent objects
of any kind; ooItr(ooTreeListX) is an object iterator for finding persistent
unordered lists.
The DDL processor generates an object-iterator class for every
persistence-capable class defined by an application. For example, if a DDL file
contains the definition of a basic-object class Library, the DDL processor
generates the definition of the corresponding object-iterator class
ooItr(Library).

Object Iterators as Handles
Every object-iterator class is a subclass of a handle class—for example, the
object-iterator class ooItr(Library) is a subclass of the handle class
ooHandle(Library). An object iterator, therefore, is a special kind of handle
and can invoke any of the methods defined on the parent handle class.
When created, an object iterator is null; like any null handle, it does not reference
any object.

Iteration Set
An object iterator’s iteration set is the group of persistent objects that the iterator
can find. When created, an object iterator has no iteration set. When you initialize
an object iterator, you specify the objects to be found; doing so creates a
description of the iteration set. When initialized, the object iterator maintains its
position in the iteration set. The position starts out just before the first object in the
iteration set.
If the iteration set is nonnull, you can advance the object iterator through the
iteration set. Each time you advance the object iterator, you move its position
forward by one object, setting it to reference the object at the current position.
The first advance moves the position to the first object in the iteration set and sets
the object iterator to reference that object. Successive advances step through the
iteration set, so that the object iterator references each object in turn. When the
end of the iteration set is reached, the object iterator is positioned after the last
object. At this point the object iterator is null once again—that is, it does not
reference any object.
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The objects in an iteration set reside in one or more containers, which are visited
one at a time by the object iterator. (The particular list of containers to be visited
is determined by the federated database’s placement model.) An object iterator
makes a single pass through the iteration set, finding the objects in an undefined
order.
Because an object iterator works from a description of an iteration set (instead of
producing an intermediate collection in memory), persistent objects can be
added, moved, or deleted while the object iterator is active, and such changes
may affect the group of objects found by the object iterator. Depending on the
iteration set to be found, however, an object iterator is not guaranteed to notice
such changes—for example, if an object iterator is advancing over Library
objects, and a new Library object is added during the iteration, the new object
will not be found if the object iterator has already searched the container in
which the new object is placed.

Open Mode
Initializing an object iterator sets its open mode—that is, the intended level of
access to each found object. The open mode indicates whether and how to open
each found object as the object iterator is advanced to reference each object in the
iteration set:

NOTE

■

The default open mode (oocNoOpen) indicates that the object iterator should
reference the found object without opening it.

■

The oocRead open mode indicates that the object iterator should open each
found object for read.

■

The oocUpdate open mode indicates that the object iterator should open
each found object for update.

Advancing the object iterator will fail in the middle of an iteration if existing
locks on a found object prohibit the object iterator from opening it as specified by
the open mode.
For best concurrency and memory usage, you should use the open mode
oocNoOpen or oocRead whenever possible, and then open individual found
objects for update as needed. (After advancing the iterator, you can call its
inherited update method to open the referenced object for update.) The open
mode oocUpdate should be used only if you are sure that each container being
searched contains actually at least one object that will be found and modified.
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Locking
Objectivity/DB automatically locks a container when an object iterator first visits
a persistent object in it. The type of lock (read or update) depends on the level of
access specified by the object iterator’s open mode.
You can minimize how long locks are held on visited containers by performing
the steps in “Enable Special Locking When Advancing an Object Iterator” on
page 169. These steps enable Objectivity/DB to unlock each visited container
when the iterator advances to an object in another container.

Memory Management
Like any handle, an object iterator pins an object that it opens; see “Reference
Counting With Handles” on page 239. When the object iterator is advanced from
one object to the next, it is set to reference the second object, and its pin on the
first object is removed. The object iterator is automatically closed when it reaches
the end of the iteration set.
Although the object iterator itself does not adversely impact memory usage,
other handles to the found objects might. During iteration, a typical practice is to
set handles other than the object iterator to reference the current object. Leaving
such handles open will leave the referenced objects pinned until the end of the
transaction, causing the Objectivity/DB cache to fill up.
NOTE

If you set one or more handles to reference a found object while advancing an
object iterator, you should close those handles explicitly before advancing the
iterator to the next object. You can close a handle explicitly or, if the handle is a
local variable, allow it to be closed by its destructor when it falls out of scope.
Another way to reduce memory usage is to avoid initializing the object iterator
with the oocUpdate open mode. When many containers are locked for update
during a query, their page maps stay in the cache until the end of the transaction.

When Iteration Terminates
An object iterator’s iteration can be terminated automatically or explicitly.
Terminating the iteration makes the object iterator a null iterator, which has no
iteration set. After iteration has terminated, you should not attempt to use the
object iterator without reinitializing it. If you do so, an exception is thrown.
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Iteration is terminated automatically in the following cases:
■

After the object iterator has found all objects in the iteration set.

■

After the transaction in which the object iterator was initialized either
commits or aborts, even if the iteration set has not yet been exhausted.
(Checkpointing the transaction does not terminate the iteration.)

To terminate an iterator explicitly, see “Terminating an Iteration Explicitly” on
page 360.

Working With an Object Iterator
You work with an object iterator by:
■

Obtaining the definition of an appropriate object-iterator class.

■

Creating an object iterator of the chosen class.

■

Initializing the object iterator to find the desired objects (the iteration set).

■

Advancing the object iterator to reference each object in the iteration set in
turn.

■

Either terminating the iteration explicitly, or allowing it to be terminated
automatically.

Obtaining an Object-Iterator Class Definition
If you are creating an object iterator of a predefined Objectivity/C++ class, such
as ooItr(ooObj) or ooItr(ooTreeListX), your source file must include the
appropriate Objectivity/C++ header file(s) to obtain the required class
definitions. See Appendix A, “Objectivity/C++ Include Files.”
If you are creating object iterators to find objects of an application-defined
persistence-capable class appClass, your source file must include a generated
header file to obtain the definition of ooHandle(appClass). You normally
include the primary header file that is generated from the DDL file containing
appClass. If, however, you are simply creating and using object iterators of class
ooItr(appClass), without actually accessing any instances of appClass itself,
your source file can include just the references header file. For more information
on including Objectivity/C++ header files and generated header files, see
“Developing Application Source Code” on page 59.

Creating an Object Iterator
An application prepares to use an object iterator by creating a null object iterator
of the appropriate object-iterator class. The following definition creates a null
object iterator called libI with the potential to find Library objects as well as
objects of any classes derived from Library:
ooItr(Library) libI;
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Initializing an Object Iterator
You initialize a null object iterator to provide it with a description of its iteration
set. For example, the null object iterator libI, an instance of the
ooItr(Library) class, must be initialized so it can find a particular group of
Library objects. After you initialize an object iterator, it is prepared to find the
first object in the iteration set. However, until you call the object iterator’s next
method, the object iterator does not yet reference any object. See “Advancing an
Object Iterator” on page 355.
An initialization operation returns oocSuccess whenever it successfully
provides the object iterator with an iteration-set description—even if the
described set contains no objects. Consequently, the initialization operation’s
return code should not be used to control a loop that advances the object iterator
through the iteration set (instead, you control the loop as described in
“Advancing an Object Iterator” on page 355). You should ignore the return code
entirely, as shown in the examples in this chapter.
Depending on the desired iteration set, you initialize an object iterator either by
calling a method on the object iterator or by passing the object iterator as a
parameter to a method of another object.
The following table contains a summary of the various ways to initialize an
object iterator.
Initialize Object Iterator to Find

See

Persistent objects of a particular class

“Scanning the Federated
Database” on page 412; see also
Chapter 21, “Parallel Query.”

Destination objects linked to a particular source
object by a particular to-many association

“Following To-Many Association
Links” on page 382

Scope objects that name a particular persistent
object

“Finding Scope Objects” on
page 425

Persistent objects that are named in the scope of a
particular persistent object

“Finding Named Objects” on
page 424

In several cases, you can optionally initialize an object iterator to qualify the
persistent objects it finds. During initialization, you provide a predicate string
that specifies the criteria that objects must meet to be included in the iteration set.
Typically, the qualifying criteria are conditions on the values of particular
attributes. Operations that initialize an object iterator in this way are called
predicate queries; see Chapter 2, “Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate
Query Language.
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Advancing an Object Iterator
After initializing an object iterator, you advance it through the iteration set by
calling its next method. The first time you call next, the object iterator is set to
reference the first found object in the iteration set. Each successive invocation of
next sets the object iterator to reference the next found object in the set.
Depending on the open mode with which the object iterator was initialized, the
found object may also be opened for read or update.
You normally advance an object iterator through an iteration set by calling next
from a while or for statement, using the return status of next to control the
loop. The loop continues when an object is found, because next returns
oocTrue, which evaluates to a nonzero value. The loop exits when the end of the
set is reached, because next returns oocFalse, which evaluates to 0.
EXAMPLE

This example scans a federated database for Library objects. The next method
both advances the object iterator and controls the while loop.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "library.h"
// Include object-iterator class

…
ooSession *session = …
…
ooItr(Library) libI;
libI.scan(session->fd());
while(libI.next()) {
…
}

// Create a session
// Create a null Library iterator
// Advance to a library
// Process current library

In this alternative, the scan operation that initializes the object iterator also
initializes the for loop; the next method serves as the test for continuing or
exiting the loop.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "library.h"
// Include object-iterator class

…
// Create a session
ooSession *session = …
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH = session->fd();
…
ooItr(Library) libI;
// Create a null Library iterator
for (libI.scan(fdH); libI.next();) { // Initialize iterator
…
// Process current library
}
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Accessing the Current Object During Iteration
Advancing an object iterator causes it to reference successive found objects in the
iteration set. Because an object iterator is a special kind of handle, you can use it
as you would use any handle. While the object iterator references a found object,
you can operate on that object as follows:
■

Use the direct member-access operator (.) to call object-iterator methods or
inherited handle methods:
iterator.handleMemberFunction(…)

■

■

Use the indirect member-access operator (->) to access the found object’s
attributes:
iterator->foundObjectAttribute
Use the indirect member-access operator (->) to call the found object’s
methods:
iterator->foundObjectMemberFunction(…)

EXAMPLE

This example iterates through all patrons linked to a library by the members
to-many association. It tests each patron’s hasMoved attribute (of type
ooBoolean). If the patron has moved, it calls the object iterator’s inherited
update method, then calls the patron’s setNewAddress method.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "library.h"

…
ooHandle (Library) libraryH;
… // Set libraryH to reference the desired library
ooItr(Patron) patronI;
// Create a null Patron iterator
libraryH->members(patronI); // Initialize the Patron iterator
while(patronI.next()) {
// Advance to a patron
if (patronI->hasMoved) {
// Test Patron attribute
patronI.update();
// Call handle function
patronI->setNewAddress(…); // Call Patron function
}
}
Notice that this example follows the recommended practice of:
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■

Initializing the iterator with the default open mode.

■

Opening individual found objects for update as needed by calling the
iterator’s inherited update method.
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Deleting Objects Found by Iteration
A common use for an object iterator is to find a particular group of objects to
delete them. Following is the recommended technique for deleting objects found
by an object iterator:
1. Advance the object iterator through the iteration set.
2. Whenever the object iterator references an unwanted object, add that object to
a VArray.
3. Delete the elements of the VArray after iteration completes.
You can use this technique without restriction. Furthermore, this is the only valid
technique if the object iterator’s search is optimized by an index; see Chapter 20,
“Indexes.”
EXAMPLE

This example scans for Rectangle objects with an area less than 10, and then
deletes those objects.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
ooItr(Rectangle) rectI;

// Create a null Rectangle iterator

… // Set fdH to reference the federated database
// Initialize the object iterator with a predicate scan
rectI.scan(fdH, "area<10"));
ooVArray<ooRef(Rectangle)> tempArray;
ooRef(Rectangle) foundObj;
// Advance the iterator
while (itr.next()) {
// Add the found object to the temporary array
foundObj = itr;
tempArray.extend(foundObj);
}
// Use the temporary array to delete the unwanted objects
for (int i=0; i<tempArray.size();i++) {
foundObj = tempArray[i];
cout << "deleting object with area value: "
<< foundObj->area << foundObj.sprint() << endl;
ooDelete(foundObj);
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Casting an Object Iterator to a Handle
Several Objectivity/C++ methods for looking up groups of persistent objects
initialize a general-purpose object iterator of class ooItr(ooObj). Such
operations initialize the object iterator to find persistent objects of any class.
Consequently, as the object iterator is advanced through the iteration set, it may
reference objects of different classes.
Because the class ooItr(ooObj) is derived from the general-purpose handle
class ooHandle(ooObj), you can treat a general-purpose object iterator as if it
were a general-purpose handle. In addition to accessing the referenced object as
you would with a handle, you can cast the general-purpose object iterator to a
type-specific handle—just as you would cast a general-purpose handle. See
“Class Compatibility and Casting” on page 256.
Figure 15-1 shows the inheritance hierarchies for an application that manages
fleets of rental vehicles. Suppose an object iterator of class ooItr(ooObj)
references an object of class Fleet. You could cast the object iterator to a handle
of class ooHandle(Fleet) and use that handle to call methods defined by the
class Fleet.
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Class Hierarchy
ooObj

Vehicle

Car

Fleet

Truck

Handle and Object-Iterator Class Hierarchy
ooHandle(ooObj)

ooItr(ooObj)

ooHandle(Vehicle)

ooHandle(Fleet)
ooItr(Fleet)

ooItr(Vehicle)

ooHandle(Car)

ooHandle(Truck)

ooItr(Car)

ooItr(Truck)

Key To Symbols
C

= Objectivity/C++ class C

C

= Class C generated by DDL processor

C

= Application-defined class C

Figure 15-1 Hierarchy of Handle and Object-Iterator Classes

The same principle applies when you initialize an object iterator for persistent
objects of any base class. For example, you might initialize an object iterator of
class ooItr(Vehicle). As you advance the object iterator through the iteration
set, it may reference an object of a derived class, for example Car. If you need to
access members defined by the derived class, you can cast the object iterator to a
handle of class ooHandle(Car).
As always, when you set handles from the object iterator, you must be sure to
close them explicitly to prevent pinning the referenced object until the end of the
transaction.
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This example makes a single pass through the persistent Vehicle objects in the
federated database, calling the printSummary method of each Truck object,
calling the printStatus method of each Car object, and ignoring objects of
other classes.
Notice that this example follows the recommended practice of explicitly closing
the handles that are set to reference found objects.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
ooHandle(Truck) truckH;
ooHandle(Car) carH;
ooTypeNumber typeNum;
… // Set fdH to reference the federated database
ooItr(Vehicle) vehI;
// Create null object iterator
vehI.scan(fdH);
// Initialize object iterator
while (vehI.next()) {
// Set typeNum to the type number of the current object
typeNum = vehI.typeN();
if (typeNum == ooTypeN(Truck)) {
// Cast object iterator to Truck handle
truckH = static_cast<ooHandle(Truck)>(vehI);
truckH->printSummary;
// Call Truck method
truckH.close();
// Close Truck handle
}
else if (vehI->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Car))) {
// Cast object iterator to Car handle
carH = static_cast<ooHandle(Car)>(objI);
carH->printStatus;
// Call Car method
carH.close();
// Close Car handle
}
}

Terminating an Iteration Explicitly
If you finish using an object iterator without advancing it through its entire
iteration set, you can terminate the iteration explicitly. To do so, you call the
object iterator’s end method.
Automatic termination is normally sufficient; see “When Iteration Terminates”
on page 352. However, explicit termination clearly signals that you do not intend
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to use the current iteration set again, and allows the object iterator’s data
structures to be deleted from memory.

Object Iterators as Parameters
A common practice is to define functions that accept object iterators for various
operations. For example, an application could define a function that accepts a
null object iterator, initializes it, and returns it. Similarly, an application-defined
function could accept an initialized object iterator, advance it, and perform a
series of operations on each found object.
When defining a function that accepts an object iterator, remember that object
iterators, like all handles, should be passed by reference—for example:
void Inspect(ooItr(ooObj) &objI); // Pass by reference

If you omit the ampersand (&) in the preceding declaration, you instead pass the
object iterators by value, which triggers copying and housekeeping operations.

Name-Map Iterators
A name-map iterator is an instance of the class ooMapItr; it can be initialized to
step through the key-value pairs in a name map. The elements of a name map are
implemented as instances of the class ooMapElem; a name-map iterator is
actually a special kind of object iterator for finding name-map elements.
Your application must include the ooMap.h header file to use name maps,
name-map iterators, and name-map elements.

Initializing a Name-Map Iterator
You initialize a name-map iterator to find the elements of a particular name map.
The elements of the name map constitute the name-map iterator’s iteration set.
You can initialize a name-map iterator in either of two ways:
■

Construct an initialized name-map iterator by passing a handle to the name
map as the parameter to the ooMapItr constructor.

■

Initialize a name-map iterator with the assignment operator (operator=),
specifying a handle to the name map as the right-hand operand.
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This example constructs a name-map iterator initialized to find the elements of a
name map.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"
// DDL file myClasses.ddl
// includes <ooMap.h>

…
ooHandle(ooMap) mapH;
… // Set mapH to reference the name map
ooMapItr mapI(mapH); // Construct initialized mapI
An alternative approach is to construct a null name-map iterator and then
initialize it by assignment.
ooMapItr mapI;
mapI = mapH;

// Construct null mapI
// Initialize mapI

Working With a Name-Map Iterator
Because ooMapItr is derived from ooItr(ooMapElem), you use a name-map
iterator just as you would use any object iterator:
■

Advance the name-map iterator through its iteration set by calling its next
method.

■

Use the name-map iterator as a handle to access the current element of the
name map.

■

If desired, call the name-map iterator’s inherited end method to terminate
the iteration.

Like any object iterator, a name-map iterator makes a single pass through its
iteration set, finding the name-map elements in an undefined order. You cannot
add or delete name-map elements while iterating over a name map. However,
you can modify the objects that are referenced by the found elements.
For additional information about name-map elements, see “Finding the Values of
a Name Map” on page 422.
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Scalable-Collection Iterators
A scalable-collection iterator steps through the elements, keys, or values of a
particular scalable persistent collection. These objects constitute the iterator’s
iteration set. If the scalable collection is ordered, the iterator finds elements of its
iteration set as ordered by the collection; if the collection is unordered, the
iterator finds the elements in an undefined order.
A scalable-collection iterator has a current index, which gives its zero-based
position within the iteration set; the current element is the element of the
iteration set at the scalable-collection iterator’s current index. When the iterator is
created, it is positioned before the first element of the iteration set. That is, its
index is -1 and it has no current element.
A scalable-collection iterator is an instance of a class derived from class
ooCollectionIterator. Because ooCollectionIterator defines the
interface shared by all scalable-collection iterators, other scalable-collection
iterators are not documented.
Your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h header file to use
scalable-collection iterators.

Initializing a Scalable-Collection Iterator
During a transaction, you obtain a pointer to an initialized scalable-collection
iterator by calling a method of a collection.
To Obtain a Pointer to an
Iterator Initialized to Find

Call

See

All elements of a list or set

The iterator method of a list
or set

“Finding the Elements of a List or
Set” on page 418

All keys of an object map

The keyIterator method of
an object map

“Finding the Keys and Values of
an Object Map” on page 419

All values of an object map

The valueIterator method
of an object map

“Finding the Keys and Values of
an Object Map” on page 419

You are responsible for deleting the scalable-collection iterator when you are
finished using it.
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Working With a Scalable-Collection Iterator
After obtaining an initialized scalable-collection iterator, you can use it in a loop
that processes each element of the iteration set in turn.
To advance through the iteration set from beginning to end, call the iterator’s
hasNext method for loop control to test whether additional elements remain in
the iteration set. Within the loop, you make successive calls to the iterator’s next
method to get each element. As you advance through the iteration set from
beginning to end, the current index increases until the scalable-collection iterator
is positioned after the last element of the iteration set. At that point, the current
index is the size of the iteration set and the scalable-collection iterator has no
current element.
You can reposition the iterator within the iteration set:
■

To reposition the iterator before the first element of the iteration set, you call
the iterator’s reset method.

■

To position the iterator at a particular index, you call the iterator’s
goToIndex method.

■

To position the iterator at a particular object, you call the iterator’s goTo
method.

■

To position the iterator at the last element in the iteration set, you call the
iterator’s goToLast method.

The goToIndex, goTo, and goToLast methods are primarily useful when
iterating through a sorted collection—for example, to find a sequence of elements
starting from a particular element.
After iterating forward (or repositioning the iterator), you can reverse the
direction of iteration. To iterate backward from the current index, you call the
iterator’s hasPrevious method for loop control to test whether additional
elements remain in the iteration set. Within the loop, you make successive calls to
the iterator’s previous method to get each element. As you step backward
through the iteration set, the current index decreases until the scalable-collection
iterator is positioned before the first element of the iteration set. At that point, the
current index is back to -1 and the iterator has no current element.
At any time you can all the scalable-collection iterator’s current method to get
its current element, If you are iterating through the keys of an object map, you
can call the iterator’s currentValue method to get the value object that is paired
with the iterator’s current (key) object.
Various methods, such as next and previous, find persistent objects in the
iterator’s corresponding collection. These methods return general-purpose object
references.
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This example iterates through a sorted set.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"
// DDL file myClasses.ddl
// includes <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
ooHandle(ooTreeSetX) setH;
ooRef(ooObj) objR;
… // Set setH to reference the sorted set
// Create and initialize a scalable-collecion iterator
ooCollectionIterator *setIptr = setH->iterator();
// Step through the elements of the set
while (setIptr->hasNext()) {
objR = setIptr->next();
… // Do something with this element of the set
}
delete setIptr; // Delete the scalable-collection iterator

Modifying the Collection During Iteration
Methods of the scalable-collection iterator allow you to modify the
corresponding persistent collection. If the iterator is currently positioned at an
element of the iteration set (that is, not before the first element or after the last
element), the iterator’s remove method removes the current element from the
corresponding collection; the iterator’s set method replaces the current element
with a specified object.
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This example iterates over a list of Vehicle objects, printing the license number
of each and then deleting it from the list.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"
// DDL file vehicle.ddl
// includes <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
ooHandle(ooTreeListX) tlistH;
ooRef(Vehicle) vR;
… // Set tlistH to reference the list
// Create and initialize a scalable-collecion iterator
ooCollectionIterator *listIptr = tlistH->iterator();
// Step through the elements of the set
while (listIptr->hasNext()) {
vR = static_cast<ooRef(Vehicle)>(listIptr->next());
cout << "Vehicle: " << vR->getLicense() << endl;
// Remove the current element from the list
listIptr->remove();
}
delete listIptr; // Delete the scalable-collection iterator
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WARNING

While you are iterating through a scalable collection, the only acceptable way to
modify the collection is to use the scalable-collection iterator’s remove and set
methods. For example, do not attempt to remove the current element by calling
the collection’s remove method.

WARNING

Do not continue to use a scalable-collection iterator after you add elements to the
collection from which you obtained the iterator. Instead, you should delete the
old iterator and get a new scalable-collection iterator after you add elements to
the collection.
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FINDING PERSISTENT OBJECTS
This part explains how to organize persistent objects to minimize search and how
to use the organization to find the persistent objects when they are needed.
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Creating and Following Links
Many applications link persistent objects together to form object graphs, which are
directed-graph data structures that consist of objects linked to other objects.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about links between persistent objects.

■

Mechanisms for linking persistent objects into object graphs: reference.
attributes and associations on persistent objects, and persistent collections.

Understanding Links Between Persistent Objects
An object graph consists of a number of persistent objects linked together. You
can think of each link in the graph as an arrow from a source object to a
destination object.
An application can link persistent objects together in the following ways:
■

Set a reference attribute of a source object to contain object references to one
or more destination objects.

■

Create association links from a source object to one or more destination
objects.

■

Create a persistent collection (the source object of links) and add other
persistent objects to the collection (making them the destination objects of the
links).

Linking objects into a graph not only models the interconnections among various
objects, it also facilitates finding the group of connected objects. Regardless of
which linking mechanisms are used to create an object graph, you can follow the
links to find objects. You typically start by finding a particular object that is
relevant to some task or operation. If that object is a source object for links in an
object graph, you can follow those links to find the destination objects.
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The procedure for creating a link and following a link depends on the particular
linking mechanism. This chapter describes approaches for creating links and
following them.
NOTE

You can use a navigation query to follow multiple links of different kinds to
traverse a graph while searching for qualified target objects; see Chapter 19,
“Navigation Queries.”

Linking With Reference Attributes
You can use reference attributes to link objects together. A reference attribute is
any attribute that can contain one or more object references.
■

An attribute can contain a single object reference if its type is an
object-reference class.

■

An attribute can contain multiple object references if its type is a fixed-size
array or a VArray of object references.

The persistence-capable class defining the reference attribute is the source class
for the links; the class referenced by the object references is the destination class.
At runtime, directional links can be formed for the reference attribute. Each link
joins a particular source object to a particular destination object. The source object is
an instance of the source class or one of its derived classes. The destination object
is referenced by the source object’s reference attribute. The destination object is
an instance of the destination class or one of its derived classes.
You create and follow links by accessing the reference attribute of a source object.
■

If you have a handle to the source object, you access the reference attribute
using the indirect member-access operator (->) on the handle.

■

From within a method of the source class, you can access the reference
attribute directly, as you would in any C++ method.

See Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language for additional information about
defining persistence-capable classes with attributes of object-reference types. See
Chapter 13, “Variable-Size Arrays,” for information about VArrays. See
Chapter 10, “Handles and Object References,” for information about working
with handles and object references to persistent objects.
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Defining a Reference Attribute
You declare a reference attribute as a data member of the source class. You then
run the DDL processor to generate the C++ definition of the source class,
including the definition of the reference attribute.
An attribute that uses the object-reference class ooRef(className) can contain
references to instances of className or its derived classes.
EXAMPLE

In this example, the Vehicle class has an attribute fleet to link a vehicle to its
rental fleet. The Fleet class has an attribute vehicles containing a fixed-size
array of one thousand object references; this field links a rental fleet to all the
vehicles in the fleet.
// DDL file vehicle.ddl
class Vehicle : public ooObj {
public:

…
// Attribute 'fleet' links the vehicle to its fleet
ooRef(Fleet) fleet;
};
class Fleet : public ooObj {
public:

…
// Attribute 'vehicles' links the fleet to its
// 1000 vehicles
ooRef(Vehicle) vehicles[1000];
};

An alternative approach would be to define the vehicles attribute of the Fleet
class to contain a VArray instead of a fixed-size array:
// DDL file vehicle.ddl
class Fleet : public ooObj {
public:

…
// Attribute 'vehicles' links the fleet to
// any number of vehicles
ooVArrayT<ooRef(Vehicle)> vehicles;
};
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Creating, Replacing, and Deleting Links
You link a source object to a destination object by setting its reference attribute to
contain an object reference to the destination object. If you need to replace an
existing link with a link to a different object, you modify the reference attribute,
replacing the existing object reference with an object reference to the desired
object. If you need to delete a link, you set the reference attribute to contain a null
object reference.
As is the case for all attributes, you must set the reference attribute within an
update transaction and the source object must be open for update. To ensure that
the source object is opened correctly, you may choose to define an accessor
method to set the reference attribute.
EXAMPLE

The Vehicle class defines an accessor method setFleet to set the fleet
attribute, creating a link to the specified Fleet object. See the fleet attribute
definition on page 371.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
void Vehicle::setFleet(ooHandle(Fleet) newFleetH) {
// Open this vehicle for update
ooUpdate();
// Set the 'fleet' attribute to the specified fleet
fleet = newFleetH;
} // End setFleet

Finding a Destination Object
You find a destination object by getting an object reference to it from the source
object’s reference attribute. If you need to perform multiple operations on the
destination object, you can assign the object reference to a handle.
EXAMPLE
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The Fleet class defines the method printSummary to find and print the status
of each vehicle in the fleet. That method finds destination objects by accessing the
fleet’s vehicles attribute.
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// DDL file vehicle.ddl
class Vehicle : public ooObj {
public:

…
void printID();
void printStatus();

// Print identifying information
// Print status of this vehicle

};
class Fleet : public ooObj {
public:

…
ooRef(Vehicle) vehicles[1000];
void printSummary();
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
void Fleet::printSummary() {
ooHandle(Vehicle) currentVehicleH;
for (i=0; i<1000; i++) {
// Set currentVehicleH to reference the current
// vehicle in the fleet
currentVehicleH = vehicles[i];
// Print the current vehicle's identifying information
currentVehicleH->printID();
// Print the current vehicle's status
currentVehicleH->printStatus();
} // End for
} // End print Summary

Linking With Associations
You can use associations to link objects together. The persistence-capable class
defining the association is the source class for the links; the class referenced by
the association is the destination class.
■

Use a to-one association to link each source object to a single destination
object.

■

Use a to-many association to link each source object to one or more
destination objects.
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At runtime, directional links can be formed for the association. Each link joins a
particular source object to a particular destination objects. The source object is an
instance of the source class or one of its derived classes. The destination object is
an instance of the association’s destination class or one of its derived classes.
If you need to be able to use either of two linked objects as the starting point for
finding the other, you can define a pair of bidirectional associations between
their classes.

Defining and Accessing Associations
You declare an association as a data member of the source class, using special
Objectivity/DDL syntax. You then run the DDL processor to generate the C++
definition of the source class, including the definition of the association. The DDL
processor also generates methods (page 375) for the source class that allow you
to access the association. You call these methods on a source object to test, create,
delete, and follow links.
See Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language for information about defining
associations. See “Associations” on page 196 for more information about the
various characteristics of associations.
EXAMPLE

This example substitutes a pair of bidirectional associations for the fleet and
vehicles attributes in the preceding example. The Vehicle class defines a
to-one fleet association to link a vehicle to its rental fleet. The Fleet class
defines the to-many vehicles association to link a rental fleet to all the vehicles
in the fleet. Each of the two associations is declared to be the other’s inverse; that
is, if a given vehicle has a fleet association to a particular fleet, that fleet has a
vehicles association to the vehicle.
// DDL file vehicle.ddl
class Vehicle : public ooObj {
public:

…
// To-one bidirectional association: fleet
//
destination class:
Fleet
//
inverse association: vehicles
ooRef(Fleet) fleet <-> vehicles[];
};
class Fleet : public ooObj {
public:

…
// To-many bidirectional association: vehicles
//
destination class:
Vehicle
//
inverse association: fleet
ooRef(Vehicle) vehicles[] <-> fleet;
};
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Generated Methods
When an association called linkName is defined in a persistence-capable class,
the DDL processor generates a set of methods on that class for managing a
source object’s associations. The DDL processor generates a slightly different set
of methods for to-one associations and for to-many associations. The following
table describes the generated methods.

Generated Method

Meaning for To-One
Association

Meaning for To-Many
Association

exist_linkName

Tests whether this source
object is associated with the
specified destination object

Tests whether this source
object is associated with the
specified destination object

set_linkName

Creates an association link
from this source object to
the specified destination
object

(Not applicable)

add_linkName

(Not applicable)

Creates an association link
from this source object to the
specified destination object

linkName

Finds the destination object
associated with this source
object

Initializes an iterator to find all
destination objects associated
with this source object

sub_linkName

(Not applicable)

Deletes the association link
from this source object to the
specified destination object

del_linkName

Deletes the association link
from this source object to its
destination object

Deletes the association links
from this source object to each
of its destination objects

The DDL processor places the declarations for these methods in the generated
primary header file that contains the class definition; the method definitions are
placed in the corresponding generated C++ implementation file, which you
compile and link with your application. See “C++ Files Generated by the DDL
Processor” in Chapter 1 of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language for a
discussion of these files.
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The persistence-capable class Car defines a to-one unidirectional association
madeBy whose destination class is Manufacturer.
// DDL file car.ddl
class Car: public ooObj {
public:

…
ooRef(Manufacturer) madeBy : copy(delete);
};

The DDL processor defines the following methods on the Car class:
■

exist_madeBy—Tests whether this car is linked to a manufacturer.

■

set_madeBy—Creates an association link from this car to a particular

■

madeBy—Finds this car’s associated manufacturer.

■

del_madeBy—Deletes the association link from this car to its manufacturer.

manufacturer.

The persistence-capable class Company defines a one-to-many bidirectional
association employs to the Employee class and the inverse many-to-one
association employedBy.
// DDL file company.ddl
class Company: public ooObj {
public:

…
// One-to-many bidirectional association: employs
//
destination class:
Employee
//
inverse association: employedBy
ooRef(Employee) employs[] <-> employedBy;
};
class Employee: public ooObj {
public:

…
// Many-to-one bidirectional association: employedBy
//
destination class:
Company
//
inverse association: employs
ooRef(Company) employedBy <-> employs[];
};
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The DDL processor defines the following methods on the Company class:
■

exist_employs—Tests whether this company is linked to an employee.

■

add_employs—Creates an association link from this company to a particular

employee.
■

employs—Initializes an iterator to find the employees of this company.

■

sub_employs—Deletes the association link from this company to a
particular employee.

■

del_employs—Deletes the association links from this company to each of its
employees.

All generated methods for accessing an association must be called within a
transaction. Those that create or delete associations must be called in an update
transaction.

Testing for the Existence of a Link
You can call a source object’s exist_linkName method to test whether the
object is linked by a linkName association to a destination object. The parameter
indicates the destination object of interest. You can pass a handle to a persistent
object as the parameter to find out whether the source object is linked by the
linkName association to that destination object. Alternatively, you can pass 0 as
the parameter to find out whether the source object is linked by the linkName
association to any destination object.

Linking Objects by To-One Associations
To create a link for a to-one association named linkName, you call the source
object’s set_linkName method. The parameter is a handle to the destination
object.
Because a given source object can be linked by a to-one association to at most one
destination object, set_linkName throws an exception if the source object
already has a linkName association link. In that case, you must delete the source
object’s existing linkName association link by calling its del_linkName method.
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Linking Objects by To-Many Associations

The Vehicle class defines a method assignToFleet to link a vehicle to the fleet
to which it belongs. It can be called for a new vehicle or for a vehicle that is being
moved from one fleet to another. See the fleet association definition on
page 374.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"

…
void Vehicle::assignToFleet(ooHandle(Fleet) fleetH) {
// No action is needed if this vehicle is already linked
// to the specified fleet
if (!this->exist_fleet(fleetH)) {
if (this->exist_fleet(0)) {
// The vehicle is already linked to some other fleet;
// delete that link
this->del_fleet();
}
// Link the vehicle to the specified fleet
this->set_fleet(fleetH);
}
}

Linking Objects by To-Many Associations
To create a link for a to-many association named linkName, you call the source
object’s add_linkName method. The parameter is a handle to the destination
object.
Because a source object can be linked by a to-many association to any number of
destination objects, you can call add_linkName repeatedly to link the source
object to any number of destination objects. Each call creates a new linkName
association link from the source object to the specified destination object. In fact,
this method allows you to create duplicate association links between the same
source and destination objects (even though it could be semantically meaningless
to do so).
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Linking Objects by To-Many Associations

The Patron class has a many-to-many association canUse to the Library class,
and the Library has an inverse many-to-many association members to
the Patron class.
// DDL file library.ddl
class Patron: public ooObj {
public:

…
// Many-to-many bidirectional association: canUse
//
destination class:
Library
//
inverse association: members
ooRef(Library) canUse[] <-> members[];
};
class Library: public ooObj {
public:

…
// Many-to-many bidirectional association: members
//
destination class:
Patron
//
inverse association: canUse
ooRef(Patron) members[] <-> canUse[];
};

The application links a patron to the Main library, avoiding a duplicate link if the
patron can already use the Main library.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "library.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Set mainLibH to reference the Main library
ooHandle(Library) mainLibH = … ;
// Set patH to reference a patron specified by the user
ooHandle(Patron) patH = … ;
// Test whether the patron can use the Main library;
// if not, link the patron to the library
if (!patH->exist_canUse(mainLibH)) {
patH->add_canUse(mainLibH);
}
session->commit();
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A source object can be linked by a to-many association to any number of
destination objects; you can delete one or all of these links:
■

Call a source object’s del_linkName method to delete all linkName
association links to destination objects.

■

Call a source object’s sub_linkName method to delete its linkName
association link to a particular destination object. You specify the destination
object by passing its handle as a parameter to sub_linkName. If the source
object has linkName links to other destination objects, those links remain
unchanged.
If linkName is a many-to many association or a one-to-many bidirectional
association, multiple links may exist from the source object to a given
destination object. For those associations, the generated sub_linkName
method takes a second parameter that you can use to delete multiple links.
You can specify 0 to delete all links between the two objects; you can specify
a different number to delete that number of links between the objects. If you
omit the second parameter, a single link between the two objects is deleted.

EXAMPLE

This example deletes all links from a patron to a library. See the canUse
association definition on page 379.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "library.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Set libH to reference a library specified by the user
ooHandle(Library) libH = … ;
// Set patH to reference a patron specified by the user
ooHandle(Patron) patH = … ;
// Remove any links from the patron to the library
patH->sub_canUse(libH, 0);
session->commit();
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Following To-One Association Links
To find the destination object linked to a source object by a to-one association
named linkName, you call the source object’s linkName method.
If you want to set a particular object reference or handle to reference the
destination object, you can pass it as a parameter to linkName. The parameter
should be a className object reference or handle, where className is the
destination class of the linkName association. If you do not pass such a
parameter, the linkName method allocates a new handle in which to return the
destination object. In all cases, the method returns the object reference or handle
that it sets. If the source object does not have a linkName association; the method
returns a null object reference or handle.
EXAMPLE

This example follows the employedBy link from an employee to find the
company where an employee works. See the employedBy association definition
on page 376.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocRead); // Begin read transaction
// Set empH to reference the desired employee
ooHandle(Employee) empH = … ;
// Set compH to reference the company where the employee
// works. If compH is null, the employee has no associated
// company.
ooHandle(Company) compH;
if (!empH->employedBy(compH)) {
throw "Employee has no company";
}
session->commit();

If you want to open the destination object for read or update, you can specify the
desired open mode as a parameter to the linkName method.
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Following To-Many Association Links
You can initialize an object iterator to find the destination objects that are linked
to a particular source object by a to-many association. To do so, you call the
source object’s linkName method, passing as a parameter the object iterator to be
initialized. If the source object has no linkName associations, the object iterator is
initialized to a null iterator.
After initializing the object iterator, you advance it through the iteration set by
calling the iterator’s next method. See “Object Iterators” on page 349 for
information about working with an object iterator.
By default, linkName initializes the object iterator to reference, but not open,
each destination object when it advances through the iteration set. If you want
the iterator to open each destination object for read or update, you can specify
the desired open mode as a parameter to the linkName method.

Finding All Destination Objects
By default, the linkName method initializes an object iterator to find all
destination objects.
EXAMPLE

This example initializes an iterator to find all patrons who are members of a
library. See the members association definition on page 379. After initializing the
iterator, the application steps through the patrons, printing the name of each. The
Patron class defines the printName method (not shown).
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "library.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocRead); // Begin read transaction
ooItr(Patron) patronI;
// Create a null Patron iterator
// Set libraryH to reference the desired library
ooHandle(Library) libraryH = … ;
// Initialize the iterator to find all members of the library
libraryH->members(patronI);
while(patronI.next()) {
patronI->printName(); // Print the current patron’s name
}
session->commit();
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Finding Qualified Destination Objects
You can initialize an object iterator to qualify the objects it finds—that is, to find
only those destination objects that satisfy a condition. To do this, you pass a
predicate string as a parameter to the linkName method. For more information
about predicate strings, see Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.
NOTE

EXAMPLE

A predicate query over destination objects cannot be optimized through the use
of indexes; see Chapter 20, “Indexes.”

This example demonstrates how to find those members of a library whose last
names begin with the letter M. See the members association definition on
page 379.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "library.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocRead);
// Begin read transaction
ooItr(Patron) patronI;
// Create null Patron iterator
// Set libraryH to reference the desired library.
ooHandle(Library) libraryH = … ;
// Initialize the iterator to find those members of the
// library whose last names begin with the letter M
libraryH->members(
patronI,
// Iterator to initialize
"lastName =~ M.*");
// Predicate to test
while(patronI.next()) {
…
// Process current patron
}
session->commit();

When finding destination objects that satisfy a condition, you may specify an
open mode for the found objects and the access level of the attributes to be tested
by the predicate.
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Associations and Attributes

The call to members in the previous example could be modified as follows to
open each found destination object for read. Because the call tests only a public
attribute, it specifies oocPublic as the access level.
libraryH->members(
patronI,
oocRead,
oocPublic
"lastName =~ M.*");

//
//
//
//

Iterator to initialize
Open mode for found objects
Access level for attributes
Predicate to test

Associations and Attributes
In some respects, associations—especially to-one unidirectional associations—are
similar to attributes containing object references. For example, both provide
storage for an object reference to the destination object. However, associations
save you work because:
■

The methods generated for each association provide a complete interface for
accessing destination objects. In contrast, you must define your own accessor
methods for getting and setting object references in attributes.
Note that the destination objects referenced by an association are accessible
only through the generated interface. A method of the source class cannot
access associations directly to get and set the destination objects (as it can for
attributes).
In addition, the generated methods provide access to all associations. In
contrast, you can choose to make attributes private and not implement
accessor methods for them.
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■

The methods generated for bidirectional associations automatically operate
on both associations in the pair—that is, adding or removing an association
link in one direction simultaneously adds or removes the inverse association
link. In contrast, you must implement referential integrity yourself when you
link objects with attributes.

■

The methods generated for to-many associations automatically allow you to
add, remove, and iterate over destination objects. In contrast, if you use a
fixed-size array or VArray of object references in attributes to manage
multiple associations, you must implement your own mechanism for adding,
removing, and iterating over the object references to the destination objects
in the array.
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Linking With Persistent Collections
A persistent collection maintains links to the persistent objects it contains. A
persistent collection itself represents a simple object graph. It can be embedded
within a larger object graph.
Because a persistent collection is an aggregate of persistent objects, a source
object can use a link to a persistent collection as an alternative to a to-many
association or an attribute containing an array of object references. In this case,
the persistent collection acts as an intermediate object linking one source object to
a group of destination objects. Although this approach introduces an additional
level of indirection, there are circumstances in which it may be worth while. For
example, if you need to link a source object to a very large number of destination
objects, you may want to use an intermediate scalable collection.
To use a persistent collection as an intermediate object between a source object
and its destination objects:

EXAMPLE

■

Create a persistent collection containing the desired destination objects. See
“Building a Persistent Collection” on page 282.

■

Link the source object to the persistent collection, using either an attribute or
a to-one association.

In this example, the vehicles attribute of the Fleet class references a sorted set
of the ooTreeSetX class. The set maintains object references to the various
vehicles in the fleet.
// DDL file vehicle.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
class Vehicle : public ooObj {
public:
…
// Attribute 'fleet' links the vehicle to its fleet
ooRef(Fleet) fleet;
};
class Fleet : public ooObj {
public:
…
// Attribute 'vehicles' links the fleet to
// a set of its vehicles
ooRef(ooTreeSetX) vehicles;
};
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To find a destination object from the source object, you must follow two links:
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■

You find the persistent collection by following the attribute or association
link from the source object, as described in this chapter.

■

You follow links from the collection to find the destination objects it contains.
Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects,” explains how to look
up individual objects in a persistent collection; Chapter 18, “Group Lookup
of Persistent Objects,” explains how to iterate over the objects in a persistent
collection.
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Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects
Objectivity/C++ provides a number of mechanisms for assigning a unique key to
each persistent object in a group. The key can be a name, a numeric index, or
another persistent object. A given persistent object can belong to different groups
and can have a different key in each group.
To support individual lookup, you must organize objects into a group, assigning
a unique key to each object in the group. This chapter describes:
■

General information about individual lookup.

■

Organization and individual lookup within name scopes, name maps, lists,
sets, and object maps.

■

Using unique indexes for individual lookup.

Understanding Individual Lookup
Individual lookup is appropriate within a group of objects that are relevant to a
given task if the application typically performs that task on one particular object
selected from the group. For example, a human-resources application might
perform a sequence of operations when an employee is transferred from one
department to another. Although the department-transfer operations could
reasonably be performed on any Employee object in the federated database, the
application never actually iterates through all employees performing these
operations for each. Instead, it executes the department-transfer task for a
particular employee in response to a user request. It is therefore useful to be able
to find an individual employee without having to search through all employees
in the federated database.
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Individual Lookup in Name Scopes
Objectivity/DB allows you to name persistent objects within the scope of a
particular scope object. A scope object defines a name scope—a group of persistent
objects for which the scope object maintains unique names. Each of these names
is called a scope name and is the key for finding a particular persistent object
within the name scope. You can think of a name scope as a local name space
defined by the scope object.
You typically use a name scope to find the persistent object that serves as the
entry point into your data at the beginning of your application.
When you want to find a particular named object, you first find the scope object
that defines the name scope. You then find the desired object within the name
scope by looking up its name.
A persistent object can have no more than one scope name within a particular
name scope, and all scope names within a name scope must be unique. However,
a given persistent object can have different names in a number of different name
scopes.

Scope Objects
A scope object can be the federated database or a persistent object. Every scope
object uses a hashing mechanism that pairs each scope name with the
appropriate object. This mechanism is stored in the container nearest to the scope
object:
■

If the scope object is a persistent object, the hashing mechanism is in that
object’s container.

■

If the scope object is the federated database, the hashing mechanism is in a
container within the system database.

When setting or removing scope names, the application must be able to obtain an
update lock on the container used by the scope object. When looking up a scope
name, the application must be able to obtain a read lock on this container.
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Building a Name Scope
To build a name scope, you first select its scope object. You then add the desired
objects to the name scope by naming them in the scope of the scope object. If you
need to remove an object from the name scope, you unname it.
You name and unname a persistent object by calling methods on a handle to the
object:

EXAMPLE

■

Call the handle’s nameObj method to add the persistent object to a name
scope. The parameters are a handle to the scope object and the desired scope
name. The scope name is a null-terminated string of up to 487 nonnull
characters.

■

Call the handle’s unnameObj method to remove the persistent object from
the name scope. The parameter is a handle to the scope object.

■

If you need to change the scope name of a persistent object, you must first
call unnameObj to delete the existing name, then call nameObj to set the new
name.

This example creates an instance of the persistence-capable class Company, and
sets it up to be found by assigning it a unique scope name in the scope of the
federated database.
// DDL file rentalCompany.ddl
class Company : public ooObj {

…
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(Company) companyH; // rental company handle
ooSession *session;
// Session
// Begin a transaction with update access
session->begin(oocUpdate);
// Create a new Company and set companyH to reference it
companyH = new Company();
// Assign a scope name to the new Company object.
companyH.nameObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Terminate the transaction successfully
session->commit();

…
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Finding an Object by Scope Name
To look up a persistent object by its scope name, call the lookupObj method on a
handle of the appropriate class. This method sets the handle to reference a named
object, if one is found; otherwise it sets the handle to null. The parameters are a
handle to the scope object, the scope name, and an optional open mode. The
found object is opened in the specified mode (or for read if no mode is specified).
If you know that the named object is an instance of className or a class derived
from className, you can call the lookupObj method on a handle of type
ooHandle(className). If you don’t know the class of the named object, you
can call the lookupObj method on a handle of type ooHandle(ooObj) and use
runtime type identification (page 225) to determine the class of the found object.
The lookupObj method returns oocSuccess if an object is found, and returns
oocError otherwise. You can test the method’s return status to determine the
result of the lookup. Alternatively, you can test whether the handle set by
lookupObj is null.
EXAMPLE

Assume the class Company is declared in a file called company.ddl.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(Company) companyH; // Company handle
// Session
ooSession *session = … ;
// Begin a transaction with read access
session->begin(oocRead);
// Find the Company object with the specified scope name;
// set companyH to reference the found object.
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
if (companyH = 0) {
…
// no data entry point; throw an exception
}
... // Work with the found Company through the handle
// Terminate the transaction successfully
session->commit();

…
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Individual Lookup in Name Maps
An alternative to using a name scope is to create an application-specific
dictionary that assigns a unique name to each object in a group. You implement
an application-specific dictionary as a name map—a nonscalable, unordered
persistent collection of key-value pairs in which each key is a string and each
value is a persistent object. Each key string can be thought of as an
application-defined name for the corresponding value object.
A name map is a persistent object of the class ooMap. Your application must
include the ooMap.h header file to use name maps. For general information
about name maps and other persistent collections, see Chapter 12, “Persistent
Collections.”
You can create as many application-specific dictionaries as you like; each
dictionary represents a separate name space for objects. You can name a given
object in as many dictionaries as you like. One advantage of using an
application-specific dictionary instead of a name scope is that you have control
over the placement and growth performance of the name map that implements
the dictionary.
When you want to find a particular named object, you first find the name map
that implements the dictionary. You then find the desired object in the name map
by looking up its name.

Naming an Object in a Name Map
You name a persistent object in a name map by adding an element to the map.
The new element’s key is the name; its value is the persistent object. For example,
if you know that a given name is not already used in a particular name map, you
can call the map’s add method to add an element with that name. See “Building a
Name Map” on page 285.
EXAMPLE

This example uses a name map to group the Employee objects who are the sales
representatives for a company. Each sales representative manages the accounts
for a single client organization. Within the name map, a sales representative has a
key composed of the client’s account number.
The name map for the sales representatives is referenced by the salesReps
attribute of the Company object, which was assigned a scope name in the example
on page 389.
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// DDL file company.ddl
class Company : public ooObj {
ooRef(ooMap) salesReps;

…
};
class Employee : public ooObj {

…
};
class Client : public ooObj {
public:
ooUInt32 accountNo;

…
};

The newSalesRep function assigns an employee to be the sales representative for
a particular client.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooMap.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
void newSalesRep(
ooHandle(Employee) &repH,
ooHandle(Client) &clientH) {
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooMap) nameMapH;
char repName[16];

// New sales rep
// Client

session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Find the Company object that references the name map
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find or create the name map
nameMapH = companyH->salesReps;
if (nameMapH.isNull()) {
// Name map has not been created yet
nameMapH = new(companyH) ooMap();
companyH->salesReps = nameMapH;
}
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// Add the representative to the name map, using
// the client's account number as the key
sprintf(repName, "%d", clientH->accountNo);
nameMapH->add(repName, repH);
session->commit();
} // End newSalesRep

Finding an Object by Name in a Name Map
To look up a persistent object by its name in a name map, call the map’s lookup
method. You pass the name as a parameter to lookup; you may optionally pass:
■

A handle to be set to the found object.
The method expects a persistent-object handle of class ooHandle(ooObj). If
you know the class of the object to be found, you can use a type-specific
handle and cast it to the expected parameter type. The handle is set to
reference the found object, if any; otherwise the handle is set to null.

■

An open mode.
If you omit this parameter, the found object is opened for read by default.

The lookup method returns oocSuccess if an object is found, and returns
oocError otherwise. You can test the method’s return status to determine the
result of the lookup. Alternatively, you can test whether the handle set by
lookup is null.
EXAMPLE

The findSalesRep function finds the sales representative for a specified client.
It looks up the sales representative by its name in the company’s name map and
sets the specified handle to reference the found Employee object.
The found object is not opened. If no sales representative is found, the specified
handle is set to a null handle.
The name map for the sales representatives is referenced by the salesReps
attribute of the Company object, which was assigned a scope name in the example
on page 389.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooMap.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
void findSalesRep(
ooUInt32 accountNo,
// Client account number
ooHandle(Employee) &repH) { // Handle to set
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooMap) nameMapH;
char repName[16];
repH = 0;
session->begin(oocRead); // Begin read transaction
// Find the Company object that references the name map
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find the name map
nameMapH = companyH->salesReps;
if (!nameMapH.isNull()) {
// Look up the sales rep in the name map,
// using the account number as the lookup key
sprintf(repName, "%d", accountNo);
nameMapH->lookup(repName, repH, oocNoOpen);
}
session->commit();
}
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Individual Lookup in Lists
If sequential integer indexes provide sufficient information for finding the
persistent objects in a group, you can create a list containing those objects. A list
is a persistent collection whose elements can be located by position, given as a
zero-based index. A list can contain duplicate elements and null elements.
A list is a persistent object of the class ooTreeListX. Your application must
include the ooCollectionBase.h header file to use lists. For general
information about lists and other persistent collections, see Chapter 12,
“Persistent Collections.”
When you want to find a particular object by its index, you first find the list. You
then find the desired object in the list by looking up its index.

Assigning an Index in a List
You assign an index to a persistent object in a list by adding the object to the list
at the desired index, as described in “Building a List” on page 284. For example,
you could add the objects to the list in order by calling the list’s add (or addLast)
method repeatedly. To change the object at a particular index, you can call the
list’s set method.
If you intend to use indexes within the list as lookup keys, you should avoid
inserting objects into the list. When you insert an object at a particular index, you
increment the indexes of all current elements at and after that position in the list.
EXAMPLE

At year end, the company ranks its sales representatives by their total sales for
the year. The representative who sold the most is ranked first, and so on. The
sales representatives are grouped in a list, ordered by their ranking. After the
sales representatives have been ordered by their total sales, each one in turn is
added to the end of the list, which is initially empty.
The list of ranked sales representatives is referenced by the salesPerformance
attribute of the Company object, which was assigned a scope name in the example
on page 389.
// DDL file company.ddl
class Company : public ooObj {
ooRef(ooTreeListX) salesPerformance;

…
};
class Employee : public ooObj {

…
};
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooTreeListX) listH;
ooHandle(Employee) repH;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Find the Company object that references the list
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find the list
listH = companyH->salesPerformance;
// Delete last year's sales reps from the list
listH->clear();

… // Calculate total sales for each sales rep and order
// the sales reps by decreasing total sales
// Iterate over the ordered sales reps
while (…) {
… // Set repH to the next sales representative
// Add this sales rep to the end of the list
listH->add(repH);
}
session->commit();

Finding an Object by Index in a List
To look up a persistent object by its index in a list, call the list’s get method,
passing the index of the desired object. This method returns an object reference to
the object at the specified position (or a null object reference if the list does not
contain an object at that position or if the index is out-of-bounds). If you need to
perform multiple operations on the object, you can assign the object reference to
a handle. You can call the list’s first method to find its first element or its last
method to find its last element.
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A company calculates year-end bonuses for a sales representative based on the
company’s profit and the sales rep’s ranking in total sales for the year.
The awardBonus function finds the sales representative with the specified rank
and awards that employee a bonus of the specified amount; if there is no sales
representative with the specified rank, no action is taken.
The list of ranked sales representatives is referenced by the salesPerformance
attribute of the Company object, which was assigned a scope name in the example
on page 389.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
void awardBonus(
unsigned rank,
ooInt32 bonusAmt) {

// Index to look up
// Bonus to award

ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooTreeListX) listH;
ooHandle(ooObj) objH;
ooHandle(Employee) repH;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Find the Company object that references the list
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find the list
listH = companyH->salesPerformance;
if (!listH.isNull()) {
// Look up sales rep by rank in the list
objH = listH->get(rank);
if (!objH.isNull()) {
// Assign the returned object reference to a handle
repH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)>(objH);
repH.update();
// Open for update
repH->bonus = bonusAmt; // Set bonus attribute
}
session->commit();
}
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Individual Lookup in Sets
If the objects in a group have unique values for a particular identifying attribute,
those objects can be collected into a set. A set is a persistent collection with no
duplicate elements and no null elements. A sorted set is an instance of
ooTreeSetX; an unordered set is an instance of ooHashSetX. Your application
must include the ooCollectionBase.h header file to use sets. For general
information about sets and other persistent collections, see Chapter 12,
“Persistent Collections.”
A set’s comparator can enable you to look up individual elements by values of an
identifying attribute. The comparator must be an instance of a custom
comparator class that supports content-based lookup. See “Defining a Custom
Comparator Class” on page 295.
When you want to find a particular object by its identifying attribute, you first
find the set. You then find the desired object in the set by looking up the value of
its identifying attribute.

Providing an Identifying Attribute for Elements in a Set
A custom comparator class can enable a collection to identify persistent objects
based on their attributes. The comparator can support the use of any component
data to identify an object—that is, the lookup data can combine the values of any
number of attributes, and the attributes can be of any data types. For simplicity,
the remaining discussion assumes that the set’s comparator uses a single
identifying attribute instead of a combination of attributes.
A custom comparator class implicitly defines the identifying attribute by using
that attribute to order or hash the elements of the set:
■

The comparator for a sorted set orders the objects in the set based on their
values for the identifying attribute; see “Supporting Content-Based Lookup
in a Sorted Collection” on page 299. (The comparator may additionally
support the optimization described in “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted
Collection” on page 301.)

■

The comparator for an unordered set computes an object’s hash value based
on its value for the identifying attribute; see “Supporting Content-Based
Lookup in an Unordered Collection” on page 313.

If you plan to perform individual lookup on the persistent objects in a set, you
must:
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■

Define a custom comparator class that uses the identifying attribute to sort or
hash objects.

■

Create an instance of your custom comparator class and assign it to the set
when you create the set.
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A human-resources application considers an employee eligible for promotion
after being at a given job level for a certain period of time. It groups employees
who are eligible for promotion into an unordered set of Employee objects.
A custom comparator of the class CompSSN hashes Employee objects based on
their social security numbers. It can also support the lookup of Employee objects
based on the social security numbers in their SSN attributes. See the example
beginning on page 314 for more information about the class CompAccount.
// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
class Company : public ooObj {
ooRef(ooHashSetX) eligibleEmployees;
…
};
class Employee : public ooObj {
public:

…
ooVString SSN;
ooUInt16 jobLevel;
void eligibleForPromotion();
void computeNewSalary();
};
class CompSSN : public ooCompare {
… // Defined as in the example on page 314
};

The function initEligible creates the set for eligible employees, using a
comparator of the class CompSSN. The function returns a handle to the new set.
The new set is assigned to the eligibleEmployees attribute of the Company
object, which was given a scope name in the example on page 389.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
ooHandle(ooHashSetX) initEligible() {
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(CompSSN) comparatorH;
ooHandle(ooHashSetX) setH;
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session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Find the Company object and set companyH to reference it
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Create the comparator and place it near the Company
comparatorH = new(companyH) CompSSN();
// Create the set, placing it near the Company object, and
// assigning the comparator to it
setH = new(companyH) ooHashSetX(comparatorH);
// Set the eligibleEmployees attribute of the Company object
// to reference the new unordered set
companyH->eligibleEmployees = setH;
session->commit();
return setH;
}

Assigning an Element’s Identifying Value in a Set
Before you add an object to the set, you must assign it a unique value for the
identifying attribute. When you add the object to the set, it is sorted or hashed
according to the value for its identifying attribute. That value serves as the
lookup data with which the object can be found.
You add persistent objects to the set as described in “Building a Set” on page 283.
For example, you can call a set’s add method to add the element.
EXAMPLE

The eligibleForPromotion method of the Employee class is called when a
human-resources application has determined that an employee is eligible for
promotion; it adds the employee to the unordered set created by the function
initEligible shown in the example on page 399. Because that unordered set
uses a comparator of the CompSSN class, the employee is hashed by its social
security number. An employee’s social security number is stored in its SSN
attribute when the object is created.
The unordered set of interest is referenced by the eligibleEmployees attribute
of the Company object, which was assigned a scope name in the example on
page 389.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
void Employee::eligibleForPromotion() {
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooHashSetX) setH;
ooHandle(Employee) empH;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Find the Company object and set companyH to reference it
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find or create the set of eligible employees
setH = companyH->eligibleEmployees;
if (setH.isNull())
setH = initEligible();
// Add this employee to the set of eligible employees
ooThis(empH); // Set empH to reference this employee
setH->add(empH);
session->commit();
}

Finding an Element by Identifying Value in a Set
If a set’s comparator identifies elements by some attribute, you can call the set’s
get method to find the element with a particular value for its identifying
attribute.
The parameter to get is a pointer of type const void* to the value that
identifies the desired element. This method returns an object reference to the
element (or a null object reference if the set does not contain such an element). If
you need to perform multiple operations on the element, you can assign the
object reference to a handle.
If you simply want to test whether the set contains an element with a particular
value for its identifying attribute, you can call the set’s contains method,
passing a pointer of type const void* to the value that identifies the desired
element.
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The promotion function is called during a transaction when a manager
interacting with a human-resources application indicates the desire to promote
an employee. If the employee is eligible for promotion, the jobLevel attribute is
incremented and the computeNewSalary method (not shown) is called.
The parameter to the promotion function is a string containing the social
security number of the employee to be promoted. The function uses that string to
look up the Employee object in the company’s set of eligible employees. The
function returns oocTrue if the employee was promoted and oocFalse if not.
The unordered set of interest is referenced by the eligibleEmployees attribute
of the Company object, which was assigned a scope name in the example on
page 389.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
ooBoolean promotion(const char *SSN) {
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooHashSetX) setH;
ooHandle(Employee) empH;
ooBoolean result = oocFalse;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Find the Company object and set companyH to reference it
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find or create the set of eligible employees
setH = companyH->eligibleEmployees;
if (!setH.isNull()) {
// Look up the employee by social security number;
// assign the returned object reference to a handle
ooHandle(ooObj) objH = setH->get(SSN);
if (!objH.isNull()) {
// Cast the general-purpose handle to an Employee
// handle, then modify Employee attributes
empH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)>(objH);
empH.update();
empH->jobLevel += 1;
empH->computeNewSalary();
result = oocTrue;
} // End if employee was eligible
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} // End if set of eligible employees found
session->commit();
return result;
}

Individual Lookup in Object Maps
If each object in a group can be identified by pairing it with another persistent
object as its unique key, the objects can be collected into an object map. An object
map is a collection of key-value pairs in which the key is a persistent object and
the value is a persistent object or null. The objects to be grouped together are
values in the object map. Each is paired with a unique key object that can be used
to find the corresponding value object.
A sorted object map is an instance of class ooTreeMapX; an unordered object map is
an instance of class ooHashMapX. Your application must include the
ooCollectionBase.h header file to use object maps. For general information
about object maps and other persistent collections, see Chapter 12, “Persistent
Collections.”
When you want to find a particular value object, you first find the object map.
You then find the desired value object in the set by looking up its key.

Assigning a Key in an Object Map
When you add elements to an object map, you specify the key of the element.
Typically, you add an element with the put method, which specifies the key and
the value of the new element as described in “Building an Object Map” on
page 286. See also the reference descriptions of:
■
ooTreeMapX::put
■
ooHashMapX::put
EXAMPLE

This example is a variation of the example shown on page 391. Instead of
grouping sales representatives in a name map, it groups them in an object map.
The key for each sales representative is its client object.
The object map for the sales representatives is referenced by the salesReps
attribute of the Company object, which was assigned a scope name in the example
on page 389.
The newSalesRep function assigns an employee to be the sales representative for
a particular client.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
void newSalesRep(
ooHandle(Employee) &repH,
ooHandle(Client) &clientH) {
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooTreeMapX) objMapH;

// New sales rep
// Client company

session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Find the Company object that references the object map
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find or create the object map
objMapH = companyH->salesReps;
if (objMapH.isNull()) {
// Object map has not been created yet
objMapH = new(companyH) ooTreeMapX();
companyH->salesReps = objMapH;
}
// Add the rep to the object map with the
// client as its key
objMapH->put(
clientH,
// Key object = client
repH);
// Value object = sales representative
session->commit();
}

Finding an Object by Key in an Object Map
To look up a persistent object by its key in an object map, call the object map’s
get method, passing a handle to the key object. See reference descriptions of:
■
ooTreeMapX::get
■
ooHashMapX::get
This method returns an object reference to the object paired with the specified
key. If you need to perform multiple operations on the found object, you can
assign the object reference to a handle.
The get method returns a null object reference if the object map does not contain
an element with the specified key. To distinguish that situation from the situation
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in which the collection contains an element with the specified key and a null
value, call the containsKey method; the parameter to containsKey is a handle
to the key object. See reference descriptions of:
■
ooTreeMapX::containsKey
■
ooHashMapX::containsKey
EXAMPLE

The getSalesRep function finds a sales representative for a given client in the
company’s object map, setting the specified handle to reference the found
Employee object. The found object is not opened. If no sales representative is
found, the specified handle is set to a null handle.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
void getSalesRep(
ooHandle(Client) &clientH, // Client
ooHandle(Employee) &repH) { // Handle to set
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooTreeMapX) objMapH;
repH = 0;
session->begin(oocRead); // Begin read transaction
// Find the Company object that references the object map
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find the object map
objMapH = companyH->salesReps;
if (!objMapH.isNull()) {
// Look up the sales rep by key in the object map
ooHandle(ooObj) objH = objMapH->get(clientH);
// Assign the returned object reference to a handle
repH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)>(objH);
}
session->commit();
}
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Providing an Identifying Attribute for Keys in an Object Map
If the objects to be used as keys in an object map have unique values for a
particular identifying attribute, the object map can be created with a custom
comparator that enables you to use those values to look up individual keys.
A custom comparator class can enable a collection to identify persistent objects
based on their attributes. The comparator supports the use of any component
data to identify an object—that is, the lookup data can combine the values of any
number of attributes of any data types. For additional information, see “Defining
a Custom Comparator Class” on page 295.
For simplicity, the remaining discussion assumes that the object map’s
comparator uses a single identifying attribute instead of a combination of
attributes.
A custom comparator class implicitly defines the identifying attribute by using
that attribute to order or hash the keys of the object map:
■

The comparator for a sorted object map orders the keys based on their values
for the identifying attribute; see “Supporting Content-Based Lookup in a
Sorted Collection” on page 299. (The comparator may additionally support
the optimization described in “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted
Collection” on page 301.)

■

The comparator for an unordered object map computes a key’s hash value
based on its value for the identifying attribute; see “Supporting
Content-Based Lookup in an Unordered Collection” on page 313.

If you use this feature, you must:

EXAMPLE

■

Define a custom comparator class that uses the identifying attribute to sort or
hash keys.

■

Create an instance of your custom comparator class and assign it to the object
map when you create the object map.

In the preceding example, each client has a unique account number. The object
map of sales representatives could use a comparator that identifies a key by its
account number.
A custom comparator of the class CompAccount sorts Client objects based on
their account numbers. It can also support the lookup of Client objects based on
the account numbers in their accountNo attributes. See the examples on
page 297 through page 304 for more information about the class CompAccount.
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// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>

…
class Company : public ooObj {
ooRef(ooTreeMapX) salesReps;
…
};
class Client : public ooObj {
public:
ooUInt32 accountNo;
… ;
};
class CompAccount : public ooCompare {
… // Defined as in the examples on page 297 through page 304
};

The function initSalesReps creates the object map for sales representatives
using a comparator of the class CompAccount. The function returns a handle to
the new object map.
The new object map is assigned to the salesReps attribute of the Company
object, which was given a scope name in the example on page 389.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
ooHandle(ooTreeMapX) initSalesReps() {
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(CompAccount) comparatorH;
ooHandle(ooTreeMapX) objMapH;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Find the Company object and set companyH to reference it
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Create the comparator and place it near the Company
comparatorH = new(companyH) CompAccount();
// Create the object map, placing it near
// the Company object, and assigning the comparator to it
objMapH = new(companyH) ooTreeMapX(comparatorH);
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// Set the salesReps attribute of the Company object
// to reference the new object map
companyH->salesReps = objMapH;
session->commit();
return objMapH;
}

Finding an Object by a Key’s Identifying Value in an Object Map
If an object map’s comparator supports looking up keys by some attribute, you
can call the object map’s get method, passing a pointer of type const void* to
the lookup data that identifies the desired key. See reference descriptions of:
■
ooTreeMapX::get
■
ooHashMapX::get
This method returns an object reference to the value object whose key has the
specified value in its identifying attribute. If you need to perform multiple
operations on the found object, you can assign the object reference to a handle.
The get method returns a null object reference if the object map does not contain
a key with the specified value in its identifying attribute. To distinguish this
situation from the situation in which the collection contains an element with the
specified key and a null value, call the containsKey method, passing a pointer
of type const void* to the data that identifies the desired key. See reference
descriptions of:
■
ooTreeMapX::containsKey
■
ooHashMapX::containsKey
EXAMPLE

This variant of the getSalesRep function takes advantage of the object map’s
ability to identify a Client key object by the client’s account number. Whereas
the variant on page 405 finds a sales representative by looking up a given client
object, this variant finds the sales representative by looking up the client’s account
number. As before, the specified handle is set to reference the found Employee
object and that object is not opened. If no sales representative is found, the
specified handle is set to a null handle.
Note that this variant is equivalent in functionality to the one on page 393, which
uses an account number as the name in a name map.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"
ooSession *session; // Global session used by all functions

…
void getSalesRep(
ooUInt32 accountNo,
// Client account number
ooHandle(Employee) &repH) { // Handle to be set
ooHandle(Company) companyH;
ooHandle(ooTreeMapX) objMapH;
repH = 0;
session->begin(oocRead); // Begin read transaction
// Find the Company object and set companyH to reference it
companyH.lookupObj(session->fd(), "DataEntryPoint");
// Find the object map
objMapH = companyH->salesReps;
if (!objMapH.isNull()) {
// Look up the sales rep by client's account number;
// assign the returned object reference to a handle
ooHandle(ooObj) objH = objMapH->get(&accountNo);
// Set the result handle to reference the sales rep
repH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)>(objH);
}
session->commit();
}
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Unique Indexes
If each object of a class has a unique value for a particular attribute or a unique
combination of values for a number of attributes, the federated database’s
placement model may define a unique index for objects of the class, using those
identifying attributes as the key fields of the index. If a unique index has been
defined, you can perform a predicate scan on the federated database to quickly
find the individual object with a given combination of values for the identifying
attributes.
The predicate scan initializes an object iterator to find all objects that satisfy the
predicate; because only one object has a particular combination of values for its
identifying attributes, the object iterator finds only the single object with the
specified combination of values. Predicate scans are described in “Scanning for
Qualified Objects” on page 413; unique indexes are described in Chapter 20,
“Indexes.”
Using predicate scans with a unique index is an alternative to using a sorted set
of objects of the class with a custom comparator to test the values of identifying
attribute(s); see “Individual Lookup in Sets” on page 398. Both approaches
involve data structures in which object references to the relevant objects are
sorted by the values of their identifying attributes. The two approaches differ as
follows:
■

An index sorts all objects of a given class and all its derived classes that are
stored in the federated database.
A set is more flexible. For example, it could include objects of some, but not
all, derived classes of a given class; it could include just a subset of the
objects of a given class.

■

Indexes can be updated automatically when new objects of an indexed class
are created or modified. See “Updating Indexes” on page 452.
In contrast, you must explicitly add a newly created object to a set. If you
modify the values of an object’s identifying attributes, you must remove it
from the set, then add it back so that it is sorted in the correct position.
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Objectivity/C++ applications can use several mechanisms to find groups of
persistent objects in a federated database. These mechanisms support group
lookup through iteration. To look up the objects in a group, the application
initializes an iterator to find those objects.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about group lookup.

■

Scanning the federated database for the persistent objects of a particular
class.

■

Group lookup in persistent collections.

■

Group lookup in name scopes.

Understanding Group Lookup
Group lookup is appropriate for objects that are relevant to a particular task if
the application typically performs that task on each object in a group without
distinguishing one of these objects from another. For example, a payroll
application might calculate an employee’s pay based on information in the
corresponding Employee object: exempt or nonexempt status, salary or hourly
rate, number of hours worked in a given period, and so on. To prepare pay
checks, the application would initialize an iterator to find the Employee objects,
and then iterate through those objects, calculating the pay for each one.
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Each group lookup mechanism initializes a particular kind of iterator to find the
objects in the group, as shown in the following table.
Group Lookup Mechanism

Type of Iterator Initialized

See

Scanning the federated database for
objects of a particular class

Object iterator

page 412

Finding the elements of a list, set, or
object map

Scalable-collection iterator

page 418

Finding the elements of a name map

Name-map iterator

page 422

Finding the objects in a name scope

Object iterator

page 423

Finding the destination objects of a
to-many association

Object iterator

page 382

Chapter 15, “Iterators,” explains how to work with each type of iterator.

Scanning the Federated Database
You can scan the federated database to find persistent objects of a particular
persistence-capable class. A scan operation can find:
■

All persistent objects of the class (see page 413)

■

Just the persistent objects of the class that qualify by satisfying a particular
condition that is expressed as a predicate (see page 413)

You perform a scan operation by initializing an object iterator for the class of
object you want to find. If you want to find persistent objects of the
application-defined class appclass (and its derived classes), you use an object
iterator of class ooItr(appClass). For example, to find persistent objects of
class Vehicle and its subclasses Car and Truck, you initialize an object iterator
of class ooItr(Vehicle).
You initialize the object iterator by calling its scan method, passing the
federated-database handle as a parameter. You then advance the initialized
object iterator through the iteration set by calling the iterator’s next method; see
“Advancing an Object Iterator” on page 355.
By default, the scan method initializes an object iterator to simply reference each
found object when it advances through the iteration set. If you want the iterator
to open each found object for read or update, you can specify the desired open
mode (oocRead or oocUpdate) as a parameter to the scan method. See “Choose
an Appropriate Open Mode” on page 416.
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Scanning for All Objects of a Class
By default, the scan method initializes the iterator to find all objects of the
relevant class in the federated database.
EXAMPLE

This example finds all objects of class Rectangle and derived classes in the
federated database.
// DDL file geometry.ddl

…
class Rectangle : public ooObj{
public:
ooInt32 length, width, area;
…
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
… // Set fdH to reference the federated database
ooItr(Rectangle) rectI; // Create a null Rectangle iterator
rectI.scan(fdH);
// Initialize the Rectangle iterator
… // Advance the iterator and process each object

Scanning for Qualified Objects
You can perform a predicate scan when you want to find only qualified
objects—that is, only those objects of a class that satisfy some condition. To do so,
you supply scan with a predicate string that describes a condition that the found
objects must satisfy. For example, you could use a predicate scan to find all
persistent Rectangle objects whose area attribute is greater than some value.
See Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for a
description of predicate strings.
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This example scans the federated database for Rectangle objects with an area
greater than 10.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocRead);
… // Set fdH to reference the federated database
ooItr(Rectangle) rectI; // Create a null Rectangle iterator
// Initialize the Rectangle iterator
rectI.scan(
fdH,
// Federated database to scan
"area>10");
// Predicate to test
… // Advance the iterator and process each object
session->commit();

A predicate scan may optionally specify an access level of the attributes to be
tested by the predicate.
EXAMPLE

The call to scan in the previous example could be modified as follows to open
each found object for read; because it tests only a public attribute, it specifies
oocPublic as the access level.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
rectI.scan(
fdH,
oocRead,
oocPublic
"area>10");

//
//
//
//

Federated database to scan
Open mode for found objects
Access level for tested attributes
Predicate to test

If you created an object qualifier to qualify an arbitrary group of objects, you can
reuse that object qualifier inside a scan operation. See Chapter 2, “Object
Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for more information.
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This example creates an object qualifier that identifies Rectangle objects with an
area greater than 10. The object qualifier is then used in the scan operation.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"
#include <objy/query/ObjectQualifier.h>
using namespace objy::query;

…
ooTypeNumber typeN = ooTypeN(Rectangle);
ObjectQualifier objQ = ObjectQualifier(typeN, "area>10");
ooItr(Rectangle) rectI;
rectI.scan(
fdH,
// Federated database
objQ);
// Object qualifier
… // Advance the iterator and process each object

…

A Closer Look at Scanning
When you scan a federated database for persistent objects of a particular class,
the scan operation consults the federated database’s placement model to
determine which containers to search. The placement model maintains a record
of where the different classes of persistent objects have been placed in the storage
hierarchy. The scan operation uses this information to limit its search to just the
containers that contain the objects of the desired class, instead of searching every
container in the federation.
After the scan operation establishes the containers of interest, it processes each of
these containers by:

NOTE

■

Opening the container and reading each logical page into the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.

■

Examining each persistent object on each page to determine whether the
object is an instance of the desired class (or a derived class).

■

(If a predicate scan) Testing each object of the desired class to determine
whether it satisfies the specified condition.

The placement model may specify optimizations that reduce the number of
pages to search in each container.
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Scanning Guidelines
Use the following guidelines to help you design a scan operation that minimizes
the number of logical pages to be searched, as well as minimizing the iteration’s
impact on memory usage and concurrency.

Avoid Calling Scan on a General-Purpose Object Iterator
You should rarely, if ever, need to call the scan method on a general-purpose
object iterator of class ooItr(ooObj). Doing so initializes the object iterator to
find every persistent object in the federated database. The scan operation must
then read every page of every container into the session’s Objectivity/DB cache,
resulting in a very time-consuming operation.
A better practice is to use an object iterator for the most specialized class that
describes the persistent objects you want to find.
For example, assume you want to find objects of just the classes Apple and
Orange (but not class Berry). If these are all derived from class Fruit, you
should scan the federated database using an object iterator of class
ooItr(Fruit), and then test the type of the found objects as is done in the
example on page 360. Performing a similar task using an iterator of class
ooItr(ooObj) instead would result in a highly inefficient and time-consuming
scan.

Choose an Appropriate Open Mode
The open mode you specify for the found objects also applies to every container
being searched, so each visited container is also opened for read or update.
■

If a visited container is opened for read, it can be closed and unlocked
automatically when the iterator visits the next container, which increases
concurrency and minimizes memory usage.
See “Memory Management” on page 352 and “Enable Special Locking When
Advancing an Object Iterator” on page 169.

■

If a visited container is opened for update, it must stay open and locked until
the end of the transaction, which can limit concurrency and fill up the
Objectivity/DB cache.

Whenever possible, you should use the default open mode (oocNoOpen) or
specify oocRead. You can then open individual found objects for update as
needed; after advancing the iterator, simply call its inherited update method to
open the referenced object for update. The open mode oocUpdate should be
used only if you are sure that at least one object in each container will actually be
found and modified.
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Review the Placement Rules for the Objects of Interest
A scan operation takes advantage of the way persistent objects have been
grouped in the storage hierarchy by the federated database’s placement model.
Ideally, the placement model should organize persistent objects in a way that
minimizes the need for scan operations to visit every container in the federation.
You should confirm that the placement model takes the class of interest into
account to prevent objects of the class from being too spread out for efficient
scans. You should also find out whether the placement model supports scanning
with a particular predicate. Your development team’s database designer should
be able to tell you this.
NOTE

The default placement model gives particularly poor support for scanning,
because this model could place persistent objects of any class in any container of
the federation, and a given container could contain a mixture of objects of many
classes. A scan operation for objects of a class would therefore need to search
every container in the federation and read every page.

Review Any Indexes Defined For Predicate Scans
A predicate scan is more efficient if the federated database has an index whose
key fields are the attributes you test in the predicate. Indexes are defined as part
of the federated database’s placement model, and they are created using an
administration tool. When an index is used, the scan operation does not need to
search every page of the relevant containers. Instead, only the pages of the index
itself and pages containing the indexed objects need to be brought into the cache.
To take advantage of an index, the predicate you specify must conform to certain
guidelines; see “Optimized Predicate Conditions” on page 450. For a complete
discussion of indexes, see Chapter 20, “Indexes.”

Consider Parallel Query
If the federated database’s placement model has placed the objects of interest in
multiple databases, you may be able to obtain better performance by using a
parallel query to scan the containers of those databases concurrently. A parallel
query is preferable to a predicate scan if you need to find widely scattered
persistent objects that satisfy a predicate condition; see “Performance Compared
With Ordinary Predicate Queries” on page 468. For a complete discussion of
parallel queries, see Chapter 21, “Parallel Query.”
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Group Lookup in Persistent Collections
Persistent collections provide another mechanism for grouping objects. You
group objects into a persistent collection by adding them to the collection. See
“Building a Persistent Collection” on page 282.
Although some persistent collections are intended for individual lookup of
objects, all provide a mechanism for group lookup of the objects.
■

Lists and sets have persistent objects as elements. Lists are instances of the
class ooTreeListX; sorted sets and unordered sets are instances of
ooTreeSetX and ooHashSetX, respectively.
You can initialize a scalable-collection iterator to find all elements in a list or
a set.

■

Object maps have key-value pairs as elements; each key and each value is a
persistent object. A sorted object map is an instance of ooTreeMapX; an
unordered object map is an instance of ooHashMapX.
You can initialize a scalable-collection iterator to find all keys in an object
map or to find all values in an object map.

■

Name maps have key-value pairs as elements; each key is a string (or name)
and each value is a persistent object. A name map is an instance of the class
ooMap.
You can initialize a name-map iterator to find all key-value pairs in a name
map.

Your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h header file to use lists,
sets, object maps, and scalable-collection iterators; it must include the ooMap.h
header file to use name maps and name-map iterators. For general information
about persistent collections, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections.”

Finding the Elements of a List or Set
You can call the iterator method of a list or set to obtain a pointer to a new
scalable-collection iterator, initialized to find the elements of that list or set. You
are responsible for deleting the scalable-collection iterator when you have
finished using it.
A scalable-collection iterator finds the elements of a list or sorted set as they are
ordered within the collection. A scalable-collection iterator finds the elements of
an unordered set in an undefined order.
When you have initialized the scalable-collection iterator, you can use it to find
the elements of the list or set. For example, you can call its hasNext method for
loop control and call its next method to get each element. See “Working With a
Scalable-Collection Iterator” on page 364. Methods such as next return a
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general-purpose object reference to the found object; if necessary, you can assign
it to a handle or cast it to the appropriate type.
EXAMPLE

A human-resources application groups employees who are eligible for
promotion into an unordered set of Employee objects. Before each yearly
performance appraisal period, the application iterates through the elements of
the set, calling the notifyManager method. That method notifies the employee’s
manager to assess the employee’s qualifications for promotion.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(ooHashSetX) setH;
ooRef(Employee) empR;
… // Set setH to reference the set of eligible Employees
// Create and initialize a scalable-collection iterator
ooCollectionIterator *eligibleIptr = setH->iterator();
// Iterate through the Employees in the set
while (eligibleIptr->hasNext()) {
empR = static_cast<ooRef(Employee)>(eligibleIptr->next());
empR->notifyManager();
}
delete eligibleIptr; // Delete the scalable-collection
// iterator

Finding the Keys and Values of an Object Map
Object maps are designed primarily for individual lookup; you can find a value
object in the object map by looking up its corresponding key object. See
“Individual Lookup in Object Maps” on page 403. However, it is sometimes
necessary to find all the objects that have been grouped into an object map.
You can call an object map’s methods to obtain a pointer to a new
scalable-collection iterator, initialized to find its keys or its values; you are
responsible for deleting the scalable-collection iterator when you have finished
using it.
■

Call the keyIterator method to initialize the iterator to find the keys of the
object map.

■

Call the valueIterator method to initialize the iterator to find the values of
the object map.
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A scalable-collection iterator initialized by keyIterator finds the keys of a
sorted object map in their sorted order; it finds the keys of an unordered object
map in an undefined order.
A scalable-collection iterator initialized by valueIterator finds the value of a
sorted object map in the order in which their keys are sorted; it finds the values
of an unordered object map in an undefined order. In either case, the iterator
initialized by valueIterator advances through the key-value pairs of the object
map in the same order as does the iterator returned by keyIterator.
When you have initialized the scalable-collection iterator, you can use it to find
the keys or values of the object map. For example, you can call its hasNext
method for loop control and call its next method to get each object in the
iteration set. See “Working With a Scalable-Collection Iterator” on page 364.
Methods such as next return a general-purpose object reference to the found
object; if necessary, you can assign it to a handle or cast it to the appropriate type.
EXAMPLE

The sales representatives of a company are grouped together in a sorted object
map. Each element in the object map has a Client object as its key and an
Employee object as its value; this pairing indicates that the employee (value) is
the sales representative for the client (key). This example iterates through all the
company’s sales representatives, calling the computeYearlySales method for
each.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(ooTreeMapX) objMapH;
ooHandle(ooObj) objH;
ooHandle(Employee) repH;
… // Set objMapH to reference the object map of sales reps
// Create and initialize iterator for sales
// representatives (value objects)
ooCollectionIterator *repIptr = objMapH->valueIterator();
// Iterate through the sales representatives, computing
// the salary for each
while (repIptr->hasNext()) {
objH = repIptr->next();
repH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)>(objH);
repH.update();
repH->computeYearlySales();
}
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objH.close();
// Close general-purpose handle
repH.close();
// Close Employee handle used during iteration
delete repIptr; // Delete scalable-collection iterator

If you want to iterate through the key-value pairs of an object map, you can
iterate over the keys, calling scalable collection iterator’s currentValue method
to get the value corresponding to the current key.
EXAMPLE

This example iterates through the keys and values of the object map of sales
representatives, printing the name of the sales representative for each client.
// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollectionBase.h>
class Employee : public ooObj {
public:
ooVString name;

…
}; // End class Employee
class Client : public ooObj {
public:
ooVString companyName;

…
}; // End class Client
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(ooTreeMapX) objMapH;
ooRef(Client) clientR;
ooRef(Employee) repR;
… // Set objMapH to reference the object map of sales reps
// Create and initialize iterator for clients (key objects)
ooCollectionIterator *clientIptr = objMapH->keyIterator();
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// Iterate through clients, getting the sales rep for each
while (clientIptr->hasNext()) {
clientR = static_cast<ooRef(Client)>(clientIptr->next());
repR =
static_cast<ooRef(Employee)>(clientIptr->currentValue());
cout << clientR->companyName << ": "
<< repR->name << endl;
}
delete clientIptr;
// Delete iterator for clients

Finding the Values of a Name Map
Name maps are designed primarily for individual lookup; you can find a value
object in the name map by looking up its corresponding key. See “Individual
Lookup in Name Maps” on page 391. However, it is sometimes necessary to find
all the objects that have been grouped into a name map—that is, the values in the
name map’s key-value pairs.
To find all key-value pairs of a name map, you initialize a name-map iterator (an
instance of class ooMapItr) to find the elements of the name map. For example,
you can use the assignment operator (=) to assign the name map to the
name-map iterator. See “Initializing a Name-Map Iterator” on page 361. You then
call the name-map iterator’s next method to obtain each successive name-map
element. See “Working With a Name-Map Iterator” on page 362.
The elements of a name map are implemented as name-map elements. Each
name-map element is an instance of the persistence-capable class ooMapElem,
which represents a key-value pair. Thus, on each step through the iteration set, a
name-map iterator references the current name-map element. You can call
methods of a name-map element to get its key and its value.
■

Call the name-map element’s name method to get its key, a C++ string of type
const char *.

■

Call the name-map element’s oid method to find the persistent object that is
its value. This method returns a general-purpose object reference, which you
can assign to a handle or cast to the appropriate type.

■

Call the name-map element’s set_oid method to replace its value with a
different persistent object. The parameter is an object reference to the new
value object.

You cannot add or delete name-map elements while iterating over a name map.
However, you can modify the objects that are referenced by the found name-map
elements.
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This example iterates through the elements of a name map of Book objects. It
prints the name (key) of each element followed by the title of the corresponding
book (the value in the key-value pair).
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooMap.h>
#include "library.h"

…
ooRef(Book) bookR;
ooHandle(ooMap) mapH;
…
// Set mapH to reference name map
ooMapItr mapI = mapH;
// Initialize name-map iterator
while(mapI.next()) {
// Get the next name-map element
// Print the element’s name
cout << mapI->name();
// Get an object reference to the element’s book
bookR = static_cast<ooRef(Book) &>(mapI->oid());
cout << ": " << bookR->getTitle() << endl;
}

Group Lookup in Name Scopes
A name scope is a group of persistent objects that have unique names within the
scope of a particular scope object. You group objects into a name scope by naming
them in the scope of the scope object. See “Building a Name Scope” on page 389.
Name scopes are designed primarily for individual lookup; you can find a
named object by looking up its name in the scope of the appropriate scope object.
See “Individual Lookup in Name Scopes” on page 388. You can also perform
group lookup of named objects—that is, you can find all objects in the name
scope of a particular scope object.
Name scopes also support the ability to find scope objects. Given any persistent
object that is named in one or more name scopes, you can find all scope objects
that name the object.
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Finding Named Objects
You can find all persistent objects in a name scope. To do so, call the getNameObj
method on a handle to the scope object, specifying an object iterator of class
ooItr(ooObj) as the parameter. This method initializes the object iterator to
find all persistent objects in the scope object’s name scope. The object iterator
finds the named objects without opening them.
As you advance the object iterator through the persistent objects in the name
scope, you can get the scope name of each object by calling the getObjName
method on a handle to the named object. The parameter to this method is a
handle to the scope object.
EXAMPLE

The function changeScopeObject transfers a name scope from one persistent
object to another. That is, this function finds all the objects named in the scope of
one persistent object, and renames them in the scope of a second persistent
object. This function is called during a transaction; its parameters are handles to
the old and new scope objects.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include <ooMap.h>

…
changeScopeObject(
ooHandle(ooObj) &oldScopeH, // Old scope object
ooHandle(ooObj) &newScopeH {// New scope object
ooItr(ooObj) objI;
// Initialize object iterator to find all objects named
// within the scope of the old scope object
oldScopeH.getNameObj(objI);
// Transfer all objects to the new name scope
while(objI.next()) {
// Get the current object's scope name
char *name = objI.getObjName(oldScopeH);
// Name the current object in the scope of the
// new scope object
objI.nameObj(newScopeH, name);
// Remove the current object from the old name scope
objI.unnameObj(oldScopeH);
}
} // End changeScopeObject
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Finding Scope Objects
If you know that a persistent object is named in the scope of at least one scope
object, you can find all scope objects whose name scopes contain the object. To do
so, call the getNameScope method on a handle to the persistent object, passing
an object iterator of class ooItr(ooObj) as the parameter. This method
initializes the object iterator to find all objects in the federated database that
define scope names for the object. The object iterator finds the scope objects
without opening them.
As you advance the object iterator through the scope objects, you can get the
scope name of the named object in each name scope by calling the getObjName
method on a handle to the named object. The parameter to this method is a
handle to the scope objects.
EXAMPLE

The function replaceNamedObject replaces one persistent object with another
in one or more name scopes. This function is called during a transaction; its
parameters are handles to the object to be replaced, and the object that is to
replace it. After unnaming the old object, the new object is assigned the same
names in the same name scopes.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
replaceNamedObject(
ooHandle(ooObj) &oldNamedH, // Old named object
ooHandle(ooObj) &newNamedH{ // New named object
ooItr(ooObj) objI;
// Initialize object iterator to find all scope objects
// for the old named object
oldNamedH.getNameScope(objI);
// Replace the old object in each name scope
while(objI.next()) {
// Get the old object's name in the current name scope
char *temp = oldNamedH.getObjName(objI);
// Unname the old object in the current name scope
oldNamedH.unnameObj(objI);
// Name the new object in the current name scope
newNamedH.nameObj(objI, temp);
}
} // End replaceNamedObject
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When you work with the general-purpose object iterator initialized by
getNameScope, remember that a scope object may be the federated database or a
persistent object. For this reason, you should use the object iterator to perform
only general-purpose operations that are shared by all these objects. For example,
you should not attempt to call the referenced object’s ooIsKindOf method,
because that function is available for persistent objects only.
At each step through the iteration set, you can test what class the object iterator
references as if it were a general-purpose handle. See “Getting the Class of the
Referenced Object” on page 249. If you determine that the referenced scope
object is a persistent object, you can safely perform any operation that is available
through a handle of type ooHandle(ooObj).
EXAMPLE

This example iterates over the scope objects for a named object and tests each
scope object to determine what kind of Objectivity/DB object it is.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooObj) objH;
ooItr(ooObj) scopeI;
… //Set objH to reference the named object
// Initialize object iterator to find all scope objects
objH.getNameScope(scopeI);
while(scopeI.next()) {
ooTypeNumber typeNum = scopeI.typeN();
if (typeNum == ooTypeN(ooFDObj)) {
… // Scope object is the federated database
}
else
… // Scope object is a persistent object
}
}
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Given a source object, you can perform a navigation query to traverse a graph of
linked objects, searching for paths to any number of target objects that meet your
criteria. You can also use a navigation query to find all paths between two known
objects. This chapter describes:
■

General information about navigation queries.

■

Creating a navigator instance that encapsulates everything needed to
perform a single navigation query.

■

Starting and stopping a navigation query.

Understanding Navigation Queries
Given a source object, you can traverse a graph of related objects (also known as
vertices), searching for paths to any number of target vertices that meet certain
criteria. The criteria are typically expressed with a predicate string written in the
Objectivity/DB predicate query language (PQL). You can also perform a
navigation query for the purpose of path finding, that is, identifying all paths
between two known vertices.
The vertices in the graph can be related through multiple kinds of links (also
known as edges), including reference attributes, collections, variable-size arrays
(VArrays), name maps, and associations. A graph can include edge objects, which
are objects that themselves represent edges.
To perform a navigation query, you first construct a navigator instance that
encapsulates the information needed for the query. A navigator instance includes
the following components:
■

A reference to the source vertex from which to start the query.

■

A graph view, which provides a mechanism for eliminating uninteresting
paths from your navigation query.
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■

A result qualifier that identifies the target vertices of the navigation query. In
the case of path finding, the navigator identifies a single known target vertex
instead of providing general criteria.

■

An optional custom path qualifier if the path qualification provided by the
graph view is insufficient.

■

A navigation result handler to output information about the results of the
query.

■

Optional navigation policies to customize the navigator’s behavior, such as
by specifying the maximum traversal depth and/or the maximum number of
returned results.

■

A high-level navigational guide to choose the type of traversal, one of
depth-first or a breadth-first.

After creating a navigator, you use its start method to run the navigation query.
The navigator runs in the current thread and returns when the query is finished.

Processing a Navigation Query
Before looking at any of the navigation components in detail, it’s helpful to
understand the flow of events that occur during the course of a navigation query.
A navigator begins its traversal from a designated source vertex. The first
outgoing edge to traverse is determined by processing the navigation guide and
the graph view. The navigation guide directs the navigator on whether to use a
depth-first or breadth-first traversal, and the graph view can exclude some of the
attributes representing outgoing edges from eligibility for traversal.
The navigator attempts to qualify the vertex at the end of the first edge, often
according to its class type and optionally the value of its attributes. If that first
vertex qualifies as a result, the navigator calls the result handler to output found
results. Regardless of whether or not that first vertex qualifies as a result, the
navigation continues.
The graph view and the custom path qualifier (if supplied) are processed next to
determine if the current path qualifies for continued traversal. If the current path
is disqualified, outgoing edges from the current vertex are not followed, and the
navigation backtracks to a previous vertex with outgoing edges. The extent of the
backtracking depends on which navigation guide is in use.
If the current path qualifies and there are more outgoing edges to traverse, the
graph view and navigation guide are processed again. A new outgoing edge is
traversed, and the navigator first attempts to qualify the connected vertex, then
attempts to qualify the path as before.
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The following shows how a navigator processes graph data.
Start vertex

Process graph view
Process navigation guide

Linked vertex

Process result qualifier

Vertex
qualifies?

Yes

Call result
handler

No
Process graph view
Process path qualifier

End current path
and backtrack

No

Path
qualifies?

Yes

More
edges?

Yes

No
Done
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Result Paths
In an Objectivity/C++ graph, a path represents a series of related vertices and the
edges between them. In particular, a result path leads from a designated source
vertex to a qualified target vertex via an ordered series of steps.
Each individual step includes:
■

Information about the attribute on the previous vertex that led to the current
vertex.

■

A reference to the current vertex.

■

Information about the class type of the current vertex.

The following shows a result path with three steps.
Result path

A (Source)

B

C

D (Target)

Legend
Vertex
Attribute

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Edge

When a qualified vertex is discovered during a traversal, the path leading up to
and including that vertex is passed to the result handler for processing. The
source vertex itself is accessible from the path through it’s startingObject data
member.
A graph can include edge objects, which are objects that themselves represent
edges. Edge objects do not contribute to the step count for a path and cannot
qualify as targets of a navigation query; see “Designating Edge Classes” on
page 433.
EXAMPLE

Consider a scenario in which people and organizations are connected by various
edges. A depth-first navigator can be created to qualify paths leading to person
vertices with the last name Jones.
The navigation query starts at the designated source vertex (Giles Osman) and
begins its traversal, initially qualifying a path that ends with a person named Sal
Jones. That path, composed of two steps, is sent to the result handler. Assuming
that the path is not disqualified, the traversal continues and the navigator
qualifies Ariel Jones on that same branch. A second path composed of four
steps is sent to the result handler.
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Assuming that Ariel Jones has no outgoing edges, the navigator backtracks to
the nearest vertex with untraversed outgoing edges (Nexus), and starts
traversing down paths again. Depending on which edge is followed first (the
order is undefined), the next traversal will either qualify James Jones or follow
the unsuccessful path to James Towers before backtracking to qualify James
Jones.
Path

1st degree

2nd degree
Lee
Song

Giles
Osman

Nexus

Step 1

Community

4th degree
James
Jones

James
Towers
Sal
Jones

Source object

3rd degree

Step 2

TPI

Step 3

Ariel
Jones

Step 4

A breadth-first navigation query involves more frequent backtracking. Whenever
the navigator reaches a vertex (whether qualified or not), the navigator returns to
the previous vertex if it still has untraversed edges. Each of those edges is
followed in turn until there are no more outgoing edges at that level. The
navigator then proceeds out a further degree of separation. Accordingly, Sal,
James, and Lee will be examined at the second degree of separation before
proceeding out two more degrees to eventually qualify Ariel and James.

Result Qualifiers and Custom Path Qualifiers
There are two kinds of qualifiers (Qualifier instances) used by a navigator:
■

A result qualifier defines the target vertices of the navigation query. This is
conceptually the focus of the navigation query.

■

An optional custom path qualifier examines a path to determine whether to
proceed further down that path. (A custom path qualifier is a more advanced
feature and is typically only needed if the graph view’s path qualification
capabilities are insufficient.)
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All qualifiers are subclasses of the Qualifier class:
Qualifier

PredicateQualifier

ObjectIdQualifier

CustomQualifier

MyResultQualifier
Result qualifiers

MyPathQualifier
Custom path qualifier

Result Qualifiers
Result qualifiers can be used to:
■

Find all paths that lead to instances of a particular class, optionally further
qualified with a predicate string.
Objectivity/C++ provides a result qualifier implementation called a predicate
qualifier for this purpose.

■

Perform path finding—that is, locate all paths between the designated source
vertex and a known target vertex.
Objectivity/C++ provides a result qualifier implementation called an object
ID qualifier for this purpose.

Alternatively, you can implement a custom result qualifier with any qualification
mechanism you want.

Custom Path Qualifiers
An optional custom path qualifier can be used when the path qualification
capabilities of the graph view are insufficient. In particular, a custom path
qualifier should be used if you need to preserve state information, then use this
information to change qualification behavior.
For example, you can create a custom path qualifier that allows n traversals
across paths with a certain sequence of steps, then disqualifies paths that
subsequently match that pattern.
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Graph Views
A graph view object provides a mechanism for eliminating uninteresting or
misleading paths from your navigation query.
A graph view also provides a mechanism for designating an edge class, whose
objects represent the edges between vertices. Edge objects do not contribute to
the step count for a path and cannot be the targets of a navigation query.

Eliminating Paths
After constructing a graph view, you can use its methods to eliminate paths from
eligibility for traversal. You can use a graph view to perform the following:
■

Prevent further traversal down paths that must cross over a given object
type, which can be a vertex type or an edge-object type.

■

Prevent further traversal down paths that must cross over a specific object,
which can be a vertex or an edge object.

■

Prevent further traversal down paths that must cross over a given edge by
excluding object attributes that represent edges.

■

Disqualify paths that cross over a given object type that is further qualified
with a predicate string.

■

Disqualify paths based on their length or composition.

■

Include a particular subclass after excluding the parent class type.

The exclusions that are expressed with the graph view apply to intermediate
objects in the path, but not to target vertices. For example, if you exclude
Organization vertices with the graph view, these vertices will not be traversed
as intermediate objects on a path, but they can still qualify as results.
The first three uses improve the overall performance of your navigation queries
because they effectively eliminate paths from eligibility for traversal. For
example, when you exclude a class of objects, the graph view prevents the
navigator from continuing down paths that must cross over that object in order
to reach the target of the navigation.

Designating Edge Classes
If your schema includes classes that represent connections between vertices, such
as classes representing email or a phone calls, you can designate these as edge
classes in the graph view. Edge objects are traversed, but they are not counted as
steps in the path and they cannot qualify as results. In this use model, any classes
not designated as edge classes represent the vertices in your graph.
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Navigation Guides
A navigation guide defines the traversal approach used by a navigator, which is
either depth-first or breadth-first. By default, a depth-first traversal is performed.

Performance Considerations
You can improve the performance of navigation queries using the following
techniques.

Distributed Navigation Queries
For graph data that is distributed across multiple hosts, you can improve the
performance of your navigation queries if you set up your environment to use
Objectivity’s parallel query servers. You can then set a navigation policy to
enable your navigator to use the parallel query servers; “Customizing a
Navigator’s Behavior Using Policies” on page 444.
This approach, known as distributed navigation, distributes the processing load
and maximizes efficiency by running the queries where the data is stored.
See Chapter 10, “Using a Query Server,” in Objectivity/DB Administration for
information about setting up parallel query servers on data server hosts.

Filtering with Graph Views
You can use a graph view to eliminate uninteresting paths from eligibility for
traversal, thus improving overall performance.
NOTE

If your graph has super nodes (vertices with a disproportionately high number of
outgoing edges), you can considering eliminating these with your graph view.

Navigation Policies
A navigator’s behavior is defined by its navigation policies. Several of these
policies are designed to improve the performance and efficiency of navigation
queries. For example, you can use a navigation policy to define the maximum
path depth or to limit the number of returned results.
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Creating a Navigator
A navigator instance encapsulates everything needed to perform a single
navigation query. To create a navigator, you define:
■

The source vertex from which to start the navigation query.

■

A graph view, whose main purpose is to eliminate uninteresting paths from
the navigation query; see “Creating a Graph View” on page 435.

■

A pair of qualifiers:
❐

A result qualifier to define the target vertices of the navigation query; see
“Using Result Qualifiers” on page 440.

❐

An optional custom path qualifier if advanced path qualification is
needed.

■

A navigation result handler to receive and output results; see “Creating a
Navigation Result Handler” on page 442.

■

An optional policy list, which is an array of policy objects that specify
nondefault behavior for the navigator; see “Customizing a Navigator’s
Behavior Using Policies” on page 444.

■

An optional guide to specify the high-level navigation approach, which is
depth-first by default; see “Specifying a Navigation Guide” on page 445.

To create a navigator instance, use the constructor:
#include <objy/ra/ra.h>
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;
Navigator(const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &navigateFrom,
objy::ra::GraphView &view,
Qualifier &resultQualifier,
NavigationResultHandler &resultHandler,
const policies::PolicyList *policies = NULL,
Qualifier *pathQualifier = NULL,
Guide *guide = NULL);

Creating a Graph View
You create an initial graph view of a federated database as follows:
#include <objy/ra/ra.h>
using namespace objy::ra;
GraphView myGraphView(session->fd());

As created, a graph view does not perform any filtering, meaning that all edges
will be traversed when the graph view is used by a navigator. You modify the
graph view to exclude certain objects or paths that are uninteresting or irrelevant
to the results you seek.
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The performance of your navigation queries improve as you narrow the scope
for your traversal.
You can also use a graph view to designate edge classes.

Excluding by Type
You can exclude a particular class of objects and any subclasses from eligibility
for traversal during the navigation query. The excluded types can represent the
vertices in your graph or can be the types of edge objects, or both. The following
example excludes Organization vertices:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Organization));

When passed to a navigator, this graph view will prevent Organization
vertices from being traversed as intermediate objects on a path. However,
Organization vertices can still qualify as results.

Excluding Attributes Representing Edges
You might want to omit certain edges from eligibility for traversal. For example,
a Person vertex might have an organizations reference attribute that models
membership in organizations. To exclude this edge from the traversal, use the
excludeAttribute method:
myGraphView.excludeAttribute(ooTypeN(Person), "organizations");

Other outgoing edges from Person vertices are still traversed.

Excluding Known Objects
You can exclude a particular object, which can be a vertex or an edge object, from
eligibility for traversal by providing its handle or object identifier to the
excludeObject method:
ooHandle(Person) james = ...
myGraphView.excludeObject(james);
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Excluding Qualified Objects
You can exclude objects, which can be vertices or edge objects, encountered
during the traversal according to the values of their attributes. For example:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person),
"name == 'Joe Jones'");

Excluding by Path Composition
You can disqualify paths encountered during the traversal based on aspects of
their composition. To do this, exclude a particular type of object, then create a
predicate string that uses navigation path operators to qualify the path around that
object.
For example, the following disqualifies a path on encountering a sequence in
which a Person vertex is preceded by an Organization vertex whose name is
United Nexus:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person),
"QUALIFY(PREV_VERTEX(), CLASS:Organization,
name == 'United Nexus')");

You can disqualify paths based on a pattern of vertices and/or edge objects on
the path; see “Qualifying (Filtering) Navigation Paths in a Graph View” in
Chapter 3 of Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for examples.
NOTE

This filtering applies to intermediate lengths on the path, but does not apply
directly to the target object. So, if the target object is a Person that is preceded by
an Organization named United Nexus, it is still returned as a qualified result.

Including Subclasses
You can also exclude a class of objects, then include one or more of the
subclasses. For example, you might exclude all persistent collections except for
sorted object maps (ooTreeMapX instances):
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(ooCollection));
myGraphView.includeClass(ooTypeN(ooTreeMapX));

You can provide a predicate string to qualify objects of the subclass for inclusion.
For example, the following excludes Person vertices, but includes instances of
the Student derived class with the given criteria:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person));
myGraphView.includeClass(ooTypeN(Student),
"idNumber == 55689");
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You can even selectively include a subclass object according to some aspect of its
path:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person));
myGraphView.includeClass(ooTypeN(Student),
"PATH_LENGTH() < 8");

Designating Edge Classes
Your schema might include a class that represents the connection between
vertices. For example, you might have an Email class that specifies information
about the person that sent the email, the receiving person, the contents of the
email, a time stamp, and so forth.
You can use the edgeClass method on GraphView to designate a particular class
as an edge class, meaning that it represents a connection between vertices.
myGraphView.edgeClass(ooTypeN(Email));

When navigating a graph, edge objects are traversed, but they are not counted as
steps in a path. Consider the following example in which one of the linked
objects (an Email object) is an edge object.
1st degree

Source

James
Towers

Step 1

2nd degree

3rd degree

Ariel
Jones

Email

Step 2

Nexus

Step 3

Because the Email object does not contribute to the step count, there are three
degrees of separation between the source vertex and the final vertex instead of
four.
Designating edge classes is useful if you want to store data with the edges in
your graph. Also, if you plan to limit your navigation to traverse fewer than a
specified number of degrees of separation and you don’t want objects that
represent edges to affect the calculation. You can designate as many edge classes
as you want. Any classes not designated as edge classes represent the vertices in
your graph.
NOTE
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You can use a navigation policy (MaximumPathDepthPolicy) to set the degrees
of separation for a navigation query; see “Customizing a Navigator’s Behavior
Using Policies” on page 444. You can also use the navigation path operators to
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disqualify paths according to their degrees of separation; see “Navigation Path
Operators” on page 79 of Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
Refining Edge Classes
You can refine your edge class by specifying the attributes that represent the
incoming and outgoing links of interest for the class. If attributes other than these
two have outgoing links, those links are not traversed (they are considered edge
annotations).
The following specifies the sender and recipient attributes on the Email class
as the incoming and outgoing links for traversal:
myGraphView.edgeClass(ooTypeN(Email), "sender", "recipient");

If you want to model a unidirectional link, provide a null value for the incoming
link and a non-null value for the outgoing link:
myGraphView.edgeClass(ooTypeN(Email), NULL, "recipient");

If you pass null for both the incoming and outgoing links (the default), all
attributes that link to other objects are traversed.
If the sender and recipient attributes on the edge class are inherited from a
more general class, it might be necessary to specify the types of the objects linked
to by the incoming and outgoing links.
If your data model includes classes that are part of the internal implementation
of an edge object and are without semantic significance, you can hide instances of
those edge classes using a flag. A visible edge can be accompanied by one or more
hidden edges.
Automatic Edge Classes
Some classes are automatically treated as edge classes when they are referenced.
This is true for ooCollection and ooMap classes and their subclasses. For
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example, if a vertex references an ooHashSetX collection, and the objects in the
collection have outgoing links, the step count is calculated as follows:
Automatic edge class

ooHashSetX

Step 1

Step 2

Overriding the Graph View
You cannot provide conflicting specifications for a graph view. For example, you
cannot exclude a class and then subsequently include that class for the same
graph view. However, you can construct a graph view from an existing graph
view, then override previous filtering choices:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person));
GraphView myGraphView2(myGraphView);
myGraphView2.includeClass(ooTypeN(Person));

Using Result Qualifiers
A navigator uses a result qualifier to determine if a vertex on the path qualifies as
a result. There are three types of result qualifiers:
■

Predicate qualifiers (PredicateQualifier instance)

■

Object ID qualifiers (ObjectIdQualifier instance)

■

Custom qualifiers (CustomQualifier instance)

Predicate Qualifiers
A predicate qualifier qualifies vertices by type, and optionally further qualifies
them based on attribute values, path composition, or both.
You create a predicate qualifier by creating an instance of the
PredicateQualifier class that specifies the type of the target vertex. You can
optionally include a predicate string to further qualify vertices of that type. For
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example, the following constructs a predicate qualifier that looks for Person
verticies with the specified value for the name attribute:
#include <objy/ra/ra.h>
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;
qualifiers::PredicateQualifier pqlQualifier(ooTypeN(Person),
"name == 'James Jones'");

You can include more operators in order to further qualify target vertices
according to their preceding paths. For example, the following qualifies the same
vertices only when the paths leading up to them have four or fewer steps:
qualifiers::PredicateQualifier pqlQualifier((ooTypeN(Person), "name ==
'James Jones' && PATH_LENGTH() <= 4");

You can qualify verticies based on a pattern of previous vertices and/or edge
objects on the path; see “Qualifying Navigation Paths in a Result Qualifier” in
Chapter 3 of Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for examples.

ObjectID Qualifiers
An object ID qualifier can be used to find all paths that lead to a particular vertex,
specified by a handle or an object identifier:
ooHandle(Person) target = ...
qualifiers::ObjectIdQualifier idQualifier(target);

Custom Qualifiers
You can also create a custom result qualifier to qualify results based on your own
technique. To do so, define a subclass of the CustomQualifier class and
provide an implementation of the qualify method.
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Using Custom Path Qualifiers
You can use a custom path qualifier to disqualify certain paths from further
traversal. In particular, a custom path qualifier should be used if you need to
preserve state information, then use this information to change qualification
behavior. For example, if you want to allow a designated number of traversals
across paths with a certain sequence of steps, then disqualify paths that
subsequently match that pattern.
To create a custom path qualifier, define a subclass of the CustomQualifier
class and provide an implementation of the qualify method.
NOTE

Before creating a custom path qualifier, consider whether existing mechanisms
such as graph views and navigation policies might suit your needs; see
“Customizing a Navigator’s Behavior Using Policies” on page 444 and “Creating
a Graph View” on page 435.

Creating a Navigation Result Handler
You must provide a navigation result handler that will be called whenever the
navigator discovers a result path. To create a result handler, define a subclass of
the NavigationResultHandler class, providing implementations of the
handleResultPath and handleNavigatorFinished methods.
■

The handleResultPath method typically presents information about each
qualified vertex and the path that lead to it.

■

The handleNavigatorFinished method can be used for tasks such as
clearing resources, or you can simply provide an empty implementation.

The following example shows how a result handler might present information
about result paths. The handler first prints the type name and identifier for the
source vertex. Next, the handler accesses each step in the path, printing the type
name and identifier for its vertex.
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#include <objy/ra/ra.h>
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;
...
class myResultHandler : public NavigationResultHandler {
public:
// Print found paths, showing object identifiers for vertices.
void handleResultPath(const objy::ra::Path& result, Navigator&
navigator)
{
// Get the size of the path array.
unsigned int size = result.size();
// Use the startingObject data member to access the source vertex.
printf("\nFOUND MATCHING PATH: \n");
printf("%s", result.startingObject.typeName());
printf(" (%s) ", result.startingObject.sprint());
printf(" -> ");
// Loop through each step, printing info for each vertex.
for(unsigned int i = 0; i < size; i++)
{
printf("%s", result[i].relatedClass->name());
printf(" (%s) ", result[i].relatedObject.sprint());
if (i!=size-1)
printf("-> ");
else
printf("\n");
}
}
// Empty implementation
void handleNavigatorFinished(Navigator& navigator)
{ }
};

Output from the result handler looks like this:
FOUND MATCHING PATH:
Person (#2-3-1-3) -> Organization (#2-3-1-76) -> Person (#2-3-1-54)
FOUND MATCHING PATH:
Person (#2-3-1-3) -> Organization (#2-3-1-75) -> Person (#2-3-1-24) ->
Organization (#2-3-1-78) -> Person (#2-3-1-54)
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Customizing a Navigator’s Behavior Using Policies
A navigator’s behavior is defined by its default navigation policies. When you
construct a navigator instance, you can optionally provide a set of navigation
policies that override the default navigation policies.
The following describes a navigator’s default behavior, and lists the
corresponding navigation policy that can be used to override the behavior.
A default navigator:
■

Limits the number of returned results to 1000; see
MaximumResultCountPolicy.

■

Allows repeat visits to objects already traversed as segments of different
avenues of the navigation query; see NoRevisitPolicy.

■

Allows unlimited fan-out (number of originating links) from any object; see
FanoutLimitPolicy.

■

Allows unlimited memory usage for navigation processing; see
MaximumMemoryUsePolicy.

■

Does not use distributed navigation; see UseDistributedNavigation.

■

For a depth-first traversal, limits the path depth to 10 degrees of separation.
Also dynamically limits the depth of navigation from the shortest known
result path at any point during the navigation to 10 degrees of separation; see
MaximumPathDepthPolicy and PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy.

■

For a breath-first navigation, does not limit the size of any level; see
MaximumBreadthPolicy.

To override the navigator’s default behavior, create a policy list to pass to the
Navigator constructor. For example:
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;
policies::MaximumResultCountPolicy maxCountPolicyValue(500);
policies::NoRevisitPolicy noRevisitPolicyValue;
policies::PolicyList myPolicies(2);
myPolicies[0] = &maxCountPolicyValue;
myPolicies[1] = &noRevisitPolicyValue;
...
Navigator myNav(sourceObj, myGraphView, myResultQualifier,
myResultHandler, &myPolicies);
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Specifying a Navigation Guide
By default, navigations proceed in a depth-first manner. You can explicitly
choose this approach by supplying the SIMPLE_DEPTH_FIRST constant to the
navigator constructor.
You can also specify a breadth-first traversal using the SIMPLE_BREADTH_FIRST
constant, as follows.
#include <objy/ra/ra.h>
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;
...
Navigator myNav(sourceObj, myGraphView, myResultQualifier,
myResultHandler, NULL, NULL, Guide::SIMPLE_BREADTH_FIRST);

Using a Navigator
You use the start method on a navigator instance to run a navigation query.
myNavigator.start();

The navigator runs in the current thread and returns when the query is finished.
You can stop a navigation query from another thread, or within a result handler
using the navigator’s stop method:
myNavigator.stop();
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Applications that perform predicate scans to test particular attributes can use
indexes that order the objects by the values of those attributes.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about how indexes work and when they are useful

■

Updating indexes when objects of the indexed class are added or deleted, or
when the value of an indexed object’s key field is modified

Understanding Indexes
An index is a data structure that maintains object references to the persistent
objects of a particular indexed class and its derived classes. An index sorts the
indexed objects according to the values in one or more of their attributes, called
key fields.
An index can be used by a predicate scan that searches the federated database for
persistent objects of the indexed class and qualifies these objects by testing their
key fields. Such an index optimizes the scan by enabling it to examine only the
indexed objects, instead of examining all persistent objects in the containers being
searched. The predicate used by the scan must meet certain criteria for an index
to be used; see “Optimized Predicate Conditions” on page 450. Indexes cannot be
used to optimize predicate queries over the destination objects of a to-many
association.

Creation and Use
Indexes are defined in the federated database’s placement model, and created
using an administration tool. The decision to create an index balances its
usefulness during searches against the disk space and memory needed to
maintain the index.
When an index is first created, it is automatically populated with any existing
persistent objects of the indexed class and its subclasses. Applications then
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arrange for indexes to be updated when objects of these classes are subsequently
created, deleted or modified; see “Updating Indexes” on page 452.
Indexes continue to exist until they are explicitly removed using an
administration tool. As long as an index exists, it is available for use.
NOTE

For details about defining and creating indexes, see Chapter 4, “Indexing
Persistent Objects,” in Getting Started With Managed Object Placement.
Multiple transactions can read a given index concurrently, using it to optimize
searches for the indexed objects. However, only one transaction at a time can
update the index or its objects. If one transaction is updating an index,
concurrent MROW transactions can read the index.
Objectivity/DB ensures that any objects that are found using an index are valid
objects. This is accomplished by locking the corresponding objects in read mode
(by default) or in update mode until the end of the transaction. If your
application requires a lower level of consistency but higher concurrency on a
given index, then you can use an MROW transaction to find the indexed objects.
In an MROW transaction, objects that are found using an index exist in the
current application’s version of the container. For more information about
MROW transactions, see “Multiple Readers, One Writer (MROW)” on page 162.

Indexed Class
The class of objects to be indexed is specified in the federated database’s
placement model. This class is known as the indexed class. An index may be
defined for any persistence-capable class.
An index includes persistent objects of the indexed class, as well as persistent
objects of all classes derived from the indexed class.

Key Fields
Key fields are the attributes whose values are used for sorting the indexed
objects. A key field may be any private, protected, or public attribute whose
schema data type can be matched by a numeric, Boolean, or string operand in a
predicate query (see “Operand Data Types” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language).
A key field identifies one of the following:
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■

A particular attribute of the indexed class

■

A particular attribute of an embedded-class attribute of the indexed class
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Indexes optimize predicate conditions that compare a key field with a literal
numeric or string value.

Sorting Order
Indexed objects are sorted by ascending order of the values in their key fields; the
key fields are considered in the order specified in the placement model. For
example, assume an index has been defined over Person objects, sorted by the
key fields name and age, in that order. If two or more indexed objects have the
same name, the one with the lowest age comes first in the indexed order.
Different indexes can sort the same objects according to different key fields, or
according to the same key fields used in different orders.

Collation of String Values
Indexes determine the relative order of string values as follows:
■

For Unicode character strings, the collation process compares the numeric
character encodings.

■

For 8-bit character strings, the collation process calls the standard C function
strcoll to compare the numeric character encodings.

You can specify an international collation for 8-bit character string values by
using the proper locale table configuration and calling the standard C function
setlocale with the proper parameters. For more information, refer to your
operating system documentation.
NOTE

For consistent collation of 8-bit character strings in an index, the same locale
should be used for the tool that creates the index and for each application process
or thread that updates the index or uses it for performing predicate scans.

Unique and Nonunique Indexes
The index’s specification in the federated database’s placement model
determines whether the index is unique or nonunique.
■

A unique index requires that every indexed object have a unique
combination of values in its key fields.

■

A nonunique index allows two or more indexed objects to have duplicate
key values.
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NOTE

When maintaining a unique index, applications must assign unique key values to
any new objects of the indexed class.

Optimized Predicate Conditions
An index is used to optimize a predicate scan for objects of the indexed class,
provided the predicate in the scan is one of the following:

NOTE

■

A single optimized condition that tests the first key field of the index

■

A conjunction of conditions in which one conjunct is an optimized condition
that tests the first key field to be designated by the index

You can find out which key field is the first by inspecting the appropriate key
specification in the federated database’s placement model.
An optimized condition is a condition of one of the forms shown in the following
table.
Optimized Condition

keyField
keyField
keyField
keyField
keyField
keyField

= constant
== constant
> constant
< constant
>= constant
<= constant

stringKeyField =~ stringConstant
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Notes

constant is a literal of the same
type as the keyField.

stringConstant is a string literal
that begins with a nonwildcard
character.
Note: Case-insensitive string
matches are not optimized conditions.
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In each row of the following table, the first column lists a predicate; the second
column lists the key fields designated by the index; the third column indicates
whether the index is used to optimize the predicate scan.
Predicate

Key
Fields

Index Used?

age = 40

age

Yes; predicate is an optimized
condition.

weight > 100

age

No; predicate doesn’t test the first
key field (weight).

age != 40

age

No; test for inequality is not an
optimized condition.

(age > 40) && (age < 60)

age

Yes; predicate is a conjunction
that includes an optimized
condition that tests the first key
field. Multiple conditions on the
same field are supported.

(age != 60) && (age > 40)

age

Yes; predicate is a conjunction
that includes an optimized
condition that tests the first key
field.

(age > 40) OR (age < 60)

age

No; predicate is a disjunction.

height > 60

weight,
height

No; predicate doesn’t test the first
key field (weight).

(height > 60) &&
(weight >= 100)

weight,
height

Yes; second condition tests the
first key field (weight).

(isMarried == 1) &&
(weight >= 100) &&
(height > 60)

weight,
height

Yes; second condition tests the
first key field. (Non-indexed fields
can be included in conjunctions.)

name =~ "Me.er"

name

Yes; pattern begins with
nonwildcard character "M".

name =~ ".*son"

name

No; pattern begins with wildcard
character ".".

name =~~ "me.er"

name

No; predicate is case-insensitive
string match.

Assume that a predicate includes a conjunction of optimized conditions that test
the first n key fields in any order, where n is an integer greater than one and less
than or equal to the number of key fields. The predicate is said to define n index
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search keys. The index optimizes the search for objects that satisfy the conditions
associated with those index search keys.
For example, assume the conditions of a predicate test the first two key fields,
defining two index search keys. If the predicate contains additional conditions,
those additional conditions are tested after the index has found objects satisfying
conditions on the two index search keys. So, if the key fields are age, weight,
and height (in that order) and a scan uses the following predicate:

weight > 100 and salary > 80000 and age > 40

Index search key

Additional key

Index search key

The scan operation performs an index scan with the index search keys matching
the order of the index keys, as follows:
age > 40 and weight > 100

The index then optimizes the search for objects whose age and weight are in the
specified ranges. Subsequently, each of those objects is tested to see whether its
salary is in the specified range.

Updating Indexes
An index sorts the indexed objects and uses its ordering to determine which
objects satisfy a particular predicate scan. To work correctly, the index should
contain all objects for which the predicate is to be tested and no other objects;
furthermore, those objects must be ordered correctly in the index.
When an index is first created, it contains the correct objects in the correct order.
However, when your application subsequently creates, deletes, or modifies
persistent objects of the indexed class, it must arrange for the index to be
updated. The update process automatically:
■

Inserts new objects into any relevant indexes.

■

Removes deleted objects from all relevant indexes.

■

Re-orders any indexed objects whose key-field values have been modified.

An application controls the timing of index updates by selecting the index mode
of each session. Although multiple transactions can read an index concurrently,
only one transaction at a time can update an index.
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Selecting an Index Mode
A session’s index mode determines when indexes are updated, relative to when
indexed objects are modified. The property value is specified with a constant of
type ooIndexMode:
■

oocInsensitive—Update all applicable indexes automatically when the

transaction commits.
■

oocSensitive—Update all applicable indexes automatically when the next

predicate scan is performed in the transaction or, if no scans are performed,
when the transaction commits. This index mode allows you to change
indexed objects and scan them in the same transaction.
■

oocExplicitUpdate—Suppress automatic updating of indexes; the
application must update indexes explicitly after every relevant change. This
index mode is recommended for update-intensive applications that use
indexes.

In all index modes, updates to the index are rolled back if the transaction is
aborted.
NOTE

Simply checking to see whether indexes are affected takes time, even if no
indexes are defined. See “Setting Index Mode to Speed Transactions” on
page 540.
The ooSession class maintains a default value for index mode. When an
application initializes its interaction with Objectivity/DB, the default index mode
is set to oocInsensitive, so indexes are updated on commit by default. Any
registered performance tuner can specify a different initial setting for the default
index mode. See Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,” for a detailed discussion of
performance tuners. You can change the default index mode for your application
by calling the ooSession::setDefaultIndexMode static method.
A session’s index mode is reset whenever that session begins a transaction. You
can specify a value for this property explicitly with an optional parameter to the
session’s begin method. If you do not specify an index mode explicitly when
you begin a transaction, the application’s default index mode is used.

NOTE

If you change your application’s default index mode, the new default value is
used when you subsequently begin a transaction (in any session) without
explicitly specifying an index mode.
A session’s index mode is relevant only during a transaction; when the
transaction is started, this property’s value cannot be changed.
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Explicitly Updating Indexes
If a transaction uses the oocExplicitUpdate index mode, you must update
indexes explicitly after creating an object of an indexed class or modifying a key
field of an indexed object. To update indexes, you call the ooUpdateIndexes
function, specifying a handle to the new or modified object for which indexes are
to be updated. The method ooUpdateIndexes finds all the indexes that apply to
the specified object.
WARNING

During a transaction with the oocExplicitUpdate index mode, if you make a
change that affects indexes and do not call ooUpdateIndexes, the indexes are
left inconsistent at the end of the transaction, and predicate scans that use these
indexes may return incomplete or incorrect results.
Using explicit-update mode instead of sensitive mode can improve performance
in update-intensive applications that use indexes. See “Setting Index Mode to
Speed Transactions” on page 540.

EXAMPLE

This example creates a new Client object and calls ooUpdateIndexes to insert
the object into all applicable indexes.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(Client) clientH;
…
// Begin a transaction whose index mode is explicit update
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(
oocUpdate,
// Transaction open mode
oocNoMROW,
// MROW mode
oocExplicitUpdate);
// Index mode
// Create a new Client and initialize its attributes
clientH = new Client(…);

…
// Insert the new Client object into all applicable indexes
ooUpdateIndexes(clientH);

…
session->commit();
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A parallel query is a query performed in different portions of your data by
different threads or processes working in parallel. Parallel queries can be much
faster than conventional queries when you are searching very large databases
(VLDBs) to find widely scattered persistent objects satisfying a predicate
condition.
This chapter describes:
■

Basic information for getting started with parallel queries.

■

Running the query servers.

■

Performing a parallel query.

■

A closer look at the details of a parallel query operation.

Parallel Query Basics
A parallel query searches the federated database to find persistent objects of a
particular class that satisfy a predicate condition. Like a predicate scan, a parallel
query consults the federated database’s placement model to determine which
containers to search.
A parallel query automatically subdivides the list of containers among a number
of separate processes called query servers. Each query server reads the logical
pages of its portion of the query into its Objectivity/DB cache and tests whether
the persistent objects on those pages satisfy the predicate condition.
A parallel query can therefore take significantly less elapsed time than an
ordinary predicate query (such as a predicate scan), which must read every
logical page of every container being searched, serially into the Objectivity/DB
cache of the querying application.
A parallel query may search containers that reside in any of the databases of the
federated database. A typical parallel query uses query servers that are local to
the database files being searched.
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Basic Steps for Performing a Parallel Query
1. Run a query server on every data-server host for the federated database. See
“Running the Query Servers” below.
2. In your application, call the parallelScan method (instead of the scan
method) on an object iterator for the desired class, passing the same
parameters as you would to scan. See “Performing a Parallel Query” on
page 457.
NOTE

If you created an object qualifier to qualify an arbitrary group of objects, you can
reuse that object qualifier inside a parallel query operation. See “Qualifying
Objects One at a Time” in Chapter 2 of Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language
for a description of object qualifiers.
Read “A Closer Look at Parallel Queries” on page 459 if you want a more
detailed understanding of how a parallel query works.

Running the Query Servers
Before your application starts a parallel query, you should verify that a query
server is installed and running on each host that stores a database file to be
searched. If you don’t know which database files will be searched, you should
run a query server on every host that stores a database in the federated database.
For detailed information about:
■

Installing a query server, see the installation and configuration
documentation on the Objectivity Developer Network.

■

Starting, configuring, and stopping query servers, see Chapter 10, “Using a
Query Server,” of Objectivity/DB Administration.

Checking for a Running Query Server
The querying application must have network access to the host of every query
server to be used. If the querying application cannot access a running query
server where expected, it automatically checks for a query server running on the
host that stores the federated database’s system database file. If a query server is
running there, it is used; otherwise an exception is thrown reporting that no
accessible query server was found.
The application can check whether it can access a running query server on a
particular host by calling the ooObjy::checkQueryServer static method,
passing the host name as a parameter.
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The querying application’s network timeout period determines how long to wait
before ooObjy::checkQueryServer returns. If the timeout period is exceeded,
ooObjy::checkQueryServer returns oocFalse.
Tool alternative: ooqueryserver; see Objectivity/DB Administration

Performing a Parallel Query
An application performs a parallel query by:
■

“Setting Up a Query Transaction”

■

“Starting a Parallel Query”

■

“Advancing the Object Iterator”

■

Optionally “Terminating a Parallel Query Explicitly”

Setting Up a Query Transaction
An application starts a parallel query from within a transaction of a particular
session. Various properties of the session and the transaction affect the behavior
of the transactions within each query server. Consequently, when you start this
transaction, you should set properties as necessary to achieve the desired access
behavior (concurrency policy, lock-waiting policy, and network timeout period);
see “Query Transactions and Access Issues” on page 466.

Starting a Parallel Query
To start a parallel query, you initialize an object iterator for the class of object you
want to find, by calling its parallelScan method. You pass the following as
parameters:
■

A handle or object reference to the federated database.

■

The open mode for the found objects.

■

A predicate string that describes a condition that the found objects must
satisfy (or an object qualifier that performs the same function).
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Advancing the Object Iterator

This example starts a parallel query to search a federated database for
Rectangle objects with an area greater than 10.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
… // Set fdH to reference the federated database
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(
oocRead,
// Start a read transaction
oocMROW);
// Use MROW concurrency policy
ooItr(Rectangle) rectI;

// Create a null Rectangle iterator

// Initialize the Rectangle
rectI.parallelScan(
fdH,
//
oocRead,
//
"area>10");
//
while ( rectI.next() )

…
session->commit();

iterator for a parallel query
The federated database
Open found objects for read
Predicate to test

// Advance the iterator
// and process each object

If you created an object qualifier to qualify an arbitrary group of objects, you can
reuse that object qualifier inside a parallel query operation. See “Qualifying
Objects One at a Time” in Chapter 2 of Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for
information about object qualifiers.

Advancing the Object Iterator
You advance the object iterator for a parallel query by calling its next method.
You can do so at any time after the parallelScan method returns. A delay may
occur before next returns, however, if it must wait for the next object to be found
by a query server.
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Terminating a Parallel Query Explicitly
The object iterator for a parallel query terminates its iteration automatically when
the query servers have completed their searches, and the last found object has
been referenced by the object iterator.
You can terminate a parallel query explicitly by calling the end method of the
object iterator. Doing so discards the internal objects used by the parallel query,
and causes the query servers to discontinue their searches.
NOTE

If you stop advancing the object iterator before the query servers have completed
their searches, you should terminate the parallel query explicitly to release its
processing resources.
For more information, see “When Iteration Terminates in a Parallel Query” on
page 465.

A Closer Look at Parallel Queries
A parallel query is a kind of predicate query:
■

Like an ordinary predicate query, a parallel query searches for qualified
persistent objects of a particular class, where each qualified object satisfies
the criteria expressed by a specified predicate string or an object qualifier; see
Chapter 2, “Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.

■

Unlike an ordinary predicate query, a parallel query is placed under the
control of a query manager, which:
❐

Splits the query request into component query tasks.

❐

Assigns the query tasks to one or more query servers.

❐

Holds the results of the query tasks in a result queue so the application
can advance an iterator over them.

A typical parallel query takes significantly less overall time than a predicate
query that performs the same query tasks serially. However, the actual
performance benefit for a given parallel query depends on a variety of factors,
such as the number of query servers taking assignments, the number of threads
used by the individual query servers, and the percentage of logical pages that
contain at least one qualified persistent object. See “Performance Compared With
Ordinary Predicate Queries” on page 468 and “Choosing a Parallel Query vs. a
Predicate Query” on page 470.
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Query Management
Whenever an application requests a parallel query, it implicitly creates a query
manager that operates in a separate thread within the application process.
The query manager is automatically initialized with the following information:
■

A list of containers to be searched. This list is provided by the federated
database’s placement model, which maintains a record of where the different
classes of persistent objects have been placed in the storage hierarchy.

■

The predicate string to be used for testing whether persistent objects are
qualified.

Component Query Tasks
Using the information with which it is initialized, the query manager splits the
requested query into multiple component query tasks that can be performed
independently and in parallel. A component query task is a single operation that
finds qualified persistent objects within one of the containers to be searched.
Each component task is designated by an identifier representing the individual
container to be scanned.

Task Assignment to Query Servers
Upon identifying the component query tasks, the query manager assigns each
task to an appropriate query server. A query server is a special-purpose
Objectivity/DB program that performs predicate queries on behalf of the query
manager. A query server executes as a separate process from the querying
application. In most scenarios, you run one query server on each data-server host
that has a database file with containers to be searched. A query server is
identified by the host on which it is running.
When assigning a particular query task, the query manager:
1. Selects the particular query server that is to carry out the task.
2. Sends the information to the chosen query server, including the predicate
string and the identifier designating the task’s container.
The query manager selects the query server for a particular task by identifying
the database to which the container belongs, looking up the data-server host on
which the database’s file resides, and selecting the query server running on that
host.
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A parallel query treats external containers and embedded container alike. That is,
the task of scanning an external container is assigned to the query server on the
parent database’s host, even if the container file is on a different host.

Task Execution by Query Threads
Any number of query tasks may be assigned to a single query server. When a
query server receives multiple task assignments, the server’s internal query agent
accumulates these assignments in a task queue. The query agent also creates one
or more query threads to execute the tasks in the queue. Because each query task
will read data in a federated database, the query agent creates sessions for its
threads so they can execute their tasks in individual query-task transactions.
A query agent normally creates multiple threads, up to the maximum number
specified to the query server when it was started. Each of these threads executes
some number of query tasks serially—that is, each query thread:
1. Takes a single query task from the task queue.
2. Starts a query-task transaction.
3. Executes the query task to search for qualified persistent objects within the
corresponding container.
4. Passes any results to the query manager in the querying application.
5. Commits the transaction and notifies the query manager when the query task
is complete.
6. Checks the task queue for another task.
Because a query task is itself an ordinary predicate query, the task creates,
initializes, and advances an object iterator; see “Object Iterators” on page 349. On
each successive advance, this object iterator uses the predicate string to find the
next qualified persistent object within the task’s container.

Queue of Task Results
Each time an executing query task finds a qualified persistent object, the task
sends the object identifier of the found object to the query manager in the
querying application. The query manager places the identifier in a result queue
along with any identifiers submitted by other executing tasks.
Identifiers are placed in the queue in the order received. Typically, the query
manager receives results from some query tasks while other tasks are still
executing. Consequently, the order of the identifiers in the result queue is not
predictable.
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Because the query manager tracks whether query tasks are still in progress, it
knows when the identifier has been placed on the result queue. If none of the
individual query tasks finds any qualified persistent objects, the result queue is
empty.

Example: Parallel Query on a Single Host
An application has initiated a parallel query to find all Vehicle objects in a
federated database, where the model year of each Vehicle is earlier than 2003.
The federated database’s placement model provides the list of containers in
which Vehicle objects reside, and the querying application provides the predicate
string "year < 2003".
Assume that the containers for all of the Vehicle objects have been placed in
databases on the same host as the querying application. Consequently, a query
server must be started on this host before the parallel query begins.
The parallel query proceeds through the following steps, which are represented
in Figure 21-1:
1. The query manager splits the query into one component task for each
container to be searched.
2. The query manager assigns the tasks to the query server on the host where the
containers reside. The query manager passes a list of container identifiers, plus
the predicate string to the query server.
3. The query agent within the query server accumulates the container identifiers
in its task queue. The query agent also creates threads up to the server’s limit
(in this example, 2) and arranges for each thread to use an Objectivity session.
4. Each query thread obtains the identifier of a container from the task queue,
and performs a predicate scan in the identified container. The thread initializes
an appropriate object iterator, advances that iterator, and uses the predicate
string to find qualified Vehicles.
5. Each query thread returns its found Vehicles to the query manager in the
querying application, where they are accumulated in a single result queue.
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Host A

Application
Objectivity/DB Kernel
Query Manager
1. Query Splitter
Task Assigner
Result Queue

= Objectivity/DB process
= Objectivity/DB storage object

5. Return any
found objects

Query Server
Objectivity/DB Kernel
2. Assign
containers
2,3, ..., N

Query Agent
3.

Container 2

Task Queue
Sessions
4. Execute
predicate
scans
in separate
threads

Container 3

...
Container N

Figure 21-1 Parallel Query on a Single Host

Example: Parallel Query on Multiple Hosts
Now assume that the querying application has initiated the same parallel query
as in the previous example on page 462, but this time the federated database’s
placement model has placed the Vehicle objects in the containers of databases
residing on two data-server hosts. A query server must be started on both hosts
before the parallel query begins.
1. The query manager splits the query into one component task for each
container to be searched.
2. For each container to be searched, the query manager determines which
database file contains it, and assigns the corresponding query task to the query
server on that file’s host. The query manager passes the container’s identifier
and the predicate string to that query server.
3. The query agent within each query server accumulates the assigned container
identifiers in its task queue, creates some number of threads, and arranges for
the threads to use Objectivity sessions.
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4. Each query thread obtains the identifier of a container from the task queue,
and performs a predicate scan in the identified container. The thread initializes
an appropriate object iterator, advances that iterator, and uses the predicate
string to find qualified Vehicles.
5. Each query thread returns its found Vehicles to the query manager in the
querying application, where they are accumulated in a single result queue.
This parallel query is summarized in Figure 21-2:
Host B

Host A
Network
Application
Objectivity/DB Kernel
Query Manager
Query Splitter
Task Assigner
Result Queue

Assign
DBs 2,3

Assign DBs
4, 5, ..., N
Query Server
Return results

Query Server

Scan
Database 4
Database 5

Scan
Database 2
Database 3

= Objectivity/DB process

...
Database N

= Objectivity/DB storage object

Figure 21-2 Parallel Query on Multiple Hosts

Iteration Over Task Results
A querying application visits the results of a parallel query’s component tasks by
creating, initializing, and advancing an object iterator; see “Object Iterators” on
page 349. This object iterator is initialized so that its iteration set is the result
queue maintained by the query manager of the parallel query.
The first time the object iterator is advanced, it references the first object in the
result queue. Successive advances cause the object iterator to reference each
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queued object in turn. The querying application can advance the object iterator
through the result queue while one or more query tasks are still executing. (A
delay may occur if the result queue is empty at the time the iterator is advanced,
while query tasks are still executing.)
Because the result queue is a list of pre-qualified objects, the object iterator for a
parallel query does not itself perform any testing before finding its next object. In
contrast, an object iterator for an ordinary predicate query must test every
persistent object of the class of interest to determine which objects qualify for
inclusion in its iteration set.

Open Mode of a Parallel Query
A querying application initializes the object iterator for a parallel query with an
open mode to indicate the intended level of access to each found object. As the
object iterator is advanced to reference each object in the result queue, the object
is opened for read, opened for update, or left unopened, as specified by the
object iterator’s open mode; see “Open Mode” on page 351.
NOTE

The object iterators of the individual query tasks always open objects in read
mode while determining whether the predicate string is satisfied.

Memory Management for a Parallel Query
When the object iterator for a parallel query opens a persistent object, the iterator
pins the opened object in the Objectivity/DB cache. Certain circumstances can
prevent objects from being unpinned when the object iterator is advanced,
thereby causing the Objectivity/DB cache to fill up. For information about
avoiding these circumstances, see “Memory Management” on page 352.
NOTE

The object iterators of the individual query tasks always release objects
immediately after visiting them.

When Iteration Terminates in a Parallel Query
The object iterator for a parallel query automatically terminates its iteration over
the result queue after all the query tasks have completed and the last queued
object has been referenced.
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Iteration may also terminate before the result queue is exhausted—for example,
because:
■

The querying application either commits or aborts the transaction that
initialized the object iterator. Checkpointing the transaction does not
terminate the iteration.

■

The querying application or one of the query threads is unable to obtain a
lock on the container of an object being visited or tested; see “Query
Transactions and Access Issues” on page 466.

■

The querying application made an explicit request to terminate the iteration;
see “Terminating a Parallel Query Explicitly” on page 459.

When iteration over the result queue terminates:
■

Any query tasks still in progress stop executing. (The query servers
themselves continue to run.)

■

The query manager and its result queue are deleted from the querying
application. Any unvisited results in the result queue are discarded.

■

The object iterator’s state is as described in “When Iteration Terminates” on
page 352.

Query Transactions and Access Issues
A parallel query involves multiple separate query transactions executing in
multiple separate processes. Each of these query transactions must be able to
access various containers:
■

The main query transaction in the querying application initiates the parallel
query and advances its object iterator over the result queue. This transaction
must therefore be able to lock the container of each object listed in the result
queue.

■

The individual query-task transactions in the query threads of various query
servers advance their own object iterators over containers being searched.
Each query-task transaction must therefore be able to lock the container it is
searching.

Furthermore, the processes executing the query transactions must have
appropriate network access to each other. Specifically, the querying application
must have network access to each query server (and vice versa), and all of these
processes must have network access to the lock server.
NOTE
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A parallel query will fail (and terminate any query tasks still in progress) if any
query transaction is prevented from accessing a required container due to a lock
conflict or other access problem.
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Level and Duration of Locks Obtained by Query Transactions
The main query transaction must be able to obtain locks on the relevant
containers at the level specified by the object iterator’s open mode. This
transaction must be able to obtain:
■

Read locks if the object iterator’s open mode is oocNoOpen or oocRead.

■

Update locks if the object iterator’s open mode is oocUpdate.

If the main query transaction obtains read locks during iteration, the application
can enable Objectivity/DB to use a special locking procedure that releases each
lock as soon as it is no longer needed; see “Enable Special Locking When
Advancing an Object Iterator” on page 169. (If the transaction obtains update
locks instead, these locks are held for the duration of the transaction.)
The individual query-task transactions, which are all read transactions, must be
able to obtain read locks on the relevant containers, because the open mode of
query-task object iterators is always oocRead. The special locking procedure is
always enabled within an individual query-task transaction. Consequently, when
a query task’s object iterator visits a container, the container is locked and then
immediately unlocked when the iterator advances.

Concurrency of Query Transactions
The main query transaction uses the concurrent-access policy (standard or
MROW) specified for it by the querying application; see “Concurrent-Access
Policies” on page 161. The individual query-task transactions are MROW read
transactions unless the main query transaction is a standard read transaction; in
this case, the query-task transactions are also standard read transactions.
The various query transactions can access the same containers concurrently
without causing lock conflicts for each other:
■

If the main query transaction requests read locks, the query-task transactions
also request read locks.

■

If the main query transaction requests update locks, the query-task
transactions request MROW read locks.

If an individual query-task transaction encounters a lock conflict with another
(nonquery) transaction, the query-task transaction responds according to its
lock-waiting policy, which is the same as the lock-waiting policy of the main
query transaction; see “Lock-Waiting Policy” on page 99.

Network Access
The main query transaction uses the network timeout period specified for it by
the querying application; see “Controlling Timeouts” on page 542. This property
is set with the same value in each of the query servers as well.
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Performance Compared With Ordinary Predicate Queries
A parallel query can take significantly less elapsed time than an ordinary
predicate query to find a particular set of qualified persistent objects. However,
several factors can offset a parallel query’s performance advantage.
The following subsections describe the factors that contribute to the elapsed time
of each kind of query.
NOTE

For a summary of guidelines for choosing between the two kinds of query, see
“Choosing a Parallel Query vs. a Predicate Query” on page 470.

Elapsed Time of an Ordinary Predicate Query
When an ordinary predicate query performs a search, the querying application
uses a single object iterator to test for qualified persistent objects. The querying
application must read every logical page of every container being searched, so that
the object iterator can test for the qualified objects on those pages. The single
object iterator must open each container being searched serially.
The overall amount of elapsed time spent on the query is therefore the amount of
time needed by the querying application to read all of the logical pages in all of
the containers being searched. The amount of time is the same no matter how
many qualified objects are actually found and opened.
The amount of elapsed time increases when the logical pages being read are in
remote databases, particularly if the network is slow.

Elapsed Time of a Parallel Query
When a parallel query performs a search, the querying application uses the object
iterators of multiple query threads to test for qualified persistent objects. Each
query thread reads only a subset of the logical pages being searched—just the
pages of the containers belonging to its query tasks. Because the query threads
run concurrently, their object iterators can process the logical pages of different
containers in parallel.
Furthermore, while the query threads are performing object qualification, the
object iterator in the querying application can start referencing the qualified
objects as they appear in the result queue. If any found objects must be opened,
the querying application must read their pages into its Objectivity/DB cache.
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The overall amount of elapsed time spent on the query is therefore the longer of
the following two times:
■

The time taken by the query thread with the largest subset of logical pages to
read—that is, the query thread with the most or longest tasks.

■

The time taken by the querying application to read the pages of any qualified
objects to be opened.

Only the second of these two times (the time required to open found objects)
increases when data is remote, particularly if the network is slow. The time
required for object qualification is not affected, because query threads run on the
same host as the files they search.
Contention for Disk Resources
The performance advantage of a parallel query can be offset by contention for
disk resources if the data being searched resides on a single disk. Although the
work is divided among multiple query threads, the benefit of parallelism can be
masked when these threads must compete to read the same database file (using
the same disk and disk head).
Distribution of Qualified Objects
If the qualified objects are to be opened by the querying application (as is
normally the case), the performance advantage of a parallel query can be affected
by how these objects are distributed. All other factors being equal:
■

A parallel query is faster than an ordinary predicate query if the logical
pages containing qualified objects are widely scattered among the logical
pages of the containers being searched.

■

The two kinds of query take about the same amount of time if most of the
logical pages in the containers being searched have at least one qualified
object on them.

This is because the querying application in a parallel query advances its object
iterator to reference and open the objects in the result queue. No matter how
many qualified objects are found:
■

When the qualified objects are on comparatively few, widely scattered pages,
the querying application can usually finish reading the pages by the time the
query threads finish reading all the pages in the containers being searched.

■

When the qualified objects occupy most of the pages in the containers being
searched, the querying application ends up reading nearly the same number
of pages as it would using an ordinary predicate query instead. The time
required to read these pages can mask the performance benefit of the
concurrent query threads.
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Stable vs. Volatile Data
A parallel query is most appropriately used for stable datasets, for the following
reasons:
■

Like any Objectivity/DB object iterator, the object iterator of an individual
query task is not guaranteed to notice changes affect its iteration set that are
made by other concurrent transactions; see “Iteration Set” on page 350. In
particular, the object iterator may, but need not, notice any potentially
qualifying persistent objects that are added, moved, or deleted while the
object iterator is active, even if such changes are made by the main query
transaction itself.

■

When a qualified persistent object is found by a query task and placed on the
result queue, that object could be modified or deleted by an unrelated
concurrent transaction before the object iterator in the main query
transaction has a chance to visit it. The object iterator skips over any objects
on the result queue that no longer exist. However, the object iterator returns
any modified objects without rechecking them to make sure they still qualify.

Choosing a Parallel Query vs. a Predicate Query
This section summarizes the considerations for choosing a parallel query or a
parallel scan. These considerations are based on the discussions in “Performance
Compared With Ordinary Predicate Queries” on page 468 and “Stable vs. Volatile
Data” on page 470.
These considerations are also based on knowing how the persistent objects of
interest have been grouped in the storage hierarchy by the federated database’s
placement model. Ideally, the placement model should organize these objects in
a way that narrows the search to a limited set of containers, while distributing
the search effort across databases in a way that permits many query servers to
work in parallel. Your development team’s database designer should be able to
tell you this.
Consider choosing a parallel query when:
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■

The containers being searched are remote from the querying application,
particularly if the network can be slow.

■

The containers being searched are in databases that are distributed among
different disks.

■

The qualified objects are widely scattered among the logical pages in the
containers being searched.

■

The data being searched is stable.
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Consider choosing an ordinary predicate query when:
■

The containers being searched are on the same host as the querying
application or on a single remote host over a fast network.

■

Many logical pages in the containers being searched contain one or more
qualified objects.

■

The data being searched is very volatile.
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Part 5

PERFORMANCE
This part introduces topics related to monitoring and tuning application
performance.
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Objectivity/C++ lets you monitor your application’s performance with logging
and statistical measurement.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about the Objectivity/C++ logging mechanism.

■

The available measurements of an application’s performance.

■

The information that can be recorded by the logging mechanism.

■

How to enable logging, use log listeners, log interval performance for a
session, and add application-defined items to a log.

■

How to get statistics about a session.

■

How to capture a set of statistical and logging information on encountering
an exception.

■

How to receive and handle notification about various Objectivity/DB system
events.

Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism
Objectivity/C++ provides a logging mechanism that you can use to monitor the
operation of your application as it executes. The logging facility is valuable for:
■

Verifying that your application does what it is supposed to do
Logs can show you the sequence of operations that your application
performs—information that is hard to detect from black-box testing and code
inspection alone.

■

Troubleshooting
Logs can show what events occurred just before a problem. Because logging
is an integral part of Objectivity/C++, it is available to an application that is
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deployed remotely—even in a location where other troubleshooting tools
may not be available.
■

Performance analysis
You can use logs to determine how long particular operations take. You can
log statistical information that shows how well certain Objectivity/DB
resources, such as the session’s cache, are being used.

The Objectivity/C++ logging mechanism uses internal objects called logs to
record information about various events that occur during the application’s
execution. Each log produces a sequence of log items. A log item consists of a
timestamp that shows the number of milliseconds since the application was
started, an optional label, and a text description of the event that occurred.
An application can augment the information that the logs automatically record
by adding log items explicitly to annotate the logs.

Logging Options
The logging mechanism allows you to enable some or all of the following logging
options:
■

Main logging

■

Standard session logging

■

Transaction statistics

■

Transaction timing

■

Application-defined log items

The first two logging options cause logs to be created:
■

Main logging—The main log is created to record events related to the
application as a whole, such as initialization and termination of
Objectivity/DB interactions, use of a performance tuner, making logical
connections, session creation, and session-pool use.

■

Standard session logging—Corresponding to each session, a session log is
created to record events related to that particular session, such as its
transaction events, thread use, property values, and cumulative transaction
statistics (over all the session’s transactions).

You can enable either or both of these basic options; if neither one is enabled, no
logs are created, so no information is recorded.
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When standard session logging is enabled, you can also log information about
the application’s performance while it executes particular sections of code. Two
logging options cause session logs to collect and record performance
measurements during the execution of each transaction:
■

Transaction statistics—Each session log records statistical measurements for
each individual transaction. This option is relevant only when standard
session logging is enabled.

■

Transaction timing—Each session log records time measurements for each
individual transaction and average time measurements (over all the session’s
transactions). This option is relevant only when standard session logging is
enabled.

If you want to log performance measurements collected during some arbitrary
interval of program execution, you can explicitly start and stop the measurement
at the appropriate places in your code, causing performance measurements for
the specified interval to be added to the appropriate session’s log.
The final logging option, application-defined log items, allows the application to
add items containing any text to any log. This option is relevant only when main
logging or standard session logging is enabled.
For a summary of the information that is recorded for each logging option, see
“Information Recorded by Logs” on page 487.

Destination for Log Items
You can specify where the logs should direct their log items. Log items can be
directed to log files, log listeners, or both:
■

By default, all logged information is written to log files—one file for the main
log, and one for each session log. Typically, you direct log items to log files
unless you are using log listeners that provide all the logging capabilities you
need.

■

A log listener is an object that can be attached to a log to register call-back
code that will be invoked whenever that log produces a log item and
whenever the application causes a log item to be added to the log.
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Integrating With an Existing Logging Mechanism
If your application already implements its own logging mechanism, you can
integrate the Objectivity/C++ logging mechanism with your application-specific
mechanism:
■

To use only the application-specific logs, you direct log items only to log
listeners which, in turn, send descriptions of Objectivity/C++ log items to
your logging mechanism.

■

To use only the Objectivity/C++ logs, you enable application-defined log
items and you modify your logging mechanism to add log items to the
appropriate Objectivity/C++ logs. The Objectivity/C++ logs may direct their
log items to log files, log listeners, or both.

Using the Logging Mechanism
To use the logging mechanism:
■

Decide which logging options you want and where the logs should direct
their log items, then enable the desired logging behavior (page 495).

■

If you will use log listeners, create and attach them to the relevant logs
(page 498).

■

If you have enabled standard session logging and want to log information
about the application’s performance while it executes particular sections of
code, add the desired performance measurement to the appropriate session
logs (page 502).

■

If you have enabled application-defined log items, add any log items you
want to the appropriate logs (page 505).

Performance Measurements
Objectivity/DB measures the performance of an application by collecting
statistics during transactions and measuring the amount of time spent in various
activities. You can examine statistical measurements and time measurements to
learn about the operation of your application.
This section describes the available performance measurements.
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Statistical Measurements
Objectivity/DB collects statistical measurements that provide information about
the operations performed during a session’s transactions. You can obtain these
statistical measurements as follows:
■

■

You can log performance measurements to session logs by enabling standard
session logging:
❐

Whenever standard session logging is enabled, each session’s log records
cumulative statistical measurements over all the session’s transactions.
See “Standard Session Logging” on page 489.

❐

If transaction statistics are also enabled, each session’s log also records
interval statistical measurement for each of the session’s transactions. See
“Transaction Statistics” on page 492.

❐

You can add log items with interval statistical measurements for a
particular session by calling its methods to start and end the desired
measurement interval. See “Logging Interval Statistics” on page 502.

You can obtain individual statistical measurements about a particular session
as numerical values that your application can display or manipulate. You can
get cumulative statistics, measured from the time the session was created until
the time you read the statistics for the session. You can also get the
incremental statistics, measured since the previous reading of the session’s
statistics. See “Getting Statistical Measurements for a Session” on page 507.

The following sections describe the individual statistical measurements. The
meaning of most measurements is obvious. For example, the number of
“containers created” is the number of new containers that were created during
the session’s transactions. Information is provided to help you interpret any
measurement whose meaning is less clear.
Only a few of the measurements have a significant impact in terms of
performance. Hints are provided indicating how these measurements can help
you tune your application.
NOTE

The Objectivity/DB performance analyzer tool logs statistical information its
performance report; see Chapter 11, “Using the Performance Analyzer,” of
Objectivity/DB Administration.
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Transaction Measurements
Objectivity/DB collects the following statistics about a session’s transactions:
■

Number of completed transaction-begin operations

■

Number of completed transaction-checkpoint operations

■

Number of completed transaction-commit operations

■

Number of completed transaction-abort operations

Figure 22-1 shows how these statistical measurements are displayed in a log file.
# of transaction

starts: 4

checkpoints: 0 commits: 3

aborts: 1

Figure 22-1 Logged Transaction Statistics

Interpretation
In a log file:
■

The number of “transaction – starts” measures the number of completed
transaction-begin operations.

■

The number of “transaction – checkpoints” measures the number of
completed transaction-checkpoint operations.

■

The number of “transaction – commits” measures the number of completed
transaction-commit operations.

■

The number of “transaction – aborts” measures the number of completed
transaction-abort operations.

Use of Objectivity/DB Objects
Objectivity/DB collects the following statistics about the use of Objectivity/DB
objects during a session’s transactions:
■

Number of objects of each kind that were created

■

Number of objects of each kind that were deleted

■

Number of open operations that were performed on objects of each kind

■

Number of close operations that were performed on objects of each kind

Figure 22-2 shows how these statistical measurements are displayed in a log file.
# of databases
# of containers
# of objects

created: 0
created: 0
created: 0

deleted: 0
deleted: 0
deleted: 0

opened: 9
closed: 9
opened: 32
closed: 16
opened: 2231 closed: 2231

Figure 22-2 Logged Statistics About Objectivity/DB Objects
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Interpretation
To interpret these statistics in a log file, be aware that:
■

The row for the number of “containers” reports measurements pertaining to
containers.

■

The row for the number of “objects” reports measurements for persistent
objects.

■

The column labeled “opened” shows the number of nonredundant open
operations performed on objects of the indicated type—that is, the number of
times Objectivity/DB opened an object that was not currently open. The
reported number is not necessarily the number of different objects that were
opened. For example, in the statistics for a single transaction:
❐

The “objects” row could report “opened: 2” if two different persistent
objects were opened or if a single persistent object was opened, closed,
and reopened.

❐

The “databases” row could report “opened: 2” only if two different
databases were opened, because a database cannot be closed until the
end of the transaction in which it was opened.

■

The column labeled “closed” shows the number of nonredundant close
operations performed on objects of the indicated type—that is, the number of
times Objectivity/DB closed an object that was not currently closed. The
reported number is not necessarily the number of different objects that were
closed. (A persistent object or container can be closed multiple times within a
single transaction; a database is closed automatically at the end of the
transaction in which it was opened.)

■

The row for the number of “databases,” “containers,” or “objects” is omitted
if all the reported numbers are 0.

Use of Associations
Objectivity/DB collects the following statistics about the use of associations
during a session’s transactions:
■

Number of association links created

■

Number of association links removed

■

Number of times an association array was expanded; see “Interpretation”
below and “Hints” on page 482

Figure 22-3 shows how these statistical measurements are displayed in a log file.
# of associations

added: 0

removed: 0 resized: 0

Figure 22-3 Logged Association Statistics
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Interpretation
In a log file:
■

The number of “associations – added” measures the number of association
links created. When two objects are related by an association, an association
link is created from the source object to the destination object; the association
link is stored with the source object.

■

The number of “associations – removed” measures the number of association
links removed. An association link is removed from a source object to
indicate that the source object is no longer related to the destination object of
the link.

■

The number of “associations – resized” measures the number of times an
association array was expanded to add more association links. This
measurement includes the resizing of system default association arrays
(which store links for non-line associations) and association-specific arrays
(which store links for individual to-many inline associations). See
“Association Storage” on page 201.

Hints
If the number of association-array expansions is high, consider explicitly
preallocating space for such arrays. See “Reserving Space for Associations” on
page 534.

Use of Scope Names
Objectivity/DB collects the following statistics about the use of scope names
during a session’s transactions:
■

Number of times a persistent object was given a scope name

Figure 22-4 shows how these statistical measurements are displayed in a log file.
# of objects named

: 0

Figure 22-4 Logged Statistics About Scope Names

Interpretation
To interpret these statistics in a log file, be aware that:
■

The number of “objects named” measures the number of times a persistent
object was given a scope name—not the number of different objects that were
named.

For best performance, you should use scope names sparingly. See “Optimizing
Searches for Persistent Objects” on page 534.
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Use of Objectivity/DB Cache
Objectivity/DB collects the following statistics about the use of a session’s
Objectivity/DB cache (see “Interpretation” below):
■

Number of buffer pages that have been allocated and the number actually
used in the small-object buffer pool for the indicated storage-page size

■

Number of buffer entries that have been allocated and the number actually
used in the large-object buffer pool for the indicated storage-page size

■

The number of memory bytes allocated for large objects is the maximum size
(in bytes) of the large-object memory pool

■

Number of object-control blocks (OCBs) created; see “Interpretation” below
and “Hints” on page 484

■

Number of buffer reads

■

Number of disk reads

■

Number of existing pages written from cache to disk

■

Number of new pages written from cache to disk

These measurements pertain to the various cache components and operations
described in “Understanding the Objectivity/DB Cache” on page 545. You can
use these measurements to help you decide whether the session’s cache is an
appropriate size; see “Optimizing the Cache Size” on page 532.
Figure 22-5 shows how these statistical measurements are displayed in a log file.
#
#
#
#
#
#

of
of
of
of
of
of

buffers
(page size 2048) allocated: 188 used: 106
large buffers(page size 2048) allocated: 100 used: 0
memory bytes allocated for large objects : 0
new OCBs
: 512
reads
buffer: 139
disk: 146
written
old pages: 10
new pages: 0
Figure 22-5 Logged Statistics About Objectivity/DB Cache

Interpretation
To interpret these statistics in a log file, be aware that:
■

The number of “buffers … allocated” and “used” are reported for each
small-object buffer pool in the Objectivity/DB cache. If small objects have
been read from databases with different storage-page sizes, the cache has one
small-object buffer pool for each storage-page size, and a separate set of
statistics is reported for each pool.

■

The numbers of “large buffers … allocated” and “used” are reported for each
large-object buffer pool in the Objectivity/DB cache. If large objects have
been read from databases with different storage-page sizes, the cache has a
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large-object buffer pool for each storage-page, and a separate set of statistics
is reported for each pool.
■

The number of “memory bytes allocated for large objects” is the size (in
bytes) of the large-object memory pool at its largest during the transaction,
interval, or entire session for which statistics are reported.

■

The number of “new OCBs” measures the number of object-control blocks
created. The cache contains an object-control block (OCB) for each open
persistent object. Handles referencing the same object use the same OCB.
Initially, 512 OCBs are created. If more OCBs are needed, another block of
512 OCBs is created, so this measurement is always a multiple of 512.

■

The number of “reads – buffer” (buffer reads) measures the number of times
an object to be accessed was already in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache;
the object was read from disk in a prior transaction.

■

The number of “reads – disk” (disk reads) measures the number of times
information was read from disk. Most disk reads occur when an object to be
accessed is not already in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache. Additional disk
reads occur for information such as catalogs and page maps.

■

The number of “written – old pages” (existing pages written from cache to
disk) includes the total number of pages written—one page for each small
object and multiple pages for each large object. The pages may contain
updated objects or new objects that fit in the storage pages already allocated
for the container.

■

The number of “written – new pages” (new pages written from cache to disk)
indicates container extensions. A new page is written from cache to disk
when the size of a container must be extended to accommodate a new
persistent object being stored in the container.

Hints
If the number of object-control blocks (OCBs) created is greater than 512, the
session has a large number of persistent objects open simultaneously. This may
indicate that the session is using more virtual memory than necessary, which can
have an adverse effect on performance. Investigate the following possibilities:
■

Check that whenever you create a persistent object, you assign the pointer
returned by new to a handle:
ooHandle(Book) bookH = new(…) Book(…); // Correct
ooHandle(Library) libH;
libH = new(…) Library(…); // Correct

In particular, never assign the pointer returned by new to an object reference:
ooRef(Book) bookR = new(…) Book(…); // Wrong! Use handle
ooRef(Library) libR;
libR = new(…) Library(…); // Wrong! Use handle
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Also, never use new without assigning the resulting pointer to a handle:
new(…) Book(…); // Wrong! Assign to handle
■

Check whether you use a large array of handles to create new persistent
objects or to access existing objects. If so, make sure that your application
actually needs references to that many objects at the same time. If it does,
consider saving the references in an array of object references instead of an
array of handles. When you create a new persistent object, assign its pointer
to a handle, then assign that handle to the appropriate element of the
object-reference array.

Storage Use
Objectivity/DB collects the following statistics about the use of storage during a
session’s transactions:
■

Number of times Objectivity/DB increased the size of a container; see
“Interpretation” below

■

Total number of storage pages added to all containers

■

Number of slots opened; see “Interpretation” below

■

Number of slots created; see “Interpretation” below

■

Number of times a VArray was resized; see “Interpretation” below and
“Hints” on page 486

Figure 22-6 shows how these statistical measurements are displayed in a log file.
# of container extensions: 0 pages added: 0
# of slots
opened: 2662
created: 0
# of Varrays resized
: 0
Figure 22-6 Logged Statistics About Storage Use

Interpretation
To interpret these statistics in a log file, be aware that:
■

The number of “container – extensions” measures the number of times that
Objectivity/DB increased the size of a container by adding storage pages to
accommodate new persistent objects, VArrays, or other data structures, such
as an index.
This measurement may indicate that the federated database’s placement
model should increase the initial size of containers.

■

The number of “container – pages added” measures the total number of
storage pages added to all containers.

■

Every persistent object and every VArray used in an attribute or an
association corresponds to a slot on a page. The number of “slots – opened”
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measures the number of nonredundant open operations that were performed
on a persistent object or a VArray. The number of “slots – created” measures
the number of such objects that were created.
■

The number of “VArrays resized” measures the number of times a VArray
was resized—not the number of different VArrays that were resized. This
measurement includes the resizing of both application-defined VArrays and
the arrays used to store association links for non-inline or to-many inline
associations.

Hints
Resizing a VArray can be expensive, especially when Objectivity/DB must copy
the vector portion of the VArray to a new location in memory and on disk to
keep the elements contiguous.
■

You can reduce the number of association-array expansions by explicitly
preallocating space for association arrays. See “Reserving Space for
Associations” on page 534.

■

You can reduce the number of VArray expansions by preallocating a larger
amount of storage or by resizing the VArray by a larger amount less
frequently. See “Setting the Initial Size of VArrays” on page 534.

Time Measurements
Objectivity/DB uses internal objects called timers to measure the amount of time
spent executing various portions of the application. You can obtain time
measurements if you enable standard session logging:

486

■

If you also enable transaction timing, each session’s log records the amount
of time spent in various transaction phases during each of the session’s
transactions and the average time measurements over all the session’s
transactions. See “Transaction Timing” on page 493.

■

You can add log items to a particular session’s log marking the beginning
and ending of a timing interval and the time elapsed during that interval of
program execution. See “Logging Interval Timing” on page 504.
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Information Recorded by Logs
This section contains a summary of the information that is recorded when the
various logging options are enabled.

Main Logging
When main logging is enabled, the main log is created. This log records
information about events that are related to initialization and termination of the
interaction with Objectivity/DB, use of a performance tuner, making logical
connections, session creation, and session-pool use. The following table lists the
events that add log items to the main log.
Event

Additional Information

Registered performance tuner changes
specified value for logging property

Property and its new value

Default tuner sets property value

Relevant environment variable and its
value

Initialization of interaction with
Objectivity/DB

Values for startup properties

Logical connection made to a federated
database

Boot file of connected federated database
Whether automatic recovery is enabled

Autorecovery from application failures

Boot file of recovered federated database
Whether recovery operation completed
without errors
Note: The log does not indicate whether
recover was actually necessary

Creation of individual session

Session name

Creation of session pool

Pool name

Creation of session by session pool

Session name

Session returned to session pool

Session name

Existing session obtained from pool

Session name

Thread initialization

Internal thread identifier

Thread termination

Internal thread identifier
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Event

Additional Information

Termination of interaction with
Objectivity/DB

(none)

Exception thrown by a static method of
ooObjy or by a method of a connection
object

Exception’s descriptive message string

Figure 22-7 illustrates a main log file; it records the following events:
■

Registered performance tuner enables all logging options.

■

Interaction with Objectivity/DB is initialized.

■

Logical connection is made to the federated database whose boot file is
"topaz.boot".

■

Session pool named mypool is created.

■

A session is obtained from the session pool.

■

Interaction with Objectivity/DB is terminated.

00000016 Tuner Override: All logging options enabled
00000017 ooObjy Startup: [Tues Aug 7 16:47:25 2012]
[process ID = 28729]
[number of files = 6] [AMS usage = oocAMSPreferred]
[install signal handler = oocTrue]
00000018 Connection Create:
[boot file = topaz.boot]
[auto-recover = oocFalse]
00000018 New Session Pool: mypool
00000022 Session Pool Session Create: [session name = Pool_mypool_1]
00003725 ooObjy Shutdown
Figure 22-7 Main Log File

Each log item begins on a new line with a timestamp that is the number of
milliseconds since the application was started. Then comes the label, followed by
a colon, followed by the description of the event.
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Session Logging
When standard session logging is enabled, a log is created for each session. A
session log records information about its corresponding session. Three different
logging options cause a session log to record information: standard session
logging, transaction statistics, and transaction timing. The following sections
describe the information that the session log records for each of these logging
options.

Standard Session Logging
When standard session logging is enabled, a session’s log records information
about that session’s transaction events, thread use, property values, and
cumulative transaction statistics. The following table lists the events that add log
items to a session log.
Event

Additional Information

Session creation

Boot file of connected federated database
Values for session properties

Session attached to thread

Internal thread identifier

Unnested call to begin

Nest count
Values for transaction-control properties

Nested call to begin

Nest count
Transaction open mode

Transaction begun

Transaction identifier

Call to upgradeOpenMode

Nest count

Transaction open mode upgraded

(none)

Call to checkpoint

Nest count
Downgrade mode

Transaction checkpointed

(none)

Call to commit

Nest count

Transaction committed

(none)

Call to abort

Nest count
Abort mode

Transaction aborted

(none)

Change to a session property

New property value
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Event

Additional Information

Session detached from thread

Internal thread identifier

Session destroyed

Cumulative statistical measurements
across all the session’s transactions

Exception thrown by an operation
involving the session

Exception’s descriptive message string

Figure 22-8 illustrates standard session logging in a portion of a session log file.
This log file shows:
■

Session creation, attaching it to the thread in which it is created

■

A read transaction

■

A read transaction in which the transaction open mode is upgraded,
promoting the transaction to an update transaction

■

Session deletion

■

Cumulative statistics over all the session’s transactions

As in the main log, each log item begins on a new line with a timestamp that is
the number of milliseconds since the application was started. Then comes the
label, followed by a colon, followed by the description of the event.
See “Statistical Measurements” on page 479 for a description of the individual
statistical measurements that are recorded in the log.
NOTE
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Every “completed” session log file ends with log items showing session deletion
and cumulative statistics for the session. You can use these log items to
distinguish between a completed session log file and one that is still being used
to log events for an active session.
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00000022 Session Startup: [Tues Aug 7 16:47:25 2012]
[boot file = topaz.boot] [session ID = 1]
[initial cache pages = 100] [max cache pages = 300]
[large object memory limit = 0] [hot mode = oocFalse]
[lock waiting = oocNoWait]
00000023 Session Attach: [thread ID = 1]
00000079 Transaction Begin: [nest count = 1] [open mode = oocRead]
[MROW mode = oocNoMROW] [indexMode = oocInsensitive]
00003011 Transaction Begun: [transaction ID = 27197439]
00003368 Transaction Commit: [nest count = 1]
00003370 Transaction Committed
00003371 Transaction Begin: [nest count = 1] [open mode = oocRead]
[MROW mode = oocNoMROW] [indexMode = oocInsensitive]
00003375 Transaction Begun: [transaction ID = 27262975]
00003376 Open Mode Upgrade: [nest count = 1]
00003381 Open Mode Upgraded: [open mode upgraded to oocUpdate]
00003562 Transaction Commit: [nest count = 1]
00003701 Transaction Committed

…
00003725 Session Deleted
00003726 Cumulative Statistics:
# of transaction
starts: 4 checkpoints: 0 commits: 3
# of databases
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened: 9
# of containers
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened: 32
# of objects
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened: 2231
# of associations
added: 0
removed: 0 resized: 0
# of objects named
: 0
# of buffers
(page size 2048) allocated: 188 used: 106
# of large buffers(page size 2048) allocated: 100 used: 0
# of memory bytes allocated for large objects : 0
# of new OCBs
: 512
# of reads
buffer: 139
disk: 146
# of written
old pages: 10
new pages: 0
# of container extensions: 0 pages added: 0
# of slots
opened: 2662
created: 0
# of Varrays resized
: 0

aborts:
closed:
closed:
closed:

1
9
16
2231

Figure 22-8 Standard Session Logging in Session Log File
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Transaction Statistics
When both standard session logging and transaction statistics are enabled, each
session:
■

Starts an interval for collecting statistics at the beginning of each transaction.

■

Ends the interval when the transaction is checkpointed, logging interval
statistics and beginning another interval.

■

Ends the interval when the transaction is committed or aborted, logging
interval statistics.

Figure 22-9 illustrates transaction statistics (in boldface) in a portion of a session
log file. See “Statistical Measurements” on page 479 for a description of the
individual statistical measurements that are recorded in the log.
…
00000079 Transaction Begin: [nest count = 1] [open mode = oocRead]
[MROW mode = oocNoMROW] [indexMode = oocInsensitive]
…
00003370 Transaction Committed
00003370 Transaction Statistics:
# of transaction
starts: 1 checkpoints: 0 commits: 1
aborts:
# of databases
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened: 2
closed:
# of containers
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened: 9
closed:
# of objects
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened: 1952 closed:
# of buffers
(page size 2048) allocated: 188 used: 34
# of large buffers(page size 2048) allocated: 100 used: 0
# of memory bytes allocated for large objects : 0
# of new OCBs
: 512
# of reads
buffer: 6
disk: 118
# of slots
opened: 2296
created: 0
…

0
2
1
1952

Figure 22-9 Transaction Statistics in a Session Log File
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When both standard session logging and transaction timing are enabled, each
session:
■

Starts an interval for collecting time measurements at the beginning of a
transaction and ends the interval when the transaction is committed or
aborted.

■

Measures the amount of time during the interval that is spent in various
phases of the transaction.

■

Logs the time measurements for a transaction when that transaction is
aborted or committed.

■

Logs average time measurements (over all the session’s transactions) when
the session is destroyed.

The following table lists the time measurements that are logged.
Label in Log

Description

Total

Total time to perform of a transaction, from the unnested call to begin
to the time that the transaction was committed or aborted
This measurement is not included with average transaction timing.

Start

Time spent starting a transaction (executing unnested call to begin)

Read

Time spent executing a non-MROW transaction while the transaction
open mode is set to oocRead

MROW read

Time spent executing an MROW transaction while the transaction
open mode is set to oocRead

Upgrade

Time spend upgrading the session’s transaction open mode from

oocRead to oocUpdate
Update

Time spent executing a transaction while the transaction open mode
is set to oocUpdate

Checkpoint

Time spend checkpointing a transaction (executing calls to
checkpoint)

Commit

Time spent committing a transaction (executing unnested call to
commit)

Abort

Time spent aborting a transaction (executing call to abort)

The time measurements do not include the time spent obtaining or logging the
measurements. “Total” time is the sum of the individual measurements, which
are disjoint; for example, neither “read” time nor “update” time includes
“upgrade” time.
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Figure 22-10 illustrates transaction timing (in boldface) in a portion of a session
log file. All time measurements are given in milliseconds.
…
00000079 Transaction Begin: [nest count = 1] [open mode = oocRead]
[MROW mode = oocNoMROW] [indexMode = oocInsensitive]
…
00003370 Transaction Committed
00003370 Transaction Times:
[total = 3291] [start = 2932] [read = 357] [MROW read = 0] [upgrade = 0]
[update = 0] [checkpoint = 0] [commit = 2] [abort = 0]
…
00003371 Transaction Begin: [nest count = 1] [open mode = oocRead]
[MROW mode = oocNoMROW] [indexMode = oocInsensitive]
…
00003381 Open Mode Upgraded: [open mode upgraded to oocUpdate]
…
00003701 Transaction Committed
00003701 Transaction Times:
[total = 330] [start = 4] [read = 1] [MROW read = 0] [upgrade = 5]
[update = 181] [checkpoint = 0] [commit = 139] [abort = 0]
…
00003725 Session Deleted
00003725 Average Transaction Times:
[start = 980] [read = 125] [MROW read = 0] [upgrade = 5]
[update = 60] [checkpoint = 0] [commit = 47] [abort = 0]
00003726 Cumulative Statistics:
…
Figure 22-10Transaction Timing in a Session Log File

This log file shows that starting the first transaction with the connected federated
database takes more time than starting subsequent transactions and that
committing an update transaction takes more time than committing a read
transaction.
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Enabling Logging
To enable logging, you call the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method. If
you never call this method, all logging options are disabled.
NOTE

If you plan to call ooObjy::setLoggingOptions, you must do so before you call
ooObjy::startup to initialize interactions with Objectivity/DB.
Any registered performance tuner can replace the specified values for some of
the parameters to ooObjy::setLoggingOptions. Thus, if you plan to register a
performance tuner, and you want it to be able to control the application’s logging
behavior, you must register the tuner before you call
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions. See Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,” for a
detailed discussion of performance tuners.

Selecting Logging Options
The options parameter to ooObjy::setLoggingOptions indicates which
logging options to enable. You can use constants of type ooLogOptions to
specify the value for this integer parameter. Each of the following constants
enables the corresponding logging option:
■

oocLogMain—Main logging

■

oocLogSession—Standard session logging

■

oocLogTransactionStatistics—Transaction statistics

■

oocLogTransactionTiming—Transaction timing

■

oocLogOther—Application-defined log items

You can specify a single logging-option constant to enable just the corresponding
logging option. You can combine multiple logging-option constants with the C++
bitwise OR operator (|) to enable each of the corresponding logging options. For
example, to enable standard session logging, transaction statistics, and
application-defined log items, you can pass the following value as the options
parameter to ooObjy::setLoggingOptions:
oocLogSession | oocLogTransactionStatistics | oocLogOther

You can use the following logging-option constants as the options parameter to
enable or disable all logging options:
■

oocLogAll—Enable all logging options

■

oocLogNone—Disable all logging options

Any registered performance tuner can modify the value specified for the
options parameter.
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Using Log Files
The logToFiles parameter to ooObjy::setLoggingOptions specifies
whether log files should be used. This parameter takes a Boolean value:
■

oocTrue—All logs write their log items to the corresponding log file.

■

oocFalse—Logs do not write their log items to log files. Typically, you
specify this value only if you will attach a log listener to each log. See “Using
Log Listeners” on page 498.

When log files are used, the remaining parameters to
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions control the pathnames of the log files and the

treatment of existing files with the same pathnames.
The logDirPath parameter specifies the log directory, in which log files should
be written. This optional parameter is relevant only when logToFiles is
oocTrue; its default is the current directory.
Log files are named as follows:

WARNING

■

The mainLogFileName parameter specifies the name of the main log file.
This optional parameter is relevant only when logToFiles is oocTrue; its
default is "MainLog.txt".

■

Each session log constructs a file name from the corresponding session name.
If a session is named SessionName, its log writes to a file named
SessionName_Log.txt. If the session doesn’t have an application-specified
name, the logging mechanism uses a number to identify the session and the
session’s log uses the same number in the name of its log file (for example,
Session001_Log.txt).

If you enable standard session logging and use log files, you must ensure that
every application-named session has a unique session name. If you give two
sessions the same name, the logs for the two sessions will attempt to write to the
same log file.
Each log creates a new log file only if a file with the appropriate name does not
already exist in the log directory. If a file of that name already exists, the
appendLogFiles parameter specifies whether the log should append new log
items to the existing file. This parameter takes a Boolean value:
■

oocTrue—Append new log items to the existing file.

■

oocFalse—Overwrite the existing log file with new log items. This is the
default value.

This optional parameter is relevant only when logToFiles is oocTrue.
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Any registered performance tuner can replace the specified (or default) values
for the appendLogFiles and logDirPath parameters.
EXAMPLE

This application enables all logging options. The logs write their log items to log
files in the directory /myProject/logs, appending to any existing log files with
the appropriate names in that directory. The main log writes to the log file
myProjectLog.txt.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
// Specify logging behavior
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions(
oocLogAll,
oocTrue,
oocTrue,
"/myProject/logs",
"myProjectLog.txt");

//
//
//
//
//

Enable all logging options
Write to log files
Append to existing files
Log directory
Name of main log file

// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();

…

Supporting Logging in a Deployed Application
A deployed application typically runs with logging disabled. However, you may
want to allow a deployed application to enable logging in case customers
encounter problems with the deployed application at its installation site. To
support logging, the deployed application should:
1. Call ooObjy::setTuner to register a default performance tuner; see “Using
a Default Performance Tuner” on page 567.
2. Call ooObjy::setLoggingOptions with the options parameter set to
oocLogNone to leave all logging disabled.
A customer at the installation site can then enable logging, set the log directory,
and control whether existing log files are overwritten simply by setting
environment variables; see “Setting Logging Properties” on page 568.
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This application registers a default performance tuner and disables all logging.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
// Register a default performance tuner
ooObjy::setTuner();
// Specify logging behavior
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions(
oocLogNone,
// Disable all logging options
oocTrue,
// Write to log files
oocFalse);
// Overwrite existing files
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();
…

NOTE

The Objectivity/DB performance analyzer tool (if deployed along with your
application) also provides a mechanism that can be used to enable logging at a
deployment site. See Chapter 11, “Using the Performance Analyzer,” and
Chapter 17, “Deploying to End Users,” in Objectivity/DB Administration.

Using Log Listeners
A log listener is an instance of an application-defined class derived from
ooLogListener. A log listener can be attached to a particular log—either the
main log or a session log. The log listener then receives and handles notifications
whenever the log records a log item and whenever the application causes a log
item to be added to the log.
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Defining a Log-Listener Class
If you want to implement application-specific logging behavior that integrates
with the Objectivity/C++ logging mechanism, you can define your own
log-listener class to provide the desired behavior. For example, you can define a
log-listener class that adds Objectivity/C++ log items into an existing
application-specific log.
To define a log-listener class:
■

Derive the class from ooLogListener. You must include the
ooLogListener.h header file in the file that defines your listener class.

■

Override the onLogItem method.
A log notifies its log listener about each log item by calling the listener’s
onLogItem method. This method handles the notification by performing

whatever application-specific action is appropriate. Parameters to
onLogItem specify the three components of the log item—namely, the

timestamp, label, and text description of the event that occurred.
The ooLogListener class defines a pure virtual onLogItem method. A derived
class overrides this method to respond to the notification that a log item has been
added to the log, for example, by directing the log item to a graphical display.
EXAMPLE

An interactive application that displays status information in a special window
defines the log-listener class LogToWindow. This class overrides the onLogItem
method to add a description of the log item to the status window by calling the
addLogItemToStatus function (not shown).
// Application header file logtowindow.h
#include <ooLogListener.h>

…
class LogToWindow : public ooLogListener {
virtual void onLogItem(
long timeStamp,
// Timestamp (milliseconds)
const char* label,
// Label
const char* text)
// Description
{
addLogItemToStatus(timeStamp, label, text);
}
}
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Creating a Log Listener
You create a log listener by instantiating the appropriate application-defined
log-listener class.
NOTE

A given log listener can be attached to only a single log—either the main log or
one session’s log.
If you want to handle notification of log items the same way for all logs, you
must create a separate instance of the appropriate log-listener class for each log.
When you create a listener for a session log, you should not create that listener as
a local variable on the stack. Doing so may cause the listener to be deleted twice
if the session is destroyed before the listener goes out of scope; see “Deleting Log
Listeners” on page 501.

Attaching a Listener to a Log
To attach a log listener to a log, pass a pointer to the log listener as the parameter
to the appropriate method:
■

If main logging is enabled, you can call the ooObjy::setMainLogListener
static method to attach a listener to the main log.

■

If standard session logging is enabled, you can call a session’s
setLogListener method to attach a listener to that session’s log.

A given log can have at most one log listener. If you attach a listener to a log that
already has a listener, the log’s current listener is removed before the new
listener is attached.
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This application enables main logging and standard session logging and creates
two sessions. It creates three log listeners of the LogToWindow class and attaches
one to the main log and one to each session’s log.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "logtowindow.h"

…
// Specify logging behavior
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions(
oocLogMain | oocLogSession, // Logging options
oocFalse)
// Don't write to log files
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();
// Create and attach listener to main log
// ooObjy::setMainLogListener(new LogToWindow);

…
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Create the first session, named Input
ooSession *inSession = connection->createSession("Input");
// Create and attach listener to Input session's log
inSession->setLogListener(new LogToWindow);
inSession->detach();
// Create the second session, named Output
ooSession *outSession = connection->createSession("Output");
// Create and attach listener to Output session's log
outSession->setLogListener(new LogToWindow);

…

Deleting Log Listeners
You can delete a log listener that is attached to a log. Doing so leaves the log with
no log listener.
When a session is deleted, it automatically deletes any log listener that is
attached to its log. Any listener attached to the main log is deleted at process
termination.
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Adding Interval Performance to a Session Log
Whenever standard session logging is enabled, the application can log interval
performance for a session during the execution of particular sections of code.

Logging Interval Statistics
If you want to log statistical measurements collected during some arbitrary
interval of program execution, you can explicitly start and stop the interval at the
appropriate places in your code, causing performance measurements for the
specified interval to be added to the appropriate session’s log.
To log statistics on operations that a session performs during a particular
interval:

NOTE

■

Call the session’s startStatistics method to begin the interval and add a
log item for the start of general-purpose statistics.

■

Call the session’s stopStatistics method to end the interval and add a log
item that reports statistical measurements collected during the interval.

Internally, each session uses a single statistics counter (page 508) to collect interval
statistics, so you may not nest calls to startStatistics. That is, after calling
startStatistics, you should call stopStatistics before making another
call to startStatistics.
A session uses three different statistics counters for the three mechanisms that
provide statistical measurements: logging interval statistics, logging transaction
statistics (page 492), and getting individual statistical measures (page 507). You
can intermix your application’s use of these three mechanism any way you like;
that is, the interval for one mechanism may overlap or be nested within the
interval for a different mechanism.
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This example logs interval statistics collected during the execution of two
transactions and part of a third transaction.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->startStatistics();
session->begin(…);
…
session->commit();
…
session->begin(…);
…
session->commit();
…
session->begin(…);
…
session->stopStatistics();
…
session->commit();
…

// Start interval
// Begin first transaction
// End first transaction
// Begin second transaction
// End second transaction
// Begin third transaction
// End interval; log statistics
// End third transaction

Figure 22-11 illustrates interval statistics in a portion of a session log file. See
“Statistical Measurements” on page 479 for a description of the individual
statistical measurement that are recorded in the log.
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…
00000100 General Purpose Statistics Start
…
00000451 General Purpose Statistics Stop:
# of transaction
starts: 3 checkpoints: 0 commits:
# of databases
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened:
# of containers
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened:
# of objects
created: 0
deleted: 0 opened:
# of buffers
(page size 2048) allocated: 188
# of large buffers(page size 2048) allocated: 100
# of memory bytes allocated for large objects : 0
# of new OCBs
: 512
# of reads
buffer: 1
disk: 12
# of slots
opened: 7
created: 0
…

2
3
3
4

aborts:
closed:
closed:
closed:
used: 98
used: 0

1
0
3
4

Figure 22-11Interval Statistics in a Session Log File

Logging Interval Timing
If you want to measure the elapsed time during execution of a particular section
of your application, you can explicitly start and stop the session’s interval timer
at the appropriate places in your code.
To log the elapsed time to perform operations with a particular session:

NOTE

■

Call the session’s startTimer method to begin the interval and add a log
item for the start of general-purpose timing.

■

Call the session’s stopTimer method to end the interval and add a log item
that reports the elapsed time since the beginning of the interval.

Internally, each session uses a single timer to measure interval timing, so you
may not nest calls to startTimer. That is, after calling startTimer, you should
call stopTimer before making another call to startTimer.
A session uses two different timers for the two mechanisms that provide timing
information: logging interval timing and logging transaction timing (page 493).
You can intermix your application’s use of the two mechanisms any way you
like. For example, you can log elapsed time for an interval that overlaps with a
transaction or for an interval nested within a transaction.
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This example logs interval timing.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->startTimer();
…
session->stopTimer();
…

// Start interval
// Timed operations
// End interval; log elapsed time

Figure 22-12 illustrates interval timing in a portion of a session log file.
…
00000147 General Purpose Timer Start
…
00000483 General Purpose Timer Stop: [elapsed time = 336mS]
…
Figure 22-12Interval Timing in a Session Log File

Adding Application-Defined Log Items
If you enable application-defined log items, you can add your own log items to
any log:
■

If main logging is enabled, you can call the ooObjy::addToMainLog static
method to add an item to the main log.

■

If session logging is enabled, you can call a session’s addToLog method to
add an item to that session’s log.

Both addToMainLog and addToLog take two parameters: the label for the log
item and the text of the log item. If either parameter is null or an empty string,
the corresponding part of the log item is blank. If you are using log files, you can
call ooObjy::addToMainLog with no parameters to write a blank line to the
main log file; similarly, you can call addToLog with no parameters to write a
blank line to a session’s log file.
A good practice is to annotate a session log with log items that indicate when
you begin and end particular operations. These log items make it easier to
understand the resulting logs and to find information of particular interest in
them.
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This application annotates both the main log file and the session log file. A log
item added to the beginning of the main log file describes the purpose of the test
run. Log items annotate the session log file to indicate what part of the log
corresponds to each different operation the application performs.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
// Specify logging behavior
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions(
oocLogMain | oocLogSession, // Logging options
oocTrue,
// Write to log files
oocFalse);
// Overwrite existing files
ooObjy::addToMainLog(
"",
// No label
"Test run using long transactions"); // Text
ooObjy::addToMainLog();
// Add blank line
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->addToLog();
session->addToLog(
"Operation",
"Initialize Model");
session->begin(…);
…
session->commit();
…
session->addToLog();
session->addToLog(
"Operation",
"Update Model");
session->begin(…);
…
session->commit();
…

// Add blank line to log
// Label
// Text

// Add blank line to log
// Label
// Text

Figure 22-13 illustrates the beginning of the main log file written by the
preceding example. The application-defined log item (in boldface) is added by
the first call to ooObjy::addToMainLog; the blank line following this item is
added by the second call.
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00000015 Test run using long transactions
00000015 ooObjy Startup: [Tues Aug 7 16:47:25 2012]

…
Figure 22-13Added Log Item in Main Log File

Figure 22-14 illustrates the beginning of the session log file written by the
preceding example. The blank line and the following application-defined log
item (in boldface) are added by calls to the session’s addToLog method.
00000020 Session Startup: [Tues Aug 7 16:47:25 2012]
[boot file = topaz.boot] [session ID = 1]
[initial cache pages = 100] [max cache pages = 300]
[large object memory limit = 0] [hot mode = oocFalse]
[lock waiting = oocNoWait]
00000021 Session Attach: [thread ID = 1]
00000068 Operation: Initialize Model
00000068 Transaction Begin: [nest count = 1] [open mode = oocRead]
[MROW mode = oocNoMROW] [indexMode = oocInsensitive]

…
Figure 22-14Added Log Item in Session Log File

Getting Statistical Measurements for a Session
Objectivity/DB collects a wide variety of statistical measurements that provide
information about the operations performed during a session’s transactions.
“Statistical Measurements” on page 479 describes the individual statistical
measurements.
To get statistical measurements for operations performed by a session, you
perform the following steps:
1. Create a statistics counter for the session.
2. Get the relevant statistical-value object from the statistics counter.
3. Read the session’s latest statistical measurements into the statistical-value
object.
4. Get individual statistical measurements by calling methods of the
statistical-value object.
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Creating a Statistics Counter
A statistics counter is an instance of the ooStatistics class. You create a
statistics counter for a particular session by passing a pointer to that session as
the parameter to the ooStatistics constructor.
A statistics counter has two statistical-value objects of the
ooInternalStatistics class, through which you access individual statistical
measurements, one for cumulative statistical measurements and the other for
incremental statistical measurements.

Getting a Statistical-Value Object
You get a statistical-value object for a session from a statistics counter for the
session:
■

Call cumulative on the statistics counter to get its statistical-value object for
cumulative statistical measurements (page 509).

■

Call delta on the statistics counter to get its statistical-value object for
incremental statistical measurements (page 511).

You should set a C++ reference to the statistical-value object returned by either
cumulative or delta. For example:
ooSession *session = … ;
ooStatistics counter(session);
ooInternalStatistics &cumStats1R = counter.cumulative();

If you omit the ampersand (&) in the preceding statement, you get a copy of the
statistical-value object instead of a reference to it. The copy will not be updated
when you read the sessions’s latest statistical measurements.

Reading the Latest Measurements
You call the statistics counter’s update method to read the sessions’s latest
statistical measurements.
When you create the statistics counter, both its statistical-value objects are
initialized with all their statistical measurements set to 0. Every time you call
update on the statistics counter, both statistical-value objects are updated with
the latest statistical measurements for the session.
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Getting Individual Statistical Measurements
After you have read the session’s latest statistical measurements, you can get
individual statistical measurements for the session from the appropriate
statistical-value object:
■

Use the statistical-value object for cumulative measurements (below) to get a
cumulative value, measured from the time the session was created to the last
call to the statistics counter’s update method.

■

Use the statistical-value object for incremental measurements (page 511) to
get an incremental value, measured between the two preceding calls to the
statistics counter’s update method.

You call methods of the statistical-value object (page 513) to get statistical
measurements for the session. Each method returns one of the individual
statistical measurements that Objectivity/DB collects as a numeric value that
your application can display, test, or manipulate.

Getting Cumulative Measurements
The statistical-value object returned by the statistics counter’s cumulative
method provides access to the session’s cumulative statistical measurements.
Each time that you call update on the statistics counter, this statistical-value
object is set to contain the cumulative measurements for all operations in the
session (since the session was created).
If you want to track cumulative measurements over time, you can repeatedly call
update on the statistics counter, then call methods on the statistical-value object.
See “Functions That Return Statistical Measurements” on page 513 for
information about these methods.
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This example reports cumulative statistical measurements for a session.
// Application code file
include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ; // Get a session
…
// Create statistics counter
ooStatistics counter(session);
// Set C++ reference to statistics counter's
// statistical-value object for cumulative measurements
const ooInternalStatistics &cumStatsR = counter.cumulative();
session->begin(…);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
session->commit();
// Read current statistical measurements
counter.update();
// Get cumulative statistical measurement
cout << "After first transaction: " << endl;
<< cumStatsR.numberOfObjectsCreated()
<< " persistent objects created so far" << endl;

…
session->begin(…);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
session->commit();
// Read current statistical measurements
counter.update();
// Get cumulative statistical measurement
cout << "After second transaction: " << endl;
<< cumStatsR.numberOfObjectsCreated()
<< " persistent objects created so far" << endl;

…
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Getting Incremental Measurements
The statistical-value object returned by the statistics counter’s delta method
provides access to the session’s incremental statistical measurements. Each time
that you call update on the statistics counter, this statistical-value object is set to
contain incremental statistical measurements, calculated as the difference
between the cumulative measurements for the session and the statistical-value
object’s existing measurements:
■

Because the statistical-value object’s measurements are initialized to 0, the
first call to update sets the statistical-value object’s measurements to the
cumulative measurements from the time the session was created.

■

Subsequent calls to update set the statistical-value object’s measurements to
the incremental measurements between the current call to update and the
previous call.

After calling update on the statistics counter twice or more, you can call
methods of the statistical-value object to get incremental statistical
measurements. See “Functions That Return Statistical Measurements” on
page 513 for information about these methods.
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This example reports incremental statistical measurements for a session.
// Application code file
include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ; // Get a session
…
// Create statistics counter
ooStatistics counter(session);
// Set C++ reference to statistics counter's
// statistical-value object for incremental measurements
const ooInternalStatistics &incrStatsR = counter.delta();
// Read statistical measurements before transaction 1
counter.update();
session->begin(…);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
session->commit();
// Read statistical measurements after transaction 1
counter.update();
// Get incremental measurements for transaction 1
cout << incrStatsR.numberOfObjectsCreated()
<< " persistent objects created in first transaction"
<< endl;

…
// Read statistical measurements before transaction 2
counter.update();
session->begin(…);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
session->commit();
// Read statistical measurements after transaction 2
counter.update();
// Get incremental measurements for transaction 2
cout << incrStatsR.numberOfObjectsCreated()
<< " persistent objects created in second transaction"
<< endl;

…
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Functions That Return Statistical Measurements
You obtain individual statistical measurements by calling methods on a
statistical-value object. Each such method returns a numeric value for one of the
individual statistical measurements that Objectivity/DB collects. You can
therefore use these methods to obtain the various statistics collected about:
■

A session’s transactions; see “Transaction Measurements” on page 480.
❐

■

Objectivity/DB objects created, deleted, opened, or closed during a session’s
transactions; see “Use of Objectivity/DB Objects” on page 480.
❐

■

For example, call numberOfObjectsNamed to get the number of times a
persistent object was given a scope name.

Objectivity/DB cache activity during a session’s transactions, including
statistics about buffer pool size, buffer and disk reads, and pages written; see
“Use of Objectivity/DB Cache” on page 483.
❐

■

For example, call numberOfNewAssociations to get the number of
times association links were created.

Scope names created during a session’s transactions; see “Use of Scope
Names” on page 482.
❐

■

For example, call numberOfDatabasesCreated to get the number of
times a database was created.

Associations created, deleted, or resized during a session’s transactions; see
“Use of Associations” on page 481.
❐

■

For example, call numberOfTransactionStarts to get the number of
completed transaction-begin operations.

For example, call numberOfNewPagesWritten to get the number of new
pages written from cache to disk.

Storage activity during a session’s transactions, including statistics about
storage pages added to containers, slots added to pages, and resized
VArrays; see “Storage Use” on page 485.
❐

For example, call numberOfTimesOcsExtended to get the number of
times Objectivity/DB increased the size of a container by adding storage
pages.

For a complete list of methods that return statistical measurements, see the
ooInternalStatistics class in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
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Capturing a Snapshot of the State of Your Application
You can capture a set of information (called a snapshot) about the state of an
application using the snapShot method of the current session. You can use this
method to capture a snapshot at the time the method is called, or you can specify
that the capture occur each time an exception event is encountered. By default, a
snapshot is emitted as plain text; alternatively, you can specify a
comma-separated-values spreadsheet format.
A snapshot can be particularly useful when debugging a problem that occurred
remotely in a conventional debugging environment.
The ooSnapShotInfo enumerated type lets you specify the kinds of information
you want to capture. For example, you can specify oocDatabasesInfo to
capture information about each open database, or you can specify oocAllInfo
to capture every kind of information that a snapshot can include.
The output of the snapShot method includes state information that can be
obtained using various individual methods of the ooEventListener,
ooInternalStatistics, and ooSession classes. In addition, snapShot can
provide dumps of the contents of the two most recently accessed logical pages.
EXAMPLE

This example creates a snapshot.txt file that captures all available snapshot
information for the session1 session whenever an exception is encountered. If
multiple exceptions are thrown, the information for each one is appended to the
file.
FILE *filePointer = fopen("snapshot.txt", "w");
session1->snapShot(oocAllInfo,oocReadable,filePointer,
oocTrue,oocAscending);
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The following shows a sample snapshot based on the previous example.
Objectivity Release
Date
Time
Bootfile name
Date
05/08/2009
Database
1
2

=
=
=
=

Version: 10.0 ...
05/08/2009
15:10:54
myProject\data\rental_company.boot

Time
Name
Number Open
MROW
Index-Mode Lock-Wait Timeout Tran-ID
15:10:54 Main SessA
2 Update NOMROW Insensitive 0
25
108468609
Lock
Update
Update

Container
1-1
1-3
…

Lock
Read
Read

2-1
2-2

Read
Update

File Descriptor
N/A
N/A

Free Pages
1
1

13
3

Page
1-0-19
1-0-39
…

Version
0
1

Modified
No
No

N/A
N/A

0
1

Yes
Yes

Free Space
2
7708

12
8098

Old Page
*** No 'shadow pages' found. ***

Object
Mode
*** No 'objects' found. ***

Page Size
8192
8192

File Descriptor
N/A
N/A

2-1-6
2-2-1

Page

Access
local
local

Updating
No
No

Pin Count
0
0

No
Yes

0
0

New Page

Shape Number

Varray
Shape Number
*** No 'varrays' found. ***

Object

****** START OF PAGE 2-2-1 DUMP ******
db 2, physOc 2, physical page 0, logical page 1
pBc 4888840, addr 13930496, high pin 13930496, dirty 2, pin 0, new 1
arch 386 Win32--MSVC (13), flag 0, type 0, prev 0, next 0
free bytes 8098, free offset 88, hole offset 8192
number of slots 1, first free slot 0
slot 1 flag 0 (-), slot type 0x4 (object), offset 32, length 52
oid #2-2-1-1
type number 1005 (ooDefaultContObj), object size 52
ed03000000000000 5f6f6f4465666175 6c74436f6e744f62 6a00000000000000
0000000000000000 0200020000000000 00000000
****** END OF PAGE 2-2-1 DUMP ******

****** START OF PAGE 1-6-1 DUMP ******
…
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Notification of System Events
You monitor and respond to the Objectivity/DB system events that occur in a
session by registering an event listener with the session. A event listener is an
instance of an application-defined class derived from ooEventListener. You
can define your own event-listener classes to take application-specific actions in
response a session’s:
■

Transactions

■

Objectivity/DB cache activity

■

Use of persistent objects, containers, and databases, and the handles and
iterators to these objects

■

Use of VArrays, including the VArrays for associations

■

Use of scalable-collection iterators

■

File-management activity

An event listener can be used for any number of purposes—for example:
■

To collect information about selected events for purposes of evaluating
performance-related application-design choices.

■

To respond to occurrences of selected events by setting flags that can be used
in the application’s control structures.

Event listeners are the most comprehensive and flexible of the Objectivity/C++
mechanisms for monitoring a session. You can define an event listener that
produces the equivalent of session logging (page 475), numerical statistics
measurements (page 507), and transaction listening (page 146). However, doing
so means implementing these capabilities “from scratch”—for example, by
providing your own log-file management or statistics counters. Consequently,
you normally choose event listening when you need capabilities beyond what
the other mechanisms can provide.
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Defining an Event-Listener Class
To define an event-listener class:
■

Derive the class from ooEventListener. You must include either the
ooObjy.h header file or oo.h header file in the file that defines your listener
class.

■

Override the notification-handler methods corresponding to the events to
which you want your listener to respond (see page 517).
The default implementation of each notification-handler function is to do
nothing. If your listener doesn’t need to respond to a particular event, you
don’t need to override the corresponding handler function.

Handling Notification
Whenever an Objectivity/DB system event occurs in a session, the
Objectivity/DB kernel notifies the listener by calling the corresponding
notification-handler function of the listener. Therefore, an application-defined
event-listener class must implement the desired response to each notifying event
of interest. You accomplish this by overriding the virtual method of the
ooEventListener class that corresponds to such a notifying event.
An application-defined event-listener class can respond to notification about:
■

A session’s transactions.
❐

■

Objectivity/DB objects or VArrays created, deleted, opened, or closed during
a session’s transactions.
❐

■

For example, override onObjectNamed to handle notification that a
persistent object was given a scope name.

Objectivity/DB cache activity for small and large objects during a session’s
transactions.
❐

■

For example, override onDatabaseCreate to handle notification that a
database was successfully created.

Scope names created during a session’s transactions.
❐

■

For example, override onTransFinishCommit to handle notification
that a transaction was successfully committed.

For example, override the onSmallObjectPageCreate and the
onSmallObjectPageWrite handle notification that a new logical page
was written from cache to disk.

Activity that changed the storage size of objects, containers, databases, or
VArrays during a session’s transactions.
❐

For example, override onContainerResize to handle notification that
Objectivity/DB increased the size of a container by adding storage
pages.
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For a complete list of notification-handler functions, see the ooEventListener
class in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Overriding a Notification-Handler Function
Your definition of an overridden notification-handler function implements the
actions to be taken in response to notification of a particular system event. Such
actions generally include incrementing counters or setting variables that act as
flags to control further application actions.
WARNING

A notification-handler function must not throw exceptions or call any
Objectivity/C++ function that opens, reads, or writes persistent data in a
database. Because notification-handler functions are called by the Objectivity/DB
kernel, higher-level database operations could cause infinite recursion to occur.
The Objectivity/DB kernel provides information about a notifying event, passed
as parameter values to the corresponding notification-handler function. Your
implementation can use this information to tailor the listener’s response to
particular aspects or subcategories of the event. For example, although any
VArray-resize operation will call the onVArrayResize method, your
implementation could use the value of the method’s vArrayType parameter to
consider only events in which an association VArray is resized.
You should make all overridden methods private to your class; only the
Objectivity/DB kernel should call these methods.

Creating an Event Listener
You create an event listener by instantiating the appropriate application-defined
event-listener class.
You may create any number of event listeners:
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■

A particular session may have at most one registered event listener.

■

A particular event listener may be registered with one session or with
multiple sessions (if the implemented behavior makes sense for multiple
sessions).
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Activating and Deactivating Event Listeners
You activate an event listener by registering it with a session. To do so, first
instantiate the application-defined event-listener class, then call the session’s
setEventListener method, passing a pointer to the newly created
event listener. You can register an event listener at any time.
If you later want to deactivate a session’s registered event listener, you can
either:
■

Switch to a different event listener. To do so, call the session’s
setEventListener method again, passing a pointer to the desired event
listener.

■

Turning off event listening for the session. To do so, call the session’s
setEventListener method again, passing 0 (a pointer to the null event
listener).

For example, if you want an event listener to respond to events for only a small
portion of the code executed within a session, you can register that listener at the
beginning of that code, and then register the null event listener at the end of that
code.

Deleting Event Listeners
Event listeners should be deleted by the application when they are no longer
needed. You must deactivate an event listener before deleting it.
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Guidelines for Tuning Performance
The performance of your Objectivity/C++ application is affected by the values of
performance-related properties that you set, as well as by more intrinsic aspects
of your application.

In This Chapter
Understanding Performance
Factors That Affect Performance
Measuring Performance
Performance-Tuning Activities
Maximizing Concurrency
Recording Lock Conflicts
Avoiding Explicit Locks
Using MROW Read Transactions
Lengthening the Lock-Timeout Period
Linking Satellite Objects With Unidirectional Associations
Maximizing Runtime Speed
Optimizing the Number of File Descriptors
Using an In-Process Lock Server
Disabling Locking for Stand-Alone Applications
Defragmenting Your Disk and Maintaining Sufficient Disk Space on Windows
Using Transactions Efficiently
Using Session Pools
Optimizing the Cache Size
Growing Database Files as Nonsparse Files
Reserving Space for Associations
Setting the Initial Size of VArrays
Optimizing Searches for Persistent Objects
Using Handles and Object References Appropriately
Avoiding Frequent Use of ooSession::getCurrent
Delaying Format Conversions in the Cache
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Optimizing the Disk Format of Storage Pages
Setting Index Mode to Speed Transactions
Using Storage Space Efficiently
Minimizing Fragmentation
Designing Classes That Use Space Efficiently
Controlling Network Connections
Controlling Timeouts
Controlling Connect Retries
Minimizing Network Traffic

Understanding Performance
Performance of any database application has three primary dimensions:
■

Maximizing concurrency (page 525)

■

Maximizing runtime speed (page 528)

■

Using storage space efficiently (page 540)

Some adjustments to an application are one-dimensional, enabling you to
improve performance along an isolated dimension without sacrificing
performance along another dimension. All too often, however, an adjustment has
multidimensional effects, forcing you to compromise.
Each major section of this chapter is devoted to one of the performance
dimensions (with a supplemental section about networking considerations at the
end). When using this chapter to tune your application, start with the
performance dimension that is most important to you. Then optimize for the
other two dimensions; as you do so, avoid the tendency to reverse earlier
adjustments.

Factors That Affect Performance
The runtime performance of your Objectivity/C++ application is influenced by
the values you set for various properties as well as factors such as the structure of
your application’s code, its object model, the operating environment, and so on.
The performance-related properties in your application are set either to default
values or to values explicitly specified as parameters to various methods of the
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classes of ooObjy, ooConnection, and ooSession. Examples of such properties
include:
■

The initial and maximum allocation of large and small object buffer pools

■

The maximum number of file descriptors in a session

■

The maximum number of sessions that can be created by the session pool

Objectivity/DB lets you temporarily override the values of performance-related
properties to evaluate the impact; see “Performance-Tuning Activities” on
page 524.
Other performance factors pertain to how your application is designed. This can
include considerations such as:
■

Your application’s object model

■

Use of explicit locks

■

Networking considerations

Yet other performance factors pertain to the placement of data in the federated
database. This can include considerations such as:
■

Concurrent access to objects

■

Container growth

■

Use of read-only databases

■

Storage page size

■

Data fragmentation

Making performance gains in these areas typically requires modification of the
application’s object model and schema, the application’s source code, the
federated database’s placement model, and possibly even the host machine’s
operating-system settings. Some issues, such as fragmentation, can be addressed
using administration tools.
This chapter provides guidelines for adjusting the performance-related property
values as well as for adjusting the more inherent features of an application to
optimize its performance.

Measuring Performance
You can use operating system utilities, such as the UNIX or Macintosh time
command or the Windows Task Manager, to determine whether your database
application is I/O bound or CPU bound. You can use any
performance-monitoring utilities available in your programming environment,
such as profilers and benchmarks, to measure performance on tasks that are not
directly involved in access to the federated database.
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You can measure an application’s performance on Objectivity/DB operations by:
■

Logging or obtaining statistical measurements for the application’s sessions.
See Chapter 22, “Monitoring Performance.”

■

Running the Objectivity/DB performance analyzer along with your application
to evaluate your application’s performance and generate a report that
includes performance statistics as well as suggestions for improving
performance. See Chapter 11, “Using the Performance Analyzer,” of
Objectivity/DB Administration.

Performance-Tuning Activities
You can start performance tuning early in the design phase by creating one or
more representative prototype applications and running them in benchmark
tests to measure the performance consequences of different design choices. You
can also run benchmark tests with different combinations of values for various
properties that affect performance.
You typically monitor the application’s (or a prototype’s) performance
(Chapter 22) during each test run. In particular, you may want to enable all
logging options and write log files. The log files record information about the
application’s performance; you can then compare the log files from the various
test runs to determine which property values result in the best performance for
your application.
You can register a performance tuner in your code, then experiment with
different combinations of property values without making extensive code
changes; see Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners.”
Alternatively, you can use the Objectivity/DB performance analyzer to generate
a performance report with suggestions for performance improvements, then
temporarily override property values related to those suggestions; see
Chapter 11, “Using the Performance Analyzer” in Objectivity/DB Administration.
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Maximizing Concurrency
Concurrency—simultaneous access to objects by multiple transactions—is often
the most important dimension of performance. It hardly matters how efficiently a
federated database responds to requests if lock conflicts thwart a high percentage
of those requests. The actions in this section can improve the concurrency of
applications that access your federated database.
NOTE

Concurrency is profoundly affected by the way persistent objects have been
grouped in the storage hierarchy by the federated database’s placement model.
Because containers are the smallest unit of locking, the placement model should
ideally place persistent objects in different containers if they are to be updated
simultaneously by different transactions. You can work with your development
team’s database designer to determine how well the placement model supports
the application’s concurrency requirements.

Recording Lock Conflicts
A lock conflict occurs when your application requests a lock that is incompatible
with one or more existing locks that are held by other transactions. A lock
conflict causes an ooLockConflictException to be thrown. Your handler for
this exception can record information about lock conflicts; you can then use the
recorded information to help identify and eliminate the source of lock
contention. For example, if standard session logging and application-defined log
items are both enabled, you could add log items to the session’s log describing
the lock conflict.
To obtain information about lock conflicts in a particular session, you call the
ooLockConflictException::enableConflictInfo static method after you
create the session and attach it to a thread, passing oocTrue as the parameter.
This causes Objectivity/DB to collect information about each lock conflict in a
conflict-information structure associated with the ooLockConflictException.
Your handler should call the exception’s getConflictInfo method to obtain
the conflict-information structure (a structure of the ooConflictInfo global
type), and then inspect the structure’s data members:
■

The oid member is the object identifier of the object for which a lock was
requested. If this member is null, the lock failure occurred in some other
context.

■

The mode member indicates the kind of lock that was requested (oocRead or
oocUpdate).

■

The pLSEntry member is an array of lock-conflict entries (structures of the
ooLockStatEntry global type). Each element of the array describes a
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particular existing lock that conflicts with the requested lock. You can inspect
the data members of each lock-status entry to get details about the
corresponding conflicting lock:
❐

The oid member is the object identifier of the locked object.

❐

The resourceType member indicates the type of locked object; its value
is a constant of the ooResourceType global type: oocContainer
(container), oocDatabase (database), or oocFederation (federated
database).

❐

The mode member indicates the type of lock (oocLockRead or
oocLockUpdate).

❐

The transactionID member is the identifier of the transaction that
holds the conflicting lock.

❐

The processID member is the identifier of the process that began the
transaction.

❐

The hostName member is the name of the host on which the process is
running.

❐

If your application runs on a UNIX or Macintosh platform, the userID
member is the UNIX user ID under which the process is running.

Avoiding Explicit Locks
You can improve concurrency by relying on implicit locking; that is, let
Objectivity/C++ methods obtain access rights to resources as they are needed by
your application. A function that reads an object implicitly obtains a read lock; a
function that modifies an object implicitly obtains an update lock.
You should lock objects explicitly only if you need to ensure that all objects in a
group are available before starting an operation that requires access to all of
them.
See Chapter 6, “Locking and Concurrency,” for a detailed discussion of implicit
and explicit locks.

Using MROW Read Transactions
A multiple readers, one writer (MROW) transaction can read persistent objects
and indexes in a container while a concurrent transaction is updating an object or
index in that container. By comparison, a standard transaction cannot read from
a container that a concurrent transaction is updating, nor can it update a
container that a concurrent standard transaction is reading. For more information
about MROW transactions, see “Concurrent-Access Policies” on page 161.
Trade-offs: Objects that have been read by an MROW transaction may be stale,
having been updated by a concurrent update transaction. In a standard
transaction, application users are assured of viewing up-to-date information.
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Furthermore, standard transactions normally open containers more quickly than
MROW transactions; see “Using Standard Transactions Whenever Possible” on
page 531.

Lengthening the Lock-Timeout Period
By default, a frustrated lock request fails immediately rather than waiting a few
seconds and trying again. Lengthening the timeout period improves concurrency
because each request must wait longer for competing transactions to finish.
A session’s lock-waiting policy is set when the session is created and can be
changed at any time; see “Lock Waiting” on page 170. Note that a lock-waiting
timeout period is ignored whenever an MROW transaction attempts to upgrade
a read lock to an update lock on potentially stale data.
Trade-off: Lengthening the lock-timeout period may make the application seem
unresponsive when a lock collision occurs.

Linking Satellite Objects With Unidirectional Associations
Whenever you either create or remove an association link for a bidirectional
association, an update lock is requested for both the source object and the
destination object of the link. When one of those objects tends to be the center of
many such operations, concurrency is compromised. If you instead use a
unidirectional association from each satellite source object to the central
destination object, you avoid locking the central object, because it is not changed
when a new link is created.
For example, consider the association between a library (the central object) and
its books (satellite objects). If the association is bidirectional, the library is locked
each time a book is added to, or removed from, the library’s collection. If the
association is unidirectional, such that a book knows its library but a library does
not know its books, then the library is not locked when a new book is linked to it.
Trade-offs: Navigational flexibility is reduced, and referential integrity is not
automatically maintained. For example, to find all books in a given library, you
would have to scan all books to find those linked to the given library. For more
information about unidirectional and bidirectional associations, see “Association
Directionality” on page 196.
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Maximizing Runtime Speed
Runtime speed is improved by reducing disk I/O, network overhead, and CPU
burdens. Generally, actions that improve the efficiency of storage-space usage
(page 540) also improve runtime speed by reducing the size of objects that are
fetched from disk and transmitted across the network, and by reducing the
number of containers that are opened.

Optimizing the Number of File Descriptors
When you initialize Objectivity/DB, you set a startup property that specifies the
maximum number of active file descriptors allowed in any session; see “Setting
Startup Properties” on page 75. If a session tries to open more than this number
of files, Objectivity/DB must close one file (for example, a database file) before it
can open another one. This can occur at any time during a transaction; the closed
file is reopened automatically when further access is required, possibly causing
another file to be closed to free up a file descriptor.
In general, you can improve the runtime speed of an application by setting the
number of file descriptors to be greater than the number of files your application
will access through the most file-intensive transaction of any individual session.
Doing so allows each session to open the files it needs and leave them open,
eliminating most of the overhead operations that close and reopen files within a
transaction.
NOTE

On Windows, Objectivity/DB always closes the files accessed by a transaction
when the transaction aborts or commits. On UNIX and Macintosh,
Objectivity/DB always closes the files of an aborted transaction, but leaves the
files of a committed transaction open for possible reuse in the next transaction of
the same session. In effect, file-close operations on UNIX and Macintosh are
delayed until the session’s file-descriptor limit is reached.

Estimating the Number of Files Accessed by a Session
The following information can help you estimate the number of files to be
accessed by each session.
A session that accesses a federated database opens the system database, the
journal file, and one or more data files (that is, database files or container files).
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Following is the upper limit for files accessed in a session, where numDataFiles
is the total number of data files accessed in its most file-intensive transaction:
numFilessession = numDataFiles + 2

In most cases, you can set the startup property value numFiles to be the
maximum number of files accessed by the most file-intensive transaction of any
individual session. You can then use the following formula to estimate the upper
limit for the total number of file descriptors used by an application with
numSessions sessions (assuming a comparable amount of access activity in
every session):
numFilesapp = numFilessession x numSessions

NOTE

A separate file descriptor is obtained by each session accessing the same file.
Tradeoffs: Using a large number of file descriptors normally improves the
performance of individual sessions. However, you may need to limit the total
number of file descriptors used by an application. A large total number of file
descriptors may produce errors, particularly on UNIX and Macintosh platforms,
where the operating system limits the number of file descriptors per process:
■

If an application’s total number of file descriptors reaches the operating
system’s per-process limit, the application throws an exception the next time
a session attempts to open a file.

■

If enough concurrent sessions access files on a single data-server host
running AMS, the AMS process on that host may reach the operating
system’s per-process limit for file descriptors. For details about AMS’s use of
file descriptors, see the chapter on AMS in Objectivity/DB Administration.

You can address such errors using any combination of the following:
■

Reduce the maximum number of file descriptors you specify for the startup
property.

■

Limit the number of active concurrent sessions—for example, by using a
session pool with hard limit (see “Creating a Session Pool” on page 93).

■

(UNIX and Macintosh only) Explicitly close unneeded files belonging to
individual sessions by calling the releaseFiles method on each session.

■

(UNIX and Macintosh only) Increase the operating system’s file-descriptor
limit (for example, by recompiling the operating system’s kernel). Note that
this change must be made on every deployment system.
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■

NOTE

Using an In-Process Lock Server

Reduce the file-descriptor usage of individual AMS processes by distributing
files among more data-server hosts. You can work with your database
administrator to accomplish this.

The performance analyzer provides information about whether your application
might benefit from increasing the number of active file descriptors.

Using an In-Process Lock Server
When a federated database is accessed by multiple applications, the access rights
for those applications are coordinated by a lock server that runs as a separate
process. If, however, all or most lock requests originate from a single,
multithreaded application, the application can improve its runtime speed by
starting an in-process lock server. An in-process lock server runs within the process
of the application that started it, enabling the application to request locks
through simple function calls without having to send the requests to an external
process.
For information about starting and using an in-process lock server, see
Chapter 26, “In-Process Lock Server.”

Disabling Locking for Stand-Alone Applications
If your application is guaranteed exclusive access to a federated database and
requires maximum performance, you can consider disabling the locking
mechanism for your application; see “Disabling the Locking Mechanism” on
page 172.

Defragmenting Your Disk and Maintaining Sufficient Disk Space on Windows
Periodically defragmenting your hard drive helps to maintain a higher level of
performance for an Objectivity/C++ application running on a Windows
operating system. This is particularly important if the operating system provides
no automatic disk defragmentation, as is the case for Windows XP.
Avoid using Windows file compression for federated databases to avoid sparse
files and fragmentation.
Your disk should have at least 15 percent free space for optimal performance.
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Using Transactions Efficiently
Efficient use of transactions improves your application’s performance.

Combining Transactions
For a given sequence of Objectivity/DB operations, a single long transaction has
less overhead than multiple shorter transactions.
Trade-offs: Commits are deferred, locks are held longer, and aborts undo more
work; see “Transaction Usage Guidelines” on page 144.

Ending Read Transactions by Committing Them
If you plan to read the same persistent objects in multiple sequential transactions
in a session, you can reduce the amount of CPU, disk, and network overhead by
committing each transaction (rather than aborting it).
Committing a transaction leaves the memory representations of persistent objects
in the Objectivity/DB cache. When the session’s next transaction opens the same
objects, cached pages for these objects are refreshed—each page is either reused
(if it is still current) or reread from the disk file; see “Transactions and Objects in
Memory” on page 145. In contrast, aborting a transaction essentially empties the
cache, so the next transaction has to read all the required pages into the cache
again. See “Reuse of Memory Representations” on page 552.
Of course, aborting a read transaction is appropriate if an error condition exists
and you want to start the next transaction by populating the cache from scratch.
NOTE

The performance analyzer reports whether your application commits read-only
transactions instead of aborting them.

Using Standard Transactions Whenever Possible
A standard transaction interacts significantly less with the lock server than does
a multiple readers, one writer (MROW) transaction, particularly when opening a
container for reading. Consequently, you should consider using a standard
transaction for reading large numbers of containers, unless you specifically need
the concurrency support of an MROW transaction; see “Using MROW Read
Transactions” on page 526.
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Using Session Pools
You can create a session pool to maintain a number of similar pooled sessions,
which can be more efficient than repeatedly deleting and creating sessions; see
“Obtaining Pooled Sessions” on page 91.
NOTE

The performance analyzer reports when it might make sense to use session
pools.

Optimizing the Cache Size
The size of a session’s Objectivity/DB cache can have a significant effect on the
performance of the session’s operations. For example:
■

A comparatively small cache is more efficient for a create-intensive session,
which performs many write operations, but interacts with each object only
once.

■

A comparatively large cache is more efficient for a read-intensive session that
requires repeated access to a large working set of objects.

■

A very large cache can reduce efficiency by causing the operating system to
swap blocks of virtual memory to disk.

Ideally, a session’s Objectivity/DB cache should be just large enough to hold the
active working set of data for the session. If the cache is too small, some cached
objects must be managed on disk rather than in memory, resulting in swapping
activity and slower accesses; see “Understanding the Objectivity/DB Cache” on
page 545.
You can examine various statistical measurements about a session’s cache
(page 483) to help you determine whether you need to adjust cache size.
Chapter 22, “Monitoring Performance,” explains how to log statistical
measurements or obtain them as numerical values that your application can test
and manipulate.
For a general assessment of cache performance, you can examine the reported
numbers of disk reads and buffer reads. If the ratio of disk reads to buffer reads is
high, the overall cache capacity may be too small. You can experiment with a
larger cache size and see whether this ratio is decreased.
For information about the performance of the buffer pools for a particular
storage-page size, you can examine the reported numbers of “buffers” (buffer
pages in the small-object buffer pool) and “large buffers” (buffer entries in the
large-object buffer pool) for that page size. In particular, you can:
■
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Compare the number of used buffer pages to the small-object allocation
properties set by your application for the page size. (If these properties are
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set in bytes, you must divide the number of bytes by the pool’s page size to
obtain a number of pages for comparison.)
■

Compare the number of used buffer entries to the large-object allocation
properties set by your application for the page size.

You may need to adjust the allocation properties for a particular storage-page
size:
■

If the number of buffer pages or buffer entries used in a buffer pool is smaller
than the initial number set for it, Objectivity/DB is reserving excess cache
space; in that case, reduce the pool’s initial allocation.

■

If the number of buffer pages or buffer entries used in the pool is
significantly higher than the initial number set for it, Objectivity/DB is
making relatively expensive calls to extend the cache as needed; in that case,
increase the pool’s initial allocation.

■

If the number of buffer pages or buffer entries used in the pool is equal to the
maximum number set for it, Objectivity/DB is probably swapping out pages
for closed objects whenever objects are opened; in that case, increase the
pool’s maximum allocation.

You can specify the sizes of all buffer pools in a session’s Objectivity/DB cache
by setting the session’s initial or maximum cache-capacity properties. These
properties provide a convenient way to test the effect of different values on the
buffer pools, because you can use a performance tuner to override these values
without recompiling your application. When you determine the best buffer-pool
sizes, you can update your application to set initial and maximum allocation
properties individually. See “Controlling the Cache’s Size” on page 558.
NOTE

The performance analyzer can report whether your application might benefit
from changing the sizes for the small or large object buffer pools.

Growing Database Files as Nonsparse Files
You can specify that database files grow as nonsparse files in order to optimize the
file system’s ability to allocate contiguous disk space for newly added storage
pages and reduce the likelihood that a database file will be fragmented. Reducing
file fragmentation, in turn, can significantly improve the runtime speed of
operations that find, read, and update the persistent objects in the database; see
ooPermitSparseDbFiles for more information.
Avoid using Windows file compression for federated databases or
ooPermitSparseDbFiles cannot guarantee nonsparse files.

Trade-off: Nonsparse files can occupy more disk space than sparse files
containing the same application data.
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Reserving Space for Associations
The association links for a source object’s non-inline associations are stored in a
VArray called the object’s system default association array. The association links
for a source object’s to-many inline associations are stored in separate
association-specific VArrays. For information about non-inline and inline
associations, see “Storage Requirements for Associations” in Chapter 3 of
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
You can improve application performance by estimating the number of links you
expect a source object to have for each kind of association, and then preallocating
the object’s association arrays right after you create the object. Allocating an
array early reserves space for it on the same page as the source object, which
makes update and traversal operations faster than if the source object and its
array are on different pages. Preallocating space for a large number of links can
also reduce the number of automatic resizing operations (and possibly relocation
operations) that would otherwise be performed to accommodate links added
incrementally.
NOTE

If it is not feasible to preallocate space for a particular association array, you can
still obtain some performance benefit by setting at least one link for the
association immediately after creating a source object. Doing so allocates the
array with enough space for three links on the same page as the source object.
For information about preallocating association arrays, see the class descriptions
for ooDefaultAssocArray and ooInlineVArray in Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Reference.

Setting the Initial Size of VArrays
Resizing a VArray is a relatively slow operation. Try to set the initial size of a
VArray close to its ultimate size, but avoid setting it larger than necessary so that
you do not waste disk space.

Optimizing Searches for Persistent Objects
You can use various techniques for optimizing the performance of your
application when searching for persistent objects.
NOTE
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For best performance when searching for persistent objects, run the Tidy tool
periodically to reduce the fragmentation in secondary storage, as described in
Objectivity/DB Administration.
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Finding Objects By Following Links
Whenever possible, find an object by following a link to it in a reference attribute
or association. See Chapter 16, “Creating and Following Links.”
Following links is faster than lookup by name. Consider setting up a
special-purpose object that maintains references to the persistent objects of
interest to your application. You can then use a scope name to find this
special-purpose object.
Trade-off: If you need to update the objects frequently, lock conflicts on the
special-purpose object can be an issue.
If you need to link to a large number of objects, consider “Replacing Large
To-Many Associations With Collections” on page 537.

Providing Identifying Keys for Objects in Groups
If you need to operate on an individual object chosen from a particular group of
objects, provide a way to look up an object in the group by some identifying key.
Try to minimize the number of persistent objects in the group to be searched—for
example, the number of objects named in a name scope or the number of
elements in a persistent collection.
See Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects.”

Reducing the Number of Objects to Be Examined
If you need to operate on groups of persistent objects, consider using persistent
collections to reduce the number of objects that need to be examined. You can
create a persistent collection for each group of objects that are needed for the
same operation.
See Chapter 18, “Group Lookup of Persistent Objects.”
Trade-off: Any persistent collections you create to reduce search time also
increase the space used by your federated database.

Optimizing Scan Performance
An operation that searches the federated database for objects of a particular class
is a scan operation.
To optimize the performance of a scan operation, you should:
■

Follow the design recommendations in “Scanning Guidelines” on page 416.

■

Enable the system-managed creation of a read-ahead thread to improve
performance when iterating over ordered collections or performing scan
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operations, particularly if accessing persistent data from remote file hosts; to
do so, call ooPermitReadAhead.
■

NOTE

If the containers to be scanned are in databases that need to be tidied,
optimize the scan order of the object iterator by calling its
optimizeScanOrder method.

The performance analyzer provides feedback about whether your application
would benefit from optimizing the scan order for object iterators.

Using a Variable in an Object Qualifier’s Predicate
If you need to perform many repeated scan operations with different predicate
expressions, consider using an object qualifier that includes a predicate
expression with a variable; see “Variable Expressions” in Chapter 4 of
Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.

Planning Your Collections
The following suggestions help you create collections that provide optimum
performance to search operations that use them.
■

Consider the eventual size of the collection in order to determine the most
efficient type of collection to create; see “Collection Size” on page 319.

■

Increase the capacity of a collection’s internal objects (B-tree nodes or hash
buckets); see “Capacity of Internal Objects” on page 320.
Trade-off: Adding to the collection takes longer when a hash bucket is full
and must be split in two.

■

When defining a custom comparator class, add support for comparison
arrays if possible; see “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted Collection” on
page 301.

Using Name Maps for Data Involving Frequent Updates
For data involving frequent updates, consider using name maps, which provide
better performance than indexes in this scenario; see the ooMap class in the
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
Use name maps as efficiently as possible:
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■

The number of hash bins for a name map should be a prime number for
optimal performance.

■

Consider disabling automatic maintenance of a name map’s referential
integrity if you can ensure that the name map will not contain any dangling
references to deleted objects; see “Name Maps” on page 280.
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Replacing Large To-Many Associations With Collections
A to-many association can become inefficient if its association array has become a
large object. Consider using scalable collections in this case.
NOTE

The performance analyzer can report whether your application has to-many
associations whose association arrays have grown to inefficient sizes.

Using Iterators Efficiently
Use iterators as efficiently as possible:
■

Specify the open mode when initializing an object iterator if each target
object is to be accessed in the same mode during the iteration. For example,
when counting objects, use oocNoOpen; for reading, use oocRead; for
updating, use oocUpdate. See “Object Iterators” on page 349.

■

When using a scalable collection iterator, use object-based operations
whenever possible instead of using operations that depend on an object’s
index position in the collection; see the information about the performance of
object-based and index-based operations in the ooCollectionIterator
class in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Using Handles and Object References Appropriately
Make sure that your application code follows the guidelines in Chapter 10,
“Handles and Object References,” for working with handles and object
references. In particular:
■

Always pass object references and handles by reference.

■

If you have an object reference to an object and you need to perform more
than one operation on the object, assign the object reference to a handle and
perform the operations with the handle instead of the object reference.

■

Avoid repeatedly opening, closing, and then reopening the same object,
which is time consuming.

■

If you plan to use the same objects in a sequence of transactions and if
finding the desired objects is time-consuming, you can improve performance
by using the oocHandleToOID abort mode; see “Closing Handles” on
page 137.

Avoiding Frequent Use of ooSession::getCurrent
Frequent calls to the ooSession::getCurrent static method can adversely
affect performance; see “Sharing a Session Among Functions” on page 114.
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Delaying Format Conversions in the Cache
When an existing persistent object is opened, Objectivity/DB performs certain
operations to the object’s representation in the Objectivity/DB cache to prepare it
for use. After the object is closed, Objectivity/DB reverses these operations.
Among these operations are format conversions that enable an application
running on one platform (for example, Windows) to open an object that was
created by an application running on a different platform (for example, one of
the UNIX architectures); see “Format Conversion” on page 555.
For most applications, the cost of these format conversions is insignificant. For
example, the cost of opening an object is often completely masked by the I/O
costs of reading the object’s page from disk.
However, the cost of format conversion may become significant for a particular
session if its transactions repeatedly open, close, and reopen the same objects.
Such sessions can improve performance by enabling hot mode; see “Setting Hot
Mode” on page 562. Hot mode delays the operations that return objects to their
disk format, leaving the objects in their memory format until conversion is
absolutely necessary. As long as an object is in memory format, the session can
reopen it without additional format conversion. Hot mode thus eliminates
intermediate format conversion performed by the session.
Trade-off: In hot mode, every open object uses 48 more bytes of memory than a
closed object uses. Depending on the application, this additional memory usage
may require the operating system to swap more frequently, possibly offsetting
the performance gain from enabling hot mode. For this situation, you should try
to reduce the size of the buffer pools in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache. Fewer
pages in a buffer pool means that fewer objects can be open at any time, which
reduces the amount of memory used for open objects. See “Optimizing the Cache
Size” on page 532.
NOTE

The performance analyzer can report whether your application might benefit
from enabling hot mode.

Optimizing the Disk Format of Storage Pages
An application can open persistent objects that were created by applications
running on different platforms. For example, an application running on a
Windows platform can open a persistent object that was created by an
application running on a UNIX platform, and vice versa. When an application
opens a persistent object, Objectivity/DB automatically converts the object from
its disk format to a memory format appropriate to the accessing application; see
“Format Conversion” on page 555.
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For most applications, the performance impact of format-conversion operations
is insignificant. The cost of opening an object is generally masked by the I/O
costs of reading its storage page(s) from disk, particularly if the architecture that
owns the relevant page(s) is the same as the client-host architecture of the
accessing application.
However, the cost of conversion may become significant if an application opens a
large number of objects on storage pages whose owning architecture is different
from the application’s client-host architecture. For example, assume you
populated your federated database using an application running on an older
client host, and you have recently rebuilt this application so that it now runs on a
new host machine. If the architecture of the new client host is different from the
application’s original client-host architecture, the rehosted application must now
perform additional format conversion whenever it opens objects created on the
original architecture.
NOTE

Performance will be particularly poor when format conversion is performed
heavily by a 64-bit application accessing pages owned by a 32-bit architecture, or
by a 32-bit application accessing pages owned by a 64-bit architecture.
You may be able to improve an application’s performance by reducing the
amount of in-memory conversion it must perform when it accesses a federated
database. You can do this by using a tool to change the disk format of existing
storage pages to match the client-host architecture of the accessing application.
See “Rehosting an Application” in Chapter 15 of Objectivity/DB Administration.
If a federated database is accessed by multiple applications, and a majority of
these applications are compiled for the same client-host architecture, you
typically convert the federated database’s disk format to match the majority
architecture. You can further support the majority applications by setting up the
other (non-majority) applications to create all new storage pages using the disk
format of the majority architecture; see “Specifying the Disk Format of New
Pages” on page 562.
Trade-offs: Optimizing the disk format for applications running on one platform
may adversely impact the performance of applications accessing the same data
from different platforms. If the same data is accessed by applications compiled
for a variety of architectures, with no single majority architecture, you may be
better off spreading out the performance impact by allowing each application to
create new pages using its own default disk format. (You can still mitigate the
impact of format conversion by enabling hot mode; see “Delaying Format
Conversions in the Cache” on page 538.)
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Setting Index Mode to Speed Transactions
By default, at the end of every update transaction, Objectivity/DB automatically
checks whether any indexes need to be updated, and, if so, updates them. This
check is performed even in applications that do not use indexes. Consequently,
you may be able to improve the performance of an update-intensive application
by turning off index checking in each update transaction and avoiding
unnecessary updates to indexes.
To do this:
1. Set your application’s default index mode to oocExplicitUpdate; see
“Selecting an Index Mode” on page 453.
2. Explicitly update indexes after changes are made to indexed objects; see
“Explicitly Updating Indexes” on page 454.
The oocExplicitUpdate index mode gives you control over whether and when
indexes are updated in a transaction. If a transaction makes numerous
modifications to indexed objects but never updates any key fields of the objects,
there is no need to update the indexes.
NOTE

The performance analyzer can report whether your application might benefit
from using oocExplicitUpdate.

Using Storage Space Efficiently
Efficient use of storage space is often a secondary concern, either because the
federated database is small relative to the available space, or because more
storage space can be added in the form of new databases on additional storage
devices. However, eliminating wasted storage space is sometimes crucial to
avoid filling up available resources, and often pays a dividend in improved
runtime speed as well.

Minimizing Fragmentation
If applications delete many persistent objects from the same container, the
container may be left with a low packing density. If possible, the empty space is
reused for new persistent objects, but filling up the space is not guaranteed.
If your application performs many deletions, your database administrator should
consider running the Tidy tool periodically to reduce the fragmentation in
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secondary storage. This tool eliminates empty storage pages; however, it does
not move objects off nearly empty pages, so those pages cannot be deleted.
Tidying is described in Objectivity/DB Administration.

Designing Classes That Use Space Efficiently
Certain choices during schema design can minimize the space occupied by
persistent objects of persistence-capable classes.

Simplifying Links
When linking a source class and a destination class, choose the least
storage-intensive type of link that meets your application’s requirements for
navigation, referential integrity, and so on. Following are the types of links, listed
with the storage overhead per linked destination object:
■

Non-inline association (12 bytes)

■

Inline association (8 bytes)

■

Reference attribute (8 bytes)

A pair of bidirectional associations (with any storage properties) use twice the
storage that a single unidirectional association uses because two association links
must be stored for a given source object and destination object.
Trade-offs: Unidirectional associations and reference attributes limit your
navigational flexibility and do not enforce referential integrity.

Selecting Array Types
Use a VArray only when necessary. If you can predict the sizes of the arrays in a
particular attribute and if the range of sizes is not great, you can save space by
defining the attribute as a fixed-size array, which is inherently smaller than a
VArray.
Trade-off: Fixed-size arrays are not accessible by Objectivity for Java
applications; you must use VArrays for interoperability.

Selecting String Types
If you can predict the lengths of the strings in a particular attribute and if the
range of lengths is not great, it is more efficient to use an optimized-string class
ooStringT<N> instead of the basic-string class ooVString. These classes are
described in Chapter 14, “Objectivity/C++ Strings.”
Trade-off: Optimized strings are not accessible by Objectivity for Java
applications; you must use the class ooVString for interoperability.
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Controlling Network Connections
A typical Objectivity/C++ application interacts with Objectivity servers such as
the following:
■

A lock server, which provides locks for a connected federated database and
the objects it contains.

■

AMS (or other data-server software, such as NFS), which provides access to
data residing on the filesystems of remote hosts.

■

A query server, which performs searches on behalf of a parallel query; see
Chapter 21, “Parallel Query.”

If the Objectivity servers run on remote hosts, your application’s performance
can be affected by the load on the server hosts, the amount of traffic on the
network, and the speed (latency and throughput) of the network.
For best performance, you may need to adjust the properties that govern a
session’s behavior when connecting to an Objectivity server:
■

The network timeout period (below) specifies how long the session waits for
an Objectivity server to respond before throwing an ooNetworkException.

■

The number of connect retries (page 543) is the number of times the session
will retry to connect to an Objectivity server before reporting a failure to
connect.

You can also consider techniques for minimizing the amount of network traffic
when accessing data stored on remote hosts (page 544).

Controlling Timeouts
By default, all sessions wait 25 seconds for an Objectivity server to respond to a
request. An Objectivity server running on a busy host machine may need more
time to respond. If your application consistently throws an
ooNetworkException waiting for an Objectivity server, you may choose to
configure your sessions to increase their network timeout periods. Alternatively,
you can consider running the Objectivity server on a less congested host.
A session’s network timeout period limits the amount of time a session waits for the
Objectivity server to respond to a request. The ooSession class maintains a
default value for this property. When an application initializes its interaction
with Objectivity/DB, the default network timeout period is set to 25 seconds.
You can change the default network timeout period for your application at any
time by calling the ooSession::setDefaultServerTimeout static method.
When a particular session is created, its network timeout period is set to the
application’s default network timeout period. You can change the session’s value
for this property by calling the session’s setServerTimeout method.
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If you change your application’s default network timeout period, the new default
value is used when a new session is subsequently created; existing sessions are
not affected.
NOTE

On Windows, the operating system limits the network timeout period to 20
seconds, even if your application sets a higher value for a session.
You can also set the network timeout period for all sessions externally to an
application by setting the OO_RPC_TIMEOUT environment variable. If that
variable is set:
■

The network timeout period of every session is initialized to the value of
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT; the session’s property value cannot be changed
subsequently.

■

The default network timeout period is not used.

Controlling Connect Retries
An application may fail to connect to an Objectivity server either because that
server is unavailable or because the network connection to the server is heavily
loaded.
A session’s number of connect retries specifies the maximum number of times the
session will try to connect to the server after the initial attempt to connect fails.
When a session is created, this property is initialized to a platform-specific value:
■

On a UNIX and Macintosh platform, the property is initialized to 0; sessions
do not try to connect a second time if the first attempt fails.

■

On a Windows platform, the property is initialized to 2; sessions try to
connect twice after the initial attempt fails.

You can specify a different initial value for the number of connect retries
externally to an application by setting the OO_CONNECT_RETRIES environment
variable. If this variable is set, its value is used as the initial value for every
session’s number of connect retries.
If your application occasionally throws an ooNetworkException for an
Objectivity server when you know that server is running, you may want to
configure your sessions to repeat the connect attempt a larger number of times.
Alternatively, you can consider running Objectivity servers on less congested
hosts.
You can change the number of connect retries for a particular session by calling
the session’s setConnectRetries method.
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In deciding how to set this property, you must balance the possible
consequences. Increasing the number of connect attempts:
■

Increases the likelihood that a connection will be made, even over a heavily
loaded network.

■

Increases the time an application waits in trying to connect to a server that is
not running or not reachable.

Minimizing Network Traffic
An application that works with remote data can improve its runtime speed by
minimizing the number of network read and write operations that must be
transmitted over the network while accessing that data. You should consider:
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■

Using a large cache size to avoid swapping data to disk when the
Objectivity/DB cache becomes full; see “Optimizing the Cache Size” on
page 532.

■

Using long transactions to consolidate read and write operations; see
“Combining Transactions” on page 531.
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Each session manages the memory representations of Objectivity/DB objects
using its Objectivity/DB cache. Although default cache management is normally
sufficient for most applications, there are circumstances in which an application
may need to customize cache size and caching behavior. This chapter describes
how an Objectivity/C++ application can customize a session’s cache
management.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about the Objectivity/DB cache (organization and
format conversion).

■

How to control the size of the Objectivity/DB cache.

■

How to manage the format conversion that is performed when persistent
objects are brought into the Objectivity/DB cache.

Understanding the Objectivity/DB Cache
An Objectivity/DB cache is a portion of the application process’s virtual memory
that is reserved for Objectivity/DB use. Every session in an application has its
own Objectivity/DB cache, which holds the memory representation of the
persistent objects that are created or found during the session’s transactions. An
Objectivity/DB cache reduces I/O by keeping the session’s working set of
persistent objects in virtual memory. Objectivity/DB manages the size and
behavior of the cache to provide fast access to these objects.

Organization of the Cache
A session’s Objectivity/DB cache is organized around in-memory images of
storage pages, which store the binary contents of persistent objects on disk; see
“Physical Storage Model” on page 180. Storage pages are the minimum units of
transfer to and from a connected federated database. Storage pages are also the
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basis for classifying a persistent objects as a small object (smaller than a single
storage page) or a large object (spans multiple storage pages).

Buffer Pages
A session’s Objectivity/DB cache consists of units of virtual memory called buffer
pages. Each buffer page in the cache can hold the in-memory image of a storage
page transferred from disk. Buffer pages are sized to match storage pages;
consequently, buffer pages preserve the distinction between small and large
objects:
■

When a transaction accesses a small persistent object, Objectivity/DB reads
the storage page containing the object into a single buffer page in the
session’s cache.

■

When a transaction accesses a large persistent object, Objectivity/DB reads
all of the storage pages containing the object into a matching number of
buffer pages in the session’s cache.

In either case, the transaction works with the memory representations of
persistent objects on the buffer pages. If the transaction commits after creating or
updating a persistent object, Objectivity/DB writes the buffer page or pages
containing the object to the corresponding storage page or pages on disk.
When Objectivity/DB brings a small object into memory, it reads the entire
storage page containing the object into a buffer page. The buffer page therefore
contains the memory representation of any other small objects on the same page.
This is a performance advantage if those objects were intentionally placed
together so they can be accessed together—the transaction can now open other
small objects on the page with no further I/O. (These other small objects are
already locked because of container-level locking.)

Buffer and Memory Pools
An Objectivity/DB cache organizes buffer pages into separate components (pools)
according to the size of the pages and whether they contain small or large objects.
In the simplest case, all buffer pages in the cache are of the same size because all
the data files being accessed use the same storage-page size. In this case, the
cache has three components, as shown in Figure 24-1:
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■

The small-object buffer pool of buffer pages containing small objects

■

The large-object buffer pool of buffer entries containing header information for
large objects (one buffer entry per large object)

■

The large-object memory pool of dynamically allocated memory blocks for the
buffer pages of large objects
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Objectivity/DB Cache
Small-Object
Buffer Pool
Buffer Pages
Large-Object
Buffer Pool
Buffer Entries

Buffer Pages

Large-Object
Memory Pool

Allocated buffer page or entry

Used buffer page or entry

Figure 24-1 Buffer and Memory Pools Accommodating a Single Page Size

Notice that each large object in the cache has a two-part representation: a buffer
entry (in the large-object buffer pool), which points to a set of buffer pages (in the
large-object memory pool). The buffer pages contain the large object’s data.
Figure 24-1 shows that the small- and large-object buffer pools may have more
buffer pages or entries allocated than are currently in use. For example, the
small-object buffer pool has 7 buffer pages allocated, but so far only 6 of them
contain memory representations of storage pages. Similarly, the large-object
buffer pool has 7 buffer entries allocated, but so far only 2 are in use, because the
session has accessed only 2 large objects. You can control the initial and
maximum amount of space allocated by these buffer pools; see “Controlling the
Cache’s Size” on page 558.
NOTE

The large-object memory pool allocates memory dynamically as each additional
large object is accessed, so every buffer page allocated in this pool is in use.
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Pools for Multiple Page Sizes
If a session accesses a data file that uses a second storage-page size, the session’s
cache allocates buffer pages of that size. A cache could contain buffer pages of
several sizes, where each size matches the storage-page size used in one or more
of the accessed data files. The cache allocates a separate pair of small- and
large-object buffer pools to accommodate pages of each size, as shown in
Figure 24-2.
Objectivity/DB Cache
page size 2
Small-Object
Buffer Pools

page size 1

Large-Object
Buffer Pools

page size 1

page size 2

Large-Object
Memory Pool

Allocated buffer page or entry

Used buffer page or entry

Figure 24-2 Buffer and Memory Pools Accommodating Multiple Page Sizes

Notice that a cache with multiple pairs of buffer pools still has only one
large-object memory pool, which contains large-object buffer pages of all sizes.
Thus, the header information for large objects is placed in different large-object
buffer pools according to page size, but the buffer entries in all these pools point
to buffer pages in the same large-object memory pool.
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Main and Additional Buffer Pools
Every session’s cache has at least one pair of small- and large-object buffer pools,
called the main buffer pools. The main buffer pools accommodate buffer pages of
the size used by the federated database’s system database (8192 bytes), so buffer
pools for this page size must be allocated for operations that access the schema or
global catalog. This storage-page size is typically used for other databases, as
well.
A session’s cache has an additional pair of buffer pools only if the session has
accessed persistent objects in a data file that uses a different storage-page size.
Additional buffer pools are allocated only as needed; when allocated, each buffer
pool remains in the cache for the lifetime of the session.
Because federated databases rarely use more than two different storage-page
sizes, a typical Objectivity/DB cache has main a pair of buffer pools and at most
one pair of additional buffer pools. (The cache always has a single large-object
memory pool, regardless of the number of storage-page sizes).

Pool Allocation and Growth
A session’s Objectivity/DB cache allocates and extends its pools as the session
creates or accesses persistent objects. The first time a session accesses a data file
that uses a particular storage-page size, the session’s cache allocates a pair of
small- and large-object buffer pools for that size. Within a pool, the cache
allocates new buffer pages or entries to accommodate either newly created
persistent objects or newly accessed objects not already represented in memory.
The following subsections show how a session regulates the allocation and
growth of its pools for small objects and for large objects.

Small-Object Caching
A session maintains a pair of small-object allocation properties for each page size to
be accommodated by the session’s cache. Each pair of properties controls the
allocation of the small-object buffer pool for a particular page size:
■

The initial small-object allocation is the initial size of the small-object buffer
pool when it is first allocated.

■

The maximum small-object allocation is the maximum size of the small-object
buffer pool after it has grown.
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An application can specify these properties as number of bytes or as a number of
buffer pages (equal to the number of bytes divided by the page size); see
“Controlling the Cache’s Size” on page 558.
When a session creates a new persistent small object or opens an existing
persistent small object, the session’s Objectivity/DB cache:
1. Obtains the page size of the data file in which the small object is stored.
2. Selects the small-object buffer pool for the obtained page size.
If a pool for that page size does not yet exist, it is created according to the
session’s initial small-object allocation property for the page size.
3. Checks whether the selected pool already has a buffer page containing a valid
memory representation of the small object; see “Reuse of Memory
Representations” on page 552.
If such a page exists, it is used as is; otherwise, caching continues with the
next step.
4. Reads the small object’s storage page to an unused buffer page in the selected
or created small-object buffer pool.
If the pool has no unused buffer pages, additional pages are allocated, up to
the session’s maximum small-object allocation property for the page size.
When the pool reaches its maximum size, no new buffer pages can be allocated
in it. Instead, Objectivity/DB “swaps out” one or more unneeded buffer pages by
invalidating their contents and reading new storage pages into them.
A buffer page is unneeded if all the persistent objects represented on the page are
closed; see “Reference Counting With Handles” on page 239. If the closed
persistent objects had been open for read access, Objectivity/DB simply discards
the contents of the buffer pages. If the closed persistent objects had been open for
update access, Objectivity/DB writes any changes to shadow pages on disk before
emptying the buffer page. Later, the updated shadow pages are either made
permanent (if the transaction commits) or discarded (if the transaction aborts).
If a small-object buffer pool reaches its maximum size, but there are no unneeded
buffer pages to swap out, an ooCacheFullException is thrown.
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Large-Object Caching
A session maintains a pair of large-object allocation properties for each page size to
be accommodated by the session’s cache. Each pair of properties controls the
allocation of the large-object buffer pool for a particular page size:
■

The initial large-object allocation is the initial number of buffer entries in the
large-object buffer pool when it is first allocated.

■

The maximum large-object allocation is the maximum number of buffer entries
in the large-object buffer pool after it has grown.

A session also maintains an additional property that affects large-object caching:
■

The large-object memory limit, which is the suggested number of bytes in the
cache’s large-object memory pool.

An application can set multiple pairs of large-object allocation properties (one for
each page size to be accommodated by the session’s cache). In contrast, an
application sets only one large-object memory limit for a session, because large
objects of all page sizes are cached in the same large-object memory pool. See
“Controlling the Cache’s Size” on page 558.
When a session creates a new persistent large object or opens an existing
persistent large object, the session’s Objectivity/DB cache:
1. Obtains the page size of the data file in which the large object is stored.
2. Selects the large-object buffer pool for the obtained page size.
If a pool for that page size does not yet exist, it is created according to the
session’s initial large-object allocation property for the page size.
3. Checks whether the selected pool already has a buffer entry referring to a valid
memory representation of the large object; see “Reuse of Memory
Representations” on page 552.
If such an entry exists, the buffer pages they reference are used as is;
otherwise, caching continues with the next step.
4. Reads information from the large object’s header page into an unused buffer
entry in the selected or created large-object buffer pool.
If the pool has no unused buffer entries, additional entries are allocated,
up to the session’s maximum large-object allocation for the page size.
5. Dynamically allocates a block of buffer pages for the large object’s data and
adds the block to the large-object memory pool, up to the session’s large-object
memory limit.
6. Reads the large object’s storage pages into the new block.
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Objectivity/DB responds to the limits in steps 4 and 5 in different ways. The
session’s maximum large-object allocation (step 4) is a hard limit. If the number of
buffer entries in the pool reaches this limit, no new buffer entries can be added;
rather, Objectivity/DB must swap out unneeded large objects to reuse their
buffer entries. As with small objects, Objectivity/DB swaps only those large
objects that are closed, and throws an ooCacheFullException if the pool does
not have any closed objects to swap.
In contrast, the session’s large-object memory limit (step 5) is a soft limit. If the
size of the large-object memory pool reaches this limit, Objectivity/DB still tries
to swap out unneeded large objects before reading in new ones. If, however,
Objectivity/DB cannot find enough closed large objects to swap out, it ignores
the limit and allocates additional pages as needed. The large-object memory pool
is allowed to grow beyond the size specified by the session’s large-object
memory limit. In either case, swapping out a closed large object empties its
buffer entry, provisionally writes any updates to shadow pages on disk (in case
the transaction commits), and deletes its buffer pages from the large-object
memory pool.
A session thus provides two “dimensions” for controlling the caching of large
objects:
■

The maximum large-object allocation property specifies the number of buffer
entries (and therefore the number of large objects) in a particular large-object
buffer pool. Each such property thus limits the number of large objects that
the cache can accommodate for a particular storage-page size.

■

The large-object memory limit helps prevent the combined buffer pages of
very large objects from consuming too much virtual memory, even if the
total number of large objects remains within the limits imposed by the
various buffer pools. Exceeding this limit won’t cause an exception to be
thrown, although it might degrade performance due to swapping by the
operating system.

Reuse of Memory Representations
A session’s Objectivity/DB cache minimizes the number of pages it reads by
reusing existing memory representations whenever possible. That is, instead of
automatically reading one or more storage pages every time a transaction opens
a persistent object, Objectivity/DB first checks whether a memory representation
of the object already exists among the buffer pages of the session’s cache. If such
a representation exists and can be guaranteed valid, the cache continues to use
the relevant buffer page or pages. Additional page reads are performed only if
existing memory representations are stale or cannot be found.
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Reuse Within a Single Transaction
Memory representations obtained early in a transaction can generally be reused
by subsequent operations in the same transaction. For example, assume a
transaction performs an operation that successfully opens a small persistent
object. This operation obtains a lock on the object’s container and then reads the
object’s storage page into a buffer page in the appropriate small-object buffer
pool. Later in the same transaction, the following events occur:
■

A second operation opens the small object again. This operation is able to
reuse the same memory representation for the object, without rereading the
storage page.

■

A third operation opens another small object that is placed on the same page
as the first object. This operation is able to find and use the memory
representation for the newly opened object on the existing buffer page,
without rereading the storage page.

These operations can assume the existing memory representations are still valid,
because the transaction’s lock on the container prevents the objects of interest
from being updated by other concurrent transactions. (Of course, the memory
representations can be reused only if the buffer page is not swapped out between
the operations; see “Small-Object Caching” on page 549.)
Even if the transaction has an MROW read lock on the container, and concurrent
updates are made to the container’s objects, the transaction continues to use the
same memory representations until it explicitly requests the current version of
the container; see “Refreshing Stale Data” on page 167. Explicitly refreshing the
container closes the container’s objects, invalidates the relevant buffer pages, and
reads the current storage pages into them.

Reuse Across Transaction Boundaries
Memory representations obtained in one transaction can be reused in subsequent
transactions of the same session. In particular, committing a transaction
preserves the session’s cache so Objectivity/DB can reuse the same buffer pages
if the session’s next transaction accesses the same objects. Before reusing an
existing buffer page, however, Objectivity/DB automatically refreshes the
memory representation of any re-accessed object to guarantee it is still valid.
That is, Objectivity/DB checks whether a more recent version of the object now
exists on disk, and if so, replaces the relevant buffer page(s) by rereading the
updated storage page(s); see “Transactions and Objects in Memory” on page 145.
NOTE

Aborting a transaction automatically invalidates the session’s cache. All of the
buffer pages are invalidated, and so must be reread if the same objects are
accessed in a subsequent transaction.
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Estimated Cache Size
The size of a session’s Objectivity/DB cache can have a significant effect on the
performance of the session’s operations, as described in “Optimizing the Cache
Size” on page 532. A cache’s size depends on the number and size of the buffer
pages allocated to accommodate the persistent objects accessed by the session.
The estimated overall size of a cache can therefore be obtained from the sizes of
its individual small-object buffer pools and its large-object memory pool. (The
sizes of the large-object buffer pools are generally insignificant, because the
buffer entries in them are small.)
Although the actual size of a cache changes over time, you can derive its
theoretical limits from the session properties that control the sizes of the relevant
pools—that is, from the small-object allocation properties for each page size and
from the large-object memory limit. Because the values of small-object allocation
properties can be expressed either as a number of bytes or as a number of pages,
the formulas in the following subsections use both kinds of values.

Minimum Cache Size
A session’s cache is smallest when the session is new. A new session’s cache
consists of the main pair of buffer pools for the system database’s storage-page
size. At this point, the large-object memory pool is normally empty, because
schema and global-catalog information are usually stored as small objects.
The minimum size of a particular cache is the initial number of bytes allocated
for the main small-object buffer pool (initialSmallObjectBytesmain), which
is the product of the initial number of pages allocated in the pool
(initialSmallObjectPagesmain) and the system database’s page size
(8192 bytes):
Minimum cache size =
initialSmallObjectBytesmain =
(initialSmallObjectPagesmain x 8192)

Maximum Cache Size
A typical session’s cache accommodates buffer pages of a single size—namely,
the system database’s storage-page size. The maximum expected size of such a
cache is the maximum number of bytes that can be allocated in the main
small-object buffer pool (maxSmallObjectBytesmain) plus the expected limit on
the large-object memory pool (lgObjMemoryLimit). Equivalently, the main
buffer pool’s maximum size is the product of the maximum number of pages that
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can be allocated in the pool (maxSmallObjectPagesmain) and the system
database’s page size (8192 bytes):
Maximum cache size (all buffer pages are the same size) =
maxSmallObjectBytesmain + lgObjMemoryLimit =
(maxSmallObjectPagesmain x 8192) + lgObjMemoryLimit
If a session’s cache accommodates buffer pages of several different sizes, the
maximum expected size of the cache is increased by the maximum size of each
small-object buffer pool. For example, assume a session’s cache is like the one
shown in Figure 24-2, with two buffer pools to accommodate buffer pages of two
sizes—the system-database’s page size and an additional page size (pageSize2).
The expected maximum size of such a cache is the sum of the maximum
allocation, in bytes, of the two small-object buffer pools
(maxSmallObjectBytesmain and maxSmallObjectBytes2), plus the expected
limit on the large-object memory pool (lgObjMemoryLimit):
Maximum cache size (buffer pages of two sizes) =
maxSmallObjectBytesmain +
maxSmallObjectBytes2 +
lgObjMemoryLimit
Equivalently, this size can be calculated from the maximum number of pages for
each small-object buffer pool and the page size for each pool:
Maximum cache size (buffer pages of two sizes) =
(maxSmallObjectPagesmain x 8192) +
(maxSmallObjectPages2 x pageSize2) +
lgObjMemoryLimit

Format Conversion
When a session opens an existing persistent object, Objectivity/DB obtains a
representation of the object in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache and then
performs certain operations on that representation to prepare it for use. These
operations are reversed after the object is closed. Among these operations are
format conversions, which convert the object from the disk format of its storage
page to the memory format used by the accessing application. Besides making
the object accessible to a running application, format conversions support
heterogeneous environments, by enabling an application running on, for
example, a Windows computer to open an object that was created by an
application running on a supported UNIX workstation.
The following subsections describe disk format, memory format, and the timing
of the operations that convert one format to the other. An application can choose
to delay or minimize the cache’s format conversions for purposes of performance
tuning; see “Managing Format Conversion in the Cache” on page 562.
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Disk Format of Storage Pages
Every storage page has a disk format that is used for all persistent objects stored
on that page. The disk format of a storage page establishes such things as the
conventions governing the binary representation of the persistent objects on the
page. Objectivity/DB defines a unique disk format for every architecture
(combination of hardware, operating system, and compiler) it supports. The
architecture that defines the disk format of a particular storage page is said to
own the page.
The disk format of a storage page is set by the application that creates the page.
The particular disk format used by an application is determined by the
disk-format property of the application’s connection object:
■

By default, the disk-format property is the client-host architecture—that is, the
architecture for which the application is compiled and on which it runs. For
example, the default behavior of an application running on a 32-bit Windows
client host is to create any new storage pages using the disk format for the
32-bit Windows architecture.

■

An application can optionally set the disk-format property of its connection
object to be a nondefault architecture. For example, an application running
on a 64-bit UNIX architecture can be configured to create storage pages using
the disk format of a 32-bit UNIX or Windows architecture. See “Specifying
the Disk Format of New Pages” on page 562.

After a storage page is created, its disk format can be changed; see “Changing the
Disk Format of Existing Pages” on page 563.
A single data file can contain storage pages owned by each of several different
architectures. This is common in a heterogeneous environment, where multiple
applications access the same federated database from different client-host
architectures.
NOTE
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The owning architecture of a storage page can affect the average size of the
persistent objects on that page. For example, the amount of space reserved per
object for overhead depends on whether the owning architecture supports a
32-bit or 64-bit addressing mode. See “Estimating Disk-Space Requirements” in
Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration; see also “Storage Requirements for
Associations” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
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Memory Format of Objects in the Cache
A persistent object uses the disk format of its storage page(s) until a session
needs to open the object. Opening requires that the object be in the memory format
used by the accessing application. Conversion to memory format may adjust the
size, byte ordering, and offsets of the object’s representation for compatibility
with the application.
The particular memory format is determined by the client-host architecture for
which the accessing application is compiled. When the accessing application’s
client-host architecture matches the owning architecture of an accessed storage
page, format conversion is minimal. When the two architectures are different, as
is usually the case in a heterogeneous operating environment, format conversion
may impact the application’s performance under some circumstances; see
“Optimizing the Disk Format of Storage Pages” on page 538.

Timing of Format Conversion
When storage pages are read into a session’s Objectivity/DB cache, the persistent
objects on those pages use the page’s disk format. An individual persistent object
is converted from disk format to memory format the first time it is opened in the
session. As long as the object is open, it remains in memory format.
Closing an object permits it to be converted back to its disk format and marked
as available for swapping (although the buffer page containing the object can be
swapped only if all objects on that page are closed). The exact timing of the
conversion from memory format to disk format is controlled by the session’s
hot-mode property:
■

When hot mode is disabled, Objectivity/DB converts a persistent object to
disk format as soon as its pin count falls to zero (see “Reference Counting
With Handles” on page 239). The object must be reconverted to memory
format if it is subsequently reopened.

■

When hot mode is enabled, Objectivity/DB delays the conversion of a closed
persistent object as long as possible. When the object’s pin count falls to zero,
the object is marked as available for swapping, but it is still left in memory
format; conversion to disk format is performed only if the buffer page(s)
containing the object are actually swapped out. As long as the object stays in
memory format, it can be reopened without any further format conversion.

To specify the hot-mode property of a session, see “Setting Hot Mode” on
page 562. Hot mode may improve the performance of a session that repeatedly
opens, closes, and reopens objects, especially if the owning architecture of the
relevant storage pages is different from the application’s client-host architecture.
For information about the performance trade-offs of using hot mode, see
“Delaying Format Conversions in the Cache” on page 538.
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Controlling the Cache’s Size
The overall size of a session’s Objectivity/DB cache is regulated by the initial and
maximum sizes of its various pools. These sizes are maintained as individual
allocation properties of the session, as described in “Pool Allocation and
Growth” on page 549. An application normally sets these properties according to
the complexity of the cache:
■

For a cache that will accommodate just one buffer-page size, see “Controlling
Pool Allocation for a Simple Cache” below.

■

For a cache that will accommodate multiple buffer-page sizes, see
“Controlling Pool Allocation for a Complex Cache” on page 559.

Controlling Pool Allocation for a Simple Cache
When a session accesses data on storage pages of a single size, the cache allocates
just three basic pools: the main small-object buffer pool, the main large-object
buffer pool, and a large-object memory pool. The easiest way to control the sizes
of these basic pools is to set a special pair of cache-capacity properties, along with
the large-object memory limit:
■

The initial cache capacity is the initial number of buffer pages in the main
small-object buffer pool, as well as the initial number of buffer entries in the
main large-object buffer pool. The default value for this property is 200.

■

The maximum cache capacity is the maximum number of buffer pages in the
main small-object buffer pool, as well as the maximum number of buffer
entries in the main large-object buffer pool. The default value for this
property is 500.

■

The large-object memory limit is the suggested limit for the number of bytes
in the large-object memory pool, as described in “Large-Object Caching” on
page 551. The default value for this property is the value of the maximum
cache capacity multiplied by the system database’s storage-page size (8192).

These properties are set when the session is created. For an individual session,
parameters to the connection object’s createSession method specify values for
the properties. For a pooled session, parameters to the createSessionPool
method specify the property values to be used for all sessions created by the
session pool. If you do not supply an explicit value for a particular parameter,
the method provides a default value. Any registered performance tuner can
replace the value for any of these properties; see Chapter 25, “Performance
Tuners,” for a detailed discussion of performance tuners.
NOTE
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If a cache also accommodates any further page sizes, the cache-capacity
properties implicitly control the allocation of the additional buffer pools. You can
override the values of these properties for particular pools by explicitly setting
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individual allocation properties; see “Controlling Pool Allocation for a Complex
Cache” below.
After a session has been created, the large-object memory limit cannot be
changed. In contrast, you can override the values of the cache-capacity
properties, although it is rarely useful to do so for the session’s main buffer
pools. (For purposes of programming style, however, you could override the
values for the main small-object buffer pool to specify the initial and maximum
allocation in bytes rather than as a number of pages.)

Controlling Pool Allocation for a Complex Cache
When a session accesses data on storage pages of different sizes, its cache
increases in complexity. Such a cache allocates a pair of small- and large-object
buffer pools for each page size. A session maintains four properties per page size
to control the allocation of these buffer pools: the initial small-object allocation,
the maximum small-object allocation, the initial large-object allocation, and the
maximum large-object allocation. (For information about how these properties
control buffer-pool allocation, see “Pool Allocation and Growth” on page 549.)
To control pool allocation for a session with a complex cache, an application
normally:
1. Sets the session’s cache-capacity properties and large-object memory limit
during session creation; see “Controlling Pool Allocation for a Simple Cache”
on page 558. The cache-capacity properties initialize the allocation properties
for all page sizes.
2. Sets the session’s allocation properties for one or more specific page sizes by
calling the session’s setBufferSpace method once for each desired page size.
A call to setBufferSpace overrides the values set by cache-capacity
properties for a particular page size.
Parameters to setBufferSpace specify the page size of interest and the values
of the four allocation properties for that page size. You can specify the initial and
maximum small-object allocation either as a number of bytes or as a number of
buffer pages. You always specify the initial and maximum large-object allocation
as a number of buffer entries (equivalently, as a number of large objects).
If you use setBufferSpace, you normally call it before the session’s first
transaction—that is, before any buffer pools have been allocated. A later call to
setBufferSpace affects only the allocations that have not yet taken place. If you
are using pooled sessions, you should set the desired allocation properties for
every session you obtain from the pool. If the obtained session is new, its
allocation properties are set as specified; if a session is reused (so its cache is
already populated), any redundant values are ignored.
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If you do not call setBufferSpace to explicitly set the allocation properties for a
particular page size, the allocation of buffer pools for that page size is controlled
by the session’s cache-capacity properties. In this case:
■

The small-object buffer pool for the page size has the same initial and
maximum number of bytes as the main small-object buffer pool. (You must
divide the number of bytes by the page size to see how many pages are
allocated.)

■

The large-object buffer pool for the page size has same initial and maximum
number of buffer entries as the main large-object buffer pool.

Although a registered performance tuner can replace the cache-capacity values
set during session creation, a performance tuner cannot replace any allocation
property values set by setBufferSpace.
EXAMPLE
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Assume a session must access data on storage pages of two different sizes: the
main storage-page size (8192 bytes) and a secondary storage-page size (32768
bytes), which is used by several databases. The session’s cache will therefore
need to allocate the following pools:
■

The main pair of buffer pools to accommodate 8192-byte buffer pages

■

An additional pair of buffer pools to accommodate 32768-byte buffer pages

■

A large-object memory pool for large objects on buffer pages of both sizes
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The following code fragment creates the session and sets properties controlling
the allocation of all pools.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
…
// Make a logical connection to the federated database
ooConnection *connection =
ooObjy::getConnection("example.boot");
…
// Create a session with properties for allocating main pools
ooSession *session = connection->createSession(
"mysession", // session name
300,
// initial cache capacity (# of 8192-byte
//
buffer pages and # of large objects)
600,
// maximum cache capacity (# of 8192-byte
//
buffer pages and # of large objects)
1000000000); // large-object memory limit (in bytes)
// Set allocation properties for the additional
session->setBufferSpace(
32768,
// page size of interest
20,
// initial small-object allocation
100,
// maximum small-object allocation
20,
// initial large-object allocation
100);
// maximum large-object allocation

buffer pools

(#
(#
(#
(#

of
of
of
of

pages)
pages)
objects)
objects)

// Begin a transaction
session->begin(oocUpdate);

…
If the preceding example had not called setBufferSpace, the session’s
cache-capacity properties would control the initial and maximum allocation of all
buffer pools. For example, the initial sizes of the two small-object buffer pools
would be 300 x 8192 bytes each, or:
■

(300x8192)/8192 = 300 pages in the main small-object buffer pool.

■

(300 x 8192)/32768 = 75 pages in the additional small-object buffer pool.
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Managing Format Conversion in the Cache
Objectivity/DB performs certain format-conversion operations when preparing
persistent objects for use in memory; see “Format Conversion” on page 555. An
application can manage several aspects of these operations, as described in the
following subsections.

Setting Hot Mode
An application can control the timing of format conversion in a session’s
Objectivity/DB cache by setting the session’s hot-mode property; see “Timing of
Format Conversion” on page 557.
A session’s hot-mode property is set when the session is created. For an
individual session, a parameter to the connection object’s createSession
method specifies the value. For a pooled session, a parameter to the
createSessionPool method specifies the value to be used for all sessions
created by the session pool. In either case, an application should:
■

Set the hot-mode property to oocTrue to enable hot mode.

■

Set the hot-mode property to oocFalse (or omit the value for this property)
to disable hot mode.

Any registered performance tuner can replace the specified (or default) value for
the hot-mode property; see Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,” for a detailed
discussion of performance tuners.
After the session has been created, you cannot change the value for its hot-mode
property.
For information about the performance trade-offs of setting hot mode, see
“Delaying Format Conversions in the Cache” on page 538

Specifying the Disk Format of New Pages
An application can specify a nondefault disk format for all new storage pages it
creates; see “Disk Format of Storage Pages” on page 556. The disk format is
controlled by the disk-format property of the application’s connection object.
An application sets the disk-format property by calling the connection object’s
setObjectCreationDiskFormat method before any sessions have been

created. A parameter to this method specifies the value as a constant of the
ooDiskFormat type representing the desired owning architecture for new
storage pages.
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NOTE

Be sure the specified architecture is recognized by all applications that will access
the new storage pages.

EXAMPLE

Assume you are developing an application that is to run on a newly supported
architecture, and that this application must interoperate with unrebuilt existing
applications that do not recognize the new architecture. The following code
fragment shows how the new application sets the connection object’s disk-format
property so that all new storage pages are created with an architecture that the
existing applications can recognize.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
// Make a logical connection to the federated database
ooConnection *connection =
ooObjy::getConnection("example.boot");
// Set the connection object’s disk-format property
connection.setObjectCreationDiskFormat(ooc_solaris7);
// Create one or more sessions
ooSession *session = connection->createSession("my_session”);
…
By default, new storage pages are optimized for access by applications running
on the same client-host architecture as the application that created the pages.
When an application creates new pages using a nondefault disk format, its
performance may be adversely affected if it subsequently accesses data on those
new pages. For information about the performance trade-offs of specifying disk
format, see “Optimizing the Disk Format of Storage Pages” on page 538.

Changing the Disk Format of Existing Pages
An application cannot currently change the disk format of existing storage pages,
although you can use an Objectivity/DB tool to change the format of such pages.
See “Rehosting an Application” in Chapter 15 of Objectivity/DB Administration.
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Performance Tuners
Objectivity/C++ performance tuners allow you to adjust various properties that
can affect an application’s performance without having to make extensive
modifications to parameter values within the code itself. To some extent,
performance tuning is a matter of experimenting with various application
property settings until you find an optimal balance. Objectivity/C++
performance tuner options provide a mechanism for discovering optimal
combinations of parameter values which can then be hard-coded into the
application.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about performance tuners.

■

Using a default performance tuner in conjunction with environment
variables to set performance-related property values for all sessions.

■

Using an application-defined performance tuner to customize
performance-related property values for individual sessions.

Understanding Performance Tuners
An instance of a class derived from ooTuner is called a performance tuner. When a
performance tuner is registered with an application, the tuner determines how to
set values for the properties that affect performance. Any value specified by the
performance tuner supersedes the default property value or the value specified
explicitly by the application. A performance tuner can set:
■

Logging properties

■

Startup properties

■

Default values for session properties

■

Properties of all individual sessions

■

Properties of a particular session pool

■

Properties of all sessions created by a particular session pool
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Objectivity/C++ includes one predefined tuner class,
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner. A tuner of this class, called a default tuner, gets
property values from environment variables; see “Using a Default Performance
Tuner” on page 567. If you want to use a tuner that selects property values
without relying on environment variables, you can define your own
performance-tuner class to implement the desired behavior; see “Using an
Application-Defined Performance Tuner” on page 576.
A performance tuner enables you to experiment with different combinations of
property values without making extensive code changes:
■

If you use a default tuner, you can try a new combination of property values
simply by changing the environment variables—without having to modify
any source code or recompile and relink the application.

■

If you use a tuner of an application-defined class to select property values,
you can change property values by modifying the appropriate methods of
the tuner class itself. You do not need to change any of your application’s
calls to Objectivity/C++ methods. After modifying the source code for your
tuner class, you must recompile the affected file and relink your application.

■

If you don’t use a tuner, you must change all parameters that specify
property values in all calls to functions that set the property values. After
modifying your application source code, you must recompile affected files
and relink your application.

When testing has determined the best property values, you typically hard-code
them into your application, passing the desired values as parameters in the
appropriate function calls.
NOTE
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As an alternative to using a performance tuner, you can use the Objectivity/DB
performance analyzer tool to generate a performance report with suggestions for
performance improvements, then temporarily override property values related to
those suggestions; see Chapter 11, “Using the Performance Analyzer,” of
Objectivity/DB Administration.
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Using a Default Performance Tuner
If you want to specify property values with environment variables, you can use a
default performance tuner. To do so, you:
1. Modify the source code of your application to register a default performance
tuner; see “Registering a Default Performance Tuner” below.
2. Compile and link the application.
3. Set the appropriate environment variables to the desired values, as described
in the following subsections.
4. Run the application.
If you enable logging to the main log when a default tuner is registered, the main
log records all the property values that are set by the tuner.
You do not need to set all environment variables that a default tuner uses. If a
particular variable is not set, the corresponding property will be set to the value
specified by the application source (or to the default value). If you set an
environment variable after the application starts, the value you set is ignored.
NOTE

The names of the environment variables are case sensitive.

Registering a Default Performance Tuner
To use a default performance tuner, call the ooObjy::setTuner static method
without any parameters. This method creates and registers a default tuner. You
must call ooObjy::setTuner before calling ooObjy::startup to start the
interaction with Objectivity/DB.
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Setting Logging Properties
The ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method sets values for the logging
properties that control the application’s logging behavior; see “Enabling
Logging” on page 495.
You can use a default performance tuner to modify these logging-property
values. To do so, you must register the default performance tuner before you call
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions. You can then set the values of selected
environment variables to override some or all of the property values specified as
parameters to ooObjy::setLoggingOptions. These environment variables are
described in the following subsections.
When you call ooObjy::setLoggingOptions in your application, you can
specify oocLogNone as the options parameter to ensure that logging is disabled
unless the tuner enables it. This lets you deploy your application without logging
enabled, but provides a mechanism to turn on logging at a later time if problems
occur at the deployment site. See “Supporting Logging in a Deployed
Application” on page 497.
NOTE

The Objectivity/DB performance analyzer tool (if deployed along with your
application) also provides a mechanism that can be used to enable logging at a
deployment site. See Chapter 11, “Using the Performance Analyzer,” and
Chapter 17, “Deploying to End Users,” in Objectivity/DB Administration.
If an application never calls ooObjy::setLoggingOptions, all logging is
disabled and the registered performance tuner cannot set logging properties.

Logging Options
The value for an application’s logging options is an integer whose binary
representation indicates which logging options are enabled and which are
disabled. To set this property with a default tuner, you can set one or more of the
environment variables listed in the following table.
Environment Variable

S_LogAll

S_LogNone
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Value

Meaning

oocTrue

Enable all logging options that aren’t explicitly
disabled by other logging-option variables.

oocFalse

Do not enable all logging options.

oocTrue

Disable all logging options that aren’t explicitly
enabled by other logging-option variables.

oocFalse

Do not disable all logging options.
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Environment Variable

S_LogConnection

S_LogSession

S_LogTransactionStatistics

S_LogTransactionTiming

S_LogOther

Value

Meaning

oocTrue

Enable main logging.

oocFalse

Disable main logging.

oocTrue

Enable standard session logging.

oocFalse

Disable standard session logging.

oocTrue

Enable transaction statistics.

oocFalse

Disable transaction statistics.

oocTrue

Enable transaction timing.

oocFalse

Disable transaction timing.

oocTrue

Enable application-defined log items.

oocFalse

Disable application-defined log items.

The ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method uses the value of its options
parameter to initialize the application’s logging options. If a default performance
tuner is registered, values of environment variables can modify this initial
property value as follows:

EXAMPLE

■

If S_LogAll is oocTrue, all individual options are enabled; in this case, the
S_LogNone variable is ignored. Other environment variables can disable
individual options.

■

If S_LogAll is oocFalse or not set and S_LogNone is oocTrue, all
individual options are disabled. Other environment variables can enable
individual options.

■

The remaining environment variables each enable or disable the
corresponding individual option.

An application registers a default tuner and calls ooObjy::setLoggingOptions
with the options parameter set to:
oocLogMain | oocLogSession

The developer then collects logs from five test runs of the application:
■

Test 1: None of the environment variables that control logging options are
set.
Result: Main logging and standard session logging are enabled; all other
options are disabled.
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Test 2: The S_LogSession environment is set to oocFalse.
Result: Main logging is enabled; all other options are disabled.

■

Test 3: The S_LogTransactionTiming environment is set to oocTrue.
Result: Main logging, standard session logging, and transaction timing are
enabled; all other options are disabled.

■

Test 4: The following environment variables are set:
Environment Variable

Value

S_LogAll

oocTrue

S_LogSession

oocFalse

Result: Standard session logging is disabled; all other options are enabled.
Because transaction statistics and transaction timing are relevant only when
standard session logging is enabled, however, the net effect is that only main
logging and application-defined log items are enabled.
■

Test 5: The following environment variables are set:
Environment Variable

Value

S_LogNone

oocTrue

S_LogSession

oocTrue

S_LogTransactionTiming

oocTrue

Result: Standard session logging and transaction timing are enabled; all other
options are disabled.

Log Directory
Each log can direct its log items to a log file. The logging mechanism writes all
log files for a particular run of the application to the same log directory. The
logDirPath parameter to ooObjy::setLoggingOptions specifies the
application’s log directory. If a default performance tuner is registered when
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions is called, an environment variable can modify
the specified (or default) value for this parameter.
To set the application’s log directory with a default tuner, you set the
S_LogDirectory environment variable to the pathname of the directory in
which log files should be written. For example, you might use a different log
directory for each different test run of your application.
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Treatment of Existing Log Files
Each log uses a particular name for its log file. The name of the main log file is
specified as a parameter to ooObjy::setLoggingOptions; the name of each
session log file is generated from the session’s name or identifying number.
A log creates a new log file only if a file with the appropriate name does not exist
in the log directory. The appendLogFiles parameter to
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions specifies whether to append to existing log files
or overwrite them. If a default performance tuner is registered when
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions is called, an environment variable can modify
the specified (or default) value for this parameter.
To set application’s treatment of existing log files with a default tuner, you give
the S_AppendLogs environment variable one of the following values:
■

oocTrue—Append new log items to any existing log file.

■

oocFalse—Overwrite any existing log file with new log items.

Setting Startup Properties
The ooObjy::startup static method sets values for the startup properties for
your application. If a default performance tuner is registered when
ooObjy::startup is called, values of environment variables can modify the
specified (or default) values for two startup properties, namely the maximum
number of file descriptors for each session (page 75) and the application’s
AMS-usage policy (page 75).
To set startup properties with a default tuner, you give values to the
environment variables listed in the following table.
Environment Variable

Value

Meaning

S_NumberOfFiles

Integer > 0

Maximum number of file descriptors allowed in any
session.

S_AmsUsage

oocAMSPreferred

Use AMS for remote data access if it is available on
the host that contains the requested data.

oocAMSOnly

Use AMS exclusively.

oocNoAMS

Never use AMS.
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Setting Default Values for Session Properties
The ooObjy::startup static method initializes default values for session
properties. If a default performance tuner is registered when ooObjy::startup
is called, values of environment variables can modify the initial default values for
the index mode session property (page 452).
To initialize default values for session properties, you give values to the
environment variables listed in the following table.
Environment
Variable

S_IndexMode

Value

Meaning

oocInsensitive

By default, sessions are initialized to update all
applicable indexes automatically when the transaction
commits.

oocSensitive

By default, sessions are initialized to update all
applicable indexes automatically when the next
predicate scan is performed in the transaction or, if no
scans are performed, when the transaction commits.

oocExplicitUpdate

By default, sessions are initialized not to update indexes
automatically; the application must update indexes
explicitly by calling the ooUpdateIndexes global
function after every relevant change.

Setting Properties of Individual Sessions
A connection object’s createSession method sets session properties that
control the size of the session’s Objectivity/DB cache (page 558), its hot mode
(page 562), and its lock-waiting policy (page 170). If a default performance tuner
is registered when createSession is called, values of environment variables
can modify the specified (or default) values of these properties for the new
session.
NOTE
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The environment variables are used to set properties for all individual sessions.
You should not use a default performance tuner if you want to create individual
sessions with different values for these properties.
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To set the cache size, hot mode, and lock-waiting policy for all individual
sessions, you give the desired values to the environment variables listed in the
following table.
Environment Variable

Value

Meaning

S_CacheInitialPages

Integer > 0

Initial capacity of the session’s Objectivity/DB
cache; controls the initial allocation for each smalland large-object buffer pool in the cache.

S_CacheMaxPages

Integer > 0

Maximum capacity of the session’s Objectivity/DB
cache; controls the maximum allocation for each
small- and large-object buffer pool in the cache.

S_LargeObjectMemoryLimit

Integer > 0

Suggested maximum number of bytes for the
large-object memory pool in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.

0

Use the calculated maximum size of the
large-object buffer pool.

oocTrue

Enable hot mode for format conversion.

oocFalse

Disable hot mode for format conversion.

oocNoWait
or 0

Turn off lock waiting.

oocWait

Wait indefinitely for locks.

Integer n

If n is in the range 1 <= n <= 14400, wait for n
seconds; otherwise, wait indefinitely.

S_HotMode

S_LockWait

n > 0

NOTE

The S_CacheInitialPages and S_CacheMaxPages environment variables do
not replace any values set by calls to the session’s setBufferSpace method. If
the application calls setBufferSpace to set initial and maximum buffer-pool
allocations for specific storage-page sizes in a session’s cache, those values are
used (and the environment variables are ignored) for the relevant buffer pools.
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Setting Properties of a Session Pool
A connection object’s createSessionPool method sets properties of the session
pool (page 93). If a default performance tuner is registered when
createSessionPool is called, values of environment variables can modify the
specified (or default) values for the session pool’s properties.
To set properties of the session pool named PoolName, you give values to the
environment variables listed in the following table. For example, set the
environment variable S_MyPool_HardLimit to set the hard limit for the session
pool named MyPool.
Environment Variable

Value

Meaning

S_PoolName_SoftLimit

Integer > 0

Maximum number of inactive sessions to be retained
when sessions are returned to the pool.

S_PoolName_HardLimit

Integer > 0

Maximum number of sessions to be created by the
session pool.

S_PoolName_SessionWait

oocNoWait
or 0

Do not wait for a session to be returned.

oocWait

Wait indefinitely for a session to be returned.

Integer n

Wait for n seconds.

1 <= n

Setting Properties of Pooled Sessions
A connection object’s createSessionPool method specifies values for session
properties of all sessions in the new session pool. These properties control the
size of the session’s Objectivity/DB cache (page 558), its hot mode (page 562),
and its lock-waiting policy (page 170). If a default performance tuner is
registered when createSessionPool is called, values of environment variables
can modify the specified (or default) values for these session properties.
To set properties of sessions that are created by the session pool named
PoolName, you give values to the environment variables listed in the following
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table. For example, set the environment variable S_MyPool_HotMode to enable
or disable hot mode in sessions created by the session pool named MyPool.
Environment Variable

Value

Meaning

S_PoolName_CacheInitialPages

Integer > 0

Initial capacity of the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache; controls the
initial allocation for each small- and
large-object buffer pool in the cache.

S_PoolName_CacheMaxPages

Integer > 0

Maximum capacity of the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache; controls the
maximum allocation for each smalland large-object buffer pool in the
cache.

S_PoolName_LargeObjectMemoryLimit

Integer > 0

Suggested maximum number of
bytes for the large-object memory
pool in the session’s Objectivity/DB
cache.

0

Use the calculated maximum size of
the large-object buffer pool.

oocTrue

Enable hot mode for format
conversion.

oocFalse

Disable hot mode for format
conversion.

oocNoWait
or 0

Turn off lock waiting.

oocWait

Wait indefinitely for locks.

Integer n

If n is in the range 1 <= n <=
14400, wait for n seconds;
otherwise, wait indefinitely.

S_PoolName_HotMode

S_PoolName_LockWait

n > 0

NOTE

The S_PoolName_CacheInitialPages and S_PoolName_CacheMaxPages
environment variables do not replace any values set by calls to the session’s
setBufferSpace method. If the application calls setBufferSpace to set initial
and maximum buffer-pool allocations for specific storage-page sizes in a
session’s cache, those values are used (and the environment variables are
ignored) for the relevant buffer pools.
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Using an Application-Defined Performance Tuner
Although most applications use default performance tuners, you may prefer to
define your own tuner class that selects values for properties using whatever
criteria you like.
If you want to use an application-defined tuner to specify property values, you:
1. Define a performance-tuner class; see “Defining a Performance-Tuner Class”
below.
2. Modify your application source code to create an instance of your tuner class
and to register that tuner; see “Registering an Application-Defined Tuner” on
page 579.
3. Compile and link the application files.
NOTE

Your application should not call the methods of a performance tuner. Methods of
the registered performance tuner are called automatically when properties are
set.

Defining a Performance-Tuner Class
To define a performance-tuner class:
■

Derive the class from ooTuner. You must include the ooTuner.h header file
in the file that defines your tuner class.

■

Override the methods corresponding to the properties you want your tuner
to set.

The ooTuner class defines a method corresponding to each property that a tuner
can set. When Objectivity/C++ needs to set one of these properties, it checks
whether a performance tuner is registered. If so, it calls the appropriate method
of that tuner, passing the current property value, which was specified explicitly
by the application or by default. The tuner’s method can return the current
property value unchanged or select and return a different value. The property is
set to the value returned by the tuner’s method.
NOTE

All methods of ooTuner return the current property value unchanged. If your
tuner does not set a particular property, you don’t need to implement the
corresponding method.
If desired, you may define an application-defined performance-tuner class
derived from ooEnvironmentBasedTuner. If you do so, you must include the
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ooEnvironmentBasedTuner.h header file in the file that defines your tuner
class. The methods of ooEnvironmentBasedTuner set property values based on
the values of environment variables, as described in “Using a Default
Performance Tuner” on page 567.

The following sections list the methods of a performance tuner and the
properties they set.

Logging Properties
If a performance tuner is registered, the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static
method calls that tuner’s methods when setting the application’s logging
properties. The following table lists these tuner methods and indicates which
property each one sets.
Method of Tuner

Sets Logging Property

logOptions

Logging options (page 495)

logDirectory

Pathname for log directory (page 496)

appendLogs

Whether to append new log items to the
existing log file (page 496)

Startup Properties
If a performance tuner is registered, the ooObjy::startup static method calls
that tuner’s methods when setting the application’s startup properties. The
following table lists these tuner methods and indicates which property each one
sets.
Method of Tuner

Sets Startup Property

numberOfFiles

Maximum number of file descriptors for each
session (page 75)

amsUsage

AMS-usage policy (page 75)
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Default Values for Session Properties
If a performance tuner is registered, the ooObjy::startup static method calls
that tuner’s methods when initializing default values for session properties. The
following table lists these tuner methods and indicates the property whose
default value each one sets.
Method of Tuner

indexMode

Sets Default Value for Session Property
Index mode (page 452)

Properties of Individual Sessions
If a performance tuner is registered, a connection object’s createSession
method calls that tuner’s methods when setting properties of the new session.
The following table lists these tuner methods and indicates which property each
one sets.
Method of Tuner

Sets Property of Individual Sessions

cacheInitialPages

Initial cache capacity (page 558)

cacheMaxPages

Maximum cache capacity (page 558)

largeObjectMemoryLimit

Large-object memory limit (page 558)

hotMode

Hot mode (page 562)

lockWait

Lock-waiting policy (page 170)

Properties of a Session Pool
If a performance tuner is registered, a connection object’s createSessionPool
method calls that tuner’s methods when setting properties of the new session
pool (page 93). The following table lists these tuner methods and indicates which
property each one sets. These methods take the pool name as a parameter, so
they can select different property values for different session pools.
Method of Tuner
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Sets Property of the Session Pool

sessionPoolSoftLimit

Soft limit

sessionPoolHardLimit

Hard limit

sessionPoolWait

Session-waiting policy
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Properties of Pooled Sessions
If a performance tuner is registered, a connection object’s createSessionPool
method calls that tuner’s methods when specifying values for session properties
of all sessions in the new session pool. The following table lists these tuner
methods and indicates which property each one sets. These methods take the
pool name as a parameter, so they can select different property values for
different session pools.
Method of Tuner

Sets Property of Sessions in the
Pool

poolSessionCacheInitialPages

Initial cache capacity (page 558)

poolSessionCacheMaxPages

Maximum cache capacity
(page 558)

poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit

Large-object memory limit
(page 558)

poolSessionHotMode

Hot mode (page 562)

poolSessionLockWait

Lock-waiting policy (page 170)

Registering an Application-Defined Tuner
To register an application-defined performance tuner, your application should
follow these steps:
1. Create an instance of the desired application-defined tuner class.
2. Call the ooObjy::setTuner static method, passing a pointer to the tuner as
the parameter.
3. If you want the performance tuner to enable logging, call
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions. The call to setLoggingOptions can specify
oocLogNone as the options parameter to leave logging disabled unless the
tuner enables logging options. See “Supporting Logging in a Deployed
Application” on page 497.
4. Call the ooObjy::startup static method as usual to initialize the
application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB.
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An application developer uses a performance tuner of class InteractiveTuner
when running interactive tests to experiment with different settings from
property values. Each method of this class prompts for the property value to use
in the current test run. For example, cacheInitialPages prompts the user by
calling getNumberFromUser (not shown).
// Application header file devtuner.h
#include <ooTuner.h>
char *default = " or press Return to use the current value";
char *numPrompt = "Enter a number"
char *boolPrompt = "Enter yes or no"

…
char prompt[256];
class InteractiveTuner : public ooTuner {
public:
virtual ooUInt32 cacheInitialPages(ooUInt32 current) {
sprintf(prompt,
"Initial cache capacity for individual
sessions = %d.\n%s%s\n",
current, numPrompt, default);
return getNumberFromUser(prompt);
} // End cachInitialPages function

…
} // End InteractiveTuner class
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "devtuner.h"

…
// Create the performance tuner
InteractiveTuner *tuner = new InteractiveTuner();
// Register the performance tuner
ooObjy::setTuner(tuner);
// Specify logging behavior
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions(
oocLogAll,
// Enable all logging options
oocTrue,
// Write to log files
oocTrue);
// Append to existing files
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();

…
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You can improve performance in certain Objectivity/C++ applications by using
an in-process lock server.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about the in-process lock server.

■

The Objectivity/IPLS extensions to the Objectivity/C++ programming
interface.

■

Managing an in-process lock server.

■

An example application that uses an in-process lock server.

Understanding In-Process Lock Servers
When multiple applications access a federated database simultaneously, the
access rights for those applications are coordinated by a lock server that runs as a
separate process. If, however, all or most lock requests originate from a single,
multithreaded application, the application can improve its runtime speed by
starting an in-process lock server (IPLS). An application that starts an in-process
lock server is called an IPLS application.
An in-process lock server is just like a standard lock server, except that it runs in
the IPLS application process. This enables the IPLS application to request locks
through simple function calls without having to send these requests to an
external process.
NOTE

Like any other application, an IPLS application always uses the lock server that is
specified by the federated database. Consequently, an IPLS application uses its
own in-process lock server only if the connected federated database names the
application’s host as the lock-server host, as shown in Figure 26-1.
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Host1

Requests
Locks

IPLS
Application
Process

Host2
Federated Database
Opens

In-Process
Lock Server
Boot File
...
lock-server host = Host1
...

Network
Figure 26-1 Configuration for an IPLS Application

When an in-process lock server is started, the IPLS application becomes the
lock-server process for the workstation on which it is running. Consequently, if a
federated database names this workstation as its lock-server host, all applications
accessing that federated database send their lock requests to the application
running the in-process lock server. The in-process lock server creates a separate
listener thread to service requests from external applications.
A large number of lock requests from external applications could reduce the
performance of the IPLS application; normally an in-process lock server is
consulted only by the application that started it.
Just as you cannot run two lock-server processes on the same host, you cannot
run two IPLS applications on the same host; an in-process lock server cannot be
started if any lock-server process or IPLS application is already running on the
same host.
NOTE
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You use a standard (separate) lock-server process during development—for
example, while you are creating the federated database and running the DDL
processor. You typically modify the application to start an in-process lock server
as a later step—for example, while tuning the application’s runtime speed.
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Preparing to Run an IPLS Application
Like a standard lock server, an IPLS creates log files in a log directory. Before you
run an IPLS application, the host you run the in-process lock server on must have
an existing log directory set up for use by lock servers or AMS. For more
information, see the chapter on the lock server in Objectivity/DB Administration.

Managing an In-Process Lock Server
Objectivity/IPLS extends the Objectivity/C++ programming interface and
provides a shared library that is dynamically loaded at run-time as needed. It
adds global functions that allow you to:
■

Start an in-process lock server on the local host after checking that no other
lock server is already running there (below).

■

Stop an in-process lock server (page 584).

Starting an In-Process Lock Server
If you run your application on the lock-server host for the connected federated
database, you can start an in-process lock server. To do so:
1. Check whether a lock server (external or in-process) for the connected
federated database is running by calling the checkLS method of the
connection object. An in-process lock server can be started only if no other
lock-server process or IPLS application is currently running on the same
host.
2. If checkLS returns oocFalse, call the startInternalLS method of the
connection object.
If checkLS returns oocTrue, your application will use the lock server that is
already running.
The in-process lock server is started only if the application is running on the
lock-server host of the connected federated database; otherwise,
startInternalLS throws an exception without starting an in-process lock
server.
NOTE

When you install Objectivity/DB, you normally configure the workstation to
start the standard lock server automatically every time the machine is rebooted.
You should reconfigure any workstation where you plan to run an IPLS
application.
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Stopping an In-Process Lock Server
You stop an in-process lock server by calling the stopInternalLS method of the
connection object. This method safely shuts down the in-process lock server so
that you can terminate the IPLS application without harming any external
applications that may be using the in-process lock server.
NOTE

You should call stopInternalLS at the end of the IPLS application, after
committing or aborting any transactions, and before calling the
ooObjy::shutdown static method.
By default, stopInternalLS waits indefinitely for other applications to
terminate their transactions, stopping the in-process lock server when all active
transactions are finished.
You can specify a finite wait period as the optional wait parameter to
stopInternalLS. If active transactions terminate within the specified period,
the in-process lock server is shut down. If transactions are still active when the
specified wait period expires, the force parameter determines what action to
take. If this parameter is oocTrue, the in-process lock server is shut down, even
if transactions are active. If force is oocFalse (the default), the in-process lock
server continues running.
The stopInternalLS method returns oocTrue if the in-process lock server is
successfully shut down and oocFalse if not. In the latter case, the application
can repeat the attempted shutdown by calling stopInternalLS again later.

Example IPLS Application
This example shows a simple outline for a multithreaded IPLS application. Its
main function initializes the interaction with Objectivity/DB, makes a logical
connection, checks whether a lock server for the connected federated database is
already running and, if not, starts the in-process lock server. The application then
performs its Objectivity/DB operations in several threads. After all transactions
have ended, it stops the in-process lock server before terminating the interaction
with Objectivity/DB.
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
int returnVal = 0;
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
try {
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();
// Make a logical connection to the federated database
ooConnection *connection = … ;
// Check whether the lock server is running
if (connection->checkLS()) {
// Give user a chance to stop an external
// lock server
if (!askUser(
"Lock server already running; proceed?")) {
// Terminate interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::shutdown();
exit(1);
}
}
else {
// Start the in-process lock server
connection->startInternalLS();
}
// Call functions that create threads in which
// Objectivity/DB operations are performed

…
createThread (…,&Func1,…,parameters,…);// Pseudocode
…
createThread (…,&Func2,…,parameters,…);// Pseudocode
…
// After all threads have completed, wait for 5 minutes
// (300 seconds) to allow the in-process lock server to
// finish servicing any transactions of external
// applications; then stop the in-process lock server
connection->stopInternalLS(300, oocTrue);
} // End try
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catch(ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
// Terminate interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::shutdown();
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
return returnVal;
}
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SPECIAL TOPICS
This part discusses topics that are of interest to some, but not all, users of the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface.
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Signal Handling
Objectivity/C++ provides a predefined signal handler to respond to various
signals that may be raised by an application’s operating environment. By default,
when ooObjy::startup initializes an application’s interaction with
Objectivity/C++, it installs this predefined signal handler. Your application can
include its own signal handler that is used instead of, or in addition to, the
predefined signal handler.
This chapter describes:

NOTE

■

The predefined signal handler.

■

How to write application-defined signal handlers.

■

How to ignore signals.

When the operating system detects a problem condition in an Objectivity/C++
application, it raises a signal; within the application, a signal handler is called to
respond to the signal. In contrast, when an Objectivity/C++ function or an
application-defined function detects an error condition, an error handler is called
to respond to the error by throwing an exception (see Chapter 28).

Objectivity-Defined Signal Handler
When an Objectivity/DB process traps a signal that can cause process
termination, the Objectivity-defined signal handler:
1. Performs any necessary cleanup, such as aborting an active transaction.
2. Reinstalls any signal handler that was installed before the call to
ooObjy::startup.
3. Reraises the signal to the reinstalled signal handler.
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See the installation and configuration documentation on the Objectivity
Developer Network for a list of the signals that are trapped by the predefined
Objectivity/DB signal handler. Note that a signal to terminate the process cannot
be trapped. Consequently, no cleanup is performed when Objectivity/C++
receives such a signal.

Application-Defined Signal Handlers
You can install an application-defined signal handler to be used in conjunction
with the predefined Objectivity/C++ signal handler or to be used alone. A signal
handler is a void function that takes as its parameter the int identifying the
signal to be handled. (Signal handlers for some signals may take additional
parameters; see the documentation of the signal function for your
programming environment.)

Defining a Signal Handler
You can define a separate function to handle each different signal, or a single
function to handle all signals to which your application needs to respond. A
signal handler should perform whatever response your application requires for
the particular signal. If necessary, it can perform Objectivity/DB operations such
as aborting a transaction.
NOTE

For simplicity, this chapter uses the singular term application-defined signal handler
even though a particular application may have several such functions. If you
have multiple signal-handler functions, you write and install each one just as you
would do for a single application-defined signal handler.

Installing an Application-Defined Signal Handler
You call the C library function signal to install the desired signal handler for a
particular signal. You must make one call to signal for each different signal that
you want to handle, specifying the signal and the function that is to handle that
signal. This function returns a function pointer to the old signal handler for the
specified signal.
When a signal handler has been installed for a particular signal, it is called
whenever that signal is raised.
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Using Both Kinds of Signal Handlers
You can install an application-defined signal handler for use in conjunction with
the predefined Objectivity/C++ signal handler.
If you want the predefined signal handler to be called first, you install your
signal handler before calling ooObjy::startup. After responding to a signal, the
predefined signal handler automatically reinstalls any previously installed signal
handler and reraises the signal to it.
If you want your application-defined signal handler to be called first, you must
install it after calling ooObjy::startup. Furthermore, you must implement your
signal handler to reinstall any previously installed signal handler and to reraise
the signal:
1. When you install your signal handler, explicitly save the old signal handler
for each signal that your function can handle.
2. Write your signal handler so that it:
■

Performs its own operations for the signal that was raised.

■

Restores the saved handler for that signal.

■

Reraises the signal.

Using Only an Application-Defined Signal Handler
If you want to use an application-defined signal handler without invoking the
predefined Objectivity/C++ signal handler at all, you can use either of the
following two approaches:

NOTE

■

Write a signal handler that does not restore the previously installed signal
handler or reraise the signal. Install this signal handler after calling
ooObjy::startup.

■

Call the ooObjy::startup static method with its installSigHandler
parameter set to oocFalse to prevent the predefined signal handler from
being installed. You can install your own signal handler either before or after
calling ooObjy::startup.

If you suppress the predefined signal handler entirely, your signal handler must
take care of all Objectivity/DB-related cleanup, such as aborting any active
transaction. Your signal handler must call ooObjy::shutdown before exiting the
program; see “Terminating Interaction With Objectivity/DB” on page 81.
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Example Signal Handler
This example defines a signal handler named mySignalHandler for a UNIX
application. This signal handler prints a message for certain signals before the
predefined signal handler is called.
The function setup_signals installs the signal handler for the relevant signals,
saving the old handler functions as the values of global variables. The main
function calls setup_signals after calling ooObjy::startup so that
mySignalHandler will be called before the predefined signal handler.
// Application code file
#include <iostream.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <unistd.h>
// For getpid()
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"
using namespace std;
void mySignalHandler(int sig);
void setup_signals();
// Global variables to save old signal-handler function
// pointers
void (*oldint)(int);
// Old handler for SIGINT
void (*oldfpe)(int);
// Old handler for SIGFPE
void (*oldsegv)(int);
// Old handler for SIGSEGV
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// Application-defined signal handler mySignalHandler
void mySignalHandler(int sig) {
switch (sig) {
case SIGINT:
cout << " Trapped SIGINT signal! " << sig << endl;
signal(sig, oldint);
// Restore previous handler
break;
case SIGFPE:
cout << " Trapped SIGFPE signal. " << sig << endl;
signal(sig, oldfpe);
// Restore previous handler
break;
case SIGSEGV:
cout << " Trapped SIGSEGV signal. " << sig << endl;
signal(sig, oldsegv);
// Restore previous handler
break;
default:
cout << " Trapped unknown signal: " << sig << endl;
signal(sig, SIG_DFL);
// Restore previous handler
break;
} // End switch
sigsetmask(0);

// Restore the default mask

cout << "Old signal handler restored." << endl;
cout << "Reraising the signal now!" << endl;
raise(sig);
} // End mySignalHandler

// Reraise the signal

// Install mySignalHandler as signal handler; save old handlers
void setup_signals() {
oldint

= signal(SIGINT, mySignalHandler);

// Ctrl-C

oldfpe

= signal(SIGFPE, mySignalHandler);

// Floating-pt
// exception

oldsegv = signal(SIGSEGV, mySignalHandler); // Segmentation
// violation
} // End setup_signals
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// Application main function
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
int returnVal = 0;
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
try {
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB,
// installing the predefined signal handler
ooObjy::startup();
// Install the application-specific signal handler
setup_signals();
… // Objectivity/DB operations
}
catch(ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
// Terminate interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::shutdown();
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
return returnVal;
} // End main

Ignoring Signals
If you want your application to ignore a particular signal, you can call the C
library functions signal, specifying SIG_IGN in place of a signal handler. Any
such calls should be made after the call to ooObjy::startup.
WARNING
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If your application ignores a signal that Objectivity/C++ would normally trap,
no Objectivity/DB-related cleanup will be performed if that signal is raised.
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Objectivity/C++ defines exception classes corresponding to error conditions that
can occur during the execution of an application. Your application can catch
Objectivity/C++ exceptions to deal appropriately with error conditions.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about Objectivity/C++ exceptions.

■

Handling Objectivity/C++ exceptions.

■

Getting information from Objectivity/C++ exceptions.

■

Warnings and fatal errors that are signaled without resulting in thrown
exceptions.

■

Message handlers for Objectivity/C++ exceptions and errors.

Understanding Objectivity/C++ Exceptions
Objectivity/C++ exceptions are instances of the exception classes that are defined
by the Objectivity/C++ programming interface.
Objectivity/C++ exceptions occur for three main reasons:
■

You have used the programming interface incorrectly. For example, if you
try to attach a session to the current thread when it is already attached to a
different thread, an ooSessionAlreadyAttached exception is thrown.
It is up to you to decide whether to catch exceptions resulting from
programming errors or let the program terminate, indicating that you need
to correct the program logic.

■

A function was unable to complete because some other successful operation
has blocked it. For example, a function might fail to obtain a lock because
another transaction already has an incompatible lock on the same object. In
this case, the function would throw an ooLockConflictException.

■

A function was unable to complete because an error, such as a resource
failure, occurred. For example, a function might fail to obtain a lock because
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a network problem prevents the application from connecting to the lock
server. In this case, an ooNetworkException would be thrown.
NOTE

Functions that perform Objectivity/DB operations return a status code of type
ooStatus. This status code exists primarily for backward compatibility with an
older style of status-based error-handling and can be ignored by your
Objectivity/C++ exception-handlers. For more information on status-based
error-handling, see Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

Exception Classes
When an Objectivity/DB function detects an error condition, it notifies the
calling function by signaling an error; the calling function responds by
(re)signaling the error to your application—specifically, by throwing an
exception.
All Objectivity exception classes derive from the ooException class, which itself
derives from the C++ std::exception class. The direct subclasses of
ooException correspond to error conditions detected in different code
components of an Objectivity/C++ application.
For example, ooSessionException, ooOverflowException, and
ooKernelException objects originate from within the Objectivity/C++ runtime
library, whereas asException objects originate from within the C++
programming interface for Objectivity/DB Active Schema (see
Objectivity/DB Active Schema for C++).

ooException

ooSessionException

Objectivity/C++

ooOverflowException

ooKernelException

Objectivity/DB
Active Schema
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Signaling an error should not be confused with raising a signal. An error is signaled
when Objectivity detects an error condition; in contrast, a signal is raised when the
operating system detects a problem condition in an executing application; see
Chapter 27, “Signal Handling.”
Most Objectivity/C++ exceptions are instances of ooKernelException or its
subclasses, which are thrown in response to various error conditions detected by
Objectivity/C++. Depending on the complexity of the operation, a single
ooKernelException may be thrown as the result of multiple cascading errors.
When an ooKernelException is thrown, the underlying error is described in an
exception-information structure of type ooErrorInfo. In the case of multiple
cascading errors, Objectivity/C++ assembles an array of exception-information
structures. See “Getting Information About ooKernelExceptions” on page 600 for
more information.

Handling Objectivity/C++ Exceptions
You handle Objectivity/C++ exceptions as you would any C++ exception—by
placing code that may cause exceptions in a try block and then catching any
relevant exceptions in a corresponding catch block. You can make use of the
inheritance hierarchy of exception classes to catch different Objectivity/C++
exceptions—by providing a catch block for every specialized exception to be
caught, followed by a general handler that catches the base class ooException.
EXAMPLE

This example catches any exceptions that are thrown while performing a
predicate scan on a federated database.
The following exceptions could be thrown by the scan operation:
■

An object iterator’s scan method automatically requests a read lock on the
current container to scan. If the transaction cannot obtain the read lock, the
method throws an ooLockConflictException.

■

If the predicate supplied to the scan method is invalid, the method throws
an ooKernelException. The developer has the option of modifying the
application to ensure that the predicate is always valid, or simply catching
the exception and providing information about the exception to whoever
supplied the predicate.

■

If lock waiting is enabled and a deadlock occurs, the method throws an
ooDeadLockException.
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This example catches any of the above exceptions with a general handler for the
exception base class ooException. The handler prints the message string
associated with the error and then aborts the transaction.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocRead);
ooItr(myClass) itrI;
char predicate[64] = … ;
try {
itrI.scan(session->fd(), predicate);
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
session->abort();
}
… // Advance the iterator and process each object
session->commit();

As with any C++ exceptions, you choose where and how often Objectivity/C++
exceptions are to be caught. Thus, you can catch and handle exceptions thrown at
any or all levels of organization in your application—for example:
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■

At the statement level, as in the preceding example

■

At the transaction level; see “Handling Exceptions During Transactions” on
page 143

■

At the level of a function executing in a separate thread; see “Sessions and
Exception Handling” on page 125

■

At the level of the entire application; see the example on page 63
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Getting Information About Exceptions
There are several ways to get information about Objectivity/C++ exceptions.
■

Call the what method on instances of ooException or its derived classes to
get the message string defined for the class.

■

Call the reportErrors method on instances of ooException or its derived
classes to print the message string associated with the error. In the case of
cascading errors, reportErrors prints the message string (plus additional
information) for each error.
The output of the reportErrors method is sent to a message handler, which
is a function that writes a signaled error’s message to an output device; see
“Message Handlers” on page 602.

■

Get an array of exception-information structures from an
ooKernelException using its errorInfo method; then query the array for
the information you want. See “Getting Information About
ooKernelExceptions” on page 600.
what

Returned
string

ooException
reportErrors

Message
handler

ooSessionException

ooOverflowException

ooKernelException

NOTE

errorInfo

Returned
array

To specify a line length for message strings printed by reportErrors, you can
call the ooErrorLineLength global function.
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Getting Information About ooKernelExceptions
Every ooKernelException object has an associated message string that you can
get by calling its what method. In addition, an ooKernelException object can
provide further details that may be helpful for diagnosing particularly complex
error conditions.
When an ooKernelException is thrown, the underlying error is described in an
exception-information structure of type ooErrorInfo. If an ooKernelException
is thrown as the result of multiple cascading errors, the session maintains the
corresponding exception-information structures in an array. The order of the
structures in the array is the order in which Objectivity/C++ signaled the errors.
Each exception-information structure includes the following:
■

An identifying error number.

■

An optional context string.

■

A descriptive message string.

■

A severity level (a constant of type ooErrorLevel). The severity level may
be one of the following:
❐

oocUserError (a user error)—A programmer error, such as passing an
invalid parameter to a public method of the interface.

❐

oocSystemError (a system error)—An error produced by a system call

or possibly a programmer error that was not detected by the
programming interface. In-depth analysis may be required to tell
whether an system error is attributable to the programmer or to
Objectivity/DB.
❐

oocWarning (a warning)—An abnormal event accompanying the thrown
exception. (Although warnings do not cause exceptions to be thrown,
one or more warnings may be signaled along with the user error or
system error that triggered the exception.)

Note: A fourth severity level exists (oocFatalError), but fatal errors do not
cause or accompany thrown exceptions; see “Warnings and Fatal Errors” on
page 602.
■

The name of the Objectivity/C++ function that was executing when the error
occurred.

■

The identifier of the Objectivity/DB object, if any, that was involved in the
error.

Printing Contents of Exception-Information Structures
You can use the reportErrors method to print all the information from the
array of exception-information structures to the message handler. The
reportErrors method lets you provide an optional context string.
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This code prints all the errors from an ooKernelException that was caught in a
general ooException. The optional context string is "data loading".
try {
load_data();
return true;
}
catch ( const ooException & ex ) {
ex.reportErrors("data loading");
return false
}

The following output might result:
**
**
**

System Error #4999: data loading: ...
System Error #4566: data loading: ...
System Error #4322: data loading: ...

Getting Data from Exception-Information Structures
You might want to iterate through the array of exception-information structures
to access and output some or all of the pieces of information to the message
handler. To get a particular structure in the array, you pass an integer index to
the errorInfo method. The exception’s noOfErrors data member specifies the
number of elements in the array. You can use noOfErrors to control a loop that
accesses each structure in the array.
To get details about a particular error, you access the members of the
corresponding exception-information structure.
EXAMPLE

This function displays the error number and message string for each signaled
error that led to a thrown ooKernelException. This function could be called in
a handler that catches ooKernelException.
void display_exception_details (const ooKernelException &ex) {
for ( int i = 0 ; i < ex.noOfErrors ; i++ ) {
const ooErrorInfo *errinfo = ex.errorInfo(i);
cout << " [" << i << "] "
<< errinfo->errorN << ": " << errinfo->message << endl;
}
}
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Application With Multiple Sessions
Whenever a thread executes an Objectivity/DB operation that signals an error,
information about the error is posted to the session that is attached to that thread.
The array of exception-information structures belongs to that session. If you want
an exception handler to get information from an ooKernelException, you must
ensure the session still exists and is still attached to the thread while the
exception handler executes; otherwise, the array of exception-information
structures is set to null. For more information, see “Sessions and Exception
Handling” on page 125.

Warnings and Fatal Errors
Two kinds of errors are signalled without resulting in thrown
exceptions—namely, warnings and fatal errors:
■

A warning is an abnormal event that should be noted, but requires no other
action.

■

A fatal error is an unrecoverable internal inconsistency that might already
have caused data corruption.

Instead of throwing an exception for these errors, Objectivity/C++ invokes a
message handler to print the associated descriptive message. You can customize
where and how the message handler prints messages; see “Message Handlers”
on page 602.
In addition, for a fatal error, Objectivity/C++ aborts any active transactions, puts
Objectivity/DB in a safe state for shutdown, and calls the C library function
abort, causing an abrupt program termination.

Message Handlers
A message handler is a function that writes a signaled error’s message to an output
device. Objectivity uses message handlers in the following situations:
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■

When you call the reportErrors method on a caught exception object, the
output is sent to the message handler.

■

When a session performs an Objectivity/DB operation in which a warning or
fatal error occurs, the Objectivity/DB-defined error handler calls the
session’s registered message handler, which writes the error’s message to an
output device. (Additional consequences of a fatal error are described in
“Warnings and Fatal Errors” on page 602.)
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reportErrors
ooException

Warning and fatal errors

Objectivity/C++

Message
handler

Output depends on
message handler
**
**
**
**

Error
Error
Error
Error

#4999:
#4566:
#4322:
#3998:

data
data
data
data

stderr

loading:
loading:
loading:
loading:

...
...
...
...

File

Objectivity/DB provides a predefined message handler that is automatically
registered when the session is created. This predefined message handler prints
the message string to the session’s error-message output file. When the session is
created, its error-message output file is initialized to the standard error device
(stderr). You can change the error-message output file at any time by calling
the session’s setErrorFile method, specifying the pathname for the desired
file. If your application uses multiple sessions, you must call this method on each
session whose message handler is to write errors to the specified file.
You can replace the predefined message handler by defining a custom message
handler and calling the session’s regMsgHandler method to register the custom
handler. You typically define a message handler if you prefer not to write error
messages to a file (or to the standard error device). For example, you might
define a custom message handler if your application runs in a graphical
environment where status and error information is customarily displayed in
dialog boxes.

Defining a Custom Message Handler
A message handler is a function that must conform to the calling interface
defined by the ooMsgHandlerPtr function-pointer type. The message handler is
a void function that takes a string as its parameter. It should write that string to
some output device or display the message following whatever convention has
been chosen for your application.
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This example shows a simple message handler named dlgBoxMsgHandler that
calls an application-defined graphics function msgDialog (not shown) to display
the message in a dialogue box.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
# include "myClasses.h"

…
void dlgBoxMsgHandler(char *message) {
// Display the message in a dialog box on the screen
msgDialog(message);
}

Registering a Message Handler
To register a message handler, call the session’s regMsgHandler method, passing
a function pointer to the handler function as the parameter. The regMsgHandler
method returns a function pointer to the session’s previously registered message
handler; you should save the returned value if you ever want to call or re-register
the previous message handler.
If your application uses more than one session, you should call regMsgHandler
on every session that is to use the custom message handler.
EXAMPLE

This example registers the message handler dlgBoxMsgHandler, which is
defined in the previous example.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
# include "myClasses.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
// Register the application-defined message handler
session->regMsgHandler(dlgBoxMsgHandler);
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When you evolve a class description in the schema of a federated database,
existing objects of that class must be converted so that they are consistent with the
modified class description. To preserve consistency, Objectivity/DB
automatically converts such objects the first time they are accessed by an
application. In many cases, automatic object conversion is sufficient; in some
cases, however, you must augment automatic object conversion by employing
one or more explicit object-conversion mechanisms—for example, to meet your
performance and availability requirements, or to complete certain
schema-evolution operations.
This chapter describes:

NOTE

■

General information about object conversion.

■

Automatic object conversion.

■

Converting objects on demand.

■

Setting the values of primitive attributes during object conversion.

■

Releasing classes from upgrade protection after certain schema-evolution
operations.

■

Updating indexes affected by schema changes.

You should use the information in this chapter only after reading Chapter 5,
“Schema Evolution,” of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
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Understanding Object Conversion
Object conversion is the process of making existing objects in a federated database
consistent with changes to class descriptions introduced by schema evolution.
Schema evolution occurs when you modify a class declaration in a DDL file and
process the file, specifying the -evolve option to the DDL processor. The DDL
processor generates header files with the updated definition of the classes and it
modifies their descriptions in the federated database schema.
Object conversion is required after every conversion operation you perform on the
schema. A conversion operation is a schema change that affects the shape of
objects of the modified class—that is, how objects of the class are laid out in
storage. For example, adding an attribute to a class increases the amount of space
that must be allocated for each object of that class.
When you perform conversion operations during schema evolution, any existing
affected objects are rendered out-of-date until they are converted to their new
shapes. At a minimum, the affected objects for a given conversion operation
include all objects of the class whose description was changed. In a typical
database, other objects are affected, too—namely, objects of classes derived from
a changed class, objects that embed objects of a changed class, and so on. Thus,
when an attribute is added to a base class, additional space must be inserted into
the objects of every derived class, too.
Objectivity/DB preserves consistency automatically by identifying affected
objects and converting them when they are accessed. You can augment this
automatic conversion by converting groups of objects on demand when you
need to accommodate performance and availability requirements. You may also
need to perform object conversion as a step in certain schema-evolution
operations—typically, to set attribute values in converted objects or to release
changed classes from upgrade protection.
NOTE

When you delete a class from the schema, any existing instances of the class
remain in the database files but cannot be accessed by applications. As a
consequence, removing those objects is not an object-conversion operation, but
rather, an integral part of the schema-evolution process—you should delete all
objects of the class before you remove the class from the schema.
Chapter 5, “Schema Evolution,” of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language
describes schema evolution. It explains which operations are conversion
operations and which objects are affected by each such conversion. It lists the
steps that you should follow if you want to delete a class from the schema.
The separately documented feature, Objectivity/DB Active Schema for C++,
provides an alternative mechanism for performing schema evolution and object
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conversion. An Active Schema application can examine and modify the schema
of a federated database; it can also examine and modify the persistent objects in
the federated database. A single Active Schema application can perform both
schema evolution and the object conversion necessary to update existing objects
to the new class descriptions. For additional information, see
Objectivity/DB Active Schema for C++.

Conversion to the New Shape
Most schema-evolution operations allow you to choose when and how affected
objects are to be converted to their new shapes. For these operations, you can use
any combination of:
■

Automatic object conversion, in which each affected object is converted
automatically the first time it is accessed by a deployed application that has
been rebuilt after schema evolution.

■

On-demand conversion, in which one or more conversion transactions invoke
special functions to access, and therefore convert, all affected objects in the
federated database.

Other schema-evolution operations require you to run a special application that
invokes an upgrade function to convert all affected objects. Because you must
run an upgrade application before other applications access certain affected
objects, this mechanism is sometimes called immediate object conversion.
These three different ways to convert affected objects to their new shapes are
sometimes called modes of object conversion.

Automatic and On-Demand Object Conversion
Automatic object conversion is also known as deferred object conversion because
the conversion of an object is deferred until the object is actually used by a rebuilt
deployed application. Deferred object conversion tends to distribute the
performance overhead of converting each object across many transactions. See
“Automatic Object Conversion” on page 612.
In contrast, on-demand conversion explicitly requests the conversion of objects.
On-demand conversion can be invoked through rebuilt deployed applications
and through conversion applications (applications whose only purpose is to trigger
object conversion). On-demand conversion tends to concentrate the performance
overhead in relatively few transactions, and should be used wherever possible,
especially when deployed applications have many short, read-only transactions.
See “Converting Objects on Demand” on page 613.
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Immediate Object Conversion
A few schema-evolution operations result in internally complex conversion
processes. To ensure proper conversion, these operations require that you run
the DDL processor with the -upgrade option in addition to the usual -evolve
option. The steps for individual schema-evolution operations specify whether the
-upgrade option is required (see Chapter 5, “Schema Evolution,” of
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language).
The -upgrade option marks the changed classes (and certain related classes) as
protected in the schema. When classes are under upgrade protection, their
instances are essentially locked until you create and run a special kind of
conversion application called an upgrade application. An upgrade application
invokes a specific function that automatically converts all affected objects in the
federated database and then releases the marked classes (and their instances)
from upgrade protection. At this point, the affected objects can be accessed by
other applications. See “Releasing Classes From Upgrade Protection” on
page 627.

Conversion Mechanisms That Set Values
Some schema-evolution operations require that you set attribute values in each
affected object as it is converted, usually to preserve existing data in the object’s
new representation. For example, when you replace one attribute with another,
you can use the value of the original attribute to calculate a value for the new
attribute.
You set values as part of object conversion using one of the following:

NOTE

■

A conversion function (for primitive attributes only)

■

A conversion application (for nonprimitive attributes)

If the same primitive value is to be set for a primitive attribute in every affected
object, you can specify the value using #pragma oodefault in the DDL file
instead of writing a conversion function. For information about this pragma
directive, see Chapter 10, “DDL Pragmas,” of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition
Language.
Objectivity/C++ uses a conversion function or an oodefault pragma to set a
primitive attribute during the process of converting the object to its new shape. In
contrast, values for nonprimitive attributes can be set only after Objectivity/C++
has converted the object to its new shape. Typically, a conversion application
accesses the affected objects, which causes automatic conversion to the new
shape; it then sets the nonprimitive attributes as required.
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Conversion Function
If you need to set values for primitive attributes (values of character, integer,
floating point, and enumerated types), you can write a conversion function that
uses a special interface to get original values from each preconversion shape of
the object, perform any necessary calculations, and set the results in the
post-conversion shape of the object. You can use a conversion function with
deferred, on-demand, or immediate object conversion.
You register a conversion function in any application that is to trigger the
conversion of the affected objects; the registered function is invoked
automatically during the conversion of each affected object to its new shape. For
details about writing and registering a conversion function, see “Setting
Primitive Attributes” on page 614.
NOTE

The conversion function is not registered persistently. It is used only by the
application that registers it. If more than one application needs to use the same
conversion function, each such application must register the function.

Conversion Application
If you need to set values for nonprimitive attributes (strings, VArrays, object
references, associations, or objects of embedded classes), you must build and run
a special-purpose conversion application that iterates over every affected object,
opens the object to trigger conversion to its new shape, and sets the values of the
new or changed attributes or associations. You can scan the federated database to
find all instances of an evolved class; see “Scanning the Federated Database” on
page 412. If you also need to set primitive attributes of the affected objects, you
can register the appropriate conversion functions in your conversion application.
Conversion applications are typically run as an intermediate step of a multicycle
schema-evolution operation. For example, if you are replacing an obsolete
nonprimitive attribute with a new attribute, you add the new attribute in one
schema-evolution cycle, build and run a conversion application to set the new
attribute value based on the obsolete attribute value, and then delete the obsolete
member in a second schema-evolution cycle. The requirements for conversion
applications are described in the steps for individual schema-evolution
operations (see Chapter 5, “Schema Evolution,” of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition
Language).
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Impact on Indexes
If a class was changed to make it inherit from an indexed class, you should
arrange for a deployed application, a conversion application, or an upgrade
application to add existing objects of the changed class to existing indexes on that
class. See “Updating Affected Indexes” on page 631.
NOTE

If schema changes affect the key fields of indexed classes, your team’s database
designer must re-define the relevant index specifications in the placement model,
and re-create the indexes using an administration tool.

When Schema Changes are Distributed
You normally perform schema-evolution operations and test any required
object-conversion mechanisms on federated databases at your development site.
When you are ready to release the evolved schema, you distribute the changes to
your end-user sites, where you or your end users reproduce each
schema-evolution operation in the deployed federated databases. Alternatively,
you can run the SchemaDump tool to write the schema changes to a file; you or
your end users can use the SchemaUpgrade tool to apply the changes to the
deployed federated databases. See Objectivity/DB Administration for a description
of these tools.
If conversion or upgrade applications are required by any schema-evolution
operation, these applications must be included in the distribution package. See
Chapter 5, “Schema Evolution,” of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language for
information about distributing schema changes.

Object Conversion and Schema-Evolution History
When you perform multiple schema-evolution operations on a class, the schema
preserves all of the class descriptions that correspond to distinct shapes for
objects of the class. Objectivity/DB uses this schema-evolution history to
construct a program for converting each object of the class to the latest shape.
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Summary of Object-Conversion Mechanisms
Table 29-1 lists the mechanisms for converting affected objects.
Table 29-1: Object-Conversion Mechanisms

Conversion Triggered By

Mode

Can Set Values Of

Granularity

DDL
Processor
Option(s)

Deployed application that
accesses individual affected
objects during normal operations
(see page 612)

Automatic
(Deferred)

Primitive-typed
attributes, if you
register a conversion
function

Persistent
object

-evolve

Conversion transaction in one
or more deployed or conversion
applications; invokes the
convertObjects function for
the federated database.
See page 613

On-demand

Primitive-typed
attributes, if you
register a conversion
function

Federated
database

-evolve

Conversion application that
explicitly iterates over every
affected object; uses the ordinary
Objectivity/C++ interface for
iteration and attribute access

(An ordinary
program, not
a conversion
mode)

Attributes of any type,
accessed in the usual
way. Primitive-typed
attributes, if you
register a conversion
function

Federated
database

-evolve

Upgrade application, which
invokes upgradeObjects for
the federated database; releases
classes from upgrade protection.
See page 627

Immediate

Primitive-typed
attributes, if you
register a conversion
function

Federated
database

-evolve
-upgrade

Note that an application created specifically for triggering the conversion of
affected objects can be written to:
■

Execute conversion transactions that perform on-demand conversion.

■

Iterate over affected objects, open them (causing automatic conversion), and
set attribute values.

■

Force immediate conversion of all affected objects and release certain
evolved classes from upgrade protection (known as an upgrade application).
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Automatic Object Conversion
The simplest way to convert affected objects after schema evolution is to run the
updated deployed applications. Each affected object is automatically converted
to its evolved representation the first time it is accessed by an application. Thus,
the conversion of each affected object is deferred until the object is actually used.
In deferred object conversion, a converted object is saved persistently only if it is
accessed in an update transaction. If an affected object is accessed in a read-only
transaction, the transaction will convert the object to read it, but will not save the
conversion. The object must be converted again the next time it is accessed.
Converting objects one at a time allows continued access to a federated database.
You should consider deferred object conversion if either of the following is true:
■

The deployed environment cannot afford the downtime or reduced access
that may result from converting all affected objects at one time.

■

The federated database contains a large number of affected objects, but only
a small number of these objects will ever be accessed.

Deferred object conversion cannot be used following schema modifications that
require an upgrade application; see “Releasing Classes From Upgrade
Protection” on page 627.
WARNING

Do not restart a deployed application unless it has been rebuilt with the new
header and implementation files generated by the DDL processor during schema
evolution. When an unrebuilt application accesses an affected object, the evolved
shape will be inconsistent with the shape expected by the application. At best,
the data read from the object may be misinterpreted by the application; at worst,
the misinterpreted values may be written to the database and committed, with
no exception thrown.
You can allow multiple applications to trigger deferred object conversion in the
same federated database. If, however, you evolved a class to change an attribute
from one primitive type to another, you should build these applications on the
same architecture (compiler and platform) to ensure that values of the changed
attributes are converted consistently. Objectivity/C++ does not resolve any
differences in conversion semantics across architectures.
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Converting Objects on Demand
You can write a conversion transaction that converts all affected objects in a
federated database on demand. A conversion transaction is an update transaction
in which you call the convertObjects method on a handle to the storage object
containing the objects to be converted (for details, see “Writing a Conversion
Transaction” on page 614). You can modify one or more deployed applications to
execute a conversion transaction or you can create a special application for this
purpose.
Because on-demand conversion occurs in an update transaction, all converted
objects are saved persistently when the transaction commits. In contrast, deferred
conversions that occur in a read-only transaction last only for the duration of the
transaction.
Converting objects on demand helps you control the performance impact of
conversion:
■

You can concentrate the performance impact by converting all affected
objects in a federated database at once. If the deployment site can afford
downtime, you can perform the conversion before restarting deployed
applications.

■

You can distribute the performance impact by converting some affected
objects through deferred object conversion, until it is convenient to finish
converting the entire federated database.

You should consider on-demand conversion if you want to reduce or eliminate
the performance impact of conversion during deployed applications. This is
especially important when deployed applications have many short, read-only
transactions that repeatedly access the same affected objects. Such transactions
experience the performance overhead for an object each time it is opened.
On-demand conversion can be performed instead of, or in combination with,
automatic conversion. In all cases, the applications triggering conversion must be
built (or rebuilt) with the header and implementation files generated by the DDL
processor during schema evolution (see the warning on page 612). If you evolved
a class to change an attribute from one primitive type to another, all applications
triggering conversion should be built on the same architecture (compiler and
platform) to ensure that values of the changed attributes are converted
consistently.
On-demand object conversion cannot be used following schema modifications
that require an upgrade application; see “Releasing Classes From Upgrade
Protection” on page 627.
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Writing a Conversion Transaction
To convert all affected objects in the federated database:
1. Begin an update transaction.
2. Obtain a handle to the federated database.
3. Call the convertObjects method on the handle.
4. Commit the transaction.

Setting Primitive Attributes
Some schema-evolution operations require that you set attribute values in each
affected object as it is converted, usually to preserve existing data in the object’s
new representation. For example, when you replace one attribute with another,
you can use the value of the original attribute to calculate a value for the new
attribute.
This section describes how to set attributes of primitive types (character, integer,
floating point, and enumerated types) in the affected objects of a changed class.
To do so, you define a conversion function for the class. You then register the
conversion function in one or more applications that trigger object conversion;
the registered function is invoked automatically each time an affected object of
the class is converted. A given conversion function applies to the affected objects
of only one changed class; if you want to set primitive values in the affected
objects of more than one changed class, you must write a separate conversion
function for each class.
NOTE
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If the attributes to be set are of nonprimitive types (strings, VArrays, object
references, associations, and objects of embedded classes), you must build and
run a conversion application that explicitly iterates over all objects of the
changed class, opens each object to trigger conversion to the new shape, and sets
the relevant attributes appropriately.
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Accessing Primitive Attributes
During object conversion, you access the data of the persistent object being
converted through two kinds of transient objects:
■

An instance of the class ooConvertInObject, called an unconverted object, is
your interface to the persistent object before it has been converted. It provides
read-only access to the primitive attributes in the old shape of the persistent
object, allowing you to get the existing values for those attributes.

■

An instance of the class ooConvertInOutObject, called a converted object, is
your interface to the persistent object after it has been converted. It provides
access to the primitive attributes in the new shape of the persistent object,
allowing you to set new values for those attributes.

When you need to get values for an attribute of the old shape, you use a different
unconverted object depending on whether that attribute is defined by the class,
inherited, or in the data of an embedded class.
EXAMPLE

A geometry application includes the following classes before schema evolution.
// DDL file geometry.ddl
class Point {
public:
ooInt32 x, y;
// Rectangular coordinates

…
};
class Shape : public ooObj {
public:
ooInt16 line;
// Width of border when drawn

…
};
class Circle : public Shape {
public:
ooFloat32 radius;// Radius in inches
Point center;
// Location of center

…
};
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The data for an instance of the Circle class is illustrated in the following figure.
Attributes
inherited from
Shape
Data of a
Circle
object

Shape

ooObj line

Attribute
defined by
Circle

Data of the
embedded
Point object

radius

center

x

y

Attributes
Inherited from
ooObj
A conversion function for the Circle class would need three different
unconverted objects to access all public preconversion attributes of a Circle
object:
■

An unconverted object for the Circle object itself can access the radius
attribute, which is defined by the Circle class.

■

An unconverted object for the Shape base class can access the line attribute,
which is inherited from the Shape class.

■

An unconverted object for the Point class can access the x and y attributes of
the embedded Point object in the center attribute of the Circle object.

A conversion function can call methods of the unconverted object for the Circle
class to obtain the unconverted objects for the Shape base class and for the
embedded Point class.
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Similarly, when you need to set values for an attribute of the new shape, you use
a different converted object depending on whether that attribute is defined by
the class, inherited, or in the data of an embedded class.
EXAMPLE

Later in the development of the geometry application, decisions are made to use
metric measurements, to record the area of each shape object, and to use a polar
coordinate system instead of the rectangular coordinate system that was
implemented initially. A developer modifies classes accordingly:
■

The Shape class is given a new area attribute to store the area in square
centimeters.

■

The x and y attributes of the Point class are replaced with rho and theta
attributes.

Although the attributes defined in the Circle class are not changed, the
meaning of the radius attribute is updated for consistency with the new
inherited area attribute. Instead of storing a circle’s radius in inches, the radius
attribute now stores the radius in centimeters.
The new definitions of the classes are as follows:
// DDL file geometry.ddl
class Point {
public:
ooInt32 rho, theta;// Polar coordinates

…
};
class Shape : public ooObj {
public:
ooInt16 line;
// Width of border when drawn
ooFloat64 area;
// Area

…
};
class Circle : public Shape {
public:
ooFloat32 radius;// Radius in centimeters
Point center;
// Location of center

…
};
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A conversion function for the Circle class would need three different converted
objects to access all public post-conversion attributes of a Circle object:
■

A converted object for the Circle object itself can access the radius
attribute, which is defined by class Circle.

■

A converted object for the Shape base class can access the attributes line
and area, which are inherited from the Shape class.

■

A converted object for the Point class can access the rho and theta
attributes of the embedded Point object in the center attribute of the
Circle object.s

A conversion function can call methods of the converted object for the Circle
class to obtain the converted objects for the Shape base class and for the
embedded Point class.

Defining a Conversion Function
An conversion function is an application-defined function that must conform to
the calling interface defined by the ooConvertFunction function-pointer type.
To define a conversion function:
1. Create a void function that takes two parameters:
■

A const C++ reference to an ooConvertInObject object. This object is
the unconverted object for the persistent object being converted.

■

A C++ reference to an ooConvertInOutObject object. This object is the
converted object for the persistent object being converted.

2. Call methods on the unconverted object to get the original values of one or
more attributes; see “Getting Attribute Values” on page 619.
3. Perform any desired computation on the original attribute values. For
example, you may want to convert those values to a different type or combine
them to produce new value(s).
4. Call methods on the converted object to set the desired attribute value(s); see
“Setting Attribute Values” on page 622.
NOTE
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A conversion function should access only the object being converted; it may not
access other persistent objects.
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Getting Attribute Values
Within a conversion function, you call methods of an unconverted object (an
instance of ooConvertInObject) to get the original values for attributes—that
is, the values before the persistent object has been converted.
Getting a Primitive Attribute
To get the original value of a primitive attribute, you call the appropriate
getType method of the unconverted object, where Type indicates the attribute’s
type. For example, you call the getInt16 method for an attribute of type
ooInt16.
NOTE

The getType methods correspond to the Objectivity/DB primitive types that are
used in class descriptions in the schema.
If you used a C++ type to declare the attribute in a DDL file, you must map it to
the corresponding Objectivity/DB primitive type, and then select the getType
method for that type. For example, if the declared type is int or d_Long, you call
getInt32. See “Objectivity/DB Primitive Types” in Appendix B of
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language. If the declared type has
architecture-dependent mappings to different Objectivity/DB primitive types,
you can use the SchemaDump tool to find out the attribute’s actual type in the
schema.
The getType methods take as parameters the name of an attribute and a C++
reference to the variable in which to return the original value of the specified
attribute.

EXAMPLE

This fragment of a conversion function for the Circle class gets the current
value of a Circle object’s radius attribute by calling the getFloat32 method
on the unconverted Circle object.
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
void ConvertCircle(
const ooConvertInObject &old,
// Unconverted Circle
ooConvertInOutObject &new) {
// Converted Circle
…
// Get the original value of the radius attribute
ooFloat32 radiusInInches;
old.getFloat32("radius", radiusInInches);
…
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}

Getting an Inherited Attribute
If a persistence-capable class inherits attributes from a base class, the data
corresponding to those inherited attributes is embedded in the data for a
persistent object of the derived class, as if it were an embedded object of the base
class; see the figure on page 616. You access the inherited attributes through an
unconverted object corresponding to the data for the base class.
To get the original value of a primitive attribute of class A that is inherited from
base class B:
1. Call the getOldBaseClass method on the unconverted object for A, passing
as parameters the name of the base class and another instance of
ooConvertInObject. This method sets its second parameter to an
unconverted object for the specified base class.
2. Call the appropriate getType method on the unconverted object you obtained
in step 1 to get the original value of the inherited attribute.
EXAMPLE

To get the value of the inherited line attribute of a Circle object, this fragment
of a conversion function for the Circle class first gets an unconverted object for
the Shape base class, then calls that unconverted object’s getInt16 method.
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
void ConvertCircle(
const ooConvertInObject &old,
// Unconverted Circle
ooConvertInOutObject &new) {
// Converted Circle
…
// Get an unconverted object for the Shape base class
ooConvertInObject oldShape;
// Unconverted Shape
old.getOldBaseClass("Shape", oldShape);
// Get the original value of the line attribute
ooInt16 oldLineWidth;
oldShape.getInt16("line", oldLineWidth);

…
}
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Getting a Primitive Attribute in an Embedded Object
If a persistence-capable class A has an embedded-class attribute of class B, an
object of class B is embedded in the data for a persistent object of class A; see the
figure on page 616. You can access the primitive attributes of the embedded
object through an unconverted object corresponding to the embedded object.
To get the original value of a primitive attribute in an object of class B embedded
within a persistent object of class A:
1. Call the getOldDataMember method on the unconverted object for A,
passing as parameters the name of the embedded-class attribute and another
instance of ooConvertInObject. This method sets its second parameter to
an unconverted object for the embedded object in the specified attribute.
2. Call the appropriate getType method on the unconverted object you obtained
in step 1 to get the original value of the attribute in the embedded object.
EXAMPLE

To get the values of the x and y attributes of the Point object embedded in the
center attribute of a Circle object, this fragment of a conversion function for
the Circle class first gets an unconverted object for the embedded Point object,
then calls that unconverted object’s getInt32 method for each of the attributes.
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
void ConvertCircle(
const ooConvertInObject &old,
// Unconverted Circle
ooConvertInOutObject &new) {
// Converted Circle
…
// Get an unconverted object for the embedded Point
ooConvertInObject oldPoint;
// Unconverted Point
old.getOldDataMember("center", oldPoint);
// Get the original rectangular coordinates
ooInt32 xCoord, yCoord;
oldPoint.getInt32("x", xCoord);
oldPoint.getInt32("y", yCoord);

…
}
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Setting Attribute Values
Within a conversion function, you call methods of a converted object (an instance
of ooConvertInOutObject) to set the new values for attributes—that is, the
values after the object has been converted.
Setting Primitive Attribute Values
To set the new value of a primitive attribute, you call the appropriate setType
method of the converted object, where Type indicates the attribute’s type. For
example, you call the setFloat32 method for an attribute of type ooFloat32.
NOTE

The setType methods correspond to the Objectivity/DB primitive types that are
used in class descriptions in the schema.
If you used a C++ type to declare the attribute in a DDL file, you must map it to
the corresponding Objectivity/DB primitive type, and then select the setType
method for that type. For example, if the declared type is double, you call
setFloat64. See “Objectivity/DB Primitive Types” in Appendix B of
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language. If the declared type has
architecture-dependent mappings to different Objectivity/DB primitive types,
you can use the SchemaDump tool to find out the attribute’s actual type in the
schema.
The setType methods take as parameters the name of an attribute and the new
value for the specified attribute.
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This fragment of a conversion function for the Circle class gets the old radius
(in inches) and converts it to centimeters. The function convertToCm (not
shown) takes a number of inches and returns the equivalent number of
centimeters.
To set the new value for a Circle object’s radius attribute, the conversion
function calls the setFloat32 method on the converted Circle object.
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
void ConvertCircle(
const ooConvertInObject &old,
// Unconverted Circle
ooConvertInOutObject &new) {
// Converted Circle
…
// Get the original value of the radius attribute
ooFloat32 radiusInInches;
old.getFloat32("radius", radiusInInches);
// Convert the original value to centimeters
ooFloat32 radiusInCm = convertToCm(radiusInInches);
// Set the new value of the radius attribute
new.setFloat32("radius", radiusInCm);
…
}

Setting an Inherited Attribute
To set the new value of a primitive attribute of class A that is inherited from base
class B:
1. Call the getNewBaseClass method on the converted object for A, passing as
parameters the name of the base class ("B") and another instance of
ooConvertInOutObject. This method sets its second parameter to a
converted object for the specified base class.
2. Call the appropriate setType method on the converted object you obtained in
step 1 to set the new value of the inherited attribute.
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This fragment of a conversion function for the Circle class calculates the area
from the radius in centimeters. To set the value of the inherited area attribute of
a Circle object, the conversion function first gets a converted object for the
Shape base class, then calls that converted object’s setFloat64 method.
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
void ConvertCircle(
const ooConvertInObject &old,
// Unconverted Circle
ooConvertInOutObject &new) {
// Converted Circle
…
// Calculate the area of the circle
ooFloat64 newArea = radiusInCm * radiusInCm * 3.14159265359;
// Get a converted object for the Shape base class
ooConvertInOutObject newShape;
// Converted Shape
new.getNewBaseClass("Shape", newShape);
// Set the value for the new area attribute
newShape.setFloat64("area", newArea);

…
}

Setting a Primitive Attribute in an Embedded Object
To set the new value of a primitive attribute in an embedded object of class B
within a persistent object of class A:
1. Call the getNewDataMember method on the converted object for A, passing
as parameters the name of the embedded-class attribute and another instance
of ooConvertInOutObject. This method sets its second parameter to a
converted object for the embedded object in the specified attribute.
2. Call the appropriate setType method on the converted object you obtained in
step 1 to set the new value of the attribute in the embedded object.
EXAMPLE
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This fragment of a conversion function for the Circle class converts the existing
rectangular coordinates to polar coordinates. The function
convertRectToPolar (not shown) takes rectangular coordinates as its first two
parameters and sets its third and fourth parameters to the equivalent polar
coordinates.
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To set the values of the new attributes of the Point object embedded in the
center attribute of a Circle object, the conversion function first gets a
converted object for the embedded Point object, then calls that converted
object’s setInt32 method for each of the attributes.
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
void ConvertCircle(
const ooConvertInObject &old,
// Unconverted Circle
ooConvertInOutObject &new) {
// Converted Circle
…
// Get a converted object for the embedded Point
ooConvertInOutObject newPoint;
// Converted Point
new.getNewDataMember("center", newPoint);
// Calculate the polar coordinates
ooInt32 rhoCoord, thetaCoord;
convertRectToPolar(xCoord, yCoord, rhoCoord, thetaCoord);
// Set the values for the Point’s rho and theta attributes
newPoint.setInt32("rho", rhoCoord);
newPoint.setInt32("theta", thetaCoord);

…
}

Registering a Conversion Function
You make a conversion function available to Objectivity/DB by registering it for
the evolved class to which it applies. You should register a conversion function in
every application that will access (and therefore convert) objects of this class.
When a conversion function is registered, it is executed automatically during the
conversion of each affected object of the specified class.
You can register a conversion function in a deployed application, in a
special-purpose conversion application, or in an upgrade application (if you are
also making schema changes that require an upgrade application). If you are
converting objects as an intermediate step within a schema-evolution operation,
or if you intend to perform a subsequent schema-evolution operation on the
same class, you must arrange for the conversion function to be invoked for every
object of the changed class—for example, by registering it in an application that
converts all objects on demand. This is the only way to guarantee consistent
results, especially if a subsequent schema change introduces a conversion
function of its own.
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Do not rely on deferred conversion if you are using a conversion function to
preserve the values of deleted attributes (for example, by setting these values in
new attributes). Deferred conversion allows some objects to remain unconverted,
so values are not set for these objects. If these objects are then converted after a
subsequent schema change is made to the same class, the unset values may be
lost.
If an application is to convert the affected objects of multiple changed classes,
you register a separate conversion function for each class. In a given application,
however, you can register at most one conversion function per class. If you
register more than one conversion function for a class, only the last one will be
used.
To register a conversion function:
1. Begin an update transaction.
2. Call the setConversion method on a handle to the federated database,
passing as parameters the name of the class of objects to be converted and a
function pointer to the conversion function.

EXAMPLE

This example shows how to register the function ConvertCircle as the
conversion function for the Circle class.
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "geometry.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Register the conversion function for the Circle class.
session->fd().setConversion("Circle", ConvertCircle);

…
trans.commit();
After the conversion function has been registered, it will be used to convert
objects of the specified class either in the same transaction, or in subsequent
transactions in the same process.
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Releasing Classes From Upgrade Protection
Certain schema-evolution operations require that you create a special-purpose
upgrade application to perform object conversion. These operations are:
■

Deleting a persistence-capable class with a base class that is the destination
class for some associations or reference attributes. See “When Links Exist to a
Base Class” in Chapter 5 of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

■

Moving a persistence-capable class to a higher or lower level in its
inheritance graph. See “Moving a Class to a Lower Inheritance Level” and
“Moving a Class to a Higher Inheritance Level” in Chapter 5 of
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

When you perform each of these operations, you must run the DDL processor
with both the -evolve and -upgrade options. The DDL processor marks the
changed classes as protected in the schema. When classes are under upgrade
protection, their instances are essentially locked until conversion is complete.
You run an upgrade application to convert all affected objects in the federated
database and release the marked classes (and their instances) from upgrade
protection. At this point, the affected objects can be accessed by other
applications.
Because an upgrade application converts all affected objects up front, its use is
sometimes called immediate object conversion. When an upgrade application is
required, it takes the place of any other mechanism for triggering conversion of
the affected objects to their new shapes.
An exception is thrown when a nonupgrade application tries to access an object
of a protected class before an upgrade application has run.

Writing an Upgrade Application
An upgrade application is a single-use application that calls special
upgrade-interface methods. To write an upgrade application:
1. Initialize interactions with Objectivity/DB, open a connection to the
federated database, and create a session, as in any Objectivity/C++
application.
2. Call the session’s setSchemaUpgradeMode method to identify this
application as an upgrade application. You must call this method before
beginning the first (and only) transaction in an upgrade application.
3. Begin an update transaction.
4. If you need to initialize attributes for any affected objects, register the desired
conversion functions (see “Setting Primitive Attributes” on page 614).
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5. Perform the necessary upgrade by calling the upgradeObjects method on a
handle to the federated database. This function iterates through all objects in
the federated database, causing any affected objects to be converted. It also
releases any protected objects.
6. Commit the transaction.
EXAMPLE

A retail record store carries a number of released recordings for sale. Most
releases are available as compact disks (CDs), as vinyl records, or as both CDs
and vinyl records.
An application that manages inventory for a chain of record stores uses the
following object model:
ooObj

inCatalog
RecordStore

Release
carriedBy

VinylOnlyRelease

Key to Symbols
BaseClass

SourceClass

link

DestinationClass

DerivedClass

When all releases are available as CDs, the decision is made to delete the
VinylOnlyRelease class. An application is run to ensure that no objects of class
VinylOnlyRelease exist. If such an object is found, a corresponding Release
object is created as a replacement and the VinylOnlyRelease object is deleted.
After the VinylOnlyRelease objects have been deleted from the federated
database, the class is deleted from the schema. The application’s DDL file is
modified as follows. Lines added to the file are shown in boldface; lines deleted
from the original file are struck through.
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// Modified DDL file music.ddl
class RecordStore;
class Release;
class VinylOnlyRelease;
class RecordStore: public ooObj {
private:
ooVString _name;
ooBoolean _carryVinyl;
public:
ooRef(Release) inCatalog[] <-> carriedBy[];
RecordStore(const char *str, ooBoolean carryVinyl);
const char *name() const { return (const char *)_name; }
};
class Release: public ooObj {
private:
ooVString _title;
ooVString _artistName;
protected:
ooUInt32 _CDSales;
ooUInt32 _vinylSales;
public:
ooRef(RecordStore) carriedBy[] <-> inCatalog[];
Release() {;}
Release(const char *title, const char *artistName);
ooUInt32 CDSales() const { return _CDSales; }
ooUInt32 vinylSales() const { return _vinylSales; }
virtual void set_CDSales(ooUInt32 n) { _CDSales = n; }
void set_vinylSales(ooUInt32 n) { _vinylSales = n; }
};
// Deleting VinylOnlyRelease class
#pragma oodelete VinylOnlyRelease
class VinylOnlyRelease: public Release {
public:
VinylOnlyRelease();
VinylOnlyRelease(const char *title, const char *artistName)
: Release(title, artistName) { _CDSales = 0; }
void set_CDSales(ooUInt32 n) {;}
};

The DDL processor makes the changes to the federated database schema when it
is run with the -evolve and -upgrade options to process the modified DDL file.
The -upgrade option is required because the deleted class (VinylOnlyRelease)
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has a base class (Release) that is the destination class for an association
(inCatalog). The upgrade application marks classes Release and
RecordStore as protected.
An upgrade application must be run before any application can access objects of
the protected classes. If any application tries to access a RecordStore or
Release object before the upgrade application has finished running, an
exception is thrown.
The source code for the upgrade application follows.
// Application code file
// Upgrade application for musical recording application
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "music.h"
// Upgrade objects in the federated database
void runUpgrade() {
ooConnection *connection =
ooObjy::getConnection("myFD.boot");
ooSession *session = connection->createSession("objConv");
// Make this an upgrade application
session->setSchemaUpgradeMode();
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
// Perform the upgrade
session->fd().upgradeObjects();
session->commit();
} // End runUpgrade
int main() {
int returnVal = 0;
try {
ooObjy::startup();
runUpgrade();
// Call function to upgrade FD
}
catch(ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
ooObjy::shutdown();
return returnVal;
} // End main
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Updating Affected Indexes
Some schema changes require that indexes be updated. Typically, any transaction
that converts the indexed objects also updates the indexes that contain them. By
default, indexes are updated automatically when an update transaction commits,
as described in “Updating Indexes” on page 452.
If you change the base classes of a particular class so that it inherits from an
indexed class, existing objects of the changed class must be added to the index.
Any transaction that converts an object of the changed class also updates the
relevant indexes to contain that object. However, any unconverted objects of the
changed class are not added to the indexes. For this reason, you may want to
create an application that converts all objects of the changed class on demand;
doing so forces the indexes to be updated to contain all objects of the class.
If you delete a derived class of an indexed class, any existing objects of the
deleted class are automatically removed from the index when they are deleted
from the federated database. (You remove objects of the class before you remove
the class from the schema; the transaction in which you delete the objects also
updates the indexes that contain them.)
If schema changes affect the key fields of indexed classes, the indexes must be
dropped and re-created. See “Reconstructing Indexes After Schema Evolution” in
Chapter 4 of Getting Started With Managed Object Placement.
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This chapter describes how an application can perform administrative tasks by
executing Objectivity/DB command-line tools programmatically.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about programmatic tool execution.

■

Executing a tool from an application.

■

Specifying tool input.

■

Obtaining tool output.

■

Extended example.

■

Defining a custom tool-output sink.

Understanding Programmatic Tool Execution
An application can perform administrative tasks by executing any number of
Objectivity/DB command-line tools. Such an application could support your
end-user site or your own development team, and could provide:
■

A GUI for performing administrative services on federated databases.

■

A dashboard for monitoring and controlling administrative services for a
federated database.

■

A utility for quickly setting up test cases and performing post-test cleanup.
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Available Tools
An application can execute any tool that can be invoked using the tool runner at
a command prompt; see “Tool Runner Syntax” in Chapter 18 of Objectivity/DB
Administration. To display a list of these tools online:
➤

At a command prompt, enter:
objy ListTools

For complete details about these tools, see Chapter 20 and Chapter 21 of
Objectivity/DB Administration.

Tool Input
When you execute a tool from an application, you can provide input consisting
of tool parameters, to modify the way the tool works. Each tool parameter
corresponds to a tool option (or flag) that you would ordinarily specify when
running the tool in the tool runner. A tool parameter includes the corresponding
option’s name and value, if it has one.
The number of parameters you specify depends on the tool and how you want it
to behave. To display information about a tool’s options online:
➤

At a command prompt, enter:
objy toolName -help

For complete details about the options that are accepted by each tool, see
Chapter 20 and Chapter 21 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

Tool Output
Tool output may include either or both of the following:
■

Errors produced during tool execution, including errors resulting from
invalid parameter names or values.

■

Normal (non-error) data produced by the tool, including reports, status
messages, and so on.

An application captures the output of an executing tool with a tool-output sink. A
tool-output sink makes the tool’s output available to the application after the tool
finishes executing. Predefined tool-output sinks store the output text in strings or
printing it to standard output. You can create custom tool-output sinks—for
example, to direct output to a file.
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Executing a Tool
You execute a tool from an application by performing the following basic steps:
1. Create and populate a tool-parameters object representing your input to the
tool. See “Specifying Tool Input” on page 637.
2. (Optional) Create a tool-output sink for capturing the tool’s output. See
“Obtaining Tool Output” on page 638.
Note: You can omit this step if you want tool output to be printed to
standard output.
3. Call the Tool::execute static method, passing the following as parameters:
■

The tool’s string name. The name is not sensitive to case—for example,
you could specify LockMonitor, lockMonitor, lockmonitor, and so
on.

■

The tool-parameters object you created in step 1.

■

The tool-output sink, if you created one in step 2.

For additional information about an application that calls Tool::execute, see
“Application Details” on page 636.
EXAMPLE

Assume you want your application to invoke the LockMonitor tool, equivalent
to running the tool at a command prompt as follows:
prompt> objy LockMonitor -detail -bootfile myFD.boot

The following code fragment invokes LockMonitor and prints the report to
standard output, just like entering the tool at a command prompt:
// Application code
#include <objy/Tools.h>
using namespace objy::tool;
...
// Step 1: Create a tool-parameters object
// and add a tool parameter for each option of interest.
ToolParameters params;
params.add("detail");
params.add("bootfile", "myFD.boot");
// Omit Step 2 - Print to standard output by default.
// Step 3: Execute the tool.
int result = Tool::execute("LockMonitor", params);
...
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The following code fragment invokes LockMonitor and stores the tool’s output
in a string, which could be parsed and examined by subsequent application code.
// Application code
#include <objy/Tools.h>
using namespace objy::tool;
...
// Step 1: Create a tool-parameters object and add
//
a tool parameter for each option of interest.
ToolParameters params;
params.add("detail");
params.add("bootfile", "myFD.boot");
// Step 2: Create a tool-output sink that stores errors and
//
output in a string.
StringToolOutputSink sink;
// Step 3: Execute the tool.
int result = Tool::execute("LockMonitor", params, &sink);
// Access the tool-output sink
std::string normalOutput = sink.getOut();
std::string errorOutput = sink.getErr();
... // Examine strings for particular output or error text

Application Details
The Tool::execute static method completely controls the application’s
interaction with Objectivity/DB, so each call to Tool::execute automatically:
■

Calls the ooObjy::startup and ooObjy::shutdown static methods as
necessary; see “Startup and Shutdown” below.

■

Creates its own logical connection and session.

■

Starts and terminates its own transaction; see “Transactions” on page 637.

“Extended Example” on page 640 shows tool execution in a simple application.
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Startup and Shutdown
An application that executes a tool typically includes its own calls to the
ooObjy::startup and ooObjy::shutdown static methods. When this is the
case, Tool::execute suppresses its own calls to those static methods. The
application must therefore either call both static methods or neither of them.
NOTE

For best performance, an application should enclose all Objectivity/DB
processing (including all tool invocations) between a single pair of calls to
ooObjy::startup and ooObjy::shutdown.

Transactions
An application must not call the Tool::execute static method from within a
transaction.
NOTE

An error is directed to the applicable tool-output sink if an application attempts
to call Tool::execute within a transaction.

Specifying Tool Input
You specify tool input as a collection of tool parameters in a tool-parameters object
(an instance of the ToolParameters class).
Each tool parameter corresponds to an option you would specify to the tool
when running it at the command line.
■

At a minimum, a tool parameter consists of a string specifying the name of
the corresponding tool option, but without the hyphen prefix. The name is
not sensitive to case, although it must be completely spelled out.
For example, to represent a tool option called -detail, you specify a tool
parameter consisting of the single string "detail".

■

If the tool option introduces a value, the tool parameter must include the
value as a second string.
For example, to represent the tool option -bootFile myFD.boot, you
specify a tool parameter consisting of a pair of strings, "bootFile" and
"myFD.boot".
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To specify tool input
1. Create the tool-parameters object:
ToolParameters params;
2. Populate the tool-parameters object by calling its add method once for each
tool parameter to be passed to the tool. Choose the appropriate add overload
for the number of strings to be specified:
params.add("detail"); // Option does not take a value
params.add("bootfile", "myFD.boot"); // Option takes a value
3. Pass the tool-parameters object to the Tool::execute static method as shown
in the example starting on page 635.
You need to add a tool parameter corresponding to every option that is required
by the tool. If the tool accepts additional options, you can either add or omit tool
parameters for them, according to the tool behavior you want.

Obtaining Tool Output
You capture the output of an executing tool with a tool-output sink, which is an
instance of a class derived from the ToolOutputSink abstract class. Several
predefined tool-output sinks are available:
■

The default tool-output sink prints a tool’s output to standard output, as if
you were running the tool in a command prompt.

■

A tool-output sink of class StringToolOutputSink stores tool output in a
pair of strings, one for errors and one for normal output.

■

A tool-output sink of class CombinedStringToolOutputSink stores all tool
output in a single string.

An application can call methods of the tool-output sink to access output text after
the Tool::execute static method returns.
NOTE

An application can define its own tool-output sink class with custom handling of
output and error streams—for example, to direct tool output to a file. See
“Defining a Custom Tool-Output Sink” on page 644.

Printing Tool Output to Standard Output
To print a tool’s output to standard output:
➤
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Call the Tool::execute static method without passing a sink object to
it—for example:
int result = Tool::execute("LockMonitor", params);
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Obtaining Tool Output in Separate Strings
To obtain normal and error output in separate strings:
1. Create the tool-output sink:
StringToolOutputSink sink;
2. Pass a reference to the tool-output sink to the Tool::execute static method:
int result = Tool::execute("LockMonitor", params, &sink);
3. Call a method of the tool-output sink to access the string you want:
■

Call the sink’s getOut method to obtain reports or status messages.

■

Call the sink’s getErr method to obtain any error messages produced by
the tool or by the Tool::execute static method.

4. If appropriate, parse the obtained string to test for specific output text.

Obtaining Tool Output in a Single String
To obtain normal and error output in a single combined string:
1. Create the tool-output sink:
CombinedStringToolOutputSink sink;
2. Pass a reference to the tool-output sink to the Tool::execute static method:
int result = Tool::execute("LockMonitor", params, &sink);
3. Call a method of the tool-output sink to access the combined string.
■

Call the sink’s getCombined method to obtain the string containing all
reports, status messages, and error messages produced by the tool or by
the Tool::execute static method.

4. If appropriate, parse the obtained string to test for specific output text.
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Extended Example
This section presents a simple application that defines and calls the following
functions:
moveSystemDatabase

Executes the ChangeFd tool to move the system database
file of a federated database to a new location.

showCatalog

Executes the DumpCatalog tool to list the current
locations of all files in the federated database

The main() function calls the ooObjy::startup and ooObjy::shutdown
methods, so these methods do not need to be called explicitly by the individual
functions or implicitly by the Tool::execute static method.
The application code does not start any transactions explicitly.

Main Function
// Application code - ToolExample.cpp
// Defines the entry point for the application.
//
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "Util.h"
int main()
{
string myFDSysName = "myFd";
string myFDPath = "D:\\ToolExample\\Data";
string newFDPath = "D:\\ToolExample\\NewData";
// ...
ooObjy::startup();
// ...
int ret1 =
Util::moveSystemDatabase(myFDPath, myFDSysName,newFDPath);
int ret2 = Util::showCatalog(myFDPath,myFDSysName);
// ...
ooObjy::shutdown();
// ...
return 0;
}
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Function Definitions
// Application code - Util.h
#ifndef UTIL_H
#define UTIL_H
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
namespace Util
{
extern int moveSystemDatabase(string, string, string);
extern int showCatalog(string, string);
}
#endif

// Application code - Util.cpp
#include "Util.h"
#include <exception>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <objy/Tools.h>
using namespace objy::tool;
using namespace std;
namespace Util {
// Function that invokes ChangeFd tool.
int moveSystemDatabase(string myFDPath, string myFDSysName,
string newFDPath)
{
string FDSysName = myFDSysName;
string FDOrigin = myFDPath;
string FDDestination = newFDPath;
string fullBootFileName = FDOrigin + "\\" + FDSysName + ".boot";
string newSysDBFile = FDDestination + "\\" + FDSysName + ".fdb";
try {
// Check whether the boot file exists.
struct stat buf;
if (stat(fullBootFileName.c_str(), &buf) != 0) {
cout << "The federated database does not exist." << endl;
return -1;
}
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else {
cout << "### Move System DB to New Directory \n" << endl;
// Create a tool-output sink for errors and normal output.
StringToolOutputSink sink;
// Create a tool-parameters object.
ToolParameters params;
// Add a tool parameter for each option of interest.
params.add("sysFilePath", newSysDBFile.c_str());
params.add("bootfile", fullBootFileName.c_str());
// Execute the tool.
int result = Tool::execute("ChangeFd", params, &sink);
// Access the contents of the tool-output sink.
std::string temp = sink.getOut();
if (temp.empty()) {
cout << "\nNo output. \n";
}
else {
cout << "\nNormal output: \n" << sink.getOut() << "\n";
}
temp = sink.getErr();
if (temp.empty()) {
cerr << "\nNo errors. \n\n";
}
else {
cerr << "\nErrors: \n" << sink.getErr() << "\n";
}
return 0;
}
} // end try
catch (const exception & ex) {
cerr << "exception in utility: " << ex.what() << endl;
}
catch(...) {
cerr << "unknown exception in utility" << endl;
}
return -1;
} // end moveSystemDatabase function
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// Function that invokes DumpCatalog tool.
int showCatalog(string myFDPath, string myFDSysName) {
string FDSysName = myFDSysName;
string FDPath = myFDPath;
string fullBootFileName = FDPath + "\\" + FDSysName + ".boot";
try {
// Check if the boot file already exists.
struct stat buf;
if (stat(fullBootFileName.c_str(), &buf) != 0) {
cout << "The federated database does not exist." << endl;
return -1;
}
else {
cout << "### Start: Print Catalog to a File \n" << endl;
// Create a tool-output sink for errors and normal output.
StringToolOutputSink sink;
// Create a tool-parameters object.
ToolParameters params;
// Add a tool parameter for each option of interest.
params.add("outfile", "Catalog.txt");
params.add("exists", "delete");
params.add("bootfile", fullBootFileName.c_str());
// Execute the tool.
int result = Tool::execute("DumpCatalog", params, &sink);
// Access the contents of the tool-output sink.
std::string temp = sink.getOut();
if (temp.empty()) {
cout << "\nNo output. \n";
}
else {
cout << "\nNormal output: \n" << sink.getOut() << "\n";
}
temp = sink.getErr();
if (temp.empty()) {
cerr << "\nNo errors. \n\n";
}
else {
cerr << "\nErrors: \n" << sink.getErr() << "\n";
}
return 0;
}
} // end try
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catch (const exception & ex) {
cerr << "exception in utility: " << ex.what() << endl;
}
catch(...) {
cerr << "unknown exception in utility" << endl;
}
return -1;
} // end showCatalog function
} // end Util namespace

Defining a Custom Tool-Output Sink
You can define a custom tool-output sink class to handle normal or error output
in whatever way you choose. For example, the class could provide methods for
writing each type of output to a separate file.
To define a custom tool-output sink class:
1. Derive the class directly or indirectly from the ToolOutputSink class. You
must include either the <objy/Tools.h> header file in the file that defines
your tool-output sink class.
2. Add one or more data members for holding the stream(s) to which an
executing tool will write its output text.
3. Override the virtual methods of ToolOutputSink:
■

Override out to return the stream to which you want the tool to write
normal output text.

■

Override err to return the stream to which you want the tool to write
error text.

4. Add methods to process one or both output streams—for example:
■

Get text from a stream.

■

Direct a stream to a file.

See the following sections for an example.
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Example: Custom Sink Definition
This example defines a custom tool-output sink class that enables an application
to direct normal tool output to a file.
// Application code - CustomToolSink.h
#ifndef CUSTOMTOOLSINK_H
#define CUSTOMTOOLSINK_H
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <objy/Tools.h>
using namespace objy::tool;
using namespace std;
class CustomToolOutputSink : public ToolOutputSink
{
public:
// Access the stream for normal output
std::string getOut() const
{ return mOut.str(); }
// Access the stream for error output
std::string getErr() const
{ return mErr.str(); }
// Write normal output to a file
int writeNormalOutputToFile(const char* filepath) {
ofstream myfile;
myfile.open (filepath);
if (myfile.is_open()) {
myfile << mOut.str();
myfile.close();
}
else {
cerr << "Unable to write to file: " << filepath << endl;
return -1;
}
return 0;
} // end writeNormalOutputToFile
private:
// Streams to be returned to the executing tool
std::stringstream mOut;
std::stringstream mErr;
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// Provide the tool with a stream for normal output
virtual std::ostream& out()
{ return mOut; }
// Provide the tool with a stream for error output
virtual std::ostream& err()
{ return mErr; }
};
#endif

Example: Function Using the Custom Sink
The following function definition uses the custom sink to write the output of the
LockMonitor tool to a file called locks.txt.
// Application code - Util.h
#ifndef UTIL_H
#define UTIL_H
#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
namespace Util
{
extern int writeLocksToFile(string, string);
}
#endif
// Application code - Util.cpp
...
#include <objy/Tools.h>
#include "CustomToolOutputSink.h"
namespace Util {
int writeLocksToFile(string myFDPath, string myFDSysName) {
string FDSysName = myFDSysName;
string FDPath = myFDPath;
string fullBootFileName = FDPath + "\\" + FDSysName + ".boot";
const char *outputFile = "locks.txt";
try {
if ... {
... // Return -1 if the boot file does not exist.
}
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else {
cout << "### Start: Display Locks on an FD \n" << endl;
// Create a custom tool-output sink.
CustomToolOutputSink sink;
// Create a tool-parameters object.
ToolParameters params;
// Add a tool parameter for each option of interest.
params.add("bootfile", fullBootFileName.c_str());
// Execute the tool.
int result = Tool::execute("LockMonitor", params, &sink);
// Write output of tool to file
sink.writeOutputToFile(outputFile);
return 0;
}
}
catch (const exception & ex) {
cerr << "exception in utility: " << ex.what() << endl;
}
catch(...) {
cerr << "unknown exception in utility" << endl;
}
return -1;
} // end writeLocksToFile
} // end Util namespace
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Using Debug Mode
Debug mode provides debugging support by making it easier for you to locate
software errors in Objectivity/C++ applications.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about debug mode.

■

How to activate debug mode and specify a debug file.

■

Data verification.

■

Event tracing.

Understanding Debug Mode
You can use debug mode to detect common errors made using the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface. For example, it is not unusual in early
development to modify an object that was opened for read (not for update), or to
write past the boundary of an object. You may also want to perform data
verification to detect data corruption caused by a bug either in the application or
in Objectivity/C++. Data verification is particularly useful in the early phase of
development, when the software is relatively unstable. Debug mode helps you
detect problems early and prevent corrupted data from being written out to the
federated database.
Debug mode supports two debugging activities:
■

Data verification at the persistent-object, logical-page, and container levels

■

Event tracing for various Objectivity/DB operations on persistent objects,
pages, and containers

By default, debugging information is directed to the standard error device.
However, you can specify a debug file; if you do so, debugging information is
directed to that file instead.
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An application will experience performance degradation when using debugging
because the Objectivity/C++ software performs extra verification and tracing.
However, this degradation should not be an issue because applications are not
expected to enable the debugging activities in a production environment.

Activating Debug Mode
You can use debug mode only in an executable application that was linked with
the debug version of the Objectivity/DB library. For details about linking your
application with this library, see the installation and configuration
documentation on the Objectivity Developer Network. When you run the
resulting application, you can turn the debugging options on and off without
recompiling or relinking your application.
To enable the desired debugging activities, you set the corresponding
environment variables before starting the application. The following table
contains a summary of the environment variables for the various debugging
activities. Most of these variables are used as switches—that is, they must be set
to enable an activity, but their values are not significant.
Debugging
Activity

Variable

Value

Meaning

Any

OO_DEBUG_FILE

Pathname of output file
for debugging
information

Write debugging
information to the
specified debug file

Data
Verification

OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_OBJECT

(none)

Activate
persistent-object
verification

OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_PAGE

(none)

Activate page
verification

OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_CONTAINER

(none)

Activate container
verification
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Debugging
Activity
Event
Tracing

Variable

Value

Meaning

OO_DEBUG_TRACE_OBJECT

(none)

Activate tracing for
operations on
persistent objects

OO_DEBUG_TRACE_PAGE

(none)

Activate tracing for
page operations

OO_DEBUG_TRACE_CONTAINER

(none)

Activate tracing for
container operations

OO_DEBUG_TRACE_DATABASE

(none)

Activate tracing for
database operations

You use your operating system to set the environment variables. For example, in
the C shell on a UNIX platform, you can set environment variables with the
setenv command.

Debug File
Data verification and event tracing both generate debugging information that can
help you identify problems in your application. By default, all debugging
information is written to the standard error device. If you want to collect
debugging information in a debug file instead, you can set the OO_DEBUG_FILE
environment variable to the pathname for the desired file.
This chapter uses the term debug file to mean the output device for debugging
information—either the standard error device or the file indicated by the
OO_DEBUG_FILE variable.

Data Verification
Debug mode provides data verification at the persistent-object, logical page, and
container levels, so you can detect problems earlier and generate trace
information, such as the before-image and after-image of a logical page. This
information can help you track down the cause of the problem. Verification also
prevents corrupted data from being written out to disk, thus avoiding permanent
damage to the federated database.
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Persistent Object Verification
To activate persistent-object verification, set the OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_OBJECT
environment variable.
When you activate persistent object verification, Objectivity/C++ maintains the
before-image of each persistent object it reads from the federated database. At the
end of each transaction, it verifies that read-only objects have not been modified.
When a problem is detected, the before-image and the modified page containing
the persistent object are written to the debug file.
NOTE

Currently, debug mode does not support verification of large objects (objects
larger than a page).
Persistent-object verification can enable you to detect the following errors:
■

Modifying a persistent object that was open for read, but not for update

■

Writing past the end of a persistent object and destroying an adjacent
persistent object that was open for read

■

Writing to an invalid pointer, partially overwriting a persistent object that
was open for read

Page Verification
To activate page verification, set the OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_PAGE environment
variable.
When you activate page verification, Objectivity/C++ verifies the consistency of
each logical page after reading it from the federated database and before writing
it back. It checks each page after reading and reports any problems before the
application or Objectivity/C++ has a chance to operate on the (inconsistent) data.
Checking a page before writing it prevents corruption of the federated database.
The following are examples of the checks performed:
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■

Free space + space used == storage-page size

■

Offsets of persistent objects lie within the page

■

Type numbers and sizes of persistent objects are valid

■

Persistent objects do not overlap one another

■

Page-header information, such as container ID and logical-page identifier,
are valid
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Container Verification

Container Verification
To activate page verification, set the OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_CONTAINER
environment variable.
When you activate container verification, Objectivity/C++ verifies the
page-allocation information for each container as it is opened and closed.
Container verification helps detect internal Objectivity/C++ bugs, such as
allocating the same physical page more than once.

Event Tracing
When you are debugging a problem, it is useful to know the sequence of events
that occurred. For example, if you can re-create an error in which you try to
access a persistent object and find that the object does not exist, you can turn on
event tracing to record all persistent-object operations. You can then determine
whether the object has been deleted (a bug in the application), or has somehow
disappeared (a possible Objectivity/C++ bug). Generating a trace of the events
can help you narrow down the cause of the problem.
You can trace operations on persistent objects, pages, containers, and databases:
■

To trace operations on persistent objects, such as create, open, close, delete,
and resize, you set the OO_DEBUG_TRACE_OBJECT environment variable.

■

To trace page operations, such as page read, write, and allocate, you set the
OO_DEBUG_TRACE_PAGE environment variable.

■

To trace container operations, such as create, open, close, and delete, you set
the OO_DEBUG_TRACE_CONTAINER environment variable.

■

To trace database operations, such as create, open, close, and delete, you set
the OO_DEBUG_TRACE_DATABASE environment variable.
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Objectivity/C++ Include Files
The source files of an Objectivity/C++ application must include the
Objectivity/C++ header files containing definitions of the classes and other
global names that the source file uses.
This appendix contains:
■

An overview of the Objectivity/C++ header files.

■

A list of the Objectivity/C++ core classes that are made available by the
header file oo.h.

■

A list of the special-purpose classes made available by other Objectivity/C++
header files.

Overview
The following table contains an overview of the Objectivity/C++ header files and
what they provide.
To Use Any of

Include

General Objectivity/C++ classes, global functions, macros,
types, and constants

ooObjy.ha

General Objectivity/C++ classes (excluding classes for
session-based application control), global functions, macros,
types, and constants
Event-listener class ooEventListener

oo.hb

Application-defined class appClass (defined in the DDL file
myClasses.ddl) and its handle, object-reference, and
iterator classes

Generated primary header file

myClasses.h
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To Use Any of

Include

Name-map class ooMap, name-map element class
ooMapElem, and their handle, object-reference, and iterator
classes
Name-map iterator class ooMapItr

ooMap.h

Scalable-collection classes (ooCollection and derived
classes) and their handle, object-reference, and iterator classes
Scalable-collection iterator classes
(ooCollectionIterator and derived classes)
Comparator classes and their handle, object-reference, and
iterator classes

ooCollectionBase.h

Date and time classes

ooTime.h

Java-compatibility classes and their handle, object-reference,
and iterator classes

javaBuiltins.h

Classes for invoking Objectivity/DB tools programmatically

objy/Tools.h

ObjectQualifier class

objy/query/ObjectQualifier.h

Classes that support navigation query capability

objy/ra/ra.h

Conditions class

objy/placement/Conditions.h

Introspection capability for Objectivity/DB Active Schema for

ooSchemaODMG.h

C++
a. Application code files that perform Objectivity/DB operations should include ooObjy.h. A DDL file never needs to
include ooObjy.h.
b. An application that uses session-based application control should not need to include oo.h explicitly. The main
Objectivity/DB header file ooObjy.h includes oo.h, as do the files generated by the DDL compiler.
(For backward compatibility only) In an application that uses context-based application control, any source file that
performs Objectivity/DB operations but does not include a generated primary header file myClasses.h, must include
oo.h explicitly.
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Core Functionality
The header file ooObjy.h provides the core functionality for Objectivity/C++
applications, making available the definitions of the general Objectivity/C++
classes, global functions, macros, types, and constants.
The general Objectivity/C++ classes are summarized in the following table.
Use
Objectivity/DB
Processes

Class

Description

ooObjy

Controlling interactions between
Objectivity/DB and an application

ooConnection

Connection object

ooSession

Session object for managing transactions

ooFDObj

Federated database

ooObj

Defines shared persistence behavior; base
class for all application-defined classes of
persistent objects

ooHandle(ooFDObj)

Federated-database handle

ooHandle(ooObj)

General-purpose handle

ooRef(ooFDObj)

Object reference to federated database

ooRef(ooObj)

General-purpose object reference

Object Iterators

ooItr(ooObj)

General-purpose object iterator

VArrays

ooVArrayT<element_type>

Standard VArray

ooTVArrayT<element_type>

Temporary VArray

ooVString

Basic string of 8-bit characters

ooStringT<N>

Optimized string of 8-bit character

ooUtf8String

Basic string of Unicode characters with the
UTF-8 encoding

ooUtf16String

Basic string of Unicode characters with the
UTF-16 encoding

ooUtf32String

Basic string of Unicode characters with the
UTF-32 encoding

Objectivity/DB
Objects

Handles

Object
References

Strings
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Special-Purpose Classes

Class

Object
Qualification

Object
Conversion

Description

ooQuery

Query object for testing against a predicate

ooOperatorSet

Operator set for application-defined relational
operators

ooConvertInObject

Unconverted object that is affected by
schema evolution and is to be converted to a
new shape

ooConvertOutObject

Converted object that is affected by schema
evolution and is has been converted to a new
shape

Special-Purpose Classes
The Objectivity/C++ programming interface includes special-purpose classes
for:
■

Scalable and nonscalable persistent collections

■

Date and time data

■

Interoperating with Java applications

To use any of these special-purpose classes, an Objectivity/C++ application must
include the corresponding header file.
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Scalable Collections
The header file ooCollectionBase.h contains definitions of scalable
persistent-collection classes and their supporting classes. Classes for scalable
collections and their comparators are all persistence capable; the header file also
includes their corresponding handle, object-reference, and object-iterator classes.
Type of Class
Scalable Collection

Scalable-Collection
Iterator

Class

Description

ooCollection

Abstract base class for all scalable-collection
classes

ooTreeBasedCollection

Abstract base class for all ordered
scalable-collection classes

ooHashBasedCollection

Abstract base class for all unordered
scalable-collection classes

ooHashSetX

Set

ooTreeSetX

Sorted set

ooTreeListX

List

ooHashMapX

Object map

ooTreeMapX

Sorted object map

ooCollectionIterator

Abstract base class for all scalable-collection
iterator classes

and its derived classes

…

Its descendant classes are not documented; all
share the same interface as

ooCollectionIterator
Comparator

ooCompare
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Nonscalable Collections
The header file ooMap.h contains definitions of the nonscalable
persistent-collection class for name maps and its supporting classes. The
name-map and name-map-element classes are persistence capable; the header
file also includes their corresponding handle, object-reference, and object-iterator
classes.
Class

Description

ooMap

Name map

ooMapItr

Name-map iterator

ooMapElem

Name-map element

Date and Time Data
The header file ooTime.h contains definitions of classes that represent date and
time data.
Class

Description

ooDate

Date: Date in the Gregorian calendar with day precision.

ooTime

Time: Instant of time in the 24-hour clock with
microsecond precision.

ooInterval

Interval: Duration of time with nanosecond precision.

ooDateTime

Timestamp: Date in the Gregorian calendar, combined
with a time in the 24-hour clock; nanosecond precision.

The ooTime.h header file contains definitions of additional date and time classes
that are described in Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.
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Java Compatibility
The header file javaBuiltins.h contains definitions of Java-compatibility
classes. These classes are used for certain attributes of persistence-capable classes
whose descriptions were added to the federated database schema by an
Objectivity for Java application. To access objects of such classes, your
Objectivity/C++ application must define corresponding persistence-capable
classes in which the relevant attributes have the appropriate Java-compatibility
classes as their data types.
All Java-compatibility classes are persistence capable. The header file also
includes the handle, object-reference, and object-iterator classes for each
persistence-capable class.
Type of
Persistent Data
Variable-size Arrays

Java-Compatibility Class

Description

oojArray

Abstract base class for other array classes

oojArrayOfBoolean

Array of Boolean elements

oojArrayOfCharacter

Array of character elements

oojArrayOfDouble

Array of double-precision (64-bit) floating-point
numbers

oojArrayOfFloat

Array of single-precision (32-bit) floating-point
numbers

oojArrayOfInt8

Array of 8-bit integers

oojArrayOfInt16

Array of 16-bit integers

oojArrayOfInt32

Array of 32-bit integers

oojArrayOfInt64

Array of 64-bit integers

oojArrayOfObject

Array of object references to persistent objects

Strings

oojString

Persistence-capable string class; used only as
referenced class of the elements of an array of
type oojArrayOfObject

Date and Time

oojDate

Instant in time with millisecond precision

oojTime

Clock time with millisecond precision

oojTimestamp

Instant in time with nanosecond precision
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abort a transaction. To terminate the transaction unsuccessfully, discarding (rolling back) any changes to
the federated database that were made during the current indivisible unit of work.
ACID. Acronym for the properties—atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability—maintained when the
operations within a transaction are applied to a federated database.
affected objects. Persistent objects that are affected by a conversion operation on a persistence-capable class;
such objects require object conversion. Affected objects include all existing objects of the changed class,
existing objects of classes derived from the changed class, existing objects that embed objects of the
changed class, and so on.
AMS. Advanced Multithreaded Server. Objectivity data-server software for accessing the data files and
journal files of a federated database.
architecture. Combination of hardware, operating system, and compiler supported by Objectivity/DB.
Every Objectivity/DB application is compiled for a particular client-host architecture. An architecture
owns a storage page if the page’s disk format was defined for that architecture.
association. A kind of relationship or connection that can exist between objects of a source class and objects
of a destination class. The source class includes the definition of the association, which specifies the
destination class of the association, its cardinality, directionality, and its propagation behavior. When
two classes are related by an association, an instances of the source class can be linked to an instance of
the destination class by an association link.
association link. A link between persistent objects representing an association between the objects. A source
object can have a link of this kind if its class includes a definition of the association.
atomicity. Property of a transaction that ensures that a sequence of operations are performed as an
indivisible unit—either all the operations are performed on the federated database or none is performed.
attribute. One piece of component data for an instance of a persistence-capable class; attribute values express
the state of a persistent object. Attributes correspond to standard data members of a C++ class, fields of a
Java class, or properties of a C# class.
basic string. A sequence of characters that can be represented in 8-bit character encoding or Unicode
encoding. A basic string is stored in a variable-size array (VArray), which works well for strings whose
lengths are not known or are known to vary widely. (An optimized string is more efficient when the
number of characters is known to have a certain limit.)
bidirectional association. An association that has an inverse. Whenever a bidirectional association is used to
link a source object to a destination object, its inverse association is used to link that destination object
back to the source object.
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boot file. A file that contains information used by an application or tool to locate and open a federated
database.
buffer page. The in-memory representation of a storage page after it has been placed in a session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.
buffer pool. Structure allocated in a session’s Objectivity/DB cache for the purpose of organizing buffer pages.
Separate buffer pools accommodate the memory representations of small objects and large objects. A
pair of small- and large-object buffer pools is allocated for each buffer-page size accommodated by the
cache.
cache. See Objectivity/DB cache.
cardinality. Characteristic of an association that specifies whether a source object can be linked to multiple
destination objects. A to-one association can link a source object to a single destination object; a to-many
association can link a source object to multiple destination objects.
checkpoint a transaction. To cause any changes made during the transaction’s current indivisible unit of
work to be stored in the federated database, making them accessible to other processes. Checkpointing a
transaction does not terminate the transaction; instead, it immediately begins a new indivisible unit of
work.
client-host architecture. The architecture of the client host for which an Objectivity/DB application is
compiled and on which the application runs.
closed handle. A handle to a persistent object that has the object identifier of the referenced object, but no
pointer to the memory representation of that object. The referenced object may be open or closed.
closed persistent object. A persistent object whose persistent data is not guaranteed to be in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.
commit a transaction. To terminate the transaction successfully, causing any changes made during the
transaction’s current indivisible unit of work to become permanent in the federated database and visible to
other processes using the federated database.
comparator. A persistent object used internally by a set or an object map. A sorted set uses its comparator to
compare and order the elements; a sorted object map uses its comparator to compare and order the keys.
An unordered set uses its comparator to compare and hash the elements; an unordered object map uses
its comparator to compare and hash the keys.
composite object. An object graph composed of persistent objects that, together, contain the information
about one complex entity.
concurrent-access policy. Property of a session that the lock server uses to determine whether a requested
lock is compatible with existing locks. See standard access policy and MROW access policy.
connection object. An object (of class ooConnection) that represents a logical connection between an
application and a federated database.
consistency. Property of a transaction that ensures that the transaction takes the federated database from
one internally consistent state to another, even though intermediate steps of the transaction may leave
the objects in an inconsistent state. This property is dependent on the atomicity property.
container. The third level in the Objectivity/DB logical storage hierarchy. A container belongs to exactly one
database, and contains one or more persistent objects. The binary representation of these persistent objects
is stored on the container’s storage pages. Containers are the fundamental units of locking; when any
persistent object in a container is locked, the entire container is locked, effectively locking all persistent
objects in the container.
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container file. A separate file containing the storage pages of an external container.
content-based filtering. See object qualification.
conversion application. An application whose only purpose is to trigger object conversion using any kind of
conversion mechanism.
conversion function. A function whose only purpose is to set primitive attribute values in affected objects
during object conversion. A conversion function uses a special interface and may be registered with any
kind of application, including a conversion application.
conversion operation. A schema-evolution change that affects the shape of a class’s objects (how these
objects are laid out in storage). For example, adding an attribute to a class is a conversion operation.
Following a conversion operation, object conversion must be performed on any affected objects.
conversion transaction. A transaction that invokes special functions to trigger the object conversion of all
affected objects in particular containers, databases, or the entire federated database. A conversion
transaction can be included in any kind of application, including a conversion application.
database. The second level in the Objectivity/DB logical storage hierarchy. A database contains one or more
containers, which in turn contain persistent objects. A database is physically maintained in a file. Every
federated database has a system database for storing the schema and global catalog. Databases are used
for distributing the contents of the federated database across a network.
data file. A file that contains the data of a database, system database, or external container; a general term for
referring to database files, system-database files, and container files.
data-server host. Network node that stores a data file or journal file of a federated database; typically runs
data-server software such as NFS or AMS.
DDL. Data Definition Language. A language for declaring persistence-capable classes, which consists of
standard C++ syntax with extensions for declaring associations and other Objectivity/DB-specific
features.
DDL processor. A tool that processes DDL files, which contain DDL declarations of classes. The DDL
processor generates the corresponding C++ class definitions and adds descriptions of those classes to the
federated database schema.
deadlock. A situation in which each of two or more concurrent transactions is waiting indefinitely for a lock
that will never become available because the lock is being held by one of the other waiting transactions.
deep copy. An object created by setting the value of each attribute to a copy of the value in the
corresponding attribute of another object. If the original object has links to destination objects, the deep
copy has corresponding links to deep copies of each of those destination objects. See also shallow copy.
delete propagation. Characteristic of a relationship that determines whether deleting a source object should
cause its destination objects to be deleted as well.
destination class. A persistence-capable class that is related to a source class by a reference attribute or an
association. An instance of the source class (or its derived classes) can be linked to an instance of the
destination class (or its derived classes).
destination object. A persistent object that is the destination of a directional link from a persistent object,
called the source object of the link. If the source object is an instance of an application-defined class, the
link is an object reference in a reference attribute or an association link of the source object; if the source
object is a persistent collection, the link is an object reference to an object that the collection contains.
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directionality. Characteristic of an association that specifies whether an inverse association exists, ensuring
that each related source and destination objects are joined by a pair of inverse links. A bidirectional
association has an inverse; a unidirectional association does not.
disk format. Format of persistent objects on a storage page; establishes the conventions governing the binary
representation of these persistent objects (size, order of fields, and so on). Objectivity/DB defines a
unique disk format for each supported architecture.
durability. Property of a transaction that ensures that the effects of committed transactions are preserved in
the event of system failures such as crashes or memory exhaustion.
embeddable class. A non-persistence-capable class whose instances can be stored in the federated database
indirectly by being embedded in the data of a persistent object, typically by being specified as one of the
object’s attributes. String classes, date and time classes, and VArray classes are commonly used as
embedded class types. Unlike persistent objects, embedded objects do not have their own object
identifiers; consequently, an application cannot find an embedded object independently of its containing
persistent object.
embedded container. A container that is physically stored within the file of the database to which the
container belongs.
explicit placement. Superseded application technique for placing new persistent objects in a legacy
federated databases. An application that uses explicit placement must explicitly create the containers
and databases in which to place new persistent objects. (See also managed placement.)
external container. A container that is physically stored in its own separate container file. External containers
are typically used to prevent the file of the containing database from becoming too large to manage.
federated database. The highest level in the Objectivity/DB logical storage hierarchy. A federated database
consists of a system database and one or more databases. Each federated database maintains a schema for
the data it contains. See also storage hierarchy.
federation. See federated database.
fetch. In Objectivity for Java, an operation that reads application-defined persistent data into the memory
representation of a persistent object. See also retrieve.
finding a persistent object. Getting a reference to a particular persistent object—for example, by looking up
an application-assigned name or by following a link to it from a source object.
general-purpose handle. A handle that can reference any persistent object. A general-purpose handle is an
instance of the class ooHandle(ooObj).
general-purpose object iterator. An object iterator that can find persistent objects of any kind. A
general-purpose object iterator is an instance of the class ooItr(ooObj).
general-purpose object reference. An object reference that can reference any persistent object. A
general-purpose object reference is an instance of the class ooRef(ooObj).
growth factor of a name map. The percentage by which the name map’s hash table grows when it is
resized. Each time the hash table is resized, the number of bins is increased by the growth factor, then
rounded up to the nearest prime number.
handle. An Objectivity/C++ object that references an Objectivity/DB object; applications work with objects
through handles. Handles serve as smart pointers for accessing the members of persistent objects, and
control how long a persistent object remains represented in memory. See also object reference.
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identifier. Integer that uniquely identifies a storage object from other objects of the same type within the
same containing storage object. See object identifier.
index. A data structure that sorts the persistent objects of some indexed class according to the values in one
or more attributes of the objects. The sorting order and other characteristics are defined by the federated
database’s placement model.
indivisible unit of work. A sequence of operations within a transaction that preserve the ACID properties.
The first unit of work starts when the transaction begins. Checkpointing a transaction successfully ends
one unit of work and immediately starts the next. Committing a transaction successfully ends the current
unit of work as well as the transaction. Aborting a transaction unsuccessfully ends the current unit of
work as well as the transaction.
inline association. An association that stores its association links as object references embedded in the data of
the source object.
in-process lock server. A lock server that runs in the application process instead of as a separate process.
isolation. Property of a transaction that ensures that until that transaction commits, any changes made to
objects are visible only to other operations within the same transaction.
journal file. A file that contains a log of changes made during a transaction. It is used to restore the federated
database if a transaction is aborted. Journal files are removed automatically when an application
terminates.
large object. A persistent object whose persistent data is larger than a storage page. Each large object consists
of a header page on a single logical page, with links to the object’s persistent data on one or more
additional storage pages. See also small object.
link. An arc in a directed graph of persistent objects. The link points from its source object to its destination
object and represents an affiliation or connection that exists between the two objects. If the source object
is an instance of an application-defined class, the link can be an object reference in a reference attribute or
an association link of the source object; if the source object is a persistent collection, the link is an object
reference to an object that the collection contains.
list. A scalable ordered persistent collection whose elements are persistent objects; a list can contain duplicate
elements.
lock. Permission granted to an application to access an Objectivity/DB object. Locks maintain consistency
during simultaneous access by multiple transactions. See read lock and update lock.
lock conflict. A situation in which a transaction requests a lock but the request is denied because of an
existing lock on the object.
lock propagation. Characteristic of an association that determines whether an explicit lock that is obtained
for a source object should be propagated to the destination objects as well.
lock server. A process that administers locks on Objectivity/DB objects. Before an operation can be
performed on an object, an application must obtain a lock on the object from the lock server. See also
in-process lock server.
lock waiting. Property of a session that allows its transactions to wait for an object that is locked by another
transaction.
logical page. A storage page containing either one or more small objects, or the header information for a
large object. The logical pages within a container are numbered; the object identifier for a persistent
object contains the integer identifier of the logical page on which the object resides.
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managed placement. Application technique for placing new persistent objects in a placement-managed
federated database. When an application uses managed placement, new persistent objects are placed
automatically according to the rules in the federated database’s placement model. (See explicit placement.)
maximum average density (of a name map). The average number of elements per bin allowed before the
name map’s hash table must be resized.
MROW access policy. Multiple Readers, One Writer. The concurrent-access policy that allows a transaction
to read the last-committed or checkpointed version of a container that is being modified. See also
standard access policy.
MROW read lock. A read lock held by an MROW transaction.
MROW transaction. A transaction that uses the MROW access policy.
name map. A nonscalable unordered persistent collection of key-value pairs in which the key is a string and
the value is a persistent object.
name scope. A group of persistent objects that is defined by a particular scope object; the scope object
maintains a unique name for each persistent object in the name scope.
non-inline association. An association that stores its association links in the source object’s system default
association array.
non-MROW read lock. A read lock held by a standard transaction.
non-persistence-capable class. A class whose instances cannot be saved independently in a federated
database. Instances of some non-persistence-capable classes can be embedded within the data of
instances of a persistence-capable class. Such an embedded instance cannot be found independently; it
can be found only as part of the data of the containing persistent object.
nonscalable collection. A persistent collection that must fit entirely within memory when it is accessed or
resized.
object conversion. The process of converting persistent objects in a federated database to make their
persistent data consistent with an updated description of their class in the schema.
object graph. A directed-graph data structure that models a group of related persistent objects. Each node in
the graph is a persistent object. Each arc is a link from a source object to a destination object; the arc
represents an affiliation or connection that exists between the two objects.
object identifier. A value that uniquely identifies a persistent object within a federated database. An object
identifier contains four components indicating the object’s database, container within the database, logical
page within the container, and logical slot on the page. The identifier of a storage object can also be
expressed in the four-component object-identifier format.
object iterator. An object that can be initialized to find a group of Objectivity/DB objects and to step through
the found objects, referencing each one in turn.
object map. A scalable persistent collection of key-value pairs in which the key and the value are both
persistent objects.
object model. Structure of an application, service, or other system described in terms of objects, their classes
and interfaces, and their attributes, associations, and operations. When an object model provides
sufficient detail about the data to be made persistent by an application, it can form the basis for the
schema of a federated database.
object qualification. A means of modifying a search operation to find only those persistent objects that meet
some condition on the values of one or more of their attributes.
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object reference. An Objectivity/C++ object that references an Objectivity/DB object. Object references
primarily serve as persistent addresses for linking persistent objects together. See also handle.
Objectivity/DB cache. A part of virtual memory assigned to a session. A session’s Objectivity/DB cache is
allocated and managed by Objectivity/DB to allow high-speed access to persistent objects. When a
persistent object is opened, Objectivity/DB transfers the storage page or pages containing the object into
the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
Objectivity/DB object. Any storage object or persistent object.
Objectivity/DB system resources. The required resources for accessing an Objectivity/DB federated
database and its data, namely: a lock server, a boot file, a system-database file, a journal directory, and
AMS.
OID. See object identifier.
open. In Objectivity/C++, an operation that represents an Objectivity/DB object in memory and locks it.
open handle. A handle to a persistent object that has a valid pointer to the memory representation of the
referenced object, which is also open. An open handle pins its referenced object in the cache; see pinning.
open persistent object. A persistent object that is locked and represented in memory.
optimized string. A sequence of any number of 8-bit characters, optimized to contain fewer than a specified
number of characters. This kind of string is appropriate for an attribute that will contain strings that are
known to be generally less than a certain length. (A basic string should be used when the number of
characters is unknown or is known to vary widely.)
ordered collection. A persistent collection whose objects are maintained in a particular order.
page. See storage page, logical page, and buffer page.
persistence-capable class. A class whose instances can be saved independently in a federated database
and found independently. All persistence-capable classes are derived from ooObj.
persistent collection. An aggregate persistent object that can contain a variable number of elements; each
element is either a persistent object, or a key-value pair whose value is a persistent object. See list, set,
name map, and object map.
persistent data. Data of a persistent object that is saved persistently in the federated database. An object’s
persistent data consists of the values of its attributes and the association links (if any) for its associations.
persistent object. The fundamental unit of persistent data in a federated database. A persistent object is an
instance of a persistence-capable class that has been placed in the connected federated database. When
you commit the transaction in which you create a persistent object, the object is saved in the federated
database, and is identified by a unique object identifier. A persistent object continues to exist and retains
its persistent data beyond the duration of the process that created it.
pinning. A reference-counting mechanism by which Objectivity/C++ manages memory for persistent
objects. Each open handle has a pin on its referenced object. The object’s pin count is the number of pins
on it; when the pin count falls to zero, the object is closed and may be swapped out of the Objectivity/DB
cache.
placement. Process of assigning a new persistent object a location in a federated database’s storage hierarchy.
An object becomes persistent (and obtains an object identifier) when it is assigned to a particular slot,
page, container, and database. Two supported placement techniques are managed placement and explicit
placement.
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placement-managed federated database. Federated database that has been created with an initial
placement model installed. Applications that access a placement-managed federated database should use
the managed placement technique for adding new persistent objects.
placement model. A set of rules describing the placement design for placing new persistent objects in a
federated database. An initial placement model is provided in a placement-managed federated database. A
placement model can be exported as an XML document, which can then be edited and re-installed into
the federated database.
predicate query. A search operation that performs object qualification: either a predicate scan, or a search for
those destination objects of a to-many association that satisfy some condition.
predicate scan. A scan operation that searches a storage object for persistent objects of a given class that
satisfy some condition. Such searches may be optimized by indexes.
predicate string. A string in the Objectivity/DB predicate-query language that expresses a condition for
object qualification.
reachability. Characteristic of a persistent object that can be reached by following links from another object.
read lock. A lock that gives an application read-only access to a particular Objectivity/DB object.
read-only database. A database that can be opened only for read access.
read transaction. A transaction in which the application can obtain read locks only.
reference. See object reference.
reference attribute. An attribute of a persistent object that can contain one or more object references.
referential integrity. Characteristic of a source object that ensures that the object has references only to
destination objects that actually exist. Maintaining referential integrity requires that, when any
destination object is deleted, all references from other source objects to the deleted object are removed.
relationship. The term used in Objectivity for Java and Objectivity/.NET for C# for an association.
retrieve. In Objectivity for Java, an operation that finds a persistent object and obtains a basic memory
representation for it as a Java object.
root name. In Objectivity for Java, a name that uniquely identifies a persistent object to a particular database
or federated database. An object can have more than one root name within the same database, and can
have a root name in more than one database. Objects that have root names are named roots of the
database or federated database.
scalable collection. A persistent collection that organizes its elements in segments that can be accessed and
resized independently of one another. This organization enables a scalable collection to increase in
size—up to millions of elements—with minimal performance degradation.
scan. An operation that searches the federated database for objects at one or more lower levels in the storage
hierarchy.
schema. A language-independent description of all types and classes used in a particular federated
database.
schema class name. The name used in the schema to identify a persistence-capable class. If a class
description is added to the schema by the DDL processor, the name of the C++ class is used as the
schema class name. (If the class description is added by Objectivity for Java, the schema class name need
not be the same as the Java class name.)
schema evolution. The process of modifying the schema of a federated database so that its class
descriptions are consistent with updated definitions of the corresponding Objectivity/C++ classes.
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scope name. The name that identifies a persistent object within a particular name scope to the scope object
that defines the name scope.
scope object. An Objectivity/DB object that defines a name scope; each persistent object in the name scope
has a unique scope name that identifies the object to the scope object (but not to other objects).
session. An object (of class ooSession) that represents an extended interaction between an application and
the connected federated database. An application can have multiple sessions, each corresponding to the
interaction in which the application performs a particular subtask
set. A scalable persistent collection whose elements are persistent objects; a set cannot contain duplicate
elements.
shallow copy. An object created by setting the value of each attribute to the value in the corresponding
attribute of another object. See also deep copy.
shape (of a class). The physical storage layout for an instance of a class. As the definition of a class evolves,
each new definition is a different shape for the class, identified by a unique shape number.
shape number. A unique number that identifies a particular shape of a particular class in the schema of a
federated database.
slot. The portion of a logical page in which a single small object is stored. (A large object is always assigned to
slot 0 of its header page.)
small object. A persistent object whose persistent data is smaller than a storage page. Each small object is
stored in a unique slot of a logical page. See also large object.
sorted collection. An ordered persistent collection whose elements are sorted according to some criteria of
the elements themselves.
source class. A persistence-capable class that defines either a reference attribute or an association to a
destination class. An instance of the source class (or its derived classes) can be linked to an instance of the
destination class (or its derived classes).
source object. A persistent object that is the source of a directional link to a persistent object, called the
destination object of the link. If the source object is an instance of an application-defined class, the link is
an object reference in a reference attribute or an association link of the source object; if the source object is
a persistent collection, the link is an object reference to an object that the collection contains.
standard access policy. The concurrent-access policy that prevents a transaction from reading a container
that is being modified by another transaction. See also MROW access policy.
standard transaction. A transaction that uses the standard access policy.
storage hierarchy. The four-level logical hierarchy of containment relationships between objects in a
federated database. Each nonleaf object in the hierarchy is a storage object; each leaf object is a persistent
object. The federated database is the root of the hierarchy; its databases form the second level of the
hierarchy. Below each database are the containers belonging to that database; below each container are
the persistent objects stored in that container.
storage object. An Objectivity/DB object that can contain other Objectivity/DB objects. The storage objects
are federated databases, databases, and containers.
storage page. The minimum unit of container growth, and of transfer to and from disk and across networks.
Every persistent object in a federated database reside on a particular storage page. The disk format of a
storage page is determined by the application that created it. These pages are not the same as operating
system pages. See also logical page.
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system database. A database within a federated database that contains the schema, the global catalog, and
other administrative information.
system default association array. A VArray in the federated database in which a source object stores
association links for its non-inline associations. Every source object with non-inline associations has its
own system default association array.
system name. A name, similar to a filename, that uniquely identifies a storage object. The system name of a
federated database uniquely identifies it to the lock server. The system name of a database uniquely
identifies it among the databases of its federated database. The system name of a container uniquely
identifies it among the containers of its database.
to-many association. An association that can link a source object to multiple destination objects.
to-one association. An association that can link a source object to a single destination object.
transaction. A subsection of an application’s operations during which the application interacts with a
federated database. A transaction groups operations on one or many Objectivity/DB objects so that they
appear as a single, indivisible unit of work. An application can perform any number of indivisible units
of work within a single transaction.
transient object. An object that exists only within the memory of the process that created it.
type number. A number of the global type ooTypeNumber that uniquely identifies a particular type, class,
or version of a class within the schema of the federated database.
unicode encoding. A standard for representing characters as numeric values. A Unicode encoding specifies
a particular encoding form that indicates the size (in bits) of the code units used for representing the
numeric values.
unidirectional association. An association with no inverse relationship. When a unidirectional association
links a source object to a destination object, that destination object is not also linked to the source object.
unordered collection. A persistent collection whose objects are kept in an unspecified order.
update lock. A lock that gives an application read and write access to a particular Objectivity/DB object,
allowing the application to modify that object.
update transaction. A transaction in which the application can obtain either read locks or update locks.
upgrade application. A special kind of conversion application that is required after certain kinds of conversion
operation.
VArray. A one-dimensional variable-size array of elements of the same type. The element type can be a
primitive type, an object-reference type, or an embedded-class type.
versioning. The ability to create and maintain many versions of a persistent object in the federated database.
write lock. See update lock.
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AMS
connect errors 542, 543
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application
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snapshot, capturing 514
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terminating 63, 81
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buffer pools 546
see also session, Objectivity/DB cache
main 549

C
C functions
abort 602
exit 138
setlocale 449
signal 590, 594
strcoll 449
C++ exception class 596
C++ implementation file, extension 57
C++ strings
8-bit encoded strings 333
wide character strings 333
C++ this keyword 264, 265
cache, see session, Objectivity/DB cache
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8-bit character strings 338
basic Unicode strings 341
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8-bit character encoding 336
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client-host architecture 556
closed handle 50, 239, 240
code point, Unicode encoding 336
code unit, Unicode encoding 336
collection, see persistent collection
comparator 290, 295, 296
application-defined classes 295
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comparison arrays 301
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performance considerations 536
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scalable sorted collection 290, 296
scalable unordered collection 295, 310
supporting content-based lookup 299, 313
in object map 406, 408
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supporting optimization of sorted
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propagating operations in 199
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see also concurrent-access policy
see also performance
improving 169, 525
concurrent-access policy 37, 161
MROW 162
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standard 162
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connection object 48
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connection object
disk-format property 562
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creating multiple 77
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disk-format property 556
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const wchar_t * 333
container 213
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external, see external container
file, see container file
handling event notification about 517
identifier 183, 213
locking 154, 157
opening
set 158
page map 213
refreshing view in MROW transaction 167
statistics about 480, 513
storage pages 213
system name 213
testing
for concurrent update 167
tracing events 653
verification 653
container file 180, 213
see also external container
content-based filtering 42
content-based lookup
comparator to support 299, 313
in object map 408
in set 401
using unique index 410
control of application, see application, control
conversion application 607, 609
conversion function for class 609, 614
defining 618
registering 625
conversion of strings
const char * to basic 8-bit 338
const char* to basic Unicode 341
const wchar_t * to basic Unicode 341
conversion operation 606
conversion transaction 613
conversion, object, see object conversion
converted object 615
base class 623
embedded class 624
for object being converted 618
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CreateFd tool 33, 55, 207
custom comparator, see comparator
Customer Support 26
cxx filename extension 57

D
Data Definition Language, see DDL
data file 32, 180
see also container file
see also database file
closing 529
number of open files for an application 528
data verification 651
container 653
page 652
persistent object 652
database 210
closing 211
deleting 212
file, see database file
handling event notification about 517
identifier 183, 210
corresponding to object identifier 184
read-only 211
statistics about 480, 513
system database of federated database 33,
207
system name 210
tracing events 653
database file 180, 210
closing 529
date classes 194, 662
general-purpose 194
Java-compatibility 194
ODMG 195
SQL-compatibility 195
DDL 56, 202
DDL file 56
DDL processor 56
running 56
schema-evolution options 611
deadlock 171
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debug mode 649
data verification 651
debug file 651
event tracing 653
default performance tuner 567
see also performance tuner
deferred object conversion 607, 612
delete propagation 199
DeleteFd tool 209
destination class 40, 196
destination object 41, 185
dictionary
see name map
see object map
directionality of an association 196
disk format 556
see also hot mode
changing for existing pages 563
conversion to memory format 557
default 556
property, of connection object 556, 562
specifying for new pages 562
distributed navigation 434
downgrade mode for checkpoint 140
durability of transaction 31

E
edge class
automatic 439
designating 438
refining 439
embeddable class 38
embedded container 213
see also container
environment variables
OO_CONNECT_RETRIES 543
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT 543
used by default performance tuner 567
S_AmsUsage 571
S_AppendLogs 570, 571
S_CacheInitialPages 573
S_CacheMaxPages 573
S_HotMode 573
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S_LargeObjectMemoryLimit 573
S_LockWait 573
S_LogAll 568
S_LogConnection 569
S_LogNone 568
S_LogOther 569
S_LogSession 569
S_LogTransactionStatistics 569
S_LogTransactionTiming 569
S_NumberOfFiles 571
S_PoolName_CacheInitialPages 575
S_PoolName_CacheMaxPages 575
S_PoolName_HardLimit 574
S_PoolName_HotMode 575
S_PoolName_LargeObjectMemory-Li
mit 575
S_PoolName_LockWait 575
S_PoolName_SessionWait 574
S_PoolName_SoftLimit 574
used in debug mode
OO_DEBUG_FILE 650
OO_DEBUG_TRACE_CONTAINER
651
OO_DEBUG_TRACE_DATABASE
651
OO_DEBUG_TRACE_OBJECT 651
OO_DEBUG_TRACE_PAGE 651
OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_CONTAINER
650
OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_OBJECT 650
OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_PAGE 650
error-handling
see also exception handling
error-message output file 603
setting for session 603
event listener 516
creating 518
deactivating 519
defining class 517
handling notifications 517
registering with session 519
event tracing 653
evolution, see schema evolution
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exception classes
C++ 596
ooCacheFullException 550, 552
ooDeadlockException 597
ooException 596
ooKernelException 597
ooLockConflictException 595, 597
ooNetworkException 596
ooSessionAlreadyAttached 108, 595
ooSessionDataNotFound 123
ooThreadAlreadyHasASession 108
ooTooManySessions 94
exception handling 53, 597
and transactions 135
classes 596
exception-information structure 600
getting exception information
from session 125, 602
printing all exceptions 600
kernel errors 596
fatal errors 600, 602
system errors 600
user errors 600
warnings 600, 602
local-use objects 126, 127
multithreaded applications 125
Objectivity/C++ exceptions 595
use of inheritance hierarchy 597
printing errors to message handler 600
sessions 125, 126, 602
nested calls to begin 143
transactions 143
exclusive lock 154
exit C function 138
exiting process 63, 81
explicit lock request 155
external container 180, 213

F
federated database 206
boot file 207
connected 64, 76
creating 55, 207
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deleting 209
finding 208
global catalog 33, 207
identifier 34, 183, 206
journal directory 207
lock server 207
logical connection to 48
making 64, 76
making multiple 77
Objectivity/DB system resources 207
opening
automatically 133, 207
placement-managed 267
properties
setting 207
recovery
from application failures 79, 172
automatic 78
from lock server failures 80
scanning 412
schema 30, 33
adding class descriptions 56
schema class name of Java class
customized 332
default 347
system database 33, 207
system name 207
tidying 534, 540
federation, see federated database
file descriptors
about 86
optimizing number of 528
reaching UNIX per-process limit 529
setting limit for session 75, 571, 577
file permissions 206
filename extension
cxx 57
DDL files 56
fixed-length string 333
format conversion in the cache 555
function-pointer types
ooConvertFunction 618
ooMsgHandlerPtr 603
ooNameHashFuncPtr 288
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functions, see the Methods, Functions, and
Macros Index

G
global functions, see the Methods, Functions,
and Macros Index
global macros, see the Methods, Functions,
and Macros Index
graph view 433
group lookup of persistent objects 411
growth factor of name map 288

H
HA abbreviation 25
handle 49, 236
casting 258
class definition 245
closed 50, 239, 240
closing 251
creating 245
general purpose 259
inheritance hierarchy 256
memory management 239
null 49, 237
open 50, 238, 240
opening 250
setting 246
testing 247
usage guidelines 244
as function parameter 252
as smart pointer 238
with sessions 89
valid 248
handler
notification handler function
logging events 499
Objectivity/DB system events 517
transaction events 148
signal handler 589
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hash table
extendible 291
hash buckets 291
size of 292
hash function 311
traditional 287
growth characteristics 288
hash function 288
header files 657
javaBuiltins.h 331, 658, 663
ObjectQualifier.h 658
ooCollectionBase.h 279, 363, 658, 661
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner.h 577
ooLogListener.h 499
ooMap.h 279, 361, 658, 662
ooObjy.h 59, 657, 659
ooSchemaODBM 658
ooTime.h 658, 662
ooTransactionListener.h 147
ooTuner.h 576
oo.h 59, 657
primary header file 57, 218
RA.h 658
reference header file 57
header page 181
hot mode 99, 538, 557
setting 562, 573, 575, 578, 579

I
identifier
see also object identifier
container 183, 213
database 183, 210
corresponding to object identifier 184
federated database 34, 183, 206
logical page 183
slot on page 183
transaction 132, 526
implicit lock request 155
index 42, 447
index mode 453
setting default 572, 578
indexed class 448
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international string collation 449
key field 447, 448
nonunique 449
optimized condition 450
performance considerations 417
sorting order 449
unique 449
for individual lookup 410
updating 453
performance considerations 540
index mode of a session 453
performance considerations 540
setting default 572, 578
indexed class 447
individual lookup of persistent objects 387
indivisible unit of work 130
beginning 133, 139
ending successfully 134, 139
ending unsuccessfully 136
notification 148
inline association 201
integer identifier, reuse 183
intention lock 154, 159
interoperability, Objectivity for Java 334
inverse association 197
IPLS abbreviation 581
isolation of transaction 31
iteration set 349
name-map iterator 361
object iterator 349, 350, 464
scalable-collection iterator 363
iterator
see name-map iterator
see object iterator
see scalable-collection iterator
see VArray iterator

J
Java-compatibility classes 663
for arrays 192, 331
for date and time data 194
for strings 194, 343, 346
javaBuiltins.h header file 331, 658, 663
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journal directory for federated database 207
journal file 132

K
key field 447, 448

L
large objects 181
caching 551
limiting memory for 573, 575, 578, 579
limits on data verification 652
list 278
see also persistent collection
adding and removing elements 284
finding all elements 418
finding object by index 396
implementation 289
local-use object for session 108, 118
exception handling 127
local-use object for thread 102
exception handling 126
lock 36
see also locking
compatibility 156
conflict 156, 168
avoiding 169
duration 156
exclusive lock 154
getting explicitly 159
holding during commit 139
intention lock 154, 159
limits 154
propagation 199
read lock 36, 153
MROW 163
non-MROW 162
releasing 161
upgrading 160
releasing 134, 136, 145, 156, 161
request 155
explicitly 158
implicitly 157, 159
on database 159
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on federated database 159
on persistent object 157
update lock 36, 153
downgrading 140, 145, 160
waiting for 170
performance considerations 527
lock propagation 199
lock server 30, 155
and DDL processor 56
checking for 583
connect errors 542, 543
disabling use of 172, 530
for federated database 207
granting locks 155
in-process 581
log directory for 583
starting 583
stopping 584
timeout errors 542
transaction identifier 132, 526
lock-waiting policy 99, 171
performance considerations 527
locking 153
see also lock
deadlock 171
disabling 172, 530
during iteration 169, 467
explicit 155, 158, 159
implicit 155, 157, 159
lock conflict 156, 168
avoiding 169
obtaining information about 525
lock mode, downgrading at checkpoint 140
lock wait, setting 171
performance considerations 526
without propagation 158
log listener 477, 498
attaching to main log 500
attaching to session log 500
creating 500
defining class 499
deleting 501
handling notification 499
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logging 81, 475
in deployed application 497
log directory
for in-process lock server 583
for main and session log files 496, 570,
577
log files 477
appending or overwriting 496, 571, 577
directory path for 496, 570, 577
using or suppressing 496
log items 476
application defined 505
destination for 477
log files 496
log listener 498
in main log 487
in session log 489
logging options 476
application-defined log items 477, 505
enabling and disabling 495, 568, 577
main logging 476, 487
standard session logging 476, 489
transaction statistics 477, 492
transaction timing 477, 493
main log 476
application-defined items 505
attaching listener 500
name of log file 496
recorded information 487
session log
about 476
application-defined items 505
attaching listener 500
interval statistics 502
interval timing 504
name of log file 496
recorded information
interval performance 502
standard session logging 489
transaction statistics 492
transaction timing 493
transaction statistics 492
transaction timing 493
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logical page
identifier 183
storage page and 181
tracing events 653
verification 652

M
macros, see the Methods, Functions, and
Macros Index
main buffer pool 549
main log, see logging, main log
main storage group 268
main thread 99
many-to-many association 198
see also to-many association
many-to-one association 198
see also to-one association
map
see name map
see object map
memory management
see also session, Objectivity/DB cache
caching small and large objects 549
controlling size of cache 558
ending transactions 145
ending transactions and 531, 552
handles and reference counting 239
performance considerations 532
pinning objects 239
reuse of memory representations 552
message handler
application-defined 603
changing error-message output file 603
predefined 603
registering for session 604
method implementation file 57
methods, see the Methods, Functions, and
Macros Index
MROW 37
access policy 162
read lock 163
transaction 37, 162
concurrency considerations 526
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opening set of containers 158, 168
refreshing view of container 167
runtime speed considerations 531
MROW mode 162
multiple readers, one writer, see MROW
multithreaded application
exception handling 125
initializing nonmain thread 100
terminating nonmain thread 100
using sessions 99
from session pool 111
multiple sessions in thread 104
one session per thread 110
sharing session among threads 115

N
name map 278
see also persistent collection
adding and removing elements 285
finding all values 422
finding named object 393
hash function 288
hash table
growth factor 288
initial number of hash buckets 288
maximum average density 288
implementation 287
iterating over elements 422
performance considerations 536
referential integrity 280
name-map element 422
finding the value object 422
getting the name 422
replacing the value object 422
name-map iterator 361
advancing 362
initializing 361
iteration set 361
terminating the iteration 362
using 422
name scope 41, 190, 388
adding and removing objects 389
changing an object’s name 389
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finding all named objects 424
finding named object 390
navigation guide 434
navigation policies 434, 444
navigation query
about 427
breadth-first traversal 428, 431
depth-first traversal 428
distributed navigation 434
graph view 433
class, excluding 436
class, including 437
creating 435
edge class
automatic 439
designating 438
refining 439
edge objects, designating 433
links, excluding 436
objects, excluding 436
link types supported 427
navigation guide 434
navigation guide, specifying 445
navigation result handler 442
navigator
creating 435
customizing behavior 434, 444
starting 445
stopping 428, 445
path 430
performance considerations 434
performance improvements 433
qualifier
creating and using 440
object ID 432, 441
path 431
predicate 432
result 431
result path 430
navigation result handler 442
network timeout period 542
non-inline associations 201
non-MROW read lock 162
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non-MROW transaction, see standard
transaction
non-persistence-capable class 38
nonscalable collection 278
see also name map
see also persistent collection
nonunique index 449
notification
logging events 499
Objectivity/DB system events 516
transaction events 146, 516
null
handles 49, 237
object identifier 184
object references 237

O
object
see storage object
see Objectivity/DB object
see persistent object
see transient object
object conversion 45, 606
see also schema evolution
affected objects 606
converting 614
automatic 607, 612
conversion application 607
conversion function for class 609, 614
defining 618
registering 625
conversion transaction 613
converted object 615
base class 623
embedded class 624
for object being converted 618
deferred 607, 612
immediate 607, 627
modes 607
on demand 607, 613
performance considerations 607, 613
summary of mechanisms 611
unconverted object 615
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base class 620
embedded class 621
object being converted 618
upgrade application 627
object graph 185, 369
association links 196, 373
persistent-collection links 187, 385
reference-attribute links 195, 370
root object 185
object ID qualifier for navigation query 432
object identifier 34, 184, 236
changing 184
null 184
OID abbreviation 34
reuse of 184
object iterator 52, 349
accessing the current object 356
advancing 355
as parameter 361
casting to handle 358
class definition 353
deleting found objects 357
general-purpose 350, 358
initializing to find objects 354
destination objects of to-many
association 382
persistent objects in name scope 424
scanning with parallel query 457, 464
scope objects 425
iteration set 52, 349, 350
parallel query 464
position in 350
locking objects 169, 467
null 350
open mode 537
for parallel query 465
performance considerations 537
terminating iteration 134, 136, 352, 360
terminating iteration of parallel query 459,
465
object map 278
see also persistent collection
adding and removing elements 286
finding all keys 419
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finding all values 419
finding object by content-based lookup 408
finding object by key 404
sorted 279
implementation 289
unordered 279
implementation 291
object model
see Objectivity/DB, object model
see schema
object qualification 42
parallel query 455
predicate scan 413
optimizing 450
qualifying destination objects 383
object reference
about 51
casting 258
class definition 252
creating 253
general purpose 259
inheritance hierarchy 256
null 237
ooHandle and ooRef 236
setting 253
testing 254
usage guidelines 244
used as persistent address 241
used as smart pointer 242
Objectivity server
see AMS
see lock server
Objectivity/C++ exceptions, see exception
handling
Objectivity/DB 29
application development 43
interaction with application
initializing
in main thread 63, 74
in nonmain thread 74, 100
terminating
in main thread 63, 81
in nonmain thread 81, 100
object model 39, 178
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association 40, 196
attribute 39, 191
persistence-capable class 37, 191
object, see Objectivity/DB object
operations 40
physical storage model 180
preparing for shutdown 63, 81
runtime statistics 524
startup properties 75
AMS usage 75
number of file descriptors 75
optimizing 528
setting with performance tuner 571,
577
signal handler 76
system resources 207
Objectivity/DB cache, see session,
Objectivity/DB cache
Objectivity/DB object 32
finding 36
getting a reference to 36
handling event notification about 517
identifier 34, 183
locking 36, 153
explicitly 155
implicitly 155
opening 36
operations 40
referencing 235
runtime type identification (RTTI) 249
statistics about 480, 513
Objectivity/IPLS programming interface 583
ObjectQualifier.h header file 658
ODMG abbreviation 25
OID, see object identifier
one-to-many association 198
see also to-many association
one-to-one association 198
see also to-one association
OO_CONNECT_RETRIES environment
variable 543
OO_DEBUG_FILE environment variable 650
OO_DEBUG_TRACE_CONTAINER
environment variable 651
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OO_DEBUG_TRACE_DATABASE
environment variable 651
OO_DEBUG_TRACE_OBJECT environment
variable 651
OO_DEBUG_TRACE_PAGE environment
variable 651
OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_CONTAINER
environment variable 650
OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_OBJECT environment
variable 650
OO_DEBUG_VERIFY_PAGE environment
variable 650
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT environment variable
543
ooCollectionBase.h header file 279, 363, 658,
661
ooCompare class, subclassing 295
oodeletedb tool 212
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner class,
subclassing 576
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner.h header file 577
ooEventListener class, subclassing 517
ooLogListener class, subclassing 499
ooLogListener.h header file 499
ooMap.h header file 279, 361, 658, 662
ooObj class, subclassing 218
ooObjy.h header file 59, 657, 659
ooqueryserver tool 457
ooSchemaODBM.h header file 658
ooSessionData class, subclassing 119
ooTime.h header file 658, 662
ooTransactionListener class, subclassing 147
ooTransactionListener.h header file 147
ooTuner class, subclassing 576
ooTuner.h header file 576
oo.h header file 59, 657
open handle 50, 238, 240
open mode 54
for object iterator 351, 537
for object iterator of parallel query 465
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for persistent object
checking 224
promoting 224
setting 223
for transaction 131
setting 133, 134, 136
upgrading 132, 142
optimized comparison in sorted collections
301
optimized condition 450
optimized string 193, 334
8-bit character string 343
creating 343
ordered collection, see persistent collection

P
page
see buffer page
see logical page
see storage page
page map 213
parallel query 42, 455
access required by transactions 466
checking query server 456
concurrency 467
example 462
iteration set 464
locking 467
main query transaction 466
memory management and 465
network access 467
open mode 465
performance vs. ordinary query 468
performing 457
query manager 459
query server 460
checking 456
running 456
query task 460
transactions 461
query tasks 460
query threads 461
result queue 461
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starting 457
task assignment 460
termination 465
due to access failure 466
transaction access 466
volatile data and 470
path qualifier 431
performance
cache size 532
concurrency 169, 525
custom comparator 536
disk space 530
fragmentation of disk 530
indexes 417
locking, disabling 530
measurements of 478
monitoring 475
listening for Objectivity/DB system
events 516
logging 81, 475
statistical measurements 479, 507
name maps 536
object iterators 537
ooSession::getCurrent static method 537
persistent collections 536
runtime speed 528
runtime statistics 524
scan operations
parallel queries 468
read-ahead thread 535
scan order 536
session pools 532
space, efficient use of 540
standard transactions 531
to-many associations 537
Windows XP 530
performance analyzer 524
performance tuner 53, 565
application defined 576
default 566, 567
defining class 576
registering 82, 567, 579
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setting property values
from environment variables 567
logging properties 568, 577
session properties 572, 574, 578, 579
default values 572, 578
session-pool properties 574, 578
startup properties 571, 577
persistence behavior 32, 218
persistence-capable class 37
about 218
defining 55, 202
object use 191
protected from upgrade 627
type name, getting 225, 249
type number 182, 225, 249
getting 225, 249
persistent collection 38
about 187, 277
adding and removing elements
building collection 282
during iteration 365
as intermediate link 385
classes 279
classification
nonscalable collection 278
ordered collection 277
scalable collection 278
sorted collection 277
unordered collection 277
creating 281
customizing
hashing function of unordered
collection 310
sorting criteria of sorted collection 296
finding persistent objects in 391, 395, 398,
403, 418
links to elements 278
nonscalable unordered collection 287
see also name map
performance considerations 536
scalable ordered collection
B-tree 289
growth 290
index 289
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nodes 289
sorted collection 277
comparator 290, 296, 316
customizing sorting criteria 296
optimization 301
scalable unordered collection
bucket size 292
comparator 295, 310, 316
customizing hashing function 310
extendible hashing mechanism 291
growth 293
hash bucket 291
size of 292
top-level directory 291
persistent data 191
persistent object 32, 217
see also Objectivity/DB object
closed 50, 51, 240
closing 232
creating 219
deleting 233
performance considerations 540
without propagation 234
finding 221
by scope name 390
following links 372, 381, 382
in list 396, 418
in name map 393, 422
in name scope 424
in object map 404, 408, 419
in set 401, 418
qualifying with parallel query 455
scanning 412
scanning with parallel query 455
using unique index 410
grouping 188, 411
for individual lookup 387
handling event notification about 517
large 181
caching 551
limiting memory for 573, 575, 578, 579
limits on data verification 652
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linking 41, 369
association 373
performance considerations 541
persistent collection 385
reference attribute 370
locking 36, 157
without propagation 158
memory management
caching small and large objects 549
ending transactions and 145
handles and reference counting 239
modifying 230
object in persistent collection 317
naming
in name map 391
with scope name 388
object conversion 605
object identifier 34, 184, 236
getting 227
open 50, 240
open mode
checking 224
promoting 224
setting 223
opening 221
explicitly 223
implicitly 223
organizing
for group lookup 188, 411
for individual lookup 387
in object graph 185, 369
persistent data 191
pinning 239
placement
about 267
federated database 267
file-storage locations 268
managed vs. explicit 269
placement guide 270
placement model 268
purpose indicator 272
specifying information 270
storage-location preferences 274
pointer to 262
referencing 237
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runtime type identification (RTTI) 225
small 181
caching 549
statistics about 480, 513
tracing events 653
verification 652
physical page, see storage page
placement 217
about 267
federated database 267
file-storage locations 268
guide 270
main storage group 268
managed vs. explicit 269
model 268
persistent objects
specifying information 270
purpose indicator 272
storage-location preferences 274
placement model 185
pool, buffer 546
see also session, Objectivity/DB cache
pool, session, see session pool
predicate qualifier for navigation query 432
predicate query 354
see also parallel query
see also predicate scan
on to-many association 383
predicate scan
about 42, 413
optimizing 450
with unique index 410
predicate string
about 42
optimized condition 450
primary header file 57, 218
primary thread, see main thread
printing error messages 600
process termination 63, 81
processing DDL file 56
purpose indicator 272
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Q
qualifier
creating and using 440
creating navigator 435
object ID 432
path 431
predicate 432
result 431, 440

R
RA.h header file 658
read lock 36, 153
MROW 163
non-MROW 162
releasing 161
upgrading 160
read transaction 132
promoting to update 132, 142
read-only database 211
recovery
from application failures 172
automatic 78
from lock server failures 80
reference attribute 195, 370
reference header file 57
referencing Objectivity/DB objects 235
referential integrity 280
deleting persistent objects 233
of associations 197
of name map 280
of scalable collection 280
relationship, see association
result qualifier 431, 440
root object
of composite object 40
propagating operations 199
of object graph 185
RPC timeout period, see network timeout
period
RTTI, see runtime type identification
runtime statistics 524
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runtime type identification (RTTI)
for Objectivity/DB objects 249
for persistent objects 225

S
S_AmsUsage environment variable 571
S_AppendLogs environment variable 571
S_CacheInitialPages environment variable
573
S_CacheMaxPages environment variable 573
S_HotMode environment variable 573
S_IndexMode environment variable 572
S_LargeObjectMemoryLimit environment
variable 573
S_LockWait environment variable 573
S_LogAll environment variable 568
S_LogConnection environment variable 569
S_LogNone environment variable 568
S_LogOther environment variable 569
S_LogSession environment variable 569
S_LogTransactionStatistics environment
variable 569
S_LogTransactionTiming environment
variable 569
S_NumberOfFiles environment variable 571
S_PoolName_CacheInitialPages environment
variables 575
S_PoolName_CacheMaxPages environment
variables 575
S_PoolName_HardLimit environment
variables 574
S_PoolName_HotMode environment
variables 575
S_PoolName_LargeObjectMemoryLimit
environment variables 575
S_PoolName_LockWait environment
variables 575
S_PoolName_SessionWait environment
variables 574
S_PoolName_SoftLimit environment
variables 574
scalable collection, see persistent collection
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scalable-collection iterator 363
advancing 364
current element 363
finding 364
removing 365
replacing 365
current index 363
repositioning 364
initializing 363
to find elements of list or set 418
to find keys of object map 419
to find values of object map 419
iterating backward 364
iteration set 363
scan 42
see parallel query
predicate scan 42, 413
optimizing 450
with unique index 410
read-ahead thread 535
scan order 536
schema 30, 33
adding class descriptions 56
schema class name of Java class
customized 332
default 347
schema evolution 45, 606
see also object conversion
conversion operations 606, 609
SchemaDump tool 610, 619, 622
SchemaUpgrade tool 610
scope name 41, 388
changing 389
finding named object 390
getting from named object 424
handling event notification about 517
removing 389
setting 389
statistics about 482, 513
scope object 41, 190, 388
container access required for 388
finding all for named object 425
hashing mechanism for 388
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server
see AMS
see lock server
session 48, 85
closing unneeded files 529
creating 90, 94
event listener 516
registering 519
exception handling 125, 126, 602
nested calls to begin 143
file descriptors 75, 86, 571, 577
optimizing number of 528
getting 90
getting thread’s attached session 114
identifying tag 95
local-use object for 108, 118
log
application-defined items 505
attaching listener 500
interval statistics 502
interval timing 504
log listener
attaching 500
name of log file 496
recorded information
interval performance 502
standard session logging 489
transaction statistics 492
transaction timing 493
transaction statistics 492
transaction timing 493
message handler 602
error-message output file, setting 603
registering 604
multiple, in application 88
notification
logging events 499
Objectivity/DB system events 516
of transaction events 146
transaction events 146
Objectivity/DB cache 86, 545
allocation of pools 549
controlling 559
optimizing 532
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buffer pages 182, 546
multiple sizes 548
buffer pools
additional 549
allocation of 549, 559
large-object buffer pool 546
main 549
small-object buffer pool 546
caching
large objects 551
small objects 549
ending transactions 145, 531
ending transactions and 553
format conversion in 98, 555
delaying 538
handling event notification about 517
large-object memory pool 546
page sizes, accommodating multiple
548
refreshing memory representations
553
reuse of memory representations 552
size of
controlling 558
estimating 554
optimizing 532
statistics about 483, 513
obtaining from session pool 94
passing data between sessions 89
properties 86
abort mode 137
application defined 119
defining class 119
getting 123
setting 122
buffer-pool allocation 549, 551
setting 559
cache capacity
initial 98, 558
maximum 98, 558
performance tuning and 533
setting 558, 573, 575, 578, 579
disk format, see connection object,
properties
downgrade mode 140
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error-message output file 603
hot mode 99, 538, 557
setting 562, 573, 575, 578, 579
index mode 453
performance considerations 540
setting default 572, 578
large-object allocation 551
initial 551
maximum 551
optimizing 532
setting 559
large-object memory limit 98, 551
setting 558, 573, 575, 578, 579
lock-waiting policy 99, 171
performance considerations 527
setting 573, 575, 578, 579
MROW mode 162
name 98, 496
nest count 141
network timeout period 542
number of connect retries 542, 543
small-object allocation 549
initial 549
maximum 549
optimizing 532
setting 559
transaction open mode 131
setting 133, 134, 136
upgrading 132, 142
related objects 87
event listener 516
registering 519
log listener 500
transaction listeners 146
adding 149
removing 150
runtime statistics 524
session pool
getting session from 94
returning session to 96
session tags 95
snapshot, capturing 514
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statistics 479
cumulative, getting 508
incremental, getting 508
logging
cumulative 490
interval 502
transaction 492
updating 508
tag in session pool 95
testing for active transaction 135
thread use 88
attaching and detaching 88
exception handling 126
explicitly 104
with local-use object 108
usage models 103
multiple sessions in thread 104
one session per thread 110
session from session pool 111
sharing session among threads 115
transaction services
aborting transaction 136
beginning transaction 133
checkpointing transaction 139
committing transaction 134
handling notification about 517
nested calls to begin 141
statistics about 480, 513
timing 493
session pool 85
about 91
creating 93
getting a session 94
performance considerations 532
properties 91
hard limit 91
name 91
session waiting 91, 94
setting with performance tuner 574,
578
soft limit 91
returning a session 96
tags for sessions 95
session-based application control 73
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session-data object 119
defining class 119
getting 123
setting 122
set 278
see also persistent collection
adding and removing elements 283
finding all elements 418
finding element by content-based lookup
401
sorted 279
implementation 289
unordered 279
implementation 291
setlocale C function 449
shape of class 606
shut down 81
signal C function 590, 594
signal handling 589
ignoring signals 594
signal handler 589
application-defined 590
installing 590
predefined 76, 589
suppressing 76
signaling an error 596
slot, on logical page 180
identifier 183
statistics about 485
small objects 181
caching 549
smart pointer 50, 238
see also handle
snapshot
application state 514
capturing 514
debugging with 514
sorted collection, see persistent collection
sorted object map, see object map
sorted set, see set
source class 40, 196
source object 41, 185
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SQL-compatibility classes for date and time
data 195
stand-alone application 172
standard access policy 162
see also concurrent-access policy
standard transaction 37, 162
standard VArray 192, 321
see also VArray
state information, capturing 514
static_cast C++ template function 258, 261
statistical-value object 508
cumulative, getting 508
incremental, getting 508
updating 508
statistics
about associations 481, 513
about containers 480, 513
about databases 480, 513
about Objectivity/DB objects 480, 513
about persistent objects 480, 513
about scope names 482, 513
about session
cumulative, getting 508
incremental, getting 508
logging
cumulative 490
interval 502
transaction 492
updating 508
about storage use 485, 513
about the cache 483, 513
about transactions 480, 513
logging interval performance 502
logging transaction performance 492
snapshot, capturing 514
statistics counter
creating 508
for interval statistics 502
getting cumulative measurements 508
getting incremental measurements 508
updating 508
statistics, see runtime statistics
storage hierarchy 32
grouping persistent objects 178
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storage object 32
see also Objectivity/DB object
identifier 34, 183
scanning 413
scanning with parallel query 455
storage page 180
buffer page 182
buffer page and 546
disk format 556
changing for existing pages 563
default 556
optimizing 538
specifying for new pages 562
logical page and 181
owning architecture 556
size
multiple in federated database 181
storage-location preferences 274
strcoll C function 449
string
ASCII 334
basic string 334
fixed-length string 333
optimized string 334
8-bit character string 343
storage of 335
string element (of Java array) 346
Unicode string 334
variable-length string 333
string element (of Java array) 346
subclassing
ooCompare 295
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner 576
ooEventListener 517
ooLogListener 499
ooObj 218
ooSessionData 119
ooTransactionListener 147
ooTuner 576
system-database file 207
system database of federated database 33, 207
system default association array 201
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system name
database 210
federated database 207
of container 213

T
temporary VArray 321
see also VArray
this keyword 264, 265
thread
blocking 89
creating 101
getting attached session 114
local-use object for 102
main 99
Objectivity/DB interaction
initializing 100
terminating 100
exception handling 125
explicitly 100
with local-use object 102
session use 88
attaching and detaching a session 88
exception handling 126
explicitly 104
with local-use object 108
usage models 103
multiple sessions in thread 104
one session per thread 110
session from session pool 111
sharing session among threads 115
Tidy tool 534, 540
time classes 194, 662
general-purpose 194
Java-compatibility 194
ODMG 195
SQL-compatibility 195
timeout period
lock waiting 99, 171
performance considerations 527
setting 573, 575, 578, 579
network 542
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session waiting 91, 94
stopping in-process lock server 584
timing
logging interval performance 504
logging transaction performance 493
timer 486
for interval timing 504
to-many association 198
adding a link 378
deleting all links 380
deleting specific link 380
finding all destination objects 382
finding destination objects that satisfy
condition 383
to-one association 198
creating link 377
deleting link 377
finding destination object 381
tools
Assist 33
CleanupFd 209
CreateFd 33, 55, 207
DDL processor (ooddlx) 56
schema-evolution options 611
DeleteFd 209
oodeletedb 212
ooqueryserver 457
SchemaDump 610, 619, 622
SchemaUpgrade 610
Tidy 534, 540
transaction 30, 129
aborting 136
before Objectivity/DB shutdown 81
closing handles 137
on process termination 138
performance considerations 145, 531
active 129
atomicity 31
beginning 133
checkpointing 139, 145
downgrading locks 140, 145
committing 134
and holding locks 139
closing handles 134
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consistency 31
conversion 613
durability 31
exception handling 135, 143
handling notification about 517
identifier 132, 526
indivisible unit of work 130
beginning 133, 139
ending successfully 134, 139
ending unsuccessfully 136
isolation 31
logging statistics 492
logging timing 493
MROW 37, 162
concurrency considerations 526
refreshing view of container 167
runtime speed considerations 531
multiple in application 131
notification of transaction events 146, 516
performance considerations 531, 540
read-only 132
promoting to update 132, 142
rolling back changes 136
standard 37, 162
statistics about 480, 513
terminating 130, 134
transaction
aborting 136
update 132
usage guidelines 144
transaction listener
about 146
adding to session 149
defining class 147
deleting 151
handling notifications 148
priority 147
removing from session 150
transient object
about 217
creating 219, 221
deleting 233
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traversal
breadth-first 428
depth-first 428
type conversion
handles and object references 243, 257, 258,
261
object Iterator 358
type name, getting 225, 249
type number 182, 225, 249
getting 225, 249
typographical conventions 24

U
unconverted object 615
base class 620
embedded class 621
object being converted 618
Unicode string 334
character access
UTF-16 341
UTF-32 342
code point 336
code unit 336
converting
const char* to basic Unicode 341
const wchar_t * to basic Unicode 341
creating 340
extracting from string element 346
getting characters 341
unidirectional association 196
concurrency considerations 527
unique index 449
unordered collection, see persistent collection
unordered object map, see object map
unordered set, see set
update lock
about 36, 153
downgrading 140, 145, 160
update transaction 132
upgrade application 608, 627
example 630
protected class 627
upgrade protection 608
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usage guidelines
handles and object references 244
transaction 144

V
variable-length string 333
variable-size array, see VArray
VArray 192, 321
adding an element 329
assigning 327
creating 323
element type, valid 322
extending 329
extracting from Java-compatibility array
331
getting element value 325
performance considerations 534, 541
setting element value 326
size 321
changing 329
getting 328
initial 534
standard 192, 321
structure 322
vector of elements 322
opening for update 326
temporary 321
verification, see data verification
Visual C++ exit function 81

W
Windows XP performance 530
write lock, see update lock
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This index contains an alphabetical list of the Objectivity/C++ classes that are discussed
in this book. Methods and data members are listed under each class. For a description of
all classes in the Objectivity/C++ programming interface, see Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Reference. For an alphabetical list of all functions and macros, including
methods, see Methods, Functions, and Macros Index. For a list of non-class types,
constants, global variables, and data members, see Types, Constants, and Variables Index.

A

G

appClass (application-defined
persistence-capable classes)
see also ooObj class
add_linkName 378
del_linkName 377, 380
exist_linkName 377
linkName 381, 382
ooThis 228
operator new 219, 270
set_linkName 377
sub_linkName 380

GraphView class 435
edgeClass method 438
excludeClass method 436, 440
includeClass method 437

C
CombinedStringToolOutputSink class 638
getCombined 639

D
d_Date class 195
d_Interval class 195
d_Time class 195
d_Timestamp class 195

N
NavigationResultHandler class 442
handleNavigatorFinished 442
handleResultPath 442
Navigator class
constructor 435
start 445
stop 445

O
ooCacheFullException class 550, 552
ooCollection class 279
add 283, 286
addAll 283, 286
clear 283, 284, 286
contains 283, 401
get 401
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isEmpty 283, 285, 287
iterator 418
keyIterator 419
notEmpty 283, 285, 287
remove 283, 286
removeAll 283, 284, 286
removeAllDeleted 280
retainAll 283, 284, 286
size 283, 285, 287
valueIterator 419
ooCollectionIterator class 363
current 364
currentValue 364, 421
goTo 364
goToIndex 364
goToLast 364
hasNext 364
hasPrevious 364
next 364
previous 364
remove 365
reset 364
set 365
ooCompare class
compare 296, 299, 311, 313
comparisonArraySize 302
hash 311, 313
setComparisonArrayFromKey 303
setComparisonArrayFromObject 302
ooConnection class 48, 76
checkLS 583
createSession 90, 104, 558, 562, 572, 578
createSessionPool 93, 94, 558, 562, 574, 578,
579
getSessionFromPool 94, 104
noLock 173
setObjectCreationDiskFormat 562
startInternalLS 583
stopInternalLS 584
ooConvertInObject class 615
getOldBaseClass 620
getOldDataMember 621
getType methods 619
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ooConvertInOutObject class 615
getNewBaseClass 623
getNewDataMember 624
setType methods 622
ooDate class 194, 662
ooDateTime class 194, 662
ooDeadlockException class 597
ooDotNetDateTime class 195
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner class 53, 566
ooEventListener class 516
ooException class 52, 596
reportErrors 600
ooFDObj class 49, 208
ooHandle(className) classes 49, 236, 245
see also ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes,
ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes
operator className* 248, 262
operator= 246, 261, 262
ooHandle(ooFDObj) class 208
ooHashBasedCollection class 279
directorySize 294
ooHashMapX class 279, 286
addAll 286
containsKey 287, 403, 404, 405, 408
containsValue 287
get 404
put 286
ooHashSetX class 279, 283
ooId class 184
ooInternalStatistics class 508, 513
ooInterval class 194, 662
ooItr(appClass) classes 350
end 360
next 355
scan 412
ooItr(ooObj) class 350
end 360
next 355
scan 416
oojArrayOfBoolean class 331
getBooleanArray 331
oojArrayOfCharacter class 331
getCharacterArray 331
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oojArrayOfDouble class 331
getDoubleArray 331
oojArrayOfFloat class 331
getFloatArray 331
oojArrayOfInt8 class 331
getInt8Array 331
oojArrayOfInt16 class 331
getInt16Array 331
oojArrayOfInt32 class 331
getInt32Array 331
oojArrayOfInt64 class 331
getInt64Array 331
oojArrayOfObject class 331, 346
getObjectArray 331, 346
oojDate class 195
oojString class 346
getStringValue 346
oojTime class 195
oojTimestamp class 195
ooKernelException class 597
noOfErrors 601
reportErrors 600
ooLocalThread class 102, 104, 108
ooLockConflictException class 595, 597
enableConflictInfo 525
getConflictInfo 525
ooLogListener class
onLogItem 499
ooMap class 279, 285
add 285, 391
forceAdd 285
isMember 285
lookup 393
nElement 285
remove 285
replace 285
set_nameHashFunction 288
set_refEnable 280
ooMapElem class 361, 422
name 422
oid 422
set_oid 422
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ooMapItr class 361
constructor 361
end 362
next 362
operator= 361
ooNetworkException class 596
ooObj class 49, 218
ooGetTypeN 225
ooGetTypeName 225
ooIsKindOf 225
ooUpdate 231
ooValidate 227
operator delete 233
operator new 219, 262, 270
ooObjy class 47, 73
addToMainLog 505
getConnection 76, 77, 80
initializeThread 74, 100
setDefaultAutoRecover 80
setLoggingOptions 81, 495, 568, 577
setMainLogListener 500
setTuner 82, 567, 579
shutdown 81, 636
startup 74, 571, 572, 577, 591, 636
terminateThread 81, 100
ooRefHandle(appClass) classes
see ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes
convertObjects 614
lock 159
setConversion 626
typeN 249
typeName 249
upgradeObjects 628
ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 218
close 232, 251
getNameObj 424, 425
getNameScope 425
isContainerUpdated 167
isNull 248
isValid 248
lock 158
lockNoProp 158
lookupObj 390
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nameObj 389
open 223
openMode 224, 251
operator ooObj* (handle only) 248, 262
operator-> 223, 250, 254, 263
operator= 246, 253, 261, 262
operator== 248
operator!= 248
print 227
ptr 262, 263
refreshOpenContainer 167
releaseReadLock 161
sprint 227
typeN 225, 249
typeName 225, 249
unnameObj 389
update 223
ooRef(className) classes 51, 195, 236, 252
see also ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes,
ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes
operator= 253, 261
ooSession class 48, 85
abort 136
addToLog 505
addTransactionListener 149
attach 103, 104
begin 104, 108, 133
nested calls 141
checkpoint 139, 160
commit 134
detach 103, 104
fd 87, 208
getCurrent 104, 114
getSessionData 123
haveActiveTransaction 135
isAttached 104
recover 138, 172
regMsgHandler 603, 604
releaseFiles 529
removeTransactionListener 150
returnSessionToPool 96
setBufferSpace 559
setConnectRetries 543
setDefaultAbortMode 137
setDefaultDowngradeMode 140
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setDefaultIndexMode 453
setDefaultMrowMode 162
setDefaultServerTimeout 542
setErrorFile 603
setEventListener 519
setLockWait 171
setLogListener 500
setSchemaUpgradeMode 627
setServerTimeout 542
setSessionData 122
snapShot 514
startStatistics 502
startTimer 504
stopStatistics 502
stopTimer 504
upgradeOpenMode 132, 154
ooSessionAlreadyAttached class 108, 595
ooSessionData class 119
constructor 121
ooSessionDataNotFound class 123
ooStatistics class 508
constructor 508
cumulative 508, 509
delta 508, 511
update 508
ooStringT<N> classes 343
ooThreadAlreadyHasASession class 108
ooTime class 194, 662
ooTooManySessions class 94
ooTransactionListener class 146
constructor 147
onTransactionBegin 148
onTransactionBegun 148
onTransactionFinished 148, 149
ooTreeBasedCollection class 279
first 396
last 396
ooTreeListX class 279, 284
add 284
addAll 284
addFirst 284
addLast 284
contains 285
get 396
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remove 284
removeRange 284
set 284
ooTreeMapX class 279, 286
addAll 286
constructor 302, 319
containsKey 287, 403, 404, 405, 408
containsValue 287
get 404
put 286
ooTreeSetX class 279, 283
add 283
constructor 302, 319
contains 283, 401
remove 283, 286
ooTuner class 53, 565
amsUsage 577
appendLogs 577
cacheInitialPages 578
cacheMaxPages 578
hotMode 578
indexMode 578
largeObjectMemoryLimit 578
lockWait 578
logDirectory 577
logOptions 577
numberOfFiles 577
poolSessionCacheInitialPages 579
poolSessionCacheMaxPages 579
poolSessionHotMode 579
poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit 579
poolSessionLockWait 579
sessionPoolHardLimit 578
sessionPoolSoftLimit 578
sessionPoolWait 578
ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 321
ooUtf8String class 335
ooUtf16CharacterIterator class 341
ooUtf16Iterator class 341
ooUtf16String class 335
setFromUtf8 342
ooUtf32String class 335
setFromUtf8 342
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ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 192, 321
constructor 323
elem 325, 326
extend 329
operator[] 325, 326
operator= 327
resize 329
set 326
size 328
update 326
ooVString class 335
constructor 338
head 338
length 338
resize 338

Q
Qualifier class 432

S
StringToolOutputSink class 638
getErr 639
getOut 639

T
Tool class
execute 635
ToolOutputSink class 638, 644
err 644
out 644
ToolParameters class 637
add 638
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Methods, Functions, and Macros Index
This index lists the Objectivity/C++ methods, global functions, and global macros that are
discussed in this book. For a description of all functions and macros in the
Objectivity/C++ programming interface, see Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference. For a
list of classes, see Classes Index. For a list of non-class types, constants, global variables,
and data members, see Types, Constants, and Variables Index.

Symbols
[]
=
==
!=

see operator[]
see operator=
see operator==
see operator!=

A
abort method
of ooSession class 136
add method
of ooCollection class 283, 286
of ooMap class 285, 391
of ooTreeListX class 284
of ooTreeSetX 283
of ToolParameters class 638
add_linkName methods
of application-defined persistence-capable
classes 378
addAll method
of ooCollection class 283, 286
of ooHashMapX class 286
of ooTreeListX class 284
of ooTreeMapX class 286

addFirst method
of ooTreeListX class 284
addLast method
of ooTreeListX class 284
addToLog method
of ooSession class 505
addToMainLog static method
of ooObjy class 505
addTransactionListener method
of ooSession class 149
amsUsage method
of ooTuner class 577
appendLogs method
of ooTuner class 577
attach method
of ooSession class 103, 104

B
begin method
of ooSession class 104, 108, 133
nested calls 141
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C
cacheInitialPages method
of ooTuner class 578
cacheMaxPages method
of ooTuner class 578
checkLS method
of ooConnection class 583
checkpoint method
of ooSession class 139, 160
clear method
of ooCollection class 283, 284, 286
close method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 232, 251
commit method
of ooSession class 134
compare method
of ooCompare class 296, 299, 311, 313
comparisonArraySize method
of ooCompare class 302
contains method
of ooCollection class 283, 401
of ooTreeListX class 285
of ooTreeSetX class 283, 401
containsKey method
of ooHashMapX class 287, 403, 404, 405,
408
of ooTreeMapX class 287, 403, 404, 405, 408
containsValue method
of ooHashMapX class 287
of ooTreeMapX class 287
convertObjects method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 614
createSession method
of ooConnection class 90, 104, 558, 562, 572,
578
createSessionPool method
of ooConnection class 93, 94, 558, 562, 574,
578, 579
cumulative method
of ooStatistics class 508, 509
current method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364
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currentValue method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364, 421

D
del_linkName methods
of application-defined persistence-capable
classes 377, 380
delta method
of ooStatistics class 508, 511
detach method
of ooSession class 103, 104
directorySize method
of ooHashBasedCollection class 294

E
edgeClass method
of GraphView class 438
elem method
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 325,
326
enableConflictInfo static method
of ooLockConflictException class 525
end method
of ooItr(ooObj) class 360
of ooMapItr class 362
excludeClass method
of GraphView class 436, 440
execute static method
of Tool class 635
exist_linkName methods
of application-defined persistence-capable
classes 377
extend method
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 329

F
fd method
of ooSession class 87, 208
first method
of ooTreeBasedCollection class 396
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forceAdd method
of ooMap class 285

G
get method
of ooCollection class 401
of ooHashMapX class 404
of ooTreeBasedCollection class 401
of ooTreeListX class 396
of ooTreeMapX class 404
getBooleanArray method
of oojArrayOfBoolean class 331
getCharacterArray method
of oojArrayOfCharacter class 331
getCombined method
of CombinedStringToolOutputSink class
639
getConflictInfo method
of ooLockConflictException class 525
getConnection static method
of ooObjy class 76, 77, 80
getCurrent static method
of ooSession class 104, 114, 537
getDoubleArray method
of oojArrayOfDouble class 331
getErr method
of StringToolOutputSink class 639
getFloatArray method
of oojArrayOfFloat class 331
getInt8Array method
of oojArrayOfInt8 class 331
getInt16Array method
of oojArrayOfInt16 class 331
getInt32Array method
of oojArrayOfInt32 class 331
getInt64Array method
of oojArrayOfInt64 class 331
getNameObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 424, 425
getNameScope method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 425
getNewBaseClass method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 623
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getNewDataMember method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 624
getObjectArray method
of oojArrayOfObject class 331, 346
getOldBaseClass method
of ooConvertInObject class 620
getOldDataMember method
of ooConvertInObject class 621
getOut method
of StringToolOutputSink class 639
getSessionData method
of ooSession class 123
getSessionFromPool method
of ooConnection class 94, 104
getStringValue method
of oojString class 346
getType method
of ooConvertInObject class 619
goTo method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364
goToIndex method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364
goToLast method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364

H
hash method
of ooCompare class 311, 313
hasNext method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364
hasPrevious method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364
haveActiveTransaction method
of ooSession class 135
head method
of ooVString class 338
hotMode method
of ooTuner class 578
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I
includeClass method
of GraphView class 437
indexMode method
of ooTuner class 578
initializeThread static method
of ooObjy class 74, 100
isAttached method
of ooSession class 104
isContainerUpdated method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 167
isEmpty method
of ooCollection class 283, 285, 287
isMember method
of ooMap class 285
isNull method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 248
isValid method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 248
iterator method
of ooCollection class 418

K
keyIterator method
of ooCollection class 419

L
largeObjectMemoryLimit method
of ooTuner class 578
last method
of ooTreeBasedCollection class 396
length method
of ooVString class 338
linkName method
of application-defined persistence-capable
classes 381, 382
lock method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 159
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 158
lockNoProp method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 158
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lockWait method
of ooTuner class 578
logDirectory method
of ooTuner class 577
logOptions method
of ooTuner class 577
lookup method
of ooMap class 393
lookupObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 390

N
name method
of ooMapElem class 422
nameObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 389
Navigator constructor 435
nElement method
of ooMap class 285
next method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364
of ooItr(appClass) classes 355
of ooItr(ooObj) class 355
of ooMapItr class 362
noLock method
of ooConnection class 173
notEmpty method
of ooCollection class 283, 285, 287
numberOfFiles method
of ooTuner class 577

O
oid method
of ooMapElem class 422
onLogItem method
of ooLogListener class 499
onTransactionBegin method
of ooTransactionListener class 148
onTransactionBegun method
of ooTransactionListener class 148
onTransactionFinished method
of ooTransactionListener class 148, 149
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ooDelete function 233
ooGetTypeN method
of ooObj class 225
ooGetTypeName method
of ooObj class 225
ooIsKindOf method
of ooObj class 225
ooMapItr constructor 361
ooOpenContainers function 158
ooSessionData constructor 121
ooStatistics constructor 508
ooThis method
of application-defined persistence-capable
classes 228
ooTransactionListener constructor 147
ooTreeMapX constructor 302, 319
ooTreeSetX constructor 302, 319
ooTypeN macro 225, 249
ooTypeName function 225, 249
ooUpdate method
of ooObj class 231
ooUpdateIndexes function 454
ooValidate method
of ooObj class 227
ooVArrayT<element_type> constructor 323
ooVString constructor 338
open method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 223
openMode method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 224, 251
operator className*
of ooHandle(className) classes 248, 262
operator delete
of ooObj class 233
operator new
of ooObj class 219, 262, 270
operator[]
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 325,
326
of ooVString class 338
operator->
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 223, 250,
254, 263
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operator=
of ooHandle(className) classes 246, 261,
262
of ooMapItr class 361
of ooRef(className) classes 253, 261
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 327
operator==
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 248
operator!=
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 248

P
poolSessionCacheInitialPages method
of ooTuner class 579
poolSessionCacheMaxPages method
of ooTuner class 579
poolSessionHotMode method
of ooTuner class 579
poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit
method
of ooTuner class 579
poolSessionLockWait method
of ooTuner class 579
previous method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364
print method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 227
ptr method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 262, 263
put method
of ooHashMapX class 286
of ooTreeMapX class 286

R
recover method
of ooSession class 138, 172
refreshOpenContainer method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 167
regMsgHandler method
of ooSession class 603, 604
releaseFiles method
of ooSession class 529
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releaseReadLock method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 161
remove method
of ooCollection class 283, 286
of ooCollectionIterator class 365
of ooMap class 285
of ooTreeListX class 284
of ooTreeSetX 283, 286
removeAll method
of ooCollection class 283, 284, 286
removeAllDeleted method
of ooCollection class 280
removeRange method
of ooTreeListX class 284
removeTransactionListener method
of ooSession class 150
replace method
of ooMap class 285
reportErrors method of ooException class 600
reset method
of ooCollectionIterator class 364
resize method
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 329
of ooVString class 338
retainAll method
of ooCollection class 283, 284, 286
returnSessionToPool method
of ooSession class 96

S
scan method
of ooItr(appClass) classes 412
of ooItr(ooObj) class 412
sessionPoolHardLimit method
of ooTuner class 578
sessionPoolSoftLimit method
of ooTuner class 578
sessionPoolWait method
of ooTuner class 578
set method
of ooCollectionIterator class 365
of ooTreeListX class 284
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 326
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set_linkName methods
of application-defined persistence-capable
classes 377
set_nameHashFunction static method
of ooMap class 288
set_oid method
of ooMapElem class 422
set_refEnable method
of ooMap class 280
setBufferSpace method
of ooSession class 559
setComparisonArrayFromKey method
of ooCompare class 302
setComparisonArrayFromObject method
of ooCompare class 302
setConnectRetries method
of ooSession class 543
setConversion method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 626
setDefaultAbortMode static method
of ooSession class 137
setDefaultAutoRecover static method
of ooObjy class 80
setDefaultDowngradeMode static method
of ooSession class 140
setDefaultIndexMode static method
of ooSession class 453
setDefaultMrowMode static method
of ooSession class 162
setDefaultServerTimeout static method
of ooSession class 542
setErrorFile method
of ooSession class 603
setEventListener method
of ooSession class 519
setFromUtf8 method
of ooUtf16String class 342
of ooUtf32String class 342
setLockWait method
of ooSession class 171
setLoggingOptions static method
of ooObjy class 81, 495, 568, 577
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setLogListener method
of ooSession class 500
setMainLogListener static method
of ooObjy class 500
setObjectCreationDiskFormat method
of ooConnection class 562
setSchemaUpgradeMode method
of ooSession class 627
setServerTimeout method
of ooSession class 542
setSessionData method
of ooSession class 122
setTuner static method
of ooObjy class 82, 567, 579
setType methods
of ooConvertInOutObject class 622
shutdown static method
of ooObjy class 81, 636
size method
of ooCollection class 283, 285, 287
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 328
snapShot method
of ooSession class 514
sprint method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 227
start method
of Navigator class 445
startInternalLS method
of ooConnection class 583
startStatistics method
of ooSession class 502
startTimer method
of ooSession class 504
startup static method
of ooObjy class 74, 571, 572, 577, 591, 636
stop method
of Navigator class 445
stopInternalLS method
of ooConnection class 584
stopStatistics method
of ooSession class 502
stopTimer method
of ooSession class 504
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sub_linkName methods
of application-defined persistence-capable
classes 380

T
terminateThread static method
of ooObjy class 81, 100
typeN method
of ooRefHandle(className) classes 225,
249
typeName method
of ooRefHandle(className) classes 225,
249

U
unnameObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 389
update method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 223
of ooStatistics class 508
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 326
upgradeObjects method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 628
upgradeOpenMode method
of ooSession class 132, 154

V
valueIterator method
of ooCollection class 419
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This index lists the Objectivity/C++ non-class types, constants, global variables, and data
members that are discussed in this book. For a description of all types, constants,
variables, and data members in the Objectivity/C++ programming interface, see
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference. For a list of classes, see Classes Index. For a list of
all functions and macros, see Methods, Functions, and Macros Index.

N
noOfErrors data member
of ooKernelException class 601

O
ooAMSUsage type 75
ooBoolean type 54
oocAMSOnly constant 75
oocAMSPreferred constant 75
oocContainer constant 526
oocDatabase constant 526
oocDowngradeAll constant 140, 160
oocExplicitUpdate constant 453, 454
oocFalse constant 54
oocFatalError constant 600
oocFederation constant 526
oocHandleToNull constant 137
oocHandleToOID constant 137
oocInsensitive constant 453
oocLockRead constant 158
oocLockUpdate constant 158
oocLogAll constant 495
oocLogMain constant 495

oocLogNone constant 82, 495, 497
oocLogOther constant 495
oocLogSession constant 495
oocLogTransactionStatistics constant 495
oocLogTransactionTiming constant 495
oocMROW constant 162
oocNoAMS constant 76
oocNoDowngrade constant 140
oocNoMROW constant 162
oocNoOpen constant 54
oocNoWait constant 94, 171
ooConflictInfo type 525
ooConvertFunction function-pointer type 618
oocRead constant 54
oocSensitive constant 453
oocSystemError constant 600
oocTrue constant 54
oocUpdate constant 54
oocUserError constant 600
oocWait constant 95, 171
oocWarning constant 600
ooDiskFormat type 562
ooDowngradeMode type 140
ooErrorInfo type 600
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ooErrorLevel type 600
ooHandleMode type 137
ooIndexMode type 453
ooLockMode type 158
ooLockStatEntry type 525
ooLogOptions 495
ooMsgHandlerPtr function-pointer type 603
ooNameHashFuncPtr function-pointer type
288
ooResourceType type 526
ooSnapShotInfo type 514
ooTypeNumber type 225
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